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Exact N -envelope-soliton solutions have been obtained for the following nonlinear wave equation, 
ia 1/1 la t + i3a 11/1 12 a 1/1 lax + {3a 2 1/1 lax2 + i,,(a 3 1/1 lax 3 + 0 11/1121/1 = 0, where a, {3, "( and Ii are real positive 
constants with the relation a{3 = ,,(0. In one limit of a = "( = 0, the equation reduces to the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation which describes a plane self-focusing and one-dimensional self-modulation of 
waves in nonlinear dispersive media. In another limit, (3 = 0 = 0, the equation for. real 'If, reduces to 
the modified Korteweg--<le Vries equation. Hence, the solutions reveal the close relation between 
classical solitons and envelope-solitons. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In previous papers,hereafter referred to as P,il2,III3, 
we obtained exact N-soliton solutions of various non
linear wave equations by transforming the nonlinear 
equations into homogeneous forms of the second degree. 

In Paper I we considered the Korteweg-de Vries equa
tion,4-6 of the following form 

au _ 6u au + a 3u = o. 
at ax ax 3 

(1.1) 

The equation is transformed using the relation, u(x, t) 
= a2 logf(x, t)/ax2 into the following 

(
a a)[a a 
ax ax' at at' 

3 

+(~_l...\ Jf(X,t)f(XI,t')att=t' xox,=o. 
ax ax1 ' 

(1. 2) 

In Paper II, we considered the modified Korteweg-de 
Vries equation7 of the following form 

av + 24v2 av + a3v = o. 
at at ax 3 

(1. 3) 

The equation is transformed using the relation, v(x, t) 
= a[tan-l(g(x, t)/f(x, t))]/ax into the following coupled 
equations, 

~(~ _l...) + (~- ~)~g(X' t)f(x', t')at t=t' x=x' = 0, 
~at at' ax ax' J ' 

(1.4) 

(~_~) 2 [j(x, t)f(x', t') 
\.ax ax' 

+ g(x, t)g(x', t')]at tot', xo x' = O. (1. 5) 

In Paper III, we considered the sine-Gordon equation 8,9 

a2rp a2rp 
-- - -- = sinrp. 
ax2 at2 (1.6) 

The equation is transformed using the relation rp(x, t) 
= 4 tan- 1[g(x, t)/f(x, t)] into the following coupled equa
tions, 

[(:x - a~') 2 

- (:t - aatl1
2 

- 1J f(x, t)g(x', t')at t=t', xox' = 0,(1. 7) 
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r(~ _ ~)2 _ (~_l...) 2J [j(x t)f(x' t') 
L\.ax ax' at at' ' , 

- g(x, t)g(x', t')Lt tot', xo x' = O. (1. 8) 

In the present paper we consider the following nonlinear 
wave equation, 

alJ; alJ; a2lJ; a 3lJ; 
i - + i 3a 1lJ; 12 - + f3 - + iy - + 151lJ; 12lJ; = o. 

at ax ax2 ax3 (1. 9) 

In one limit, the equation reduces to the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation10 which describes plane self
focusing and one-dimensional self-modulation of waves 
in nonlinear dispersive media. In another limit, the equa
tion for reallJ; reduces to the modified Korteweg-de 
Vries equation. 
We shall obtain exact N-envelope-soliton solutions of the 
equation by using the same method (one based on intui
tion and experience) as was used in Papers I, II and ill. 

Zakharov and Shabapo have obtained exact N-envelope
soliton solutions of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
by reducing it to the inverse scattering problem for a 
certain linear differential operator. Recently Wadati 11 
obtained exact N -soliton solutions of the modified 
Korteweg-de Vries equation by using an inverse problem 
method similar to that of Zakharov and Shabat. However, 
the inverse problem method is applicable only to equa
tions of the type 

au = S[u] 
at' 

(1. 10) 

where S is a nonlinear operator differential in x. Al
though our method is rather heuristic in comparison 
with the inverse problem method, it should be noted that 
the present method is very flexible and is applicable to 
various types of nonlinear wave equations. 

In succeeding papers we shall obtain exact N-soliton 
solutions of the following nonJinear wave equations by 
using the same method: 

(i) a2w a2w a2w2 a4w ------ 6-- ---= 0, 
a t2 ax2 ax2 ax4 

(1.11) 

which describes motions of long waves in shallow water 
under gravity12 and in a one-dimensional nonlinear 
lattice,13 

(1. 12) 

which describes wave propagation in a nonlinear, lumped, 
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ladder-type l4 network and the one-dimensional non
linear lattice studied by M. Toda, 15 and 

(iii) 1 au" 
1 + u~ at = U,,+1/2 - U,,+1/2' (1. 13) 

which describes wave propagation in a nonlinear, lumped, 
self-dual ladder-type network. 

2. EXACT N-ENVELOPE SOLITON SOLUTIONS 

We describe exact N-envelope-soliton solutions of the 
equation 

a1J; a1J; a21J; a 3 1J; 
i- + i3ai1J;i 2 - + {3- +iy- + Oi1J;i 21J; = 0, 

at ax ax2 ax2 (2.1) 

where a, (3, y- and 0 are positive real constants satisfying 
the relation a{3 = yO. 

In the limit (i) a = y = 0, the equation reduces to the 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation,10 

a1/; a21/; 
i - + f3 - + Oi1J;i 21J; = o. 

at ax2 
(2.2) 

In the other limit (ii) f3 = 0 = 0, the equation for real 1J; 
reduces to the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation,2,1l 

(2.3) 

Hence, the present solutions reveal the close relation 
between classical solitons and envelope-solitons. 

In the limit (iii) a = y = 0, the equation reduces to the 
linear partial differential equation 

a1/; a21/; a 31/; 
i - + f3 - + iy - = o. 

at ax2 ax3 
(2.4) 

We note that our solutions exclude the case (iv) f3 = y = O. 

Exact N-envelope soliton solutions of Eq. (2.1) can be 
expressed in the following form 

for i = 1,2, .. . ,N and j = N + 1, ... , 2N, 

or i = N + 1, ... , 2N and j = 1, 2, ... , N, (2.14) 

qJ(i,j) = - log[a/2Y(Pi - P j )2], 

for i= 1,2, ... ,Nandj= 1,2, ... ,N, 

or i = N + 1, ... , 2N and j = N + 1, ... , 2N, (2.15) 

where Pi and 'TI? are complex constants relating respec
tively to the amplitude and phase of the ith soliton, 
L)' indicates the summation over all possible com-

~=0,1 

binations of 1J.1 = 0, 1 , 1J.2 = 0, 1, ... , 1J.2 N = 0, 1 , 

under the condition, LX"=llJ.i = LX"=llJ.i +N' L)~'=o 1 and , 
L)~'=o 1 indicate the summations over all possible com-, 
binations of "1 = 0,1, 112 = 0,1, ... , 1l2N = 0,1 under the 

N 

conditions L)i=l"i = 1 + LX"=llli+Nand 1 + LX"=ll1j = 
LX"=11l i +N respectively, and L)i~f) indicates the summa
tion over ail possible pairs taken from 2N elements 
with the specified condition i < j , as indicated. We 
assume all Pi are different from each other. 

As an example, we write forms of F and G for N = 2, 

F(x,t) = 1 + a(I,I*) exp(171 + 1711 + a(1,2*) exp('TI1 + 'TI~) 
+ a(2, 1 *) exp(172 + 1711 + a(2, 2*) exp(172 + 17;) 

+ a(1,2,1*,2*) exp(171 + 172 + 171 + 17~), (2.16) 

G(x,t) = exp('TI1) + exp(172) + a(1,2,1*) exp(171 + 'TI2 + 'TIll 

+ a(l, 2,2*) exp('TIl + 172 + 17~), (2.17) 

where 

a(i,j*) = (Pi + Pj)-2(a/2y), 

a(i,j) = (Pi - P j )2(2y/a), 

a(i*,j*) = (Pi - Pj)2(2y/a), 

a(i, j, k*) = a(i, j)a(i, k*)a(j, k*), 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

1J;(x, t) = G(x, t)/F(x, t), (2.5) and 

where 

(
2N) ) 

F(x, t) = L)' exp ~ qJ(i,j)lJ.d.lj + L) lJ.i17i , 
~=0,1 ;<1 i=1 

(2.6) 

G(x, t) = L)" 
11=0,1 

(
2N) 2N ~ 

exp L) qJ(i,j)ll i ll j + L) ll i17i , (2.7) 
i<j 1=1 

dN) 2N ) 
exp L) qJ(i,j)ll j ll j + L) 1l;17, , (2.8) 

i<j 1=1 
G(X,t) = ~", 

11=0,1 

where 

and 

'TIj = PiX - nit - 17F, 

ni = - if3P¥ + yP~, for i = 1,2, ... ,2N, 

'TIi+N = 17t, 
Pi +N = Pt, 
n i." = nj, for i = 1,2, ... ,N. 

where * implies a complex conjugate, and 
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(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

a(i, j, k*, l*) = a(i, j)a(i, k*)a(i, l*)a(j, k*)a(j, l*)a(k*, l*). 

(2.22) 
It is evident that 1J;(x, t), defined by Eqs. (2. 5)-(2.15), is a 
solution of Eq. (2.1) provided that F and G satisfy the 
following equations: 

[
_ (a a ) (a a ) 2 

Z at - ~ + f3 ax - ax' 

+ iY(i.- _...L) 3]G(X, t)F(x', t')at x=x' tot' = U 
b b' , 

(2.23) 
2 

y (i.- -~) F(x, t)F (x' , t') at x =x'. t =t' aX ax' . 
=aG(x,t)G*(x,t), (2.24) 

We note that Eq. (2. 24) can be written in the following 
form, 

i1/;(x, t) i2 = ~ .£.:.. logF(x, t) 
2yax2 

which corresponds to the relation obtained by Zakharov 
and Shabapo; 
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d2 
I u(x, t)12 = .fiR - In detllAIi. 

dx2 

It should be noted that the differential operator in Eq. 
(2.23), 

(2.25) 

is related to the linear differential operator in Eq. (2.1), 

. a + Q 02 +. 03 
z- ",- ty-. 

at ax2 ax 3 
(2.26) 

Substituting the expressions for F and G into Eqs. (2. 23) 
and (2.24), we have 

and 

l' ~' ~' (£ P i(IJ; - IJj)) 2 
p=O,l p' =0,1 ; =1 

X exp fl'f/ cp(i, j)(IJ;IJj + IJiIJj) + £ (IJj + IJi)11;) 
\'~J 1=1 

- a ~" ~II/ exp(~ cp(i,j)(lI j ll j + lIi lli) 
.. =0,1 ,,'=0,1 j<j 

2N ) + ~ (II; + 11/)11; = o. 
1=1 

(2.28) 

Let the coefficients of the factor 

[ 

L L' L+M L'+M' ] 

exp ~11j + ~ 11'+N + ~ 211j + E 211'+N 
1=1 1=1 I=L+1 I=L'+l 

(2.29) 

in Eqs. (2. 27) and (2.28) be D1 (1,2, ... ,L'; 1 *,2*, 
.. • L*: L + 1, ... ,L + M; (L' + 1)*, ... (L' + M')*) and 
D2(1,2, ... ,L;1*,2*, ... ,L'*;L + 1, ... ,L + M; 
(L' + 1)*, ... , (L' + M')*), respectively. 

We have, from Eq. (2. 27) 

D1 (1,2, ... , L; 1 *,2*, ... ,L'* 

: L + 1,L + 2, ... ,L + M;(L' + 1)f ... ,(L' + M')*) 

= ~ II ~' condition (II, IJ) ri (£ - O;(lIj - IJ) 
,,=0,1 p=O,l L /=1 ') 

+ f3 (~Pj(lI; - IJ;») 2 + i1' (H P;(lIj _ IJ) 3] 
1=1 1=1 'J 

X exp (~CP(i,j)(lIjllj + IJjIJ) , (2.30) 
j<j ') 

where condition (II,,..) implies that the summation over 
,.. and II should be performed under the following condi
tions: 

II; + iJ; = 1 

IIi = IJj = 1 

lit + iJi = 0 

for i= 1,2, ... ,L, 

for i = L + 1,L + 2, ... ,L + M, 

for i = L + M + 1,L + M + 2, ... ,N, 
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for i= 1,2, •.. ,L', IIj+N + iJj+N = 1 

IIj+N = iJj+N = 1 for i = L' + 1, L' + 2, ... , L' + M', 

and 

II;+N + iJj+N = 0 for i = L' + M' + 1, 
L' + M' + 2, ... ,N. 

Under the above conditions we find that the conditions of 
,.. and II in Eq. (2. 30), 

N N N N 

~iJj = ~iJj+N 
j=l ;=1 

and ~ II; = 1 + ~lIj+N' 
i=l i=l 

are compatible and mutually convertible from one to the 
other if, and only if, 

L + 2M = 1 + L' + 2M'. 

Let a j = 1- 2IJj, a;+N =-1 + 2iJj for i = 1,2, . .. ,N' 
under the same conditions. We have 

and 
ClN) 

~ cp(i,j)(lI j ll j + IJjiJj) 
j<j 

(L) (L') 

(2.31) 

= ~ cp(i,j)i(1 + ajaj) + ~ cp(i + N,j + N)i(l + ai+Naj +N ) 
i<j I<j 

L L' 

+ ~ ~ cp(i,j + N)i(1 - ajaj +N) + const (independent of a) 
j =1 j=l 

(L) 

= ~ log[21'(Pj -pj )2/a]·i(1 + ajaj) 
I<j 

(L') 

+ ~ log[21'(P j+N - p j +N )2/a ]· i(l + ai+Naj +N ) 
I<j 

L L' 

+ ~ ~ log[21'(Pj - (- Pj +N ) )2/ a] . !(1 + a jaj+N ) + const. 
t=l j=l (2.32) 

The condition of IJ in Eq. (2. 30), 
N N 

~IJj = ~IJj+N' 
1=1 ;=1 

is converted to 

L L' 

~ai + ~aj+N = 1. 
;=1 j=l 

Hence, we have, for L + L' = odd, 

D 1(1,2, ... ,L;1*,2*, ... ,L'*: L + 1, ... ,L + M; 

(L' + 1)*, ... , (L' + M/)*) 

= const D1 (i\, F2 , ••• , FL +L ,), (2.33) 
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with 

D 1(i\,P2,···, PL+d 

= _~'h1(i\{j1'P2a2"" ,PL+L'UL+L') 
o=±1 

X b(P1, aI' P2, a2,· .. , P L+L" UL+L'), 

where 

hI (PI a 1> P 2a2, •.. , P L+L,a L+L' ) 

(2.34) 

. ~ L+L' _) (L~'A)2 . (L+L' A A)3 
= t - P {lja j + (3 .~ Pjaj + Zy I; PiUi 1=1 1=1 ;=1 

and (2.35) 

b(P1, aI' P2, a2, ... , P L+L" a L+L' ) 

(L+L') A A 

= n [2y(P j _ Pj)2Ia]U+OjOj)/2 
j<j 

(2.36) 

with 

OJ=n j , aj=uj fori=1,2, ... ,L 

and 

Oi+L = - nt, ai+L = u j+N 

for i = 1,2, ... ,L', 

and I;i. = ± 1 implies the summation over all possible com
binations of a 1 = ± 1, ... , (j L+ L' = ± 1 under the condition 
",L+L' A. 1 d n(L+L,). d' t h LJ

i
=1 Uj = , an i<j In lca es t e product of all 

possible combinations of pairs chosen from L + L' 
elements. 

Similar procedures give, for L + L' = even, that 

D2(1,2, ... ,L;1*,2*, ... ,L'*: L + 1, ... ,L + M; 

(L' + 1)*, ... , (L' + M')*) 

= const D 2(P1,P2,··· ,PL+L') 

with 

D2(i\,P2 ,·· .,PL+L ,) 

= y AI;" h2(Pla1'P2a2"" ,PL+L/aL+L,) 
o=±1 

-a ~.,,-, 

I>=U 

where 

h2(P1al'P2a2"" ,PL+L,aL+L ,) = (Lifp ja;)2, 
;=1 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

and I;~' and I; III imply that the summations are 
o=±1 o=±1 

over all possible combinations of a1 = ± 1, a2 = ± 1, ... , 
L+L' L+L' aL +L , = ± 1 under the condition I;. (j j = 0 and I;. a j 1=1 1=1 

= - 2, respectively. Thus, F and GO are solutions of Eqs. 
(2.23) and (2.24) provided that the following identities 
hold: 

(2.40) 

and 

(2.41 ) 
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We shall prove the identities Aby the ![!ame method as 
used in Papers I, III-and III:.. D1 and D2 have the follow
ing proaert!es: (i) Dl 3.Jld D2 are !lym~etric polynom
ials of P V P 2, ... ,and P n; (ii) if P 1 = P 2 then 

D l (P1>P2"" ,Pn) 

=2 ll[2y(PI-Pj)2Ia]'Dl(P3,P4"",Pn) (2.42) 
j=3 

and 

II A A ........ A A 

= 2 II [2y(P1 - Pj)2/a] ·D2(P3,P4, ... ,Pn). (2.43) 
j=3 

The identities D 1 = 0 and D 2 = 0 are easily verified for 
n = 1 and n = 2, respectively. Now, assume that the 
identities hold for n - ~. Then a. relying on properties (i) 
and (ii), it is seen that D1 and D2 can be respectively 
factorized by a symmetric polynomial, 

(n) A A 

n (Pk - P z)2 
k <I 

of degree n(n - 1). On tile otherAhand, E,\s. (2.35)-(2.39) 
show that the degree of D1 and D2 to be a(n - 112 + 3 
and in(n - 2) + 2, respectively. Hence,1>1 and D2 must 
be zero for n, and the identities have been proved. 

APPENDIX A: SOLUTIONS OF THE MODIFIED 
KORTEWEG-DE VRIES EQUATION 

As described in the previous section, in the limit (3 = I) 

= 0 we have the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation 
for reall/l (= G/ F) 

and 

iJl/I al/l a 3 l/1 
- + 3al/l2 - + Y - = 0 
a tat ax 3 ' 

(A1) 

[(..£.. -~) + y(~ - _a_)3J G(x, t)F(x', t')at x=x' t=t' = 0, 
at at' ax ax' , 

(A2) 

y (~- ~)2 F(x, t)F(x', t') at x= x' t= t' - aG(x, t)G(x, t) = O. 
ax ax' , (A3) 

On the other hand, in a previous paper we obtained N
soliton solutions to the equation 

a v + 24v2 i£ + a 3V = O. 
at ox ax 3 

in the following 

v = 1...- tan- 1(glf) 
ax 

gxf -gfx 
= , 

j2 + g2 

where f and g satisfy the following equations: 

[(:t - aat ) 

+ (...£.. -~) 3]g(X, t)f(x', t')at x=x' t=t' = 0 
ax ax' , 

and 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 
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2 

(~ -~) [f(x, t)f(x', t') 
ax ax' 

+ g(x, t)g(x', t')]at,,=,,'.t=t' = O. (AS) 

A comparison of Eqs. (AI) and (A4) suggests that the 
functions F(x, t) and G(x, t) can be expressed in 
terms of f(x, t) and g(x, t) of Eqs. (A 7) and (AS). For 
simplicity, we put a = 2 and y = 1, then we have 

F(x, t) =J2 + g2, 

G(x, t) = 2(g ,,I - gf,,). 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

It is easily shown that F and G defined by the above equa
tions actually satisfy Eqs. (A2) and (A3). Substituting 
Eqs. (A9) and (AlO) into Eqs. (A2) and (A3) gives 

GtF- GF t + G"xxF- 3G""F" + 3G"F xx- GF xxx 

=- 2[gtf -gft + gxxxf - 3gxxfx + 3gxfxx -gfxxx] 

x ~(f2 + g2) + 2(f2 + g2) 
ax 
a 

x ax[gtf-gft +gxxxf- 3g xxfx+ 3gxixx-gfxxx] 

a 
+ l2(ffxx -J; +ggxx-g'f) ax(gxf-gfx) 

a 
- l2(g xi - gfx) ax (ffxx - f'f + gg xx - g'f), (All) 

and 

FF xx - F'f - G2 

= 2(f2 + g2)(ffxx - f~ + gg xx - g'f), (A12) 

respectively, which clearly shows that F and G satisfy 
Eqs. (A2) and (A3) provided that f and g satisfy Eqs. 
(A7) and (AS). 

APPENDIX B: EXPLICIT FORM OF 2-ENVELOPE
SOLITON SOLUTION 

In order to understand the behaviors of two-envelope 
solitons we rewrite 1/1 for N = 2 in a symmetrical form 
as follows: 

I/I(x, t) = G(x, t)/F(x, t) (Bl) 

and 

F(x, t) = cosha + sinha (tanM1 tanh~2 

- sech~1 sech~2 COS(~1 - ~2»' (B2) 

G(x, t) = Al sechh exp(i~ 1) (cosCP 1 + i sinCPl tanh~2) 

+ A2 sech~2 exp(i~2) (COSCP2 + i sinCP2 tanh~I)' (B3) 

where 
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expa= IP1 -P2 1/IP1 +~I, 

CPl = arg[(P1 - P 2)/(P1 + P~)], 
CP2 = arg[(P2 - P 1 )/(P2 + Pt>], 

and,for i = 1,2, 

Ai = (y/20)1/2IP j + Ptl, 
~i = Re(Pix - 0it) + const, 

~i = Im(Pix - 0i t ) + const. 

In the limit t ~ - <:0, keeping ~1 finite, we have for 
Re(02 - (1) > 0, 

and 

F = cosha - sinha tanh~v 

G = Al sechh exp(i(~ 1 - CPl» 

I/I(x, t) = Al exp(i(~1 - CPl». 
cosh (~1 - a) 

In the limit t ~ <:0, keeping ~1 finite, we have for 
Re(02 - (1) > 0, 

F = cosha + sinha tanh~I' 

G = Al sech~1 exp(i(~l + CPl» 

and 

I/I(xlt) = Al exp(i(~l + CPl» . 
cosh(h + a) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

(B6) 

(B7) 

(BS) 

(B9) 

(BlO) 

(Bll) 

(B12) 

(B13) 

(B14) 

(B15) 

The present form for 1/1 (x , t) is convenient for calculat
ing detailed behaviors of two envelope-solitons during 
the overlap time interval. 
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Exact N-soliton solutions of the wave equation of long 
waves in shallow-water and in nonlinear lattices 
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Exact N -soliton solutions have been obtained for the nonlinear wave equation 
a2 w/at2 

- a2 w/ax 2 
- 6(a 2 

W
2

/X
2

) - a4 w/ax4 = 0 which describes motions of long waves in 
one-dimensional nonlinear lattices and in shallow-water under gravity. The solutions have the same 
functional form as N -solition solutions of the Korteweg--de Vries equation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is the fifth of a series of papers on exact N
solutions. 1- 4 In the present paper we obtain exact N
soliton solutions of the following nonlinear wave equa
tion, 

a2w a2w a2w 2 a4w 
-- - -- - 6 -- - -- = 0, 
at2 ax2 ax2 ax4 

(1. 1) 

which describes motions of long waves in one-dimen
sional nonlinear latticess and in shallow water under 
gravity 6 • The quantities w, x, and t can be rescaled to 
produce any desired coefficients for the terms of Eq. 
(1.1). The present choice is convenient for this paper. 

It is known that Eq. (1. 1) reduces to the Korteweg-de 
Vries equation in the long wave and weakly nonlinear 
limit, . 

au au a3u 
+ u- + Ii- = 0 Ii = const, 

at ax ax3 ' 

for which exact N -soliton solutions have been ob
tained.1, 7,8 

(1. 2) 

It is noted that Eq. (1. 1) is of the second order in time 
and Eq. (1. 2) is of the first; hence Eq. (1. 1) describes 
solitons 9, 10 propagating in opposite directions while 
Eq. (1. 2) does not. In spite of this fact we will find that 
N-soliton solutions of Eq. (1. 1) have the same functional 
forms as those of Eq. (1. 2). 

2. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF SOLITON 
SOLUTIONS 

In this section we consider fundamental properties of 
soliton solutions without knowing exact solutions. In a 
previous paper10 we explained the fundamental proper
ties of "lattice solitons" in terms of the properties of 
nonlinear LC networks. 

In order to follow a similar procedure here, we trans
form Eq. (1.1) into the follOWing simultaneous equation 
by introducing a new function u(x, t) 

aw au 
at = - ax' (2.1) 

au =_ ..2..(w + 6w2 +w ) at ax xx , 
(2.2) 

where the subscript indicates the partial differentiation. 

For a wave pulse (soliton) solution defined by the condi
tion that w(x, t), u(x, t) and their derivatives vanish at 
I t I = 00 and/or I x I = 00, we obtain the following con
servation laws by integrating Eqs. (2. 1) and (2.2): 

810 

J'>C) w(x, t)dx = const, 
-"" 
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(2.3) 

and 

J"" u(x, t)dt = const, 
-00 

JOO u(x, t)dx = const, 
-00 

JOO u(x,t)w(x,t)dx = const, 
-00 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

J OO [!(u2 + w2) + 4w 3 + WW - !w 2] dt = const, 
-00 D x 

(2.7) 

where Eqs. (2. 6) and (2. 7) correspond to the total energy 
and power conservation laws, respectively. We shall ex
plain the fundamental properties of soliton solutions by 
using these conservation laws. 

(i) Velocity of a soliton: If a wave pulse propagates 
through a medium without changing its shape and velo
city, 

w(x, t) = w(px - fU) 

and 

u(x, t) = u(Px - fU), 

we obtain the following relations: 

nw(x, t) = Pu(x, t), 

Ou(x, t) = P (w + 6w2 + wxx )' 

From Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), we have 

(n/p)2 = (Joo wdx + 6J"" w 2 dx)/ Joo wdx, 
-00 -00 -00 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2. 12) 

which shows that the velocity of a wave pulse, niP, is 
greater than unity and increases with increasing pulse 
height provided that w (x, t) > O. 

(ii) Collision of two solitons: As was pointed out in 
previous papers,S. 10, 11 when two solitons collide and 
overlap with each other, the total energy and power con
servation laws play important roles in determining the 
behavior of the joint amplitude of the two solitons during 
the overlapping time interval. We shall return to this 
point after we obtain an explicit form for two-soliton 
solutions. 

(iii) Conservation of the total phase shift: We shall 
prove that a weighted sum of the phase shifts of indivi
dual solitons gained by multiple collisions with other 
solitons is zero. 8,10 

Consider a sufficiently large time T. For t < - T < 0 we 
assume N independent solitons with phases lUi) (i = 
1,2, ... ,N) before collisions, 

N 

w<-)(x,t) = l]wi(Pix-nit-liJi)). 
;;1 

(2.13) 
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For t > T, we assume that each soliton changes its 
phase only, from 6Ji) to 0+ (i), after multiple collisions 
with other solitons, 

N 

W(+) (x, t) = L: w;(Pix - Ojt - 0+ (i». (2.14) 
j;1 

We rewrite one of the conservation laws, Eq. (2. 5), 

r:u(x, t)dx = r:x (- ;xu(x, t~ dx (2.15) 

= :t r:xw(x, t)dx. (2.16) 

Substituting Eq. (2. 13) into Eq. (2. 16) gives, for t < - T, 

J
oo N O· Joo 

u(x,t)dx = ~ -' wi(Tlj)dTlj' 
-00 ;;1 Pr -00 

(2. 17) 

On the other hand, integrating Eq. (2.16) from T 1 < - T 
to T 2 > T and employing Eqs. (2. 13) and (2.14), we have 

N 

(T 2 - T 1)J
oo 

u(x, t)dx = L: [Oi(T2 - T 1) + 6+(i) - oJi)] 
- 00 i=1 

X Pi2 f>O w;(Tlj)dTlj. (2.18) 
-00 

Substituting Eq. (2. 17) into Eq. (2.18) gives 

(2.19) 

which shows that the weighted sum of the phase shifts of 
individual solitons is zero. As is shown later, the ex
plicit form of a single soliton gives 

(2.20) 

and hence 

N 

~ [o+(i) - oJi)] = O. (2.21) 
j;1 

3. EXACT N-SOLITON SOLUTIONS 

We now describe exact N-soliton solutions of the equa
tion 

a2w a2w a2w 2 a4w 
-- --6---- =0. 
at2 ax2 ax2 ax4 

(3.1) 

Exact N-soliton solutions can be expressed in the follow
ing form: 

02 
w(x,t) = - logf(x,t), 

ax2 

(
N) N) 

f(x, t) = ~ exp ~ cp(i,j)ujuj + ~UjTlj , 
1';0.1 j<j j;1 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Tli =Pjx - EjOjt - TI? (Ej = +1 or -1), (3.4) 

OJ = P j(l + P 1) 1/2, (3.5) 

(E .0. - E .0.)2 - (P. _P.)2 _ (p. _P.)4 
exp[ cp (i ,j)] = - _..:.... _''----''.1--L1 ___ =--' _...,;1,-_,-..::.' __ 1L:-

(E.O. + E.O.)2 - (p. +p.)2 - (P. +p.)4 
•• 1 J '1 '1 

(3.6) 
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(EjV j - Ej Vj)2 + 3(Pj -pj )2 
= (EjV j - Ej Vj )2 + 3(P j +pj )2' 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where Pi and TI? are the real constants relating to the 
amplitude and phase, respectively, of the ith soliton, 
~I'': 0.1 implies the summation over all possible combi
nations of /J.l = 0,1, /J.2 = 0,1, ... ,/J.N = 0.1 and 
~ ~~J indicates the summation over all possible pairs 
chosen from N elements. 

We note that the above expression for f is equivalent to 
the following form: 

N 

f(x, t) = 1 + L: L: a(iv i 2,· .• ,in) 
n;1~n 

where 
(n) 

a(iV i 2, .•• , in) = IT a(ik, i z), (3.10) 
k< I 

NCn indicates the summation over all possible combi
nations of n elements taken from N, and ri ~)z indicates 
the product of all possible combinations of the n efe
ments. This expression for f has the same functional 
form as one obtained for N-soliton solutions of the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation. 1 

As an example we write the form of f(x, t) for N = 2, 

(3.12) 

It is easily seen that w(x, t) defined by Eq. (3. 2) is a 
solution of Eq. (3.1) provided that f satisfies the follow
ing equation: 

[( 0 0)2 (0 0\2 (0 a)4J 
at at' oX OX! ox ox' 

x f(x, t)f(x' , t') atx;x'. t; t' = O. (3. 13) 

It is noted that the differential operators in Eq. (3.13), 

are related to the linear differential operator in Eq. 
(3.1), 

02 02 04 
-----
at2 ax2 ax4 

(3.15) 

Substituting Eq. (3.3) into Eq. (3. 13), we have 
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Let the coefficients of the factor 

(3. 17) 

in Eq. (3.16) be D(l, 2, .. • n;n + 1,n + 2, ••• ,m). We 
have 

D(1,2, .•. ,n;n + 1,n + 2, •.. ,m) 

(3.18) 

where cond(/-L, II) implies that the summation over /-L and 
/I should be performed under the conditions 

IJ. i + II i = 1 for i = 1,2, •.. , n, 

lJ.i=lI i =l fori=n+l,n+2, •.. ,m, 

lJ.i=lIi=O fori=m +l,m +2, ••• ,N. 

Let 1 - 21J. i = (] i , then we find 

D(l, 2, .•• ,n;n + 1,n + 2, ... ,m) 

(3.19) 

= const.D(Pl>P2"" ,P n) (3.20) 

with 

D(P 1,P 2,··· ,Pn) 

= ~h(Pl (]1,P2(]2"" ,Pn(]n)b(Pl>(]l>P2'(]2"" ,Pn'(]n)' 
0= ±1 (3.21) 

where 

h(P1(]1,P2(]2"" ,Pn(]n) = (t EiPiV i (]) 2 
.=1 ~ 

and 
_ (n) _ 2 

b(P1'(]1,P2'(]2,,,,,Pn'(]n) - .n.[(EiVj EjVj ) 
1<1 

812 

The identity can be proved by mathematical induction as 
used in the previous papers. 1-4 D(Pv P2, ••• ,P n) is a 
symmetric and even f~nction of P 1,P2, • •• ,P n' and 
hence if we consider D to be a function of E 1 vI' E 2 V 2' ... , 
E nV n [V j = (1 + P~)1/2], D becomes a polynomial of 
variables E1V1, E2V2, ... , and EnVn' 

""'. A A(",,... 
Let E jV i = Vi for t = 1,2, ... ,n, and D = D vI' V2' •.• , 
vn )· 

We find that the polynomial D(V1' V2 , • •• ,vn) has the 
following properties: 

(i) D is a symmetric polynomial of Vv v2 , ••• ,Vn , 

(ii) if vI '= ± 1, 

AAA '" ""AA ""') 
D(v 1 , v 2 , ••• ,v n)atv

1
= ±l = D(v 2 , v 3 ' ••• , V n 

n 
·2 n [(Vj - v.)2 + 3P;a] (3.27) 

j=2 J J 

and 

A""", A AAA A 2 
D(vv v2"'" v n)atv

1
=v

2 
= D(v 3 , v4 ,···, Vn)' 24P i 

X l'I[(Vl - vj )2 + 3(P1 - P)2J[(V1 - vj )2 + 3(P1 + P j )2] 
;=3 (3.28) 

The identity is easily verified for n = 1 and 2. NOW, 
assume that the identity holds for n - 1 and n - 2. ",Then, 
relying on properties (i), (ii), and (iii), we see that D 
can be factored by a polynomial, 

(3.29) 

of degree n(n - 1) + ~n. On the other hand, Eq. (3,,21) 
shows the degree of D to be n(n - 1) + 4. Hence, D 
must be zero for n, and the identity holds. 

We shall prove that the solution, Eq. (3.9), splits into N 
solitons in the limit I t I ~ 00, and obtain the phase 
shift of an arbitrary ith soliton induced by collision 
with N - 1 other solitons. 

At first we consider the case of t ~ 00. In the limit 
t ~ 00, keeping 17; finite, we have 

and can assume without losing generality, 

(3.30) 

+ 3(P i (]j-P j (]j)2]. (3.23) 17 j = finite, 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

Here, we have used the relation 

rp(i,j)Hl + (] i(]j) 

= HI + (] j (] j) log 
(EiV j - Ej V j )2 + 3(P j-pj )2 

(E.V. - E·V .)2 + 3(P j + P
J
.)2 

•• J J (3. 24) 

= log[(EiV j - Ej V j )2 + 3(Pi (]i _Pj (]j)2] 

(3.25) 

Thus , !(x, t) is the solution of Eq. (3.11) provided that 
the following identity holds: 

(3.26) 
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and 

Therefore, we find 

lim exp(- 1) 1 - 1)2 - ... - 1) j_1)!(x, t) 
t .... oo 

~i finite 

= a(l, 2, ... ,i - 1) + a(l, 2, ... , i) exp(1)j) 

= a(l, 2, ... ,i -1){1 + exp[1)i - O+(i)]}, 

where 
i-I 

0+ (i) = - ~ rp(j, i) 
j=l 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 
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and obtain an asymptotic form of the ith soliton in the 
limit t --) <Xl, 

(3.37) 

The same procedure as the one used for the case of 
t = <Xl gives an asymptotic form of the ith soliton in the 
limit t --) - <Xl. In the limit t --) - <Xl, keeping 1) i finite, 
we fInd 

(3.38) 

where 
N 

lUi) = - ~ cp(i,j). (3.39) 
j=i +1 

Thus, we have proved that the solution really splits 
apart into N solitons in the limit of I t I --) <Xl. This im
plies that a soliton conserves its identity after colliding 
with other solitons. 8 ,12 The effect of collisions appears 
only in the relative phase shift O(i) defined by 

OCi) = O+(i) - Oji). (3.40) 

As was proved in the previous section, we find 

N 

~ O(i) = O. (3.41) 
i=1 

For a single soliton, we find by using Eq. (3.37) that 

(3.42) 

which assures Eq. (2. 20). 

4. TWO-SOLITON SOLUTIONS 

The results obtained in the previous section show that 
the relative phase shift O(i) induced by multiple colli
sions with N - 1 other solitons is the sum of the rela
tive phase shifts induced by an independent collision 
with each of N - 1 other solitons; there is no many-body 
effect. Therefore, it suffices to study a single collision 
to obtain an understanding of multiple collisions of N 
solitons. 

We write the two-soliton solutions in the following form: 

w(x, t) = 
q~ sech2~ 1 + q~ sech2~ 2 + A sech2h sech2~ 2 

[cosh(<P/2) + sinh(<P/2) tanhh tanh~2)2 

where 

and 

~ 1 = q1X - w 1t, 

~2 = q2x - w2t , 

w2 = E2q2v 2, 

v 1 = (1 + 4qf)1/2, 

v 2 = (1 + 4q~)1/2, 
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(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 
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A = sinh(<P/2)[(q~ + d) sinh(<P/2) + 2q1q2 cosh(<P/2)], 

(4.9) 

where q1 and q2 are arbitrary real constants. 

The functional form of w (x, t) is the same as that of 
two-lattice soliton solutions Vn (t), 9,10 which are the 
solutions of the following equation 

a2 
-log[l + Vn(t)] = Vn+1 (t) + Vn_1 (t) - 2Vn(t). (4.10) 
at2 

We give numerical results of Eq. (4. 1) in Figs. 1 and 2 
for the case where two solitons at I t I = <Xl have dis
parate amplitudes (q~ = 25. 0, d = 6. 25) and are 
moving in the same direction and for the case where 

+03 

+02 

+01 

o 
-01 

-02 

-0.3 

-4 -3 -2 -I o 2 3 4 
x-

FIG. 1. A collision of two solitons having disparate amplitudes, (q¥ = 
25. 0, q~ = 6. 25) travelling in the same direction. 

+0.4 

+0.3 

+0.2 

+0.1 

o 
-0.1 

-0.2 

-0.3 

-0.4 

-4 -3 -2 -I o 
x-

2 3 4 

FIG. 2. A collision of two solitons having more nearly equal amplitudes, 
(q~ = 12. 25, q~ = 9.0) travelling in the same direction. 

"[ 
-

+3 

+2 

l -2 

-3 

-4 

I I I I I 
-4 3 2 -I 0 2 3 4 

x-
FIG. 3. A head-on-collision of two solitons having the same amplitude 
(qi = q~ = 9. 0) moving in the opposite directions. 
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the amplitudes of the two solitons are more near ly 
equal to each other (q~ = 12. 25, q~ = 9. 0), respective
ly. For these two cases, the features of two-soliton 
interactions are quite similar to those obtained for 
two-lattice solitons10 and for solitons of the Korteweg
de Vries equation. 5 

In Fig. 3 we give a numerical result of Eq. (4. 1) for 
the case where two solitons of equal amplitude 
(d = d = 9. 0) are moving in opposite directions. We 
find a distinction between the present result and that of 
the two-lattice soliton. When two solitons of equal 
amplitude collide and overlap, their joint amplitude is 
smaller than twice the amplitude of an individual soli
ton. We showed in the previOUS paper10 that when two 
lattice solitons of equal amplitude mOving in opposite 
directions collide and overlap, their jOint amplitude be
comes greater than twice of the amplitude of an indivi
dual soliton. The difference is of importance if one 
remembers that the present wave equation (1. 1) is a 
long and weakly nonlinear approximation of Eq. (4. 10). 
This implies that the long and weakly nonlinear approxi-
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mation breaks down when it describes phenomena 
such as the head-on collision of two solitons where their 
joint amplitude becomes large and steep. 
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This work consists of two parts. First we consider a general classical relativistic direct interaction theory (for 
two point particles) coming from an action principle such that the equations of motion have, at most, 
second-order derivatives of the position 4-vectors with respect to proper time. We introduce the general 
formalism, derive the explicit form of the conserved quantities, and discuss some particular cases which had 
previously been considered in the literature. We analyze in detail the circular orbit solutions of the general 
equations of motion, deriving in particular the constraints which the interaction function must satisfy in 
order that such solutions exist. In the second part we study in detail the nonrelativistic limit of the theory, 
showing that the limit is perfectly consistent. The obtained Newton equations contain an arbitrary potential 
that depends on the relative position and velocity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An alternative way to look at the relativistic bound state 
problem in quantum physics, besides techniques such as 
the Bethe-Salpeter equation, is to start from the cor
responding problem in classical physics and then to 
quantize. This approach, as far as the general two-body 
problem is concerned, is relatively new and up to now the 
only results in this line have been obtained using circular 
orbit solutions. 1-4 

The classical two-body problem, so simple in principle 
in nonrelativistic mechanics, has at least two important 
sources of complications when considered in a relati
vistic framework. 

One of the sources of difficulties-that to a certain 
extent we can eliminate - is the fact that interactions 
between particles are usually thought of as a mediated 
by fields. Fields that carry infinite degrees of freedom, 
carry away 4-momentum and angular momentum in the 
form of radiation and which, therefore, transform the 
problem into a problem of particles and fields. 

An interesting line of thought developed by various 
authors 5 allows the problem to be Simplified. They 
assume that there is a direct interaction, i.e., that the 
fields are not independent objects adding new degrees 
of freedom, but only agents that carry the inter.action 
from one particle, the emitter, to another, the receiver. 
It is then assumed that there is no emission unless there 
is a receiver, no matter how far the receiver is. 

In the present paper we accept this philosophy as a 
reasonable generalization of the nonrelativistic interac
tion where absence of radiation comes naturally. We 
shall consider a system of just two particles "alone in 
the universe" and hence no radiation takes place. 6,7 

There is another-this time unavoidable-difficulty. Due 
to the finite velocity with which a relativistic interaction 
propagates, the equations of motion are not instantaneous 
but integro-differential. The simpler electromagnetic 
interaction case turns these equations into differential
difference equations with the differences (a measure of 
the retarded effects between the particles) depending on 
time. No general theory exists for such equations. 8,9 

The only situation when the differences do not depend on 
time, which has been handled with certain success, is the 
case of circular orbit solutions. Another possibility, 
less phYSical but solvable in general, is to transform 

815 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 14, No.7, July 1973 

the equations of motion into pure differential equations. 
This is achieved by assuming that one particle responds 
only to retarded "fields" and the other only to advanced 
"fields" and was treated in Ref. 10 by Rudd and Hill. 
Even if unphysical, this model has the merit of being the 
only known example of an exactly solvable classical 
relativistic two-body problem. 

The first papers on these linesll tried to build a con
sistent direct interaction electrodynamics, i.e., a theory 
that yields the same phYSical conclusions as classical 
electrodynamics but avoids the explicit introduction of 
fields as independent dynamical quantities. Mesodyna
mics has also been considered.12 Also along these lines 
Van Dam and Wigner13 successively pointed out that it 
is possible to consider direct interactions which have no 
adjunct particle-field theory, and have discussed in de
tail a particular example. Several other authors have 
been devoted to the analysis of some particular models 
of direct interaction theories which can be derived from 
an action principle. 

An interesting problem which can be studied with such 
models is the determination of circular orbit motion, 
since in practice (historically) it is the first step to set 
up a Bohr-like quantization procedure for a relativistic 
two-body system and thus we learn something about the 
corresponding fully quantized system. Also the con
sistency of the nonrelativistic limit is an interesting 
problem to consider. Since several attempts have been 
made along these lines, making similar calculations for 
different but particular choices of the interaction, we 
think that it is useful to deal directly with a quite 
general theory of direct interaction coming from an 
action principle. 

In this paper, then, we deal with a Poincare invariant 
direct interaction theory coming from an action integral 
defined in Sec. II. That section serves to define the 
basic features of our theory, the equations of motion, 
and the conserved quantities. We include also the re
duction to particular cases considered in the literature. 

The general problem of having circular orbit solutions 
is considered in Sec. III. Since not every interaction 
will allow circular orbit solutions, certain general con
straints on the form of the interaction are found in 
order that such solutions exist. It is the first time, as 
far as we know, that such constraints are mentioned and 
discussed. Moreover, the time-independent equations 
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relating the parameters which characterize the circular 
orbits and the motion are found. Thus, in this section it 
is possible to find all the necessary formulas to make, 
for example, a Bohr-like quantization of the circular 
motion solutions. This will be done elsewhere. 

The problem of proving that our general theory has a 
consistent nonrelativistic limit is discussed in Secs.1V 
and V. We show that our formalism is richer than many 
others considered in the literature also from the point of 
view of the nonrelativistic limit. In fact, nonrelativistic 
limits considered explicitly in the literature give the 
Newton equations of motion for two particles interacting 
through a potential which depends only on the modulus 
of the relative position of the two particles. On the con
trary, we shall see that it is possible to build an interac
tion, the limit of which is a potential theory with velocity 
dependent interaction. There is no obvious physical or 
mathematical reason to expect that every relativistic 
theory should have a consistent nonrelativistic limit. 

II. RELATIVISTIC DYNAMICS FOR TWO PARTICLES 

We shall consider the classical relativistic dynamics of 
two interacting particles, whose position vectors are 
X~(T a), (a = 1,2), defined by the action,12,14 

(2.1) 

In this expression the integration variables correspond
at this stage - to arbitrary parametrization of the still 
undetermined xa (Ta); F is an arbitrary function except 
that to ensure that the action is independent of the para
metrization used, it has to satisfy the following two con
ditions, 

of of + a of 
F = 2~aa ~ + ~ab o~ ab oa ' 

U~aa ab ab 
a, b = 1,2, 

(2.2) 

where the derivatives are with respect to the invariants 
defined by 

p = [X1(T1) - X2(T2»)2, 
~ab = (1/C2)x~( Ta)Xb,,( Tb), 

aab = (1/c)x~(xa - Xb), a,b = 1,2. (2.3) 

The two conditions (2.2) make F a function of only four 
of the six invariants; we choose these four arguments to 
be p, ~12' a12 , a 21 . In the following, whenever we write 
a derivative of F with respect to ~a a this derivative 
must be understood as determined by Eq. (2.2). 

After the variational prinCiple is applied we will choose 
the parameters Ta to correspond to the proper times of 
the corresponding world lines, which implies that the 
components of x~ are not all independent but are subject 
to the constraint 

~11 = ~22 = 1. (2.4) 

We also note that the integrals in (2. 1) are taken be
tween arbitrary limits T~ < T~. However, since we want 
the equations of motion to hold for any time, when de
riving them from the action prinCiple we must make 
T~ ~- co and T;~ + co. 

Furthermore, if the interaction function F is chosen in 
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such a way that the particles interact for p ;;. 0 (time
or lightlike distances), then an explicit dependence on 
the Sign of (x~ - xB) is allowed since the distinction 
between past and future light cones is invariant. 

The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion are15 

c dTb--=- maX~+C dTb -.-, 100 aF d ~. 100 of ) 
-00 OXa" dTa -00 oXa" 

(2.5) 

with ~11 = ~22 = 1 and a ", b. 

The explicit expression for the integrands are 

of of of xg of x~ 
--- 2-(x -xb)" +-- - ----
OXa" - Op a oaab C oaba C ' 

(2.6a) 

of of x~ of x~ 1 of 
-- = 2-- - +---- +- - (x -Xb)" 

• "'l" 2 l" 2 a' aXa" u~aa C o~ab C C oaab 
(2.6b) 

The effect of the operator d/ dTa when acting on a pure 
function of the four invariants p, ~12' a12 , a21 is expli
citly, 

o 
- c~ -. (2.7) 

ab oaba 

The Poincare invariance of the action implies that there 
are ten conserved quantities associated with the ten 
generators of the group. They are the total energy
momentum four vector 

(2.8) 

For completeness we include their derivation in an 
appendix. Both quantities satisfy, by definition separate 
conservation laws with respect to T1 and T2: 

d d d 
dt P"(T1 T2) = dT1 P"(T1 T2) = dT2 P"(T1 T2), (2.10) 

and similarly for L"v. 

Let us see now how our general case reduces to cases 
already treated in the literature. The choice of the 
function F is often made to correspond to that of a field 
which has been eliminated from the equations of motion 
of an underlying (or adjunct) particle-field interaction 
theory. The case of electrodynamics, for example, com
pels us to choose 1,3,5 

(2. 11) 
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thus obtaining the half-retarded half-advanced interac
tion-at-a-distance electrodynamics considered by 
Fokker, Tetrode, Wheeler-Feynman,5 and more recently 
by Schild. 1 Also different types of mesodynamics could 
be considered. But there is no need to have an under
lying field theory-as stressed by Van Dam and Wig
ner13-and therefore other choices of F are possible. 
Of these we mention 

(2. 12) 

first given by Katz in the Appendix of Ref. 17. It reduces 
to the original scalar interaction considered by Katz18 
if the value q = 1 is chosen, while for q = 0 (2. 12) gives 
rise to the equations of motion considered in Ref. 13. 
Degasperis2 also has considered (2. 12) to discuss the 
circular orbit bound state problem. 

As in electrodynamics, if the interaction is at lightlike 
distances only, then the integro-differential equations of 
motion become differential-difference equations. The 
very particular choice 

(2. 13) 

reduces the equations of motion in a two dimensional 
Minkowsky space to pure differential equations. The 
general solution to these equations was found in Ref. 10. 

To extend the formalism to many interacting particles 
in a symmetric way, the interaction part of the action 
has to be of the form: 

This symmetric type of interaction reduces, in the two
particle case to an action (2.1) with F satisfying the 
symmetry requirement, 

F(P~l1 ~22~12(j12(j21) = F(P~22~11 ~12(j21 (j12)' 

which is satisfied both by (2.11) and (2.12). 

(2. 15) 

Finally we want to make a strong but inessential assump
tion, which is that the function F vanishes for time like 
distances, 

F = 0 for p> O. (2.16) 

We assume (2.16) for Simplicity to avoid weaker, but 
longer to explain, assumptions at different key pOints of 
the paper. It is not difficult to find other weaker 
assumptions, that do not exclude mesodynamics as con
dition (2.16) does, but ours is economic- and serves our 
present purpose. 

III. CIRCULAR ORBIT SOLUTIONS 

We now want to investigate the possibility of having 
Circular orbit solutions to our equations of motion (2. 5). 

As stressed by several authors 1 - 4 the derivation of 
explicit circular orbit solutions for the equations of 
motion is, in practice, the first step to set up a Bohr
like quantization procedure for a relativistic two
particle system. Quantization with noncircular orbits 
is a complicated job and the only thing that has been 
done on this line is in a recent paper by Andersen and 
von Baeyer.4 As we shall see, the most general case, 
i.e., when the function F has a general dependence on all 
four invariants, yields, for fixed values of the masses, 
four time-independent equations relating the three para-
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meters: angular velocity w and the radii R l>R 2 of the 
orbits. In this general case, therefore, there cannot al
ways be a solution. A consistency condition that we shall 
make explicit must be satisfied. In the cases when F is 
independent of the two invariants (j12 and (j21' two of the 
four equations become identities and we recover a situa
tion similar to that of Ref. 2 even though with a far 
more general interaction. 

As is usual when dealing with circular orbits, we define 
a unit vector ft(t) rotating in a plane with uniform angular 
velocity w, so that 

~t(t) = cvtt(t), tit(t) _ _ A(t) 
dt - wu , (3. 1) 

f(t) also being a uniformly rotating unit vector orthog
onal to ii(t). 

The circular orbits of the two particles are now defined 
as: 

Hence, the four vectors xC, (xa - Xb)li, xC, xC are 

- xC = c(ta' (gai3a/ w)ft(ta»' 

- x~ = cYa(1, gaf3af(ta»' 

- xC = cy~(O, - gaf3awft(ta»' 

(xa - Xb)1i = (cga/w)(2e, f3 aft(ta) + f3 bo.(tb»' (3.3) 

(3.4) 

and 

(3.5) 

The invariants (2.3) are easily expressed in terms of 
the constants of the problem and the only relevant 
variable e, 

p = (c2/w2)[4e 2 - 2f3af3b cos 2e - (f3~ + f3~)], 
~ab = YaYb(l + f3 ai3b cos 2e), 

(jab = (Ya cga/w)(2e + f3af3b sin 2e). (3.6) 

To determine the conditions under which we actually 
have a solution of the equations of motion, we must re
place Eqs. (3. 3) in Eq. (2.5). Transforming the integrals 
over Tb that appear in (2.5) into integrals over e and 
noticing that F is now only a function of e, we obtain 
several integrals whose integrands are functions of e 
times a vector ft or f. When the vectors ft(t b) or f(t b) 
appear, we express them in terms of o.(ta) and t(ta), 
where ta is the fixed time in (2. 5), by using 

ft(t b) = cos 2eft(ta) -ga sin 2et(ta)' 

t(tb) = cos 2et(ta) + ga sin 2eu(ta)' 
(3.7) 

The derivative with respect to Ta on the right-hand side 
of (2.5) can easily be performed using Eq. (3.1). 

To express the results concisely, it is convenient to 
define the following integrals: 

Joo 'OF 
Ct = 2 -00 'O~ cos 2ede, 

(3.8) 
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where ~ denotes anyone of the six invariants on which 
F depends. Note that all the above expressions depend 
only on the parameters w, Rv and R 2 • Also note that 
because of (2.16) the integration over e is on a finite 
range and the actual limits of integration are, due to the 
geometry of the problem, equal and of opposite sign. 

Some elementary calculations allow us to prove that the 
equations of motion reduce to the following two equalities 
(a = 1,2) between 4-vectors: 

(3.9) 

Equating the zero components and the coefficients of 
u(ta) on the left- and right-hand side of (3.9), respec
tively, we obtain the equations 

(3. lOa) 

+ tl C Yat'b ~ab + (gayaC{3b/wYb)SOab 

= (2c2/w2Yb)(fja A p + {3b Cp) + (c{3bga/w)So . 
ba (3. lOb) 

As regards the equation which arises from equating the 
coefficients of 'f(ta) on both sides of (3.9) we note that it 
is identically satisfied as a consequence of (3. lOa) and of 
the identity 

J
oo of 

-00 cede = O. (3.11) 

Equation (3. lOa) does not involve the masses and it is a 
constraint on our interaction function F telling us that 
there cannot always be a circular orbit solution of the 
equations of motion. As mentioned at the beginning, if 
there is no l1ab -dependence in F, Eq. (3. lOa) is identi
cally satisfied. In fact, in such a case F is an even func
tion of e [cf. Eq. (3. 6)] so that Tp vanishes, while the 
right-hand side of (3. lOa) is identically zero. It is im
mediately verified with the particular choice (2. 12) for 
F, that one obtains exactly Eq. (3. 22) of Ref. 2. Obviously 
when there is no l1ab dependence in F the two Eqs. (3. lOb), 
which are the only equations relating w, Rl and R 2 , refer 
to a much more general situation than that considered in 
Ref. 2. As F given by (2.11) is a particular case of 
(2.12), our solution also contains those found by Schildl 
and by Anderser and von Baeyer. 3 

IV. PRELIMINARIES TO STUDY THE 
NONRELATIVISTIC LIMIT 

In order to study the nonrelativistic limit of a general 
theory, such as that defined by the action (2.1), it is 
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necessary to make some specific assumptions concern
ing the behavior of the function F and its derivatives 
when C -) 00. Different assumptions will lead, in general, 
to different nonrelativistic theories. To make our as
sumptions clearer, it is convenient first to determine 
the nonrelativistic behavior of the basic quantities ap
pearing in our formalism. 

Since we assume that F vanishes for (xa - X b)2 > 0, the 
interaction takes place only between two events, xC and 
x~, which are space- or lightlike separated. The dif
ference in time between two such events will not be zero 
in every reference frame, but it will tend to zero in the 
nonrelativistic limit as c- l , so that, putting 

the nonrelativistic limit of 11 is, in general, different 
from zero and finite. In Eq. (4.1),g2 = - gl = 1. 

(4.1) 

When taking the nonrelativistic limit of an integral ex
preSSion such as those appearing in the equations of 
motion or in the conserved quantities, we shall make 
the change of integration variable from proper time T b 

to the variable 1/. In this way the integration interval 
remains finite, i.e., [- r, r], where r is the modulus of 

(4.2) 

To deal with double integrals such as those appearing in 
Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) with integration variables T; and T/" 
the following changes of variables must be made: 

(4.3) 

It should be made clear that one of the proper times 
appearing in the expression of 11 is fixed, and we can 
expand about this time. Let Ta be the fixed time in (4.1); 
then 

(4.4) 

(g b does not appear in this expreSSion since the right 
ordering of the integration limits takes care of the 
correct sign). We will often need to expand about Ta by 
means of 

Tb = Ta-ga11/C. (4.5) 

Thus, 

X(Tb) "" Xb(Ta) - (ga11/C)Xb(Ta) (4.6) 

and 

rl' == gb[xa(Ta) - X b(Tb)]1' 

= {- 11 + [(d/c) + (f/c2)]gb,r - (11/C)Xb(Ta)}. (4.7) 

In the last expression d and f are constants which depend 
parametrically on Ta and ~ome from the connection 
between time and proper tim e. 

From (4.1), (4. 2), (4.5), (4. 6), and (4.7) the behavior of 
our four fundamental invariants near the nonrelativistic 
limit is 

and 

Gab"" ga 11 + (l/c)(d - gbXa' r) 

+ (1/c2)[f + gb11(Xa'Xb - ~X~)], 

I1ba"" - ga 11 - (l/c)(d - gbXb' r) 

-(1/c2)[!+ 11(~Xb2gb -xb·r)]. (4.9) 
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The two remaining invariants are constrained to ~aa = 1 
in the equations of motion. Note that there is an asym
metry between a an b. This is due to the fact that Ta and 
Tb are playing different roles, as is obvious, for example, 
in (4. 5) and (4.6). The relative nonrelativistic velocity 
v is defined by 

(4.10) 

For the purpose of having a nonrelativistic limit which 
yields velocity dependent potentials, it is convenient to 
redefine some of the invariants so that at least one of 
the leading terms depends on v. We achieve this by de
fining 

0'+ = c(0'21 + 0'12) = c(O'ab + O'ba), 

0'_ = 0'21 - 0'12 = gb(O'ba - O'ab)' 
(4.11) 

From (4.9), the behavior near the nonrelativistic limit is 

0'+ ~ v'r + (ry/c)[xb'r - ~gb v2], 

0'_ "" 2ry + (1/c)[(x1 + x2)'r - 2gbd]. (4. 12) 

The specific assumptions under which we shall study the 
nonrelativistic limit of our general theory are the 
following: 

The interaction function 

(4. 13) 

and all its partial derivatives with respect to its four 
invariant arguments, as specified in (4.13), have a finite 
nonrelativistic limit. 

With this assumption we shall get nonrelativistic equa
tions of motion with a potential U which depends only on 
r2 and r·v. If we want to obtain also a v2 dependence in 
the potential, we must make the same assumptions but 
replace the argument ~12 by c2(~12-1). Such a change 
further complicates the analysis of the limiting proce
dure and teaches us nothing new. Therefore we shall not 
consider it. 

Since our formalism will give, in the limit, a Galilei in
variant theory with a potential which depends on the 
relative pOSition and velocity of the two particles, we 
summarize briefly, for comparison later, the equations 
of motion and the conserved quantities for such a non
relativistic theory. Starting from the Lagrangian 

L = ~(m1x~ + m2x~) - U(r2, r'v), 

where 

we obtain the equations of motion 

au d au 
maif:a = - aXa + dt ai:a 

or equivalently 

(4. 14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(
aU a2 u a2 u ~ gamaif:a = 2 -- 2 r'v + (r'a-v2) r, 
ar2 ar2ar'v a(r'v)2 

(4.17) 

The conserved total linear momentum and energy are 

(4. 18) 
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and 

(4.19) 

The conserved angular momentum is 

Lij >'.1. ( ...... ) au (i' i') 
= 7r' \ma X:X~ - X~X: + ar'v XbX : - XbX~ 

+ 2 ~~2 [(xa - xb)lxJ - (Xa - Xb)ix~]). (4.20) 

As regards the vector K, which is the generator of in
finitesimal special Galilei transformations (boost), we 
observe that such a transformation does not leave L 
invariant: 

L ~L + :t(MX'I5V), (4.21) 

where 

M = m l + m2, MX = m l x 1 + m2x2, 

I5V being the infinitesimal change of frame velocity. 
From (4.21) one gets 

aL 
K = ~ art-MX = Pt-MX. 

a 

V. THE NONRELATIVISTIC LIMIT 

A. The equations of motion 

(4. 22) 

The equations of motion whose limit we are interested in 
considering are those defined by Eq. (2.5), except that, 
instead of the invariant variables O'ab and O'ba' we use 
0'+ and 0'_ defined in the previous section. The explicit 
form of the derivatives of F that replace Eqs. (2. 6) are 

In making the rionrelativistic limit we observe that the 
equations of motion contain terms which diverge as c, 
termS that remain finite, and terms which tend to zero. 
We shall see that the leading divergent terms cancel in 
the limit, getting therefore, well-defined nonrelativistic 
equations. It is not necessary to analyze the limit of 
both the zero component and the space component equa
~ions of motion (2.5), (5.1), since the condition xg( Ta) 
xa,,( Ta) = 0 makes the zero component equations logi
cally dependent on the other three equations. After a 
consistent limit is found for the sp~ce component equa
tions of motion, it follows that the time component equa
tions reduce to an identity. In fact this can be checked 
explicitly. 

We consider then, the space component equations. 
Dropping the terms that tend to zero in the limit, we are 
left with the equation 
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02F 02F 02F. 02F 
x - - 2ro b - 2g r - - 2X 02b --

00'; a OpOO_ a 00_2 a a opOO+ 

- 2iaCJabga-0_2F_] + 2CJdT/gbr (Oab l... +ga_O_)_OF_. 
~o~ ~ OQ o~ 

(5.2) 

All the terms in this equation have already been written 
at their finite nonrelativistic limit, except for the last 
integral on the right hand side, which diverges like c. In 
Appendix B we analyze this term to show that there are 
cancellations such that the coefficient of the leading 
term is zero. We evaluate explicitly the finite order 
contribution of this term. By making use of Eq. (B5) it is 
possible to show that there is a cancellation between the 
first term of the first integral on the right-hand side of 
(5.2) and the last term of the same integral. Taking 
this into account and Eq. (B7), Eq. (5. 2) yields 

(5.3) 

which coincides with the nonrelativistic Eq. (4.17) for 
particles interacting through a potential depending on the 
relative position and velocity through r2 and r'v, pro
vided we make the identification . 

where the nonrelativistic values of the invariants have 
been explicitly written in F. This equation is the natural 
generalization of the equations derived in Ref. 18 to in
clude r'v dependence in the potential. 

B. The linear momentum 

To obtain the expression of Pil that we must analyze, 
Eq. (5.1) has to be replaced in Eq. (2. 8). Considering 
first the limit of the space components, it is not difficult 
to see that the double integral terms tend to zero like 
c-1 and that in the simple integral terms the only parts 
that contribute are those corresponding to the deriva
tive with respect to CJ+. There are two of these terms 
which do not vanish, one for each value of the index a, 
they are equal and of opposite sign. Therefore they 
cancel and we obtain 

(5.5) 

Concerning the component po, the limit to study is that 
of 

(5.6) 

which should be compared, in the nonrelativistic limit, 
with the function H defined in (4.19), U being given by 
Eq. (5. 4). Although this limit is not independent of the 
previous one it is easy to obtain it directly. The Simple 
integral terms in (2. 8) apparently diverge like c when . 
considering the limit of (5.6). The divergencies, however, 
cancel and the limit of each one of these two terms 
yields 

(5.7) 

and therefore the sum gives 

(5.8) 
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The double integral terms also contribute to the limit of 
(5.6). Defining 

B=-c21OOdT' fTJdT'~ +e2 J.oodT{ JT2dT2 ",oF, 
T2 2 -00 1 AX 10 TJ -00 vX 10 

(5.9) 
and noticing that a derivative with respect to x 10 = et1 
is, in the limit, equal to a derivative with respect to CTv 

we have 

(5. 10) 

implying 

BNR = - J dT/F. (5. 11) 

Putting these results together, it is clear that, in fact, 
H as defined in Eq. (5. 6) tends to the Hamiltonian 
(4.19). 

C. Angular momentum and boost 

We now take into account the skew-symmetric angular 
momentum tensor Lilli of Eq. (2. 9). Note that when 
dealing with the L Oi components, the relevant quantity 
which should go under the limit in the vector K of (4.22) 
is LOi/c • From (2.19) it can easily be seen that in both 
cases, i.e., L ii and LOi/C, the term containing a double 
integral on the right-hand side of that equation tends to 
zero, and so it can be neglected. As concerns the Simple 
integral appearing in (2.9), it is easily seen that it gives 
a finite contribution to L ij, while for LOi/c it goes to 
zero, owing to a cancellation which occurs between the 
two terms of the integrand. The final results are 

Lii ~Lii - ~(m (xixi - xixi) + J dT/ of (XiXi - X{xi)\ 
NR - 7r' a a a a a 00+ b a a J 

(5.12) 
and 

(5.13) 

Using (5.4), the expression (5. 12) coincides with the ex
pression (4.20). Eq. (5.13) already coincides with (4.22). 
Therefore the theory has a consistent nonrelativistic 
limit. 
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APPENDIX A: LINEAR AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
CONSERVATION 

Here we shall briefly sketch the procedure 19 to obtain 
conservation laws from Poincare invariance of the action 
(2.1). 

I. Linear momentum 

We consider the infinitesimal transformation of the 
action induced by the following variations: 

1ix~ = 1ix~ = Ell, 1ix~ = 1ix~ = 0, 

which correspond to an infinitesimal translation. 

The variation of the action, which must vanish, is 
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Using the identity 

and the equations of motion (2. 5), (A2) becomes 

m XJl + C _. _ dT a + 2 I + 
( 

00 of ) Tn [Tn (T' 00) ~ a a 100 oXal' b Tb ~2 100 ~l' 

where, in the last term, we have used 

of of 
aXIl' = - OX2Jl ' 

which follows from translational invariance. 

Now we use the identity 

Equation (A4) then becomes 

PJli;' = 0, 

where PJl is given by Eq. (2.8). 

II. Angular momentum 

The relations corresponding to (A1) in the case of a 
homogeneous Lorentz transformation are 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

EJlV = - EVJl ' 
(A8) 

EJlv being an arbitrary infinitesimal; the invariance of F 
implies 

of of of . of -
--xf - --xr + --xf - -. -xt oX IJl oXlv oX IJl oX lv 

_ (OF v of of . v OF.) - - -~-x2 - -",-x~ + "",,--x2 - ."...--x~ . 
~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 

(A9) 

The vanishing of the variation of the action gives 

C ~ L 1, -a-x~ - -o-x~ dTadTb [ 
Tg Tg ( of OF) 

a4.2 Ta Tb xaJl xav 

bta TfJ Tn (OF. OF.) ] 
+ J. 1,b a.t"" X~ - ~X~ dTadTb = O. (A10) 

TO Tb aJl xav 

The use of the identity (A3) and of the equation of motion 
in the first term yields 

100 JTfJ ( d of d OF)] 
- -00 dTb T' dTa x~dT a.t"" - x~ dT ax = O. 

a a aJl a av 

(All) 
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Integrating by parts the last term of (All) gives a 
double integral whose integrand coincides with that of 
the last but one term. Adding these two integrals we get 
a double integral term with integration ranges on To and 
Tb that are equal to those of the first term of (All). At 
this point we make use of the identity (A9), obtaining 

which is 

where LJlV is given by (2.9). 

APPENDIX B: THE NONRELATIVISTIC LIMIT OF THE 
LAST INTEGRAL IN Ea. (5.2) 

To determine the nonrelativistic limit of the integral 

oG oG oG 
G(p, ~ob' 0'+' oj = GNR + op iNRC.P + oa+ iNRc.a+ + oa_ iNRc.a_ 

(B2) 
of any function of the invariants which will be used for 
the derivatives of F appearing in (B1). The index NR, 
which means that the value of the indicated functions 
must be taken at the limit C --4 C1J, will be dropped from 
now on. In (B2) the quantities c.p, c.a+, and ~a_ are given, 
according to (4.8) and (4. 12), by 

c.p = (27)/c)(r'xb + gad), 

Ct.a+ = (7)/c)(xb'r - hbV2), (B3) 

c.a_ = (l/c)[(x I + x2)'r - 2dgb]. 

Evaluating explicitly the expression appearing in (B1) 
and keeping both terms of order C and terms which are 
finite in the limit, we have 

(B4) 

where use has been made of the expansion 

(B5) 

The term 
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J dr] ~ dF = J d7J ~ aF 
au+ d7J d7J ou+ 

vanishes since F is identically zero for p > O. Integra
tion by parts transforms the second integral into 

(B6) 

Expressing explicitly the ~u+ and ~p in the first integral 
of (B4), some cancellations occur with the last integral, 
so that the final and finite result is 

(B7) 

which is used in Sec. V. 
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We consider local energy operators 8H 0 as perturbations of the P(</»2 Hamiltonian. Our principal 
result is the estimate fjHo~ C[H(g)- E(g)+ I] where C is a constant independent of the space 
cutoff g and E (g) is the infimum of the spectrum of H (g ). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We study perturbations of the Hamiltonian in two dimen
sional models for quantum field theory. The Hamil
tonian H is formally the sum of a free Hamiltonian H 0 

and an interaction Hamiltonian H I and may be expressed 
as an integral over space of an energy density. In a 
recent paper, J. Glimm and A. Jaffe 1 proved that a cer
tain class of perturbations oH 1 arising from local changes 
in the interaction density produces only a finite shift 
oE in the vacuum energy of the renormalized P(CP)2 
Hamiltonian. Later Guerra, Rosen and Simon2 used 
Nelson's symmetry argument to give an elementary 
proof of this bound on oE with further restrictions on 
OBI" 
This paper studies perturbations oH 0 of the total Hamil
tonian arising from local changes in the free energy 
density. We show that the resulting shift in the vacuum 
energy remains finite for a class of such perturbations. 
Our estimate combined with the methods of Ref. 3 should 
be useful in establiShing higher order estimates in 
which powers of oH 0 are dominated by powers of H. The 
proof of our results relies on a Simple extention of the 
results of Ref. 1. Although the methods of Ref. 2 are 
formally applicable, there appear to be technical diffi
culties in treating the perturbations considered in this 
paper. 

2. NOTATION AND BASIC RESULTS 

Let a' denote the Fock space over L2(Rl), a' = 6~ 0 ® a'", 

where 

and ®'i denotes the n-fold symmetric tensor product. 
Let 

/.l (k) = (k 2 + m 2 )1/2 

and let 

/.l = (- ::2 + ma)1/2, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

so that /.l is convolution by the inverse Fourier trans
form of the function /.l (.). The free Hamiltonian for a 
scalar boson of mass mo > 0 is given by the second 
quantization of /.l. Thus, 

Ho = dr(/.l), (2.3) 

where 

and 
n 

dr(/J.) t a'n 6 /.lXi' 
i= 1 

and /.l" i denotes the operator /.J. acting on the variable Xi' 

823 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 14, No.7, July 1973 

In configuration space the time zero field is 

(2.4) 

and we let cp (x) = cp (0,,), where Ox is the delta function 
centered at x. By definition, for f E L2(R1) and FE a' n 

[a(j)F]n_1(xI , ••• , xn _1) = nl/2 !f(x)F(x, Xl' ••• , xn _1)dx 

and a*(f) is the formal adjoint of aU). 

Let P be a positive polynomial and let g(x) be a mea
surable function of compact support such that 0 ~ g ~ 1. 
The spatially cutoff Hamiltonian is 

H(g) =Ho +H/g) =Ho + f: p(cp(x»:g(x)dx. (2.5) 

More generally let w be an operator on L 2 (R 1) satis
fying the conditions 

(A. 1) w is self-adjoint and real in configuration space 
and for some constant m > 0 

0< m ~ w. (2.6) 

(A. 2) Let Xi denote the characteristic function of 
[i, i + 1]. There exist constants Mn such that for all 
t::o:: 0: 

(2.7) 

Let 

Ho(w) =dI'(w) andH1(g) =Ho(w) +H/g). (2.8) 

The following results are know to hold for H 1 (g). (See 
Refs. 4-7). Fock space may be realized as L2(Q) where 
Q is the maximal ideal space of the weak closure of the 
algebra of operators generated by 

In this representation 

(1) 0o(g) == 1 and Hig) is a multiplication operator. 
Moreover,HI and e- H1 belong to LP(Q) for all p < 00. 

(2) H/g) is semibounded and essentially self-adjoint 
on:r; (Ho) n LP(Q) for 2 < p < 00. 

(3) e-tHo(w) is positively preserving for t::o:: 0 and for 
t > 0 and 1 < p < <Xl there is a constant r < p such that 

-tH (g) • 
e I 1S bounded as an operator from Lr (Q) to LP(Q). 

(4) HI (g) has a unique vacuum 01 (g). As a function on 
Q space 01 (g) is positive and belongs to LP(Q) for all 
p < <Xl. By definition ° 1 (g) is the unique eigenvector 
corresponding to the eigenvalue 

E1 (g) = inf spec HI (g). (2.9) 

Results (1)-(4) follow from (A. 1) alone. We note that (2) 
implies 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 823 
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t Ho(w) :$ H 1 + const, 

so that 

Hence 

II[H 1(g)-E1 (g) + 1]-1/2a #{j)1I 

:$ II[H 1 (g) - El (g) + 1]-1/2[H 0 (w) + 1)1/211 

x II[Ho(w) + 1]-1/2a #{j)11 

:$ c(g)lljll 2' 
L 

where a# = a or a*. 

(2. 10) 

The choice of Q is not uniquely determinea by (1)-(4) 
and for some purposes the maximum ideal space is 
unnecessarily large. We may replace Q by S '(Rl) so 
that for j E S(Rl), the operator cp{j) = J cp (x)j(x)dx be
comes the multiplication operator 

F(q)--7 (q,j)F(q), q E S'(Rl). 

The associated measure is Gaussian of covariance tlJ.-1 
and (1)-(4) are satisfied. See Ref. 5. 

By the Feynman-Kac formula, there is a Gaussian mea
sure dq on S'(R2) such that for OJ E 5' = L2[S'(Rl)] 

(2.11) 

where 

Vb = exp( - 10
t J: P(q(x, s» :g(x)dxds ) 

and T t is time translation. This result is implicit in 
Nelson8 (see also Refs. 9-12). 

Now we state the principal result of Ref. 1 on which our 
estimates are based. 

Let h be a function of compact support satisfying - 1 :$ 

h :$ 1, and suppose 

o :$ P(~)g(x), 

0:$ P(~)g(x) + Pl(~)h(x) 
(2.12) 

for all real ~ and x. If degP = degP I but P ;.t PI> we 
also require that g is bounded away from zero in a 
neighborhood of the support of h. Let 

E(g,h) = infspec H(g) + 1: P 1fcp(x)J :h(x)dx. 

Theorem 2. 1: There exists a constant M independent 
of g and lz such that 

IE(g) - E(g,h) 1:$ MD, (2. 13) 

where 

D = (diam supp h) + 1. 

We generalize Theorem 2.1 as follows: 

Theorem 2.2: Let w satisfy (A.1)-(A. 2). Let P, 
P 1 ,g,h be as in (2.12). Then the conclusion of Theorem 
(2.1) holds, namely, 

We prove this theorem in Sec. 5 by noting the changes 
required in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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3. STATEMENT OF MAIN THEOREM 

Let a be a real symmetric operator defined on the do
main of IJ. and let 0 satisfy the following conditions: 

(B. 1) w == IJ. + a is self-adjoint on the domain of IJ. and 
for some constant m, 

0< In:$ W. (3. 1) 

(B. 2) There is a constant K such that 

IIwlJ. -111 :$ K, Ilw-11J.11 :$ K. (3.2) 

(B. 3) a has compact support. By this we mean that there 
is a function X E C~ such that 

X a X = a. (3.3) 

We define 6H o = dr(a). Let HI andE 1 be given by 
(2.8) and (2.9). 

Theorem 3.1: Let a satisfy (B.1)-(B. 3). Then 

(3.4) 

where C depends only on the constants m, K, and X in 
(3.1)-(3.3) and on P. 

Theorem 3.2: For T:$ 1, and ~ E C~ 

(3.5) 

satisfies (B.1)-(B. 3) provided ~ E cO' and to is suffi
ciently small. 

The proof of this theorem is given in Sec. 4. We set 

N Tloc = dr(~lJ.xT~). 

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 imply that (n(g), NTlocn(g» is 
bounded uniformly in g, 0 :5 g :$ 1. By a result of Glimm 
and Jaffe,13 this implies that the generalized sequence 
of vacuum states 

IIg = (n(g), 'O(g» 

is norm compact on restriction to each local algebra 

Here 0 is a bounded open set in R 1. Hence any limit 
point of the generalized sequence II g is locally normal. 
The previous norm compactness of Ref. 13 applied only 
to the space averaged vacuums. 

For any limit stated II of the generalized sequence {II g} 
the GNS construction gives rise to a Hilbert space 5' v 

and a representation of the algebra III (0) on 5' v' By 
another result of Ref. 13, this representation of III (0) on 
5' v and the free representation of 9((0) on 5' are uni
tarily equivalent. However, the corresponding global 
representations of the norm closure of the union 

are believed to be inequivalent. 

4. ONE PARTICLE ESTIMATES 
In this section we study operators w = IJ. + a. We show 
that w satisfies (A. 1) and (A. 2). This will enable us 
to use Theorem 2.2 in the proof of Theorem 3.1. To 
derive our estimates we use properties (B. l)-(B. 3) for 
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a, the Duhamel formula for the different of two semi
groups, and the pseudolocal property of fJ. . 

The Duhamel formula is 
t 

e- tw = e-t/l - 10 e- S Wue- (t-s) /l ds 

and may be obtained by first differentiating and then 
integrating the function 

f(s) = e-swe-(t-s)/l. 

(4.1) 

An operator D: S' -) S' is said to be pseudolocal if for 
f E S', (nf) ( • ) is COO at x whenever f is COO at x. Thus 
D does not enlarge the singular support of a distribution 
f. We note that if 1/ and ~ belong to cO' and if 1/~ = 0 
then 1/D~ is infinitely smoothing. 

To study the properties of a class of pseudodifferential 
operators, let f (k) be a smooth function which for each 
n 2: 0 satisfies a bound of the form 

(4.2) 

Here Cn and a are constants and D k = d/ dk. Let 1/ j be 
CO' functions supported in [i - 1, i + 1l whose deriva
tives Df1/j are bounded uniforIl!ly in i for fixed N. We 
define C f to be convolution by f, the inverse Fourier 
transform of f. 

Lemma 4.1: Let f satisfy (4.2). Given nand p 2: 0 
and 1/ j as above, there exists a constant Cn,p such that 

IIfJ.p1) j C f 1/jfJ.PII :s Cn,p(li - jl + 1)-n. 

provided 1/ j 1/ j = O. 

Proof: From (4.2) we see that for each p and for n 
sufficiently large, 

Since 

r(ik)PDffr = DxP[(ik)njl E L2, 

we have for x bounded away from zero and for all n 

Thus the distribution 

belongs to C ~ and 

lIfJ.p1) jC f 1/J·fJ.PII:s max constIlD~DysG(x,y)11 2 
~ssp L 

:s CnP( Ii - j 1+ 1)-n. 

See Ref. 14 for a systematic treatment of pseudo
differential operators. 

Lemma 4.2: There are constants a(T,k) such that 
for real x,y, T,k andy> O,k 2: 0, 

sUPx"'kxTe-YX :s a(T,k)e- kY (1 + y-T). 

Remark: The functionf(k) = e- t [/l(k)-m/2) satisfies 
(4.2) uniformly in t 2: OJ consequently, fJ. satisfies (A. 2) 
r while (A. 1) for fJ. is obvious l. 

Lemma 4.3: Let A and B be self-adjoint operators 
such that 
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o :s A :s B. 

Then for 0 :s T :s 1 

(See Ref. 15.) 

Theorem 4. 1: Let u satisfy (B.l)-(B. 3). Then 
W = fJ. + u satisfies (A. 1) and (A.2). 

PrOOf: (A. 1) follows from (B. 1) together with the 
assumption that a is real. We now verify (A.2). We 
apply (4.1) to e-tw• The first term resulting from (4.1) 
is 

and the required bound (A. 2) follows from Lemma 4. 1 
with 

f(k) = e- t [/l(k)-m/2). 

If both 1/ i X '" 0 and 1/ . X '" 0, we have Ii - j I = 0(1) and 
the required bound f6110ws from 3.1. Thus without loss 
of generality we assume that 0 (1) Ij I 2: I i I and 71 . X = O. 
The norm of the second term resulting from (4.

J
l) is 

dominated by 
t r dsll1/.e-swuxe-(t-s)/l1/.11 

Jo ' J 
t 

:s 10 dsll1/ j e-SW II lIafJ. -111 IIfJ.x e -<t-s)/l7l j ll. 

By Lemma 4. 1 the last factor is bounded by 

Cn e- (t-s) ml2( Ij I + 1)-n. 
I 

The first two factors are bounded by e- S m and K + 1, 
respectively. These bounds yield the theorem. 

The following estimate will be useful in Sec. 6. 

Proposition 4.1: Suppose that l1jx = O. For each 
real p, there is a constant C p such that for all tIl t2 2: O. 

IIfJ.l/2xe-tl/l e- t2 w fJ. T 1/jfJ.pll :s (Cpe-I:! m/2)/( Ii 1+ 1)3. 

Proof: We apply (4.1) to e- tw• As in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, the required bound holds for the first 
term resulting from (4.1). The second term is bounded 
by 

t2 fa dsllfJ.1/2xe-tl/le-SW II IlufJ. -111 IIfJ.xe-<t2 -s)/lfJ.T1/jfJ.PII. 

Applying (3.2) and Lemma (4.1), we bound the last two 
factors by 

(K + 1)c
3P

(lil + 1)-3e -m<t2 - s )/2. 

For the first factor we write 

fJ.l/2X = XfJ. 1 / 2 + [fJ.l/2, xl. 

Since [fJ.l/2, xl is a bounded operator, 

lIfJ.l/2x e -tl/l e -sw II 

:s const{lIfJ.l/2 e-swll + Ile-swll}. 

Lemmas 4.2 and 4. 3 combined with (3.2) and the spec
'tral theorem show that 

IIfJ.l/2e- sw ll :s const (1 + s-I/2)e- sm• 
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After performing the s integration, the proof follows. 

We conclude this section with some elementary esti
mates needed to establish properties (B. l)-(B. 3) for 
a = ~/-Lx~' 

Proof of Theorem 3.2: The operator a is easily 
seen to be real and symmetric on :D (/-L). Since 

(4.3) 

is finite for smooth~, E~/-L~ is a small perturbation of 
/-L in the sense of Kato; consequently, w is self-adjoint 
and (3. 1) holds. Condition (B.3) is clearly satisfied, 
hence it remains to establish (B.2). The bound 
Ilw/-L -111 :s K is immediate from (4.3). The bound lI/-Lw-111 
:s K follows from 

or 

Thus we need only show that for E sufficiently small 

but this is immediate from (4.3). 

5. THE PULL THROUGH FORMULA 

To prove Theorem 2.2. we reformulate and justify the 
pull through formula which generates the graph expan
sion of Ref. 1. After making a few comments on condi
tion (A. 2), the rest of the proof of Theorem 2.2 follows 
exactly as in Ref. 1. 

We note that by using (A. 2) in place of Lemma 3. 1. 2 
of Ref. 1, the exponential bound ye-(m-dd in (3.2.3) 
may be replaced by YN (d + l)-N for large N. Thus lv in 
(2.3.3) of Ref. 1 now equals YN (d + 1)-NI4. This is 
sufficient to control the combinatoric factors of Ref. 1. 
Hence Proposition 3.3.1 of Ref. 1 remains valid under 
the conditions of Theorem 2.2. 

Let f E L2(R2). Then for t > 0 

a{f)e -IHI = e -IHla{f t) - 101 
e -sHI[a{fs)' H/(g)]e - (I-s) Hlds 

(5.1) 

where 

(5.2) 

and 

P~ = J: PI(cp (x»: g(x)(/-L -1/2f s )(x)dx. (5.3) 

In (5.3) P' denotes the derivative P. 

Equation (5.1) may be derived by first differentiating 
and then integrating from s = 0 to s = t, the function 

B(s) = e-SHla{fs)e-(t-S)HI • 

To justify this argument we first note that B(s) is norm 
differentiable for 0 < s < t and its derivative is easily 
seen to be the integrand in (5.1). The following lemma 
shows that B'(s) is bounded in norm for 0 < s < t. 

Lemma 5.1: Let Fi(cp) be functions of cp which belong 
to LP(Q) for all p < 00. Then for t> 0 

(5.4) 
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is bounded uniform ly in s i' for s i in the sector 0 :s 8; 

:s .•• :s 8 i :S 8;+1"':S t. Here the norm is the opera
tor norm on g-. 

Proof: By the Feynman-Kac formula (2.11) and the 
Holder inequality, we can bound (5-.4) by 

where Pi1 + pi = 1. Another application of the Holder 
inequality bounds the second factor by a constant in
dependent of Si' [Note: for r < 00, by (2.11), IIV&II .. = 

( -tll +rH ) II < ] . no,e 0 Ino> roo. We bound the fIrst factor 
of (5.5) 

(e PI -tIlo(w) PI) 11PI tile II lie II 
1,e e2 L2(Q):scons 12 22 

by property (3) of Sec. 2. 

By (2.10) and Lemma 5.1, (5.1) holds as an identity of 
bounded operators defined on the domain :D(a{ft)]. 

More generally, let R(cp) and R;(cp) be polynomials in cp 
with L 2 kernels. Let t > 0 and f E L 2. We assert that 

and 

rangeR(cp)e- tHI c ~a{f», 

rangea{f)e- tlll c :D(R(cp», 

a{f)R(cp)e- tHI = R(cp)e-tHla(jt) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

+ [a{f), R(cp)je- tHI - R(CP)1a
t e-sHlp~e-(t-S)J[ld8 (5.8) 

on the domain of a{jt). By Lemma 5.1 and the inclusions 
(5.6) and (5.7) each term in (5.8) is a bounded opera
tor defined on :D(a{ft». Thus we may apply (5.8) itera
tively to the expreSSion a{f)rr ;(R ;cpe -t ;HI)OO which jus
tifies the graph expansion of Ref. 1. 

To establish (5.6), we note that by (5. 1), (5.8) holds 
as a bilinear form on:D x :D where :D is the space of 
vectors of finite particle number. Hence using (2.10), 
Lemma 5.1 and the fact that [a(j), R(cp)] is again a 
polynomial in cp, we have 

( ) 
-tIl 

for d v d2 E :D. It follows that the range of R cp e I 

is contained in the domain of a{j)** = a{j). Here we 
have used the fact that :D is a core for a{f)*, the ad
joint of a{f). This fact holds because the domain of 
N{f) = a{f)*a{j) is a core for a{f)* by Ref. 16, because 
:D is a core for N{f) and because lIa{f)*lPll = IIN{j)1/2 
1P11 for 1P E :D. Hence (5.6) follows. The inclusion (5.7) 
follows from (5.1) and Lemma 5.1. Equation (5.8) is a 
consequence of (5.1), (5.6) 'and (5.7). 

6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 

Before beginning the proof of Theorem 3.1 we make 
two simplifying assumptions. By Theorems 2.2 and 
4.1, we can assume that g(x) vanishes in a neighborhood 
of the support of a. This will enable us to control the 
Singularities arising from a. We may also assume that 

O:s E(g) - E 1(g). (6.1) 

If the reverse inequality 0 :s E1 (g) - E(g) holds, we 
interchange the roles of Hand H 1 in the following proof. 

The proof of Theorem 3.1 l'elies on Theorem 2.2, the 
pull through formula (5.1), and the Duhamel formula 
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1 
e-HI =e-H-1a e-sH6Hoe-(1-S)Hlds. (6.2) 

Let T be a large positive number to be specified later. 
We apply (6. 2) to the factor e -HI below: 

e-(2T+l)HI = e-THle-Hle-THI 

== e-THle-He-THI 

_11e-THle-sH6Hoe-(1-S)Hle-THlds. 
o 

(6.3) 

Next we want to pull through the annihilation and crea
tion operators of 

6Ho == dr(a) == Ja*(x)a(y)a(x,y)dxdy 

in (6.3) USing (5. 1) and its adjoint. Suppose a is 
Hilbert-Schmidt. After expressing a in the form 

a(x,y) == J.;iPijg;(X)g/y), 

Ilg;11 2 :s 1, we apply (5.1) to obtain a new expression 
L 

for the integrated term of (6.3). In general, we appro
ximate a by the Hilbert-Schmidt operator 

and set 6H. == dr(a.). After applying (5.1) to 6H. in 
(6.3), it may be shown that the limit as E ---70 is the 
expression obtained by formal application of (5.1). In 
order to identify this expression with the last term in 
(6.3), we show that 

11 e -THle -sH (6H 0 - 6H .)e - O-s) HI e -THlds 
o 

tends weakly to 0 as E ---7 O. Since 

6H. :s const H o:s const(H 1 - E 1 + 1), 

if suffices to show 

(H 0 + 1)-1/2(6H 0 - 6H .)(H 0 + 1)-1/2 

tends weakly to zero on a dense set of vectors of finite 
particle number. This follows from the strong con
tinuity of e -'j.I • 

Application of (5.1) and its adjoint to the integrand in 
(6.3) produces four terms. It is convenient to express 
each of these terms as a sum of local terms. Let 1/ i 
and ~; belong to CO' (i - 1, i + 1) and satisfy 

~ ;1/; == 1) i and J.;;1); == 1. (6.4) 

As in Sec.4 we require the derivatives Dlj of 1/ i and ~ i 
to be bounded uniformly in i for fixed N. 

We write the term with no contractions in the form 

J
"' . . *(j. ) -THI - sH -(T+l-s)HI (j. ) "-'.la lX e e e a lY 

x Ko(i,j, x,y) dxdyds, (6.5) 

where 

Ko(;,j) = 1)ie-(T-l)we-Silae-(T-S)W1)j (6.6) 

and 

(6.7) 

Two terms have just one contraction. The term in 
which only the operator a contracts may be expressed 
as 
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where 

K ( .. ) -(T-l)w -Sj.I -s2 w -1/21" ,,5/4 
1 t,) == 1/i e e ae Jl .,1)r (6.9) 

and 

(6.10) 

Here we define JlT(X) to be the Fourier transform of 
Jl T(k) and we choose ~ to be a smooth function such that 
~ X = 0 and ~g = g. The term in which only the operator 
a* contracts is similar. We write it as a sum of two 
terms (contraction to e-sH or to e -THi) with kernels 
K 2 (i,j) and K 2(i,j) replaCing Kl above. 

We also write the term in which both a and a* contract 
as a sum of two terms. The term in which a* contracts 
to e- sH is 

(6.11) 

where 

K
3
(i,j) == Jl5/4~1)iJl-1/2e -Slj.l ae-S2WJl-l/2~1/jJl5/4. (6.12) 

The term in which a* contracts to e - THI is 

J
'" -( T-sI ) Hlp'( ) -siHI -sH -S2 HIP'( ) -(T+l-s-s2)HI "-ij e i x e e e j y e 

x K 3(i,j,x,y)dxdyds 1ds 2ds, 

where 

() 5/ 1 -s W -sj.l -s W -1/2 5/4 
K§ i,j == Jl 4~1/i Jl- l 2e Ie ae 2 Jl ~1/jJl • 

We estimate each of these terms in norm. For the 
factors aU. ) and a*Ui ) we use the g dependent bound 
(2.10). Wel~ote that IIlx(')1I is bounded uniformly in 
x and i and vanishes for I x - i I ?:: 2. 

The following proposition gives a g independent bound 
on Pi(x). 

Proposition 6. 1: Let P;(x) be defined by (6.10). 
There exists a constant independent of g, x, and i such 
that 

II[H l (g)-E l (g) + 1]-1/2p;(x)[H l (g)-E1(g) + 1]-1/211 

:s const(l + Ii - xl)-1 (6.13) 

Remark: The L2 norm of the left side of (6.13) as a 
function of x is bounded uniformly in i. Note that the 
same bound holds with H replacing HI' 

Proposition 6.2: Let K be one of K ""KIP a = 1,2,3, 
f3 = 2,3. Then there exists a constant independent of g 
such that 

IIK(i,j) II :s const(lil + Ijl + 1)-3e-mS, (6.14) 

where S = SI + 52 if a or f == 3, and S == T otherwise. 
Here the norm denotes the operator norm on L2(Rl). 

We postpone the proof of the two propositions and com
plete the proof of Theorem 3. 1 The spectral theorem 
combined with Lemma 4.2 implies 

II[H 1 - E 1 (g) + 1 ]-1/2e -tHIIi :s 0(1 + t- 1/2 )e -tEj(g). 
(6.15) 
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To apply Lemma 4.2 in (6.15), we write 

e -/HI = e -t[HI-EI(g) +1] e -I[EI (g) -1] • 

Combining (2.10) and (6.15), we bound (6.5) by 

C(g)2e-2TEI,te-SEe-O-S)EldS const ~ IIKo(i,j)lI. (6.16) 
o i.j 

Here we have used the fact that the L2 norm of IIfix(·)1I 
as a function of x is uniformly bounded in i and so 

Jllfix ( • ) IIKo(i,j, x,y )Ilfj)l ( . )lIdxdy :s constIlKo(i,j) II. 

From (6. 1) we have 

(6.17) 

Hence by Proposition 6.2, we can bound (6.5) by 

tc( )2 -(2T+l)EI -mT cons gee • (6.18) 

Similarly, after applying Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 and 
(6. 15), we bound (6.11) by 

where C 1 is independent of g. We have used 

t J (t - s)-1/2S- 1/2ds 
o 

as uniformly bounded for t ?: 0. Bounds on the other 
terms follow similarly. Moreover, using (6.3) these 
bounds may be combined to give us an estimate of the 
form 

e -2 TEl e -EI :s e -2 TEl e -E + constC (g)2e -Tm e -2 TEl e -EI 

-E -E 
+Ce-2TEle I-e 

1 E-El 

-2TE 
We cancel the common factor of e I, and let T ~ 00. 

Suppose that lEI - E I is greater than 2C l' (If not then 
we have the desired bound.) Hence we have 

e-EI:S e-E + 1/2e-EI , 

or 

This bound together with (6.1) completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 1. 

Proof of Proposition 6. I: We observe the function 

has compact support and is bounded in the sup norm by 
const( I x - i I + 1)-1. (See the proof of Lemma 4. 1). Let 
PI = P'. Since degP1 < degP, there is a constant such 
for real ~,z, and i 
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Hence by Theorem 2.2 and a simple scaling argument 
we have 

± Pj{x) :s const( Ix - i 1+ l)-I[H 1 (g) - El (g) + 1] 

or 

II(H 1 (g) - El (g) + 1)-1 / 2Pj(x)(H 1 (g) 

const - E 1 (g) + 1)-1/2 11 :s ----
Ix-il+l' 

Proof of Proposition 6.2: We dominate Ko(i,j) by 

liT) ,.e- (T-l)we- sjJ xJ.L 1/211 IIw1/2aw1/211 IIIL 1/2xe- (T-s) wT)j II. 

The middle factor is bounded by (3.2) and Lemma 4. 3. 
When T)x = 0, we apply Proposition 4. 1 to the other two 
factors. In applying Proposition 4. 1 to the last factor, 
we set T = 0, tl = 0, and t2 = (T - s). For the first 
factor we set T = 0, tl = s, and t2 = T - 1. If T)X '" ° 
we bound these factors using (3.2) and Lemmas 4.2 and 
4.3 by a constant. 

Similarly, we bound the remaining K(i,j) by a product 
of three factors and apply Proposition 4.1. 
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A note on Kato's perturbation theory 
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The results of T. Kato are expanded by generalizing the relative bound condition on the perturbation 
to determine the domain of powers of the perturbed operator and by exhibiting some useful relative 
bounds between the unperturbed operator, the perturbed operator, and the perturbation. 

In applying the perturbation theory of T. Kato to physical 
models,l two natural generalizations of Kato's result 
arise: 

(i) a set of relative bounds between the unperturbed 
operator, the perturbed operator, and the perturbation; 
(ii) further results on the domain of the perturbed 
operator. 

In this paper we present these results in a general form. 

Kato has proven2 that under the conditions 

(i) A is self-adjoint, B symmetric, 
(ii) D (B) ;;2 D(A), 
(iii) there exist constants 0', f3, 0 ~ 0' < 1, 0 ~ f3 < 00, 
such that for all X in D(A), 

IIBxll ~ O'llAxl1 + f3llxll, 

then A + B is self-adjoint and D(A + B) = D(A). 

Furthermore, if A is semibounded, then so is A + B. 

We shall refer to (i), (ii), (iii) collectively as (K) or alter
natively we shall say that B is a Kato perturbation of A. 
One of the useful aspects of the above is that the in
equality (iii) is required on a presumably known domain 
D(A). 

We next observe that if A, B are any operators satisfying 
B: D(An) -) D(An-1) for n := 1,2," 'N, then, by induction, 
D«A + B)m) ;;2 D(Am) for m = 1,2"" ,N.3 This domain 
mapping condition will be referred to as (D). 

Kato's theorem is easily extended as follows: We notice 
that any operator of the form 'AI, ~ real, is a Kato per
turbation of any self-adjoint operator. Let A, B satisfy 
(K), with A bounded below. Then there exist constants 
(j,p such that A + pI, A + B + (jI are self-adjOint, 
strictly positive, and have domains equal to D(A). With
out loss of generality, we may then assume A, A + B 
are positive. 

Corollary 1: Let A, B satisfy condition (K) for some 
0', f3. Let A be positive, and choose 0, p positive with 
p> f3(1 - 0')-1. Then there exist positive constants 
h' 1'2' 1'3' 1'4 such that, for all X in D(A), 

(i) IIBxll ~ 1'111 (A + pI)xll, 
(ii) II (B + (jf)xll ~ 1'211 (A + pI)xll, 
(iii) II (A + pI)xll ~ 1';311 (A + B + pI)xll, 
(iv) II (A + B + pI)xll ~ Y411(A + pI)xll. 

Proof: Let X E D(A). Then by the positivity of A, we 
have II (A + pIhll :2: pllxll, II(A + pI)xll :2: IIAxli. There
fore, IIBxl1 ~ O'IIAXII + f3llxll ~ (0' + f3/p)II(A + pI)xll, 
proving (i). Proving (ii), (iv) is similar. For (iii) we 
have 

II (A + pI)xll = II (A + pI + B - B)xll 

~ II (A + pI + B)xll + IIBxl1 
~ II(A + pI + B)XIl + (0' + f3/p) II (A + pI)xll. 
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Since p > f3(1 - 0')-1, it follows that Ot + f3/p < 1 so that 
result (iii) holds by chOOSing 1'3 = [1- Ot - f3/p]-l. 

We notice that "A :2: 0 implies Am :2: 0 for all m > 0" 
admits the following generalization: 

Lemma 1: Let A be a positive, self-adjoint operator. 
Let 0 ~ n < m and E > O. Then there exists b finite, 
such that on D(Am),An ~ EAm + bl. 

Proof: Letting {E ~J denote the spectral family for 

A we have An = fooo ~ ndE A' Furthermore, for any ~O > 0, 

A A 1. 00 1. O~ndEA ~ ~31. °dEA ~ ~3 dE A = ~3I, 
000 

foo ~ndEA = foo~mAn-mdEA ~ A3- m foo~mdEA 
AO AO AO 

~ A3-m fooo~mdEA = ~3-mAm. 

ChOOSing ~o by E = ~8-m and choosing b = ~8 = En/(n-~, 
we obtain 

A 00 

An = 1. 0 ~ndEA + fA AndEA ~ EAm + bl. 
o 0 

We will use multiple commutator notation defined by 
(adA)O(B) = B, (adA)n(B) = [A, (adA)n-1(B)]- defined on 
the domain of the right-hand Side, where - denotes the 
smallest closed extension. 

Lemma 2: Let A, B be linear operators such that 
domain mapping condition (D) holds for some N. Then 
for all X in D(Am+1), 1 ~ m ~ N - 1, we have 

Proof: By condition (D), all operators are well 
defined. The combinatorial factors are then obtained by 
induction using the known result 

We may now state 

Corollary 2: Let A be self-adjoint. Let B be sym
metric and satisfy 

(i) B :D(An) -} D(An-1) for n = 1,2,"', N, 
(ii) for all p = 0, 1,2, ... , N - 1, there exist positive 
constants c p , dp such that for all X in D(AP+1), 

with 

II (adA)P (BlxiI ~ cp llAP+1xll + dpllxll 

N-1 

n.Fj<2 
j=O 

where 1:1 = 1 + t (j) cp • 
p=o p 

Then A + B is self-adjoint andD(Am) =D«(A + B)m) for 
m = 1,2,' ··,N. 
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Proof: Fj > Fj _1 since (;) > (jp-1). Hence Fo = 1 + 
Co < 2 or Co < 1. From (i) for the case n = 1 we have 
D(B) ~ D(A) so that A + B is self-adjoint with D(A) = 
D(A + B) by Kato's theorem. Thus An, (A + B)n are 
self-adjoint for all n and, by (i), D«(A + B)n) ~ D(An) for 
n = 1,2,"', N. We shall show that the remainders Rn = 
(A + B)" - An are Kato perturbations of An for n = 2,3, 
"', N as well. Since D(Rn) = D«(A + B)n - An) = D(An), 
Rn is symmetric. It remains to prove that for each n = 
2, ••• , N, there exist constants an' f3 n with 0:$ an < 1, 

0:$ f3 n < IX) such that, for all X in D(An), IIRnxll :$ a nllAnxll 
+ f3 nllxll. 

We show the inequality to hold for all n = 1,2, .• " N 
with the choice an = (n1:bFj) - 1 + En' where En > ° 
may be chosen arbitrarily small. The inequality is true 
for n = 1 with a 1 = Co = Fo - 1. Assume that the re
sult is true for n = m < N. Then, for X in D(A m +1), 

IIRm+1XIl = II[(A + B)m+1 _Am+1]x1l 

= 1/[AmB + Rm(A + B)]xll 

:$ IIAmBxll + amllAm(A + B)xll + 13m II (A + B)xll 

s (1 + am)IIAmBXIl + a mllAm+1XIl 

+ f3mllA xll + f3m llBXIl. 

Consider 

IIAmBxll :$ p~o (;) II (adA)P(B)Am-Pxll 

:$ p~o (;) cpllAm+1X II + p~o (;)dpIiAm-pxll. 

Then 

IIRm+1xll S [(1 + am)p~o(;) cp + am] IIAm+1XIl 

+ (1 + am)p~o(;)dpIiAm-pxll 

+ f3mllA xll + f3mcolIAxll + f3m do llXIl. 

By Lemma 1 and the positivity of A2, all terms after the 
first may be bounded by 

EIIAm+1XII + bm+1llXIl where E > ° is arbitrary. 

Therefore, 

IIRm+lXII:$ [E + (1 + am)p~o(;) cp + am] IIAm+lXIl 

and 

E + (1 + am)'Ro (;) cp + am 

= E - 1 + Fm + Fm am 

= E - 1 + Fm + Fm (~nl Fj - 1 + Em) 
,=0 

m 
= n F j - 1 + (E + EmFm) 

j=O 

proving the result. 

+ bm+lllxll, 

This corollary is augmented by the following: 

(i) Since Rm is a Kato perturbation of Am, the esti
mates of Corollary 1 apply with A replaced by A m and 
B by Rm whenever A m is semibounded. 
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(ii) If the Cp may be chosen arbitrarily small for p = 
0, 1, 2, ••• , then the result holds for arbitrarily large N, 
and hence the C"" domains coincide: 

C",,(A) = Coo(A + B). 

(iii) By Lemma 1, the condition 

II (adA)P(B)x1l :$ epIlAP+l-oxll + gpllXIl, 

for Il > 0, e
f 

,gp finite, allows one to choose cp arbi
trarily sma 1. 

(iv) The following lemmas indicate that in some 
cases it suffices to know the assumptions of corollary 2 
on a smaller domain: 

Lemma 3: LetA,B be closed,A-l bounded. Then 
AnB is closed for n = 0,1,2, .••• 

Proof: Pick a sequence {un} C D(AnB) such that 
un ~ u, AnBun ~ X in JC. Then since A-n is bounded, 
BUn = A-'¥I.nBu" ~ A-nX ' Since B is closed, It E D(B) 
andA-"X = Bu; i.e., X = AnBu. 

Lemma 4: LetA, B be closed,A-l closed and bound
ed, and let (adA)n(B) be An+Lbounded for n = 0,1, .. " 
N. Then there exists a core for An+l,Do' with BDo b 
D(An) if and only if BD(An+l) b D(An). 

Proof: The indirect proof is trivial. Assume such a 
Do exists. Letu E D(An+l). Then there exists {Up} C Do 
such that up ~ u, An+lup ~An+lu. SinceA-l is bound
ed, it follows thatAmup ~ Amu for all m = 0,1, ••• , 
n + 1. OnDo we have 

AnBup = t (n) (adA)m(B)An-mup. 
m=O m 

Using the Am+l bounds, the right-hand side is seen to 
converge. Since A"B is closed it follows that u E 

D(AnB), i.e.Bu E D(An). 

Lemma 5: LetA be normal. LetA"B be closed and 
(adA)n(B) be An+l-bounded for n = 0,1, ••• , N. Then 
there exists a core for An+l,Do, with BDo b D(An) if and 
only if BD(An+l) b D(An). 

The proof is similar to the previous ones, but we use 
Lemma 1 to obtain convergence of Amup from that of 
An+lup' m = 0,1, ..• -, n + 1. 
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It is shown that the so-called "moment condition" imposed by R. K. Sachs and A. M. Wolfe in 
their general treatment of the pertrubation problem for k =0 Robertson-Walker universes both 
exclude physically reasonable solutions and are unnecessary. This restriction is removed by 
establishing that the Sachs-Wolfe solution gives the most general Coo solution provided the 
potentials are c~. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1966, R. K. Sachs and A. M. Wolfe presented an elegant 
treatment of the perturbations of k = 0, Robertson
Walker universes filled with either pure radiation or 
incoherent matter.l Notably, the components of the per
turbed metric were expressed in terms of a 'small' 
number of potentials, and a physical interpretation of 
each was given. The Fourier transformation method 
used by Sachs and Wolfe required the class of functions 
eligible for representing the components of the per
turbed metric to be restricted by certain moment con
ditions. We wish to show that, in fact, the Sachs-Wolfe 
solution contains all CoO-perturbations, provided the 
potentials are Coo. A simple, physically reasonable ex
ample shows that the moment conditions form an un
desirable and, as our main theorem shows, unnecessary 
restriction. Also, a shortening and simplification of the 
proof is achieved by working in spacetime throughout. 
We employ units in which c = 81TC = 1. Latin indices 
will run from 1 to 4, while Greek indices run from 1 to 
3. A comma denotes partial differentiation, while a semi
colon denotes covariant differentiation. 

II. THE SACHS-WOLFE PROCEDURE 

To formulate the perturbation problem, we conSider a 
one-parameter family 

of solutions to the Einstein equations with a perfect 
fluid source, 

cg = - (p + p)uaub + pog 

which coincides at E = 0 with the k = 0 Robertson
Walker models. Then, 

(1) 

(2) 

where 1/ab = diag(- 1, - 1, - 1,1) and 1/ is a time coor
dinate with range 0 < 1/< 00, scaled to have present value 
unity. In the cases of incoherent matter and pure radia
tion sources, we have, respectively, 

Po: =P(E:= 0) = 0: 

a := 21/2/H, Po: = p(E = 0) = 3H2/1/6, 

t = 21/3/3H, Po = po/3: 

a := 1//H, 

where 

II: = (a'/a)1/ = 1 

(3) 

is the Hubble parameter now, t is the cosmological pro
per time, and the prime denotes differentiation with res
pect to 1/. 
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The first order perturbations of this "background" are 
defined as those elements of the one parameter family 
"near" E = 0, in the sense 

(4) 

Because of (2), we write ogab in the form 

(5) 

and employ comoving coordinates 

(6) 

The coeffiCients hab then have indices raised and lower
ed by 1/ab' 

The coordinates in the background metric are fixed up 
to the Euclidean transformations 

X4 = x4, 

where 

OOT = 1, 

i = Ox + d, 

0= const, d:= const. 

The remaining coordinate transformations 

in the perturbed metric 

xa =xa + E(oja(Xb,E)-'\ , 
OE ) £=0 

(7a) 

(7b) 

when restricted by the comoving coordinate conditions, 
lead to changes in hab of the form 

hae = hae + d(a.B) + 2(a'/a2)b1/ae' 

ha4 = ha4 + a-1b, O!, 

(8a) 

(8b) 

where band da are arbitrary spatial functions of first 
order in E. 

The perturbed field equations are 

1iC 4
4 = - op, 

where 

(9) 

and Cab(xc, E) is the Einstein tensor associated with 
gab(Xc, E). The SachS-Wolfe procedure for solving these 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 831 
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equations utilized the flatness of the preferred time like 
three surfaces in the background to Fourier-transform 
the unknown hab: 

haB(x, 7) = J d 3k e ik •x haB (k, 7), 

ha4(x, 7) = J d 3k eik,xha4(k, 7). 

The field equations then become a set of coupled, or din
,ery differential equations for the coefficients haB and 
ha4 • If further regularity conditions (moment condi
tions) are imposed on these coefficients, then the field 
equations can be uniquely separated into parts longitu
dinal or transverse with respect to k. Their solutions 
can be expressed in terms of powers of 7) and spherical 
Bessel functions of low order. Transforming these solu
tions back to position space, and reducing the number of 
arbitrary functions by means of the gauge freedom of 
Eqs. (8) yields the Sachs-Wolfe solution: 

Po = 0, fJP = O:h = ~ ~ (DaB) _ 2 (~ _ V2) aB 7) il7) 7) 7)3 7) 

x (C + C ) + (7) _ 7)2 _il_2_)B 
a.B B ,a aB 10 ilxaaxB ' 

fJp = H2 V2 (6A _ 3B), 
4 7)9 57)4 

(lOa) 

Po = po/3, 

Here, the potentials A, B, and Ca are functions of X, while 
the potentials DaB and E are functions of x and 7). They 
are subject to the constraints 

where V 2 is the Laplacian of Euclidean 3- space E3. 

The 'moment conditions' which have been imposed on 
the coefficients hClB and ha4 in order to guarantee the 
uniqueness of the splitting with respect to k require 
representations of the form 

haB (k, 7)k ak B == k 4f(k, 7), 

hctB (k, 7)k B = k 2ga(k, 7), 

h a a(k, 7) = k 4j(k, 7), 

iia4 (k, 7)k a = - ik2m(k, 7), 

(11a) 

(11b) 

(llc) 

(11d) 

wheref,ga.,j and m are generalized functions, coinciding 
with continuous ordinary functions in the neighborhood 
of k = O. All phYSically diStinct, first order perturba
tions of the given background model, Eqs. (3), which 
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obey the "moment conditions" are described by the 
Sachs-Wolfe solution. On the other hand, a straight
forward calculation shows that (10) always give solu
tions of the perturbation Eqs. (9) irrespective of mo
ment conditions, provided DaB is C3, Ca is C5, A and 
Bare C4, and E is C5. Among them are simple, physi
cally acceptable solutions which fail to satisfy the 
moment condition. As an example, we choose, in Eqs. 
(lOa), 

Da8 == 0, Ca = 0, A = 0, (12a) 

and 

B(r) =B f Ydr
' f Y

'r"2dr" exp(-r"/r 2) o 0 r'2 0 0 , 

r2 == x21 + x2
2 + x3 2, (12b) 

and Bo is a constant. The perturbed matter density then 
has the form of a Gaussian 

On the other hand, we readily find that 

so that from Eq. (11a) 

f(
k ) _ ..firo3 exp(- k2r02/4) 

,7) - 2(27T)2 

Clearly f(k, 7) is not continuous at k = 0, and so this 
simple solution violates the moment conditions. 

We shall show, in the following section, that in fact the 
Sachs-Wolfe solution (10) contains all COO-solutions of 
the perturbed field equations. 

III. AN ALTERNATE TREATMENT 

Our procedure here will be first to integrate the field 
equations directly, and then vigorously to employ the 
gauge freedom in order to cast the results into the form 
of the Sachs-Wolfe solution. It is well known (see, for 
example, Synge2) that the field equations 

cab + Tab == 0 

in space-time (M4) are locally and equivalent to 

caB + Ta8 = 0, 

Tab;a = 0 

in M4, together with 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(13c) 

on S3, where S3 is a three-dimensional hyper surface 
defined locally by 

X4 = const 

in coordinates chosen so that 

g44 '" O. 

With the metric written in the form of Eq. (4), the per
turbed field Eqs. (9) can be rewritten as 

(14a) 
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and 

Il(Tab'b): == (IlTah) + ra IlThe + r b IlTac + Ilra The , ,b 0 be 0 eb be 0 

+ Ilr" Tae == 0 (14b) eb O ' 

on S3, where we shall use the perturbed perfect fluid 
matter tensor 

Let us call any solution to the field equations which can 
be represented by Coo functions a Coo solution. Then, in 
order to show that the Sachs-Wolfe solution is the 
general Coo solution to Eqs. (14), we repeatedly use the 
following important fact: 

Lemma: If g is any Coo function on E3, then there 
exists a Coo functionf on E3 such that 

'\7 2f: = - T/aBf,aB ==g. 

This lemma is a special case of a theorem for more 
general m th order differential operators in En. For a 
proof, see Friedman.3 

We now state our main result in the form of a theorem: 

Theorem: AllC 00 solutions to the perturbed field equa
tions (14) can, modulo Coo gauge transformations of the 
type (8), be expressed in the form of the Sachs-Wolfe 
solution, Eqs. (10), with Coo potentials A,B, ca,n aB and 
E. 

Proof: If we solve Eqs. (14a) for the second timederi
vatives of the haB' and then take the trace with respect 
to T/aB' we find that in M4 

h" == - 2(a'/a)h' + 2h41l '+ 4(a'/a)h41l + l.Sllv ~ ~ 2 ~V 

+ ~'\72h - 3a21lp, (15a) 

where h: = T/abhab = T/aBhaB • Also, we find that the trace 
free-part of the metric,SaB: = h a

B - ~ ll a
Bh, satisfies 

sa
n

B == - 2(a'/a)sa'B + '\72saB + sall •BIl + SBIl. all 

- j Ila SI'v + ha4 '+ h a' _ l. h a 
B ,II v ,13 a 4 • 3, B 

+ 2(a'/a) (h a4 ,13 + hB4.a) - ~ 6aB[~V2h 

+ 4(a'/a)h41' ,I' + 2h41' .Il']' (15b) 

Similarly, we solve Eqs. (14b) for the first time deriva
tives of h 4a, 

h4a' = (po + po) - 1 (Ilp,a - P'h4a) - (a'/a)h 4a, 
o 

and IIp, 

IIp' = - t(po + po)h' - 3(a'/a)(llp + IlP). 

(15c) 

(15d) 

The constraint equations on S3 are then found by expand
ing Eqs. (14c): 

SI'v,IlV + jv2h + 2(a'/a)(2h41',I' - h') + 2a21lP = 0, (16a) 

and 

v2h4a_jha'+SCXJl '+h41' a 
• fit .Il 

- [8(a'2/a2) - 4(a"/a)]h4a = O. (16b) 

It can readily be checked that Eqs. (10) give a particular 
solution to the above field equations. It remains to show 
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that in both cases (i.e., radiation and dust) Eqs. (10) form 
the most general Coo solution to (15) and (16) modulo 
gauge .transformations. We shall integrate the equa
tions directly, eliminating some functions of position 
alone by means of gauge transformations. The details 
of the procedure are tedious; however, enough of the 
solution is presented here to make the procedure clear. 

A. The case of incoherent matter 

With P == IlP = 0, the field equations reduce to 
o 

Sa" = - (4/T/) So! + v2sa + S CXJl + SCXJl - j Ila SIlV 13 B Ball. ,131' a ,I'V 
+h a4',B + hB4,a'-~h.aB + (4/T/)(h a4 •a +hB4,a) 

- ~ llaB(~v2h + (8/T/)h 4Il ,1l + 2h41",Il)' (17a) 

h" = - (4/T/)h' + 2h41l./ + (8/T/) h 41' ,II + tSIlV,llV + ~V2h, 
(17b) 

h4a' = - (2/1)h 4a, (17c) 

IIp' = - i- (H/T/ 6)h' - (6/T/) IIp, (17d) 

inM4, and 

SIlVI'V + j'\7 2h + (4/T/) (2h 41l ,,- h') + (4T/4/H2)llp == 0, 
. ... (18a) 

V2h4a + j h a' + SCXJl '+ h41l a - (24/T/2) h4a = 0 (18b) 
, ," ," ' 

on S3. The allowed gauge transformations are 

h == h + d a + (6H/T/3)b ,a , 

Integration of Eq. (17c) immediately yields 

(19a) 

(19b) 

(19c) 

where the sign and numerical coefficients are chosen 
for convenience. We can, however, always find a gauge 
in which h4a has the representation 

with 

ca.a == O. (20b) 

For, under the gauge transformations of Eqs. (19c), 

h4a(x,T/) == h4a(x,T/) + (H/2T/2)b(x),a 

== (2/T/2)[Fa(x) - (H/4)b(x) ,a], 

and given Fa(x), there exists a b(x) and ca(x) such that 

v2ca==Fa_(H/4)b. a, Ca.a=o. 

To see this, choose q a(x) so that '\7 2q a = Fa. This is 
possible by the above lemma. Then define e(x) by 
V 2e = qa.a' It follows that 

'\72e,a + Fa == V2(e.a + qa). 

Then, taking ca = qa + e· a and b == - (4/H)V 2e we 
accomplish the objective. Clearly, in this gauge, 
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If we now take the divergence of Eq. (18b), we find 

(SI'V,I'V + ~V2h)' = O. 

So, defining B(x) by 

it follows from Eq, (17b) that 

("1 4h' - tT/5v2B)' = 0, 

Thus, there exists an A (x) such that 

Integration then gives 

"12 
h(x, "1) = 10 V2B(x) - (1/"13)v 2A(x) + G(x), 

The gauge transformation which would bring this result 
into accord with Sachs-Wolfe also alters SI'V v' so we 
first integrate Eq, (18b), obtaining , 

sav,u = (16/"13)v2ca - (2/"1)v2v2ca + ("12/l5)v2B,a 

- t (v2A,a/1)2) + Ja(x). 

Now, the remaining gauge freedom allows us to alter 
h(x, "1) by 

h(x,1) = h(x, T) + 2dll ,II (x), 

while at the same time changing SI'V, v by 

SIlV =SIlV -v2dll+ !.3 dv II • • v tV ,u 

It is possible to find a dll such that 

h(x, T) = (T)2/10)V2B(x) - (1/"13)V2A(x) + 3B(x) 

and at the same time 

sav,u = (16/T)3)V2Cet- (2/"1)V2V2Cet + (T)2/15)V2B·et 

(21) 

- (2/3) (V2A ,a/T)3) (22) 

as follows. First write dll = ull + vII where ull.1l = O. 
Then set 

vl',l' = 3B - G 

which always has a solution for vII. The lemma as
Sures the existence of a ull satisfying 

and this ul' leads us to the required dll. Incidentally, 
this gauge permits us to solve Eq. (18a) for 15p, giving 

and a check with Eq. (17d) shows this result to be consis
tanto 

Finally, we must find the trace-free part of the metriC 
as a solution to 
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We may easily construct, from Sachs-Wolfe, a particu
lar solution Sets, compatible with Eq. (22) and the general 
solution is then given by 

where ~et ~ satisfies 

with 

Set ,,+! Set ' - V2Set = 0 
OB 0 8 OB ' 

The general solution to this homogeneous equation can 
be found by first writing 

so that D etB satisfies 

!~(DDetB) = 0, 
T) aT/ T) 

where 

0: =£_V2. 
aT)2 

We must therefore have 

for arbitrary spatial function Qetl>. However, the defin
ing relation for Dal> permits changes of the form 

j'j etB (x, "1) = DetB(x, "1) + T)KetB(x), 

and under such a change 

DDaB =DDetB + "1V2KetB. 

Thus, by choosing KetB to satisfy 

we may always demand that DaB(x, 1j) be a solution of 

DDetB = 0, 

with 

(23a) 

DetB,et = O. (23b) 

Assembling the parts to the solution for saB we have 

SetB =_ - __ -2 --- (Cet,B +CB,a)+_ 1 a (DaB) (8 V2) A .al> 
"1 a1j 1j "13 "1 1)3 

+ (1)CXBB _ "12 B ,aB) _ t 1)a13 (1j2 V2B + 3B _ V2A) 
10 10 "1 3 

which brings the entire pressure-free solution into 
accord with Sachs-Wolfe. 

(24) 
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B:. The case of radiation 

If p = t Po and Op = t Op then the perturbed field equa
o 

tions become 

SCXIl" =- (2/'7)saB' + V2scxll + SIlI',CXjl + SCXjl,IlI' 

-~1icx Sl'v +h cx4 '+h cx'_l.h'cx 
3 Il ,,..v ,Il 1l4, 3 Il 

+ (2/1))(h a4 ,1l + h 1l4 ,CX) - t OCXIl [tV
2h 

+ (4/1))h 4,.. ,,.. + 2h 4 1'.,..'], (25a) 

h" =-(2/1))h' + 2h4,.. .,..' + (4/1))h 4I',,.. - (1)2/H2)1ip 

+ l.SI'V + l.V2h (25b) 
2 ,JlV 3 , 

in M 4, together with 

(25c) 

(25d) 

on S3. Furthermore, the permissible gauge transfor
mations are of the form 

835 

Then, as in the case of incoherent matter, we may find a 
C cx(x) and a (3(x), such that 

V2Ccx = - MCX - t{3'cx, 

Thus, 

CCX = O. ,cx 

h4cx(x, 1)) = 1)2 ~ (...!.. oE.a(x, 1))) _ V2Ccx(x). 
4 (1) 1)2 (1) 

Then, rewriting Eq. (25b) in the form 

1) ~ (l £) (v2E - 3E") = 0, 
(1) 1) (1)2 

we see that 

V2E - 3E" = 1)3N(x) + 1]P(x) + R(x). 

Moreover, the remaining gauge freedom, and non
uniqueness of E still permit changes of the form 

E = E + 1)3Q1(X) - 2H1)b(x) + y(x). 

Thus, by choosing a, y, and b to satisfy 

and 

(31) 

(27a) v 2b = (1/2H) (P + 6a) 

h = h + d"',1' + (6H/1)2)b, 

hcx4 = h cx4 + (H/1))b ,CX. 

(27b) we can always require E(x,1)) to be a solution of 

Integration of Eq. (25d) implies that 

1)4 0p + 2H2h = L(x). 

However, by integrating 

d cx .cx = L/2H, 

we may always find a gauge in which 

Now, guided solely by Sachs-Wolfe, we represent 
h(x,1)) by 

h(x, 1)) = - ~.i. r1)2 ~ (l oE(x, 1)))J. 
(1) L (1) 1)2 (1) 

(27c) 

(28) 

(29) 

Clearly E(x, 1)) is not unique, and h(x, 1)) is not affected 
by changes of the form 

E(x, 1)) = E(x, 1)) + 1)3Q1 (x) + 1)2{3(x) + y(x). 

This nonuniqueness will be used, like the remaining 
gauge freedom, to eliminate some of the arbitrary spa
tial functions arising from integration of the other 
field equations. 

From Eq. (25c) we find that 

However, the nonuniqueness of E leaves the function MCX 
ambiguous up to a gradient 
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V2E- 3E" = O. (32) 

From Eq. (26b) we determine that 

SI'v )x, 1)) = t h·" (x, 1)) + 1)V2V2CI'(X) + ! V2CIJ (x) 
. 1) 

+ ~ oE'I'(x, 1)) + I'" (x), (33) 
1)2 a 1) 

where, by Eq. (26a), II' (x) is divergence free. Since the 
choice of dl' in Eq. (28) is fixed only up to a divergence 
free vector eIJ (x), we may eliminate II" by choosing eIJ to 
satisfy 

In this gauge, the trace-free part of the metric satisfies 

SCXIl" + (2/1))Scxll ' -V2scxll = E,cxll '" + (3/1)) E,cxll " 

+ (1)V2V2 + (6/1))V2)(Ccx + C cx) .Il Il, 
+ t ocxll [(3/1))V2E" - V2E''']. 

Again we may use SachS-Wolfe to construct a particu
lar solution yall compatable with Eq. (33), so that the 

general solution is given by 

SCXIl = scxll + scxll ' 
o I 

where 

with 

Scx " + (2/1))Scx '- V2Scx = 0 
oil Oil OB' 

gcxll,a = O. 

. Writing 

scxll = (1/1))Dcxll, 
o 
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we see that DaB must be a solution of D'Alembert's 
equation 

DDa{3 == O. 

Reconstructing the trace-free part of the metric, we 
have 

(34) 

+ !E.a{3' - (l/'1) Ea.a - t oaa[(l/'1)V 2E - !V2E'], 

(35) 

in agreement with Sachs-Wolfe. 

IV. SUMMARY 

The general Coo solution which we have constructed for 
the perturbations of a Robertson-Walker, k = 0, uni
verse containing either dust or radiation is precisely 
that first obtained by Sachs and Wolfe. However, we have 
shown that the admissible, metric determining functions 
haS need not be restricted by moment conditions. Rather, 
these functions, first reported by Sachs-Wolfe, form the 
most general Coo solution if the potentials are Coo. Note, 
in this connection, that the illustrative solution given in 
Eq. (12) is indeed a Coo solution. We should stress that 
our success with this simplified approach was aided 
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immensely by an a priori knowledge of the Sachs-Wolfe 
results. We refer the interested reader to their paper 
for an interesting discussion of the physical interpre
tation of the potentials appearing in the solution. Fin
ally, attempts to construct the general solutions the the 
perturbation problems for Robertson-Walker universes 
with k "" 0 have been plagued by difficulties in construc
ting complete sets of orthonormal functions on the 3-
surfaces of constant density. It may be hoped that the 
Simplified approach presented here will facilitate solu
tions to these problems by working entirely in configura
tion space. 
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Correlation inequalities < O"A > ;::: 0, < O"AO"~ > ;::: < O"A > < O"~ >, a < O"A > IaJ B ;::: 0, and 
a < O"A > /aJ: ::; ° are proved for the generalized X - Y model with the Hamiltonian of the form 
Je = -}; (JIO"A + JIO"A)' where O"A = njEA O"j , O"A = IIjEA O"j, J] ;::: 0, JI ;::: 0, A denotes an 
arbitrary subset of the N lattice points, and O"j, O"j are the Pauli matrices. This yields a simple 
extension of the Griffiths-Kelly-Sherman inequalities to the above quantal system. Applications to 
phase transitions are also discussed briefly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following Hamiltonian 

Je = - ~ 'vli.ui. + JXu,O, (1. 1) 
A 

where Ji. 2: O,JX 2: 0, and 

U Z = n a Z and 
A jEA) 

aX = n a1'. 
A jEA 1 

(1.2) 

This includes as an example the ordinary X-Y model, 
the Hamiltonian of which is given by 

Je Xy = - .~ (J;J a;,a/ + J~ at ~x) - ~ ~z~" + ~x ~x) 
.<) 1 (1. 3) 

with JiJ 2: 0, J~ 2: 0, H/2: 0, and Hj 2: 0. 
In this paper we prove that 

(ai.) 2: 0, 

a (ai.) 
-->0 aJg - , and 

a (ai.) 
--<0 
OJ~ - , 

(1. 4) 

(1. 5) 

for the Hamiltonian (1.1) under the conditions that Ji. 2: ° 
and J}.. 2: 0. Recently Gallavotti1 has obtained the above 
inequalities (1. 4) and (1. 5) for the ordinary X -Y model 
(1. 3) in the absence of magnetic fields (Le., for ~z = ° 
and H;x = 0), by using the reduction formula of the quantal 
partition function to a classical one derived by Suzuki 
and Fisher,2 and consequently by applying the Griffiths
Kelly-Sherman inequalities3 to a classical system t/lus 
reduced. 

2. PROOF OF CORRELATION INEQUALITIES 

Here, a slightly different approach is made to give a 
Simple proof to a more general case (1.1). Following 
Ginibre,4 we reduce the partition function of the Hamil
tonian (1. 1) to that of the Ising model with many-spin 
interaction and with higher dimensions, by using 
Trotter's formula: 

exp(- j3Je) = lim {exp(- n-1j3JC o) exp(- n-1j3JC1)} " 
n-+OO 

= ~!..~ {exp(-n-1j3Je o)(1-n-1j3JC1)}n, (2.1) 

where Je = Jeo + Je1. This is easily extended to the 
following form 

for a bounded operator Je of the form Je = ~~=o Je v (for 
detail, see Ref. 2.) 
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From (1.1) and (2.2) we then obtain 

ZN = lim <I>Nn' 
n-+OO ' 

(2.3) 

where 

<I>N,,, = ~ ... ~ (a l' a 2' .•• , aNI 
01=±1 0N=:l 

X {exp(-n-1j3JeO) n (1 + EAax)}nlal'a2,·· ',aN), 
A (2.4) 

with EA = n-1j3JX and Je o = - ~ Ji.ai. is diagonal in the 
above repre sentation I a1, a 2' ... , aN)' 

Consider now the matrix elements of (1 + EAaX): 

(2.5) 

where {aA } denotes a set ({~ };j E A). It is easily seen 
that if the matrix elements (2.5) represent "ferromag
netic partial Boltzmann factors" for all A, then the "par
tition function" <I>Nn (and consequently ZN) is equivalent 
to that of the Ising model with "ferromagnetic" many
spin interaction in the sense that 

(2.6) 

For more details, see Ref. 2. Then, the key point of the 
present argument is to find out the explicit expression 
of the function f(aA , aA) in (2.5) and to show that 
- f(aA , aA) has the form (2.6). Without loss of gene
rality, we assume that aX takes the form aX = ala~ ••. a;, 
(m = arbitrary positive integer). This is expressed as a 
direct product 

(0 1) . (0 1)' . (0 1) aX = x x ... x . 
1° 1 1° 2 10 m 

(2.7) 

The matrix elements of the aX are given by 

(2.8) 

From the property (2.8) it is easily shown that 

= lim exp -A ~ (a. -a.')2 ~ 
[ 

m m 

A-+OO .i=1 J J "=1 

X exp (-41 
(10gEA1) ~ (~_~')2\ 

m )=1 j 

= exp[~ log (nkBT) I; (0:. a! -1) 
2m JX j=l J J 

+ 00 ~ (~a,,~'a;' _l)l. 
j,k=l J (2.9) 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 837 
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For a sufficiently large n, we have log (nksT /JX) > O. 
Thus, it is proved that the partition function <l>Nn is equiva
lent to that of the Ising model "ferromagnetic'" two-spin 
and four-spin interactions.' Furthermore, the effective 
ferromagnetic interaction (2m)-110g(nkJ NX) in (2.9) is 
a decreasing function of J}.. Therefore, by applying the 
Griffiths-Kelly-Sherman inequalities for the ISing 
model with interaction of the form (2.6) to the above re
duced effective Ising model with "ferromagnetic" many
spin interaction, we arrive immediately at the correla
tion inequalities (1.4) and (1. 5) for all nonzero tempera
tures. 

In particular, for the ordinary X-Y model (1. 3), we have 
the inequalities 

and a - (a')::; 0 
oH!' A , 

J 

(2.10) 

in addition to the results obtained by Gallavotti. 1 

3. APPLICATIONS TO PHASE TRANSITIONS 

In this section we consider as an example the one
dimensional X-Y model, the Hamiltonian of which is 
described by 

x = - 2:; 2:; [J' (n )a·a.· + JX (n )a!' a!' ] 
j n ~ 1 'j J+n J J+n ' 

where 

J'(n) 2:: 0, JX(n) 2:: 0, 2:; .J'(n)<C(), and 
n~l 

Hereafter without loss of generality we assume that 
J.(n) 2:: Jx(n). 

(a) If the interaction J' (n) satisfies the condition 
N 

lim {log(logN)}-l 2:; nJ'(n) = 0, 
N-+oo n=l 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

then there is no long-range order with respect to a'
a' and aX -aX correlations (i.e., Ms' == 0 and M; == O)for 
all nonzero temperatures. This is easily derived from 
Dyson's results 5 on the Ising model [Le., (3.1) with 
JX (n) == 0], by utilizing the correlation inequalities 

a 
--- (a"at) ::; 0 etc., 
OJ" (n) J 

proved in the previous section. 

(3.4) 

(b) When the interaction Jz(n) takes the form Jz(n) = n-S 

(1 < s < 2), Dyson5 has proved the existence of the phase 
transition for the Hamiltonian (3.1) withJx(n) == O. Now, 
we define the critical temperatures TJIs} and Tc(¥.Y} by 
Singular points of the susceptibilities xisz [0: 2:;j, k (~'at) 
for JX (n) == 0] and X)iY [which is defined by the canonical 
correlation 2:;t, k (~', a:) for JX (n) '" 0], respectively. Then 
we obtain the mequality 

(3.5) 

by applying the correlation inequalities 

(3.6) 

to the susceptibility xJsz and to the asymptotic relation 6 

x'x'y ~ 2:; (a/at)XY 
j, k 

(3.7) 

near the critical point. The above relation (3.7) is con-
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canonical and direct correlations 6, 7: 

838 

(1 - e- Bw)/ {3w ::; (oQ, oQ)/«OQ)2) ::; 1 (3.8) 

for an Hermitian quantity Q, where w is the first mo
ment defined by 

w = t([oQ, [X,oQ]])/«OQ)2), (3.9) 

being finite at Tc in usual situations. 

It Should be remarked that the above inequality (3.5) 
is, in general, valid for the ordinary X-Y model (1. 3) 
with H/ = HI = O. In more general, we have 

aT(XY)/OJ.·.2:: 0 and oT(XY)/aJ!'. < 0 (3.10) c 'J c '1 - , 

for Jil > J0 2:: O. The numerical results on the critical 
temperature Tc(XY} obtained by Betts et al. B are consis
tent with the above general relation (3.5). 

These results on the correlation inequalities (1. 4)- (1. 5), 
and the relations (3.10) on the critical temperature may 
also be applied to discussions on the critical behavior 
of the quantum lattice gas model originally proposed by 
Matsubara and Matsuda. 9 

4. DISCUSSIONS 

The physical reason why the Griffiths type inequalities 
(1. 4) and (1. 5) are valid for the Hamiltonian (1. 1) is 
that the off-diagonal interaction Xl = - 2:;A JXa}. (JX 2:: 0) 
plays a role to decrease the ferromagnetic correlation 
among a/ -spins, but that it has not enough of a coopera
tive effect to cause an "antiferromagnetic'; correlation. 
Namely, one can say that Xl is a dynamical random 
force acting on z-z correlations. 

It seems impossible to extend our arguments to higher 
spin problems. 

The present results on spin correlation functions may be 
applied to the discussions on critical exponents in a 
separate paper. 1 0 
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The transformation from a harmonic single-particle basis 
to the self-consistent harmonic approximation * 
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The transformation rules between a harmonic single-particle basis and the self-consistent harmonic 
approximation in quantum crystal theory are deduced. In the process, the thermal renormalization of 
the phonon spectrum is calculated to all orders in the phonon-phonon interaction. The 
generalization of the transformation technique to a Hartree single-particle basis is speculated upon. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper, 1 a low temperature formalism for 
quantum crystals in the single-particle picture was 
developed. This formalism required mapping the single
particle space into a quasiparticle, boson space. This 
was done, however, under the implicit guideline of the 
random phase approximation (RPA) in that the excita
tion spectrum was the same as Werthamer's.2 For a 
Bravais crystal, in addition to the three acoustic phonon 
branches the RPA spectrum exhibits some higher 
energy ones even in the limit of a harmonic interatomic 
interaction. These single-particle type excitations 
prove to be the unsatisfactory outcome of the method. 

It is our feeling that any decent treatment of atomic 
motion originating from the Single-particle picture 
should be able to correctly reproduce the harmonic 
limit. Consequently, we shall endeavour in this paper 
to formulate a modified mapping procedure for a har
monic single-particle basis which does culminate in the 
equivalent phonon basis. For anharmonic systems, 
this leads to the self-consistent harmonic approxima
tion. 3 Although Brenig4 has shown how the harmonic 
phonon spectrum can be unraveled from a small subset 
of harmonic single-particle wave-functions the proper 
treatment of the complete set has not yet been achieved. 

The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is first 
examined. The insight gained from this simple analysis 
paves the way for a more complicated problem namely 
the harmonic crystal. Subsequently, the anharmonic 
crystal is studied and the full transformation procedure 
is developed. It is seen that thermal renormalization 
due to phonon-phonon interaction can be accounted for 
quite naturally. We end by speculating on the approach 
to a Hartree self-consistent basis using the knowledge 
gained from the treatment of the harmonic basis and 
from the RPA. 

For the sake of SimpliCity the analysis will be concen
trated on a Bravais crystal of orthorhombic or higher 
symmetry. The interatomic interaction will be of the 
two-body type. 

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

Any transformation procedure used to obtain the excita
tion spectrum of atoms starting from the Single-parti
cle picture should be able to reproduce the results of 
the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. This aspect 
has not been dwelled upon in Ref. I. Had this been done 
it would have been easily observed that the proposed 
transformation rules did lead to spurious excitations. 
It then seems more lOgical to start from this Simple 
case and proceed from there. 

The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian 
is 

839 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 14, No.7, July 1973 

(1) 

where 1i = Planck's constant /2'1f, M = oscillator mass, 
w = oscillator frequency x 2'1f. 

This Hamiltonian is normally quantized5 using the 
quasiparticle, boson operators b t , b which create Or 
annihilate an excitation. The end result is 

The immediate aim is then to be able to reproduce Eq. 
(2) starting from the Single-particle representation. 

The configuration space eigenfunctions of the Hamil
tonian, Eq. (1), are 

cf> (X) = (r) 1/4(_1_) 1/2 H (r 1/2X) e-rx2/2 
n 'If 2nn! n , 

(2) 

n = 0, 1, 2, •.. , (3) 

where 

and H n is the Hermite polynomial of order n. The eigen
values are 

(5) 

The Hamiltonian can then be second quantized in the 
Single-particle picture using the complete set of eigen
functions. The occupation space Hamiltonian is 

H; EE f dXcf>:(X)JCcf>m(X)a~am 
m n 

=E1iw(n+~)a:an' (6) 
n 

where the a~, an create or annihilate the oscillator in 
the state with quantum number n. The oscillator spin 
index is unnecessary since the spin is conserved in 
Eq. (1). These operators commute or anticommute for 
integer or half-integer spin values respectively. 

In the same spirit as Ref. 1 but under the constraint 
that there be a single type of quasiparticle operator as 
in Eq. (2), let us postulate a correspondence between 
the set of oscillator eigenvectors 

Icf>n> == oscillator in eigenfunction cf>n (X), (7) 

and the complete set of boson eigenvectors 

In) "" state with n bosons. (8) 

Associated with this boson vector space are the opera-

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 839 
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tors bt, b which create or annihilate a boson. They 
obey the following rules 

[b,b] = [bt,b t ] = 0, 

[b, btl = 1, 

bin) = n 1/ 2 1n -1), 

bt In) = (n + 1)1/2In). 

(9) 

The single occupancy of the oscillator states suggests 
the following equivalence relationship: 

(bt)n X(O)(b) m 

(n!m 1)1/2 ' 
(10) 

where 

(11) 

projects out the boson vacuum state 10). 

From the operator rules, Eq. (9), and because of the 
single occupancy of the oscillator, it can be verified that 
the following operation 

(12) 

is equivalent to 

(13) 

thus asserting the validity of Eq. (10). 

The Hamiltonian in the single-particle representation, 
Eq. (6), is transformed with the use of the mapping rule, 
Eq. (10), into 

H = 6 l'iw(n + t)(bt)nX(O)(b)n. 

n n! 
(14) 

Using the expression for the projection operator X(O) in 
Eq. (11), this becomes 

0() 

H = 6 l'iw(Fs + tGs)(bt)S(b)S, 
s~o 

where 

S (- 1) s-n n {O; s = 0 or s > 1 
F==6 == 

S n~O nl(s-n)! 1,s=1 
and 

G==6 == • 
S (-1)s-n {1,S=0 

S n~on!(s-n)! O,s>O 

Consequently, the Hamiltonian in the single-particle 
picture has been mapped into 

using Eqs. (15) to (17), which is precisely the form of 
the quasiparticle Hamiltonian, Eq. (2). 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

This result assures us that the proposed equivalence re
lationship, Eq. (10), is indeed the correct transformation 
from the single-particle picture to the quasiparticle re
presentation for a harmonic oscillator. 
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III. HARMONIC CRYSTAL 

The harmonic crystal is a multidimensional generaliza
tion of the harmonic oscillator. The transformation 
from the Single-particle representation can be achieved 
by an extrapolation of the analysis of the previous sec
tion. The harmonic crystal Hamiltonian in configuration 
space is 

"l'i2v~ 1" " _ 
H = - LJi 2M +"2 LJiLJj (r i -Ri) - v ij . (rj -Rj ), 

(19) 
where vij is the interaction diadic, Ri represents the 
equilibr'ium position of the ith atom and is chosen to 
correspond to a lattice vector, and r i is the instanta
neous position of this atom. 

Second quantization of this Hamiltonian in the single
particle picture can be achieved through the set of 
three-dimensional harmonic oscillator wavefunctions 

where 

and 

The quantized field operator is then 

I/I(r) == 6t6n 6 a c1>n (r -Ri)aina , (23) 

where aina destroys an atom of nuclear spin (] with 
quantum number n at site i. In the event that wavefunc
tion overlap effects can be neglected and single occu
pancy at each site is preserved (see Ref. 1 for a dis
cussion of this approximation), the Hamiltonian takes 
the form of 

H==Ho+Hv 
where 

Ho= 6 
i 

and 

H1 = t 6 66 6 (in'jm' I(rt -R i ) - Vii 
i -j nn' am' 00' 

(24) 

(25) 

• (rj -Rj ) linjm)alna a ina alm'a' a ima ,. (26) 

The definitions of the matrix elements in Eqs. (25) and 
(26) are 

(in' I!(r) lin) ;::: J dr<p~,(r - Ri)f(r)<Pn (r - R i ) (27) 

and 

(in'jm' If(r prj) linj m) = J dr i dr, <p;(r i - R i ) 

x <pn(r i -Rt)!(rpri)<p;',(ri -Rj)<Pm(r j -Rj ). (28) 

Under the restrictive conditions just imposed, the Hamil
tonian conserves spin at each lattice site. It is then 
possible to consider only a single spin configuration of 
the system and relinquish the degeneracy to a 
- NkTln(2s + 1) term in the free energy, s being the 
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spin value of the nuclei. The effect of overlap and spin 
coupling can be treated perturbatively. The spin index 
on the annihilation and creation operators can then be 
dropped while working on this spin subspace. 

The proposed transformation rules are a simple ex
tension of those for the harmonic oscillator 

3 
aln,ain~ n 

a=l 

where 

(bi a) "(a) X i a (O)b7~a) 

[n'(a)!n(a)!]1/2 
(29) 

(30) 

and where bI ,b ia create or annihilate a pseudo 
excitation of Cartesian component a at site i. Each set 
of one-dimensional wave functions of Eq. (20) then 
corresponds to a boson space 

(31) 

as in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), each with its own quasiparticle 
operators. If one chooses the axes such that the inter
action diadic is diagonal and the oscillator wavefunction 
frequencies wa such that 

W = rM-1(V .. ) ]1/2 ex I: u act , (32) 

in other words, 

(Vii) all = Mw~6 all , (33) 

one can verify that on using Eqs. (29) and (30) one ob
tains 

(b 1: ) n '(a) X. (O)(b I ) n(a) 
X n 'a 'a a 

a [n'(a)ln(a)I]1/2 

{ 

~ 1 
= ~~ ~ liwa[F.(a) + 2 G.(a)] 

i a '(a)=O 

x(b1: ),(u)(b. ).(a>.}p 
tex ta ex' 

where 

Pa= n [ is G'(Il)(b11l)'(Il)(b ill)S(IJ)]= 1, 
6"'a .(1l)=0 

where Fs is given by Eq. (16) and G. by Eq. (17). 

Consequently, this same term is simply 

HO = ~ ~liwa(bIa b ia + i). 
i a 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

On the other hand, the recursion relations for Hermite 
polynomials lead to 

(in'jm' I(ri -Rj ) . Vij • (rj -Rj ) linjm) 

= ~ ~ (Vij
) all {[neal + 1][m(/3) + 1]}1/2 

a 6 (4rar6)1/2 

X 6(n' -n - a)6(m' -m -~) + {[neal + 1]m(/3)}1/2 

X 6(n' -n - a)6(m' - m +~) + {n(a)[m (tJ) + 1]}l/2 

X 6(n' -n + 5)6(m' -m -~) + [n(a)m(f3}]1/2 

X 6(n' -n + a)6(m' -m + ~». (37) 
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Consequently, with the use of Eqs. (29) and (30), the H1 
contribution to the Hamiltonian can be written as 

1 
H1 = - ~ ~ ~ (in'jm' I(ri -Ri ) . Vij • 

2 i"'j Dn' a.' 

(bI a) n' (a) X ia(O) (b ia) n(a) 

X (r j - R j ) I i nj m) n --r, -,-( -)-, -(-)-'-]1-/-2 --
a In a .n a . 

(bJ 8) m'(6) XjB(O)(b jB) m(B) 
xn 

B [m' (/3) 1m' (f3) I ]1/2 

= .!. ~ ~ ~ eVi} ) a6 } t G. a) 

2 i"'j '" Il (4r r )1/2 t.(a) =0 ( 
a a ) 

X [(b1",) s{a)+l(b id .(a) + (bra) .(a)(b id .(a) +1] S 

X} f; G (4) [(b t
B) .(B) +l(b .Il) .(B) 1 .(B) =0 '" 1 1 

+ (bh)'(B)(bjll)'(B)+l]}PaPB' (38) 

or finally as 

(iiij ) aB (b t + b. ) 
ia 'a 

(W
a 

w ll )1/2 

X (bJ6 + bjB)' 

USing the results from Eqs. (36) and (39) one can 
synthesize the full Hamiltonian 

H= ~ ~liwa(b1abia +~) 
i a 

(39) 

(40) 

It is in the form of Eq. (16) of Ref. 1 except that here 
the indices run over the three Cartesian axes. It can be 
diagonalized by the follOwing canonical transformation 

3 
b ia = N-1/2 ~ ~ exp(ik . Ri)[Aav(k)dkv + Bav(k)d!kv], 

k v=l 
where (41) 

A(k) = A *(- k), B(k) = B* (- k), 

N is the number of atoms in the crystal, k is a wave
vector in the first Brillouin zone, and 

A(k) A t(k) - B(k) W(k) = I, 

A (k) Bt(k) - B(k) A t(k) = O. 

The eigenvalue equation is 

U av(k) Ii 2W~v = ~ MaB(k) U6v (k), 
B 

where 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

Maa(k) = (Ii w a )1/2 rli wa 6 aB + livall (k) ](Ii WB) 1/2, 
L M(wa wB)1/2 (45) 

vaB(k) =N-l ~ (Vlj)all exp[ik· (Ri-Rj)], (46) 
i "'j 

(48) 
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The necessary invariance of the Hamiltonian with res
pect to a translation of the crystal requires 

(49) 

which in addition to Eqs. (33) and (46) leads to 

(vij )a8 = Mw!lia/l = - ~ (vij)a/l = -vas(O). (50) 
i "j 

Consequently, the eigenvalue equation can be written 
down as 

Uav(k)w: v = ~M-l[va/l(k) -va/l(O)]U/lv(k). (51) 
8 

This equation is recognized as the one encountered in 
conventional harmonic phonon theory6 where 1Z Wk v is 
the 11th acoustic branch phonon energy anq U av(k) 
(a = 1,2,3), its polarization vec1Dr components. 
Furthermore, under this canonical transformation, the 
Hamiltonian becomes 

(52) 

which is again identified with the usual phonon Hamil
tonian in the collective representation.6 

IV. ANHARMONIC CRYSTAL 

The anharmonic crystal case is the lOgical extension 
of the analysis. The Hamiltonian for such systems is 

H = ~ - --' + ~ ~ V(r i - r.) , 
( 

1Z2V? ~ 
i 2M i"} J 

(53) 

where V(r i - r j) is the two-body interatomic interaction. 
Second quantization is again achieved through the 
quantized field operator of Eq. (23) where the spin in
dex is dropped for the reasons mentioned in Sec. ill. 
The coordinate axes for the Single-particle wavefunc
tions in Eq. (20) are chosen along the principal axes of 
the crystal. This is the reason for considering only 
Bravais crystals with orthogonal translation vectors. 

,The kinetic energy contribution to the second quantized 
Hamiltonian is 

(54) 

Since 

Let us now define an ordering operator 0 which puts 
the creation operators first when acting on a product of 
boson operators with the same indices. For instance, 
one has 

(60) 

With the help of this operator, Eq. (59) is simplified into 
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(in'l- 1Z::2Iin) = ~j1Zwa[n(a) + j ]li(n' -n) 
- t1Zwa {(n(a) + 2)(n(a) + 1)}1/2li(n' -n - 25) 

-t1Zwa{[n'(a) + 2][n'(a) + 1]}1/2li(n-n' -2ci), 
(55) 

and with the use of the equivalence relationships, Eqs. 
(29) and (30), Ho can be transformed into 

Ho = ~ ~( ~ ~1Zwa(Fs(a) + jGs(a»(bia)s(a) 
i a s(a)=O 

X (b ia ) s(a)\p a - ~ ~( i3 t1ZwaGs(a) J i a s(,.:)=o 

X [(bia) s(a)+2(b ia) sea) + (bia) s(a)(b ia) S(a)+2])p a 

= ~ ~ t1Zwa[1 + 2bLb ia - (b1a)2 - (b ia )2], (56) 
, a 

where the F s , G s and P a functions are given by Eqs. (16), 
(17) and (35), respectively. 

On the other hand, the potential energy contribution to 
the Hamiltonian is 

HI = j ~ ~ ~ (in'jm'!V(r j -rj ) !injm) 
i ~j nn~ •• ' 

which, using the result of the Appendix, can be written as 

X (iojo! n n V ~n'(a)-n(a)+2 s(a)) V {m'(/l)-m(/l)+2II(B)] 
a 8 'a J/l 

X V(rj -rj ) !iojo) 

X n{[n(a) - s(a)]ls(a) I (2ra ) [n'(a)-n(a)+2 s(a)] 12 
a 

X [n'(a) -n(a) + s(a)]!}-l 

X {(b1a)n'(a) X ia (O)(b ja ) n(a) + [1 -li(n'(a) -n(a))] 

X (bIa)n (a) Xja(O)(bia)n'(a)} 

X n{[m(tJ) - J,L(tJ)]IJ,L(/3)! (2r/l)[m'(/l)-m(/l)+2 11(/l)]/2 
/l 

X [m'(tJ) -m (/3) + J,L(/3)]I}-l 

X {(bJ/l)m'(/l)Xj/l (O)(bj/l)m(/l) + [1 -li(m'(a) -m(a»] 

X (bh) m(/l) Xj/l (O)(b j/l) m '(/l)}. (58) 

This last equation can be rewritten as 

(59) 

(61) 
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The Fourier transform of the interatomic potential is 
now introduced as 

1 
V(k) = - J dryer) exp(- ik, r). (62) 

(21T) 3 

The inverse Fourier transform is 

VCr) = J dkV(k) exp(i k ' r). (63) 

Using Eq. (63), the potential energy contribution is 

H1 = ! ~ J dkV(k)Uij (k)(iojo I exp[i k, (r i - r j)] I iojo) , 
i "j (64) 

where 

Because of the anharmonicity of the interatomic poten
tial, H1 exhibits nonlinear terms in the boson operators. 
These contain the information on the phonon -phonon 
interaction. Linearization of H 1 can be achieved by a 
Hartree - Foch type factorization whereby each term de
composes into a sum of all possible products of thermo
dynamic averages of separate pairs of operators except 
for one or two unpaired operators depending on whether 
their total number in the given term is odd or even. 
For instance, one would have under there rules 

bia b i8 bjy bjo ~ bL. bi8(bjybjo) 

+ biabjy(b;Bb je ) + b1abje(biBbjy) 

+ b;Bbjy (bi a b je ) + biBb je (bia bje ) 

+ bjy bje (bi" biB)' (66) 

where ( ... ) represents a thermodynamic average. All 
possible pairings are considered since the boson 
operators do not correspond to those of the true excita
tions, e.g., Eq. (41). 

Out of all the terms of H 1 there is one and only one 
which does not contain any boson operators. It is the 
one for which p = q = O. It is equal to 

!!:;. (iojo I Veri -rj ) liojo). 
, ~J 

(67) 

Under the factorization rules there will be no term with 
a single unpaired operator. These can only arise from 
terms containing an odd number of operators, that is 
when 

~ [pea) + q(a)] = odd. 
(68) 

a 

Such terms vanish because of the inversion symmetry of 
the crystal. 

Let us now consider the coefficient of the factorized 
terms of Uij(k) having the unpaired operators 

Q(bIIl + b iJJ )2, 

Only the terms of Eq. (65) for which 

(69) 

can contribute a factorized term like Eq. (69). The pro
ducts of thermodynamic averages of separate pairs of 
operators will yield contributions to Uij(k) of the form 

_ n n [pea) I ({3) I J1 ;a la 18 JB a 13 
(

(b t + b )(b t + b· »k k) s(a,B) 

a 13 q (4r
a

r B)l/2 

X n '1 'y Y - 'I' 'I' kJ.l2 
(

- (O(b"t + b. )2) k2 )S(y) O(bt + b. )2 

y 2ry 2rll (71) 

where 

2s(a) + ~ [s(a,{3) + s({3, a)] + 2liall =p(a) + q(a), 
8 

pea) = 2m(a) + ~ s(a,{3) + 2liall , 0:;;; m(a):;;; sea). 
13 n~ 

Owing to the translational invariance of the 
(O(bIr + b;y)2) average, all values of pea) and q(a) 
which are consistent with Eq. (72) will contribute a term 
the likes of Eq. (71). Moreover, for a given p, q, s, and 
sthere are 

pea) Iq(a) I 1 n I1 I1---
ex [pea) - ~ sea, (3)] I [q(a) - ~ s({3, a)]! y e s(y, Ii) I 

8 8 (73) 

possible ways of obtaining distinct intersite pair 
averages and 

r (1 ~~ a(a)! ~ 1 + Ii all -2 a(a) - 1 
~ 2a(ex)/2[!a(a)]1 

a(a) = pea) - "6 sea, (3), 
B 

b({3) = q({3) - ~s(a,,9), 

b ((3) I 
X I1 --------

B 2b(B)/2[!b({3)]1 ' 
(74) 

different ways of pairing the remaining operators to ob
tain the intrasite averages. The first bracketed term 
of Eq. (74) differentiates the unpaired operators from 
the paired intrasite ones. Note that a(a) and b(,9) are 
even numbers as per Eq. (72). 

As a consequence of Eqs. (72) to (74) the total number 
of different ways of obtaining a term like the one in 
Eq. (71) from the linearization procedure multiplied by 
[pea) lq({3) I J1 is 

(- 1)l: a s(a)(~ ~ sea, (3) ~ -1 

s(y) 
X I1 ~ {2m(Y)+6Yllm(y)12s(y)-m(y)[s(y) -m(y)]I}-l 

y m(y) = 0 

.= !(- 1)l:aS (a)/il I1s(a,{3) II1s(y) 1)-1. (75) 
,ex 8 y 

If we now sum over all values of S and s consistent with 
Eqs. (70) and n2), that is 

~~s(a) + ~ (s(a, (3) + s({3, a)f 2li yll] = 2(n + 1), 
(76) 

and then sum over all values of n, we find that the total 
~ [pea) + q(a)] = 2(n + 1), n = 0, 1, 2, ..• (70) coefficient of the Q(bill + b iJJ )2 operators in U;j(k) is 
a 
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where the matrices K, D i i and G if are defined as 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

(Gil) aB = «(bia + bia)(b}B + bjB) (ra r B)-1/2. (80) 

One should note at this point that in addition to a 
Q(bl~ + bi~)2 contribution to the linearized Uij(k) there 
is also a symmetrical Q(bJ~ + bj~)2 contribution. Con
sequently, their contribution to H 1 is 

~ ~. ~ J dkV(k) (iojo 1 exp[i k • (r j - r j)] liojo)(ik~) 2 
I "J ~ 

( ) -1 [1 - 1 - -1] i ) 2 X 2r~ exp-2KDijK+2KGjjKQ(bj~+bi~. 
(81) 

Since 

(iojo 1 exp[ik • (r j - r j)] 1 iojo) = exp[- ~ (2ra)-1k~ ] 

x exp[ik • (Ri - Rj )] (82) 

Eq. (81) becomes 

~ ~.~J dkV(k)(ik~)2 exp[- ~KGilK + ~KGilK] 
'''J ~ 

x exp[ik· (Ri - Rj)](2r~)-1Q(bi~ + bi~)2, (83) 

where 

(Gil)aB = (Dii)aB + r;1/i aB • (84) 

Defining a matrix 

[G~~ G-1] 
1 "ij 

G;" = , 
G -1 G-1 

j j jj 

it can be shown that 

exp[- ~KG~.1K + ~KG7.1K] = IT-3 IG-1 1-1/ 2 
It lJ xx 

x J d6u exp[ik· (u j -Uj) + Uxx (G;!)-1U.u ], 
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(85) 

(86) 

where 

(87) 

Using the result of the analysis of Koehler, Eq. (31) of 
Ref. 7, Eq. (86) becomes 

exp(- ~KG~;I.K + ~KG7~K) = IT- 3N/ 2 IG 11/2 
" IJ 

X J d 3Nu exp(- UGU) exp[zk • (u j - u j )], (88) 

where N is the number of atoms in the crystal, U is a 
column vector containing the 3N coordinate variables 
u ja and. the matrix G is a 3N x 3N matrix whose in
verse is 

(89) 

After a change of variables from u ia to (r i - R j ) a in 
Eq. (88), the contribution of the intrasite term of Eq. (69) 
to the linearized H 1 is finally 

~ ~. ~ J d3Nrw*[v~~ VCr i -r j )]w (2r~)-1 Q(bi~ + b iJl)2, 
i "J ~ (90) 

where 

W = IT-3N/ 4 IG 11/4 exp[- ~RGR] (91) 

and R is a column vector containing the 3N coordinate 
variables (r I - Rl ) a. 

As far as the (bia + b ia )(b1s + biB) for O! ;" f3 linearized 
term of H 1 goes its coefficient vanishes because of the 
imposed crystal symmetry. 

There only remain factorized terms containing inter
site unpaired operators like (b1~ + bi~)(bJv + b jv ) in 
the linearization of H 1. Following a procedure similar 
to the one described for the intrasite terms one would 
arrive at an additional contribution to H 1 of 

~ .~. ~ ~ J d 3Nrw* [Vi~ Vjv VCr i - rj )]w 
I "J ~ V 

x (4r~ rv)1/2(b1~ + b i~)(b}v + b jv ), (92) 

where again W is the wavefunction of Eq. (91). 

Consequently, synthesizing the full linearized Hamil
tonian from Eqs. (56), (67), (90) and (92) one has 

HL = Ho + (H1)linea.rized + (Ho + H 1 )HF 

- (H 0 + (H 1hinearized) 

= ~ ~ tnwa [1 + 2b1a bia - (bia)2 - (b ia )2] 
i a 

+ ~ ~ (iojo 1 VCr i - r j) 1 iojo) 
j "j 

+ ~ .~.~Jd3Nrw*[V·~a Veri -rj)]w (93) 
'''J a 

X (2ra )-1[2b1abia + (b1a)2 + (b ia )2] 

+ ~ ~ ~ ~ J d 3Nrw* [Via VjS VCr i - rj)]w 
j"j a 13 

x (4ra r 13 )-1/2(b1a + bia )(b}B + bjB) 

+ (Ho + H 1)HF -(Ho + (H1hinear1zed)· 

Here (H 0 + H 1) HF represents the Hartree-Fock 
average of the full Hamiltonian. The reason for the 
impromtu appearance of the last two thermodynamic 
averages of Eq. (93) stems from the well-known fact 
that a Hartree-Fock procedure overcounts the average 
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interatomic energy but not the excitation energies. 
These additional terms insure that 

(94) 

Le., that the thermodynamic average of the linearized 
Hamiltonian is equal to the thermodynamic average of 
the full Hamiltonian in the Hartree-Fock approxima
tion. This can be further evidenced from the following. 
After going through the procedure which led to Eq. 
(90), it can be shown that 

(Ho + HI) HF= ~ ~ t Ifwex [1 - (Q(blex - b iex )2)] 
i ex 

+ i ~ f d 3 N r >It * V(r i - r j ) >It, (95) 
i ;16.j 

which is obviously different from (HI + (H1)lintlSl"ized) 
as calculated from Eq. (93). The difference originates 
in the interatomic interaction part HI' i.e., (HI) HF .., 

«(HI) linearized)' 

The first step towards diagonalization of H L is to set 

wa={M-IN-I ~ fd3Nr>lt*[V~exV(ri-rj)]>It}l/2 (96) 
i ;OJ 

which is the generalization of Eq. (32). One then has 

H L = ~~lfwexbIexbiex 
i ex 

x (4ra r 8)-1/2(bt, + bia)(bJs + b js ) 

+ ~ ~ tlfwex + i ~ (iojo I V(r i - r j ) I iojo) 
i a i oItj 

+ (Ho + HI) HF - (HO + (HI) linearized)' (97) 

This Hamiltonian is of the same form as the harmonic 
crystal Hamiltonian, Eq. (40), and is diagonalized in the 
same way. The canonical transformation is again 

while the eigenvalue equation is also 

Bexv(k) = H(w a /Wkv)I/2Uav (k) - (Wkv /wex)I/ 2Uexv(k)]· 
(103) 

Furthermore, the imposed crystal symmetry and the 
rules of partial differentiation lead to 

N-l '{;.f d3N r>lt*[Viex ViS V(r i -rj)]>It 
• J 

= (j aa N - I .~. f d 3N r>lt* [V~ex V(r i - rj ))>It 
, ~J 

= - N-l ~ f d 3Nr >It" [Via VjS V(r i - r j)] >It. 
i ..ej 

(104) 
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Consequently, the eigenvalue equation becomes 

Uexv (k)Wlv = ~ M-l [vexS (k) - v a8(0)]USv (k). 
S 

(105) 

This is equivalent to the eigenvalue equation of a har
monic crystal with the interaction diadic 

(106) 

Because of Eqs. (98), (102), and (103) the different ther
modynamic averages encountered in the formalism can 
be evaluated. One obtains 

(O(blex ± bia)(bjB ± bjB) = ±N-l~ exp[ik. (Ri -Rj )] 
- k 

X~~[Aav(k) ± Bav(k)](l + 2nltv)[ABv(k) ± Bav(k)] 

- /j ij /j a8\' 

= ± (w W )±1/2N-l ~ exp[i k' (Ri - R
J
.)] (107) 

ex B It 

X~~ w~~ (1 + 2nkv)Uexv(k)Uav(k) - /jij/jexS~' 
where 

nkv = (d~v dlt) • (108) 

Consequently, from Eqs. (79), (80), (84), and (88) it is de
duced that 

(Gil) exB = IfM-lN- 1 ~ exp[ik' (Ri -Rj )] 
It 

x ~ wk~(l + 2nltv)Uav(k)Uav(k) (109) 
v 

for all i,j. Note that crystalline symmetry leads to 

(110) 

This expression for the matrix G-l, Eq. (109), is seen to 
be of the same form as the one quoted in Koehler'S 
work.7 As a matter of fact it is identical at the absolute 
zero of temperature when nkv = O. Therefore, at 0° K 
the normalized wavefunction >It defined in Eq. 91 is the 
ground state wavefunction of a harmonic crystal whose 
interaction diadic is the one in Eq. (106). This is the 
self-consistent harmonic approximation of Koehler. At 
finite temperature, the wavefunction >It and the self-con
sistent spring constants are renormalized by the factor 
nkv in Eq. (109). As a consequence of this thermal re
normalization, the wavefunction becomes more spread 
out, thus reflecting the increased atomic motion, and 
the self-consistent spring constants become larger. The 
self-consistency condition is thus more physical at non
zero temperature than the zero temperature one. The 
linearized Hamiltonian is also reduced to its self-con
sistent harmonic form 

HL = ~~ tlfwkv + i'4.f d3Nr >It *V(r i -rj»lt 
It v '~J 

+ ~~IfWkv(d~vdkv-inkv)' (111) 
k v 

Note again that the nkv term in Eq. (111) assures that 
Eq. (94) is satisfied. 

Let us define at this point a new operator £. which ex
cludes all lower order linearized terms when acting 
on a product of phonon operators. Thus, one would have 

(112) 
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- (dt d ) d t d - (dt d ) di d 1It2 v2 k4v4 k I vI k 4v4 k2 v2 k 4v4 k l,,! k sVs 

+ (di 2v2 dks "3) (dilv1 dk4v) + (~2V2 ~4V) (di1v1 dkav). 

In other words, when .c acts on a product of phonon 
operators, all lower order terms arising from a 

(113) 

Hartree - Fock decoupling scheme are removed in a way 
that insures the proper thermodynamic limit. Using this 
operator, the linearized Hamiltonian becomes 

(114) 

where 

Eo = 66 tlIwlltv (nkv + t) + t 6 J tJ3N r'Il* V(rj -rj)'II 
lit v i-j (115) 

is the internal energy of the crystal in the Hartree
Fock approximation. 

The nonlinear terms of the full Hamiltonian can also be 
obtained using the procedure outlined previously. For 
instance, the Hartree-Fock coefficient of the term of 
H 1 containing the operator products 

Q n (bia + bia)u(a) (bJa + bja)v(a) (116) 
a 

is found to be 

t n n J d3N r 'II * [vrJa)v/Ja) V(r j - rj )]'II 
a Il 

X [u(a) !v(/3)! ]-1(2r
a

)-u(a) (2r
ll
)-v(Il). (117) 

Upon substitution of the canonical transformation Eq. 
(98), into Eq. (117) followed by a summation over all 

6 [u(a) + v(a)] = n, (118) 
ex 

the total nonlinear contribution of H 1 is calculated to be 

X lIn (2 nMnw W ••• W )-1/2 
1It 1 "1 k 2 "2 k n v n 

X J d3Nr'Il* [VIIt v V IIt v'" V IIt " V(r i -rj)]'II I I 2 2 n n 

X (d~k v + dllt v ), (119) 
n n n n 

where 

and 

{ 
1 if k = 0 or a re.ciprocal lattice vector 

~(k) = 
, 0 otherwise, 

Vb = N-1 6 I: Uexv(k) exp(ik • Ri)Viex • (120) 
i ex 

At the absolute zero of temperature, this form of oH 
is identical to Koehler'S one. It should be noted that the 
operator .c prevents interference between the terms of 
Eq. (119) with different n values. Since any Hartree
Fock reduction of aD nth order term is excluded, it can
not contribute to any lesser order term. This explicit 
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exclusion is required since the effect of Hartree-Fock 
reduction is already included in the wavefunction 'II. 
Although the operator .c might seem tedious to carry 
along in an equation of the motion approach it is sim
plicity itself in a diagram expansion in perturbation 
theory.8 One can finally write the full Hamiltonian as 

H = HL + oH, 

where H Land 6H are defined in Eqs. (114) and (119), 
respectively. 

V. QUANTUM CRYSTAL 

(121) 

The quantum crystal problem requires a departure from 
the harmonic single-particle basis in order to handle 
the inherent nonlinearities. A normal procedure would 
be to use a basis of self-consistent wavefunctions 
cI>n (r i - R i ) obeying the following eigenvalue equation 

(
_ II2v~ ~ 

2M + j"f:j (jOI V(r j -rj ) IjO)fPn(r; -Ri ) 

= £D ¢n (r i - R i ). (122) 

The matrix elements are still defined as in Eqs. (27) and 
(28) with the Hartree wavefunctions replacing the har
monic ones. The n value here is a convenience to re
present the three quantum numbers associated with each 
wavefunction. Hence, one can no longer use these n vec
tors as a basis for the transformation in Eq. (29). This 
is borne out by the experience gained from the RPA 
whereby in the Gillis approximation, Eq. (39) of Ref. 9, 
the single-phonon modes sample all excited Hartree 
states. Yet, whatever transformation procedure is 
used it must be reducible to the one of Sec. In in the 
harmonic limit. This suggests the more general trans
formations rules 

aiD,a in == 6 u:(n',m')Ui(n,m) -' n(biex) m'(ex) X iex(O)(b ia) m(ex) 
X~ex~ ______________ ~ __ _ 

[m' (a) 1m (a)! ]1/2 
(123) 

where the U i matrix is unitary, i.e., 

6 U;(n,m')ui(n,m) = 6(m -m') (124) 
n 

and 
(125) 

This last equation means that the ground state at 
lattice site i is to be the boson vacuum as in the pre
vious sections. The problem is then of finding this 
transformation matrix for a Hartree basis. 

Keeping in mind the asymptotic limit of the transforma
tion rules for a harmonic potential as well as the Gillis 
approximation 9 to the RP A spectrum, the follOwing 
single-boson eigenvectors are postulated. 

Uj (n, a) = Au (£n - £o)(in Ix a lio), 

where 

Aa = (M/II 2 )[- (io Iv! lio)]-1/2. 

The orthonormality of these three vectors can be 
verified from Eq. (124) by making use of Eq. (41) of 
Ref.9. And indeed one has 

(126) 

(127) 

U i (n, a) = o(n - a) (128) 
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in the limit of a harmonic interaction which is precisely 
the correct value of Sec. III. It is interesting at this 
point to linearize the Hamiltonian at the two-boson 
level as in spin wave theory, that is keeping only those 
terms of the Hamiltonian which involve at most a pro
duct of two b;a or bla operators. 

Only the eigenvectors of Eq. (126) are required for such 
a procedure. It follows that the Hamiltonian 

H = NEo + L; L; (En - Eo)aln ain 
I n"'O 

+ t L; L; L; (in'jm' IV(r i -r j ) linjm) 
i;a!j nn' m.m' 

- L; L; (in'joIV(r; - r j ) linjo)aln,a in 
i~j nn' 

when linearized this way becomes 

H L = NEO - t L; (iojo I VCr i - r j) I iojo) 
i "'j 

(129) 

+ t L; L; [- (io Iv~ I io)]-1(iojo I V~a VCr 1- r j ) I iojo, 
i "'j a 

x b1: b· +1."" r,(io1o Iv~ v? lio1o)]-1/2 
to: lB 8 L.J L.J I.! J Jet J a J 

i "'jaB 

x (iojo I Via V jB VCr i - r j ) I iojo)(b1a bjB 

+ bia biB + h.c.). (130) 

Extensive use has been made of Eqs. (41) and (42) of 
Ref. 9. in arriving at this last equation. The eigenvalue 
equation resulting from the diagonalization of this 
Hamiltonian is 

where 

)_!.{ -1" (iOjOIV~aV(ri-rj)liOjO)}1/2 
MaB(k - N L.J 

4 i"'j [- (io IV~a I io)] 

( (iojo Iv? V(r. - r.) I iojo) ) 1/2 
x) N-1 L; lB' J ~ (132) 
t i "'j [- (jo IVrB Ijo)] S 

( (iojolv~V(ri-r)liojo) 1" 
X) N-1 L; oa{3 + N- L.J l i"'j [- (io IV~a Ijo)] i"'j 

(iojo IVia VjB VCr i - r j ) I iojo) exp[ik • (Hi - Rj)H 

(iojo IV~a VrB I iojo) 1/2 S' 
and where Ev(k) is the polarization vector of the vth 
mode of the phonon with wavevector k. Except for a re
normalization factor, this solution is similar to the one 
of Gillis,9 Eq. (43), in which the spring constants are 
just 

(133) 

Our postulated single-phonon eigenvectors of Eq. (126) 
are then compatible with the RPA result and do asymp
totically go the proper harmonic limit. This does not 
imply, however, that Eq. (126) is the only possibility for 
the single-boson eigenvectors. It is only a speculative 
one which does lead to physically acceptable results. 

As for the many-boson eigenvectors, their construction 
is even more speculative and does not seem to be unique. 
Extrapolating on the idea behind Eq. (126) that the boson 
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operators b ia and b1a be associated with a linear dis
placement operator one may postulate that 

Ui(o,m) = (En -Eo)~nl ~,p(m,p)~X~(Y)liO} (134) 

where the primed summation indicates that 

L;p(a) ~ L;m(a). (135) 
a a 

In other words, the polynomial in Eq.(134) is of order 
L; a m (a) and the corresponding eigenvector is to be 
associated with a product of boson operators of the 
same order, n a (b i a ) m (a). The P (m, p) coefficients are 
determined by the orthonormality equation (124) between 
all U I (0, m') for which 

L;m'(a) ~ L;m(a), (136) 
a a 

that is 

_(H2/2M)2 L;'L;' P(m', p)P(m, q)(io I[H, nx~(a)] 
p q a 

x [H, n Xg<B)] I io) = oem' -m). (137) 
B 

There is, unfortunately, an undeterminacy in choosing an 
orthogonal basis from a set of nonorthogonal vectors. 
One can only impose that the proper harmonic limit 

L;'P(n, p)nxp~a) ~ n (ra /1r)1/4[2m(a) m (a) 1]1/2 
p a a 

(138) 

be respected. 

The problem with a Hartree basis is then twofold. First, 
a systematic procedure must be found to generate the 
transformation eigenvectors of Eq. (123). Second, the 
hierarchy of boson operators as encountered in Sec. IV 
should as much as possible be summed in order to 
generate a closed form solution to the thermal renorma
lization problem. Failure to achieve a closed form 
solution restricts the method to temperatures lower than 
the Debye temperature in which range a series expan
sion in powers of (bia b la ) is convergent. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The transformation procedure as applied to a harmonic 
single particle basis does not offer a new approach to 
quantum crystals. As a matter of fact it seems an un
necessarily tedious procedure compared to the more 
natural collective approach. But it does, however, pave 
the way for a possible approach to a Hartree single
particle basis. It must be borne in mind that any 
generalized approach to the Single-particle picture 
must be asymptotic to our transformation procedure in 
the harmonic limit. One should also be aware that the 
effect of overlap, that is of particle indistinguishability, 
can be treated systematically via the effective exchange 
operator described in Ref. 1. 

APPENDIX A 

As indicated by Eq. (30) of Ref. 3 the matrix element of 
a function !(;c) between the harmonic oscillator wave
functions of Eq. (3) is 

(m I!(x) In) = J dxt/>m(x)! (;c)t/>n (;c), 

= (2mr)-1/2(m -lIVx !(;c) In) 

+ (n/m)1/2(m -11!(;c) In -1). (A1) 
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With repeated applications of this recursion relation it 
can be deduced that 

m 
(ml!(x)!n) = ~ (m!n!)1/2[(n -m + s)!(m -s)!s! 

5=0 

x (2r)(n-m+25)/2]-1(O!v:- m+2s j(x)!O) (A2) 

for m .:;;; n. Consequently, the interatomic potential 
energy matrix element of Eq. (57) becomes 

(in'jm'!V(rj-rj)!injm) = ~ ~ 
s::sn uSa 

(iojo! n n v.n'(a)-n(a)+2s(a)v.m'(II)-m(8)+2u(lI) 
a II ' J 

X V(r j -r j ) !iojo)n[n'(a)!n(a)!]1/2 
a 

X ([n' (a) - n(a) + s(a)]! 

x [n(a) - s(a)]!s(a)! (2r
a

) [n'(a)-n(a)+2 s(a»)/2}-1 

x n[m'({j)!m({:I)!]1/2{[m'({j) -m(fJ) + u({j)]! 
II 

x [m (13) - u({:I)]! u(fJ)! (2rll) [m'(II)-n(lI) +2u(II») /2}-1 (A3) 
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for the case n' ~ nand m' ~ m. The other cases 
n' < nand/or m' < n are easily generated from Eq. 
(A3) by permuting n', nand/or m', m on the right hand 
side. 
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It is shown how the classical Yang-Mills (and the Maxwell) field equations can be written in a 
simple form by introducing differential operators based on the split-Cayley algebra. As a result. a 
field algebra accommodating both space-time symmetry (Lorentz invariance) and internal symmetry 
evolves. The connection between the view of the Yang-Mills field as a split-Cayley algebra and the 
exceptional Jordan angebra M~. discovered by Jordon, von Neumann, and Wigner, is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a mathematical 
formalism involving the equations of the classical 
Yang-Mills! field. This formalism utilizes the split
Cayley algebra, which seems well-suited to a treatment 
of local gauge fields. Both the gauge fields and the 
partial derivative operators, a II' will be expressed as 
elements of this algebra and combined to form a new 
operator which we call the covariant Cayley derivative. 
In terms of this new operator, the equations of the Yang
Mills field assume a simple form. While this result is 
purely formal, it does exhibit a remarkable interplay 
between the algebraic and differential-geometric as
pects of the gauge fields. In particular, as we shall 
show, the space-time symmetry (Lorentz invariance) 
and the internal symmetry of the fields are syntheSized 
into a single algebraic object, which, incidentally, need 
not be a Lie algebra. Although the discussion in this 
paper is limited to classical fields, we would conjec
ture that this synthesis is also a feature of the cor
responding quantum fields. At any rate, the Cayley 
derivative is an interesting object and should prove 
useful in other contexts. As an illustration of its 
utility we briefly describe its application to the Max
well equations. 

Cayley algebras have made infrequent appearances in 
the physics literature. There seem to be three rele
vant references. The first was in 1934 when Jordan, 
von Neumann, and Wigner 2 initiated a program to 
classify the algebras appropriate to quantum mechanics. 3 

The results of their classification turned up an excep
tional case, the Jordan algebra~, which, at that time, 
they considered "too narrow for the generalized need." 
This exceptional Jordan algebra is the set of all three 
rowed Hermitian matrices whose elements are the 
Cayley numbers [essentially the Lie algebra U(3) over 
a Cayley algebra]. In 1961, Pais 4 pointed out a striking 
Similarity between the algebra of interactions and the 
split-Cayley algebra. Using this algebra he constructed 
meson and baryon multiplets which possess many 
strong interaction symmetries. He also indicated how 
this scheme might be extended to the theory of weak 
interactions. Later,in 1965,Gamba5 demonstrated that 
a theory of quantum mechanics which includes SU(3) 
symmetry among its particles enjoys many of the 
mathematical properties of the exceptional Jordan 
algebra~, discarded earlier by Jordan, von Neumann, 
and Wigner. 

Although the primary aim of this paper is to describe 
some formal properties of the classical Yang-Mills 
field, it is interesting to examine how these properties 
are related to the work of Pais and Gamba. Both hint 
at the possibility of a connection between the algebra 
~ or the Cayley algebra and the unitary symmetry of 
elementary particles. Both, however, are algebraic in 
content and do not discuss how this algebra could be 
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fitted into a dynamical theory, In the concluding sec
tion of this paper, we will show how local gauge fields, 
which are defined by dynamical equations, can be ele
ments of M3. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning, we introduce the split
Cayley algebra via a vector-matrix representation (due 
to Zorn). This representation is a useful tool and sim
plifies computation. The multiplets introduced by Pais, 
for example, are much easier to deal with when con
sidered as vector -matrices. 

In the next section the Yang-Mills field equations are 
rewritten in a form which allows easy comparison with 
Maxwell's equations, which are needed for our presen
tation. In the second section the split-Cayley algebra 
is described. In the third and fourth sections this in
formation is combined to present a new representation 
of Maxwell's and the Yang-Mills equations. A discus
sion of these results follows. 

1. THE YANG-MillS FiElD EQUATIONS (A) 

Our starting point is the equations for the classical 
Yang-Mills field, Eqs. (I) and (II) below. These can be 
developed from several points of view, but for our pur
pose the following brief description is sufficient. We 
consider a Minkowski space-time manifold with points 
coordinated by x , 11. = 1, 2, 3, 4. Associated with each 
point is a finite dimensional linear space, 'O(x) , spanned 
by the basiS {e A(X)}, A = 1,2,3, ... ,N. The gauge fields 
r ix) are four linear operators acting on 'O(x). We could 
consider these operators to be the "lift" of the tangent 
vectors a II to 'O(x) , 6 

a /Ie A(X) = rffA(x)e B(X). 

The dimension of 'O(x) depends upon the fields to which 
the rll(x) may couple. For example, following Yang and 
Mills, the gauge fields may be decomposed into a linear 
combination of generators of the gauge group, 

Ts' s=I,2, ... ,R, 

as 
R 

rll(x) = ~ <p~(X)Ts. 
8=! 

Here the 4> ~ are the universal gauge fields, independent 
of their coupling to other fields, i.e. they interact in the 
same way with all fields. 

The Yang-Mills tensor,R/l",is defined in terms of the 
gauge fields by 

(I): R II " = allr" - a"r II + rllr" - r "r II. 

Terms like r II r " above represent the matrix multi
plication 

(rllr ,,)~ = r~Cr~B· 
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Their appearance in R "vas a commutator reflects their 
relation to the generators of a (non-Abelian) gauge 
group. The field tensor,R"v' also admits a similar ma
trix realization,R ~ vB' As first pointed out by utiyama, 7 

in such a realization the field tensor is similar to the 
Riemann -Christoffel curvature tensor if the fields are 
identified as generalized coefficients of linear connec
tion. In fact, Eq. (I) could be written 

(I'): Rjlv = V "r v - V vr ", 
where V" is a derivative covariant with respect to the 
connection r". 
Next we examine the inhomogeneous equation 

The current J v' is conserved and has contributions due 
to interactions of the gauge fields with other fields; it 
also has contributions from the gauge fields alone. The 
latter contribution can be found by considering the co
variant divergence of R"v, 

(II'): V"R" II =-jll' 

The covariant divergence of a second rank tensor is 

V"R"v = a~"v + r ~"v -R"v r ", 

so that if we denote 

then 

(III):jll =J v +K II · 

The four vector, K II' is that identified by Yang and Mills 
as the contribution to the current due to the gauge fields 
alone. 

Our purpose now is to rewrite the field equations in a 
form suitable to the introduction of an algebraic for
malism. We first destroy the manifest covariance. 
The gauge fields, r ", can be split into spatial and tem
poral parts and written, as is usual for 4-vectors, 
(r, r 4)' Here, however, each component is a matrix, 
the realization of a linear operator. Some formulas 
pertaining to the calculus of "vectors" with matrix 
components are collected in the Appendix. Similarly, 
splitting the field tensor into its spatial and temporal 
parts we define the two vectors V and U by 

(1 ) 

(2) 

where Eklm is the permutation symbol in three dimen
sions (E123 = + 1). In the vector notation defined in the 
Appendix these equations become 

u=vxr+w, 

with 

and 

w == r x r. 
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The vectors A and w arise from the spatial and temporal 
part of the commutator inR IlIl • The cross-product, 
r x r (which is not zero since the components of r do 
not commute) should not be confused with a similar pro
duct in the paper of Yang and Mills. The latter is the 
Lie product defined on the generators of the given sym
metry group. The cross-product above is defined as, 

(r x rh = Eklmr1r m' 

Following directly from the definition of V and U and 
from the vector calculus of the Appendix, we have 

V-(u - w) = 0 (7) 

VX(V-A)-a 4(U-w)=0. (8) 

Splitting Eq. (II) into spatial and temporal parts yields 
the two equations 

and 

(10) 

Thus Eqs. (I) and (II) reduce to Eqs. (3) through (10). It 
is interesting to compare these latter equations direct
ly with Maxwell's equations for stationary media; these 
are, in appropriate unitsB 

V-B = 0, 

V x E + a4B = 0, 

VO(E + P) =p, 

V x (B - M) - a4 (E + P) = j. 

Comparison with Eqs. (7) through (10) prompts the 
identifications 

v = E + P, U = -B + M, 

so that 

E=a 4r-vr4 , B=-Vxr, 

P=A, M =w. 

It is convenient to make one further transformation. If 
we denote, 

V± =V ± U. 

J 4 = Vow, (11) 

J' = V x A - a 4"', 

then Eqs. (7) through (10) become 

VOV±=J4 ±J4, 
V x V ± ± a 4 V 'f = J ± J/. 

(12) 

With these preliminaries completed we now discuss the 
split-Cayley algebra. 

2. THE SPLIT-CAYLEY ALGEBRA 

The following brief description of the split-Cayley al
gebra is based on an explicit representation, sometimes 
called the Zorn vector -matrix algebra. It is a form of 
the algebra well suited to calculation. 

Consider a (real or complex) vector space of dimen-
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sion eight. We label each element, d, of this space by 
the pair of four vectors q = (q, q 4) and p = (p, p 4) and 
arrange them in the matrix-like array 

d=(q4 P). (13) 
q P4 

Addition of any two such elements and multiplication of 
an element by a scalar are defined in the same manner 
as for 2-by-2 matrices. For convenience, we will often 
denote this array by (q;p) or by (q,q4;P,P4)' The bi
linear multiplication of any two such elements 
d = (q;p) and CB = (r;s) is defined by 

<lCB =(:4 ;J(:4 :J 
(
q4r4 + por 

-qr 4 + P4r + p x s 

q4s + PS4 - q x r) 
qos + P4 S 4 • 

(14) 

This is similar to ordinary matrix multiplication with 
the addition of cross-product terms insuring the non
associativity of the multiplication. 

The element I = (0, 1; 0, 1) is evidently the unit element. 
The operation taking d = (q,q4;P,P4) into (l == (-q,P4; 
- p, q 4) is an involution; it is formally the same opera
tion as taking the inverse of a unimodular 2-by-2 
matrix. From Eq. (14) we can verify that 

and if we introduce the quadratic form 

it follows that this form is multiplicative, that is 

Q(<lCB) == Q(d)Q(CB). 

The quadratic form can be used to define an inner 
product, 

(d, CB) == i [Q(d + CB) - Q(d) - Q(CB)]. 

The "real" part of a product is 

diB + CB(i" == 2(d, CB)I. 

If t( d) denotes the trace of d, 

d + (i" == t(d)I, 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

it can be checked that each element of the algebra satis
fies the quadratic equation 

d 2 - t(d)d + Q(d)I = O. 

Notice that the quadratic form of the element d is 
exactly the negative of the Minkowski inner product of 
the two four vectors which label it. This is a property 
of the split-Cayley algebra and is quite independent of 
any geometrical considerations. 

Next consider that each entry in the array (13) is a 
function of the space-time point,x. We introduce the 
linear differential operator, 
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Here Q4 and V are the spatial and temporal partial 
~erivative operators. D acts from the left on an ele
ment of the algebra according to the multiplication 
specified in Eq. (14). Forming the involution of D we 
calculate that 
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so that the split-Cayley algebra provides another solu
tion to the problem of factoring the d 'Alembertian. 

This introduction is sufficient 'for our present needs. 
However,in order to give some perspective, we des
cribe a theorem (cf. Jacobson9) to clarify the relation 
between Cayley algebras and the more familiar real, 
complex, and quaternion algebras. 

Let '0 be a real linear space with elements {X, y, ••• } 
and equipped with a multiplication of elements, xy. 
Although it is not necessarylO we assume a unit ele
ment, I. Suppose also that '0 has a quadratic form, Q(x); 
that is, Q(x) satisfies, 

Q(ax) = a 2Q(x), 

with a a real number, and where 

(x,y) = i [Q(x + y) - Q(x) - Q(y)] 

is a (nondegenerate) bilinear form. Further assume 
that the quadratic form is multiplicative: 

Q(xy) = Q(x)Q(y). 

From these hypotheses we conclude 

(A) The dimenSion, n, of this space can be only 
1,2,4 or 8. 

(B) For each n (n '" 1, an obvious exception) there 
are two and only two possible quadratic forms. Either 
the Signature is n (diagonal form has all + 1 's or it is 
zero (diagonal form has half + 1 's and half -1 's). If the 
Signature is n then the algebra is a divisipn algebra, i.e., 
every nonzero element has an inverse. The division al
gebras are respectively the real, complex, quaternion 
and octonion numbers. These algebras have positive de
finite quadratic form. If the signature of the form is 
zero, the algebra is called split; there are,for example, 
nonzero elements,x, with Q(x) '" O. The Pauli matrices 
with the 2-by-2 identity adjoined form a basis of the 
split-quaternion algebra. 

Thus the hypotheses of this theorem are quite restric
tive, allowing only seven solutions. The Cayley algebra, 
split or not, is the most structured of a very restric
tive class of algebras. All the other algebras of this 
class are familar to physiCists. 

3. THE MAXWELL EQUATIONS 

By way of example, we use the split-Cayley algebra 
introduced in the previous section to discuss several 
of the equations of classical electromagnetic theory. 11 
It is convenient to introduce the notation 

E,. == E ± B, 

in terms of which the Maxwell equations become 

VeE,. == p, 
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The role of the four -potential ,A ~,is assumed by the 
split-Cayley element Ci = (A;A). Application of the 
derivative operator D to Ci gives immediately 

DCi = (E+,Z;K,Z), 

where 

Thus if the Lorentz gauge condition Z = 0 is assumed, 
the role of the electromagnetic field tensor can be as
signed to the Cayley element m = (E+I 0; E_, 0) and this 
is "derived" from the potential Ci by 

DCi =m. (21) 

Application of D to the above equation gives 

Dm =J, (22) 

where J = (j,p;j,p),and which, in view of Eq.(19) im
plies that 

(23) 

The following relations containing the elements of the 
conventional stress-energy tensor can be easily 
verified 

t(mmT + mTm) = (E2 + B2)I 

and 
t{mmT-mTm) =(E x B,E-B; -E x B, -E-B). 

The symbol T denotes the transpose of a Cayley 
element. 

Thus, from a strictly formal point of view, these funda
mental relations of electromagnetic theory are realized 
on the split-Cayley algebra. In the next section, we ex
tend these results to the Yang-Mills field, where there 
is additional algebraic structure. 

4. THE YANG-MILLS FIELD EQUATIONS (B) 

In order to discuss the Yang-Mills equations we pro
ceed, as in the previous section, and in place of the 
gauge potentials, r", introduce the element 

= (r 4 r ) y r r . 
4 

(24) 

Notice,however, that y is not an element of the split
Cayley algebra since its "matrix elements", r i' are 
themselves matrices. This additional algebraIC struc
ture distinguishes a non-Abelian gauge field from an 
Abelian one. It is characteristic of the Yang-Mills 
field. 
We adopt the formal multiplication defined by Eq. (14); 
the "dot" and "cross" products involved are those suit
able to matrices as described in the Appendix. We also 
adopt the definition of a, although this need not be an 
involution. With these conventions established, a 
straightforward calculation yields 

(D + y) y = (Z V + U), 
v-u Z 

where V and U are defined in Eqs. (3) and (4), and where 

(25) 
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If we adopt the gauge condition, Z ;: 0, the Yang-Mills 
field tensor is replaced by the element R = (V - U, 0; 
V + U, 0). By identifying D + y, acting on the gauge 
potential, y, as a covariant Cayley derivative, 0, the 
field tensor is "derived" from the potential via 

oy =R. (26) 

Continuing, we differentiate R by calculating 

DR =(J4 -J4 J-J' ), 
. J + J' J 4 + J4 

(27) 

where J~ and J~ are defined by Eqs. (II) and (ll),res
pectively. This formula can be expressed in a recog
nizable form by first using Eq. (III) to replace J ~ by 
j II - K II' so that 

(
K4 + J 4 

DR =a-
K-J' 

(28) 

with a = (j ; j ). The last term in Eq. (28) can be expli
citly evaluated using the definition of K 1/' and the identity 
(All) from the Appendix. Specifically, we obtain the 
relation, 

yR - (R Ty)T = 4 4 
(

K +J' 

K-J' 

Finally, we can write, 

K + J' ). 
K4 -J4 

(29) 

Recalling the expression for the covariant divergence of 
the field tensor, 

we identify the left hand side of Eq. (29) with the co
variant Cayley derivative of R, and write 

oR = a. 
Thus from the gauge potential, y ,the first covariant 
Cayley derivative gives the field tensor 

(30) 

(31) 

and this formula summarizes the information in Eq. (I), 
the definition of R. The second derivative relates the 
field to the current 

(32) 

and summarizes the information in Eq. (II'). The last 
two formulas then are the dynamical equations of the 
Yang-Mills field. 

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The result of the previous sections has been to rewrite 
the Yang-Mills field equations. This has been a purely 
formal procedure, but one emphasiZing both the alge
braic and differential-geometric aspects of the gauge 
fields. These fields (referred to a basis in the internal 
symmetry space) are multicomponent functions of 
space-time, raB(x). They carry indices which refer to 
both the space-time geometry and to an internal sym
metry space, The internal symmetry indices are ab
sorbed by conSidering the collection of matrices r", 
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J1. = 1,2,3,4. The space-time index, indicating that 
these r ~ are defined on the space tangent to the Minkow
ski manifold, is absorbed by the split-Cayley algebra. 
In this way, the entire collection {r:B} is compacted into 
a single algebraic object y, the gauge field. By intro
ducing the differential operators 0 (covariant Cayley 
derivati ve), which act upon these gauge fields, the field 
equations are reproduced. Thus, an algebra into which 
both space-time and internal symmetry have been 
synthesized results. Accompanying this algebra are 
differential operators which allow the dynamical equa
tions of the field to be stated succintly. 

In general then, the gauge fields are drawn from the ten
sor product e @ M n' of the split-Cayley algebra and the 
ring of n-by-n matrices,Mn • The full matrix ring is, 
of course, too general for physical gauge fields and suit
able restrictions are imposed upon it. Conventionally 
these restrictions require that the gauge fields are in 
the Lie algebra of the gauge group. However, it is pos
sible to limit the gauge fields by means of a different 
sort of restriction, namely the requirement that e @ M n 
have a given algebraic structure. To illustrate this pos
sibility we shall examine the requirement that e @ M n 
be the Jordan algebra M~. The choice of this example 
is motivated by the central role it plays in the work of 
Gamba 5 and the fact that it is an algebra of unitary 
3-by-3 matrices over the split-Cayley algebra. 

With this in mind, we shall now examine the condition 
that the gauge field algebra is in fact M~. First, con
sider objects in the form of Zorn vector-matrices, 
but with each entry a 3-by-3 matrix, that is, 

with 

p ={pM 

r = {r~} = {rl~,r2~,r3~}, A,B = 1,2,3. 

This array (of 36 entries) can be rearranged into a 3-by-
3 matrix with split-Cayley matrix elements. Specifically, 

y = {y~}, A ,B = 1, 2 , 3, 

where 

(P A rAB). A B 
YB = 

r~ p~ 

Now an element of M~ must have the form 

(~1 X Y) 
X W 2 Z , 

Y Z W 

where WI' W2,and W3 arerealnumbers;Xl.TLandZ~e 
elements of the split-Cayley algebra with X, Y, and Z 
their involutes. Requiring that y have this form implies 

rr=r4 , rT=-r. 

These symmetry conditions on the gauge fields opera
tors suggest that r 4 is a unitary scalar and tensor 
field, while r is a unitary vector -field. Apparently, 
with respect to the unitary symmetry space r 4 and r 
are orthogonal,i.e.,transverse to each other. We shall 
not pursue this topic further here. 
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APPENDIX 

Here we collect the definitions and some properties of 
the r ~ matrices used in the text. r ~ = {r l' r 2' r 3' r 4} 
are four matrices of unspecified dimension; each ele
ment, r ~~ is a function of the space-time point,x. 
These functions are assumed sufficiently differentiable 
to allow the commutation of mixed second partial de
rivatives. From these we define the six matrices. 

(AI) 

and 
(A2) 

So,for example, 

(A3) 

Those vectors with k = 1,2, 3 are indicated by r, ~ and 
w. Among any two such vectors A and B we define 
scalar and vector multiplication 

A·B =AkB k' 

(A x B) k = E kim ALB m' 

The result in both cases is again a matrix. The vector 
algebra of such objects is straightforward, care being 
taken to account for the fact that the components of 
such vectors do not commute. 

The following identities are easily checked. 

r·w = w·r, 

r x ~ + ~ x r = r 4W- wr 4' 

(A4) 

(A5) 

The first of the above corresponds to the usual identity 
arising from the "exchange of the dot and the cross". 

In a similar manner we can introduce differential 
operators a 4 and V which act on each element of the 
matrices. For any such vector A or scalar cp 

V·A = a kAk' 

(V x A)k = Eklm alAm' 

(VCP)k = 0 kef!. 

The familiar relations 

V·(V x A) = 0, V x (Vcp) = 0, 

V x (V x A) = V(V·A) - V2A 

follow immediately. These relations are used in the 
derivation of V and U from the gauge potentials. 

The following relations evidence the noncommutivity 
of the r~: 

V·w = (V x r)·r - r·(v x r), 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

V x ~ = (vr 4) x r + r x (vr 4) + [r 4' V x r), (A9) 

From the above equations, together with Eqs. (A2) 
through (A4) , we derive the identities 

V·w = u·r - r·u, 
V x ~ - 04W = [r 4' U] - V x r - r x V. 

(AIO) 

(A11) 
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This paper is concerned the construction of linear-operator equations for transfer of radiation 
taking place on a spherical shell. A complete set of equations is obtained for inhomogeneous, 
anisotropically scattering media with internal or external illumination and with an arbitrary 
reflecting core. In application, linear-operator equations are reduced to a class of familiar functional 
equations. Our general result provides answers to a set of well-known problems in astrophysics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the radiative transfer problem has been 
enlarged in scope in two directions. In the field of plane
tary and stellar atmosphere physics and in the field of 
neutron transport, extension of the slab geometry is 
needed to take curved surfaces into consideration. This 
has led to the study of radiative transfer in spherical 
media, by Bellman and Ueno and others.1- 25 The other 
direction is in the extension of mathematical construc
tion to a class of linear operators. The resulting theory 
gives a simple and unified derivation of many integral
differential equations for transport problems. Red
heffer and Wang26-29 have successfully developed the 
theory governing the transmission and reflection opera
tors for microwave and transport problems in slab 
geometry. 

The problem of radiative transfer in a slab was attacked 
by Ambarzumian30 by constructing an auxiliary equa
tion of the Fredholm type. His method has been develop
ed and extended by many others.31 - 34 Later, Chand
rasekhar35 presented a complete set of integral-differ
ential equations for the scattering and transmission 
functions in a slab, based on the prinCiple of invariance. 
His powerful method has been applied and extended to 
the problems in plantary and stellar atmospheres. 36 
The prinCiple of invariance has been applied to many 
other transport problems, in rather diversified 
fields. 37- 41 The earliest examples of principles of 
invariance are in works of McCIelland42 and Schmidt43 
dating from early in this century. 

Bellman's method of invariant imbedding, originally 
developed for a slab, is now being used with spherical 
geometry.1,2.44.45 Redheffer's operator equations, based 
on star-products, and used to construct a class of gene
ral transport equations in the slab case, can also be 
adopted to spherical geometry. This is done by a proper 
interpretation of the meaning of intensities and linear 
operators. 

We shall construct a rather general linear-operator 
equation which governs the specular (directly reduced) 
and diffused radiation field. Two classes of problems 
are considered, one with external illumination and the 
other with internal illumination. When our linear-opera
tor equations are reduced to functional equations, we 
have the results of Bellman and Ueno,1.2,3 Allen, Sham
pine, and Wing,22 Leong and Sen,24,45 Aronson and 
Yarmush,46 and Ueno and Wang. 47 From the astro
physics point of view we have succeeded in solving the 
Chandrasekhar problem in a spherical shell, Schuster's 
problem in the theory of line formation and the Milne 
problem of the diffusion of light from a center star as 
special cases. 
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II. INTENSITY AND OPERATIONS 

The medium in which the transfer of radiation taking 
place has spherical symmetry, and the medium proper
ties are functions of the distance from the center of 
symmetry only. Incident radiation is spherically uni
form. The medium may be an inhomogeneous spherical 
shell of atmosphere which scatters anisotropic ally, with 
radii x and y, 0 < x ~ y. The intensity in the total radia
tion field at radius z, x ~ z ~ y, at inclination cos-1u, 
0< u ~ 1, to the radius vector directed in the inward 
direction is denoted by l(z, -u) and the intenSity in the 
outward direction with the inclination cos-1u, 0 < u < 1, 
to the radius vector is l(z,u). 

Let the total radiation field in the inward direction at 
the outer surface of the spherical shell be l(y, -u), 
o < u ~ 1. Then the total radiation fields transmitted 
and reflected are denoted by l(x,-v) and l(y, v), see 
Fig. 1. The transmitted radiation is composed of two 
parts, 

l(x,-v) = ll(x,-v) + l*(x,-v), 

the specular part (the directly reduced part) and the 
diffuse part. However, the reflected radiation field has 
the diffuse part only 

l(y,v) = l*(y,v). 

Viewing ll(x,-v), l*(x,-v), and l*(y, v) as outputs of a 
linear system due to an input l(y, -u), we may write 

IJ(x,-v) = Q'l(y,-u), I*(x, -v) = T 'l(y, -u), 

(1) 

(2) 

l*(y,v) =p'l(y,-u), 
(3) 

where Q, T, and p are called the specular, transmission, 
and reflection operators. The operators have integral 
representations with kernels Q(x,y, -v, -u), T(x,y, -v, 
-u), and p(x,y, v, -u), respectively. For example, 

I(y,-U) 

FIG. I. Spherical symmetrical shell with incident radiation field I. = 
/(y, -u) at the outer surface. • 
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1 
[T'I(y,-u)](x,-v) = 1 T(x,y,-v,-u)I(y,-u)du. 

o 
Similarly, if there is an incident radiation field I(x,u) 
at x in the outward direction then the corresponding 
operators are denoted by P, t, r and their kernels are 
P(x,y, v, u), t(x,y, v, u), r(x-,y, -v, u), respectively. 

(4) 

It should be noted that the intensities we defined here 
have taken all multiplication of scattering into account. 
With the exception that the core is a perfect absorber, 
there is multiple scattering taking place between the 
core and the spherical shell. This included the case 
when the core is a vacuum. For example, if the core 
radiates an amount Ii of intensity at the surface in the 
outward direction the intensity I(x, v) = (E - K • r )-1 Ii' 
where K is the reflection operator for the core, (see 
Sec. IV). In the slab geometry case, when the slab is 
imbedded in a vacuum or a nonreflective space, I(x, v) = 1;, 
because there is no multiple scattering taking place be
tween radiative transfer in a slab and in a spherical 
shell. Another distinction is that while an intensity tra
vels in a straight line in a spherical shell its parameter 
u changes with radius, see Fig. 2. In the slab geometry 
it remains the same. 

III. TRANSFER OF RADIATION 

Let us consider a thin spherical shell with radii z - t:;.z 
and z for t:;.z > 0 small. Then the change of the radia
tion fields with respect to z due to the existence of this 
thin spherical shell involves three parts. The first and 
second parts are the volume attenuation and the diffu
sion parts, 

0' (z) ( ) a(z) f 1 ( ) ( ) -- Iz,V --- pz,v,u Iz,u du, 
v 2v -1 

0<lvl';1, (5) 

as in the slab case, where O'(z), a(z), and p(z, v, u) are, 
respectively, the volume attenuation, scattering coeffi
cient, and azimuth independent phase function. Intensity 
is function of z and v. The change in cosine of the angle 
due to the change of radius constitutes the third part, 

1 - v 2 a - -zv- av I(z, v). (6) 

(See Fig. 2.) The total effect is given by superposition. 
For the moment, let us consider the specular part of 
the radiation only, Le., the diffuse part of the contribu
tion is ignored. The inward specular equation is given 
by 

~ lI(z -v) = (O'(z) _ 1 - v
2 ~)II(Z -v) 

az' v zv av ' , 

x .; z .; y, 0 < v .; 1. (7) 

This partial differential equation has a general solution 
of the form 

Z 

Z+(;Z 

FIG. 2. Changing of cos-1u due to a small change of radius, where u· = 
{1 - [(z + (;z)/z)2(1 - u)2}1I2. 
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lJt[z(1 - v2)1/2], 

where IJt is a differentiable function in z and v. In par
ticular, if the boundary condition at y in the inward 
direction is given by o(v - u), then a particular solution 
for (7) is 

lI(z,-v) = o(v* - u)e-h(z,y,u), (8) 

where the optical thickness 

h(z y u) = fY O'(~) d~ 
" z u*(~) 

and the superscript * and subscript * are used to denote 
the following relationship: 

f* =j*(z,x) = [1-(~t(1-j2)}/2 ( 

j* =f*(z,x) = [1-(~r(1-j2)}/2 ~ 

We see that, (f*)* = (f*)* = f. 

z < x. 

Upon substituting the Q defined in (3) into Eq. (7), we 
have 

~ Q = (O'(z) _ 1 - v 2 ~) Q (9) 
az v zv av ' 

where the operator Q has kernel Q(z,y, -v, -u). It is 
clear that 

Q(z,y,-v,-u) = o(v* - u)e-h(z.y.u) (10) 

is a solution of Eq. (9) with initial value o(v - u) as 
z = y. Under the integral convention, see Eq. (4), Q acts 
as an identity when z = y which agrees with the physics 
of the system. 

We have chosen a simple case to show the derivation of 
the intensity and the operator equations. The solution 
for the intensity equation depends on the value of the 
incident radiation while the operator equation is inde
pendent of the incident radiation field. Also it should 
be noted that the Dirac delta 0 used in Eq. (10) should 
be considered as an operator in the sense of distribu
tion theory. More precisely, in the integral representa
tion in Eq. (4), all operators and the Dirac delta are 
considered as in the sense of regular distribution, while 
the Dirac delta used in (8) is not a well-defined function. 

Let us compute the total flux at z, x .; z .; y with O'(z) == 
o in Eq. (9) and u c '; u .; 1, with u~ = 1 - (x-/y)2. Then 

1 1 
41Tz211 v*Q(z,y,-v,-u)lI(y,-u)dvdu o 0 . 

1 1 ~ 
= 41Tz21 1 v*o(v* -u)lI(y,-u) - dv,.du 

U c 0 dv* 
1 

= 21TX2 1 ulI(y, -u) duo 
o 

That is, in the case of O'(z) == 0 and u c '; u '" 1, the total 
specular flux is independent of z. 
For 0 < u < u c ' the specular part of the intensity will 
not reach the area in the spherical shell with radius 
less thany =y(1 _u2 )1/2. However, this part of the 
intensity i~ passing through the spherical shell and it 
becomes a reflected part (see Fig.3). In fact, 

II(y, v) = o(v - u)e-2h(yc' Y 'u ), 0 < u < u c ' 
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This situation does not appear in the slab case, since 
u c = O. And this situation also holds for a very thin 
spherical shell for a somewhat different reason. For 
incident intensity with inclination cos-1u, 0 < u < 1, we 
can always choose t:..z so small that 

In a similar manner, the specular operator equation 
for P is 

~ P = _ (0' (z) + 1 - V 2 ~) P 
oZ v zv av 

with initial valve 

P = E = identity for z = y • 

Here the operator P has kernel P(y, z, v, u), and 

P(y,z,v*,u) = 6(v* _u)e-h(y.z,u) 

(11) 

(12) 

is a solution. We shall not discuss the properties of P, 
since they are analogs of the properties of Q. 

IV. MEDIUM COEFFICIENTS 

The differential operator-equations for the radiative 
transfer may be obtained when the added spherical shell 
is very thin. The medium coefficients at yare speci
fied by behavior of such a thin shell extended from y to 
y + t:..y where t:..y is small. The diffusion coefficients 
a*, b*, c*, and d* are defined as the limits of diffusion 
operators p, t, rand T associated with the thin shell. 
Kernels of a*,b*,c*,d*,can be represented by phase 
functions, which we have already used in the previous 
section. Phase functions are physical parameters and 
are also called differential cross section. In the opera
tor notation we write 

(

b* 

c* 

where the operator pH has kernelp(y,±v,±u). 

To obtain the specular coefficients, we shall consider 
the case operators Q and P to be associated with the 
same thin spherical shell. Since Q and P involve 

(13) 

6(v* - u) and o(v* - u), the limits of a left-hand and 
right-hand specular operators under the composite 
operation are somewhat different. For this reason let 
us compute two typical cases. 

In the first case, we consider the limit of P on the left
hand side of a composite operation P. That is, 

lim A 
1 [p. P - p] (y, v) = lim i- 11 

Ay-+O "",y 6y-+0 ... y 0 

x [o(v* - w)e-h (y,y+6y,w) - o(v - w)] p(x,y, w, -u)dw 

(0' (y) 1 - v 2 0) = - -- + --- ~ p(x,y,v,-u), 
v yv uV 

where the last equality follows from Eq. (11) and 
P(y,y + t:..y,-v, -w) = o(v - w) when t:..y -> O. 

(14) 

In the second case we consider the limit of Q on the 
right-hand side of a composite operation p' Q. Let us 
compute 

1 
[p "Q](y,v) = 1 p(x,y,v,-w)6(w* - u)e- h (y,y+6Y,U)dw 

o 

= (y ; t:..
y
) 2 C~) ~uc p(x,y, v, -w)o(w - u*)dw, 
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Penetrated area 

Non - penetrated area 
FIG.3. Section of spherical shell with specular part of radiation only, 
showing nonpenetrated area. 

whereu*=u*(y,y + t:..y)andu c ={1-[(Y +t:..y)/ 
y]} 1/2. From this it follows that by taking the limit, 

lim -J- [p -Q - p](y, v) 
Ay-O "",y 

uc 
= -1 p(x,y,v,-w) 

o 

x (O'(y) _! _ 1 - w
2 + 1 - w

2 ~) o(w- u*)dwlu*=u 
w y yw2 yw aw 

(
O'(Y) 2 1-u2 1-u2 a) 

= - -u- - y - --;;2y - ---y;- au p(x,y, v, -~1~) 

where we used Eq. (9) and the fact that for 0 < u ..; 1, 

a Uc 
0=,,- J p(x,y,v,-w)o(w -u*)dw 

uW 0 

= p(x,y, v, -w)o(w - u *) I:~~c 

since 

u* = u*(y,y + t:..y) =f 1- (y ; t:..YY(1- U2l! ,,<u c 

or O. 

In view of (14) and (15) where p is arbitrary, we have 
that the specular coefficients at y corresponding to P 
and Q are coefficients Band D, and their kernels have 
the form 

B(y,v,u) = _ (O'(Y) + 1 - v
2 ~o) 6(v _ u), 

v yv uU 

D(y -v -u) = _(O'(y) _!_1 -u
2 ~)O(V -u) 

" v y yu au ' 
(16) 

with the understanding that B(y, v, u) is used in the left
hand of a composite operation and D(y, -v, -u) in the 
right-hand, signified bl superscript ~. In a similar 
manner, the operator B and D have kernels 

B(y,v,u) = - -- + - + ------- - o(v -u), - (QI(Y) 2 1-u2 1-u2 a) 
u y yu 2 yu au 

D(y,-v,-u) = _(a(y) + 1- v
2 ~)6(V -u). (17) 

u yu ov 

By (16) and (17), Eqs. (9) and (12) can be expressed as 

a -
oy Q=Q-D and o 

oy P = B - P. (18) 
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V. STATE AND LOCAL FORM 

With coefficients as constructed in Eqs. (13), (16), and 
(17), one can obtain a complete system of equations 
which govern the radiative transfer under consideration. 
This is done by Redheffer's method of adding a thin 
layer and using the technique of star-products. The 
method was developed originally for the slab. Mathe
matically, the theory is constructed on the class of 
linear operators on Hilbert space. Therefore, it can 
apply equally well to the spherical shell provided the 
meaning of the intensity is understood in the way defined 
here, see remarks at the end of the second section. We 
take the star-product of the scattering matrix asso
ciated with radii x and y, 0 < x "" y, defined by 

(19) 

with another scattering matrix associated with radii y 
and y + AY, then take the limit as AY -t O. With the 
aide of Eqs. (13), (16), (17), and (18), we obtain a set of 
operator equations (for more detail, see Ref. 27), 

ty = (b + p • c)(t + p) - B • P, 

Py = a + b • P + P • d + p • c • p, 

ry = (T + Q) • c • (t + P), 

Ty = (T + Q) • (d + c • p) - Q • D, 

(20a) 

(20b) 

(20c) 

(20d) 

where the subscript y denotes partial differentiation, 
and where the coefficients 

0) + (b* 
D c* 

a*) 
d* 

(21) 

are evaluated at y • 

In the slab case, one will obtain another set of operator
equations by adding a thin layer at x. There is a remark
able symmetry between the partial differentiation with 

I(y,U) 

FIG.4. A section of spherical shell with external illumination. 

y----

FIG. 5. A section of spherical shell with internal illumination. 
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respect to y and that with respect to x. However, for the 
spherical shell one should not expect complete sym
metry, since from the physical point of view the shell 
being added at y is different from that added at x. This 
also can be explained from the mathematical point of 
view: under the composite operation the left-hand coef
ficient is different from the right-hand coefficient, as 
discussed in the previous section. However, the theory 
of an additional layer and star-products is still valid. 
Details are not presented here, we merely state the 
result: 

- tx = t· (6 + a· r) - P • B, 

- Px = (t + P) • a· (T + Q), 

- r x = c + a • r + r ·6 + r • a· r, 

- T x = (a + r • a) • T - D • Q, 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

(22d) 

with 6 = B + b*, d = D + d* and the coefficients evalu
ated at x. Equations (20) and (22) are called the state 
forms for a symmetric spherical shell. They corres
pond to the state form for a slab if u * = u * = u and 
v* = v* = v. In this case x andy are slab depth. 

Let us consider the intensities on both sides of a thin 
spherical shell with radii Z and Z + AZ where Az is 
small. We have 

I(z + AZ,V)= (P +t)·I(z,u) +p'I(z + AZ,-U), 

I(z, -v) = r· I(z, u) + (Q + T)· I(z + AZ, -u), 

where operators are associated with the thin spherical 
shell. Upon taking the limits as AZ -t 0 and using coef
ficients as stated in Eqs. (13), (16), and (17), the follow
ing linear system is obtained: 

il (I(Z, v) \ [(B 
ilz I(z,-v») = 0 

0) (b* a*)~ 
-D + -c* -d* IJ 

. (I(Z, v) ). 

I(z,-v) 
(23) 

This intensity-equation is called the local form for a 
symmetric spherical shell and all coefficients are 
evaluated at z, x "" Z "" y. It is presented in the decom
posed form, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(23) being the specular part and the second term being 
the diffuse part. Using Eq. (21), the above local form 
appears identical to that for a slab, with somewhat 
different meanings for the coefficients. 

VI. THE REFLECTING CORE PROBLEMS 

Let us consider a spherical symmetric shell of atmos
phere surrounding a reflecting core with a reflection 
governed by an operator K. We consider two types of 
problems. In problem type a the shell is externally 
illuminated; while in problem type b the shell is inter
nally illuminated. See Figs. 4 and 5, where Ii is the 
illuminating radiation. These are the fundamental prob
lems in the theories of the illumination of the sky and 
of the planetary illumination. 

The basic tasks for problems of type a and b are the 
determination of the intensity field at the outside of the 
spherical shell in the outward direction, I(y, u), and the 
specification of the radiation field, I(x, -u), as seen by 
an observer at the surface of the core looking at the 
atmosphere. 
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Before we proceed with the physical meanings of such 
problems, we shall give a discussion of the operator K, 
see Eqs. (4) and (5). The precise mathematical mean
ing of K is that, when there is no spherical shell, it 
relates I(x, u) and I(x, -v) by 

I(x, u) = K' I(x, -v). (24) 

When the core is a vacuum, then K = V where V has 
kernel 5(v + u) since there is no absorbtion or diffu
sion taking place, and all incident intensities I(x, u) go 
through the core and constitute an output I(x, -u) where 
the total flux is preserved (see Sec. 2), but the direction 
is reversed. Whereas when a slab is imbedded in a 
vacuum, since there is no intensity returning from the 
vacuum, we have K = 0 = zero operator. Another case 
in a spherical shell K = V occurs when the core is 
made of a perfect reflecting material. On the other 
hand, if the core is made of a perfect absorbing mate
rial, such as a perfect black body, then K = O. Of course 
similar situations hold if a slab is imbedded in a per
fectly reflecting or absorbing material. 

Problem type a, when K = 0 corresponds to the "stan
dard radiative transfer" with spherical symmetry. 
When K has kernel K = K(v, u) = Avu, where A is a con
stant, we have the "Chandrasekhar's problem" with 
spherical symmetry. When K = V, we have a problem 
of a spherical shell imbedded in a vacuum. We may 

view problem type a as a sort of generalized Chand
rasekhar's problem in a spherically symmetric shell. 

In problem type b, when K = 0, we have the "Schuster's 
problem" in the theory of line formation by a perfectly 
absorbing core. When K = Avu we have the problem of 
a Lambert reflecting core, which radiates intensities 
into the surrounding spherical shell of atmosphere. 
When K == V, we have the "Milne's problem" of the diffu
sion of light from a center star. 

We shall attack those two types of problems by con
structing a single ideal model and take advantage of the 
star-product. 

Instead of considering a core with given reflection 
operator K, we assume that there is another spherical 
shell inside of the given one with radii x 1 and x, 
o < X 1 ~ x. This inner shell has scattering matrix 

where tl is chosen SO that t1 'I(x1 ,v) == I; and 71 and r 1 
are unrestricted. The condition imposed on t1 is re
quired only for problem type b. The replacing of a core 
by such an inner spherical shell does not alter the re
sults of our problems. 

Using the star-product of Sl and S as given by Red
heffer27 and (E - r . K) nonsingular, we have 

p + (p + t) ° K o(E - r ° K)-1 ° (Q + T).) 
T 1 ° (E - r ° K)-l ° (Q + T) 

(25) 

Equation (25) denotes the overall transmission and 
reflection by taking account of multiple scattering. The 
overall reflection at radius y is 

p(K) == P + (p + t) ° K ° (E - r ° K)-1 ° (Q + 7), 

where t, T, p, and r are solutions of (20) and (22) sub
jected to the initiitl. conditions 

S= (~ ~), when x ==y. 

The reflected radiation at y in the outward direction 
due to the incident radiation Ii at y is 

I(y, v) = I*(y, v) == p(K)' Ii' 

(26) 

(27) 

This result is the desired first part of the answer for 
problem of type a. To obtain the remaining part of the 
result, we note that the overall transmission at Xl due 
to the incident radiation Ii at y is 

Assuming T 1 is nonsingular (this restruction can be 
removed, see Appendix), the total transmissitted inten
sity at the surface of the core in the inward direction 
is given by 

I(x, -v) = (E - r ° K)-l ° (Q + T) . I;. (28) 

Equation (28) should be separated into two parts, the 
specular part and the diffuse part, by 

II(x,-v) = Q'Ip 

I*(x,-v) = T(K) . Ii' 
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(29) 

where 

T(K) == (E - r oK)-l ° [T + r °KoQ]. 

Thus, the problem of type a is solved for arbitrary K 
provided (E - r ° K) is nonsingular. 

For the problem of type b, we use the fact that the 
intensities at x can be expressed as 

I(x,-v) = r 'I(x,u) 

and 

(30) 

I( x, v) = t1 . I( xl' u) + K . I(y , - u) = I; + K . I(y , - u ). 

The last equality follows from the construction of 81 . 
By eliminating I( x, - v), we have 

I(x,v) = (E-K o r)-l·Ii • (31) 

It follows immediately that 

I(y, v) = (p + t) . I(x, u) = (P + t) ° (E - K ° r)-1· Ii 

since there is no incident radiation at y in the inward 
direction. Therefore, the specular and diffuse parts at y 
in the outward direction are 

II(y , v) = P . Ii' 

I*(y, v) = t(K)' Ii' 

where 

t(K) = [t + P ° K or] ° (E - K ° r )-1. 

(32) 

(33) 

Equations (32) are the transmitted intensities at y due to 
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an incident radiation Ii at the surface of the core in the 
outward direction. The reflected intensity at x is 

I(x,-v)::::: I*(x,-v)::::: r 'I(x,u)::::: r(K) . Ii' 

where 

r(K) ::::: r • (E - K • r )-1. 

(34) 

(35) 

The initial valves are p(K) ::::: K and zero for t(K), r(K) 
and r(K) at x ::::: y. This statement can be easily checked 
by taking the limit as x ~ y. It also agrees with the 
physics of our system. 

Equations (32)-(35) are the desired results for the 
problem of type b. 

VII. SPECIAL CASES AND APPLICATIONS 
The complete system of operator equations introduced 
in previous sections may seem to be unfamiliar and 
somewhat abstract. To present them in a more familiar 
form and also to give us a partial cheCk of our results 
we shall reduce some of the above operator equations 
to a set of functional equations. Also a brief discussion 
on systems with various reflecting operators K is pre
sented. 

To discuss in more detail the generalized Chandrasek
har's radiative problem in spherical geometry, the prob
lem of type a, we assume that the core has an arbitrary 
reflecting kernel K(v, u). The conical flux of radiation 
of unit intensity per unit area per unit solid angle is 
assumed to be spherically uniformly incident on the 
outer surface with radius y at inclination cos-1u, 
0< u ~ 1, to the inward-directed radius vector, i.e., 

Ii ::::: 6(v - u). 

To obtain the reflection functional equation at y, we let 
operators on both sides of Eq. (20c) operate on Ii under 
our integral convention, see Eq. (4). With the aide of 
Eqs. (13), (16), and (17), we have 

[~ + a(y/! +!) + 1-v
2 ~ + 1-u

2 ~_1 +u
2

] 
oy \u V yv ov yu AU yu 2 

x p(x,y, v, -u) 

:::::~(p(y,V'-U) + 11 p(y,v,w)p(x,y,w,-u)dw +v 
2 0 

X 11 p(x,y,v,-w)p(y,-w,-u) dW) 
o W 

1 1 
+ V ~ ~ p(x,y,-v,-w)p(y,-w,w') 

( ')d ' dw xp x,y,w,u w-, 
w 

with p ::::: 0 when x ::::: y. Likewise using Eqs. (10) and 
(12), Eq. (26) is reduced to 

p(K;y, v,-u) ::::: p(y, v,-u) + e-2h(x,'y,u)(y /x)2 
1 

X (u/u*)k(K,v*,-u*) + e-h(x,'y,U) 1 k(K,v*,-w) 
o 

x T(X,y,-W,-u)':; + e-h(x,.)I,u) (y/x)2 (u/u*) 

x I 1
t(x,y, v, w)k(K, w, -u*)dw 

o 
1 1 

+ ~ 10 t(x,y,v,w)k(K,w,-w') 

(36) 

x r(x,y,-w',-u)dw' ~w , (37) 
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where p(K,x,y,v,-u) is the kernel for p(K), u*::::: 
u*(x,y), u*::::: u*(x,y) and the resolvent kernel satisfies 

k(K, v, -u) ::::: K(v, -u) 

1 1 
+ 1 1 k(K,v,-w)r(x,y,-w,w') 

o 0 

x K(x,y,w,-u)dw' ':; 

with K(v, -u) as the kernel for K. 

The desired intensity at the surface of the spherical 
shell of atmosphere in the outward direction is given 
by 

(38) 

I*(y,u) == p(K,x,y,v,-u). (39) 

The corresponding functional equations for Eqs. (20d) 
and (30) can be obtained by a similar method. They are, 
respectively, 

-+--+-------- T(X,y,-v,-u) (
a a(y) 1-u2 a 1 +u2) 

oy u yu AU yu 2 

::::: ~ [...!.. e-h(x ,.)I,U) (P(y, -v., -u) 
2 v* 

+ 1a
1 

P(y,-v*,W)P(X;y,W,-U)dW) 

11 dw + 0 T(X,y,-V,-w)P(y,-W,-u);; 

1 1 
+ 11 T(X,y,-v,-w)p(y,-w,w') 

o 0 dW] 
X p(x,y,w',-u)dw';; , (40) 

with initial value r ::::: 0 when x ::::: y, and 

r(K,x,y,-v,-u)::::: e-h(x,.)I,u)(y/x)2(u/u.)k(K,-v,-u*) 
1 

+ 1 k(K,-v,W)T(X,y,-w,-u)dw, 
o 

(41) 

where T(K,x,y,-v,-u) is the kernel of the operator 
r(K). The radiation fields as seen by an observer at 
the surface of the core looking at the atmosphere are 
given by the following specular and diffuse parts, 

II(x, - v) ::::: <5 (v * - u) e-h(x,.)I,u) (42) 

and 
I*(x,-v)::::: T(K,x,y,-v,-u). (43) 

For the "standard problem" in a spherically symmetric 
shell, the core is a perfect absorber K ::::: O. Then 

p(K,x,y,v,-u)::::: p(x,y,v,-u) 

and 
T(K,x,y,-v,-u) = r(x,y,-v,-u). 

For the case K ::::: V, Eq. (38) reduces to 

k(K,v,-u)::::: <5(v -u) + r(x,y,-v,u) 
1 

+ 1 r(x,y,-v,w)r(x,y,-w,u)dw+ .... (44) 
o 

One may use Eqs. (37), (41), and (44) to obtain 
p(V,x,y,v,-u) and T(V,X,y,-v,-u). 

For the "Chandrasekhar's problem" in a spherically 
symmetric shell, i.e., with K according to Lambert's 
law with a constant albeds A, 

1 
[K'I(x,-u)](v)::::: Av 1 uI(x,-u)dn (45) 

o 
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for any I(x, -u), for all v, 0 < v ..; 1. The reflected 
radiation field is isotropic. By using Neumann's series 

K • (E - r • K)-1 = K + K • r • K + K • r • K • r • K + ... 

and repeating the operation (45) by taking the advantage 
of the isotropiC property, we obtain 

I*(y, v) = p(K) . Ii = p(x,y, v, -u) + (l/vu)A !(v)"T (u), 

I*(x, -v) = T(K)~ = (l/u)A"T(u) + (A - l)(y /x)2 

x (u/u*)e-h(x,JI,u), (46) 

where 

and 
1 

j(v) = 1 vj(x,y,v,u)du, 
- 0 

(47) 
- 11 f(u) = vj(x,y, -v, -u)dv. 

o 
II*(x,-v) has the same value as in Eq. (42), since it is 
independent of K. In summary, the results presented 
in Eqs. (39), (42), and (43) are the solutions for the gene
ral spherical shell of atmosphere with an arbitrary 
reflecting core and with external illumination. In the 
case K given by Lambert's law, we have the Chandrasek
har's radiation problem in spherical geometry. The 
results are presented in Eqs. (46) and (47). Equations 
(46) are identical to these given by Ueno and 
other s, 2,21,22 upon replacing p, T, x, and y by (1 /v)S, 
(l/v)T,y, and x. 

As for the problem of type b, with internal illumination, 
Ii = 0 (v - u) at x in the outward direction, we shall write 
down the functional equations from operator-equations 
(20a) and (20b), with the aide of Eqs. (13), (16), (17), and 
(18). The result is 

,,+ -- + ---" t(x,y,v,u) (a a(y) 1-v2 a) 
uy v yv uv 

= a~)[ (~)2 e-h(x,JI,U)(P(y,V,u*) 

+ 11 p(x,y,v,-w)p(y,-w,u) dW) 
o w 

1 
+ j p(y,v,w)t(x,y,w,u) 

o 

+ jl11p(x,y,V,-w)P(y,-W,w')t(x,y,W',U)dW' dwl 
o 0 wJ 

and 

o~ r(x,y, -v, u) = (~Y(uu*) (e- 2h(X,,Y,It)P(y, -v*, u *) 

+ e-h(X,JI,U) T(X,y, -v, -w)p(y, -w,u*) -11 dW) 
o w 

1 
+ e-h(X,JI,U) 1 p(y,-v*,w)t(x,y,w,u)dw 

o 
1 1 

+ 11 T(X,y,-v,-w)p(y,-w,w')t(x,y,w',u) 
o 0 

x dw' dw. 
w 

(48) 

(49) 

with initial conditions r = t = 0 at x = y. By using Eqs. 
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(32) and (33) the specular and transmitted intensities 
at y in the outward direction are 

lI(y,v) = o(v* -u)e-h(x,JI,u), 

I*(y, v) = - [0 (v* - u) - k(K, v*, -u)] e-h(X,JI,U) 

11 -
+ t(x,y,v,w)k(K,w,-u)dw 

o 
(50) 

where k(K, -v, u) is the modified resolvent which satis
fies the equation 

k(K, v,-u) = o(v - w) 

{'1~1 dw + J K(v,-w)r(x,y,-w,w')k(V,w,-u)dw'-, 
o w 

where k(V, w, -u) satisfies (38) with K = V or K(v, -u) = 
o(v + u). The reflected intensity seen by the observer 
on the core surface looking into the atmosphere is, by 
Eqs. (34) and (35), 

* 11 -I (x,-v) = r(x,y,-v,w)k(K,w,-u)dw. 
o 

(51) 

For the "Schuster's problem", the core is an emitter 
and a perfect absorber. In this case r(K,x,y,-v,u) = 
r(x,y,-v,u) and t(K,x,y, v,u) = t(x,y,v,u). For Ii = 
o(v - u), answers for this problem are given by 

and 

lI(y,v) = o(v* - u)e-h(x,JI,u), 

I*(y,v) = t(x,y,v,u), 

I*(x, -v) = r(x,y,-v,u), 

where t and r are given by Eqs. (48) and (49). 

For Milne's problem, k(K, v, -u) = k(K, v, -u) has the 
expression as given in Eq. (44). If ~ = o(v - 1), Le., 
the core radiates intensities in the normal direction. 
This is equivalent to the physical problem of the trans
fer of light from a central star surrounded by a spheri
cal planetary nebula. Since incident radiation is normal 
to the inner surface of the spherical shell, u = u * = u * 
and v = v* = v*. 

For K given by Lambert's law, as discussed in the prob
lems of type a, the output under K is isotropic and K has 
kernel Au. All integrations can be easily computed, for 
I i ::= o(v - u). The results are 

and 

II(y, v) = 0 (v * - u) eh(x,JI,u), 

I*(y, v) = r(K)' ~ = (l/u)Ar(u), 

I*(y, v) = t(K) , Ii = (l/v)A!(v) + (A - l)o(v* - u)e-h(x,JI,u), 

where functions A, r, ! are given in Eq. (47). 

APPENDIX 

For problem type a with external illumination Ii' the 
intensities at both sides of the spherical shell with radii 
x and y are related by 

I(y,v) = (P +t)'I(x,u) +p'Ip 

I(x,-v)=r'I(x,u) + (Q+T)·Ii • 

From Eq. (AI), 

(AI) 

(A2) 
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(P + t)I( x, u) :;:: I(y, v) - po -4 = [p(K) - p] . Ii . 

By the results of Eq. (26) and the fact that (p + t) is 
not a zero operator, we have 

I(x,u) = K' (E - r' K)-l(Q + T) ·Ii • (A3) 

Upon substitution of Eq. (A3) into (A2), using Neumann's 
series, we obtain 

I(x, -v) = (E - r' K)-l . (Q + T)' Ii' 

which agrees with Eq. (28). 
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Asymptotic solutions of integral equations with a 
convolution kernel. I 
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Homogeneous eigenvalue problems for integral equations with a kernel of the convolution type, 
defined on a finite volume in N-dimensional space, are discussed. It is shown that they can be 
reduced asymptotically to eigenvalue problems for simpler integral equations. The integral equations 
to be derived also yield the asymptotic solution of the inhomogeneous problem for the original 
integral equations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In many problems arising in radiative transfer, neutron 
transport theory, etc., it is required to solve the follow
ing homogeneous or inhomogeneous integral equations 
for x in L': 

f(x) - ~,K(X - x')f(x')dx' = Ilf(x), 

f(x) - ~,K(X - x')f(x')dx' = g(x). 

(la) 

(lb) 

In these equations the integration extends over a finite, 
half-infinite, or infinite interval L'. In Eq. (Ib) g is a 
known function defined for x E L'. If L' is the interval 
(- 00, + (0) or [0, (0), then, under certain conditions to be 
imposed on the function K, Eqs. (Ia) and (lb) can be 
solved by standard Fourier techniques. 1 Let L' be a 
finite interval. Suppose that K in Eqs. (la) and (Ib) is 
an even and real function of x, belonging to L1 (-"..00, + (0). 
Suppose furthermore that its Fourier transform K de
fined by 

j
+OO 

K(k) == eikxK(x)dx, 
-00 

(2) 

assumes its maximum M > 0 at k = 0 and only at k = O. 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that K has 
been normalized such that M can be taken to be equal 
to unity. Often K(x - x') is a probability kernel, giving 
the chance that, for instance, a photon or neutron 
emitted at x' will be absorbed at x. In that case, the 
chance of being absorbed anywhere is 1 and K(k = 0) = 
jK(x)dx = 1. Finally, let the behaviour of K (which is 
a real and even function of k) near k = 0 be given by 

K(k) - 1 - C Ik I a, k -? 0, 

for certain values of the real parameters c and a, 
0< c,a <00. 
On the basis of these conditions, Widom2 has obtained 
the following results, taking L' as a finite but large 
segment [- L/2, + L/2]. 

(i) Consider the solutions of the following eigenvalue 
problem for I ~ I ... 1: 

fL(~) - ~ 1:1 K~ (~ - ~'~ fL(~')d~' = IlJL(~)' 

(3) 

obtained from Eq. (Ia) by introducing ~ = 2x/ L, ~' =: 

2x'/ L, - 1 ... ~,~' :!S + 1, ilL =: Il, fLW =: f(!L~). This 
eigenvalue problem has a discrete set of eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions for any value of L, labelled by j. For 
.7 fixed, L -? 00, its solutions approach in mean square 
the solutions for I ~ I < 1 of the eigenvalue problem, 

J
+l 

f(a)W = c-1 (L/2)all -1 K(a)(~, ~')f(a)(~')d~', (4) 
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the kernel K(a) (~, ~') being defined for 0 < a < 2 by 

cos(a1T/2) 
K(a) (~, ~') =: rea) I ~ - ~'la-2max(0, ~ - ~') 

sin(a1T/2) ,(~ - ~)a-ld~ 
- (1- ~'2)a/21 

1Tr(a) -1 (1 _ ~2)a/2(~ _ ~,) 
(5) 

The integral in Eq. (5) has to be interpreted as a prin
cipal value if ~ > ~'. Widom2 has also derivedK(a)(~, ~,) 
for a ;;. 2 by analytic continuation of Eq. (5). In other 
wordS, for j fixed, L -? 00, 

,..., (2) a -1 ( ) J.Lj • L C L A j a, 

f j • L - f/a ) (in mean square), 

the Aj (a) andf/a) being the solutions of 
+1 

A (a)f(a) W = 11 K(a) (~, ~ ')f(a) (~')d~'. 

(ii) (impliCit in the analysis) Consider the following 
inhomogeneous problem for I ~ I ... 1: 

(6) 

(7) 

If g is suffiCiently well behaved, its solution f L approach
es asymptotically for L -? 00 the function f defined by 
the following integral: 

(8) 

The results given above also apply3 if the constant c in 
Eq. (3) is replaced by a function F( I k /) which is non
negative and slowly varying near k =: O. In that case, c 
in Eqs. (4), (6), and (8) is replaced by F(2/ L). From 
these results, we see that the kernel K(a) (~, ~') defines 
an operator which approximates asymptotically the 
operator inverse to (J - K), defined by Eqs. (la) and (lb). 
{In obvious notation, I is the identity operator; the inte
gral operator K corresponds to the kernel Li2K[(L/2) 
(~ - ~')]). Hence, solving Eq. (lb) has been reduced to a 
quadrature [see Eq. (8)], and solving Eq. (la) to solving 
Eq. (7). We may expect that the latter problem is sim
pler, since K(a) (~, ~ ') is determined not by the full 
Fourier transform K, as would be the case with (J - K)-l, 
but by its local properties near k =: 0 only. 

However, the expression Eq. (5) is so intricate that we 
may wonder whether anything has actually been gained. 
There are other difficulties connected with Eq. (5). Since 
the original integral operator [in Eqs. (la) and (Ib)] is 
symmetric, the integral operator with kernel K(a) (~, ~ ') 
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is expected to be symmetric also. Though this can be 
proved,2 it is by no means obvious from Eq. (5). In 
some physical situations, the solving of a decay problem 
with time variation exp(- J.Lt) can be reduced to solving 
an equation like Eq. (la). It then follows that the eigen
values J.Lj and hence the Aj must be positive. It is there
fore reasonable to presume that the integral operator 
with kernel K(n)(~, ~') is positive definite. Again, this 
is not obvious from Eq. (5), though it can be proved. 2 

In this paper three alternative representations· of 
K ("') (~, ~') will be derived. The corresponding integral 
operator is now easily seen to be symmetric and posi
tive definite, and the kernel is much less difficult to 
handle than K(n) (~, ~') as defined by Eq. (5). The analog 
of this representation is given for the N-dimensional 
case, i.e. when we have equations like Eqs. (la) or (lb) 
defined on a volume V' = {rCB x~)1/2 "" L/2}, with a real 
convolution kernel dependent on the distance I r - r' I 
only. 

Integral equations of this type are frequently encoun
tered in radiative transfer and neutron transport theory. 
They describe the transport in a slab, infinite cylinder, 
and sphere in the particular cases N = 1,2, and 3. 

Section II is introductory and heuristic. The basic 
formulas are derived which are used in Secs. III and IV 
for the derivation of the required integral equations. 
The results of Sec. II have been derived rigorously by 
Widom.3 In Sec. III we deal with the one-dimensional 
and in Sec. IV with the N-dimensional cases. The con
clusions are stated in Sec. V, where the applicability of 
the theory in radiative transfer is also discussed. In 
Appendix B the equivalence of our representation of 
K(aJ (~, ~') and of that given in Eq. (5) will be proved 
directly. 

II. BASIC eOUATIONS 

Let us consider the following eigenvalue problem of 
the convolution type in N-dimensional Euclidean space 
EN: 

!(r) - JV'(L)K(r - r')!(r')dr' = J.L!(r), r E V'(L). (9) 

In this formula r is the N-dimensional vector (xl' x 2 , 

.•. , xN ), and dr an N-dimensional volume element 
dx1dx2 •• ·dxN • The integration extends over the finite 
volume V'(L) = {r, (2)Y=lXJ)1/2 "" L/2}. The following 
conditions are imposed on the function K in Eq. (9). If 
N = 1, K will be a real and even function. If N ~ 2, it 
will be a real function, dependent on I r I only. Further
more,K will belong to L1(EN ), so that JIK(r)ldr exists. 
Here, as in the following, integration over the entire 
space is to be understood if the integration sign is not 
accompanied by V'. The Fourier transform of K, 
denoted by K, is defined as follows: 

(10) 

Here k = (k 1 ,k 2 , ••• ,kN) and k'r =,6'Y"=lk .xj • Note 
thatK depends only onk = (,61=lkJ)1I2. We shall con
sider ooly functions f( such that f{ assumes its maxi
mum for k = 0 and only for k = 0, and, for simplicity, 
we shall take M = 1. Finally, it is required that, for 
certain real, nonnegative values of the parameters c 
and a, K behaves near k = 0 like 

K(k) - 1 - ck"', k --. O. (11) 

Compare Eqs. (9)-(11) for N = 1 with Eqs. (la) through 
(3) in the Introduction, and note the analogy. Since the 
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kernel K(r - r') is real and depends on Ir - r' I only 
(is even, if N = 1), the corresponding integral opera-
tor is symmetric. It can be proved that, since K belongs 
to Ll (EN)' this integral operator4•5 is completely con
tinuous on L 2 (V'), the space of functions square-inte
grable on V'(L). Consequently the eigenvalues 1 - J.L 
in Eq. (9) are real and discrete. Their only possible 
limit point is zero. The eigenfunctions corresponding 
to different eigenvalues are mutually orthogonal on 
V'(L).4 

We are interested in the asymptotic behavior for L --. 00 

of the .solutions of Eq. (9). In the investigation of this 
behavior, it is convenient not to let V'(L) increase in
definitely but to perform a change of variables, so that 
the volume can be kept fixed, and to consider the asymp
totic behavior of the kernel. We introduce J.L L = J.L, P = 
2r/ L, p = (~l' ~2' ... , ~N)' dp = d~ld~2" ·d~N'!L(P) = 

![ (L/2)p], and the volume V = {p, (,6f~ 1 ~J)1/2 "" I}. For 
P in V Eq. (9) takes the form 

The domain of definition of Eq. (12) can be extended to 
all P in EN' by putting the kernel and! L equal to zero 
outside V. We introduce a projection operator P. P 
multiplies a function! L with the characteristic function 
of V, denoted by P(p). We have 

P!L=P(P)!L(P)=!L' forallpE V; 

= 0, for all P t v. 
(13) 

For all P in EN' Eq. (12) becomes 

P(P)!L(P) - (L/2)N P(p)jK [(L/2)(p - p')] 

x P(p')!L(p')dp' = J.LLP(P)!L(P). (14) 

The main intention of the manipulation leading from 
Eq. (12) to Eq. (14) is to extend the integration over the 
entire space so that Fourier techniques can be easily 
applied. 

We define the following Fourier transforms: 

JL(k) = (21T)-N/2 jeik'PP(P)!L(P)dp 

= (211)-N/2 Jveik'p!L(P)dP, 

PN(k) = (21T)-N/2Ie ik 'PP(p)dp 

= (21T)-N/21 eik·Pdp. (15) 
v 

Now multiply both sides of Eq. (14) by (211 )-N/2e ik'p and 
integrate over all p. The Fourier transform of a pro
duct of two functions is the convolution of their Fourier 
transforms.6 The Fourier transform of a convolution 
of two functions is the product of their Fourier trans
forms. 6 Using the definitions in Eq. (15), we have 

Widom3 has proved that, for large L, the solutions of 
Eq. (16) approach in mean square the weak solutions of 
the equation obtained from Eq. (16) by replacing 
f(2k! L) by the first two terms of its asymptotic ex
pansion for 2k/ L --. 0, given in Eq. (11). Noting that7 

JL(k) = (21T)-N/2jPN(k-k')!L(k')dk' 

and combining Eqs. (16) and (17), we have for j fixed, 
L -700, 

(17) 
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Ilj.L ~ c(2/ L)a>.--/(a), 

~.L ~ ~(a) (in mean square), (18) 

where the A .(a) are the eigenvalues and the f/a> are the 
weak eigerilimctions of the eigenvalue problem 

l(a)(k) = A (a)(21T)-N/2 JpN (k - k')k'a1(a) (k')dk'. (19) 

The crucial problem is therefore to solve Eq. (19). 
However, first, we have to specify the space of functions 
in which solutions of Eq. (19) are to be found. The solu
tions of Eq. (14) are among the funtions PfL, square
integrable on V. The corresponding functional space is 
denoted by L 2 (V). Their Fourier transforms are 
square-integrable and fulfill Eq. (17). This functional 
space is deSignated by L 2 (V). By a theorem of Titch
marsh,l there exists a one-to-one correspondence be
tween the spaces L 2 (V) and L 2 (V). Since the conver
~ence of 1L to 1 (a) is in mean square'? (a) is also in 
L 2 (V). However, this space of functions is too large. 
It is not hard to see that, due to the factor k'a, a > 0, 
in Eq. (19), the (symmetric) integral operator corres
ponding to the kernel (21T )-N/2PN (k - k')k' a is not bounded. 
By a theorem of Hellin~er and Toeplitz,8 it cannot be 
defined everywhere in . .L2<Y) [i.e., the integral in Eq. (19) 
does not exist for all f in L 2 (V)]. We shall, therefore, 
first define a dense subspace of L 2 (V) on which the 
operator has a meaning. On this subspace-which does 
not contain the eigenfunctions-we derive a symmetric 
and completely continuous operator which is the inverse 
of the integral operator with kernel (21T)-N/2PN (k - k') X 

k'a. Since this new operator is bounded, its domain of 
definition can be extended to the entire L 2 (V). It is, 
therefore, the inverse of the operator with kernel 
(21T )-N/2j}N (k - k')k' a for all 1 for which the latter can 
be defined, and we can formulate the eigenvalue problem 
in terms of this new operator. 9 The operator also fur
nishes the solution of the inhomogeneous problem 
[Eq. (lb) and its analog for general N] if g(r) is suffi
ciently well behaved. The idea is essentially due to 
Widom. 3 We shall need explicit expressions for the 
function PN (k), Eq. (15). The reader can easily verify 
that 

PN(k) = (21T)-N/2,fve ik 'Pdp = k-N/2J~%, 

where IN / 2 denotes a Bessel function of order N/2. 

III. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 

(20) 

In the special case N = 1, PI (k 1 ) in Eq. (20) can be ex
pressed in elementary functions. Substituting the result 
in Eq. (19), we have for a fixed value of a > 0, 

A(a) +00 sin(k - k') 
1(a)(k 1)=-J 1 1 /k'/a1(a)(k')dk', (21) 

1T -00 k _ k' 1 1 
1 1 

In this section, we shall henceforth omit the index 1 in 
kl and kl.~For N = 1, the space L 2 (V) consists of the 
functions fwhich are quadratically integrable on (- 0::>, 

+ 0::» and obey the one-dimensional version of Eq. (17), 

1 J+oo sin(k - k') ~ 
l(k) = - f(k')dk'. 

1T -00 k - k' 
(22) 

As has been.,ar~ed at the end of Sec. II, Eq. (21) cannot 
apply t~ alli in L,2(V) [i.e., the integral does not exist 
for all fin L 2 (V)J. The pur~ose of this section is, first, 
to find a dense subspace of L 2 (V) belonging to the do
main of definition of the integral operator defined by 
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Eq. (21). We shall then derive a symmetric and com
pletely continuous operator, with kernel j( (a) (k, k'), 
which is the inverse of that integral operator for all 
1 in the subspace, i.e., 

1 J+oo ~( ) J+oo sin(k - k') 
- l\ a (k",k) /k'/a1(k')dk'dk 
1T -00 -00 k - k' 

= l(k"). (23) 

The operator with kernel j(a) (k, k') is bounded, and its 
domain of definition can thus be extended to the entire 
L2 (V) by continuity.9 For 1«(1.) in L2 (V), the eigenvalue 
problem rEq. (21)] then becomes 

too j(a) (k, k')l(a) (k')dk' = A(a )1( a) (k). (24) 
-00 

Define for real values of a > 0 and n = 0, 1, . " , 

g"" (k) = (n + a)1/2k-aJ (k) n,a n+o , (25) 

wheri! I n + a(k) is a Bessel function of order n + a. Note 
that gn.a is an entire function of k.1.. which is even or odd 
for n even or odd. The functions g are quadratically 
~ntegrable, 10 obey Eq. (22),11 and tIi.~refore belong to 
L 2 (V). Define also the inner product for some real 
T ;;> 0 and for allJ, for whiCh it has a meaning 

(26) 

The gn.a are orthogonaP2 for T = 0, i.e., 

(27) 

First we shall take 0 < a < 2. Our required subspace 
will be the set of functions which are in L 2 (V), are of 
order O(k-2 ), /k /--7 0::>, and which, for a particular value 
of a (dependent on a), permit of the expansion 

(28) 

The subspace is designated by L2 (2a-1) (V). The value 
of a will be determined below, where it will be seen 
that 2a - 1 = a. The expansion Eq. (28) is known as 
a Neumann series.l3 The conditions to be imposed on 
the functions 1 if they are to belong to L 2 (a) (V) will be 
considered in Appendix A. It will be proved there that 
L2 (a) (V) is everywhere dense in L 2 (V). It can easily be 
verified that for 0 < a < 2, L2 «(1.) (V) belongs to the do
main of definition of the operator defined by Eq. (21)
i.e., the integral converges. The case a ;;> 2 calls for 
separate treatment. ~Again the subspace L 2 (a) (V) will 
consist of functions f which permit of the expansion (28), 
but we impose somewhat different conditions on their 
behavior for k --70::>. This question is further dealt with 
in Appendix A. It will be shown there that the expres
sion for the kernel j(a) (k, k'), which we are now going 
to derive for 0 < a < 2, is actually valid for all a > O. 

A. The inverse operator 

Consider 

1 "" J+oo "" J+oo sin(k - k') ~ 
-gn a(k") g (k) /k'/af(k')dk'dk. 
1T' -00 n. a -00 k - k' 

We may interchange the integrations for 0 < a < 2 by 
Fubini's theorem. Since the gn.a fulfill Eq. (22), we have 
for n = 0,1,'" 
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Sum this re~ult over all n, put 2a - 1 == a, and compare 
the expresswn thus obtained with Eq. (28). It is seen 
that this expression is equal to J(k"). In other words 
we have derived a representation ofthekernel i?:(CX) V: k') 
defined in Eq. (23): ' , 

00 

i?:(CX) (k,k') == nL}o gn,o(k)gn,o(k'), a == ~ + ~a. (29) 

It will be shown in Appendix A that Eq. (29), derived 
for 0 < a < 2, is actually valid for all a ? O. Taking 
this for granted, we derive some alternative represen
tations for [{(cx) (k, k'). The sum in Eq. (29) is remini
scent of the addition theorem for Bessel functions, 10 

go,o(W) == 200' 1/2r(O') n~o gn,o(k)gn,o(k')C~(~). (30) 

Here W = (k 2 - 2kk'~ + k'2)1/2, 1 ~ 1 .:; 1, and C~(~) is a 
Gegenbauer polynomia1. 14 

From the inequalities10,14 

and 

Ic~(~) I .:; r(n + 2O')/r(2a)n!, 

it follows that the series in Eq. (30) is absolutely and 
uniformly convergent in ~. We now multiply both sides 
of Eq. (30) by (1 - ~2)0-3/2(1 + ~), integrate with re
spect to ~ from - 1 to + 1, and use the following iden
tity, which can readily be proved by induction15 : 

Equation (29) then takes the form 

2-00'-1/2 
[((CX) (k,k') = -----

1T 1/ 2r(O' - 1/2) 

x r 1
(1- ~2)0-3/2(1 + ~)g (w)d~. 

-1 0,0 

In order to calculate the integral, we shall consider for 
k,k' fixed,s variable,O.:; s.:; 1, 

d A 2-00'-1/2 
-s2°K(cx)(sk, sk') = --'"---
ds 1T 1/2r(O' - ~) 

d J+1 A X - (1 - ~2)0-3/2(1 + ~)S20g (sw)d~. 
ds -1 0,0 

We next resubstitute Eq. (25), defining go (sw). The 
differentiation may be carried out under'the integral 
sign, both sOJ o(sw), a == ~ + ~a, and its derivative being 
continuous in the rectangle 0 .:; s .:; 1, 1 ~ I .:; 1 for a > O. 
The result is 

d A 2- cxl2-1/ 2 
- s1+cxK(cx)(sk sk') = ----
ds '1T1/ 2r(a/2) 

+1 
xJ (1 - ~2)cx/2-1(1 + ~)s1/2+cxl2w1/2-a/2J, / (sw)dl" -1 w2-1 2 .,. 

The integral is calculated by again using the addition 
theorem, Eq. (30), but now for a = a/2 - 1/2. We inter
pret (1 + ~) as the sum of two Gegenbauer polynomials 
of order n = 0 and n = 1. By applying the orthogonality 
relation14 for these polynomials, we obtain 
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~ s1+a[{(a)(sk,sk') == (s/2)(kk')1/2-cxl2 
ds 

x [J cxl2-1I2(sk )Ja/ 2_1/ 2(sk') + Ja/ 2 +1/2(sk)Ja/ 2+1/2(sk')]. 

(31) 
The equivalent expressions for 0 < a < OCJ are therefore 
first Eq. (29) in terms of Bessel functions ' , 

[{(a) (k, k') = (kk')-cxl2-1/2 
00 

X n'Ljo (n + a/2 + 1/2)Jn+a/2+1/2(k)Jn+cxl2+1/2(k'); 

(32a) 

secondly, the representation16 found by integrating 
Eq. (31) between 0 and 1, 

[{(a) (k, k') == [(kk') 1/2-cxl2/2]fo1 s[ J cxl2-1/2(sk)J cxl2-1/2(sk') 

+ J cxl2+1/2(sk)J a/2+ 1/2(sk')]ds; (32b) 

and thirdly, the expression found by calculating this 
integraPO and simplifying with the aid of the recurrence 
formulas for Bessel functions, 

j(a)(k,k') = [(kk')1/2-cxl2/2(k - k')] 

x [Ja/2+1/2(k)Jcxl2_1/ Z (k') - Jcxl2-1/2(k)Jcxl2+1/2(k')]. 

(32c) 
The kernel j(CX) (k,k') supplies the solution to certain 
scattering problems. Its inverse (double) Fourier 
transform is also of interest. It is calculated by mul
tiplying both the left- and right-hand sides of Eq. (23) 
by (21T)-1/2e -ik"£ and integrating over all kIf. Parseval's 
relation is applied to the integral with respect to k. We 
then have 

K(a) (~, ~') = (21T )-1 J+oO J+ oOe-ik£+ik'£' [{(a) (k, k')dkdk'. 
-00 -00 

By substituting Eqs. (32a) and (32b) we obtain integrals 
which are all standard. 17 The result is that K(a)(~, ~') == 
o for 1 ~ I, I~' 1 > 1. For 1 ~ I, 1 ~'I < 1 we have, first, the 
expression corresponding to Eq. (32a)18: 

00 

K(a)(~, ~') = 2:) g* (~)g (~') a = ~a +~; (33a) 
n=O n,D n,a , 

secondly, the expression corresponding to Eq. (32b): 

K{a.) (~, ~') == 2
1

-
a 

r 2 (a/2) 
1 xl s-0.(S2 - ~2F/2-1(S2 - ~'2)a/2-1(s2 + tt')ds' 

max(ltl,I£'I) .,., , 

(33b) 
and thirdly, a representation obtained from Eq. (33b) by 
introducing the new variable w == s2 - 2~e + ~2~'2/ S2 
and identifying the resulting integral as a hypergeome
tric function 19: 

K(a) (~, ~/) = 2-
a 

r(a/2)r(1 + a/2) 

(1- p)a/2(1 - ~/2)a/.! 

I~ - ~/I 

x F f.!. .!.a· 1 + .!.a· _ (1 - ~2)(1 - ~'2)J (33c) 
2 1L2' 2, 2, (~_ ~')2 . 

In Eq. (33a) gn.o(~) is defined as zero for 1 ~ 1 > 1 and 
as17 

gn,o(~) == (21T)-1/21:
00 

eik£gn,o(k)dk 

= 20-1 / 2r(a) (n + O')1/2n!in (1 _ ~2)0-1I2C~(~) 
1T 1/ 2r(n + 20') 
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for 1 ~ 1< 1, where cgW is a Gegenbauer polynomial. 
The special case O! = 1 of Eq. (33a) [c;(~) is a Tche
bicheff polynomial) and of Eq. (33c}-in the form to be 
given in Eq. (35) below-has been previously derived 
by Kac and Pollard.2o In Appendix B we shall prove 
directly for 0 < O! < 2 that Eq. (33a) is equivalent to the 
representation given by Widom, Eq. (5). 

The integral operator with kernel K(a)(~, ~') is obvious
ly symmetric. It can readily be shown that K(a) (~, ~') 
is continuous everywhere if O! > 1. It is also continuous 
for ~ '" ~' if 0 < Q' "" 1, but it has a logarithmic singu
larity for I ~ - ~' 1 ~ 0 if O! = 1 and a singularity of the 
type I~ - ~' la-1 if 0 < O! < 1. Hence, the corresponding 
integral operator is completely continuous on L 2 (V).5 
It is, therefore, bounded, and its domain of definition can 
be extended to the entire L 2 (V) by continuity. It should 
be remembered that, up to now, the domain of definition 
of the integral operator with kernel j{(a) (k, k'}-and thus 
the one with K(a)(~, ~'}-was confined to a dense sub
space (see Appendix A). We shall now prove that the 
integral operator is also positive definite. It is suffi
cient to show this for a set which is dense everywhere 
in L 2 (V). For this purpose we may take the space con
sisting of all finite and real linear combinations of 
Gegenbauer polynomials. Let 

M 

hW= 6 amc~W, a=~a +~. 
m=O 

Using Eq. (33a) and the orthogonality relation of the 
Gegenbauer polynomials,14 we obtain 

22a- 11T ~ 
LJ (m + a)-1a;' > O. 

r2(a) m=O 

In (~, ~') space, the eigenvalue problem, Eq. (24), becomes 

(34) 

The reader is reminded that the solutions of Eq. (34) 
provide the asymptotic solutions of the original eigen
value problem dealt with in Sec. II [see Eqs. (12) and (18)]. 

B. Special cases 

For some values of a the hypergeometric function in 
Eq. (33c) can be expressed in elementary functions. For 
example, if a = 1, 

( ) 1 (1- ~~' + (1 - ~2)1/2(1- ~'2)1/2) 
K 1 (~, e) = 21T log 1- ~~' _ (1- ~2)1/2(1_ ~'2)1/2 • 

The kernel occurs in air foil theory.21 

If a = 2, 

(35) 

K(2)(~, ~') = i[1 + min(~, ~')][1 - max(~, ~')]. (36) 

This is the familiar expression for the Green's function 
of the diffusion equation in one-dimensional space: 
Ad21/d~2 = - I, with boundary condition I(~ = ± 1) = O. 
Generally, if a = 2l, 1 = 1,2, ... , Eq. (33c) can be eval
uated in a closed, though involved, form. 

However, it is more interesting to notice that if a = 21, 
Eq. (33c) is the Green's function for the differential 
equation Ad211/d~21 = (- 1)11, with boundary conditions 
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djl/d~j = 0, ~ = ± 1,j = 0, 1, ... ,1- 1. A calculation 
shows that 

K(21)(~, ~') = P21-1 (~) 

+ [(- 1)1/2(2l - 1)!](~ - ~')21-21 ~ - ~' I. 

P 21- 1 (~) is a polynomial of degree (2l- 1) in ~,of course, 
with coefficients dependent on ~'. Differentiating 
P 21- 1 (~) 21 times with respect to ~ gives zero, and dif
ferentiating the second term (2l - 1) times yields a 
step function, i.e., (- 1)1/2 for ~ > ~' and (- 1)1+1/2 
for ~ < ~'. If the step function is differentiated again, 
we obtain (-- 1)lO(~ - n. It follows directly from 
Eq. (33c) that the eigenfucntions behave like (1 - ~2)1, 
~ ~ ± 1. Hence, the above-mentioned boundary condi
tions are fulfilled. This proves the statement. Some 
integrals of K(a) (~, ~') have been obtained in the past 
by probabilistic arguments without knowledge of the 
precise form of the kernel. 22 

We shall now calculate these for the sake of compari
son. The zeroth moment ofK(a)(~,~') for I~I < 1 is 

j +1 (1 _ t2)a/2 
K(a)(~~')de= ., . 

-1 ' r(1+a) 

Finally, the zeroth moment of the second iterate of 
K(cx)(~, ~') for 1 ~I < 1 is 

+1 +1 11 11 K(cx)(~, f)K(cx)(e, ~")d~'d~" 

= lim j+ 00 j+ 00 e ikgj{(a) (k, k')j{(cx) (k', k")dk'dk 
k"""O -00 -00 

(37) 

a 1 = r S(S2 - t2)cx/2-1 F (-.!.a 1..1. + .!.a· s2)ds. 
r 2 (1 ) Jig I S 2 1 2' 2,2 2' 

+ a (38) 

IV. THE N·DIMENSIONAL CASE 

It is now our purpose to carry out in N-dimensional 
space, N ~ 2, the procedure described at the end of 
Sec. II: namely, to find a dense subspace of L2 (V), belong
ing to the domain of definition of the integral operator 
with kernel (21T )-N/2FN (k - k')k'a [see Eq. (19)], and then 
to derive on this subspace its srmmetric and comp~etely 
continuous inverse with kernel1?~a) (k, k'). For all 1 
in this subspace, j{~cx) (k, k') by definition satisfies the 
equation 

(21T )-N/2 jj{~a) (k", k)jPN (k - k')k'cxJ(k')dk'dk = J(k"). 
(39) 

The domain of definition of the integral operator with 
kernel j{~a) Ut, k') can be extended to the entire L2 (V). 
The eigenvalue problem then becomes 

(40) 

The reader is reminded that in all these equations k and 
k' are N-dimensional vectors. The N-dimensional 
volume element is dk = k N- 1dk dilUte)' where dilUte) is a 
surface element of the unit hypersphere il(kJ in N
dimensional space. The unit vector pointing in the direc
tion of a certain vector is denoted by adding the sub
script e. For instance, ke = k/k. 

A. Preliminary calculations 

We evaluate some integrals that are required below: 
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2(N/2)-o pm 
Fm(k~,p, s) = im--

r(a + 1 - N/2) sm+a 

X(S2 - p2)o-(N/2)G~2-1(k~ 'Pe)' 

G~2-1(k; ·ke ) = r(N/2 - l)(m + N/2 - I)C~2-1(k; 'ke ), 

P(p/ s) = 1, 

= 0, 

° ~ pis < 1, 

pis > 1. 

In Eq. (41) a is a real number, a > N/2 - 1, m = 0, 

(41) 

1, ... , s is a real variable, s 3 0; Cljj2 is a Gegenbauer 
polynomial;k; is a fixed unit vector. In the case N = 2 
we define G m N/2-1 as the limit for N --7 2 of its defining 
relation, using 

limr(N/2 - l)(m + N/2 - I)C~2-1 (coscp) 

= 2 cosmcp, m 3 1, 

= 1, m= O. 

The proof of Eq. (41) runs as follows. First, the ab
solutely and uniformly convergent series10 

00 

eik'p = 2N/ 2- 1 :0 il(pk)1-(N/2)J/+N/2_1(pk)Gf/2-1(ke 'P e ) 
I~O 

is substituted in the left-hand side of Eq. (41). By using 
the orthogonality relation23 

frp~2-1(k~ 'k')Gf/2-1(ke ·p.)dQ(ke) 

the result then becomes 

= impl-N/2G~2-1(k;.p.) 

= 217 N/ 26 m,IG:;;/2-1(ke 'Pe)' (42) 

x 1a00 

k N/ 2-oJ m+ a(sk)J m+(N/2)-1 (kp)dk. 

The integral is a well-known Hankel transform and 
Eq. (41) follows directly from this.24 

It can be verified that Eq. (41) also holds true for N = 1, 
all inner products (k~ ok.), etc., being defined as 1. 

Another integral for 0 ~ s ~ 1 is 

(217 )-N/2 Jk-aJ m+o(sk)G~2-1(k~ oke)PN (It - k')dk 

-k,(-a)J (Sk')GN/2-1(k"·k'). (43) 
- m+o m e e 

Equation (43) states that the function k-aJ m+a(sk) X 
G~2-1(k~ . k e ) does not" see" the projection operator 
for 0 ~ s ~ 1. The proof is simple. Obviously, the left
hand side of Eq. (43) is the inverse Fourier transform 
of its Fourier transform. Furthermore, it is a convolu
tion. Hence, its Fourier transform is the product of 
the Fourier transforms of k-oJ m+ 0 (sk)G ~/2) -1 (k~ 0 k.) 
and PN (It). The first is given in Eq. (41) and the second 
is P(p); see Eqs. (13) and (15). The left-hand side of 
Eq. (43) is therefore equal to 

(217)-N/2 je-ik"p F m(k;, p, s )p( p/ s)P( p)dp. (44) 

If 0 ~ s ~ 1, P(p/s)P(p) = P(p/s). Therefore,for 
o ~ s ~ 1 the expression in Eq. (44) is just the inverse 
Fourier transform of the right-hand side of Eq. (41). 
Hence, Eq. (43) follows. Equation (43) is also valid for 
N = 1, all inner products (k; • k e ), etc., being defined as 
1. We shall not need the integral in Eq. (43) for s 3 1. 
The following relation is a direct consequence of Eq. 
(43): 
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00 

:0 G~2-1(k; ok~) = 217N/26(k~ - k~). 
m~O 

(45) 

Finally, we shall need Hankel's theorem,25 which is 
valid with appropriate conditions imposed on g and with 
T >-i: 

g(k") = 100 

(Sk")1/2J (sk")I°O (sk')J (sk')g(k')dk'ds. 
o TOT (46) 

We shall now derive 'KkCYJ (k,k'), and during the course 
of the proof we shall define the required dense subspace 
L~a)(v) of L 2 (V). In order to demonstrate clearly the 
essential point in the proof, stripped of the nonessential 
complications introduced by the geometry, the one
dimensional result is rederived. It will be seen that the 
new method of proof almost invariably carries over to 
the N-dimensional case. 

B. The one-dimensional case reconsidered 

Surprisingly, it can be verified directly that 'K(a) (k, k') 
given by Eq. (32b) fulfills Eq. (23). Consider first for 
a=-i+ia, 

By Eq. (43) this becomes 

k"-O 11 sJ (sk")j+ 00 J (sk')k'-o Ik' la J(k')dk'ds 
2 0 a -00 a 

= kIf-a t sJ (sk")I°O J (sk')k,a-oJ (k')dk'ds. (47) o a 0 a + 

Here J+(k') = [J(k') + J(- k')]/2. Note that k-oJo(sk) 
is an even function of k. We have assumed that the in
tegrations with respect to k and k' may be interchanged, 
a matter which will be considered further below. Now 
if for a = - i + ia the integral 

l °OJ (sk')k' (a -a)f~ (k')dk' = 0 o a + , s > 1, (48) 

then in Eq. (47) the integration with respect to s may be 
extended to infinity. By Hankel's theorem [Eq. (46)], 
takin~ T = a > - i and g(k') = k' (a/2) J.(k'), the result is 
justf+(k"). Replacing J a by J o+1 in all these formulas, 
and noting that k-aJa +1 (sk) is an odd functi2n of k, it 
can Similarly be proved that the result is f- (k") = 
[J(k") - J(- k")]/2. Because J = J+ + J_, we have there
fore verified directly that 'K(a) (k, k') is given by 
Eq. (32b). Hankel's theorem is not applicable to all 
functions in L 2 (V). But there exists a dense subspace 
of L 2 (V), belonging to the domain of definition of the 
operator with kernel (217)-1/2P 1(k - k')k'a, on which it 
holds true, Eq. (48) is fulfmed, and the interchange of 
integrations leading to Eq. (47) is allowed. This sub
space turns out to be L 2( a) (V), introduced in Sec. III and 
studied in Appendix A. 

C. Derivation of the N-dimensional case 

Considerfora=iN-l +ia and for m =0,1,2, .•. , 

kIf-a 1 --1 sJ (sk") (k-OJ (Sk)GN/2-1(k"·k) 
(217)N/2 0 m+o J' m+o m e e 

X JpN (It - k' )k'aJ(k')dk'dkds. (49) 

By Eq. (43) the expression becomes 
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1 
k lf

- o r sJ (Sk") Jo m+o 

X Jk ' (a-o)Jm+o(sk')G~2-1(k: 'k~)J(k/)dk' ds, (50) 

again assuming that the interchange of integrations is 
allowed. Now if for a = iN - 1 + ia and for all m, the 
integral 

j ook,N-I+a-o" (kl)JGN/2-1(k"'k/)J(k')dn(k/)dk' o m+o S (2 m e e e 

= 0, S > 1, (51) 

then in Eq. (50) the integration with respect to s may be 
extended to infinity. Application of Eq. (46) yields, for 
m = 0, 1, ... , 

=j GN/2-1(k" ·k' )J(k"k' )dn(k ) (52) om e e e e· 

Now sum Eq. (49)-and hence Eqs. (50) and (52)-over all 
m and apply Eq. (45). The result is precisely 2rr N/ 2J(k lf

). 

Comparing this with Eq. (39), we see that KN(a) (k,k/) 
has been derived, namely, 

K (a) (k k') = (kk')-o 
N , 2rrN/2 

00 1 
X 6 G~2-1(ke 'k~)l sJm+o(sk)Jm+o(sk')ds. 
m~O 0 

(53a) 

The defining relation for G~/2)-1 in Eq. (41) is now 
resubstituted. The expression can be somewhat sim
plified with the aid of a relation for the Gegenbauer 
polynomials and by calculating the integral in Eq. (53a).26 
We then have 

K~a)(k,k') = r(N/2) (kk')-N/2-a!2 is (m + iN + ia) 
rrN/2 m= 0 

X C~2(ke • k~)J m+N/2+ a/2(k)J m+N/2 + a/2(k'). (53b) 

Equation (53b) is also valid for N = 1, ke • k~ being de
fined as 1. Since C m1 / 2 (1) = 1, Eq. (53b) then reduces 

to Eq. (32a). The series in Eq. (53b) can by summed in 
the (uninteresting) case a = 0, N '" 1 by the addition 
theorem for Bessel functions [Eq. (30)]. By Eq. (20) the 
result is (2rr )-N/2j) N (k - k / ), which is as it should be. 
The calculations leading to Eq. (53) are formal and 
cannot be justified for allJin l.2(V), However, there 
again exists a dense subspace l./a) (V), belonging to 
the domain of definition of the operator with kernel 
(2lT)-N/2j)N(k - k/) k'a, such that for Jin l.2(a) (V) Han
kel's theorem may be applied, Eq. (51) is valid, and the 
interchange of integrations in Eq. (49) can be justified. 
The discussion of this problem is given in Appendix A, 
The kernel K N(a) (k, k/) is transformed to ordinary 
(p, p') space by multiplying Eq. (39) by (2rr )-N/2e -ik"'p, 
integrating over all k", and applying Parseval's relation 
to the integral with respect to k. We then have 

K~a)(p,p') = (2lT)-N JJe-ik·p+ik'·p'K~a)(k,k')dkdk'. 

By substituting Eq. (53a), taking a = iN - 1 + ia, inter
changing the summation and integrations, 2 7 and carry
ing out the integrations with the aid of Eq. (41), we find 
that Kif) (p,p') = 0 for p, p' > 1 and that for p, p' < 1, 
a > 0, 

21-a 1 00 

K(a) (p p') = 6 GN
m
/2-1(Pe' pIe) 

N' r2(a/2) lTN/2 m= 0 

X t (S2 - p2)a!2 -1(S2 _ p'2)a!2-1 (pp') m s3-N-ads. 
max(p,p') \s2 

The summation is carried out by the following genera
ting function,28 valid for ppl/S2 < 1: 

6 - mG~2-1(Pe'P~) 00 (PP') 
m=O S2 

S2N-4(s4 _ p2p'2) 
= r(N/2) ----------,--,

(S4 - 2s2p. p' + p2p'2)N/2 

We thus have KN(a) (p,p') = 0 for p,p' > 1, and for 
p, p' < 1 first the representation 

21-a r(N/2) 1 (s4 - p2p'2)ds 
K~a)(p,p') = --- 1 sN-l-a(s2 - p2)a!2-1(S2 _ p'2)a/2-1 , (54a) 

r2(a/2) rr N/ 2 max (p.p ,) (s4 - 2S2p' p' + p2p'2)N/2 

and secondly, a representation obtained from Eq. (54a) 
by introducing the new variable w = $2 - 2p' p' + p2p '2/ 
S2 and identifying the resulting integral as a hyper
geometriC function, 19 

2-ar(N/2)(1- p2)a/2(1 _ p'2)a!2 
Kif) (p, p') = ---:---:-:--:-----;-.,---,--;----.,-

r(a/2)r(1 + a/2)rrN/2Ip _ p' IN 

[ 
(1 - p2)(1 - p'2)] 

x 2Fl iN, ia; 1 + ia; - Ip _ p' 12 • (54b) 

By comparing Eqs. (54a) and (54b) with Eqs. (33b) and 
(33c), we see that they are also valid in the case N = 1, 
the inner product 2p· p' being defined as 2~~/. 

It is clear that the operator with kernel K N(a) (p, pI) is 
symmetric. It is also completely continuous on L 2 (V), 
by essentially the same arguments5 as those given in 
Sec. III for the one-dimensional case. Hence, it is 
bounded and its domain of definition can be extended to 
the entire L 2 (V) by continuity. In ordinary space, the 
eigenvalue problem [Eq. (40)] takes the form 

(55) 
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The solutions of Eq. (55) provide the asymptotic solu
tions of the original eigenvalue problem, Eq. (12). 

D. Special cases 

In a number of cases the hypergeometric function in 
Eq. (54b) can be expressed in elementary functions. The 
most interesting cases seem to be the following. 

First,N = 2, P = (~1' ~2)' a = 2: 

K?) (p, p') = (1/2rr )[log I(p/ p) - pp' 1 - log Ip - p' I]. 

This is the well-known expression for the Green's func
tion of the two-dimensional diffusion equation 

with boundary condition j( p = 1) = 0, by which, of 
course,! is uniquely determined. Generally, take N = 2 
and a = 21, 1 = 1,2, .. '. A straightforward calculation 
then shows that 
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Kfll)(p,p') = P 21-2(P) 

+ 22-21[(_ l)l+1/r2(Z)] Ip - p'121-2K~)(p,p'). 

P 21-2(P) is a polynomial in ~1 and ~2 (with coefficients 
dependent on p'), the sum of their degrees being at most 
2[- 2. It vanishes upon apJ;llication of (V~)I. Because 
V~ Ip - p'121-2 = 22([- 1)2Jp - p'121-4, if the second' 
term is operated on (l- 1) times by V~, we obtain 
(- l)I+IKP.) (p,p'). Again, operating with V~ gives a 
6-function. Hence, for l = 1,2, ... , K~z) (p, p') is the 
Green's function of the elliptic partial differential 
equation .\(v~)lj = (- l)lj, with boundary condition 'Ojj-l/ 
'Opj-l = 0, j = 1, ..• ,l, at p = 1. 

KP) (p, p') = (1/ 41T)[ Ip - p' 1-1 - I(p/ p - pp' 1-1]. 

This is the familiar expression for the Green's function 
of the three-dimensional diffusion equation 

with boundary conditionj(p = 1) = O. The reader will 
have no difficulty in proving that for a = 2l, l = 1, 
2, ••. , K 3 (2z)(p,p') is the Green's function of the ellip
tic partial differential equation .\ (V§)lj = (- l)lj. Com
pare these results with their analogues in the one
dimensional case dealt with in Sec. m. These Green's 
functions for a = 2 provide the solutions of the inhomo
geneous Laplace equations in two- and three-dimension
al space. This is in accordance with the statement made 
at the end of Sec. II that the kernels KN(a) (p, p') supply 
the asymptotic solution of the inhomogeneous problem 
for the integral equations dealt with. 

Finally, we shall calculate some integrals for p < 1 
which have been obtaine~ in the literature by probabi
listic arguments, without knowledge of the precise form 
of the kerne122: 

lK(a)(pp')dp'= 2-
a

r(tN) (1_p2)a/2 (56) 
v N' r(tN + ta)r(l + ta) , 

jvjvK~a) (p, p')K~a) (p',p")dp'dpl' 

a2-2a r 2 HN) 

r 2(tN + ta)r2(1 + ta) 
1 

x J 8(s2 - p2)a/2-1
2F 1 (tN,- ta;tN + ta; s2)ds. 

p (57) 

In certain problems in radiative transfer, Eq. (56) is of 
interest because it occurs ill the calculation of the mean 

, number of scatterings which a photon undergoes before 
leaving the volume V. 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained in the foregoing sections are also 
valid under slightly more general assumptions3 relating 
to the behavior of the Fourier transform K(k) in Eq. (11). 
They are included in the following recapitulation. 

Theorem I: Let M> 0, and let the following integral 
equations be defined for p = (h, ... , ~N) in V = 
{p,(~r=I~J)I/2.;; l};N= 1,2, ... : 

(A) MjL(P) - (L/2)N ,fvK[(L/2)(p - P')]!L (p')dp' 

= JJ. dL(P); 
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Let the following Fourier transform assume its maxi
mum M for Ikl = 0 and only for Ikl = 0, and let 

k(k) :; jeik.rK(r)dr ~ M - c Ikl aF(lkl); Ikl ~ 0, 

for certain real, nonnegative constants c and a. F( Ik I) 
is a nonnegative slowly varying function of Ikl near Ikl 
= O. Then, in the case of problem (A) for L -. oo,j fixed, 

JJ.j;L ~ c(2/ L)a'\jl(a)F(2/ L), 

j . ~ j.(a) (in mean square) }.L } , 

where the functions j}a) and the numbers .\ .(a) are the 
solutions of the eigenvalue problem for p iri V: 

with 

K}.a) (p,p') = 2-a r(N/2)(1- p2)a/2(1_ p'2)a/2 
r(a/2)r(1 + a/2)1TN / 2 Ip _ p' IN 

X F [!i !!'1 +!!._ (1- p2H1- P'2)] 
2 1 2' 2' 2 ' Ip _ p' 12 • 

The solution of the inhomogeneous problem (B) for a 
sufficiently well-behaved g is asymptotically for L ~ 00 

A brief comment on the application of these results in 
radiative transfer and neutron transport theory might 
be useful. Suppose that the medium is inhomogeneous 
and source-free, that the scattering is isotropic and 
conservative, and that the problem is time-independent. 
The equation of radiative transfer is then29 

s'Vlv(r,s) + k(Il)Iu(r,s) 

= (1/41TjjP(Il, v')Iv,(r, s)dr2(s'}dv', 

with, of course, appropriate boundary conditions added. 
Here s· V is the directional derivative and all other quan
tities have their common meaning. Suppose first that 
P(ll, v') = 6(v - v'}k(v') ("grey" approximation). As 
is well-known, the equation can then be transformed into 
an integral equation of the type dealt with in Sec. II. The 
Fourier transform of the ke~nel is of the type of Eq. (11) 
with a = 2. It follows that at large optical thickness, 
the problem can be described by the diffusion approxi
matton. This has already been known for a long time. 
Suppose, however, that P(v, v') is separable, i.e., P(v, ll') 
::;= £(v}k(v'), as is the case in good approximation in 
the theory of radiative transfer in a spectralline.3o 

Then, again, the transport equation can be converted 
into an integral equation of the type considered in Sec. 
n. Again, the Fourier transform of the kernel is of the 
type of Eq. (11), but now with 0 < a .;; 1. The application 
of the results of this paper in that case has been given 
elsewhere.31 
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APPENDIX A 

1. The one-dimensional case 

Our purpose is to investigate the conditions to be im
posed on functions r in L2 (V) in order that they belong 
to the subspace L/a) (V) for 0 < 0' < 2, i.e., the space 
of functions J which are O(k-2 ), k --7 00, and can be 
written as 

We introduce the even and odd parts of}. JJk) = 
[J(k) + 1(- k)]/2 and lJk) = [J(k) ",-1(- k>V2. By sub
stituting the defining relations of gn.o [Eq. (25)] and of 
the inner product, Eq. (AI), in terms of J+ and ,-, takes 
the more familiar form 

00 

J (k) = 2k-o "" (2n + a)J 100 
k,O-IJ (k')l (k')dk' 

+ L.J 2n + a 0 2n + a + ' 
n =0 (A2) 
00 

lJk) = 2k-o 6 (2n + 1 + a)J 2n +l+o(k) 
n=O 

x IaOOk,O-IJ2n+1+o(k')JJk')dk'. (A3) 

The requirements for Eqs. (A2) and (A3) to apply are 
similar. We therefore deal only with Eq. (A2). Suffi
cient conditions for Eq. (A2) to hold true have been 
given by Wilkins. 13 They are: (i) 1+ is continuous: 
(ii) 1+ (k) = O(k- a/ 2 ), k --7 00; and (iii) [see also Eq. (48)] 
the following integral exists and has the property 

1°OJ / / (8k')k tl / 2+a/22' (k')dk' = 0 8 > 1. (A4) o a 2-1 2 'j + , 

Condition (ii) is weaker than the requirement 1+ (k) = 
O(k-2 ). We replace it by the latter. Then also the inte
gral in Eq. (A4) will exist. We now show that these con
ditions are met if the following demands are imposed 
on the inverse Fourier transform f+ of 1+, related by 

t(k) = (21f)-1/21:
1 cos(k~)f+(~)d~. (A5) 

They are, for 0 < 0' < 2, f+ (1) = 0; f+ is differentiable 
and its derivative is absolutely continuous. In that case, 
1+ is continuous-condition (i). By partial integration 
of Eq. (A5) and application of theRiemann-Lebesque 
theorem,32 it is readily shown that J+ (k) = O(k-2 ), 

k --7 <X)-condition (ii). The result of the partial integra
tion is substituted in Eq. (A4). Upon application of 
Fubini's theorem, condition (iii) becomes 

f +1 100 
-1 f;W 0 Jal2_1/2(8k)ka/2-1/2 sin(k~)dkd~ = 0, 8>1. 

The integral with respect to k is well known.33 It is 
equal to zero for 0 < I ~ I < 8, 0 < 0' < 2. Therefore, 
condition (iii) is also fulfilled. Note that explicit use 
has been made of the fact that f+ vanishes outside [- 1, 
+ 1]. The set of functionsf+ is dense in L 2 (V),for 
among them are the solutions of the diffusion equation 
with boundary conditionf+(1) = O. They constitute a 
complete set. Hence, L2(a) (V) is dense in L2 (V). The 
arguments for 0 < 0' < 2 can readily be extended to 
other values of 0'. For instance, take 2 "" 0' < 3. We 
now impose of f+ that f+ is two times differentiable, 
that f+ (1) = f: (1) = 0, and that f;' is absolutely contin
uous. It is easily verified that then,again,Eq.(A2) applies 
and thatJ+(k) = O(k-3 ), so that the set belongs to the 
domain of definition of the operator with kernel 
(21f)-1/21\ (k - k') Ik' la, (II < 3. The set is of course 
dense in L 2 (V). The reader will also have no difficulty 
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in verifying that in the rederivation ofthe one-dimension
al result in Sec. !VB our conditions on 1+ ensure in addi
tion that Hankel's theorem is valid and that the inter
change of the integrations is justified. 

2. The N-dimensional case 

In the case N '" 2, 0 < 0' < 2, we shall define the space 
L2(a) (V) as the set of (i) continuous functions 1 which 
are (il) O(k-N/ 2 - 3 / 2 ), k --7 00, and (iii) have the property 
that the following integral (which exists) vanishes for 
8 > 1, m = 0, 1, .. " a = tN - 1 + to': 

rOO J (8k')k'N/2+al2 
Jo m+o 

X In G~2-1(ke-k~)J(k')dn(k~)dk' = 0, 8 > 1. (A6) 

It is easily verified in Sec. !VC, that L2(a) (V) belongs to 
the domain of definition of the operator with kernel 
(21f )-N/2PN(k - k')k'a, that Hankel's theorem is valid, 
and that the interchange of integrations in Eq. (49) is 
justified. To L2(a)(V) there corresponds a space 
L 2( a) (V) of functions f related to 1 by 

J(k) = (21f)-N/2j eik·Pf(p)dp. (A7) 
v 

We shall show that the above-mentioned requirements 
imposed on J are met if certain smoothness conditions 
are fulfilled for f. We first consider only complex func
tions f which can be written as the following finite sum: 

(A8) 

The real radial function fn (p) in Eq. (A8) will be con
sidered below; y~ (Pe) is a complex surface harmonic 
of degree n in (N - 1) variables34; 1 stands for an array 
of indices l = (ll' ••• , IN_1)' The summation with re
spect to 1 is over all independent surface harmonics of 
degree n. For instance, if N = 2, y~ (cp) = eil<l', 1 = ± n. 
IfN= 3, Y~(J,cp) = (_I)n+12nn! e-il<l'P~ (cosJ)/(n + 1)1, 
l = 0, ± 1, ... , ± n. 

By substituting in Eq. (A7) the expansion of eik.p given 
under Eq. (41) and Eq. (A8), and by calculating the inte
grals with respect to the angular variables with the 
aid of an orthogonality relation35 for the surface har
monics, we have 

J(Jt) - k 1 - N/ 2 6 a in yl (k ) 
- n,l n.l n e 

1 
X 10 I n +(N/2)-1 (kp)pN/2fn (p)dp. (A9) 

We require for 0 < 0' < 2 that fn (I) = 0, that p-1l fn (p) is 
differentiable, and that its derivative is absolutely con
tinuous. Then 1 is continuous-condition (i). Partial 
integration of Eq. (A9) yields 

1(k) = - k-N/ 2 6 an,lin Y! (ke) 
n,l 

x t J / (kp)pn+N/2 ~ [p-nf.n(p)]dp. (AI0) o n +N 2 dp 

Substitution of the familiar asymptotic expression for 
I n +N/ 2 (kp), k --7 00, and application of the Riemann
Lebesgue theorem32 shows that J(k) = O(k-N / 2 - 3 / 2 ), 

k --7 oo-condition (il). Now substitute Eq. (AI0) in Eq. 
(A6). The angular integrals are readily evaluated35 by 
an orthogonality relation for the surface harmonics, 
For 8 > 1 condition (iii) takes the form 
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x 10"" Jm+o(sk)Jm+N/2(kp)ka/2dkdp = 0, S > 1, 

if the sum over n contains m. If this is not the case, 
then the left-hand side of this equation is zero, and con
dition (iii) is fulfilled. The integral with respect to k is 
a familiar Hankel transform. 36 The result vanishes for 
0< p.< s, 0 < a < 2. Hence, condition (iii) is met. 
The finite linear combinations of functions In (p)Y! (Pe), 
with the above-mentioned conditions imposed on In (p), 
are dense in L 2 (V). Among them are the solutions of 
the diffusion equation in N-dimensional space with 
boundary condition I,. (1) = O. They constitute a com
plete set. Hence, L 2\a) (V) is dense in L 2 (V). The analy
sis can be extended to a '" 2 in complete analogy with 
the one-dimensional case. This is left to the reader. 

APPENDIX B 

The purpose of this appendix is to prove directly the 
equivalence of the representation of K(a)(~, ~') given 
in Eq. (5) with the form given in Eq. (33a). Our starting 
point is Eq. (5) valid for I~ I, I ~'I < 1,0 < a < 2, ~ ... ~' 
if 0 < a "" 1, 

K(a) (~, ~') = CO~f:(2) I ~ - ~' I a-2 max(O, ~ - ~/) 

_ sin(a1T/2) (1 _ ~/2)a/2l (~- ~)a-1 ~. (B1) 
1Tr(a) -1 (1 _ ~2)tx/2 ~ _ ~' 

As has been mentioned already, the integral in Eq. (B1) 
has to be interpreted as a principal value if ~ > ~/. 
Equation (B1) may also be written as 

ie i( 1ftx/2) 
K(a)(~, ~/) = Re (1 - ~/2)a/2 

1Tr(a) 

x l d~ (~- ~)a-1 [~ - i1Tli(~ - ~,~ . 
-1 (1 - ~2)a/2 ~ - ~' J' 

P denotes principal value and li(~ - ~/) the common li 
function. We replace the principal value and the li func
tion by using the representation (iO == iE, E> 0) 

p/ (~ - ~/) - i1Tli(~ - ~/) = - i 1"" exp[ i(~ + iO - ~ ')S ]ds. o 

Equation (B1) thus becomes 

e ia (If/2) J~ (~ - ~)a-1 
K(a)(~, ~/) = Re (1 - ~/2)a/2 d~ ...2.._~_ 

1T r(a) -1 (1 - ~2)txl2 

x 1"" exp[i(~ + iO - ~')s]ds. (B2) 
o 

By Cauchy's theorem Eq. (B2) is equivalent to Eq. (B1) 
if the eigenfunction lex> (~) is analytic in a neighborhood 
of the part of the line 1m ~ = 0, I ~ I < 1. 

In Eq. (B2), consider first 

e
ia

(If/2) 1"" e [i(~ + iO - ~/)s]ds. 
(1 - !:2)txl2 0 xp 

We use the following expansion,10 which is uniformly 
convergent for I~' I < 1 in any closed domain in the 
(complex) s plane. 

"" x B (- i)n(n + t + ta)C~/2+txl2(~/)Jn+1/2+tx/2(s). 
n =0 (B3) 
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Upon substitution of Eq. (B3) and interchange of the 
summation and integration, we have to calculate10.37 

e
iCiIf

/
2 

(- i)nj""ei(t+iO)sJ / _I (S)S-I/2-a/2ds 
(1- !:2)txl2 0 n+1 2+",,2 

2"" -1/2-a/2 n! = ie ialf --=~--- ------=~---
(~ + io)n+1+a r(n + 3/2 + a/2) 

F r n + 1 + a n + 2 + a. n + ~ + ~. (I" + iO)-2] 
x 2 1[ 2 ' 2 ' 2 2' ~ 

(
2)1/2 n! ie ilftxl2 -'2 ( . - - QW + to' 

- 1T r(n + 1 + a) [(~ + iO)2 _ 1]a/4 n+w2 ~ ), 

Q.r·~?txl2 (~ + iO) is a Legendre function of the second kind. 3 7 

The result is 

e ia (If/2) 1"" ·f. '0") d e,,,,H -. s s 
(1 - !:2)tx/2 0 

= ie i(If/2)a21+tx/2 r(~ + a) i3 (n + 1/2 + a/2)n! 
1T1/2[(~ + iO)2 - 1]a/4 2 "2 n=O r(n + 1 + a) 

(B4) 

We now take the real part of Eq. (B4)-See Eq. (B2). The 
Gegenbauer polynomial is real, while the Legendre func
tion Q tx/2tx/2 is complex. Furthermore, the latter is 
some:hat difficult to handle. We therefore transform it 
to the Legendre functions of the first kind37 P.r!~/2 and 
P;;'!";;2' which are easier: 

'eialf/2 ';e- ialf/ 4 
t Qtxl2 (!: + iO) = (_ 1)n+1---.!·~_-

[(!: + iO)2 _ 1]a/4 n +w2 (1- !:2)a/4 

tx/ . = 1T (- l)n + 1 ie ialf/4 
X Qn +2tx/2(- !: - to) 2" (1 _ ~2)tx/4 sin(a1T/2) 

x r~2tx12(-~ - iO)- r(n :11 + a) P;;'!"JJ2(- ~ - iO)]. 
(B5) 

The appropriate hypergeometric equations are substi
tuted for the Legendre functions of the first kind in 
Eq. (B5). Since the hypergeometric functions take real 
values for real values of the argument, we can easily 
separate off the real part. We have37 

Re{ie ialf/ 2/ [(!: + i02 - 1]a/4} Q~2a/2(!: + iO)2 

= t1T[(- l)n/r(l - a/2)](1 + ~)-a/2 

x 2F1(- n - ta,n + 1 + taj 1- tajt(l + m. (B6) 

We reconsider Eq. (B2), substitute Eq. (84), and inter
change the summation and integration. Each term of 
the series is equal to 

multiplied by 

ie ilf a/2 
R.ee=---

1T r(a) 

xJ~ ( !:) -1Qtxl2 (~+ '0) d!: 
-1 ~ - IX n +w2 t [(~ + iO)2 _ 1]txl4' 

(B7) 
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By applying Eq. (B6), the integral becomes 

1 (- 1)n l (~- ~)a-1 

"2 r(a)r(1 - a/2) -1 (1 + ~)al2 

x F L n - ~ n + 1 + ~. 1 _ ~. 1 + ~) d~ 2 1\ 2' 2' 2' 2 

= l (_ 1)n (1 + ~) a/2 F. L n - ~ n + 1 + ~. 1 + ~ . .!......:!:..l) 
2 r(1 + a/2r 1 \ 2' 2' 2' 2 

= (_ 1)n 2-n-(a/2)-1 ~ (1 _ ~2)n+a/2. 
r(n + 1 + a/2) d~n 

By Rodrigues' formula38 the last expression is pre
cisely 

2a12 - 1 n' -- r(1/2 + a/2) . (1 - ~2)al2C1/2+al2(~). 
1T1/2 r(n + 1 + a) n (B8) 

Taking together the results of Eqs. (B7) and (B8), we have 

Therefore, the equivalence of Eqs. (5) and (33a) for 
0< a < 2 has been established directly. The justifica
tion of the interchange of summation and integration 
leading to Eq. (B7) appear to present no difficulties for 
any iO = iE, E > 0, because, in that case, the series in 
Eq. (B4) turns out to be uniformly convergent. However, 
the passage to the limit E ---7 0, as tacitly done above, is 
justified for 0 < a .;; 1 only if ~ '" ~ I • 

Obviously, the analytic continuation2 of K(a)(~, ~') in 
Eq. (B1) to Rea ~ 2 coincides with the expression in 
Eq. (B8), since the latter is an analytic function of a for 
~, ~' fixed, Rea> 0 (~ '" ~' if 0 < Rea.;; 1). 
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A formalism is presented for the treatment of space-times, which is intermediate between a fully covariant 
approach and the spin-coefficient method of Newman and Penrose. With the present formalism, a pair of 
null directions only, rather than an entire null tetrad, is singled out at each point. The concept of a spin- and 
boost-weighted quantity is defined, the formalism operating entirely with such quantities. This entails the 
introduction of modified differentiation operators, one of which represents a natural extension of the 
definition of the operator ts which had been introduced earlier by Newman and Penrose. For suitable 
problems, the present formalism should lead to considerable simplifications over that achieved by the 
standard spin-coefficient method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Certain types of calculation in general relativity are 
conveniently carried our using a tetrad formalism 1 : 

four vector fields are introduced which are linearly inde
pendent at each point. By taking components with respect 
to these vector fields any tensor field or tensor equa
tion may be replaced by a system of scalar fields or 
scalar equations. In fact, ordinary calculations using 
tensor components according to some coordinate sys
tem are really a speCial case, since here we may use 
the gradients of the four scalar fields xO, xl, x2, x3 as 
the (covariant) tetrad vectors. (We should be careful 
to distinguish an actual tensor from its set of components 
in some coordinate or tetrad system.) For definiteness 
we shall adopt the" abstract index" conventions2 accord
ing to which Xab C tl denotes a tensor whereas Xabcbde
denotes its set of components in a tetrad or coordinate 
system.3 For example, a single vector field ~a may be 
described in terms of four scalar fields ~O, h, ~2' ~3' 
where ~a = ~aI58, the tetrad system being denoted by 
158, I5f, 15~, 15~. Similarly, a tensor equation such as 
V(a~b) = 0, for example, can be replaced, using this 
tetrad system, by the ten separate scalar equations 

V(a~b) = r(ib)~C' (1. 1) 

where V 0' V 1> V 2' V 3 are the tetrad components (" intrin
sic derivatives") Va = 158Va of the covariant derivative 
operator Va and where 

(1.2) 

Here, the dual tetrad 15~ = 15~, 15~, 15~, 15~, of I5g, is being 
employed (defined by 15~15f. = I5g, that is, l5~oC is unity if 
a = b and zero otherwise). For a general tetrad there 
will be 64 algebraically unrelated scalar fields rib' In 
the case of tetrads arising from coordinate systems we 
have the symmetry rJb = rb~ (Christoffel symbol sym
metry), and we have just 40 algebraically unrelated 
scalar fields rib' On the other hand, if the tetrads are 
normalized according to some scheme: 

(1. 3) 

where the gab are constants, being the elements of some 
numerical symmetric matrix [e.g.,diag(1,-1,-1,-1) 
for an orthonormal tetrad in a locally Minkowskian space], 
then we have the Skew-symmetry 
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(1.4) 

Thus we have only 24 independent scalar fields. These 
are called Ricci rotation coefficients (sometimes writ
ten Y~b)' 
Since tetrad equations such as (1. 1) are scalar equations, 
theorems on the existence and uniqueness of differen
tial equations can be used directly. With a normalized 
tetrad, we have only 24 r's so we may expect some 
simplification over the use of coordinate components. 
Also, if one wishes to solve the graVitational equations 
explicitly, it is sometimes convenient to introduce nor
malized tetrads. Occasionally the equations become 
more transparent when written in terms of normalized 
tetrads. This may be the case when one or more of the 
vectors is preferredjfor example, when a tetrad vector 
is chosen to be a Killing vector or, say, a multiple prin
cipal null vector of the Weyl tensor. But often equations 
become more difficult to interpret when written out ex
plicitly in terms of tetrads. In the completely covariant 
formalism, every expression has a definite interpretation 
(in principle, at least) in terms of the geometry of the 
space-time, while in an explicit tetrad formalism, many 
of the equations are simply expressing relations be
tween (perhaps arbitrarily chosen) tetrad vectors. 

The spin-coefficient formalism4 (referred to hence
forth as the NP formalism) may be regarded, in the 
present context, as arising from a special case of a 
normalized tetrad formalism. As a consequence, there 
are 24 independent rotation coefficients; but it turns 
out that these may be combined in pairs to give just 12 
independent complex scalar fields called spin coeffi
cients. Real equations combine together in a natural 
way and it becomes a feasible proposition to assign a 
different letter to each spin coefficient and write out 
all equations explicitly in terms of components. 

A common feature, then of the spin coefficient and tetrad 
formalisms is that they both involve a choice of a com
plete tetrad at each point. Often this choice has to be 
made arbitrarily to some extent since the geometry of 
the situation may not define that much structure at each 
point in a natural way. However, in many problems 
there may be some smaller amount of structure natural
ly singled out at each point. In particular, it is frequent
ly the case that, say, one or two vectors or directions 
are naturally defined at each point, but not four vectors. 
In radiation problems, or when one is dealing with ~ ace-
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like (or timelike) 2-surfaces, it is often the case that two 
(or one) null directions are singled out at each point by 
the conditions of the problem. The formalism that we 
set forth in this paper is designed specifically to deal 
with such situations. 

We suppose that two of our future-pointing null directions 
are assigned at each point of the space-time. We can 
then choose, as two of our tetrad vectors, two null vec
tors la and n a which point in these two directions. We 
can choose a normalization lana = 1 and take our re
maining tetrad vectors to be unit spacelike vectors x a 

and ya orthogonal to each of la and n a and to each other. 
However, there is a two-dimensional "gauge" freedom 
remaining at each point, namely the 2-parameter sub
group of the Lorentz group at each point which pre
serves these two null directions. This group is generat
ed by the boosts 

(1. 5) 

and the spatial rotations 

(1. 6) 

where the complex vector m a is defined by m a = 
2-1 / 2 (Xa + iya). It is convenient to combine rand () 
together in the form of the complex number A where A 2 

= r e is. Then the" gauge group" at ea·ch point is seen 
to be the multiplicative group of complex numbers A. 
Our formalism will deal with scalars associated with 
such a tetrad (la,ma,ma,n a) where the scalars undergo 
transformations5 

(1.7) 

whenever the tetrad is changed according to (1. 5) and 
(1. 6). Such a scalar will be called a spin- and boost
weighted scalar of type {p, q} (or simply a scalar of type 
{p, q}). The spin-weight is i(p - q) and the boost weight 
is ~(p + q). 

The formalism may be though of as a compromise be
tween the fully covariant formalism and the spin coeffi
cient formalism. It exhibits, to a certain extent, the 
advantages (and some disadvantages) of each. The use 
of indices is aVOided; equations frequently have direct 
geometrical interpretations. Since the space-times 
considered in practice often have one or two null direc
tions singled out, it is hoped that the modification of the 
spin-coefficient formalism considered here will serve 
as a useful computational tool. 

2. THE FORMALISM 

Let OA and LA be a pair of spinor fields on the space
time normalized according to 

(2.1) 

Such a pair of spinor fields is called a dyad or spin 
frame. It is well known4 that any dyad defines a unique 
null tetrad (la, m a, ma, n a) at each point and, conversely, 
that any null tetrad defines a dyad uniquely up to sign. 
The relationship is as follows 3 : 

la = OAoA', 

(2.2) 

This is clearly unaffected by the replacement (OA, LA) 
~ (- oA,- LA). [A choice of null tetrad is equivalent to 
a choice of orthonormal tetrad. Canonically, we can set 
Ta = 2-1/ 2(la + na), xa = 2-1/2(ma + ma), ya = - i2-1/2 
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(m a - ina), and za = 2-1/ 2(la - n a) to define an ortho
normal tetrad.] The twelve spin coefficients and their 
relation to the Ricci rotation coeefficients for the null 
tetrad are as follows4 : 

and 

K = OAOA'oBv AA,OB = mblaV alb' 

a = OALA' OBV AA'0B = mbmaV alb' 

p = LAOA' oBv AA'0B = mbmaValb, 

7 = LALA'OBV AA,OB = mbnaV alb' 

K' = - LALA'LBV L = mbnaV n AA' B a b' 

a' = - LAOA' LBv AA,LB = mbinavanb 

p' = - oALA' LBv AA,LB = m b maV anb' 

7' = - OAOA' LBV AA,LB = mblavan b 

(2.3) 

(3 = oALA' LBv AAt0B = ~(nbmaValb-mb mavam b), 

(3' = - LAOA'OBV AA,LB = ~(ZbmaVanb - mbrnavam b), 

10 = OAOA' LBV AA,OB = ~(nbla Valb - rnb laVam b), 

10' =- LALAtoBVANLB= ~(ZbnaVanb -mbnavamb). 

(2.4) 
The above notation differs from that originally given 
by Newman and Penrose in that we have used only six 
different Greek letters rather than twelve. The use of 
primed letters brings out the close relation between six 
of the spin coefficients and the remaining six. The other 
six Greek symbols of the NP formalism are related to 
ours by 

II=-K', A=-O', 

1f = - 7', O!=-(3', 

Jl =-p', 

y =-10'. (2.5) 

We shall make use of the prime systematically here to 
denote the operation of effecting the replacement: 

so that 

(2.6) 

(n a)' = lao 
(2.7) 

This preserves the normalization (2.1) and the relation
ship between a quantity and its complex conjugate. Since 
the bar and prime operations commute, one can write 
Ti' witbout ambiguity. Furthermore the prime operation 
is involutory up to sign: 

(2.7a) 

(For all quantities explicitly defined in this paper, p + 
q is in fact even, so this sign will play no role here.) 
This use. of the prime not only halves the number of 
Greek letters needed, but also effectively halves the num
ber of equations. 6 

The role of the (vector) covariant derivative operator 
Va is taken over in the NP formalism by four scalar 
operators: 

D = OAOA'V AA' = la Va' D' = LArA'V AA' = n a Va' 

-0 = 6' = LAOA'V AA' = rna Va' 

(2.8) 
Tensor or spinor equations on the space-time can now 
be written out explicitly in terms of the components with 
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respect to the null tetrad or the dyad, and the spin coeffi
cients (2.3), (2,4), and the derivative operators (2.8). 

So far this is just standard NP formalism. The innova
tion that we shall introduce here, however, is to work en
tirely with spin- and boost-weighted quantities, since 
these are the quantities which are apropriately " co
variant" under the group of tetrad transformations which 
leave the two null directions of la and n a invariant. Now 
the most general spin transformation which leaves these 
two null directions invariant [preserving the normaliza
tion (2.1)] is 

(2.9) 

where A is an arbitrary (nowehere vanishing) complex 
scalar field. In terms of the null tetrad, the transforma
tion (2.9) takes the form 

(2.10) 

These are just the transformations (1. 5) and (1. 6) con
sidered earlier. 

Recall that a scalar 'T/ of type {p, q} was to be a scalar 
quantity which transformed according to 

(2.11) 

whenever the dyad (OA, LA) transformed according to 
(2.9) or, equivalently, whenever the null tetrad (la, m a, 
m a, n a) transformed according to (2.10). Strictly speak
ing, we should think of 'T/ as a junction which assigns a 
complex scalar field 'T/(OA, LA) to each ordered normalized 
pair of spinor fields OA, LA, for which the null directions 
defined by OA and by LA are the given pair of null direc
tions. Alternatively, we can think of 7] as a function of 
the null tetrad. In any case, to be a proper spin- and 
boost-weighted quantity, the function 7] must be of a very 
special type, namely one which satisfies (2.11) when the 
dyad or null tetrad is changed according to (2.9) or 
(2.10), i.e. 7](AOA, A-I LA) = VXq7](OA, LA). (Note that we 
may regard OA and LA, themselves as spinors of type 
-I1,O} and {- 1, O} respectively, and la, m a, m a, n a as vec
tors of type {1, 1i, {1, - 1}, {- 1, 1} and {- 1, - 1}, respec
tively.) 

The spin coefficients may now be divided into two class
es according to whether or not they are proper spin-
and boost-weighted quantities. In fact, the spin coeffi
cients in the list (2.3) are all such quantities whereas 
those in the list (2.4) are not. Let us illustrate this with 
two examples: 

(2. 12a) 

but 

fj --7 (AOA)(X-l"LA,)(X-lLB)V AA,(AOB) 

= XX-lfj + X-loA"LA'V AA'A. (2. 12b) 

The types of the spin- and boost-weighted quantities 
(2.3) are as follows: 

K:{3, 1},o:{3,- l},p:{l, 1}, T:{l,- 1}, 
K':{- 3,- l},o':{- 3, l},p':{- 1,-1}, T':{-l, 1}. 

(2.13) 

With any spinor field or tensor field on the space-time 
there is associated a collection of spin- and boost-
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weighted scalars of various types {p, q} which together 
define the spinor or tensor. These are obtained from 
the spinor by transvecting with the various combinations 
of OA, LA, OA', and 'LA', or the tensor with the various com
binations of la, m a, m a, and na. Any tensor field, may, in 
fact, be interpreted as a spinor field if desired; but we 
get precisely the same set of scalars whichever way we 
do it because of the definition (2. 2) of the null tetrad in 
terms of the dyad. 

Evidently the product of a scalar of type {p, q} with a 
scalar of type {u, v} is a scalar of type {p + u, q + v}. 
On the other hand, sums are allowed only when the sum
mands have the same type. The type of the sum is the 
same as that of each summand. 

We next wish to introduce derivative operators into the 
formalism. Unfortunately the operators (2.8) of the NP 
formalism are not suitable for this purpose, for, when 
applied to a scalar of type {p, q}, with p, q not both zero, 
they do not in general produce a spin- and boost-weight
ed scalar. We, therefore, modify the derivative opera
tors (2.8) by the inclusion of further terms involving 
the spin coefficients in the list (2.4). For 7] of type {p, q} 
we define7•8 

1>7] = (D - pE - q'E)7], 

t>7] = (0 - Pf3 + q'P')7], 

1>'7] = (IY + PE' + qe')7], 

ts'7] = (li' + Pfj' - q(3)7]. 
(2.14) 

These combination have been so chosen that, under (2.9), 
the terms involving derivatives of A cancel exactly. It 
should be noted that these operators are derivations, that 
is they are linear, and when operating on products, they 
satisfy the Leibniz rule. The operator ts as defined here 
reduces, in the appropriate circumstances, to that of 
Newman and Penrose. 9• lO The spin weights of the opera
tors (2.14) are as follows: 

1>:{1,1}, ti:{l,- 1}, 

1>':{- 1,- 1}, i5':{- 1, 1}. 
(2.15) 

(To say that a differential operator has type {p, q} is to 
say that when acting on a scalar of type {u, v} it produces 
a scalar of type {p + u, q + v}.) 

Alternatively the operators may be defined in terms of 
the type {O, O} operator (acting on a quantity of type {p, q} 
= {r + s, r - s}) 

by the equation 

(2. 14b) 

In Eq. (2. 14a), sand r are the spin and boost weights, 
respectively [cf. following 1. 7)]. The original definitions 
(2.14) may be recovered by transvecting (2. 14b) with la, 
na,m a andma. 

Since we wish to operate only with quantities with a 
well-defined {p, q}, we are not able to use the spin coeffi
cients in the list (2.4) directly. Instead, the role of 
these spin coefficients is to be found within the defini
tions of the operators (2.14). 

The basic quantities with which we shall work are the 
eight spin coefficients K,O,p, T; K',a',p', T' and the four 
differential operators 1>, ts, 1>', ts'; In addition, there is the 
operation of complex conjugation. We may also con-
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sider the prime as effectively an allowable operation on 
the system. With the introduction of various tensor or 
spinor fields, such as the electromagnetic field tensor 
or Riemann tensor, we shall be able to combine the above 
elements with the tetrad components of the tensor fields 
and the dyad components of the spinor fields to obtain 
a self-contained calculus. 

'rhe effect of the derivative operators (2. 14) is shown 
in Fig. 1. We associate with a scalar 1/ of type {p, q}, 
the point with coordinates {p, q} in the plane. E:ach of 
the derivative operators (2.14) has a characteristic 
effect on the type, which can be represented as a dis
placement in this diagram. Note that when two elements 
are multiplied together this corresponds to a vector sum 
in the diagram. If two elements are to be added together, 
then they must be represented by the same point in the 
diagram. The operation of complex conjugation is rep
resented by a reflection in the line p = q{ since the com
plex conjugate of an element of type {p, qj is an element 
of type 1B {q,p}. We define, in fact, 

1>= 1>, 1>' = 1>', E = 1'5', 1'5' = 1'5. (2. 16) 

Then the operation of complex conjugation will satisfy 

(2. 17) 

Finally, the prime operation is represented in the dia
gram by a reflection in the origin, since if we prime an 
element of type {p, q} we get an element of type {- p, - q}. 
The prime will commute with addition, multiplication, 
and complex conjugation [but note (2. 7a)]. Furthermore, 
we have 

(1)17)' = 1>'1/', (i'51/)' = i'5'1/', (ti'1/)' = 1'51/'. 

(2.18) 
The various spin-coefficient formulae will now be given 
explicitly in the form allowable within our present for
malism. As an example, considerEq. (4. 2k) of Ref. 4: 

op - o'a = p({3 - iJ') + a(p + 3{3') 

+ T(p - p) + Kep' _. p') - WI + il>01' (2.19) 

Rewriting (2.19) as 

(0 - {3 + iJ')p - W + 3{3' + (§)a 

= (p - ph + (p' - p')K -"+1 + il>01 (2 .. 20) 

and noting that p and a are types {1, 1} and {3, - 1}, re
spectively, we see that the equation may be reexpressed, 
using (2.14) as 

'bp-i'5'a=(p-ph+(P'-p')K-\{fl +iI>Ol' (2.21) 

Similarly, Eqs. (4. 2a), (4. 2b), (4. 2c), (4. 2p). and (4. 2q) of 
Ref. 4 may be rewritten as 

and 

1>p - I'5'K = p2 + au - KT - T'K + il>oo' (2.22) 

1>0 - l'iK = a(p + p) - K(T + T') + \{fo' (2.23) 

1>T - 1>'K = p(T - T') + a(T - T') + \}II + il>01' (2.24) 

i'5T - 1>'a = - p'a - a'p + T2 + KK' + il>02' (2.25) 

1>'p - i'5'T = pp' + ca' - TT - KK' - \lI2 - 2A. (2.26) 

Applying the prime operation to each of these six equa
tions, we obtain six more equations, these being equiva-
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lent to (4. 2m), (4. 2n), (4. 2j), (4. 2i), (4. 2g), and (4. 2h) of 
Ref. 4, respectively. We recall the definitions of the 
dyad components of the Weyl spinor \}IABCD and the 
trace-free Ricci spinor 

Wo = OAoBOCODW ABCD = w4 ' {4,0}, 

WI = OAOBOCLDiVABCD = W3' {2,0}, 

W2 = OAoBLCLDWABCD = W2 ' {O,O}, 

\{f3 = OALBLCLD W ABCD = WI' {- 2,0}, 

W 4 = LALBL CLDW ABCD = Wo' {- 4, O}; 

il>oo = OAoBoAoB'iI>ABA'B 1 = ioo = il>b 

il>01 = oAoBQA'"LB'iI>ABA'B' = ¥10 = iI>'21 
B-A'- -, il>02=oAo L LB'iI>ABA'B,=iI>20=iI>20 

il>10 = OALBOA'oB'iI>ABA'B' = ¥Ol = il>'12 

il>1l = OALBOA'L"B'iI> ABA' B' = ~ll = iI>' 11 

il>12 = oAtBL"A'"LB'iI>ABA'B' = ~21 = il>'10 

il>20 = LAtBOA'oB'iI>ABA'B' = il>0,2 = il>02 

il>21 = tALBOA'"LB'iI>ABA'B' = i 12 = il>Ol 

il>22 = LAtBLA'LB'iI>ABA'B' = i22 = il>OO 

(2.27) 

{2,2}, 

{2,0}, 
{2,- 2}, 

{0,2}, 

{O,O}, 

{O,- 2}, 

{- 2, + 2}, 
{- 2, O}, 

{- 2,- 2}. 
(2.28) 

In each case, the type is given on the right. Furthermore, 
the scalar curvature is defined by 

A = A = A' = f,.R {O, O}. (2.29) 

The list (2.21)-(2.26), together with the corresponding 
list of primed equations does not completely exhaust the 
NP equations (4.2) of Ref.4. The remaining equations 
(4. 2d), (4. 2e), (4. 2f), (4.21), (4.20), and (4. 2r) in Ref. 4 
refer to derivatives of spin coefficients which are not 
spin- and boost-weighted quantities. They cannot, there
fore, be written explicitly in our present formalism as 
equations like (2.21). Instead, they play their role as 
part of the commutator equations for the differential 
operators 1>, 1>', ts and ts'. These commutators, when 
applied to a spin- and boost-weighted scalar 1/ of type 
{p, q}, are 
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(pp' - 1>'1»1) = [(T - T')ti + (T - T')(y 

-P(KK' - TT' + 1}12 + «1>11 -A) 

- q(KK' - TT' + ~2 + «1>11 - 11.)]1), (2.30) 

(1)tI- ti1»1) = [pti + ati' - T' 1>- KI>' - P(P'K - T'a + l}I1) 

- q(a'K - PT' + «1>01)]1), (2.31) 

(titl' - tI'tI)1) = [(p' - p') 1>+ (p - p)1>' 

+ p(pp' - ao' + l}I2 - cI>11 - II.) 

- q(pp' - aa' + 'lt2 - «1>11 - 11.)]1), (2.32) 

together with the remaining commutator equations ob
tained by applying prime, complex conjugation, and both 
to (2.31). Note that the spin- and boost-weights of 1) 
enter explicitly on the right-hand side. We must be 
careful, when applying primes and bars to these equa
tions, to remember that 1)', 1j, and 1j' have types which 
are not quite those of 1). Thus, under the prime, P be
comes - p and q becomes - q; under the bar,p becomes 
q and q becomes p; under both bar and prime p becomes 
- q and q becomes - p. 

The commutator equations are the one place where our 
present formalism yields more complicated formulas 
than the original NP formalism. This seems to be the 
price we pay for the very considerable formal simplifi
cation that we obtain for the other equations. But we 
must bear in mind that our commutators are actually 
combining information which comes from two different 
places in the NP formalism. There is, however, a gain 
as regards geometric content of the commutators with 
our present formulation. The extra terms which arise 
when p or q is nonzero may sometimes be interpreted 
as curvature quantities referring to sub manifolds in 
the space-time. We shall see this explicitly for Eq. 
(2. 32) in the next section. 

The full Bianchi identities consist of ll 

1>l}I1 - tI''lto - 1>«1>01 + ti«l>oo 

= - T''ltO + 4p'lt1 - 3Kl}I2 

+ T'cI>OO - 2p «I> 0 1 - 20«1>10 + 2K«I>11 + KcI>02' (2.33) 

1>l}I2 - tI'l}I1 - ti'cI>01 + 1>'«1>00 + 21>11. 

= a''It 0 - 2T''lt1 + 3p'lt2 - 2K'lt3 

+ p'cI>oo - 2T«I>01 - 2T«I>lO + 2pcI>11 + a«l>02' (2.34) 

1>'lt3 - tI''lt2 -1>cI>21 + ticI>20 - 2ti'A 

= 2a'1}I1 - 3T''lt2 + 2p'lt 3 - Kl}I4 

- 2p'cI>10 + 2T'«I>11 + T'cI>20 - 2p«l>21 + K«I>22' 

1>'lt4 - tI'1}I3 - ti'«I>21 + 1>'«1>20 

= + 3a'l}I2 - 47''lt3 + p'lt4 

- 2K'«I>10 + 20'«1>11 + P'cI>20 - 2T«I>21 + a«l>22 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

together with their primed verSions, the contracted Bian
chi identities 

1>cI>11 + 1>'cI>oo - tlcI>10 - ti'cI>01 + 31>11. 

= (p' + p')cI>oo + 2(P + P)cI>l1 - (T' + 2T)cI>01 

- (2T + T')«I>10 - KcI>12 - KcI>21 + acI>20 + acI>02 
(2.37) 
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I>cI>12 + 1>'cI>01 - ticI>11 - tI'cI>02 + 31SA 

= (p' + 2p')«I>01 + (2p + P)cI>12 - (T' + 7')«1>02 

- 2(T + l")cI>11 - ;('«1>00 - KcI>22 + acI>21 + a'cI>10 

(2.38) 

and the primed versions of these equations. rMore 
generally, equations similar to (2.3'1) and (2.38) express 
the equations of an arbitrary conserved symmetric two 
index tensor.] 

The content of Einstein's vacuum equations is obtained 
by putting all the cI>'s and A's equal to zero in (2.21)
(2.26) and in (2.30)-(2.32). The Bianchi identities 
(2.33)-(2.36) (with cI> = A = 0) become considerably 
simpler in this case and closely resemble Maxwell's 
source-free equations. In the present formalism, Max
well's source-free equations are 

J>cf>1 - tI'cf>o = - T'cf>o + 2Pcf>1 - Kcf>2' 

1>cf>2 - ti'cf>1 = a'cf>o - 2T'cf> 1 + Pcf>2' 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

together with their primed versions. Here we have 

cf>o = oAoBcf> AB = - cf>2' {2,0}, 

cf>1 = OAt Bcf>AB = - cf>1' {O,O}, (2.41) 

cf>2 = tAtBcf> AB = - cf>o' {- 2, O}, 

where the symmetric spinor cf> AB is related to Maxwell's 
field tensor by 

Fa b = cf> ABE A' B' + E AB (f A' B " 

Finally, we remark on the existence of an additional sym
metry possessed by the spin-coefficient formalism which 
was noticed some time ago by Sachs.12 We denote the 
Sachs symmetry by' an asterisk (*), defining 

so that 

(la)* = m a, 

(m a )* = n a , 

(OA')* = "LA', 

(m a)* = -la, 

(n a )* = - mao 

("L A')* = - ON; 
(2.42) 

(2.43) 

This preserves the required normalizations and ortho
gonality relations). Clearly the Sachs symmetry opera
tion does not commute with complex conjugation, since 
the relation between an object and its complex conjugate 
is destroyed. However, we do have 

and 1f" = (- i}p+q(1j')*, (2.44) 

where 1) is the quantity of type {p, q}. Note for such an 1), 
the quantity 1)* is of type {p,- q}. 

From (2.3) we get 

K*=a, a*=-K, P*=T, T* =- p, K'*=-a', 

a'* = K', p'* = - T', 7'*, = p', 

j(*=-a', Ci*=-j(', P*=T', T*=P', j('*=a, 

Ci'· = K, P'* = - 7, T'* =-p, 

p* = tI, tI* = - P, p'* = - ti', ti'* = p', 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 
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'l!o* = 'l!4' 'l!1* = - 'l!3' 'l!2* = 'l!2, 

'l!3*=-~1' 'l!4*='l!0' (2.47) 

01>00* =01>02' 01>01*=-01>01' 01>02*=01>00,01>10*=01>12' 

01>11* =- 01>11' 01>12* = 01>10 01>20* = 01>22' 

A* = A. (2.48) 

Under the Sachs symmetry operation, the equations in 
our list (2.21)-(2.26) are permuted among themselves 
and so are those of the lists (2.33)-(2.36) or (2.37), 
(2.38); so also the commutators [cf. (2. 30)-(2. 32)]. The 
Sachs symmetry, together with the prime operation, can 
be used to simplify the generation of equations; alter
natively it provides a useful check of equations obtained 
by other means. 

3. APPLICATION TO 2·SURFACES 

In order to establish the connection between our present 
formalism and existing work which employs an t5 opera
tor, we must show that our t5 operator does in fact re
duce to the one defined previously, 9,10 under the appro
priate circumstances. Let S be a spacelike or timelike 
2-surface in the space-time M. Then at each point of 
S there are two preferred null directions, defined by the 
property that they are orthogonal to S if S is spacelike 
and tangent to S if S is timelike. We shall discuss only 
the spacelike case below. The situation for a timelike S 
is analogous. (Essentially, to pass to the timelike 'case 
from the spacelike case we must let la and n a take over 
the roles of m a and m a; hence, p and p I will take over the 
roles of ti and ti' below.) 

Let us suppose, then, that S is space like and that a null 
tetrad and dyad system has been set up in M (in the 
neighborhood of S at least), so that la and n a are perpen
dicular to S at each point of S. (For this to be possible 
globally over S would require some topological restric
tions on Sand M-but we shall ignore such matters here.) 
The freedom in choosing such a tetrad system, lies part
ly in the fact that it is only the two null directions which 
are uniquely singled out at each point of S, not a complete 
null tetrad, and partly in the fact that the choice of null 
tetrad in the remainder of M is (apart from smoothness 
considerations) quite arbitrary. This latter freedom is 
of no concern for us here since we shall be interested 
only in quantities defined at points of S and in differen
tiations which act within S itself (i.e., in directions tan
gent to S). The remiaining freedom, is, of course, pre
cisely that which the formalism of this paper is designed 
to handle. 

Consider any tensor field defined on M. At each point of 
S we shall have a uniquely defined tensor wiih'.n S, which 
is obtained by projecting the original tensor orthogonally 
into the surface. Conversely, any tensor defined within 
the 2-surface S can be obtained by such a projection. In 
particular, some tensor fields defined on M will have the 
property that they are completely tangent to S at each 
point of S. Such fields we regard as being unaffected, 
at points of S, by the above orthogonal projection. We 
may interpret any tensor field defined·within S as such 
a tensor field in M modulo its behavior off S. 

To be more explicit about the nature of this orthogonal 
projection, define 

E~ = - mamb - mamb and F~ = 1anb + na1 b• (3.1) 

Then we have 
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F~Eg = 0 = E~Fg, 

and E~ + F~ = o~. (3.2) 

Furthermore, if 

(3.3) 

where 1/a is the part of ~a linearly dependent on m a and 
m a and where ~ a is the part of ~ a linearly dependent on 
1a and n a, then we have 

1/a = ~bEg, ~a = ~bFba, 1/ a = ~bE~, ~a = ~bF~. 
(3.4) 

Thus, Eb is the orthogonal projector which can be used 
to proje;t a vector or tensor at a point of S into S, while 
Fb can be used to pick out the parts of a tensor which 
a;e perpendzcu1a'r to S. For example, if the tensor Tab C 

on M is defined at a point of S; then the tensor U ab C = 
T rEP EqEc, at this point, is the orthogonal projection pq a 0 r 
of Tab C into S. If U ab C = Tab c, then Tab C is completely 
tangent to S at this point. In this case, the projections 
of Tab C which involve components perpendicular to S, 
such as Vabc = T pqrF!EbqE~, ••• ,Zab c = T pqrF~Fb'1F~, 

must all vanish. Thus we may interpret Tab c(= Uab c) at 
the point as a 2-tensor defined within the 2-surface S. 
For a general Tab C which is not completely tangent to 
S, there will be some nonvanishing projections among 
Vabc, ••• , Z abc. The information contained in Tabc will be 
shared among all of Uabc, Vabc , ••• , Z ab c; but only U ab C 

is interpretable as a 2-tensor defined within S. 

If we restrict attention for the moment only to tensors, 
such as U bC ' which are completely tangent to S, then 
since we ~ay regard them as 2-tensors withinS (at pOints 
of S) we may ask that the definition of covariant deriva
tive within S be defined in terms of the four-dimensional 
covariant derivative operator Va' To do this, we merely 
apply the four-dimensional operator Va to any tensor 
which is completely tangent to S and then project the reol: 
sulting tensor back into S. The resulting tensor, when 
interpreted as a 2-tensor defined within S is precisely 
the (two-dimensional) covariant derivative of the ori
ginal tensor interpreted as a 2-tensor.1 3 

For example, in the case of Uabc above, the two-dimen
sional covariant derivative of Uabc may be interpreted 
as 

E~EbqE~(E~ Vs)Upqr. (3.5) 

We can also define a "covariant derivative" operation 
(analogous to Fermi or Fermi-Walker transport, 14 but 
where the 2-surface S replaces the curve) for quantities 
defined at points of S which need not be completely tan
gent to S. For example, in the case of Vab c, ••• , Z ab C 

defined above, the respective "covariant derivatives" 
would be 

F~EbqE~(E~ Vs)Vpqr, ••• , ~FbqF~(E~VS>Z pq r. (3.6) 

Let us now return to consideration of the set of spin-
and boost-weighted quantities associated with a tensor. 
Take the tensor Tab C , for example. We can construct a 
total of 64 spin- and boost-weighted scalars from Tab c, 
namely those quantities obtained from Tab C by trans
vection with the various vectors of the null tetrad. If 
we transvect only with the vectors m a and m a then we 
obtain eight quantities referring to the part of Tab C 

which is completely tangent to S. For example, 1!l am b 

mcTab C = mambmcUab c. These quantities may be thought 
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of as arising from a 2-tensor defined within S. Since m a 
and m a are of respective types {1, - 1} and {- 1, 1}, it 
follows that the type of any such quantity will be of the 
form {s, - s}. Thus, the boost weight of such a quantity 
vanishes and the spin-weight s alone serves to charac
terize the type. 

We have remarked above that the two-dimensional co
variant derivative of Uab C may be obtained by projecting 
the four-dimensional derivative of Uab C back into the 
surface S. We may achieve this projection instead by 
contracting with m a and iii a. For example, 

maiiibm (mdV)U c =mPmqmrm EaEbEs(EdV )U C 
c d ab s q rep d ab • 

(3.7) 
Expression (3. 7) can be rewritten in terms of the ~ 
operator as follows: 

Perhaps the eaSiest way to see this is to write the left
hand side as m arn bm c'6U ab c-where we allow '6 to act 
on tensorial quantities (here U ab C has type {O, O}}-and 
observe that E~'{jma = 0 (m a having type {1,-1}) and 
E~~ a = 0 (rna having type {- 1, 1}). In fact, we have 
quite generally (allowing '6 and :P to act on spinor quan
tities)15 

I>oA = - KLA, ~OA = - aLA, '6'oA = - PL A, 

I>'oA = - n A; (3.9) 

I>LA = - T'OA, ~LA = - p'OA 

~'LA=-a'oA, 

Thus we obtain particularly, 

'6m!l = - a'la - ana, t3.10) 

Expression (3.8) shows that '6 is, in effect, just a two
dimensional covariant differentiation operator acting 
within the surface S. In fact (3.8) is a simple extension, 
apart from the absence of their factor ..fi on the right
hand Side, of an expression given by Goldberg et al. 10 

r cf. their Eq. (2.13)] for the operator ~ as had been ori
ginally defined by Newman and Penrose. 9 We observe 
that any spin-weighted quantity defined on S (of integral 
spin weight) can be expressed in the form m a • •• m em d 
••. mITa ... cd ... I' so (3.8) fully characterizes ~ on S. To 
get complete agreement with the Newman-Penrose (0, cp) 
expressions for ~,we should require S to be intrinsical
ly a metric sphere of radius 2-1/2 ; 

(3.11) 

on 5. But for complete agreement in the case of a gener
al 2-surface metric we would have (strictl~ speaking) 
to multiply up our t'i operator by a factor ";2. (It is per
haps unfortunate to have to introduce a discrepancy of 
this kind into our definition of~. However, the formulas 
of this paper would look unnecessarily cumbersome were 
we to retain complete numerical agreement with the 
original Newman-Penrose definition.) 

Note that, as applied to spin-weighted scalars defined on 
the surface 5, the operator '6 is really completely in
trinsic to S; that is to say, its effect depends only on the 
intrinsic metric of 5 and not on the way that S is em
bedded in the space-time M. When applied to boost
weighted scalars, the effect of ~ does depend on the em
bedding. We can illustrate both these facts if we examine 
the geometrical meaning of the commutator (2.32). In 
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our present situation the quantities p and p' are both 
necessarily real at points of 5. This is because la and 
n a are the null tangents (i.e., normal) to the two null 
hypersurfaces which intersect in 5, so the curl of both 
la and n a must vanish. (This is just the condition that 
the plane-elements spanned by the real and imaginary 
parts of m a are surface-forming.) Thus, the commuta
tor (2.32) becomes 

(~~, - t'i't'i)1) = - (pK - qK)1), 

where 

K = aa' - pp' - >¥2 + A + <1>11' 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

The complex scalar K (type {O, o}) is a kind of complex 
curvature for the surface 5 and has been studied earlier 
in connection with the characteristic initial value pro
blem.1 6 The Gaussian curvature of the surface 5 is 
twice17 the real part of K: 

(Z)R = (K + K). 

This can be seen by choosing p = 1, q = - 1 in (3.12); 
then 1) is defined by a real tangent vector y a given by 

ya =-7jma-1j1na, so 1) = may a' (3.14) 

Equation (3.12) expresses the rotation of y a as the vec
tor y a is parallel-transported within 5 around a small 
loop on S. In a similar way, if we choose p = q = 1 in 
(3.12), then 1) is defined by a vector za normal to S given 
by 

za = I;,za + 1)na, so 1) = zaz a' (3.15) 

As the vector z a is transported around a small loop on 
5 [this is the generalized Fermi transport of (3. 6)-the 
vector must be continually projected out perpendicular 
to S as it is carried around], then it unc.!!lrgoes a boost 
of magnitude given by the product of i( K - K) with the 
small area enclosed by the loop. Thus the imaginary 
part of K describes an extrinsic curvature invariant of 
S inM. 

To sum up, we see that our formalism provides an effec
ive means of studying the intrinsic geometry of Rie
mannian 2-surfaces. This is when we restrict attention 
merely to spin-weighted quantities (type {s, - s}) and 
employ a tetrad of vectors related to a surface 5 as 
described above. This is essentially the same ~ for
malism as has been employed previously. However, if 
we allow spin- and boost-weighted quantities (general 
type {p, q}) then we can also use our formalism for the 
study of the extrinsic geometry of 2-surface embedded 
in a space-time. (This is still employing only the 15 and 
'6' operators at points of a 2-surface S.) But our for
malism is, of course, much more general than this since 
we can use the p and p' operators to study the relation 
between different embedded 2-surfaces, and also in cir
cumstances in which the plane-elements spanned by the 
real and imaginary parts of m a need not be surface
forming. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented, here, a formalism which should have 
many applications to the type of situation in which the 
NP formalism has proved useful in the past. It is likely 
that the present approach will provide considerable for
mal simplifications in most cases. In particular, it should 
yield asymptotic formulas directly in terms of the fami-
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li"ar t5 operator, obviating any necessity of having to pass 
through a complicated intermediate stage of explicit de
pendence on angular coordinates. We have contented our
selves here with presenting only the basic formalism. 
Detailed applications will be given elsewhere. 
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Tech. Documentary Report 63-56, (1963). 

I'The numerical factor in the equality of K +K with the Gaussian 
curvature of S can be checked by choosing S to be a sphere of radius 
2 -I /2 and comparing with Refs. 9 and 10. 

ISFor normal applications, p and q will be integers, so p = p and 
q = ij. However, the formalism will still work if p and q are any pair 
of complex numbers for which p - q is an integer. See, for example, 
M. A. Naimark. Linear Representation of the Lorentz Group 
(Pergamon, Oxford, 1964). 
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A spinor structure which is covariant under a representation of the groups of isometries in general 
relativity is defined. The relationship of isospinors with space-time objects is investigated and their 
use in describing elementary particles in general relativity is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1967 Penrose introduced a spinor formalism in 
special relativity based on a representation of the group 
of conformal motions in Minkowski space. 1 One of the 
motivations for the introduction of that spinor forma
lism is the fact that the two-component spinor field 
equations in special relativity show different behavior 
when submitted to homogeneous Lorentz transforma
tions and to translations. In the new spinor formalism 
(twistors) the covariance under rotations and transla
tions appear in a single expression. 

The twistor formalism suggested that a similar spinor 
structure (isospinors) can be constructed both in special 
and in general relativity but which transforms accord
ing to a representation of the group of isometries of the 
space-time. In the case of general relativity the co
variance of the isospinors has the same expression for 
rotations and translations but in special relativity two 
distinct expressions appear. 

As it may have already become clear, isospinors will 
have physical significance only when the space-time in 
question admit a group of isometries. For this reason 
we will restrict ourselves to the set of space-times 
with at least one Killing vector field. 

The isospinors form a natural vehicle to describe 
structures in general relativity which are covariant 
under isometries. 

Therefore, one of the possible applications of isospinors 
is the description of elementary particles in general 
relativity. In a subsequent paper we shall present a 
similar formalism which shows covariance under a 
spinor representation of the groups of conformal mo
tions in general relativity. 

II. EMBEDDING BUNDLES 

The two-component spinor fields in general relativity 
are defined on the tangent bundle to a space-time R4. 
The relation between the tangent spaces and the space
time R4 can be realized l'y the use of a tetrad field 
which transforms partially by the group of propagation 
of the tetrad field (the tetrad group) and partially by 
the Lorentz group. Therefore, the two-component for
malism defined on the tangent bundle is suitable to des
cribe the Lorentz covariance. If we assume that R4 has 
a group of isometries, then part of this group is ~b
sorbed by the tetrad group, and consequently the ISO
metric covariance is not fully represented by the (flat) 
spinor group. To obtain a flat spinor structure which 
is covariant under the group of isometries of R4, we 
replace the tangent bundle by the local isometric em
bedding bundle of R4. 

Suppose R4 has a minimal emb.edding space M(P, r '. s) 
with dimension p = 4 + t and sIgnature r + s. The ISO
metric embedding of R 4 is the manifold f3 = (M (P, r, s), 
R4, 1T), where M(p,r, s) is the fibre and 1T is the projec
tion map. 
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Let XIJ be the Cartesian coordinates of a pOint in 
M(p,r, s), and let xg be the Gaussian coordinates based 
on R4 (all Greek indices run from 1 to P). The coordi
nates of a pOint in R4 are xi.. and the coordinates 
measured on the directions orthogonal to R4 are x~ 
(lower case Latin indices run from 1 to 4 while capital 
Latin indices run from 5 to p. The tilde under the 
Gaussian indices are used to distinguish them from 
Cartesian indices when numerical values are given). 
The embedding gives the coordinates transformations 
XIJ = XIJ(xg) and its derivative map gives the transfor
mation of tensors referred to the two systems. We use 
the notation 

CJxg 

x
g

lJ = CJXIJ' 

CJx!!-
(II. 1) 

Thus if UIJ are the Cartesian components of a vector in 
M(p,r, s), its Gaussian components are ~!!- = xlJgUIJ. 

On the other hand, if T//lV are the Cartesian components 
of the metric tensor of M(P, r, s) and g!!-§ are its 
Gaussian components, they are related by 

(11.2) 

Conversely, we have the relations 

such that g!3~g By = O!!-{) • -- -
Now we can show that if R4 has a group of isometries, 
then this group is locally induced by the hom9geneous 
fibre group of the bundle f3. This fibre group is the 
group of isometries of M (p, r, s) which is the group of 
pseudo rotations and reflections O(r, s) in that space. 
Let 

X'IJ =XP + UIJ, (II. 3) 

be one infinitesimal transformation of O(r, s), where the 
p(p - 1)/2 infinitesimals E~ are constan~s and satisfy 
E (pv) = O. The isometric character of thIS transform a -
tion is expressed by the vanishing of the Lie deriva
tive of T/pv respect to UP: 

(ll.4) 

(Round brackets on indices mean complete symmetriza
tion.) On the other hand the Gaussian components of the 

IX Cl /l bt . th 'nf' ·t generators are ~ - = x- U , so that we 0 am e 1 mI e-
simal transformation 6f the Gaussian coordinates, 

x·!!-=x~+~!!-. (II. 5) 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 882 
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Since (II. 4) is a tensor expression, we have also 

g!:~ = ~(!:;~), 

where the semicolon denotes covariant derivatives. 
Expression (II. 5) can be divided in two parts: 

x'!.= x!. + ~!., x'~ =x~ + ~~, 

and (II. 6) gives 

~(d;~) = O. 

(II. 6) 

(II. 7) 

Now, in the Gaussian system the space-time R4 is 
simply defined by x~ = O. If f(X!l-) is any real function 
defined in M(p, r, s), its space-time 'projection' is 
lim f(x!l-) = f(x a) I M as xd ~ O. Sometimes a function 
is only defined on the surface R4; we denote this fact 
by f(R4). In particular, we have 2 

gi..1 IR4 = xt xi TJ/lV I R4 = gi..i(R4), 

gJd 1M = 0, 

AB I A fJ /lv I AB g-- R4 =x~XiiTJ R4 =±o--. 

The transformations induced in R4 by {II. 7) are 

x'!.=X!.+~!.IR4 =0, x'~=~~IR4 =0 

and are subjected to the conditions 

~ (i:.i) I R4 = 0, 

{II. 8) 

{II. 9) 

The covariant derivative of a covariant vector in the 
Gaussian system is given by 

~~;~ = ~!l-.~ + g~§.IJ§.!:~l, 

where the Gaussian components of the connection are 

r~r~ =gg:§.r~l§. = !g£<§.(g~§.'l +gl§.'~ -g~.§.). 

As it follows, the expression ~ i;1 I R4 does not coincide 
with the expression of covariant derivative in R4 unless 
the condition 

{II. 10) 

is imposed. Under this condition, (II. 8) becomes 

Consequently, the condition (II. 10) is such that the trans
formation does not alter the definition of R4. Thus 
points in space-time are mapped into points of space
time. Therefore, (II. 10) defines a subgroup of O(r, s) 
which depends on the space-time embedded. Together 
with (11.10) the first equation (II. 9) gives part of 
Killing's equations of R4, corresponding to 'rotations' 
in space-time. The second equation corresponds to 
rotations in the planes Ii, £1 ] projected in R4. These 
projections give the translations in the neighborhood of 
the embedding point of R4. (As can be deduced from the 
process of group contraction of InanU and Wigner.3 
Finally the last equation is identically zero. Thus, 
adding the reflections, we obtain from O(r, s) and the con
dition (11.10) the local group of isometries of R4. Con
versely, given the transformation 

x'!.= x!.+ ~.!.(R4), 
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The formal process to introduce a spinor structure in a 
Euclidean space is through a representation of the 
Clifford algebra defined on the same space. A Clifford 
algebra of dimension 2n , defined on the Euclidean space 
En' can be defined as the quotient 

C n = T(En )11, 

where T(En) is the tensor algebra of En and lis the 
ideal generated by the elements of the form 

x ® x - f(x) . 1, 

where ® denotes the tensor product and f (x) a quadratic 
form in En (Chevalley4). The algebra has n generators 
ell such that 

In our case we have a pseudo-Euclidean space M(p,r, s) 
with metric n llv so that the generators of Cp satisfy 

(m.1) 

One important property is that the group of automor
phisms of the Clifford algebra Cp defined on M(p, r, s) 
is isomorphic to O(r, s) (Brauer and Weyl5; see also 
Boerner6). The subset of the algebra generated by the 
elements 

(III. 2) 

(square brackets on indices mean complete antisymme
trization) satisfy the commutation relation 

[M/lvMpoJ = (TJ/lpMVO + TJvoMIlP - TJ/lOMVp - TJvpM/lo)' 

Therefore, this subset is isomorphic to the Lie algebra 
of O(r, s). Let 

(III. 3) 

be an inner automorphism of C p' Then it can be shown 
that the operators S are generated by 

{III. 4) 

Therefore, the subset of the algebra generated by M/lv 
generates the group of inner automorphisms of the 
Clifford algebra. Combining this result with the result 
of the proceeding section it follows that under the condi
tion (11.10) the group of automorphisms of the Clifford 
algebra Cp defined onM(p,r, s) induces locally the 
group of isometries of the space-time R4 embedded 
locally in M(p, r, s). 

IV. ISOSPINORS 

The Clifford algebra C 2 (quaternion algebra) has a 
matrix representation given by the Pauli matrices: 

aO = (~n, a 1 = (~~), a
2 =(-I ~), a

3 = (~-~). 
{IV. 1) 

This representation can be used to obtain the matrix 
representation of any Clifford algebra. 5 We use the 
following matrices: 
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P a = (J2 ® ••• ® (J2 ® 0'1 ® (JO ® ••• ® (JO' 

Qa = (J2 ® '" ® (J2 ® (J3 ® (JO ® ••• ® (JO' 

(IV. 2) 

where we have II factors, p = 211 or p = 211 + 1 and the 
matrices (J1' (J3 occupy the ath place. The Kronecker 
product above indicated is once for all defined as from 
right to left. Thus, for example, if A, Bare 2 x 2 
matrices, we have 

A ® B = (~~) ® B = (~~ ~~). 
The Weyl representation of the Clifford algebra is ob
tained by choosing a particular matrix P a' Q a' or Po to 
represent e jJ' Thus by renaming the matrices, we obtain 
many equivalent representations. 

The spinor structure is derived from the above repre
sentation as one ideal of the algebra generated by a cer
tain algebraic element. 4 Equivalently we can regard the 
matrices (IV. 2) as operators acting on a 2v-dimensional 
complex vector space, called the spinor space of the 
algebra. The matrices (IV. 2) themselves belong to the 
tensor algebra of the spinor space. The spinors trans
form according to the corresponding matrix represen
tation of the group of automorphisms of the Clifford 
algebra. Let DMjJv be the matrix representation of 
(III.2). Then we get from (III.4) the matrices 

which are the generators of the spinor group. The 
covariant spinors transform as 

1/1' =Dl/I 

and the contravariant spinors transform as 

(IV. 3) 

(IV. 4) 

(IV. 5) 

We use capital Latin letters to label spinor, and unless 
otherwise stated they run from 1 to 2v. Thus, in terms 
of components, (IV. 4) and (IV. 5) read 

X' A = DB A XB' 

In generall/l, X, and D are complex matrices so that we 
may have also complex conjugate transformations. We 
use the dot notation to indicate the transformation of 
the spinors by 15; Thus 

Let.d be the spinor group generated by (IV.3). As it is 
a representation of the group of automorphisms of the 
Clifford algebra, then it follows that its subgroup de
fined by the condition (II. 10), .d(R4) is a representation 
of the group of isometries of the space-time R4 em
bedded inM(p,r, s). The 2v-component spinors defined 
in M (p, r, s) and which transform according to .d (R4) 
are called the isospinors of R4 and .d (R4) is called the 
isospinor group of R4. On the other hand, since 
M(p, r, s) is the embedding space for a class of space
times,.d is called the class isospinor group. Any isos
pinor group of a space-time embedded in M(p, r, s) can 
be obtained from"" by imposing the corresponding con
dition (11.10). Thus, for example, in M(6, 4,2) we have 
the Schwarzschild spinor group .d (Schwarzschild) which, 
as we shall see is the same as SU(2, 2) (Schwarzschild). 
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The number of isospinor components can be as high as 32. 
However, in certain cases, whenp = 211 and II is an odd 
number, we can split the spinors into two equivalent 
halves (Cartan7 : semispinors). In the case p = 8 we can 
also deal only with half the number of spinor compo
nents by using the triality principle of the Clifford 
algebras (Chevalley4; see also Gamba8). 

V. CLASS ISOSPINOR GROUPS 

As the Cliffprd algebras are defined on a pseudo
Euclidean space, it follows that the matrices which re
present a Clifford number are not necessarily Hermi
tian. Instead of the Hermitian condition they satisfy the 
relation 

(Y.1) 

where xt is the Hermitian conjugate of X, jJ. is a con
stant matrix, and (J is + 1 when s is even and - 1 when 
s is odd. The matrices which represent the generators 
eJl are either Hermitian or anti-Hermitian. Let ejJi 

(t = 1 ... m) be the anti-Hermitian matrices. From 
- ejJi = (JjJ.e¢ W 1 we get 

(y.2) 

where we choose a (s) = i or a (s) = 1 such that jJ. will 
be always Hermitian. Since (Y. 1) must be true for any 
basis of the algebra, we must have also 

x't = (JjJ.X' jJ., (Y.3) 

with X' = D X D-1. By comparing with (y.l), it follows 
that 

(Y.4) 

where the plus sign holds for proper transformations 
[rotations in M(p,r, s)] and the minus holds for im
proper transformations in M(p,r, s). Therefore, the 
constant matrix jJ. is a characteristic of the class 
isospinor group. From (IV. 2) we have that the matrices 
e jJ are of either type: 

Thus according to the parity ofp and s we have four 
cases to consider. 

(a) p even, s even: In this case we can always choose 
the Weyl representation so that the anti-Hermitian 
matrices have the shape 

(In other words the matrices e jJ i are different from Q 1') 
With this choice of representation we have from (V. 2) 
that jJ. has the shape 

jJ.=(~), 
where 

M = gjJ1hll2 ••• gjJs 

are Hermitian matrices. 

(V. 6) 
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Suppose we are given a rotation matrix: 

(V. 7) 

Then we get from (V. 4) 

(V. 8) 

We have two subcases: If II is even and reflections are 
considered, then the isospinor group is the group of 
2v X 2v complex matrices satisfying (V. 4) with IJ. given 
by (V. 6). If II is odd, then we have semi-isospinors 
which transform by the group of 2v - 1 X 2v - 1 matrices 
which satisfy (V.8). The matrix which characterizes 
the semi-isospinor group is M. We shall denote by 
SU(A, A, A, ••• ; A) the spinor group characterized by 
the matrix IJ. of the form 

(V. 9) 

where I A is the A X A unit matrix. 

One example is the isospinor group of the Schwarz schild 
solution. The Schwarz schild solution belongs to the 
class M(6, 4,2) and the class isospinor group is SU(2, 2). 
By imposing the condition (II. 10) we obtain the 
Schwarz schild isospinor group SU(2, 2) (Schwarz schild) , 
which is a subgroup of SU(2, 2). 

(b) P even, s odd: Again choosing the matrices not 
so that e ~ i is different from Ql' we get from (V. 2) 

Considering the rotation matrices similar to (V. 7), one 
gets 

(V. 10) 

There are two subcases: If II is even, the group of iso
metries of M(p,r, s) is O(r, s) and the isospinor group 
is generally denoted by SL(2 v , C). This spinor group 
may be characterized by the presence of the little 
groups which correspond to the cases in which a = b in 
(V.7). A typical example is given by the Minkowski 
space M(4, 3,1). The isospinors are the Dirac spinors 
with the isospinor group SL(4, C) which contain the 
little groups SU(2) and SU(l, 1). If lIis odd, we have semi
isospinors with 2v - 1 components. In this case the group 
of semi-isospinors are not characterized directly by 
the matrices M and N. We denote the isospinors by 
SL(2 v -1, C) and this group is characterized by the collec
tion of little groups which satisfy (V. 10). Examples of 
classes where this may occur are M(6, 5, 1) and 
M(6, 3, 3). 

(c) P odd, s even: In this case we have 

And the spinor groups is, as in the case (a), denoted by 
SU(A, A, ••• , A). Since p is odd, semispinors cannot 
occur. 
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A typical example is the class of the de Sitter space
time M(5, 3, 2) whose isospinor group is SU(1, 1, 1, 1). 
We notice that in the cases of spaces with constant 
curvature the condition (11.10) is trivially satisfied. 
Therefore, the isospinors of de Sitter space are the four 
component spinors which transform according to 
SU(l, 1, 1, 1). 

(d) P odd, s odd: The form of IJ. is 

so that the isospinor group is denoted by SL(2 V
, C) and it 

is specified by its collection of little groups as in the 
case (b). As p is odd, we cannot have semispinors. A 
typical example is the class M(5, 4,1) which is the 
class of the anti de Sitter space-time. 

In the Appendix we list all the 22 possible isospinor 
class groups which may occur in general relativity. 

VI. THE GEOMETRY OF ISOSPINORS 

In order to establish the relation between isospinors and 
tensors in space-time we construct the p spinor tensors 
e A which are the rank-2 mixed spinors associated 

/.I 1l 
with each generator e /.I of the Clifford algebra. If X/1 is 
a vector in M(p,r, s), then it corresponds to the alge
braic element X = X/.Ie /.I and also to the rank-2 spinor 
with components 

(VI. 1) 

Conversely, from (ill. 1) we have 

(VI. 2) 

Applying this expression in (VI. 1), we get the compo
nents of the vector which is associated with a rank-2 
mixed spinor 

X /.I - e/.l A . X B - B A • 

If R4 is a space-time belonging to the class M(p, r, s), 
we may construct the Gaussian system of coordinates 
and define the condition (11.10) under which the above 
spinors become isospinors. In this Gaussian system we 
define the isospinor tensors e ex A B = X /.I exe /.I A B , so that 
if XA B is a given isospinor, we get the Gaussian com
ponents of the associated vector, 

and the space-time components of this vector are 

~j IR4 = eiAEx/J• 

Conversely given a vector in R4 with Gaussian compo
nents ~ j (~,:l. = 0) the corresponding isospinor is 

A metric isospinor can be introduced naturally from 
the theory of spinors. This metric isospinor is intrin
sically associated with the equivalence between the 
spinor representation of the group of isometries of 
M(p,r, s) and its adjoint representation. If the matrices 
of the spinor representation are generated by (IV. 3), 
the matrices of the adjoint representation are generated 
by 
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OD;:: ± (1 - ~ EIlV DMllv ) ;:: detD(6D) -1. 

To see the equivalence between these representations 
we notice that the transposed matrices e T are also the 
generators of the same Clifford algebra Il 

Now, consider the matrix E such that e T = Ee c 1 • 

From the Weyl representation we hav/that either 
e J ;:: ell or e J = - ell' 

Therefore, 

(VI. 3) 

where now e lli are such that eJ;;:: - e i' When II is 
even, we have ET = E if 11/2 is even and ET = - E if 11/2 
is odd, and the form of the matrix € is 

(VI. 4) 

On the other hand, when II is odd, we have E T = - E if 
(II - 1)/2 is even and ET = € if (II - 1)/2 is odd, and the 
form of € is 

(VI. 5) 

Consider now the transpose of e~ = De Il D-1. Using the 
fact that det(D) = ± 1, we get, from D = EDE-1, that 
E = D€DT. Therefore, E is a rank-2 contravariant iso
spinor whose components we denote by € AB' It follows 
that E -1 is a covariant isospinor with components E AB. 

These isospinors can be used to rise and lower isospinor 

TABLE 1. 
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indices. A covariant isospinor transforms as </>' ;:: D</>. 
It follows that €</> = ED</> ;::DE</> =n-1E</>. Defining 
tit T = E</>, we get tit' ;:: E</>' ;:: tit n-1 which shows that tit is 
a contravariant isospinor. In terms of components we 
set 

In the cases where semi-isospinors occur, the relation 
to space-time tensors follows without difficulty. 

VII. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES IN GENERAL 
RELATIVITY 

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the isospinors 
form a suitable vehicle to describe the properties of 
space-time which have isometric covariance. In par
ticular the isospinors may be used to describe elemen
tary particles in general relativity. At present there 
are various suggestions for a definition of elementary 
particles in general relativity from the group theoretic 
point of view. 9 The main difficulty in this direction lies 
in the choice of a group of· isometries in general rela
tivity. Among the possible candidates there is the BMS 
group,10 whose representations have been studied by 
Cantonill and McCarthy.12,t\nother candidate is the 
fiber group of the tangent bundle, which is the Poincar~ 
group. This group is justified mainly by the weakness 
of the gravitational force. However, the group theore
tical approach to elementary particles is a purely kine
matical problem, and the use of such argument would be 
somewhat artificial. 

Now we shall try to envisage the fiber group of the em
bedding bundles as group of isometries in general 
relativity. We can regard the curved space-times of 
general relativity as deformations of Minkowski space 

P M(p,Y.s) L(p,y, s) Spinor group Main little groups Important subgroups Notes 

4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 

7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

11'1(4.3,1) 50(3.1) SL(2,C) 
M(4, 2, 2) 0(2,2) SU(I, 1) x SU(I, 1) 
M(5,4,1) 50(4,1) SL(4,C) 
11'1(5,3,2) 50(3,2) SU(I, 1, 1, 1) 
11'1(6,5,1) 0(5,1) SL'(4, C) 
M(6,4,2) 0(4,2) SU(2,2) 
11'1(6,3,3) 0(3,3) SL"(4,C) 
M(7,6,l) SO(6,1) SL(8, C) 
M(7,5,2) SO(5,2) SU(2, 2, 2, 2) 

M(7,4,3) SO(4,3) S'L(8, C) 
M(8, 7,1) 0(7,1) S"L(8,C) 
11'1(8,6,2) 0(6,2) SU(l,l) x SU(4, 4) 
M(S, 5, 3) 0(5,3) S'''L(8, C) 
M(8,4,4) 0(4,4) SU(l, 1) X SU(2222) 
M(9, 8, 1) SO(8,1) SL(16, C) 
M(9, 7,2) SO(7,2) SU(4, 4, 4, 4) 
M(9,6,3) SO(6,3) S'L(16, C) 
11'1(9,5,4) 50(5,4) SU(22222222) 
M(10, 9, 1) 0(9,1) S" L(16, C) 
M(10, 8, 2) 0(8,2) SU(8,8) 
M(10, 7, 3) 0(7,3) S" 'L(16, C) 
M(10, 6, 4) 0(6,4) SU(4, 4, 4, 4) 
M(10, 5, 5) 0(5,5) SiV(16, C) 

Semispinor groups. 
b Semispinor groups may occur with the use of the 

triality principle: M(8, 6, 2) =<> SU(4, 4);M(8, 4, 4) 
=<> SU(2, 2, 2, 2). 
0(6) - SU(4) J SU(3). 

d SU(S) J SU(4) J SU(3). 
e 0(5) as subgroups of SU(4), SO(4, 1) as subgroup of 

SU(2,2), 0(7) as subgroup of SU(8). 
nonphysical example. 

g Spaces which contain known space:"times embedded. 
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SU(2), SU(l, 1) 

SU(2), SU(l, 1) SU(2) x SU(2) 
SU(l,l) x SU(I, 1) 

0(5),50(4, 1) 
SU(2) x SU(2) 

SU(l, 1, 1, 1) SU(l,l) x SU(I, 1) 
SU(4), SO(4, 1) SU(4) 

SU(2,2), 
SU(l, 1, 1, 1) 

SU(l, I, I, 1) SU(2) x SU(2) 
0(7), SU(4, 4) SU(4) 

SU(4) 
SU(2, 2, 2, 2) SU(2) x SU(2) 

SU(2) x SU(2) 
SU(8), SU(4, 4) SU(4) 

SU(4,4) 
SU(2, 2, 2, 2) SU(4) 

SU(2) x SU(2) 
0(9),0(8,1) 

SU(8) 
SU(4, 4, 4, 4), SU(2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) 

SU(4) 
SU(2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) SU(2) x SU(2) 

For example,M(5, 4, 1), de Sitter; Einstein space
times,M(5, 3, 2), anti de Sitter space-time,M(6, 5, 1), 
Kruskal space-lime,M(6, 4,2), Schwarzschild 
space-lime, 11'1(7, 5, 2), Petrov space T 2 /G4/4,' 
M(7, 4,3), Petrov space T 1 /G4/5, 6: M(9, 6,3), 
Robinson-Trautman space-time, c "" 0,M(9, 5,4), 
Robinson-Trautman space-time, c 2: 0, M(10, 6,4), 
Weyl axisymmetric space-time,' also Osvath anti
Mach space-time,' M(10, 5, 5), G<Jdel space-time. * 
• As in the paper by Rosen.1 3 There is no proof 
that these isometric embeddings are minimal. 

g 
g 
g 
a,e,g 
a,g 
a 
c,e 
g 

g 
a, c, e, b 
b, c 
a,b 
b 
c 
c 
c, g 
g 
a 
a,c 
a, c 

a, g 
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by the introduction of a gravitational field. As this 
happens the Minkowski space-time is replaced locally 
by the fiber of the embedding bundle {3 and at the same 
time the Poincar~ group is replaced by the fibre group 
of {3. General relativity does not deal with a single 
space-time but with a collection of space-times which 
are solutions of Einstein's equations. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to think of the group of isometries of 
general relativity as a group of isometries of a class 
of space-times, each class being determined by the 
curvature of the space-times. As we have just seen the 
fiber group of each embedding bundle induce locally the 
isometries of each space-time in the class defined by 
the bundle. Therefore, we can regard the 22 possible 
fiber groups of the 22 embedding bundles as natural 
extensions of the Lorentz group. By the classification 
of the unitary irreducible representations of these 
groups, we obtain 22 structures for elementary particles 
in general relativity. It remains to see which one of 
these structures agree with the phenomenology of ele
mentary particles, which in turn may provide a new 
experimental basis for general relativity. 
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APPENDIX 

Table 1 contains the 22 isospinor class groups which 
occur in general relativity. 
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Multiple scattering theory of radiative transfer in 
inhomogeneous atmospheres 

Madhoo Kanal 
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In this paper we treat the multiple scattering theory of radiative transfer in plane-parallel 
inhomogeneous atmospheres. The treatment presented here may be adopted to model atmospheres 
characterized by any optical depth dependent coherent scattering phase function. For the purpose of 
illustration we consider the semi-infinite medium in which the absorption property of the atmosphere 
is characterized by an exponential function. The methodology employed here is the extension of the 
case treated previously by the author for homogeneous atmospheres. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In an earlier paperl the multiple scattering theory of 
radiative transfer2 was discussed for plane-parallel at
mospheres which were assumed to be homogeneous. 
Clearly the realistic treatment of model atmospheres, 
such as those of planets, must take into account the in
homogeneities. In particular, if the albedo for single 
scattering is a function of optical depth, the reflection 
spectra can not be correctly interpreted in terms of 
homogeneous mOdels. In this paper we present the mul
tiple scattering theory for plane-parallel inhomogeneous 
atmospheres under the assumption that the phase func
tion is separable; i.e., the phase function can be written 
as a product of two functions, one containing the argument 
r (the optical depth) and the other the relative angle 
0'· ° (the angle between the incident and the scattered 
radiation). However, we keep the formulation sufficiently 
general so that it is readily extended to situations where 
the phase function is degenerate in rand 0"0; i.e., it 
can be written as a finite sum of separable functions. 

It is worthwhile to mention here that the multiple scat
tering theory provides a convenient tool for computing 
the absorption line shape of the emergent radiation (say 
from planetary atmospheres) by separating the effects of 
multiple scattering from that of true absorption. For 
homogeneous atmospheres such a separation is effective 
uniformly for the entire region, while for inhomogeneous 
~tmospheres it is effective locally. 

As a consequence the former situation lends itself to a 
power series representation in the albedo for single 
scattering (frequently called the Neumann expansion2 •3 ) 

in which the coefficients (Neumann coefficients) involve 
the radiation frequency only via the total optical thick
ness of the atmosphere. In the latter situation we shall 
see that, due to the local character of separation between 
scattering and true absorption, the analogous Neumann 
coefficients will depend on the functional form of the 
local albedo for single scattering. This should not be 
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FIG.1. Angular coordinates 
in the semi-infinite atmos
phere. 
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construed as a disadvantage, but merely a complication 
which was to be expected in dealing with inhomogeneous 
atmospheres. 

In this paper we treat the semi -infinite atmosphere in 
which the albedo for single scattering is exponentially 
dependent on the optical depth. 

2. GENERAL FORMULATION 

Equation of radiative transfer 

Let us consider the equation of radiative transfer and the 
Neumann expansion of it 

j.J. aI(r,O) + I(r,O) = .!... J dO' P(r,O,O')I(r, 0') (2.1) 
ar 41T 

and 

aI,,(r,O) 1 J 
j.J. + In(r,O) = - dO' P(r,0'0')In_1(r,0'), 

ar 41T (2.2) 

where P(r,O'O) is the coherent scattering phase function 
which is local in rand 

0() 

I(r,O) = L; In(r,O) (2.3) 
n=O 

with L1(r, 0) == O. We assume that P(r,O'O') is degene
rate, i.e., 

N 

P(r,O'O') = L; wir)Pj(O'O'), 
j=O 

(2.4) 

where N, the index of degeneracy is arbitrary but finite. 
Further, if we write 

0() 

P ·(O·O') = B eim(qrq,')S. (j.J., j.J.') 
1 l,m 

m;:::-OO 

(2.5) 

where ° = (IJ., cp) and 0' = (IJ.', CP') (see Fig. 1) and 
S· m(lJ., IJ.') is the scattering indicatrix, then the Neumann 
e~ansion equation (2.2), USing the orthogonality prop
erty of the phase factors e,mq" becomes 

(2.6) 

where 

In,m(r, j.J.) = Ia2
1f dcp eimq,In(r,O) (2.7) 

so that 
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1 
I (r n) =-
n' 27r 

00 

~ e-im<l>In,m(r, ~). 
m=-OO 

(2.8) 

We note that in all the equations given above the fre
quency of radiation appears as a parameter; this is due 
to the assumption that the scattering is coherent. Hence 
that dependence is not explicitly indicated. 

Integral representation of In m(r, 11) for semi-infinite 
atmospheres ' 

Now following the procedure of Ref. 1, we consider the 
time reversed adjoint equation for a purely absorbing 
medium, i.e., 

We note that this Green's function satisfies the recipro
city relation 

(2.10) 

We also note that G(T, Ii-; TO' Ii- 0) has the following Fourier 
integral representation: 

0( ~ - ~o)JOO eiK(T-To 
G(T,~;TO'IJ.O)= dK. 

21T -00 1 + iK~ 

If we now multiply Eq.(2. 6) by G(r,-~; ro' - ~o),Eq. 
(2.9) by In, m( r, ~), subtract one equation from the other 
and integrate with respect to ~ from - 1 to 1 with re
spect to r from 0 to co and use the reciprocity relation 
(2.10) and the Fourier integral representation of 
G(r, ~; ro' ~o), we obtain the Fourier integral representa
tion of In,m(r,~) which is given below: 

1 roo e iKT 
In m(r, ~)6(r) = - L dK --'---

, 21T _00 1 + iK~ 

(2.11) 

where 6(r) is the Heaviside step function and, in Eq. 
(2.11), 

Rn,i,m(K; M> = ~oo dr e -iKr wir)i~ d~'Si,m(~; ~')I n,m(r, ~'). 
(2.12) 

We shall refer to the quantities Rn,i In defined by (2.12) as 
the "restricted Fourier amplitudes. It 

We note that once the restricted amplitudes Rn,j, m(K; ~) 
in Eq.(2.11) are determined (subject to the appropriate 
boundary condition at r = 0), then the components 
In,m(r,~) are also determined everywhere. It is clear 
from the same equation that in principle one can, for any 
value ofn (andj),always write downRn,i,m(K;~) in 
terms of the known quantities. For instance, for n = 0, 
we have 

(2.13) 

Since 10 , m(O, ~) for ~ > 0 is known from the boundary 
condition at T = 0, one may then merely use (2. 13) to 
substitute for Io,m(r,~) in (2.12) and obtainR o, ', ... (K;~) 
for all values of j. Physically, Eq. (2.13) descrl~es the 
situation in which the radiation entering at r = 0 has 
suffered no scattering in the atmosphere. In the next ite
ration, upon computing RO,i,m(K; IJ.), one then determines 
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11 ... (r,~) [subject to the boundary condition 11, ... (0,~) = 
o tor ~ > 0] which corresponds to the component of the 
radiation which has been scattered once and so on. This 
procedure is obviously cumbersome and restricted in 
usefulness to media which are highly absorbing. 

Furthermore, the task of obtaining Rn,i m (K; ~) for arbit
rary values of n (and j) is too much and unrevealing. For 
that reason we appeal to the procedure discussed in 
Ref.1. Our point of view will be to reexpress Eq. (2. 11) 
as a spectral integral4 in which the unknown coefficients 
obey a relatively simple recurrence relation. We shall 
find that such coefficients are precisely the difference of 
the boundary values, about the branch cuts, of Rn,i, ... (K; IJ.) 
in the complex K plane. Therefore, in order to obtain the 
appropriate spectral representation of In, m( r, ~), our 
first step would be to investigate the properties of the 
analytic continuation of Rn,i, ... (K; IJ.) in the complex K 
plane. Said in another way we must first determine the 
spectrum of the iterated transport operator of Eq. (2. 6). 
We remark here that, as pointed out by Case and 
Zweifel,5 the main difficulty one encounters in treating 
the inhomogeneous atmosphere is in the determination of 
the spectrum of the transport operator. However, in 
several cases of interest, we shall show that it is pos
sible to obtain the appropriate spectra.6 

Singular properties of R n,j, m (K; 11) 

Let us first introduce the quantities Tn I ... (K; ~) defined 
by , , 

Tn I m(K;~) = Loo 
dr e-iKTJl dlJ.' SI m(lJ., 1J.')In m(T, IJ.'). I. 0 -1' . 

(2.14) 
For reasons which will become clear soon, we shall re
fer to Tn I, ... (K;~) as the "generators ofRn 1, ... (Kj ~)". 
Now a relation between Tn I ... andRn I ... is'readily de
rived by taking the Fourier'transform of Eq.(2.11) with 
respect to r, then multiplying both sides by SI,m(~' ~'), 
and integrating with respect to ~. The result is 

T (K') = 11 d ,SI, ... (~, ~') 
n,l,m ,~ -1 ~ 1 + iK~' 

x ~'In,m(O, ~') - ~ R1 R n-1 ,i,m(K; tl)]. (2.15) 

Further, by comparing the definitions (2.12) and (2.14) of 
R I (K;~) and Tn I m(K; W, respectively, we also con-
cflia;;' that ' , 

R (K'~) _1- 100 dK' W (K' -K)T (K"~) 
n,l,m , - 2'1r -00 I n,l,"" (2.16) 

where 

(2.17) 

It is because of the convolution integral relation (2.16) 
we wish to call Tn,I, ... (K;~) the generators ofRn,1 ... (K; IJ.). 
Here we have assumed that the "correlation functions" 
Wz (K' - K), defined by Eq. (2.17), exist. In fact Eq.(2.17) 
is actually an identity. The most important point, how
ever, is that Eqs. (2.15) and (2. 16) will determine the 
complete spectrum of the iterated transport operator of 
Eq.(2.2). We shall now examine that spectrum as far as 
it is possible. 

First of all it is clear from Eq. (2.15) that the Tn,l ... 

(K;~) are sectionally holomorphic in the complex k 
plane cut from K = i to i co and K = - i co to - i. Further 
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Tn,l,m(Kj J1.) may have additional branch cuts and poles 
(possibly none) which will be determined by the correla
tion functions Wz(K' -K) [see Eq.(2.17)]. Equation 
(2.16) will then determine the analyticity properties of 
Rn,l, m(Kj J1.). Thus, in order to determine the analytical 
structure of Tn,l,m(Kj J1.) and Rn,I,m(Kj J1.), it is important 
to know the corresponding properties of Wz(K' - K). To 
illustrate these ideas, let us consider a simple example 
in which the index of degeneracy N of the phase function 
[see Eq. (2. 4)] is zero and wo(r) is exponentially decay
ing. 

3, APPLICATION (N = 0) 

Exponential albedo 

In the integral representation (2.11) for In,m(r, J1.) we 
set N = 0 and let 

(3.1) 

where wand a are nonnegative constants for a given 
frequency. Then, we have 

where now 

Rn,m(Kj jJ.) = w Iaoodr e- r(C1.+iK)L; djJ.' Sm(jJ., jJ.')ln.m(r, jJ.'). 

(3.3) 
For the sake of convenience we have omitted the sub
script j = 0 inRn_;t.i,m and Si.m(jJ., jJ.'). Corresponding 
to functional relatIons (2.16) and (2.17), 

S ( ')'1 (0 ') T (K" ) = (1 d ' m jJ., jJ. jJ. n, m ,jJ. 
n,m ,jJ. )-1 jJ. l+iKjJ.' 

_!. J1 d ' Sm(jJ., jJ.')Rn-1,m(Kj jJ.') 

2 1 jJ. l'K ' - + t jJ. 
(3.4) 

and 
w 100 Tn m(K'j jJ.) R (K') --- dK' ....:.:.!. • .:::..c. __ _ 

n,m ,jJ. - 2' -00 K' (K .) 1Tt - - ta 
(3.5) 

where, in Eq. (3.5), we have used the fact that 

W (K'-K) = fJOdr eir(K'-K)w (r) =_ w • 
1 0 0 i(K' - K + ia) 

(3.6) 

Now, by substituting Tn, m(Kj jJ.) in Eq. (3.5) by (3.4), we 
obtain 

S ( ')1 (0 ') 
R (K" )=-iwl1 d' mjJ.,jJ. n,m ,jJ. 

n.m ,jJ. 0 jJ. K-i(a + 1/jJ.') 

w (1 d'S ( ')1 00 dK' Rn-1 ,m(K'j jJ.') 

+ 41Ti L1 jJ. m jJ., jJ. _00 (1 + iK' J1.')(K' - K + ia) 

(3.7) 

In principle Eq. (3. 7) will determine all the restricted 
amplitudes Rn m(Kj jJ.) in terms of known quantities. 
For instance, imder the boundary condition 

(3.8) 

where 10 m(O, jJ.) is known, the first two amplitudes, for 
n = 0 and n = 1, are 
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S ( ')1 (0 ') R (K") = _ iwl1 d ' m J1., jJ. O,m ,J1. 
O,m ,J1. 0 jJ. K-i(a + 1/jJ.') 

(3.9) 

and 

However, as mentioned previously, the resulting Fourier 
integral representation of In,m(r, J1.), given by Eq.(3.2),is 
not suitable for the purposes of numerical computations. 
For that reason we shall examine the singular proper
ties of the analytic continuation ofRn m(Kj jJ.) in the com
plex K plane. In particular, since the' exponential term 
in the integrand of Eq. (3. 2) is convergent in the upper 
half of the complex K plane, we shall analytically con
tinue Rn,m(Kj W in that part. 

Singular properties of Rn,m(K; Il) 

(1) From Eq.(3. 7) one may readily conclude that 
R ,m(K; jJ.) has a sequence of branch cuts at K = 
i[(j + l)a + 1] to irtJ,j = 0,1,2, ••• ,no 

(2) R n, m(K; J1.) has no poles for any value of n. 

(3) For real values of K and any value of n, Rn,m(Kj W is 
regular. 

(4) From property (1) and Eq. (3.4) we conclude that 
Tn,m(K; J1.) has a sequence of branch cuts at k = i 
(ja + 1) to irtJ,j = 0,1,2, •.. , n. 

(5) From properties (1) and (4) given above and the 
relation (3.5) between Rn m(K; jJ.) one may readily show 
that the difference of boundary values across their res
pective branch cuts bear the following relationship to 
each other: 

R;;.m(K; J1.) -R;.m(K; J1.) 

= w[T;,m(K - iaj jJ.) - T;,m(K - ia; jJ.)] (3.11) 

where K takes any value on the ray K = i( a + 1) to irtJ in 
the complex K plane and + (-) represents the boundary 
value as K approaches the branch cut (the ray) from the 
left (right). In particular if we shift the arguments in 
Eq. (3.11) by replacing K by K - ija, then 

R;,m(K - ija; J1.) -/t,.,m(K - ija; jJ.) 

= w[T;,m(K - i(j + l)a; jJ.) - T;.m(K - i(j + l)a; jJ.)] 

(3.12) 
where now, for fixed value of j,K takes any value on the 
ray K = i[(j + l)a + 1] to ioo. In the complex z = (ilK) 
plane the identity (3.12) becomes 

R+ (_1/ '") -w ( 1/ '") n m 1 ., ,.. n, m 1 ., ,.. 
, - lI]a - lI]a 

- w rr+ ( 1/ .) - L n,m 1 -lI{j + l)a' jJ. 

( 1/ )] -T; m ;J1. 
, 1-lI{j+1)a 

(3.13) 
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for 0 S II S 1/[1 + aU + 1)], where + (-) represents the 
boundary value as Z approaches the branch cut (the ray 
o S II S 1/ [1 + a(j + 1) 1 from the top (bottom). In other 
words, on the semi-infinite positive real axis in the 
complex Z plane,Rn m(l/(l- lIaj); J.L) and Tn m(l/[l
aU + 1)]; J.L) are regular for II> 1/[1 + aU ;.. 1)]. 

(6) Finally from the analytic continuation of Eq. (3. 4) in 
the upper half of the complex K plane, or more con
veniently in the corresponding part of the z(= ilK) plane, 
one obtains the following relation between the boundary 
values ofRn.m(z; J.L) and Tn.m(z; J.L): 

R,i-1.m(lI; II) + R~-1.m(lI; II) = - 4I1In•m(0, II) 

2 T,i. m( II; J.L) - T;. m( II; J.L) 

trill Sm( II, J.L) 

1 d' S ( '. ) + -<p2 __ J.L_ m J.L ,J.L [R+ (11") 
itr -1 11- J.L' Sm(lI, J.L) n-1.m' J.L 

- R;-1. m( II; J.L')], (3.14) 

where <P represents the principle value and + (-) repre
sents the boundary value from the top (bottom) in the 
complex z(= ilK) plane cut from 0 to 1. 

It is worthwhile to recall here that, in the complex Z 

plane, Rn m(z; J.L), for a given value of n, has a sequence 
of branch' cuts at z = 0 to l/[U + l)a + 1], j = 0,1, •.. ,n 
[see property (1) above] while Tn m(Z; J.L) for a fixedn 
has a sequence of cuts at Z = 0 to l/Ua + 1), j = 
0,1, ••. ,n [see property (5) above]. In consequence 
Rn.m(z; J.L) are regular for Z > 1/(1 + a). 

We shall now obtain the spectral representation of 
In.m(T, J.L), the procedure for which is exactly parallel to 
the one discussed in Ref. 1. 

Spectral representation of I n,m(T, p) 

Let us consider the Fourier integral representation 
(3.2) of In.m(T, J.L). We note that the integrand in the 
second term on the right hand side has a pole at K = 
i/ J.L and, by property (1) of Rn-1•m(K; J.L), a sequence of 
branch cuts in the upper half of the complex K-plane 
starting at K = i(a + 1) to ioo. Since J.L can vary con
tinuously between - 1 and + 1, we distort the path of 
integration, as shown'in Fig. 2, surrounding the cut start
ing at K = i, and obtain 

In.m(T, J.L)6(T) = In.m(O, J.L) e- T11i 6(J.L) 

1 11/<1+a)dv II 
- 4tri <P 0 112 e- T

/
U 11_ J.L [R';-1.m(lI; J.L)-R;-1.m(II;J.L)] 

1 + - e- T11i 6(J.L)[R,i_1 m(J.Lj J.L) + W (J.Lj J.L)], (3.15) 
4J.L • n-1.m 

where we have set K = i/ Z and noted the fact that 
Rn-1 m(Zj J.L) is regular for Z > 1/(1 + a), hence the 
upper limit of 1/(1 + a) instead of unity. We may eli
minate the last term on the right-hand side of (3.15), 
which involves the sum of boundary values of 
Rn-1 m(Zj J.L), by means of the boundary relation (3.14). 
Further use of Eq. (3.11) then yields 

In,m(T, J.L)Sm(J.L, V)6(T) = rn,m(J.L; v)e- T
/ 1i 6(J.L) 

J 
1/(1+a) 

+ wSm(J.L, II) 0 dv' ¢v,(J.L)e- T
/

V
' 

x r n-l,m (1 ~~v'; J.L)/(1 - a 11')2 
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i(CHI) 
FIG. 2, Contour in the com
plex K plane. 

o 

1 
- we- T

/ 1i6(/J.)I
1 

dll' ¢1i(1I')Sm(II'; II) 

x r n-1,m(1 ! aJ.L ; V))l - aJ.L)2, (3.16) 

where 

r n,m (J.Lj v) == - (1/21TiJ.L2)[T~,m (J.Lj v) - T-;',m (/J.; v)] 
(3. 17) 

and we recall by virtue of property (5) given above that 

r n, m (J.L/[1 - a(j + l)J.L]j v) = 0 for 

J.L > 1/[1 + a(j + 1)], j = 0,1, .. ·. 

Also the functions ¢v(/J.) are defined by 

with 

1 A+(II) + k(lI) 
,., ( ) = ~<P-- + D(II- J.L) 
'+'v J.L 2 v - J.L 2 

Z Jl dJ.L A(z) = 1--2 --. 
-1 Z - J.L 

(3. 18) 

(3.19) 

(3. 20) 

We remark here that ¢v!J.L) , given by (3.19), are the 
familiar Case's continuum normal modes for the 
medium which is homogeneous and isotropically scatter
ing. 
Equation (3. 16) is what we previously referred to as the 
spectral representation of In, m( T , /J.). The unknown 
coefficients T n m (J.L; v) may be determined from the 
boundary condition at T = O. That equation, under the 
arbitrary boundary condition 

In,m(O, J.L) = DnOIo,m(O, /J.), J.L > 0, 

is obtained by letting T ~ 0 in Eq. (3. 16), i.e., 

rn.m(/J.; II) = DnOIO.m (0, /J.)Sm(J.L, II) 
1 

+ wI
1 

dv' ¢1i(v')Sm(II', II) 

x r n-1.m(1_lla/J.; 11)/(1- aJ.L)2 - wSm(J.L, v) 

1
1/(1+a) 

x 0 dv'¢Ii'(J.L) 

x r n-l,m (1 .!:.'all' j /J.)/ (1 - a 11')2, J.L > O. 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

This is an integro- recurrence relation for the unknown 
coefficients rn m(J.L, II) occurring in Eq.(3.16). If we 
define the quantity 

'l1£~)(vo; II) == ¢u
l 

(1I 0)Sm(VO' v), 

then we may rewrite Eq. (3. 22) as 

(3. 23) 

J 
1/(1+a) 

rn,m(J.Ljll)=W n 0 
dv' 10 m(O, II' ) 

(1-all')2 '\ 1-all' 

x Bn,m (v'; J.L; II) (3.24) 
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where the Bn.m(v'; /J.; v) are independent of the boundary 
condition at T = 0 and are determined by 

1 
B (v '"'V) = J dv" .T. (m) (v'"v) n+l.m 11"'" -1 ,..~ , 

x B Iv' /J. . V,).h(l _ 0'11)2 
n.m, 1I 1-Q1/J.' II ,... 

n = 0,1,"', (3.25) 

with 

BO.m(v 1 ; /J.; v) = o(v1 - /J./(1 + Q1/J.))Sm(/J.; v). (3.26) 

We shall refer to the quantities B as the singular 
cluster integrals. Once these clu~'t'e~ integrals are de
termined from the integro-recurrence relation (3.25), 
the unknown coefficients rn m occurring in Eq. (3.16) 
are determined by Eq. (3. 24) subject to the appropriate 
boundary condition. The total specific intensity is then 
given by [see Eqs. (3.16), (2. 8) and (2.3)] 

I(T, 0) = -:E :E e-im<l> e-T/~e(/J.) n.m , 1 00 00 t r (jJ.' v) 

27T n=O m=-OO Sm(/J., v) 

+ W dv'A. (")e- T/ V 'r " II 1 - Q1V')2 J 1/(1+a) (v')~ 
o 'i'v' ,... n-1.m 1 - 0' v' ,... 

(3. 27) 

In particular, the reflected intensity (/J. < 0) at T = 0 is 

00 00 . 1/(1+a) dv' 
1(0,0) = w:E I: e- 'm</> 1 (1 _ ')2 

n=Om=-oo 0 Q1V 

/J. < O. (3.28) 

For the albedo problem the boundary condition is 
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10 • m(O, /J.) = O(/J. - /J.o)e im<l>o, (3.29) 

where (/J.o, cf>o) == 0 0 represents the incident angle. 

Using (3. 29) in (3. 24), we get 

The emergent intensity is then given by 

1(0,0) = fw n+1 f eim(<I>-<I>o) J1 /(1+a) dv' 
n~O m~-oo 0 (1 - Q1V')2 

x cf>v,(/J.)B n j /J.o ; /J.; v\ 
. \1 + Q1/J.o J /J. < O . (3.31) 

We restate here that the singular cluster integrals B 
are independent of wand Eq. (3.31) represents the n. m 

Neumann expansion for inhomogeneous atmospheres in 
which the albedo for single scattering decays exponen
tially. We also note that the Bn. m in the same equation 
depend on 0', which characterizes the absorption pro
perties of the medium under consideration. 
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By a new method, the Dirac electron theory is completely reexpressed as a set of conservation laws 
and constitutive relations for local observables, describing the local distribution and flow of 
mechanical quantities. The coupling of the electromagnetic field to the electron is shown to be 
determined by the definitions of the observables rather than by the Dirac equation. Planck's constant 
appears in the equations only in connection with the electron spin. The equations are most readily 
interpreted by assuming that the electron is a structureless point charge, the spin and magnetic 
moment arising from the dynamics of electron motion. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most experimental tests of the Dirac electron theory 
pertain only to "global observables" such as average 
energy, average momentum, and average angular momen
tum. The theory actually contains much more detailed 
implications about "local observables" which describe a 
spacial distribution and flow of charge, mass, energy
momentum, and angular momentum. The local observ
abIes of the Dirac theory have some peculiar properties 
of which Dirac was undoubtedly unaware when the theory 
was first formulated. These peculiarities deserve care
ful study; first, because they can be expected to lead to 
particularly sensitive tests of the theory if they can be 
subjected to experimental scrutiny; and second, because 
they furnish valuable theoretical clues about the inter
pretation and Significance of the theory. 

A systematic analysis of the properties of local obser
vables happens to be surprisingly difficult by conven
tional methods. This paper uses an unconventional 
mathematical formalism developed in Refs. 1 and 2 to 
achieve a compact reformulation of the complete Dirac 
theory in terms of local observables. The new method 
greatly simplifies the derivation of conservation laws 
and "relations" among local observables. The results ob
tained are complete in the sense that the relations found 
among the observables determine the theory uniquely. 
It is believed that all Significant relations among local 
observables found by previous authors are derived here, 
though they usually appear in quite different form and 
often as only part of a more general relation. Because 
of the conSiderable difference in method and viewpoint, 
comparison of results is sometimes quite tedious, 
though it can always be carried out by the method ex
plained in Appendix A. Since the work of Takabaysi 3 is 
much more extensive than anything else in the litera
ture on local observables, special effort was made to 
compare it with the present work; exact agreement has 
been found even on comparing some of the more com
plicated and esoteric formulas, though the two ap
proaches have not been compared in every detail. 

The difficult problem of subjecting the theory of local 
observables to experimental test will not be broached 
in this paper, though it is hoped that the present formu
lation of the theory will facilitate the task. What the 
theory needs most is an experimental test of the pecu
liar noncollinearity of velocity and momentum predic
ted by eq. (5. 8) below. The problem of devising such a 
test has engaged the attention of Costa de Beauregard 
for many years; he has reviewed the problem in Ref. 4, 
including some Significant progress that has recently 
been made. Reasoning by analogy with the Dirac theory, 
Costa de Beauregard was lead to suggest tests for 
asymmetry in the free space electromagnetic energy
momentum tensor for Circularly polarized light. This 
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asymmetry implies that the energy flux in a polarized 
light beam is not collinear with the momentum denSity, 
the difference being due to the "photon spin." In a 
clever experiment, Imbert5 showed that thIS difference 
manifests itself as a lateral displacement of a reflected 
light beam with a magnitude and direction in complete 
agreement with theoretical predictions. This success 
makes it all the more likely that the analogous asym
metry in the Dirac theory can somehow be tested ex
peri mentally. 

It should be emphasized that the asymmetry just 
alluded to does not reveal itself in the Dirac theory 
when observables are defined in terms of operators in 
the usual manner. The operator definitions refer only to 
global observables, the local features being suppressed 
by averaging (i.e., integrating over all space). The local 
theory is more detailed, defining mechanical quantities 
such as momentum and angular momentum densities 
as definite functions of position and time. One local 
observable, the probability density determined by the 
Dirac wave function, is already widely used to predict 
the electron charge distribution in an atom. The local 
distributions of other mechanical quantities have not as 
yet been associated with any experimentally accessible 
effects. 

To achieve a complete theory of local observables it is 
necessary to go beyond the original assumptions of 
Dirac. It is important to realize that the definitions of 
observables in Dirac theory have far-reaching conse
quences quite independent of the exact form of the Dirac 
equation. The speCification of observables in Diracs 
original paper 6 was incomplete in several respects. 
His crucial assumption about observables was made by 
adopting, without comment, the operator definition of 
energy already used in SchrCidinger's theory. This was 
all he needed to predict the energy levels of stationary 
atomic states. Dirac's initial assumptions were not 
sufficient to prove local conservation of probability. 
But this deficiency was soon rectified 7 by defining a 
'probability current' , which, in accordance with the 
Dirac equation, has vanishing divergence and so des
cribes a locally conserved quantity. This definition is 
actually a new physical assumption, as the current 
specifies a local flow (or at least, a "probable" or 
"local average" flow) of electron charge and mass, 
and tacitly attributes a constant ratio of charge to 
mass density for the "smeared out" electron. 

After the local distribution and flow of electron charge 
was specified by defining a conserved current, the local 
distribution and flow of energy-momentum was speci
fied by Tetrode's definitionS of an energy-momentum 
tensor. It is remarkable that these definitions above 
completely determine a local distribution and flow of 
angular momentum, since in general continuum theory 
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the angular momentum tensor is not determined by the 
energy-momentum tensor. Thus no further assump
tions are needed to determine a complete set of local 
observables for the Dirac theory. 

Once a complete set of local observables has been de
fined, the wave function can be eliminated and the Dirac 
theory completely reformulated as a set of equations 
for local observables. Reformulation proved to be a 
surprisingly difficult task. Many authors achieved par
tial results. But it was not until 1957 that TakabayasP 
developed a systematic approach and carried the refor
mulation to completion. Unfortunately, physicists have 
derived little benefit from his work, most probably be
cause of its great complexity. However, much of this 
complexity is unnecessary, because it arises from re
dundancy in the admixture of matrix and tensor algebras 
in the mathematical formalism usually used to express 
the Dirac theory. Such redundancy is eliminated in this 
paper by employing the "space-time algebra" developed 
in Refs. 1 and 2. 

Because of the much simpler method employed here, it 
has proved possible to work out the relations among 
local observables in considerably more detail than was 
done previously, especially in Sec. 6 below. It should be 
mentioned that the many relations among local obser
vables derived below are not mutually independent. No 
attempt has been made to select one particular complete 
set of relations as more fundamental than another, be
cause the desirability of any particular selection is de
termined by the use to which it will be put. However, a 
careful distinction has been made between those rela
tions which are determined by the Dirac equation and 
those which are not. 

The particular properties of the energy-momentum ten
sor which are determined by the Dirac equation are as
certained in Sec. 2. However, the main aim of Secs. 1 
through 4 is to determine those properties of local ob
servables which follow from the definitiOns of the pro
bability current by (1. 3) and (1. 4) and the energy
momentum tensor (2.3) as specific functions of the wave 
function (1. 1), without appeal to the Dirac equation. 
Since local conservation is essential to the notion of 
probability denSity, the eq. (1. 4) which expresses local 
conservation of probability is taken as part of the defi
nition of the probability current even though it can be 
derived from the Dirac equation (e.g., see Appendix B). 
Of course, the mere fact that the Dirac equation implies 
that the "current" (1. 3) has vanishing divergence does 
not entail that that particular quantity describes the 
local flow of probability. It seems best, then, to say 
merely that the Dirac equation is consistent with the 
identification of (1. 3) as probability current. 

In Sec. 5 the Dirac equation is completely reformulated 
in terms of local observables. It will be noted that the 
electromagnetic potential does not appear in the re
sulting eq. (5.7). Therefore, the Dirac equation by itself 
implies nothing about electromagnetic interactions of 
the electron. Moreover, the reformulated Dirac equation 
does not yield equations of motion for local observables. 
Rather, it functions as a "constitutive equation", ex
preSSing, as shown by (5. 8), the local momentum as a 
definite function of the local velOcity and spin. The 
equations of motion for the local observables are just 
the general conservation laws ascertained in Secs. 1 and 
2. But these equations are underdetermined and cannot 
be solved without the additional "constitutive relations" 
provided by Dirac equation. Since these "constitutive 
relations" do not involve the electromagnetic field, it 
can be concluded that the coupling of the electron to the 
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electromagnetic field is already completely determined 
by the identification of (2. 26) as the equation for energy
momentum conservation. 

The relation of the spin density to the local Circulation 
of charge in the Dirac theory is studied in Secs. 6 and 7. 
Section 8 discusses the bearing of local observables on 
the interpretation of quantum mechanics. 

1. WAVE FUNCTION 

This paper continues the reformulation and analysis of 
Dirac's theory begun in Ref. 1. For the most part defi
nitions, conventions, and results appearing in Ref. 1 are 
adopted here with little or no comment. The relation to 
the usual formulation of Dirac theory is discussed in 
Appendix A. 

In Ref. 1 it was established that the Dirac "wave func
tion" 1/1 = 1/I(x) can be written in the canonical form 

(1. 1) 

The wave function does not have a direct physical signi
ficance, and a crucial part of the Dirac theory is to re
late 1/1 to observable quantities. The canonical decompo
sition (1. 1) greatly facilitates this task and, in addition, 
makes the geometric content of the theory explicit. 

The spinor R = R (x) describes a Lorentz rotation at 
every point x of space-time which takes an orthonormal 
frame of constant vectors y IX into the frame e" = e" (x) 
according to the equation 

(0=0,1,2,3). (1. 2) 

The vectors eo and e 3 have direct physical interpreta
tions in the Dirac theory. To emphasize its interpreta
tion the vector v == eo ::: vex) is called the (local) par
ticle velocity (at x). In agreement with established par
lance, the quantity 

(1. 3) 

is called the probability current and p is called the 
proper Probability density. Local conservation of pro
bability is expressed by the equation 

o .(pv) = O. (1. 4) 

With the identification of mp as Proper mass density. 
(1. 4) expresses local conservation of mass. Equation 
(1. 4) is a consequence of the Dirac equation, but it must 
be emphasized that the physical interpretation given to 
pv is an independent postulate of the Dirac theory. 

The vector 

s == ; e3 = sex) (1. 5) 

is called the (local) spin (vector), and the bivector 

(1. 6) 

is called the (local) spin (bivector). Either s or S can be 
used to describe the spin of the electron; S is preferable 
because angular momentum is fundamentally a bivector 
quantity, but s has the advantage that vectors are some
times easier to manipulate than bivectors. At any rate, 
(1. 6) makes it easy to switch from one to the other. 
The physical interpretation of S as angular momentum 
need not be introduced into the Dirac theory as an inde-
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pendent postulate; it follows from the definition of the 
energy-momentum tensor given in the next section. 

The e a describe intrinsic properties of the electron and 
so are independent of any coordinate system associated 
with an observer. In contrast, the choice of the Ya in 
(1. 2) is a mere convention, though once that choice is 
made, the R that gives the e a is uniquely determined. 
The choice of the Ya is disguised in the usual matrix 
formulation of the Dirac theory as a choice of matrix 
representation. A change in the matrix representation 
is equivalent to a change in the choice of the Ya ' The Ya 
can always be related to a set of inertial (Cartesian) . 
coordinates {x a} by the equations Ya = 0 a X or ya = 
Ox a • 

Equations (1. 2) can be solved for R (see Sec. 17 of Ref. 
2). One obtains 

R = (AA)-1/2A, 

where 

A=eaya. 

(1. 7) 

(1. 8) 

This is one way of exhibiting the dependence of R on the 
e a ' but no further use of it will be made in this paper. 
The important point is that once the convenient arbitrary 
choice of the yj.< has been made, then the Lorentz rota
tion R is determined by eight (scalar) parameters. Five 
of these are determined by specifying the velocity and 
the spin directions. This much determines the plane of 
e 1 and e 2; the additional parameter X, which is needed 
to fix the directions of e1 and e2 in the plane, is the 
phase of the Dirac wave function. 

The Dirac wave function 1/1 is completely determined by 
specifying the set of eight independent quantities: 

{p,j3,v,S or s, X} (1. 9) 

Of these, p, v, S have straightforward physical interpre
tations. Comments on the interpretation of j3 will be de
ferred until the role of j3 in the Dirac theory has been 
studied in some detail. The observable Significance of X 
is indirect, and it will not be convenient to make explicit 
use of X in equations for local observables. Rather, the 
energy- momentum vector, to be introduced later, will 
contain an implicit dependence on the gradient of X. 

2. ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR 

One of the key assumptions in Dirac's initial paper 6 is 
that the total energy E of the electron in a stationary 
state is to be obtained from the equation 

(-1)1/2 not >l1 =E'It, (2. 1) 

where 'It is a column spinor. Superficially, (2. 1) 
appears to be identical to an assumption made by 
SchrOdinger in his first papers on quantum theory. But 
something new is present because of the spinor charac
ter of 'It. This becomes apparent when, by using the 
spinor 'It, (2. 1) is reexpressed in a form which is inde
pendent of any matrix representation: 

(2.2) 

The equivalence of (2. 2) and (2. 1) is easily established 
by the method of Appendix A. Comparison of (2.1) and 
(2. 2) then reveals that the root of minus one on the left 
of (2. 1) has a geometrical significance; it may be re
garded as a representation of the spacelike bivector 
Y2'Y1 = iY3YO = io 3 , which itself is a particular root of 
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minus one since (Y2Y1)2 = - 1. Moreover, this root of 
minus one has a physical significance, for according to 
(1. 6) it determines the direction of the electron spin. In 
fact, it is only through (2. 1) or (2.2) and its generaliza
tions that electron spin finds its way into the Dirac 
theory. 

To complete the formulation of the Dirac theory, (2. 2) 
must be generalized to give an expression for the energy 
even when the electron is not in a stationary state, if 
only because the wavefunction cannot be an eigenfunc
tion of the energy in all inertial systems unless it is a 
plane wave. Besides, (2. 2) determines only the energy 
denSity, which is but one component of a complete 
energy-momentum tensor. 

The most straightforward guess at the required 
generalization of (2. 2) is given by 

T~v == {Yo1]iY~(OvI/lY2Y1n - eAvl/l)}s 

=n(y~ovl/liY3~)S -epv~Av' 
(2.3) 

The second term on the right has been added to remove 
the contribution of the electromagnetic field to the 
electron's energy-momentum and so (hopefully) to 
produce a tensor that describes only intrinSic properties 
of the electron. To get the last line of (2. 3), the defini
tion of velocity (1. 3) has been used. 

That (2.3) is a reasonable generalization of (2.2) can be 
shown by computing the average energy in "the inertial 
system of Yo", namely 

(E) = (E(t) = J d3x(T 00 + epv<0o) 

= J d 3x(Yo1]iYooOI/lY2Y1n )S' 
(2.4) 

where the integral is taken over the spacelike hyper
surface of points x satisfying the equation x· Yo = Xo = t. 
If (2. 2) is satisfied, then 

(E) = J d 3xE(Yo1]iYol/l) s = E J d3XPo = E, (2.5) 

where 

(2.6) 

is the particle probability denSity in the inertial system 
of Yo' It is very important to note the appearance of v in 
(2. 5) and (2.3), for it shows that consistency of (2. 3) 
with (2. 2) requires the conservation law (1. 4) and the 
interpretation previously given to v. 

Appendix A shows that (2.3) is equivalent to Tetrode's 
definition of the electron's energy-momentum tensor. 
Though this tensor has been much studied with matrix 
methods, something may yet be learned by analyzing its 
properties with the methods of space-time algebra. 

An energy-momentum tensor is a linear vector func
tion of a vector variable. To be more specific, let 
T(n,x) denote a flux of energy-momentum through a 
hypersurface with normal n at the space-time point x. 
Suppressing the x dependence, one says that T(n) is an 
energy-momentum tensor. Since T is a linear function 
of n = nj.ly,.., 

(2.7) 

So an energy-momentum tensor is completely charac
terized by the vectors T == T(y ), which specify the flux 
in four independent dire~tions. li:rhe components of the 
T~ are 

(2. Sa) 
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Inversely, 

Tfl == TflU yU. (2. Sb) 

With this, the T for the Tetrode tensor can be deter
mined from (2. ~). 
The conservation law (1. 4) implies the existence of 
velocity streamlines, timelike trajectories with tan
gents v == vex) describing the local flow of the "proba
bility fluid." The proper energy-momentum density 
given by 

pp == T(v) = vflT
fl (2~ 9) 

describes the flow. of energy-momentum along the 
velocity streamline. The vector p deserves a special 
name, because it is one of the most fundamental quanti
ties of the Dirac theory. The name local energy
momentum or simply momentum is appropriate. Now 
Tfl can be decomposed in the form 

(2. 10) 

Because of (2. 9),N(v) == vflN fl = 0, so the Nfl describe 
the flow of energy momentum normal to the velocity 
streamline. 

Certain special properties of the Tetrode tensor are 
determined by the Dirac equation. These properties 
are most easily ascertained by studying the "trans
posed" tensor defined from (2. 3) by 

Tfl == yUTflv = yu{nyv' (iJ fl 1/liy3liih - epvUAfl} 

== n(iJ fl 1/liy3lii)v - epvA fl • 

First observe that 

n (iJ fl1/liy3liih = ~ (iJ fl1/liY31P - 1/IiY3 iJ Il lii )' 

(2. 11) 

(2. 12) 

Also note that the definition of the spin vector (1. 5) 
implies 1z n1/ly3iJi == ps, so 

n - -) 
iJfl(ips) == 2 (ilfl1/l iY31/1 + 1/IiY3iJfl1/l • (2. 13) 

.Hence 

n(01/l)iY3lii = nyfl (il fl 1/liy3liih + O(ips). (2. 14) 

Next recall the form of Dirac equation given in Ref. 5. 
With' a conveninet change in sign convention and explicit 
introduction of Planck's constant, it can be written 

(2. 15) 

Multiply this on the right by Yolii and use 1/Ilii = pe is as 
well as (1. 3) to get 

n01/liy3lii = mpe iS + eApv. (2.16) 

Finally, combine (2.9), (2. 11), (2. 14), and (2. 16) to obtain 

Yfl l' = T yfl = mpe iB + iOps. 
Jl Il 

(2. 17) 

The pseudo scalar part of (2. 17) yields 

o . (ps) = - mp sin/3. (2. 1S) 

This says nothing, at least directly, about the Tetrode 
tensor. But the scalar part of (2. 17) gives the trace of 
the Tetrode tensor: 

Tfl = T . yJl == mp cos/3, 
fl fl 

(2. 19) 
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and the bivector part of (2. 17) is 

y fl /\ TJl = Til /\yfl = i(O /\ps) = - O. (ips). (2.20) 

This specifies the antisymmetric part of the Tetrode 
tensor, as can be seen by expressing it in component 
form: 

(Y)J/\YU)' (TS/\y6) = (YJl/\Yu)' (ycx/\yP) Tpcx == TJlU - TUIl 

= iYfl/\YU/\O/\(ps) == - EflVcxSila(pSB), 

where EflvaS == - iYfl/\YV/\YCX/\Ys' 
(2. 21) 

By definition, the divergence of the correct energy
momentum tensor must equal the denSity of force acting 
on the electron. The divergence of the tetrode tensor is 
determined by the Dirac equation. To evaluate it, first 
note that 

(2.22) 

because the divergence of the antisymmetric part of 
the Tetrode tensor vanishes, as follows immediately 
from (2.16) or (2. IS). With the help of (2.12), the diver
gence of (2.11) can be written 

(2. 23) 

To express the first term on the right on (2. 23) in 
terms of observables, take the gradient of the ~irac 
equation (2. 15) and multiply on the right by Yo1/l to get 

n (021/1)iY3lii = m (0 1/I)lii + e(OA1/I)Yolii. 

Again using the Dirac equation, rewrite the right side of 
this expression to get 

n021/1iy3lii = n-1(e 2A2 - m 2)ips + e(OA)pv 

+ 2e(A.01/l)Yolii. (2.24) 

The vector part of this equation is 

- n - 2-) (n0 21/1iY31/1) v = "2 (021/1iY31/1 - 1/IiY30 1/1 

= pe(O /\A).v + epvO·A + eA ·O(pv) 

= peF.v + eilJl(pvAJl), (2.25) 

where F == O/\A. Substitution into (2.23) and use of 
(2. 10) yields 

il Til ==pp + il Nfl =peF·v =pj, 
Jl Ii 

(2. 26) 

where a dot has been used to represent the "proper 
time" derivative along the streamline by writing 
v·Op = p. The local force j == eF· v is just the fa.m.i1.iar 
Lorentz force. This further confirms the compatibilIty 
of interpretations given to Til and v. The striking fact 
is that (2. 26) has exactly the form that classical ele~
trodynamics gives for the effect of an electromagnetic 
field F acting on a charged current. Note that there are 
no multipole force terms, such as would arise if the 
electron had some complicated local structure. Thus, 
according to (2. 26) the effect of external electromag
netic forces acting on the electron is exactly what one 
would expect from classical electrodynamics. The 
peculiar features of the Dirac theory reside in the 
specific nature of the Tli. 

The results above already suffice to show that the Dirac 
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electron possesses an angular momentum which does 
not appear to be induced by external forces. Observe 
that, since 0Jlx == Yll ,(2.26) implies 

0li (TIiAX) == TIlAY/l + pfAX. 

And note that, by virtue of (2. 20), 

TPAy p == - °Ii SIl , 

where 

Sil == piSA yll == p(is)· yll == p(SA v). yP 

== pvpS + pS·ypv. 

So, with the definition 

(2.27) can be written 

(2. 27) 

(2. 28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

The right side of this equation can be identified as the 
local torque, so Jp can be interpreted as the flux of 
angular momentum through a hyper surface with normal 
yll. Moreover,JJl consists of an orbital part TIlAx and 
an "intrinsic part" SP. The angular momentum flow 
along the velocity streamline is described by the proper 
angular momentum density, 

(2.32) 

where S == p-1V ~ SJl == isA v is seen to be precisely the 
local spin, as advertised in Sec. 1. 

The right side of (2. 29) is a decomposition of the spin 
angular momentum denSity Sil into a part PVIlS which des
cribes angular momentum flow along the streamline and 
a part 

(2.33) 

which describes angular momentum flow normal to the 
streamline. USing this, and the corresponding decompo
sition (2. 10) for Til' (2. 28) can be written in the form 

pS + pPAv = YIlANIl - 0I"MIl, 

where,of course,S = v·OS. 

(2.34) 

Equations (1. 4), (2. 26), and (2.34) are local conservation 
laws for mass, energy-momentum and "intrinsic angu
lar momentum," respectively. But they constitute a 
determinate set of equations only when "constitutive 
equations" have been specified which relate the basic 
local observables p, v, Sand p and expresses the fluxes 
N Jl and Mg in terms of them. In the general form given 
above with a more general form for the local force than 
is given in (2.26), the local conservation laws hold for 
any classical relativistic theory of continuous media as 
well as for the Dirac theory. The peculiar features of 
the Dirac theory are found not in the conservation laws, 
but in the form it gives to the constitutive relations and 
boundary conditions. 

3. LOCAL MOMENTUM AND ANGULAR VELOCITY 

From (1. 2) it follows that 

yp. Oe ", == 0lle", == 1[nJl , e",] == nJl.e"" 

where 
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(3.2) 

Equation (3.1) says that on di.splacement in the.YIl direc
tion, the frame {e,J rotates with "angular velOCity" np' 
To see what phYSical significance such a rotation might 
have, the angular velocity must be expressed as a func
tion of local observables. To this end, introduce quanti
ties P il and qJl by the equation 

Also, use (1. 6) to obtain 

(3.4) 

and 

1Z0 ll RY2YI R == (0IlRR)(IZRYlY2R ) == nils. (3.5) 

The sum of (3.3) and (3.4) yields 

PJl + iqll + OilS == nils == 1Z0IlRY2YlR. (3.6) 

The scalar part of (3. 6) is 

P il == nll·s == n(0IlRY2YIR)S' (3.7) 

which shows that P il measures the component of the 
angular velocity in the local spin plane. 

The pseudoscalar part of (3. 6) yields 

which shows that qll measures the component of the 
angular velocity in the plane orthogonal to the spin 
plane. Finally, the bivector part of (3.6) is 

which measures the rate at which the spin plane changes 
direction on displacement along Y Il' 

To find an expression for nil in terms of observables, 
solve (3. 6). 

nil == (OilS +PIl + iqll)S-l 

== S(0Ilv)VS- 1 + (OIlS)S-l + qllvs-1 +PJl S-1, (3.10) 

where S-l == Isl-28 ==is-1v and S-l ==- Isl-2s. The 
quantity q can be expressed in terms of the spin and 
velocity b~ relating (3. 10) to the derivative of the velo
city. 

° v == n . v == s-l(v. ° s) + ° v - q S-1. 
11 11 Jl 11 Jl 

Hence 

qll == v.oIlS==-S.OIlV (3. 11) 

or 

q == yllq == - v. (OAs) + v·Os == - s.Ov + s· (OAv). 
Il - (3. 12) 

An expression Similar to (3.11) can be found for P il from 

2 
0lle 1 == nll·e1 == (e 1 · 0IlV)V + (e 1 · 0/ls)s-l + P Il 1i e2. 

Thus, 

(3.13) 
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Equation (3.11) says that q" measures the rate of rota
tion in the (vs) plane, while (3.13) says that P" measures 
the rate of rotation in the spin plane though no physical 
significance has been attributed to el and e 2 separately. 
Since P" itself is an observable, (3. 10) along with (3.11) 
gives the complete relation of fl ~ to observables. 

A change of "phase" of the wave function by an amount 
n -1 A., i. e. , the spinor transformation 

R ->Re-Y2Y1A/n 

induces, by (3.2), the change of angular velocity 

fl -> fl + a A S-1 
" " " ' 

and by (3.2), the transformation 

P" ->P" + 0llA. (3. 14) 

This shows that P" depends on the phase only through its 
gradient. 

The physical significance of P can be ascertained by 
relating it to the energy-moni'entum tensor. Use (1. 1) 
and (3. 2) to write 

(3.15) 

Multiply this on the left by n iY3lii and use i h l/Iiy3lii = 
pSv together with (3. 6) to obtain 

no"l/Iiy3lii = {all In(pe iB ) + fl,,}(pSv) 

= {p" + iq" + a"s + sail In(peiB)}pv 

= {Pil + iq" + W,,}pv, 

where the bivector WI' is defined by 

(3. 16) 

Wil == (peiB)-1all(peiBS) = ails + S(a ll lnp + ia"i3). (3.17) 

The vector part of (3.16) is 

n (a Ill/liY31ii) v = p(vPIl - v· W,,). (3. 18) 

Hence, 

nyu' (a "l/Iiy31Ji)Y = p(vuP" + (vAyu)' W,,). (3. 19) 

Write 

P il =P" + eAIl 
(3. 20) 

and compare (3.19) with (2.3) and (2.10) to get 

(3.21) 

where, with the help of (3. 17), 

N"u =N!'·yv =p(VAy").w,, 

= p(VAy
ll
)' a uS - PSllo j3. 

(3.22) 

This shows that the Pil introduced in (3. 20) are exactly 
the components of local momentum introduced by (2.9). 
Equations (3.7) and (3.20) thus show how the local 
momentum is related to rotations in the local spin 
plane. In addition, (3. 22) expresses the components N IlV 
of the momentum flux tensor in terms of local observ
abIes. 

4. INTEGRABILITY CONDITIONS 

The fundamental local observables v, S, and P are all 
determined by the single spinor field R and its deriva-
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tives. Since R itself is completely parametrized by v,S, 
and phase X ,p must be completely determined by these 
quantities and their derivatives. Since P depends on 
the phase only through its gradient, the curl of p must be 
a function only of the spin, the velocity, and their deriva
tives. This function can be found in the following syste
matic way. 

Write (3.2) in the form 

0IlR = i fl llR • 

Differentiate, to get 

ovollR = i(ovflll + iflllflv)R. 

But 

So 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Thus the derivatives of the angular velocities are not 
mutually independent. These "integrability conditions" 
can be expressed as relations among observables by 
using (3. 6). One obtains 

allPv - 0v P " + i(o vqll - 0llqv) = i[o vS, aIl S]S-1. (4.5) 

The bivector part of (4.5) gives nothing new since it is 
just a consequence of the fact that S2 is a constant. The 
pseudoscalar part of (4.5) gives an expreSSion for the 
curl of qll ,but that is of little interest since the relation 
of q to the spin and velocity is already completely ex
hibited by (3.11). However, the scalar part of (4.5) gives 
the following valuable relations, first derived in a dif
ferent form by Takabayasi 3: 

a"pv - avPIl = i[a uS,a Il S].s-1 

= (a VsaIlSS-1)s = s· (auVAallv + avSAavS- 1) 

= iSAVA[avVAallv + a"SAaIl S-1]. 

SincePIl =PIl + eAIl , 

avp!, - allPv + eFllv = (aVSaIlS).s-l, 

where 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

F"v= (yvAYIl)·F= (YvAy").(O!\A)=aIlAv-avA,, 

are the components of the electromagnetic field. 

It is worth emphasizing that (4.7) or (4.6) depends on 
the definitions of the local observables only and not at 
all on the Dirac equation. Since it relates different ob
servables, (4. 7) can be regarded as a kind of constitu
tive relation. A constitutive relation that gives the full 
dependence of P on v and S is obtained from the Dirac 
equation in the next section. 

5. PHYSICAL CONTENT OF THE DIRAC EQUATION 

The conclusions of Sec. 2 are worth repeating. Equations 
(1. 4), (2. 26), and (2.34) are precisely the conservation 
laws of mass, energy-momentum, and angular momentum 
which are expected to hold for all physical theories. 
The use of the Dirac equation to obtain these laws mere
ly serves to show that the Dirac theory is consistent 
with general principles. It can now be shown that the 
real physical content of the Dirac equation is to be 
found in the fact that it provides constitutive relations 
among the local density, velocity, momentum, and spin. 
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When these relations are put along side those relations 
which follow from the definitions of the local observ
abIes in terms of the Dirac wave function, then the con
servation laws become determinate differential equa
tions describing the time evolution of the local observ
abIes. 

To express the Dirac equation (2.15) as a relation 
among local observables, first multiply it on the right 
by iii to obtain 

1l(Ol/I)Y2"Y1ii1 = mpv + eApe i8 • 

Next use (3.15) and (3.6) to obtain 

1l(O"l/I)Y2"Y1ii1 = {a,,(pe iB) + n"peiB}~RY2"Y1R 

This implies 

= o/peiB)S + (P" + iq" + o"S)pe i8 

= (P + iq )pe iB + o,,(peiBS). "" ,. 

(5. 1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Finally, equate (5.1) to (5.3) and use p = P - eA to get 

pe- i8 (p - iq) = pmv - 0 (peiBS). 

The pseudovector part of (5.4) yields 

pCP sin{:l + q cos{:l) = O· (peiBiS). 

The vector part of (5.4) is 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

PCP cos{:l- q sin{:l) = pmv - O· (pe i8S). (5.6) 

This quantity, multiplied by elm, is commonly known as 
the Gorden current and assumed to be the source of the 
electromagnetic field produced by the electron. The 
last term in (5.6), then, is the divergence of a magnetic 
moment density. This is consistent with the identifica
tion of the magnetic moment in (6. 28) below. 

Equation (5. 4) displays the physical content of the 
Dirac equation as a relation among local observables. 
The Dirac equation can be recovered from (5. 4) by 
writing the local observables as functions of the Dirac 
wave function and its derivatives, but it should be re
membered that these expressions are physical assump
tions quite independent of the Dirac equation. 

The "Dirac relations" among local observables are 
better expressed by multiplying (5.4) on the right to get 

pep - iq) = pmeiBv - 0 (pS) + i(O{:l)pS. (5.7) 

The vector part of (5.7) gives the momentum density as 
a function of velocity and spin. 

pp = pmv cos{:l - o· (pS) + p(iS)·O (:l. (5.8) 

This is the Simplest way to express the general non
collinearity of velocity and momentum in the Dirac 
theory. Note that a valid physical interpretation of {:l 
must account for the strange factor cos{:l, which reduces 
the contribution of the "mass density" to the energy
momentum density. The last term (is)·O{:l = (VAs)·O{:l = 
vs·O{:l- sv·O{:l shows a dependence of momentum on the 
rate of change of (:l in the vAs plane. 

The trivector part of (5.7) yields 

-pq =pm sin{:lv + O.(psv) + (Oj3).(pS). (5.9) 
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This can be reduced to simpler terms by using (2.18) 
and (3.12) to get 

S·O{:l = s· (OAV) - v·Os = s·Ov - v· (0 AS). (5.10) 

Since S· 0 {:l = (iSAV)' 0 {:l = isAvA 0 {:l = - s· (iVA 0 (:l, the 
first equation (5.10) can be written 

v.Os = s = s.(OAV) + s.(iVAOj3). (5. 11) 

This is an equation for the rate of change of spin along a 
velocity streamline, and so exhibits explicitly the physi
cal content of the trivector part of (5.7). 

A number of important auxiliary formulas are easily 
obtained from (5.8) by utilizing algebraic properties of 
the velocity and spin: 

p. V = m cos {:l - (VA D) . S - (is). (VA 0 (:l) 

=m cos{:l-S· (OAV + iVAO{:l), 

v·O{:l = ~ = p. s-l + S. (0 As-1) = p. S-l 

(5. 12) 

+ is-1AVAOs, (5.13) 

p·S = p-1S. (0 .pS) = - S· (S·O lnp) + S· (O·S), 

vAP = p-1[0. (pS)] Av - iS$ 

= p-10· (pis) - S + (S.O)AV - iS~. 

(5. 14) 

(5.15) 

Equation (5. 12) is an expression for the local energy 
p. v that flows along a streamline. In the first term the 
rest mass is reduced by the factor cos {:l. The re
maining terms involve the "normal gradient" VAO, 
which shows that their contribution to the local energy 
is determined by the flow of Sand (:l onto the stream
line. 

By comparing (5.15) with (2.10) and (2.20) one finds 

(5.16) 

The same result can be obtained with more effort by 
direct evaluation from (3. 22). 

6. PROPER FLOWS 

The reformulation of the Dirac theory as a set of con
servation laws and constitutive equations for local ob
servables has already been completed. But further in
sight into the theory can be obtained by casting some of 
the equations into different forms. It is particularly in
teresting to study the flow of local observables along a 
streamline. This can be approached systematically by 
studying the proper angular velocity n, i.e., the angular 
velocity along a streamline: 

n == 2kR = 2(v.OR)R = v"n". (6.1) 

Here the nIl are just the angular velocities defined by 
(3.2) 

An expression for n in terms of observables can be ob
tained directly from the Dirac equation by utilizing the 
identity 

n = 2RR = {(OR)R,v} - Ov. (6.2) 

The curly brackets denote anticommutator. The iden
tity can be established by noting that 

(OR)RvR = ORyo = 0 (vR) = (Ov)R - vOR + 2v.OR. 
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Now write the Dirac equation (3.15) in the form 

Ii(Ol/l)iY3Yolj) = 2(Ol/l)lj)S = mpv + eApe i6 . (6.3) 

Also note that 

2(Ol/l)lj) = (0 lnp + (Oi3)i + 2(OR)R)pe iB• (6.4) 

Hence, from (6.3) and (6.4) 

2(OR)R = - D lnp + iOfl + (meiBv + eA)S-l. (6.5) 

So 

H2(OR)R, v} = {2(DR)R}.v 

= - v·o lnp + v· (iO fl) + v· (mv cosfl + eA)S-l. 
(6.6) 

Finally, substitute (6.6) into (6.2) to get 

n = - 0 Av + V· (iO fl) + v· (mv cosfl + eA)S-l. (6.7) 

By (6.7), the proper time derivatives of the velocity and 
the spin are 

v = n·v = v.(D.!\v), 

s = n·s = s.(O!\v) + s.[v.(Dfli)], 

S = Hn,s] = Hs,O/\v] + HS,v.(Dfli )]. 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6. 10) 

Equation (6. 8) is a mere identity, which depends only on 
the fact that v 2 is constant. Equation (6. 9) is identical 
with (5.11), and, of course, (6. 10) follows from (6.8) and 
(6.9), though it is handier to get it from (6. 7). Clearly, 
these equations are not of much help unless a useful 
expression for O/\V can be found. 

Before proceeding further, it is worthwhile to examine 
the "classical limit", i. e., the limit in which the magni
tude of the spin I s I = i Ii is regarded a negligibly small 
quantity. In that limit, the compatibility conditions (4.6) 
can be written 

O/\P = O. (6. 11) 

This implies that 

P =OX. (6. 12) 

It is easy to see that the scalar X is the phase of the 
Dirac wave function, so the classical limit amounts to a 
kind of "eikonal approximation" to the Dirac equation. 

In the classical limit, Eq. (2. 18) becomes sin fl = 0, 
which implies cos fl = ± 1. In the same limit, the Dirac 
equation in the form (5. 7) reduces to 

p = ±mv = D X - eA. (6. 13) 

Clearly, the two signs correspond to limits describing 
particles with opposite charge. 

The square of (6.13) is just the Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion for a classical "test charge": 

(0 X - eA) 2 = m 2. (6. 14) 

Given the external potential A, one solves (6. 14) to get 
X. But equation (6.13) is still needed to get the velocity 
field from X. 

The curl of (6. 13) is 

±rnDflv = - eDflA = - eF. (6. 15) 
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So, from (6. 7) the proper angular velocity is just 

n = - 0 flv = ±.!!... F. 
m (6. 16) 

When this is substituted into (6.8), one obtains the 
Lorentz force. 

But, more generally, (6. 16) gives a spinor form for the 
Lorentz force: 

. e 
R = ± 2m FR. (6. 17) 

The solution of this equation is a one parameter family 
of Lorentz transformations R = R (T) describing the rota
tion of the ell as they "move" along a streamline. In 
particular, this describes the rotation of the spin. So 
the spin does not simply disappear in the "classical 
limits" to the Dirac theory; only the effect of the spin 
on the motion of the particle disappears; an effect of the 
motion on the spin remains. 

Now, to see what can be said about 0 flv without any 
approximation, write (5. 7) in the form 

(P + qi) - eA = mve- iB - yV Wv , (6. 18) 

where Wv is defined by (3.17). The gradient of (6.18) is 

(OP + Dqi) - eDA = m[Ov - i(Ofl)v]e- iB + yl'yV01' WV' 

(6. 19) 

The bivector part of (6.19) is 

m[OAv+ivflOfl]e-iB =-eF+0I'WI' 

+ % [yl'/\yV, opWvJ + (OflP + Oflqi). (6. 20) 

The dependence on momentum in the last term can be 
eliminated by using the integrability conditions (4.5) 
in the form 

O/\P + Oflqi = iyllyV[ovS'0I'S]S-l. (6. 21) 

Also, a little calculation shows that 

01' Wv - ° v WI' + HoI'S' ° vS]S-l = Hwl" Wv]S-l, (6.22) 

so the last two terms of (6. 20) can be combined. When 
this has been done, (6. 20) can be written 

Oflv + ivflDfl = - .!!...Fe iB + e, m 
where 

me = eiB(01' WI' + HYl'yV, [WI" Wv]S-l]). 

(6. 23) 

(6.24) 

Equation (6. 23) is very important because it completely 
describes the interaction of the external electromagnetic 
field F with the "Dirac observables" in a manifestly 
gauge invariant form. Section 5 shows that the electro
magnetic field is absent from the basic relations among 
observables implied by the Dirac equation. The electro
magnetic field is related to the momentum solely by the 
integrability conditions (4.8). Equation (6.22) expresses 
the implications of the integrability conditions in a form 
independent of p. And note that e in (6. 24) is manifestly 
independent of velocity. The appropriate use of (6.23) 
is to eliminate Dflv from equations to reveal explicitly 
the influence of the external field F on relations among 
observables. 

The dependence of n on F is revealed by substituting 
(6. 23) into (6. 7) to get 
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o = ~FeiB - C + v· (mv cos{3 + eA)S-l. 
m 

(6.25) 

This gives immediately equations for the velocity and 
spin which show the dependence on F explicitly: 

v =! (FeiB).v + v·C, 

s = HF,£Se iB ] + HS,C]. m 

In (6. 27) the commutivity of e iB with bivectors was 
used to obtain a form that suggests that 

Ie I . 
JJ. =-Se,a 

m 

(6.26) 

(6. 27) 

(6. 28) 

be interpreted as the local magnetic moment. And, in 
fact, 

(6.29) 

is the famous magnitude of the electron's magnetic 
moment, which was the first striking consequence of 
Dirac's theory. But the interpretation of the magnetic 
moment is not so simple a matter as (6. 27) and (6. 28) 
suggest, for (6. 25) and (6. 26) indicate that the factor 
e iB belongs with the F and not with the S. 

Other important relations can be derived from (6. 25) 
by using (3. 6) to get 

v.(p + eA) + iv.q + S = os 

= ~FeiBS - CS + m cos{3 + ev·A m 
(6.30) 

The bivector part of (6.30) just gives equation (6.27). 
But, with the help of (3.11), the pseudoscalar part of 
(6.30) gives 

v· q = - V· S = s· V = i[ CAS _..:£.. (Fe iB) AS] m 

= ~(Fei8). (SAV) + C· (VAs). 
m 

The scalar of (6. 30) is 

p . v = m cos{3 + (! Se iB) • F - C . S. 

(6. 31) 

(6.32) 

The same result can be obtained by substituting (6. 23) 
into (5.12). 

Equation (6.32) explicitly shows the effect of an external 
field F on the local energy. 

Equation (2.26) describes the rate of change of momen
tum along a streamline, but it does not reveal the full 
effect of the electromagnetic field F on the momentum 
flow, because it does not show how the momentum flux 
Np. is affected by F. The influence of F on the flux can 
be found by beginning with the expression (3.22) for 
N Il V and evaluating 0 p.NIJ with the help of (2. 18) and the 
integrability conditions in the form (6. 23). Thus, 

olJNp.v = pS· (DAo vv) - (0 vVAO). (pS) - ps.O 0 v{3 

- (0 v {3)O. ps 

= - pS· 0 v~! Fe iB - c) + pea vVAO J3). (is) 
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- (ovVAO)·(pS) -mo v cos{3 

=-p(S,ov! (FeiB-C) + (ovVAyp.).W!, 

+ mo v cosf3). (6.33) 

Substitution of this expression into (2. 26) yields 

P =~F.v +~O(FeiB).$-OC.$ m m 
+ 0 (VA yp.). Wp. + mO cos{3. (6.34) 

Here a slash has been used to denote quantities which 
are not differentiated by the gradient operating from the 
left. 

The second term on the right of (6. 34) is a force of the 
Stern-Gerlach type. But note that the {3 is differentiated 
whereas the S is not, so it is not quite the usual form 
for the force due to a magnetic moment given by (6.28), 
Moreover, this force is not a body force; rather, as the 
derivation Shows, it expresses only the effect of the ex
ternal field on th~ local momentum flux. 

It is also important to realize that the influence of F on 
the spin is entirely due to its effect on the spin flux. 
This can be shown by beginning with (2.34) and eva
luating olJMIJ with the help of (6.23). Thus, 

olJMIJ = pHS,OAV] + HVAO ,pS] 

=p~~,!seiBJ+pHS,C] + HVAyIJ.,WII ]. 

Substitution of this into (2.34) and comparison with 
(6. 27) shows 

(6.35) 

(6.36) 

It is not difficult to establish that this relation follows 
from the Dirac equation without appeal to the integra
bility conditions. 

The above facts about the influence of external fields on 
the local observables have important bearing on the in
terpretation of the Dirac theory. 

7. WEYSSENHOFF MOTION 

The velocity streamlines of the Dirac theory compose a 
congruence of timelike curves in space-time, and Eqs. 
(2. 26) and (2. 34) describe the flow of momentum and 
angular momentum along these curves. The flow along 
one streamline is coupled to that along its neighbors by 
the flux of spin through the walls of a co moving volume 
element. To get some conception of the streamlines in 
the Dirac theory, suppose that along a particular stream 
line the net flux of momentum and angular momentum 
through the walls of a comoving volume element vanishes. 
This supposition can be stated mathematically by 
writing. 

0IlNIJ = 0, 

YpANIJ. = oIJMP.. 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

The equations of motion for a streamline satisfying 
these conditions are decoupled from those of its neigh
bors. However, the extent to which such a decoupling can 
be justified either rigorously or as some approximation 
to the Dirac theory is a difficult and unsolved problem. 

Along the "decoupled" streamline just described, Eqs. 
(2.26) and (2.34) take the simple form 
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P=j, 

S = Vl\p. 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

The relation between velocity can be found by multiply
ing (7.4) by v and solving to get 

p= v(p.v + S) = (p.v)v + v.S. (7.5) 

Of course these equations must be supplemented by the 
conditions that v and S are orthogonal and have constant 
magnitude. 

Equations (7.3), (7. 4), and (7.5) were obtained from a 
model of a fluid "with spin" by Wessenhoff9 ; they have 
been studied by many authors as a "classical approxi
mation" to the Dirac theory; details can be found in 
books by Corben1o and Halbwachsll • Of course there is 
nothing surprising in the fact that these equations can 
be obtained from a classical model; they require for 
their validity only general conservation laws and the 
assumptions that decouple the streamlines. The classi
cal models become unphysical when they assume that a 
continuous system can be shrunk to a point particle 
obeying (7.3) and (7.4). For insight into the Dirac theory 
it is sufficient to suppose that the equations describe 
only a single streamline. 

The interesting pOint is that the equations for the de
coupled streamline can be solved. In the absence of ex
ternal forces the streamline is a generalized helix. 
This helical motion perSists in the presence of a con
stant magnetic field and, as Corben1o has repeatedly 
emphasized, gives the correct gyro magnetic ratio for 
the electron, the simple number for which the Dirac 
theory is most famous. Thus, however dubious the de
coupling assumptions, the decoupled equations retain 
some of the main features of the Dirac theory. And 
their solutions suggest that the magnetic moment of the 
electron is not due to any structure of the electron; it 
appears to be a dynamical effect, arising from the 
general tendency to execute helical motion because of 
the noncollinearity of velocity and momentum. 

8. INTERPRETATION OF THE DIRAC THEORY 

The set of local observables adopted in this paper is 
complete and thoroughly satisfactory in the sense that 
the entire mathematical content of the Dirac theory can 
be expressed as a system of determinate equations for 
these quantities. On the other hand, the physical content 
of the Dirac theory depends on the physical interpreta
tion accorded to the local observables, that is, on the 
correspondence of the mathematical quantities called 
observables with quantities measured experimentally. 
Unfortunately, this correspondence is not so well esta
blished as to eliminate the possibility that the local ob
servables have been incorrectly identified or that the . 
Dirac theory is incorrect in some of its more detailed 
implications. 

There does not seem to be any reason to doubt that the 
local velocity (1. 3) has been correctly identified. The 
identification adopted here leads to a reasonable inter
pretation of the energy levels in hydrogen, which seerps 
to be the reason it was originally accepted by the Dirac. 
To say that it has been universally adopted by practi-
tioners of the Dirac theory would not be much of an 
exaggeration. . 

The correctness of identifying the Tetrode tensor (2.3) 
with the energy-momentum tensor can be questioned. It 
is easy to write down different teqsors which yield 
identical values for global observables such as the 
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energy levels of stationary atomic states. Each such 
tensor defines a different physical theory distinguished 
by the particular local distribution and flow of energy
momentum it predicts. No such distinction has as yet 
been tested experimentally. Nevertheless, there are 
good reasons to favor the Tetrode tensor. 

Tetrode's definition of the energy-momentum tensor is 
adopted in this paper on the theoretical ground that it is 
the most straightforward generalization of the operator 
definitions of energy and momentum taken over by 
Dirac from Schrodinger theory. Perhaps a better 
reason for adopting the Tetrode tensor is the fact that 
it leads to the classical Lorentz force (2.26); this seems 
to have been Tetrode's original reason. Also, on close 
inspection it becomes clear that no alternative to the 
local momentum (2.9) determined by the Tetrode tensor 
could lead to simpler equations for local observables. 
Finally, it should be mentioned that the successful pre
diction of the Imbert effect4 . 5 was made from a non
symmetric electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor 
obtained by analogy from the Tetrode tensor. Thus the 
Tetrode tensor is supported by indirect experimental 
evidence. The challenge is to test it directly. 

In the absence of any experimental or theoretical 
reason to doubt that the identification of local obser
vables has been correctly made, it is necessary to deve
lop a coherent interpretation of the Dirac theory which 
is consistent with the present identifications of local 
observables. Any satisfactory interpretation of the 
DiJ,'ac theory must explain the prominent role played by 
spin. In Dirac's original paper 6 the appearance of spin 
is rather mysteriOUS, since no mention of spin was made 
in his baSic assumptions. It is still widely believed that 
spin emerged as a consequence of relativity, though this 
has been refuted by many authors (e.g., Ref. 12). With a 
complete theory of local observables in hand, it is not 
difficult to ascertain the key assumption by which 
Dirac (implicitly) introduced spin into his theory. The 
derivation of the local conservation laws in Sec. 2 
leads to the identification of the local spin in Eq. (2.23). 
Following the argument backwards, one discovers that 
spin was introduced by the definition of energy (2. 1), in 
particular by the factor (- 1) 1/2n in that definition. The 
usual matrix formulation of the Dirac theory hides the 
relation of (- 1)1/2n to spin very well indeed. But the 
relation was uncovered in Ref. 1 when matrices were dis
pensed with. The relation can be explained succinctly 
as follows: In the Dirac theory the spin is a skew sym
metric tensor, or, equivalently, the bivector defined by 
(1. 6); the usual matrix representation of this bivector 
has eigenvalue i (- 1)1/2n, as is shown by Eq. (AI). 
Thus, the factor (- 1)1/2n which appears in the matrix 
formulation of the Dirac theory is a representation of 
the spin tensor by its eigenvalue; its true identity is 
revealed by reformulating the theory in terms of ob
servables. 

It is important to note that (- 1)1/2 and n always occur 
together as a factor (- 1)1/2n in the original basic 
equations of Dirac, specifically, in the definition of the 
energy operator (2.1) and in the Dirac equation (A5) 
of Appendix A. It follows that Planck's constant is in
separably related to the spin in the Dirac theory. So it 
should be no surprise that examination of Secs. 1 to 5 
reveals that Planck's constant appears in the equations 
for local observables only as twice the magnitude of 
the local spin. 

The ubiquitous connection between spin and Planck's 
constant obviously must persist in any nonrelativistic 
approximation to the Dirac theory, including the 
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Schrodinger theory. Indeed, as shown explicitly in Ref. 
12 the SchrOdinger equation is identical to the Pauli 
eq~ation in the absence of magnetic fields, and spin 
appears in the Schrodinger theory as the innocent fac
tor (- 1)1/21i. It follows that every appearance of 
Planck's constant in the Schrodinger theory is directly 
related to the existence of spin. This fact is difficult to 
reconcile with the usual interpretation of uncertainty 
relations derived from SchrOdinger's equation. Though 
Planck's constant has a prominent place in the uncer
tainty relations, none of the usual interpretations seem 
capable of accounting for its connection with spin. It is 
strange that uncertainty relations for position and momen
tum, which are presumed to be fundamental to the inter
pretation of quantum theory, are not derivable from the 
Dirac theory without suppressing spin. 

The Dirac theory poses another difficulty for the usual 
interpretation of the uncertainty relations. The non
collinearity of local momentum and velocity suggests 
that uncertainty relations for momentum and position 
are not, as is usually assumed, equivalent to uncertainty 
relations for velocity and position. Indeed, when the non
relativistic limit is correctly carried out it can be 
shown that the inequivalence of velocity and momentum 
perSists even in the SchrOdinger theory. Details will be 
given elsewhere. 

Because of these problems with the interpretation of the 
uncertainty principle, it is difficult to reconcile the de
tails of the Dirac theory with the socalled Gopenhagen 
interpretation of quantum theory in general. But there 
is an alternative interpretation which appears to be 
more congenial to the Dirac theory. It is called the 
statistical interpretation of quantum mechanics in a re
view by Ballentine. 13 According to the statistical inter
pretation, an electron is always to be regarded as a par
ticle, and the Dirac theory describes an ensemble 
average of its motion. The probability denSity in the 
Dirac theory speCifies the relative probability that the 
electron is located at a given place at a given time. 

The Simplest model of an electron compatible with the 
statistical interpretation is a structureless point 
charge. Of course it is impossible to derive any such 
model from the mathematical formulation of the Dirac 
theory. But it is easy to see that the model is consis
tent with many properties of local observables implied 
by the mathematical structure of the theory. First, if the 
charge and mass of the electron are actually localized at 
a Single point, then the "smearing out" of the electron by 
any kind of averaging process must produce a distribu
tion with constant charge to mass ratio, in agreement 
with the Dirac theory. Second, if the charge of the elec
tron were not localized at a point, then terms describing 
the coulomb interaction between different elements of 
charge would appear in the local conservation laws 
and constitutive equations derived in Sec. 2 and 5; no 
such terms exist; but this is to be expected if the den
sity in the Dirac theory describes only the probable 
location of a single point charge. Third, the fact that 
the local electromagnetic interaction is described in 
the Dirac theory by the Lorentz force is just what 
would be expected for a point charge. Finally, if the 
electron is assumed to be a structureless pOint charge, 
then the electron spin and magnetic moments must 
arise from some peculiar dynamical property of the 
average electron motion. These last two points deserve 
elaboration. 

The coupling of a Dirac electron to the electromagnetic 
field is completely described by Eq. (2. 26). But (2. 26) 
is exactly the "classical" expression for the electro-
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magnetic force on a local distribution of charge, the 
socalled Lorentz force; moreover, the angular momen
tum conservation law (2.31) shows that the Dirac 
electron has no local intrinsic magnetic moment such 
as would appear in higher multipole moments of the 
local charge distribution if the spin of the electron 
were associated with some local structure of the elec
tron. Thus, the electromagnetic interaction in the Dirac 
theory differs in no way from that given by the "classi
cal" theory of a local charge distribution. 

It follows that the magnetic moment of the electron 
arises from the circulation of the local charge distri
bution. But what about the well-known theorem that the 
"classical" circulation of a fluid with constant charge to 
mass ratio and with angular momentum equal to the 
known spin of the electron cannot give rise to the known 
magnetic moment of the electron? That theorem does 
not apply! Because it implicitly assumes that the local 
momentum flow is collinear with the local flow of 
charge. This assumption certainly does not hold in the 
Dirac theory, nor, in fact, is it required even in 
classical theories. 

Exactly how in the Dirac theory the local spin is related 
to a local circulation of charge giving rise to the ob
served magnetic moment of the electron is difficult to 
ascertain. But the problem is attacked in Sec. 6 where a 
general expression for the curl of the local velocity is 
obtained [Eq. (6.23)]. Unfortunately, the phYSical signifi
cance of the complicated term (6. 24) is difficult to 
fathom, injecting some uncertainty in the conclusions 
that can be drawn. Nevertheless, it seems that the 
contribution of the electromagnetic field to the circula
tion of charge is completely and explicitly revealed by 
Eq. (6.24). Indeed, the equation is shown to lead to the 
well-known value for the electron magnetic moment in 
Eqs. (6. 26), (6. 27), and (6.32). However, the relations 
among local observables in these equations are given in 
more detail than in corresponding equations in the 
literature, and it appears to be no Simple matter to in
terpret them fully. 

Valuable inSight into the relation of charge circulation 
to magnetic moment is given by approximation to the 
Dirac theory briefly discussed in Sec. 7. The resulting 
"Weyssenhoff motion" expliCitly shows the correct 
gyro magnetic ratio for the electron as arising from a 
generalized "helical motion" which is a consequence of 
the noncollinearity of velocity and momentum. It seems 
reasonable, therefore, to suppose that the electron mag
netic moment is but one consequence of the general 
noncollinearity of local velocity and momentum. But a 
great deal more study will be necessary before firm 
conclUSions can be drawn. 

There seems to be no alternative to the point charge 
model of an electron which is capable of interpreting 
the details of the Dirac theory just mentioned. There
fore, the hypotheSiS that the Dirac theory describes 
some sort of average motion of a structure less point 
charge ought to be examined very carefully. 
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APPENDIX A: MATRIX FORM OF THE 
DIRAC THEORY 

There are a number of ways to establish the equivalence 
of the formalism used in this paper to the matrix forma
lism usually used to express the Dirac theory. Though 
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this equivalence has already been established in Refs. 1 
and 2, a brief discussion of how to translate expressions 
from one formalism to the other should be helpful. The 
simplest method is to replace the vectors I' directly by 
their representations as 4 x 4 matrices. " 

One can represent the vector Yo by a hermitian matrix 
and the vectors Yi (i = 1,2,3) by antihermitan matrices. 
Some writing is saved by using the same symbols I' 
for both the vectors and their matrix representatioris. 
But, when this is done, the symbol i = 1'01'11'21'3 for the 
unit pseudoscalar should be replaced by the symbol 
1'5 = YO'YlY2Y3 usually used for the antihermitian 
matrix which represents it, so as to avoid confuSion 
with the uninterpreted unit imaginary usually symbo
lized by i = .J- 1 in matrix theory. 

To express the Dirac wavefunction as a column spinor, 
introduce a unit column spinor u which is simultaneously 
an "eigenvector" of the matrices Yo and 1'51'31'0 = 1'21'1 
with eigenvalues 1 and i respectively; Le., write 

This can be done, for example, with the matrices 

(~ ~ g g) 
Yo = 0 0 -1 0' 

o 0 0-1 

o 0 
-i 0 

o i 
o 0 

~). 
-1 

(AI) 

(A2) 

NOW, considering the spinor 1/1 or Eq. (1. 1) as a matrix 
operator, one obtains a corresponding column spinor >11 
by operating on u: 

>11 =I/Iu. (A3) 

The above specifications suffice to relate expressions in 
the "space-time algebra" to expressions in the matrix 
algebra. For example, in the space-time algebra the 
Dirac equation can be written 

(A4) 

Considering this as a matrix equation, multiplying by u 
on the right and using (AI) and (A3), one obtains the 
usual matrix form of the Dirac equation: 

(UfO - eA)>I1' = Y"(ilza" - eA,,)>I1 = m>l1 (A5) 

Equation (A5) may look simpler than (A4) , but actually it 
is not, because some of its properties depend implicitly 
on the choice of matrix representation. Equation (A4) 
is independent of any matrix representation. 

Translation of expreSSions for observables from one 
language to the other requires an understanding of the 
role of hermitian conjugation in the theory. Observe 
that hermitian conjugation of 1'" can be expressed as a 
multiplicative operation: 

(A6) 

Let M be a linear combination of the I'll and their pro
ducts with real coefficients. It follows from (A6) that 
the hermitian conjugate of M is 

(A7) 
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where the tilde means reverse order of multiplication of 
all products of the 1',,' Thus, from (1. 1), one obtains 

li/ =Re1/2BY5p1/2 = p1/2e1/2BYSR, 

ljIt = Yoli/yo = p1/2e-1/2BYSRt. 

(AS) 

(A9) 

The operation (A 7) is essentially different and must be 
distinquished from the complex conjugation of a scalar 
in matrix algebra. The latter has no physical Signifi
cance if it cannot be reduced to the former, as is shown 
by the fact that it has been completely eliminated from 
the geometric language used in this paper. 

From (A2) it is easily ascertained that 

(AIO) 

So 

>I1>11tyo = I/Iuutl/ltyo = ljIuutli/ 

= H l/lli/ + ljIYoli/ - iljl 1'2 'Yl li/ - iljlY5Y3li/} 

(All) 

To get this last line, the canonical form (1. 1) for 1/1 and 
the definitions of Sec. I have been taken over into the 
matri~ algebra; a~o, S = R'Yl Y2R ,R 1'01'21'1 R = 
RY5Y3R = Y5RY3R = 1'58'. From (All), it follows that 
for any matrix M 

>I1tYOM>I1' = Tr{ >I1tYoM>I1} = Tr{M>I1>11 tyo} 

= tTr{M[I/Ili/ + I/IYoli/ - iljlY2'Y1$ - iI/lYOY2Y1$]} 

= (Ml/lli/)s + (MI/lYo$)s - i(MI/lY2Y1$)S 

(A12) 

The trace of a matrix in the Dirac matrix algebra is 
equal to four times the scalar part of the correspond
ing multivector in the space-tine algebra, so with this 
understood, the last line of (AI2) has the same form and 
value in both languages. This greatly facilitates trans
lation from one language to the other. Thus, from (A12) 
and the last time of (All), one easily obtains the 
following variety of equivalent expressions: 

\ 

>I1 tyoY" >11 = Tr{Y/l >I1>11tyo} = t Tr{y"I/IYoli/} 

= ljItYOy"l/I)s = (y"ljIyo$)s = p(y"v)s = PY,,·v = pv", 

(AI3) 

i>l1'tYOY"Y5>11 = i Tr{y" 1'5 >11'>11 t Yo} = i4
2 

Tr{y"Y5I/1Y5Y3li/} 

= t Tr{y"I/IY3li/} = p(y"S)s = PI" 8' = ps". 
(AI4) 

This establishes the equivalence of the usual expres
sions for velocity and spin in the matrix language with 
those adopted in this paper. In going from the left to the 
right sides of (AI3) and (AI4), use has been made of 
the fact that the trace of an odd product of the matrice~ 
1'" vanishes, which is equivalent to the fact that an odd 
product of the vectors 1'" has no scalar part. Note that 
the sole function of the t on the left side of (AI4) is to 
cancel the i which (All) shows to be hidden in the 
matrix representation. 

In matrix language the components of the Tetrode tensor 
are 
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Using (A10) as before, one obtains 

iwtyoYI' a v w = i Tr{ y I' (a v w)wtyo} 

= {Tr{Yl'a vlP[1 + Yo - iY2Yl - iY5Y3]~} 
= i(yl' a vlPYo~)s + (Yl'a vlPY5Y3~)S' (A16) 

Two terms vanished in proceding to the last line of 
(A 7) because they are odd, which follows from the fact 
that both lP and a vlP are even. Similarly, 

iavwtyoYI'W = i(Yl'lPYoav~)s + (Yl'lPY5Y3av~)S 
= i(yl' a vlPYo~) s - (Yl' a vlPY5Y3~) s· (A17) 

The last line of (A17) follows by using the fact that the 
scalar part of a product is unchanged by reversing the 
order of multiplication. Subtracting (A17) from (A16) 
and using (A13) one finds that (A15) can be written 

Tl'v = Ii (y I'a vlPY5Y3~) s - epv I'A v' 

which is the form used in the test above. 

APPENDIX B: DIVERGENCE OF THE J
Il 

(A18) 

Equation (5. 17) of Ref. 1 contains an error and should be 
amended to read 

D.JI' =- 2m sin{3e3·JI' + 2ei(e3AeoAJI'AA). (B1) 

The two sentences following that equation should be 
corrected accordingly. 

In the interest of completeness, it may be worthwhile to 
give the simple derivation of (B1) directly from the 
Dirac equation. So multiply the Dirac equation (2.15) 
on the right by iYOY3Yl'lii to get 

Ii(DlP)YI'~ = - imlPY3YI'~ - eiAlPYOY3YI'~ 

= - impe iBRY3Y/'l - ePiARYOY3y/l 

= - impe iBe 3el' - epiAe oe3e l" 

Write J I' = lPY I' ~ and take the scalar part of this ex
pression 
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O.JI' = (OJI')S = 2[(OlP)YI'~]S 

= - i [impe iB e 3JI' + eAie 3eOJ I']S' 

The last term on the right can be written in several 
different ways: 

(ie 3eOJ I'A)S = i(e3AeoAJ I'AA) = (e 2 e1 JI'A)s 
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= (e 2e 1)·(JI'AA). 

Equation (B2) with Ii = 1 is seen to agree with (B1) ex
cept for a sign which comes from using a different 
sign convention in the Dirac equation. 

The divergences of the probability and spin currents 
given by Eqs. (1. 4) and (2. 18) are seen to agree with 
(B2) when p. = 0 and 3, respectively. 
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It is shown that the solution of the partial differential equation n~t'V2 + k;)1jI = 0, (k7 * k}) 
subject to appropriate boundary conditions may be written as IjI = ~f~lailjli where the ljI/s are the 
solutions of the Helmholtz equation (\72+ k DIjI; = 0 and the a/s are constants. The explicit forms 
of the ljI/s in terms of the boundary values are also given. It is also shown that the solution of the 
partial differential equation (\72 + k 2)NIjI = 0 is obtained by means of a certain limiting procedure 
from the solution of the nondegenerate problem. 

In this paper we determine (subject to appropriate 
boundary conditions) the solution of the partial differ
ential equation 

(1) 

in some three-dimensional domain V bounded by the 
surface ~. The propagation constants k; are, in general, 
complex numbers. In the case when N == 1, Eq. (1) re
duces to the classical Helmholtz equation whose solu
tion is, of course, well known.1 In what follows we will 
show that the solutions (1) may be built from the solu
tions of the Helmholtz equation. We also treat the 
degenerate case (i.e., when all k; are equal) and show 
that the solution in this case may be obtained from the 
solution to (1) by an appropriate limiting procedure. 

The partial differential equation (1) is of the "elliptic" 
type and elliptic equations of higher order have also 
been studied extensively by mathematicians.2 However, 
the results which we present here and which may be 
obtained rather simply appear to be new. Equations of 
the type (1) have occurred recently in the electrodyna
mic theory of spatially dispersive media. 3 Such equa
tions arise rather naturally in the theory of integro
differential equations. For example, consider the inte
gro-differential equation 

where g(r, r') is a Green's function solution of the 
equation 

£2 g (r, r') == - 41Tli(r - r'), 

and f3 is a constant. In Eqs. (2) and (3) £1 and £2 are 
operators that are polynomials in V2, with constant 
coefficients. 

Upon operating with £2 on both sides of (2), we find 
that 1/1 must satisfy the differential equation 

which may be rearranged in the form (1) where, how
ever, some kl may be identical. Hence, we may obtain 
the solution of (2) by choosing the solution of (4) that 
satisfies also Eq. (2). 

(2) 

(3) 

We first obtain the solution of (1) for the special case 
of N == 2. For this case we take as appropriate bound
ary conditions the values of 1/1 and V 21/1 on the boundary 
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of the region V.2,4 (For the general case one requires 
the values of 1/1 and its derivatives V 2r1/l up to order 
r == N - 1 on the boundary ~). Thus, we require the 
solution to the equation 

(5) 

with 1/1 and V 21/1 assuming prescribed values on ~. In 
what follows we exclude the cases of resonance. 

Let G1 (r, r') and G2(r, r') be the Green's functions 
satisfying the equations 

i = 1,2, (6) 

which vanish on the boundary ~ of the domain V. Let 1/11 
and 1/1 2 be defined by 

(V2 + k~)1/I(r) == 1/11 (r), 

(V2 + kV1/I(r) == 1/I2(r). 

We have the identity 

which holds as long as k~ "r. k~. 
(7) that 

(V2 + kV1/I1 (r) == 0, 

(V2 + k~)1/I2(r) == O. 

(7a) 

(7b) 

1/I2(r) 
+--=---

k~ - k~ , 

(8) 
It is clear from (5) and 

(9a) 

(9b) 

The solution to (9) may be expressed in the form 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

where Eqs. (7) has been used and a jan' == ii· v', where 
ii is the outward unit vector normal to the surface ~. In 
Eq. (10) the prime on V2 and n indicates differentiation 
with respect to the primed coordinates. We have thus 
shown that the solution of the equation 

within some three-dimensional domain V bounded by 
the surface ~ is expressible in the form 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 906 
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where lJI 1 and lJI 2 are the solutions of the Helmholtz 
equation with propagation constants k1 and k2' respec
tively. The explicit forms of lJI 1 and lJI 2 in terms of the 
values of lJI and V 2lJ1 on the boundary ~ are given in (10). 

We next discuss the generalization of this result corres
ponding to arbitrary values of N. By integrating the 
function n f; 1 (z 2 + k?)-1 (z - Z 0)-1 with k? '" kl (i '" j) 
around a closed contour at infinity, one can easily prove 
the identity 

N 

1 == 6 0/. n (z2 + k?-), 
j;1 • j"j J 

(11) 

where 

0/ = n (k.2 - k.2)-1. 
• j" j J , 

(12) 

From (11) we obtain the identity 

N N 
lJI(r) == 6 Q. n ("12 + k.2)lJI(r) = 6 O/·lJI·(r), 

;;1 'j"; J ;;1 • , 
(13) 

where 

lJI; (r) = j!); ("12 + kl)lJI(r). (14) 

Note, that, for the case when N = 2, (13) reduces to (8). 

From (1) and (14) we have that 

(15) 

Equation (15) is immediately solved to yield 

lJI j (r) = - 4~ ~ ds' jU; ("1'2 + kl)lJI(r') a~' Gj (r, r'), (16) 

where Gj (r, r') are the Green's functions defined in (6) 
with i = 1,2, ... ,N. Note that (16) involves the value of 
lJI and its derivatives V 2rlJl up to order r = N - 1 on 
the boundary ~. As mentioned previously, these N boun
dary conditions are sufficient to solve the Eq. (1) uni
quely. On combining (15) and (16) we obtain5 

Theorem: The solution of the equation 

N lJ1 ("12 + k?)lJI(r) = 0, k? '" kl' i "'j, 

in some three-dimensional domain V bounded by the 
surface ~ may be expressed as lJI(r) = 6f=1 0/; lJI; (r), 
where the lJI; are the solutions of the Helmholtz equa
tion [with explicit forms given by (16)] and the 0/; are 
given by (12). 

We now consider the equation 

(17) 

and show that its solution can be obtained from the solu
tion of (5) be means of an appropriate limiting proce
dure. To this end, we use the following lemma: 

Lemma: The solution of (17) subject to the boundary 
conditions that lJI and V 2lJ1 assume prescribed values on 
~ is given by the limit as k2 -7 k1 = k of the solution 
to (5) that satisfies these same boundary conditions. 

Lemma proof: Putting k1 = k and k2 = k + E, we 
have from (5) and (17) that the difference 6lJ1 between 
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the solutions to these two equations satisfies the 
equation 

("12 + k2)[("12 + k 2)6lJ1(r) - d2k + E)cp(r)] = 0, (18) 

where cp denotes the solution to (5). From (18) we con
clude that 

("12 + k 2)6lJ1(r) = -...!.1 dS'[("1'2 + k2)6lJ1(r')] 
41T 1: 

X a:' G(r,r') + EA(r), (19) 

where G(r, r') is the Green's function defined in (6) with 
k? = k2 and A(r) is given by 

A(r) = (2k + E) [<p(r) + 4~ ~ ds'cp(r') a:' G(r, r')]' (20) 

Since 6lJ1 and V 20lJl must (by hypothesis) vanish on ~, 
(19) reduces to 

("12 + k2)6lJ1(r) = EA(r). (21) 

From (21) we deduce that 

6lJ1(r) = - 41 1 ds'6lJ1(r') h G(r, r') 
1T 1: un 

- 41TE 1 d 3r'A(r')G(r, r'). (22) 
v 

The first term on the right-hand side of (22) vanishes 
since 6lJ1 = 0 on ~. Moreover, in the limit of E -7 0, the 
second term vanishes giving 6lJ1 = 0, which establishes 
the lemma. 

Making use of the above lemma, we have from (8) that 
the solution to (17) is given by 

lJI (r) = lim (lJI 2 (r) - lJI 1 (r») 
k2-+ k1;k kf - k~ 

= lim fI(a lJl2 (r) _ alJl1 (r»)1 /2k1, 
k2-+kl;k~ ak1 ak1 Y' J (23) 

where we have applied l'Hospital's rule. On combining 
(23) and (10), we obtain 

lJI(r) = 8~k ~ ds' ("1'2 + k2)lJI(r) a:a2
n' G(r, r') 

- 2klJl(r') 0:' G(r,r'~' (24) 

Finally, we mention that one may use a similar proce
dure for obtaining the solution of the equation 

("12 + k2)NlJI(r) = O. (25) 

In particular, by following a procedure similar to that 
used in proving the above lemma, it is not difficult to 
show that the solution to (25) is given by the limit as 
k1 -7 k2 -7 ••• -7 kN = k of the solution to (1). For 
example, for the case when N = 3, one obtains 

lJI(r) = - ...!. 1 ds' (lJI(r') _0 G(r, r') 
41T 1: an' 

- _1_ ("1'2 + k2)2lJ1(r')~ G(r r') 
8k3 akan' , 

-...!. ("1'2 + k 2 ) lJI(r') ~ G(r, r') 
2k okon' 
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+ _1_ (V'2 + k2)21J;(r') ~ G(r r'~ . (26) 
8k2 ak 2 an' ''l 

The results obtained here appear to have widespread 
applicability. A particular application in the electro
dynamics of spatially dispersive media will be dis
cussed elsewhere. 
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Two Weyl systems, developed independently by Hepp and the author in connection with the (</>4h 
model, are shown to be equal. A cyclic vector is exhibited. 

In Glimm's fundamental paper1 on the (cp4)3 model,a 
Hilbert F ren is constructed during the renormalization 
of the Hamiltonian. Glimm conjectured that a represen
tation of the CCR,or Weyl system,arises in a natural 
way, as a "weak limit" on F r en' A partial answer was 
provided by Hepp,2 who enlarged F ren via a Gel 'fand
Naimark-Segal construction to obtain a Hilbert space K, 
on which a non-Fock Weyl system WK is defined by weak 
limits. Fabrey3 independently constructed a non-Fock 
Weyl system Wy by weak limits on a Hilbert space F y' 
which is an inductive limit of Hilbert spaces containing 
F ren · 

It is easy to identify K with a subspace of F y and to show 
that WK is a subrepresentation of Wy • At first glance, 
Hepp's representation might seem to be a closer and 
simpler answer to Glimm's conjecture. On the other 
hand, the construction on F .. makes stronger use of 
bounded operators, has a larger supply of explicitly 
described vectors, and hence is possibly a better setting 
in which to answer technical questions (e.g., Eckmann 
and Osterwalder4,5). 

There is no physical reason to suppose that the repre
sentations differ, and Eckmann and Osterwalder2 have 
conjectured that K = F .. and W K = W ... We give a short 
proof of this by verifying a conjecture of Hepp (Ref. 5, 
p.1l7) that a certain vector is cyclic. 

Let us summarize the notation, which is primarily a 
mixture of that used by Hepp2 and the author.3 Let F 
denote the Fock space for free bosons with single parti
cle space L 2(R2). Let V = a*4(v) create four particles 
in F with wavefunction v E\: L 2 (R8),defined in Ref. 3. We 
write Va = ~j"';'O V jo' a :::: 0, where Vjo = a*4(v jo) is the 
truncation of V defined by 

vjo(k) = v(k) 

=0 

if max Ikil E [a(j),min{a(j + 1),a») 
1 ~i:S 4 

otherwise. 

Here a(j) = 2j, j:::: 1,and a(O) = O. A family of dress
ing transformations {T jO}, j :::: 0, is defined by T;o = 
expj(V jo ), where expj(x) = ~ji=OXi/i! is a truncated ex
ponential. As a domain for these transformations we 
take D, the set of vectors in F with a finite number of 
particles and compact support. 

The basic idea behind both representations is that the 
following limits exist for all n, j, k :::: 0 and cp, I/; E D: 

Wjk(cp,A 1,A2 ,·· . ,An' 1/;) 

= lim (T jo cp,A 1A 2 •• . An Tkol/;)e-A(o). 
o~co 

Here A(a) = 4! ~;:o \lv;0112 and Ao = I. The A i belong to 
the algebra <B generated by the operators in the set 

{a(f), a*(f),N(Bp),E mp: t E J, p < <Xl, m:::: O}, 

where the test function space is 
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J = {t: Il'f E L 2(R2), some E > O}, 

N(B p) is the number of particles with momentum less 
than p,and N(Bp) = ~:=o mEmp is its spectral decompo
sition. 

The representation WK(f), f E J, is defined as follows. 
Let £, be the linear space of elements cp(A 1,A2 , ••• , 

Ak,cp),A i E <B and cp ED (cp = cp(cp) if k = 0). Let~ 
denote the radical of the sesquilinear form <. " > on 
£, defined by 

(cp(A 1 ,··· ,Ak , CP), cp(A k+ 1" .. ,An' 1/;) 

= Woo(CP,At,··· ,Ai,Ak+1"" ,An' 1/;). 

Then K is the completion of il = .c/~. We identify vec
tors cp with their cosets [cp] so that 'I> 1 = 'I> 2 if and only 
if [CP1 - '1>2] = Q. Annihilation and creation operators 
are defined on :D in a natural way by 

Acp(A1, ... ,Ak , CP) = 'I>(A,A 1, ... ,Ak , CP) 

for A E <B. Let &, denote the algebra of all such A. Hepp 
then shows that il is a dense set of analytic vectors for 
&, especially for cP(f), f E J, where cp(f) = 
2-1/2 [a*(f) + a(f)] is a field operator in F. FJnally, 
WK(j) = exp[i$(f)] is defined analytically on :D and 
extended by continuity to K. 

The "exponential" representation Wy(f), f E J, is de
fined as follows. It is easy to see that T JOD C T koD for 
j < k since 

We may view T.D C T kD as sets by identifying the 
element Tjl/; wifh TkIIf=j+1 eXPi(Vicoll/;. Then F .. is the 
completion of the increasing union !D = U~oT jD equipped 
with the sesquilinear form 

The Weyl operators W .. (f) are defined on the dense 
domain :D as "weak limits" of Weyl operators defined 
analytically on D: 

00 

(T j cp, W .. (f)T kl/;) = ~ W j k(CP, icp(f), ... , icp(f)/n!, 1/;). 
n=O ~ 

itimes 

W .. (f) then extends by continuity to F ... It is shown3 that 
annihilation and creation operators are defined in a 
natural way on :0 by 

(T j cp,AT kl/;) = Wj k(CP,A, 1/;) 

for A E B. Let & denote the algebra of all such A. Then 
:D is a dense set of analytic vectors for &, expecially for 
<ii(f), which generates W .. (f). 

Them-em: Let n E F be the Fock vacuum. Then cp(n) 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 909 
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and ToO are cyclic vectors for WK(f) , f E J, and W .. (f), 
f E J, respectively. Moreover,K = F .. and WK = W ... 

Proof: We fir~t prove that ToO is cyclic for W,..(f), 
f E J. Note that <B is affiliated with the W* algebra 
generated by W .. (f),j E J, by Ref. 3, Theorem 3. There
fgre,$iven £ > 0, k :;:: 0, and I/; ED, it suffices to find 
A E'B such that 

Now I/; = BO, where B = ~:;{=oa*m (w m) for some M < 00 

and wm of compact support. Each W m is the L2 limit 
on a compact set of elementary tensor products. Hence, 
by Ref. 3, Lemma 3.6, and the fact that B commutes with 
Tko' there exists an operator C _E &, such that T kl/; = 
T kBO is within £/2 in norm of CT kO. 

It then remains to find an A for which 

(1) 

Let p = 21:;:: 2k andR = CTkpEop,wpere IkO is defined 
as the weak limit of T lip' Note that T kp 4 B but that 
T kp is a finite S!lm of terms with kernels of compact 
support. Also,Eop ToO = TgO, where the dressing trans
formation Tg is the truncation of To in which there are 
no particles with momentum less than p in absolute 
value. By the above reasoning and Ref. 3, there exists 
aTE &, such that 

II(R - CTBop)ToOIl :::: £/4. 

Let A = CT Bop E &'. Then the left-hand side of (1) is 
bounded by 

£/4 + II (CTk-RTo)OIl = £/4 + IICTkP(TIOg2P -EopTo)OIl, 

(2) 
where there is at least one particle with momen~m 
Ifreater than p in absolute value in each term of T10g2 p -

EopTo. By Ref. 5,Remark 3.1, (2) is bounded by 

£/4 + O(p-h):::: £/2 
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for p sufficiently large. Thus ToO is cyclic for W .. (f), 
f E J. 

Let us now imbed KeF .. as follows. We define a map 8: 
£~~by 

(3) 

Clearly 8~ = 0 so that 8 induces a map, also called 8, 
from 55 to:D. The map 8 is obviously an isometry, which 
extends by continuity to an isometry from K into F ,..' 
We may therefore view K as a subspace of F r by 
identifying 4> with 84>. 

Let us now prove that K = F ... We rewrite (3) with 
cp = 0: 

8..4 1..4 2 , . ·..4 k 4>(O) = A1A2 •• ·Ak ToO. (4) 

Thus, 8..44>(0) = AToO for all A E <B, so that &4>(0) c K is 
identified with the dense subset cBT 00 Of F ... Hence, 
K = F ... Moreover, by (4),..4 is identified with A. Letting 
A = (icp(f»i/j! and summing over j :;:: 0, we see that 
WK(f) is identified with W,..(f). Finally, 4>(0) is identi
fied with ToO and therefore is cyclic for WK(f), f E J. 

Remark: This theorem establishes a conjecture of 
Glimm 6: The cyclic subspaces and representations 
generated by T 10, j ~ 0, coincide. The result of this 
theorem is implicitly understood by Eckmann. 7 

'J. Glimm, Commun. Math. Phys. 10, I (1968). 
2K. Hepp, Theorie de la renormalization (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 

1969), p. 116. 
3Pabrey, Commun. Math. Phys. 19, I (1970). 
4J._p. Eckmann, Commun. Math. Phys. 25, I (1972). 
5J._p. Eckmann and K. Osterwalder, He1v. Phys. Acta 44, 884 

(1971) 
6J. Glimm, lecture at University of Toronto, 1970 (unpublished). 
'J.-P. Eckmann, Strassburg lecture, 1972 (to appear). 



                                                                                                                                    

Unidirectional energy transfer in nonlinear wave-wave 
interactions 
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In this paper, the wave-energy transfer in a system of three nonlinearly interacting waves is studied. 
Sufficient conditions for the unidirectional transfer of energy into any wave from the remaining 
waves and bounds for the wave amplitudes are established. Also, a relation governing the rates of 
energy transfer between the waves is derived. The results are applied to a magnetized plasma with 
three nonlinearly interacting waves. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The nonlinear interaction of waves in various mediums 
such as plasmas has been investigated both theoretical
ly and experimentally.t-9 In most of these works, par
ticular attention has been focused on the so-called ex
plosive instabilities in which the amplitude of one or 
more waves tends to infinity in finite time. For conser
vative systems involving three-wave interactions with 
well-defined phases, conditions for the existence of ex
plosive instabilities have been established for the case 
of weak interactions. 5 In a paper by Wilhelmsson, 
Stenflo and Engelmann 3 , a necessary condition for ex
plosive instability is derived taking into account the 
effect of linear damping or growth. Recently, a suf
ficient condition for the nonexistence of explosive in
stability is obtained by first deriving appropriate bounds 
for the solutions of the differential equations governing 
the dynamics of nonlinear wave-wave interactions. 7 A 
fundamental aspect in the study of instabilities in such 
interactions is the transfer of energy from one wave to 
another. Here, the wave-energy transfer in a nonlinear 
three-wave interacting system is studied. In particular, 
it is shown that under certain conditions, unidirectional 
transfer of energy into any wave from the remaining 
waves can be achieved. This implies that continuous 
extraction of energy from one wave or pumping of ener
gy into one wave is achievable under suitable conditions. 
The significance of these conditions in the case of a 
magnetized plasma with three nonlinearly interacting 
waves is examined in detail. 

II. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR UNIDIRECTIONAL 
ENERGY TRANSFER 

Consider the nonlinear interaction of three monochroma
tic waves with complex amplitudes ao, at, and a2 govern
ed by the following set of complex ordinary differential 
equationstO : 

da o . * & =Jwoa o + MiPta2' 

da 2 . 
- =Jw2a 2 + M2a Oai 
dt 

with initial conditions at t = 0 given by 

where j = ../-1 and (-)* denotes complex conjugates, Wi 
corresponds to the complex frequency of the ith wave, 
and the Mi'S are the coupling coefficients. 

(1) 

(2) 

Let C 3 denote the complex vector space of ordered 
triplets of complex numbers a = (a O,a V a2). Consider 
the following equations obtained by multiplying the 
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ith equation in (1) and its complex conjugate by at and a i 
respectively and then adding the results: 

i=0,1,2, 
(3) 

where 

(4) 

Since the energy of the ith wave at time t is directly 
proportional to 1 a; (t) 1 2 , the term 11 i(a(l)} is directly pro
portional to the rate of change of energy due to the in
teraction of the ith wave with the remaining waves. The 
constancy in sign of 11 i(a(t» for all t ;" 0 along a solution 
a(t) of (1) implies unidirectional transfer of energy to 
the ith wave from the remaining waves. In particular, 
for the case where the energy of the ith wave at time t 
is equal to C i 1 ai(t) \2 with C i > 0, the positivity of 
l1i(a(t» for all t ;" 0 along a solution a(t) of (1) implies 
that the ith wave is gaining energy from the remaining 
waves for all t ;,,0. In the sequel,we shall establish sufficient 
conditions in terms of the parameters Wi' Mi,a Oi ' i = 0, 
1,2, under which unidirectional energy transfer is pos
sible. 

To simplify the subsequent development, we introduce 
the following subsets of C 3 : 

OJ == {aoEC 3 : l1;(a(t;ao, 0» ;" 0 for all t ;" O}, 

OJ == {aoEC 3 : l1;(a(t;ao, 0» ~ 0 for all t ;" O} 
(5) 

for i = 0,1,2, where a(t;ao, 0) denotes the solution of (1) 
at time t corresponding to initial condition a o at t = O. 
The significance of OJ and OJ is that for a given set of 
parameters Wi' Mi' j = 0,1,2, ot u nj represents the 
set of all initial points a o for which unidirectional ener
gy transfer is possible. Also, nj and OJ correspond to 
sets which are invariant under the family of transforma
tions defined by the solutions for t ;" 0 [i.e., for each 
fixed t ;" 0, a (t; . , 0) is a transformation on C 3 into C 3; 
moreover, a(t; ot, 0) C OJ for all t ;" 0). Thus the pro
blem of establishing conditions for unidirectional ener
gy transfer for given Wi' Mj> j = 0,1,2 is that of finding 
the largest invariant sets OJ and 0,. The exact deter
mination of these sets is not straightforward. However, 
we observe that if 11 ·(ao) ;" 0 and dl1i(a(t;ao, O»/dt ;" 0 
for all t ;" 0, then l1i~(t;aQ' 0» ;" 0 for all t ;" 0 or aoEnj. 
On the other hand, if l1;(ao} ~ 0 and dl1;(a(t;ao, O»/dt ~ 0 
for all t ;" 0 implies that l1i(a(t;ao, 0» ~ 0 for all t ;" 0 
or aoEnj. 

Now, using (1), we have 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 911 
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* da 2 (t»)] + aO(t)a l (t)--;u-

= Re{J.LnJ.Lo 1 a l (t)121 a2(t)12 + J.LIlao(t) 121 a2(t)12 

+ J.L21 a o(t) 121 a I (t) I 2 

+ j (WI + W 2 - w~)a~(l)a I (l)a2 (l)]). (6) 

If we assume that the complex frequencies Wj satisfy 
the matching condition 

then (6) simplifies to 

+ Re(J.LtJ.LI) I ao(t) 121 a2 (t) 12 

+ Re(J.LtJ.L2)la o(t)12! a l (t) 12. 

If we assume further that 11j(ao) ~ 0 and 

Re(J.LtJ.Lj) ~ 0, j = 0, 1,2, 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

then d11i(a(tja o, O))/dt ~ 0 and 11i(a(tjao, 0» ~ 0 for all 
t ~ O. Consequently,a(tjao,O)Ent for all t ~ O. Note 
that one of the inequalities in (9) is Re{J.LtJ.Li) ~ 0, which 
is automatically satisfied. The remaining inequalities 
have the form 

Re{J.Lj)Re{J.Lj) ~ - Im{J.Lj)Im(J.L). 

On the other hand, if 11j(a o) .; 0 and 

Re{J.L;J.Lo) .; 0, j = 0,1,2, 

then d11i(a(tjao, O))/dt.; 0 and a(tjao' 0) E n t for all 

(10) 

(U) 

t ~ O. However, since one of the inequalities in (11) is 
Re{J.L;J.Lj) .; 0, it can be satisfied if ana only if J.Lj = 0 + jO. 
The foregoing result can be summarized as follows: 

Theorem 1: Assume that for some i,i = 0, 1,2, nt 
contains at least one point a o other th4n the zero vector 
in C 3 and the frequency matching condition (7) is satis
fied. Then there exists at least one nontrivial solution 
a(t; a o' 0) of (1), defined for all t ~ 0, along which the 
energy transfer to the ith wave is unidirectional for all 
t ~ 0 provided that 11;(ao) ~ 0 and (9) is satisfied. 

Note that the zero vector in C 3 belongs to both nt and 
nt, since it is an equilibrium point of (1). Also the con
dition in Theorem 1 regarding nt implicitly assumes 
the existence of a nontrivial solution a(t;ao, 0) defined 
for all t ~ O. The statement of Theorem 1 can be modi
fied in a trivial way when the interval of definition of 
the solution is 0 .; t .; T < 00. Since the right-hand sides 
of (1) have continuous partial derivatives with respect 
to all aj at every point in C 3' it is well knownll that a 
unique solution a(t;ao, 0) defined on some finite time 
interval 0 .; t .; T for anyao E C 3 with la ot 1< 00 for 
i = 0, 1, 2 always exists. Finally, we observe that the 
special resonant case where all the Wi are real is in
cluded in condition (7). 

III. BOUNDS FOR WAVE AMPLITUDES 

In this sections, upper and lower bounds for the wave 
amplitudes will be derived. The results may be used to 
estimate the growth and decay rates of the energy of 
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any wave. In what follows, we shall first establish a 
simple mathematical result which will be used later. 

912 

Lemma 1: Letf and g be specified real-valued func
tions of t defined on the interval 0 .; t < 00. Moreover, 
they are integrable on every subinterval 0 .; t .; T < 00. 

Let z be a differentiable real-valued function of t defined 
on 0 .; t < 00 satisfying the double differential inequali
ties 

(3z (t) + g(t) .; dz (t) .; OlZ (t) + f(t) for all t> 0 (12) 
dt 

and z(O) = zo, where 01, (3, and Zo are given real numbers. 
Then,z(t) satisfies 

t 
Zo exp({3t) + fo exp[f3(t - T)]g(T)dT .; z(t) .; Zo exp (Olt) 

+ J; exp[Ol (t - T)]f(T)dT (13) 

for all t ~ O. 

Proof: Consider the upper bound for dz(t)/dt in (12). 
Let 

dz(t) 
p(t) = - - OlZ(t) - /(t) .; o. (14) 

dt 

By treating p as a given function of t, the solution to (14) 
with z(O) = Zo is 

z(t) = exp(Olt)zo + J; exp[Ol(t - T)]f(T)dT 

+ / exp[Ol(t - T)]P(T)dT (15) o 

defined for all t ~ O. The upper bound in (13) follows 
directly from the fact that the second integral in (15) is 
nonpositive. The lower bound in (13) can be established 
in a similar manner. This completes the proof. 

Now, we shall establish a lower bound for 11;(a(l;ao' 0» 
which will be used to derive a lower bound for la;{t)12. 

Lemma 2: Let (w + w2 - w~) be a pure imaginary 
number. If condition 19) is satisfied, then 

for all t ~ O. 

Proof: Since ("'I + w2 - wb) is pure imaginary, (6) 
can be rewritten as 

Now, if (9) is satisfied, then we have 

d11j(a(tjao,0) * 
-"----=-- ~ Im(wo - WI - w2)11i(a(tjao, 0», t> O. 

& n~ 
Applying the lower bound in Lemma 1 with g(t) == 0 leads 
directly to (16). Thus the proof is complete. 

Note that the sign of the lower bound in (16) depends on 
the sign of 11j(ao)' In particular, if 11;(ao) ~ 0, then 
11;(a(t;ao, 0» ~ 0 for all t ~ 0 or a o E nt. Thus, the 
frequency matching condition (7) as required in Theorem 
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1 may be replaced by the requirement that 
(w 1 + w2 - w~) be a pure imaginary number. 

Theorem 2: Let (w1 + w2 - w~) be a pure imagin
ary number and a(t;ao' 0) be a solution of (1) and (2). If 
the coupling coefficients Ilj satisfy (9), then 

I ai(t;ao, 0) 12 ~ I aOi 12 exp[ -2 Im(wi)t] + 21)i(aO)Pi (t) 
(19) 

for all t ~ 0, where 

Pi(t) = 
{exp[Im(wb - w1 - w2 )t] 

- exp[-2 Im(wi )tJ}/Im(2wi - w1 - w2 + wri) 

if Im(2w i - w1 - w 2 + w~) ,.< 0, 

t exp[-2 Im(wi)t] if Im(2w i - w1 - w2 + wri) = O. 

(20) 

Proof: From (3) and (16), we have 

dla i U;aO,0)12 I 
--'--.:::...---=-2 Im(wi) a i (t;ao,0)12 + 21);(a(t;ao'0» 

dt 

~-2 Im(wi)lai(t;ao, 0)1 2 + 21)i(aO) exp[Im(wb - w1 - w2)t] 

(21) 

for all t > O. Applying the lower bound in Lemma 1 with 
i3 = -2 Im(w i ) and g(t) = 21)i(aO) exp[Im(wb - w 1 - w2 )t] 
leads to the estimate 

la i (t;ao,0)12 ~ laiOI2 exp[-2 Im(w;)t] 

+ 21);(ao)J~ exp[-2 Im(wi)(t - T) 

- Im(w 1 + w2 - Wri)T]dT. (22) 

The lower bound (19) is obtained by evaluating the in
tegral in (22) whose value at time t is Pi(t). This com
pletes the proof. 

Remarks: 

(R - 1) From (19), it is evident that under the assumpt
ions of Theorem 2, if the ith wave has linear growth [Le., 
Im(wi) < 0], then the wave amplitude lai(t;ao, 0)1 ~ 00 as 
t ~ <Xl in the nonlinear case also. An upper bound for the 
wave amplitude may be readily derived using the results 
of Ref. 7. 

(R - 2) From (21) and Lemma 1, if 1)i(a(t;ao, 0» .;; 0 on 
some time interval 0 .;; to .;; t .;; tv then the amplitude of 
the ith wave with nonlinear interactions can be estimated 
by that in absence of interactions,i.e., 

for all t in the interval to';; t .;; t l' Similarly, if 
1)i(a(t;ao' 0» ~ 0 on some time interval 0 .;; t~ .;; t .;; t1, 
then 

(24) 

for all t in the interval to .;; t .;; t l' Note that if 
1)i(a(t;aO'O» .;; 0 for all t ~ 0 and Im(wi) > 0, then lai(t)1 
is bounded for all t ~ 0 and I ai(t) I ~ 0 as t ~ <Xl as 
expected. 

(R -3) In (19), if 1);(ao) < 0, there may exist a finite time 
t i > 0 such that the right-hand side of (19) is equal to 
zero at ti and becomes negative for all t > t i • In fact, if 
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Im(2wi-w1-W2 +wo» o and lao;I,.<O,suchat; 
always exists and is given by 

ti = [Im(2wi - w1 - w2 + wbH-1 

x In{1 + lao i 1211);(ao)I-1 Im(2w - wl - w2 + wri)/2}. 

(25) 
If Im(2wi - wl - w2 + wb) < 0 and I aOi I ,.< 0, a positive 
ti given by (25) exists provided that 

la Oi 1211)i(aO) 1-1 1 Im(2w i - w1 - w2 + wri) I < 2. (26) 

In both cases, the right-hand side (19) may be replaced 
by zero for all t > ti' 

IV. RELATION FOR WAVE-ENERGY TRANSFER 
RATES 

Now, a relation for the 1) or the rates of wave-energy 
transfer will be derived: Consider the pair of equations 
in (3) given explicitly by 

(27) 

Assuming that Im(lLbIL1)"< 0, we can solve for aii~~: 

(28) 

Substituting the above expression into the equation in (3) 
with i = 2 leads to 

(29) 

It is apparent from (3) that an alternate form for (29) is 

Im(lLblLl)1)2(a(t)) = Im(1L11L;)1)0(a(t» + Im(lLbIL2)1)l(a(t», 
(30) 

which gives the relationship between the wave energy 
transfer rates. Now, suppose that Im(fJ.llL;) ,.< 0 and the 
zeroth wave has unidirectional energy transfer, in par
ticular, 1)o(a(t» ~ 0 for all t ~ O. Then, from (30), we 
have 

o .;; 1)o(a(t» = [Im(lLblLl)1)2(a(t)) 

- Im(fJ.bfJ.2)1)l(a(t»]!Im(fJ.lfJ.~) (31) 
or 

[Im(lLblLl)/ Im(lLllL;) 1112 (a(t)) 

~ [Im(lLbIL2)/Im(fJ.llL;)]1)l(a(t» (32) 

for all t ~ O. Similar inequalities for the wave-energy 
transfer rates can be established for the case where 
1)o(a(t) .;; 0 for all t ~ 0 and for other waves. 
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V. UNIDIRECTIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER IN A 
MAGNETIZED PLASMA 

We shall now apply the results developed in Sec. III to 
the nonlinear interaction between two transverse waves 
(with propagation constants ko' k1 and frequencies wow 1) 
and a longitudinal electron plasma wave (with propaga
tion constant k2 and frequency w2) in a homogeneous 
unbounded electron plasma with a constant magnetic 
field Bo. It is assumed that all the waves propagate along 
the magnetic field lines so that only the variations in the 
direction of Bo need to be considered. For this case, it 
has been shown by Sjolund and stenfl09 that under the 
matching conditions 

(33) 

the nonlinear interaction between three waves is des
cribable by a set of differential equations in the form of 
(1) with the coupling coefficients given by 

jk2u2w~WO [k2 + we (Soko/wo - Slk1/w1)] 
IJ.6 = (1 + SOSl) ---::---=- ':-:-----------,---

8NOw~ [(WI - SlWe)2 + Slwew~/2w1] , 

It is apparent that if both the transverse waves are 
right-hand polarized (i.e., So = Sl = 1), then 

sgn[Re(IJ.6IJ.1)] = sgn[Re(IJ.6IJ.2)] 

(34) 

= sgn[w~(ko/wo - k 1/W1)2 - k~]. (40) 

Thus, condition (9), in view of (33), implies 

(41) 

On the other hand, if both transverse waves are left-hand 
polarized (So = 51 = -1), then condition (9) is satisfied 
if and only if 

sgn[W~(ko/Wo - k 1/w1)2 -k~] 

= sgn[(wo + we)2 - wew~/2wo] (42) 

and 

or 

The latter condition corresponds to the case where 
Re(j.LriIJ.1) = Re(I4jIJ.2) = O. From (33), the frequency 
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where 

S. = { 1 if the (wj,kj ) wave is right-hand polarized, 

1 -1 if the (wj , k j ) wave is left-hand polarized. 

The parameters wp and we are the electron plasma and 
cyclotron frequencies respectively . No is the electron 
density. The frequency of the longitudinal wave w2 is 
given by the following relation: 

(37) 

where u is the thermal velocity of the electrons. 

First, we shall investigate the conditions as established 
in Theorem 1 for the unidirectional energy transfer into 
the transverse (wo,k o) wave. It is assumed that the 
polarizations of the two transverse waves are identical 
(i.e., So = Sl and SOSI = 1) so that the coupling co
efficients IJ.i do not vanish. Now, consider condition (9) 
in Theorem 1. By elementary calculations, we have 

(38) 

(39) 

matching condition (7) is satisfied. Thus, for right-hand 
polarized (wo,k o) and (wI' k1) waves, we conclude from 
Theorem 1 that unidirectional energy transfer into the 
(wo,ko) wave is possible if 

and 

(44) 

The corresponding condition for left-hand polarized 
(wo' ko) and (w 1 ' kl,) waves is that Re[IJ.riaO(0)a1 (O)a 2(0)] 
.. 0 and (42) or (43) are satisfied. Finally, since the 
wi are real, the bound for the amplitude of the (w o, kQ) 
wave as given by (19) reduces trivially to 1 ao(t;ao, 0) 12 
.. I ao(O) 12 + 21jo(ao)t for all t .. O. 

In a similar manner, conditions for the unidirectional 
energy transfer into the (w 1 ,k l ) or (w2 ,k2 ) wave can 
be established. In fact, if So = 51 = 1, then under (41), 
condition (9) is satisfied for both i = 1 and 2. For 
So = Sl = -1, condition (9) is satisfied for both i = 1 
and 2 if (42) holds. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Although the results of this paper are limited to three
wave interactions, one may consider the unidirectional 
energy transfer in multiwave interactions. However, 
general necessary and sufficient conditions for uni-
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directional wave-energy transfer are not readily obtain
able. Physically speaking, the existence of conditions 
for unidirectional energy transfer implies the continuous 
energy extraction from one wave or energy pumping into 
one wave is possible. Further applications of the results 
obtained here to other types of plasmas will be discussed 
elsewhere. 
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A discrete version of the inverse scattering problem of the Schrooinger equation with a potential is 
discussed. The approach is via the Marchenko equation. Interest is primarily pedagogical. All steps 
are elementary and relatively obvious. Passage to the continuous case as a limit is heuristically 
straightforward. An example shows "how" the formalism does produce the potential from scattering 
data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper1 with a similar title we considered 
a discrete version of the inverse scattering problem of 
the SchrOdinger equation with a potential. The essential 
point was one of pedagogy. In the discrete version the 
motivation for various steps becomes obvious. At any 
point an appropriate limiting process leads to the classi
cal results. 

The construction of the potential from the scattering 
data proceeded in two steps. First, following Jost and 
Kohn2 the scattering data is used to construct the spec
tral function. Then, following Gel'fand and Levitan,3 the 
potential is constructed from the spectral function. The 
second of the steps is completely elementary in the dis
crete problem. However, the first step still demanded a 
Wiener-Hopf type factorization-and could still not be 
considered elementary. 

An alternate solution of the classical inverse scattering 
problem is associated with among others, the names of 
Agranovich, Krein, and Marchenko.4 Here we consider 
this attack on the discrete version of the inverse scatter
ing problem. It will be seen that all steps are now ele
mentary, obvious, and almost trivial. Passage to the con
tinuous limit can be made at any point. Furthermore, 
certain relations and the origin of particular terms 
become very clear. 

Our program is as follows: In Sec. II the discrete ver
sion of the Schrodinger potential problem is formulated. 
Relevant properties of such equations are briefly re
capitulated. The main portion of the work is Sec. III 
where the formal solution of the inverse scattering 
problem is given. An example is worked out in Sec. IV 
and the continuous limit is obtained in Sec. V. 

II. BASIC EOUATIONS AND PROPERTIES 

Consider the eigenvalue problem associated with the 
equation 

~[Itt(A, n + 1) + Itt (A, n - 1)] = ;>.g(n) Itt (A, n), n ~ 1. (1) 

We ask for those A for which bounded solutions to Eq. (1) 
exist subject to the boundary conditions 

Itt(A,O) = 0, "</I(A, 1) = const '" O. (2) 

If we write 

A = l-E1l2, g(n) = e q (n)Ll.
2 

(3) 

and pass to the limit II ~ 0, n ~ 00, nll = x (fixed) this 
is the SchrOdinger equation 

.!. d
2

1tt(E,x) _ q(x)Itt(E,x) = - E"</I(E,x), 
2 dx 2 

(4) 

with potential q(x). ChOOSing the const in Eq. (2) as II the 
boundary conditions become 
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Itt(E, 0) = 0, d"</ll = 1. 
dx x=O 

(5) 

Now if q(x) is suitably well behaved the spectrum corres
ponding to Eq. (4) consists of a finite number of discrete, 
simple eigenvalues on the negative real E axis and a 
continuum 0 < E < 00. For large x the continuum eigen
functions are ~ sin[v'2Ex + Il(E)]. The classical problem 
is to determine q(x) given the scattering date, i.e., the 
phase shift Il(E) for 0 < E < 00, the positions of the bound 
states (- Ei) and the bound state normalization constants 
Ci (which are the integrals of the squares of the bound 
state wave functions). Here we treat the analogous prob
lem for the discrete version. 

Let us suppose that g(n) in Eq. (1) is always finite, posi
tive and such that limn .... ""g(n) = 1. [A strong require
ment would be that g(n) = 1, n > N for some N. It is 
convenient to keep this case in mind. However, a weaker 
sufficient condition is that :E~llg(n) - 11 n < 00. Unless 
otherwise stated, our conclusions will be true for this 
weaker condition]. Then the spectrum of our discrete 
eigenvalue problem consists of: 

(i) A finite number of simple real eigenvalues occurr
ing in equal and opposite pairs such that I Ai I > 1 

(ii) A continuum corresponding to - 1 < A < 1. For 
large n these continuum functions are ~ sin(ne + Il), 
where cose = A. The question is to determine g(n) given 
Il(A), the Ai' and the constants C; = :E~11tt2(Ai' n)g(n). 

Greater symmetry in the final formulas results if we 
make the transformation 

Then Eq. (1) becomes: 

a(n + I)CP(A, n + 1) + a(n)cp(A, n - 1) = Acp(A, n), 

(6) 

n ~ 1, (7) 

where 

a(n) = 1/2.Jg(n)g(n - 1). (8) 

[Notice: In our problem g(O) does not really occur. It 
multiplies cp(A, 0) = 0, and hence is arbitrary. For con
venience we take it as l/.Jg(I).] Our problem is now to 
find the a(n). 

The various quantities involved are conveniently ex
pressed in terms of the analog of the Jost function. 
Thus, let z = A - (A2 - 1)112 [and then z-l = A + 
(A2 - 1)112] • 

Then Eq. (7) becomes 

a(n + l)cp(A, n + 1) + a(n)cp(A, n - 1) 

= [(z + Z-l )/2]cp (A, n), n ~ 1. (9) 
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Two linearly independent solutions of Eq. (9) are defined 
by the boundary conditions 

Choosing the initial constant so that ct>(A, 1) = 1, it is 
rea~lily shown that 

[ct>jz, O)¢+(z, n) - ct>+(z, O)ct>_(z, n)] 
ct>~,n)= -----------------------

z - z-l 

(10) 

for Iz I = 1. (11) 

The phase shift is given by e2i6 = S(z) = lJI_(z, O)/lJI+(z, 0). 

Note some analytic properties: 

(i) ct>(A, n) is analytic for z within the unit circle except 
for a pole of order n - 1 at z = O. [Indeed ct>(A, n) is a 
polynomial of order n - 1 in A = (z + 1/z)/2]. 

(ii) ct>+(z,O) is analytic for z within the unit circle. If 
g(n) = 1, n> N this is obvious since it is then a poly
nomial in z. However, it is also true under the weaker 
condition mentioned above 

(iii) ct>- (z, 0) is analytic for z outside the unit circle. It 
can be analytically continued within the unit circle at 
least if g(n) - 1 vanishes faster than any exponential. 5 

The bound states are given by the zeros of ct>+ within the 
unit Circle, i.e., 

(These zeros are real, Simple, and occur in equal and 
opposite pairs). The bound state wave functions are 
given by 

(12) 

(13) 

When ct>- can be continued within the unit circle this can 
also be written as 

(14) 

917 

and using Eq. (15), that it is true for n - 1. Indeed, we 
read off that 

a(n) = .!.- K(n, n) 
2 K(n - 1, n - 1) 

(19) 

[That this still holds for the weak convergence of g(n) to 
1 requires but a little analysis]. 

Let us rewrite Eq. (11) in the form 

(z -z-l)ct>(A,n) ct>jz, 0) 
----- = - m (z n) + m (z n) 

¢+(z,O) '/"-, ¢+(z, 0) '/"+ , 

= ct>+(z, n) - ct>_(z, n) - [1 - S(z)]¢+(z, n). 

(20) 
Inserting the expansion of Eq. (17) gives 

(z z-l) m(A n) 00 - '/" , =:E K(n, n')[ ct>P(z, n') - ct>~(z, n')] 
ct>+(z,O) n';n 

00 

- :E K(n, n')ct>p(z, n')[l - S(z)]. (21) 
n'=n 

Suppose now Eq. (21) is multiplied by zm-l/21Ti for m ~ 
n ~ 1 and integrated around the unit circle. 

Then 

I(m, n) = _1_ § (z _ z-l)z m-l ct>(A, n)dz 
21Ti CP+(z, 0) 

= 6 K(n, n') -. §zm-1ct>p(z, n')dz 00 ( 1 
n';n 21Tt 

- 2!i §z m-lct>~(Z, n' I liz ) 

00 

+ :E K(n,n')Fc(n',m), m ~ n~ 1, 
n'=n 

where 

Fc(n',m) = _1_ §zm-1ct>p(z, n')[l- S(z)]dz. 
21Ti 

(22) 

(23) 

III. THE MARCHENKO EQUATION AND SOLUTION Now 
OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider functions ct>~(z, n) defined as above but satis
fying 

_1_ l'zm-lmO(z n')dz = _1_ l'zm+n'-ldz = 0 
21Ti Y '/"+, 21Ti y , 

m ~ n' ~ 1 (24a) 

i[ct>~(z,n+1)+¢~(z,n-1)]=Act>~(z,n), n~1. (15) and 

Clearly, 

ct>~(z, n) = z±n. (16) 

The Marchenko equation is obtained by noting that there 
exist constants K(n, m) (independent of z) such that 

00 

ct>±(z,n) = 6 K(n,n')ct>~(z,n'). (17) 
n'::;:n 

It is simplest to see this by considering the case when 
g(n) = 1, n> N. Then the statement is trivial for suf
ficiently large n. Assuming this true from some n we 
see from Eq. (7) written in the form 

(z + 1/z) 
a (n)ct>±(z , n - 1) = ct>±(z, n) - a(n + 1)ct>±(z, n + 1), 

2 
(18) 
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_1_ .l'zm-lmO(z n')dz' = _1_ l'zm-n'-ldz = 6(m n') 
21Ti ~ '/" + , 21Ti Y , • 

(24b) 

To evaluate I(m, n) we note that the singularities within 
the unit circle are poles at 

(i) Zeros of ct>+(z, OJ-bound states 

and 

(ii) A pole at zero. 

From the bound states we obtain 

with 
. d 

ct>+(Zi'O) = - ct>+(z, 0) I z .• 
dz ' 

(25) 
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On using the expansion Eq. (17), this becomes 

The contribution of the pole at Z = 0 is found by noting 
that using the basic recursion relation Eq. (18) we can 
readily obtain the behavior of ep().., n) and ¢+(z, 0) for 
sufficiently small z. 

Thus, for small z, we have 

and 

Z 1-n 
¢().., n) ~ -n--

.1T 2a( i) 
0=1 

Zm 
¢+(z,m) ~ --:oo~--

.1T 2a(i) ,=m 

Hence 

p().., n) ~ Z 1-n ;' 2a(i). 
¢+(z,O) i=n+l 

However,from Eq. (19) we see that 

00 2 (.) _ K(n + 1, n + 1) K(n + 2, n + 2) 
1T az- ... 

i;n+l K(n, n) K(n + 1, n + 1) 

K(oo, 00) 
= K(n, n) • 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

If the expression of Eq. (29) is inserted in Eq. (22) we 
see, since m ~ n, that there is at most a simple pole at 
the origin and this only occurs when n = m. Hence, the 
contribution to J(m, n) is 

JO(m, n) = - K(OO, oo)l>(n, m) • (30) 
K(n, n) 

Inserting Eqs. (24a, b), (26), and (30) into Eq. (22) then 
yields 

K(oo,oo)l>(n,m) =K(n,m) + I;K(n,n')F(n'm), 
K(n, n) n';n 

m ~ n ~ 1 (31) 

with 

F(n',m) = -2
1

. J [1- S(z)]¢P(z, n')zm-ldz 
1Tl 

(z. - z~1)¢O(z. n')z.m 
+ ~. • + •• , '. (32) 

j Zj + (Zj, l)¢+(zj, 0) 

But since ¢P(z, n') = zn', we have 

F(n',m) = F(n' + m) (33) 

with 

F(m) = 2. J[l - S(z)]zm- 1dz + ~Mlzr, 
... IIZ i 

(34) 

where, as shown in the Appendix, the Aq is the bound 
state normalization constant, i.e., M j -2 = ~:"1 ¢;(Zj, n). 

First consider Eq. (31) for m > n, then if K(n,m) :;:::: 
K(n, m )IK(n, n) this becomes 
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00 

0= K(n,m) + F(n + m) + ~ K(n, n')F(n' + m), 
n'=n+l 

m> n> 1,6 (35) 

an inhomogeneous equation for K(n, m). 

Then, if we put m = n, we obtain 

K(OO,OO) = 1 + F(2n) + I; K(n, n')F(n' + n). 
K(n, n)2 n'=n+l 

(36) 

This then determines K(n, n) 7 after having found K (n, m) 
by solving Eq. (35). From this a(n) follows from Eq. (19). 

As in our previous paper, 1 all that is then determined is 
..,fg(n)g(n - 1), n ~ 2. (In essence this gives just the 
average of the potential at two consecutive points-a dis
tinction of no importance in the continuous limit.) How
ever, as there, there is a unique determination of g(n) by 
the requirement that limg(n) --7 1 as n --7 00. Thus, con
sider the now "known" quantities 

x(n) = [_l_J 2 
2a(n) • 

We have 

for n even 

g(n}g(l) = .:..::.x(_2-:..:)x:..-(4_)._.--.C. x-=--(n_)_ 

x(3)' X(5)X(n - 1) 

and for n odd 

g(l) X(2)X(4) ... X(n - 1) 

g(n) x(3)' X(5)· .• X(n) 

In either case, since g(n)--7 1, X(n) --7 1, we obtain 

g(l) = X(2)x{4)··· 
X(3)X(5)" . 

Then from a(n) and g(l) we have all g(n). 

IV. AN EXAMPLE 

(37) 

(38) 

It is instructive to consider in detail the Situation when 
g(n) = 1, n> N. Then ¢±(z, 0) are polynomials in z(z-1) 
of order N. The integral in F(m) may be done by con
tours. There are contributions from poles at the bound 
states and at the origin. The bound state contribution is 

~ __ 1_ ~ ¢_(z, 0)zm-1 dz = _ ¢-(~i' O)Zl"-l 

21Ti ¢+(z, 0) ¢.(zj,O) 

- (Zj - zil )zr- l 
= • ,(39) 

¢.(Zj, l)¢+(zj' 0) 

since in this case 

(40) 

This just cancels the explicit bound state term in Eq. (34), 

:. F(m) = ~ f[l - s(z)]zm-ldz, 
21fZ • 

(41) 

where !i' means to omit contributions from bound state 
poles. 

Furthermore, 
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1 i' cfJJz, 0) - cfJjz, 0)zm-1dz 
F(m) = - y 

211"i cfJ+(z, 0) 

= _1_ p,PN(z) - PN(l/Z)zm-l dZ , 

211"i PN(z) 
(42) 

where PN is a polynomial of order N. The integrand we 
see has a pole or order at most 2N - m at the origin. 
Hence, if m > 2N, we conclude that 

F(m) = O. 

For n ~ N, m > n we have from Eq. (35) that 

K(n,m) = O. 

From Eq. (36), we then have 

K(OO!OO) 
K(n, n)2 

1, n ~ N+ 1. 

Thus 

K(OO, (0) = 1 

and 

K(n, n) = 1, n~ N+ 1. 

But then 

a(n) = l K(n! n) = l, n ~ N + 2. 
2 K(n - 1, n - 1) 2 

As a specific example, we consider 

S(z) = 1 - (1 - g)(z + l/z)z-N[ (ZN - Z-N)/(Z - z-l)]. 
1 - (1 - g)(z + l/z)zN[(zN - Z-N)/(Z - z-l)] 

From the general argument above, we conclude that 
F(m) = 0, m > 2N: 

:. K(OO, (0) = 1 = K(n, n), n > N 

By direct calculation, 

F(2N) = (1 - g)/g 

Then, from Eq. (35), we see 

K(N,m) = 0, m > N. 

Furthermore, Eq. (36) is then 

l/K(N, N)2 = 1 + F(2N) = 1/g, K(N, N) = .fi, 
and 

a(N+ l)=lK(N+ l!N+ 1)=_1_. 
2 K(N, N) 2-.{g 

Continuing further, we find that for n> 1 

F(2N _ 2n) = 2(1 - g)[2 - g]n-l • 
gn+l 

Then, for N - 1, we have 

1/K2(N-l,N-l) = 1 + F(2N- 2) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

+ K(N - 1, N + 1)F(2N). (52) 

But Eq. (35) gives 

K(N - 1, N + 1) = - F(2N). (53) 
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Thus, Eq. (52) becomes 

1/K2(N - 1, N - 1) = 1 + F(2N - 2) - F(2N)2. (54) 

Inserting the values of F, then yields 

K(N-l,N-l) =g, 

while 

a(N) = l K(N! N) = lli = _1_. 
2 K(N - 1, N - 1) 2g 2-fi 

Similarly, we find 

K(N - n, N - n) = g, n ~ 2, 

:. a(N- 2) = 1 K(N-1,N-1) = 19 = 1/2 
2 K(N - 2, N - 2) 2 g 

and 

a(N - n) = 1, n ~ 2. 

To compute the g(n) explicitly we note :hat the X(n) 
given by Eq. (37) is 

x(n) = 1, n = N, N + 1 

= g, n '" N, N + 1. 

Then 

X(2)x(4)' •• 
g(l) = = 1. 

X(3)x(5)' •• 

Thus, 

g(n) = 1, n = 1,2, •. N - ,1 

=g, n= N 

= 1, n> N, 

i.e., 

g(n) = ge(n, N) 

V. THE CONTINUUM LIMIT 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

Let us see how the classical results are obtained in the 
limit tJ. ~ O. We have 

F(m) = Fe (m) + Fb (m), 

where 

and 

Fe(m) = -2
1

. jl[1- S(z)]zm-1dz 
1I"t 

Fb(m) = ,,£Mtzr 
i 

In Eq. (61) we substitute z = e iB and obtain 

F (m) = 1- f'[l - S]eimBdO. 
e 211" -11 

Now 

cosO = A = 1 - EtJ. 2• 

Solving for tJ. ~ 0 gives 

o = ± ktJ., k = ..j2E. 

Then 

Fe(m) =.ltJ. 1''''[1 - S]eimD.kdk, 
211" -co 

which in the limit m ~ 00, tJ. ~ 0, mtJ. = x gives 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 
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Fc(x) = M'~(x), 
Similarly, 

where F'(x) =..!. r"[1- S]e;kxdk. 
c 211' -"" (66) 

Fb(m) ~ M'/,(x), where F/,(x) = '£M/2e-k;Z, (67) 
; 

M:2 = 1/ 10"" ¢~(- €;,x)dx, (68) 

and 
K; = ..f2E;. 

Then 

F{m) ~ AF'{m). 

Now Eq. (35) becomes 
eo 

0= K{n,m) + M"(n + m) + ~ K(n, n')M"(n + m), 
n'::;:n+l 

m > n. (69) 
Clearly,K(n,m) = AK'(n,m), where 

"" 0= K'(n,m) + F'(n + m) + '£ K'(n, n')F'{n + m)A. (70) 
n'=n+l 

In the limit then 

0= K'(x,Y) + F'(x,Y) + J"" K'(x, z)F'(t,y)dt, 
Z 

The Eq. (36) is then 

y ~x. 
(71) 

!f:(oo,oo) = 1 + A F' (2n) + I; K' (n, n')F' (n', n)A. (72) 
K(n, n)2 n'= 1 

Since F' (2n) ~ 0, we first see that K(OO, 00) ~ 1, while 
substituting from Eq. (71) 

1/K2(n, n) ~ 1 - M'(n, n) 
or 

A K(n,n) ~ 1 + -K'(n,n). 
2 

Then using 

a(n) = -:r==;=~1 ==.:7 
2.Jg(n)g(n - 1) 

1 K(n, n) 

2 K(n - 1, n - 1) 

lng(n) = InK(n - 1, n - 1) - InK(n, n). 

Butg(n) ~ 1 + q(x)A2 

:. q(x)A2 e:: ~ [K'(n - 1, n - 1) - K'(n, n)], 
2 

which in the limit gives 

q(x) = -! ~K'(x,x). 
2 dx 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

Furthermore, since K(n, n) ~ 1, K(n, m) ~ M'(n, m) for 
m > n we see our basic integral representation becomes 

1/I+(E,x) = 1/I?(E, x) + Leo K'(x,Y)1/I?(E,y)dy, (76) 

where 

1/I?(E,x) = e;IDz. 

It is interesting that the explicit extraction of the term 
1/I?(E, x)(i.e., a delta function in the general integral re
presentation) is so obvious in passing from the discrete 
to the continuous case. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
A discretized version of the inverse scattering problem 
has been discussed. In particular, an analog of the 
Marchenko approach to the continuous problem is 
followed. All steps in the solution appear to be elemen
tary and relatively obvious. The continuous limit is 
extraordinarily clear. While no claim is made to have 
made the continuous limit rigorous, it is hoped that the 
basic structure of the solution has been illuminated. 
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APPENDIX 
The bound state normalization constants 
In the text we have stated that the coefficients of the 
bound state terms are related to the normalization con
stants, i.e., 

Z;_Z~l = [f¢~(Zi,n~ -1. 
Z;¢+(Zt, 1)¢.(z;, 0) n=l ] 

(AI) 

To prove this let us write out the equations for ¢+(z;, n) 
and a ¢+(z', n) where z' is near Zt' i.e., 

a(n + 1)¢.(zt, n + 1) + a(n)¢.(z;, n - 1) = J..t¢+(Zj, n) (A2) 
and 

a(n + 1)¢+(z', n + 1) + a(n)¢+(2', n - 1) = J..' ¢.(z', n). (A3) 

[Here J.. j = tcz; + zil) and J..' = ~(z' + z'-l).] If we multi
ply Eq. (A2) by ¢+(z', n), Eq. (A3) by ¢+(z;, n), subtract and 
sum over n from 1 to a, we obtain 

N 

(J..; - J..') '£ ¢+(z;. n)¢+(z', n) 
n=l 

= a(N + 1)[ ¢+(Zt. N + 1)¢+(z'. N) - ¢+(z'. N + 1)¢+(z;. N)] 

- a(1)[ ¢+(Zt. 1)¢+(z', 0) - ¢+(z', l)¢+(z;, 0)]. (A4) 

This can be considerably simplified. Thus, since the ¢+ 
vanish as N ~ eo, we can pass to this limit. Also, 
¢+(zi'O) = 0 and a(1) = ~: 

"" 1 ¢ (z' 0) 
:. ~ ¢+(z;, n)¢+(z'. n) = -¢+(z;, 1) + '. (A5) 

n=l 2 (J..'-J..) 

On passing to the limit z' ~ Zi' we then obtain 

But, 

and 

"" 2 1 d¢+(z'. 0) 
L; ¢+(z;. n) = -¢.(z;, 1)----
n=l 2 dX' 

d dz' d -=--
dJ..' dJ..' dz' 

z.'= ,It 

dJ..' 1 1 - = -[1 - 1/z'2] = -[z' - z'-l]. 
dz' 2 2z' 

Hence 

(A6) 

(A7) 

~. z;¢+{Zt, 1)¢+(z;. 0) 
LJ ¢+(z;. n)2 = _. 
n=l Zi - Zt 1 

(A8) 
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This work is the first of a series of three papers examining different aspects of position operators in 
relativistic quantum theory. In this paper the properties of the position operator X and the velocity 
operator V are derived for single particle matrix elements in the context of the Poincare generator 
algebra. Both the physical meaning and the mathematical implications of each property are 
discussed. The algebraic structure of the extended set of relationships including the Poincare 
generators, X and V is examined. It is found that this set defines an infinite algebra which is 
intractable mathematically. The Casimir operators of the Poincare algebra are required to be Casimir 
operators for X and V, a new condition on V is formulated, and a simple solution for K is 
constructed. These conditions, together with familiar position operator properties, give the 
constraints and solutions for the extended algebra. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The "correct" formulation of a pOSition operator for 
relativistic quantum theory is a problem with a long 
history. Many of the problems of generalizing the clas
sical notion of pOSition to an acceptable relativistic 
quantum theoretical notion were defined in early works 
by Dirac,! Papapetrou,2 Pryce,3 M¢ller,4 Newton and 
Wigner,5 and Foldy and Wouthuysen. 6 There is a great 
deal of choice in what is meant by "position" as well 
as in the properties the pOSition operator should have. 
For example, the "position" of a particle could be de
fined as its center of mass, center of energy, center of 
spin, center of charge, center of number density, that 
operator whose eigenstates are "most localized", that 
operator X whose eigenvalue is the coordinate x, or 
that operator whose trajectory moves with the classical 
velocity of the particle. All of these possibilities and 
more have been studied, many of them in Ref. 1 through 
6. It will be shown in a paper to follow this present 
work that one position operator satisfying the algebra 
of this paper is the center of charge or number density 
for a system of free Dirac spin t particles. 

Having chosen a basic definition for the poSition opera
tor, one still has the choice of constructing it as a 3-vec
tor or 4-vector quantity. Its properties can then be stu
died, for example whether its time derivative gives a 
reasonable definition of a velocity operator. It has been 
found that all of the poSition operators listed above 
always lack at least one property considered necessary 
or reasonable. The criteria in this present series of 
papers for the necessary and reasonable properties are 
correct classical limits, correct relativistic behavior, 
correct quantum operator formulation, and correct 
field operator construction. Examples of these proper
ties are that the position operator should be a polar vec
tor, should have the canonical commutation relation with 
the momentum operator, should give the physical velo
city operator, should transform under Lorentz trans
formations as a correctly defined field operator, and 
Should have the correct behavior under charge conjuga
tion and time reversal operations. These properties 
and others are the subjects of this paper and two com
panion papers. 

One approach to studying the properties of operators 
is the algebraic approach. By this is meant the systema
tic use of commutation and anticommutation relations 
between operators to describe their relationships and 
derive new rules. Thus the commutator of the total 
angular momentum operator J with any operator tells 
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how that operator behaves under spatial rotations, and 
the commutator with the momentum P tells how the 
operator behaves under a spatial translation. This 
approach leads to the construction of a set of relation
ships which mayor may not define a useful algebra. 
The set of ten commutation relations between the Poin
care generators H, P, J, and K (the Hamiltonian or time 
translation operator, momentum or space translation 
operator, total angular momentum or spatial rotation 
operator, and pure Lorentz boost operator, respectively) 
is an example of a very familiar and useful Lie algebra. 
This algebra, supplemented by relationships for X and 
V, is the specific subject of this paper. The extended 
algebra is defined and its properties are studied. 

This paper is the first of a series of three on different 
aspects of pOSition operators. In the second paper a 
field operator will be constructed as a simple example 
of a usable position operator for field theory. This 
operator will be the Dirac spin-t field operator 

The purpose of constructing the simple field operator is 
to determine rigorously which of the algebraic proper
ties in the present paper hold field theoretically. In 
particular, the "Lorentz covariance" property to be 
discussed in this paper has been a subject of contro
versy and has never been proven to hold for general 
spin. The field construction enables one to derive rigo
rously the conditions under which this property holds, 
and shows that the covariance property holds only for 
coordinate space operator densities and Single particle 
momentum space matrix elements, but not for the opera
tors themselves. Because of this, all algebraic relations 
in the present paper should be taken as conditions on the 
operators which appear in Single particle momentum 
space matrix elements. The third paper will extend to 
general spin the results of the first two papers on alge
braic and field theoretic properties of the pOSition 
operator. 

It should be noted that the approaches of this paper and 
Paper II, namely the algebraic and field operator ap
proaches, are different from the very important formu
lation of pOSition operators worked out by Newton and 
Wigner. 5 Newton and Wigner made assumptions about 
the states of a most localized system and then derived 
the position operator whose eigenstates were those 
most localized states. Here an operator is postulated 
to obey certain algebraic properties, with no emphasis 
on states. In Paper II a field operator will be construc-
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ted which can be compared to the Newton-Wigner opera
tor and whose algebraic properties can be derived. The 
three approaches are different but compatible. 

The algebraic properties under consideration in this 
paper will now be introduced with a brief historical 
background before discussing them in detail in Sec. 2. 
The properties are all formulated as commutators or 
anticommutators, where the commutator of operators 
A and B is defined to be 

[A,B] =AB -BA 

and the anticommutator is defined to be 

{A,B} = AB + BA. 

The properties are first listed, and then discussed indi
vidually. Note indices run from 1 to 3 and bold face 
indicates 3- vectors. 

[Ji'~] = i€ijkXk, (1.1) 

[H,X] = - tV, (1. 2) 

[Xi,Pj ] = iOii' (1. 3) 

[Xi'~] = 0, (1.4) 

[Xi,Kj] = H~, [~,H]}, (1. 5) 

HH,V} = P. (1. 6) 

The first three properties require little justification. 
Equation (1.1) states the requirement that a pOSition 
operator X be a 3-vector under rotations. While the 
parity operator a> was omitted in this collection (as 
were the charge conjugation operator e and the time 
reversal operator 'I'), X clearly must be a polar vector, 
that is have odd parity. Equation (1. 2) is the definition 
of the velOCity operator as the time derivative of the 
position operator. In quantum theory the time deriva
tive of any operator A(t) is given by 

dA(t) = i[H A(t)] + aA(t) . 
dt ' at 

Thus [H,X] gives - iV for time-independent X. The 
further properties of V need justification, but not this 
initial definition. About Eq. (1. 3) there can be some 
debate, as will be discussed. However, it is generally 
accepted that the canonically conjugate coordinates qi 
and momenta Pj of classical physics, which obey the 
Poisson bracket identity 

[qpPj]PB = °ij' 

should become the canonically conjugate position opera
tor X and momentum operator P in quantum theory, and 
hence obey eq. (1.3). In a 4-vector theory of pOSition 
operators extra terms can be added to Eq. (1. 3). These 
are discussed by Zmuidzinas7 and Johnson8 , and will 
be mentioned in Sec. 2. 

Equation (1. 4) is a more debatable condition. Classi
cally, the coordinates of a particle commute with each 
other. However, there is no a priori reason to expect 
the quantum operator X to commute with itself, provi
ded the correct classical limit pertains. There are 
even classical definitions of pOSitions which lead in the 
quantum mechanical case to noncommuting position 
operators. For example, the center of relativistic mass 
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of a particle which is spinning shifts coordinates depen
ding on the frame of reference from which it is viewed. 
For a spherically symmetric particle with spin S the 
position of the center of relativistic mass viewed by an 
observer moving with relative velocity V is shifted 
from the position viewed by an observer at rest rela
tive to the particle by a factor proportional to V x S. 

This term V x S does not commute with itself quantum 
mechanically. Thus one might expect pOSition operators 
for particles with spin to obey Eq. (1. 4) only under very 
special construction. The pos~tion operator of Newton 
and Wigner5 is constructed as the operator whose 
eigenstates are "most localized". This operator XNW 
obeys Eq. (1. 4). For this reason Fleming9 suggested 
calling the property "locality". A "local" pOSition opera
tor commutes with itself. In this series of papers, how
ever, the terminology "self-commuting" is used, to avoid 
confUSion with other meanings of the word "local". Self
commutation is taken as a reasonable requirement for 
X partly for the purpose of finding out when it fails or 
when it can be relaxed without losing other deSirable 
properties of X. 

Equation (1. 5) is usually called the "Lorentz covari
ance" condition and will be one subject of Paper IT 
in this series. As can be seen, it involves a more 
complicated algebraic relationship than the preceding 
equations, and it is consequently harder to prove. Cur
rie, Jordan, and SudarshanlO attempted to prove Eq. 
(1. 5) for general spin position operators, but could not, 
as it involves a nonlinear equation in expectation values. 
K is the Lorentz boost operator, so [~, Kj] should give 
the behavior of X under boosts. Pryce3 aerived Eq. 
(1. 5) in the form 

by assuming that the position of a particle behaved as 
a point, or alternatively as a classical coordinate. When 
the right Side of this equation is symmetrized for quan
tum theory, one gets Eq. (1. 5), 

(1.5) 

Many of the possible position operators do not behave 
as pOints. For example the center of relativistic mass 
of a spinning particle, which was already used to illus
trate self-commutativity, is a "dynamiC" position opera
tor. That is, it is defined as an average over a dynami
cal property. Any pOSition operator which involves a 
spatial integral will change as the frame in which the 
integral is performed changes. Pryce's3 derivation 
breaks down for such "smeared out" average pOSitions. 
This does not mean that they cannot be covariant, as will 
be shown in Paper IT. It only means that imposing co
variance does not lead to Eq. (1. 5). Fleming9 suggested 
calling this property "pointlike", as it depends on the 
position operator tracing out a worldline rather than a 
smeared out worldtube. Because the "covariance" pro
perty and self-commutativity are interrelated they have 
often been miSinterpreted. The fact that the Newton
Wigner pOSition operator XNW obeys Eq. (1.4) and not 
Eq. (1. 5) has been accepted as a proof that a "local" or 
self-commuting position operator cannot be Lorentz 
covariant. However, a Dirac-likel position operator 
does have both properties. The Dirac operator XD incor
porates operators referring to both positive and negative 
energy, while the Newton-Wigner operator XNW is res
tricted to act on only pOSitive energy wave functions. 
The explicit relationship between these operators will 
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be shown in Paper II, along with their covariance pro
perties. Again, Eq. (1. 5) is assumed in this paper partly 
to see what constraints it imposes on solutions for all 
the operators. 

Equation (1.6) is a new condition on the velocity opera
tor V. It has usually been required that V should re
duce to either the nonrelativistic velocity V = plM or 
the relativistic velocity V = PIE. These conditions 
lead to 

[H,X]=-i
P 

M 

.P 
or - ~ -. 

E 

Some position operators do not satisfy either of these 
conditions. For example, the Dirac operator X D does 
not have a velocity operator corresponding to the clas
Sical particle velocity. The well-known Zitterbewegung 
is added to the classical velocity. Fortunately, the ex
pectation value of the Dirac velocity VD is still the 
classical velocity, but the operator VD = a (c = 1) is not 
a classical velocity operator. Equation (1. 6) is a new 
statement of the velocity constraint 

t{V,H}=P, (1.6) 

which reduces to the nonquantum limit 

VE = P or V = PIE. 

The Dirac velocity satisfies Eq. (1. 6). 

Some relations for X can be stated by considering the 
effect which a measurement of the poSition of a particle 
should have on the state of the particle. Thus the self
commutativity of X can be interpreted as saying that 
any two components of the pOSition can be Simultaneous
ly measured, and the canonical commutation relation 
between X and P leads to the uncertainty statement 
about measurements of pOSition and momentum. Two 
additional requirements are that a measurement of the 
pOSition of a particle should not change its mass or 
spin. These are derived in Sec. 2 as 

and 

[W2,X] = O. 

M2 is the invariant mass operator defined as 

and W2 is the invariant spin operator defined as 

W2 = Wa- W2 , 

where 

Wo=J-P and W=-HJ-PxK. 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

M2 and W2 commute with all generators of the Poin
care algebra, and are called Casimir operators. The 
requirement that they also commute with X and V gives 
new constraints on the solutions for the operators as 
well as information about the extended operator algebra. 

In Sec. 2 these eight conditions are further discussed 
and the entire set of commutation and anticommutation 
relations which can be derived for X and V, together 
with the Poincare algebra, is collected. Explicit repre
sentations of J and K are used to derive some of the 
conditions. A solution of the algebra is given for spin t. 
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In Sec. 3 this extended algebra is studied to see if it 
reveals any new physics. Recently GUrsey and Orfan
idesl1 have studied implications of X within the Poin
care algebra alone. It is found in the present paper that 
the more extensive algebra yields no new physics in the 
sense that the Poincare algebra yielded new phySiCS. 
Four mathematical limitations on studying the extended 
algebra are discussed in the context of the definitions 
of Lie and Jordan algebras. 

In Sec. 4 the new results of this paper are summarized 
and suggestions for future work on the mathematics and 
on the solutions to the algebra of physical use are made. 

The Appendix is a tabulation of many of the relations 
derived in Sec. 2. In particular, the velocity operator V 
and the spin operator S are compared in detail for the 
purpose of finding an explicit representation for V. 

The references in this paper are not intended to be a 
complete span of pOSition operator literature. Further 
references will of course be cited in the two remaining 
papers of this series. Only those papers with special 
relevance to algebraic properties were included in this 
bibliography. 

2. DERIVATIONS OF ALGEBRAIC RELATIONSHIPS 
FOR THE POSITION AND VELOCITY OPERATORS 

There are two possible approaches to the problem of 
finding the algebraic properties of the position operator. 
The first approach is to argue the physical meaningful
ness of a property which can then be written as an alge
braiC relation. When all physically reasonable proper
ties are collected, the mathematical and physical impli
cations of the corresponding set of algebraic relations 
can be studied. For example, the phYSical requirement 
that a measurement of the position of a particle not 
change the mass of the particle can be written alge
braically as 

As noted in the introduction, this condition is the mathe
matical statement that M2 is a Casimir operator for 
the extended algebra which includes X as well as the 
Poincare generators. The physical implications of M2 
being a Casimir operator for the extended set can then 
be studied. 

The second approach is to postulate mathematical con
ditions on the operator X, along with the standard con
ditions on the Poincare operators, then to derive further 
conditions from the ones which were postulated. The 
most elegant form of this approach consists of finding 
the fewest and simplest conditions which must be im
posed on X and the other operators in order to derive 
all other conditions. As an example of this, self-com
mutativity of X [Eq. (1. 4)], along with an explicit repre
sentation of K, 

and 

K= HX,H}, 

are sufficient to derive the condition [Eq. (1. 5)] 

[XpIS] = HXj,[Xi,H]}, 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

which is sometimes taken as the Lorentz covariance 
requirement, but will be shown in Paper II to be a stron
ger requirement on X. A problem with this second 
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approach is that of choosing which conditions to postu
late and which to derive. Different small sets of condi
tions are sufficient to derive all other conditions, and it 
is a matter of taste which set is considered to be more 
fundamental or more elegant. 

The approach taken in this section is to first discuss 
the physical meaning of the most important conditions 
for X and V, then to switch to the mathematical approach 
and choose the set of conditions which most economi
cally leads to all other conditions on these operators. 
In Paper II of this series of three papers, a field opera
tor X will be defined from which all properties of X can 
be derived, so that none needs to be postulated. 

Equations (1.1) through (1.5) are the five standard con
ditions on X. They give the commutation relations of 
X with the Poincarl! generators H, P, J, and K, and with 
itself. Two features of this set of equations are striking. 
First, the Eq. (1. 2) 

[H,X] = - £V 

defines a new operator V not in the setH,P,J,K,X. 
Likewise, the time derivative of V would lead to an 
"acceleration" operator A, 

[H,V]=-iA, 

(1.2) 

which would not be in the set H, P, J, K, X, V. Thus in 
any physical situation in which there is a velocity or 
an acceleration one expects to have an algebra which 
does not close. By contrast, the Poincarl! generators 
all close upon themselves in their commutation relations. 
Second, the right hand side of Eq. (1. 5) 

(1.5) 

involves an anticommutator and is not linear in the 
operators, two properties which are also not characteris
tic of the Poincare algebra. The whole set of X and V 
relationships consequently is not expected to be an easy 
algebra to analyze; its mathematical limitations are dis
cussed in Sec. 3. Nonetheless, it is physically impera
tive that the velocity operator exist if the position 
operator exists, so relationships must be found for both. 

There is no need to further justify Eqs. (1.1) and (1. 2). 
Classically X must be a polar 3-vector and V must be 
the time derivative of X. In quantum language these 
become 

[JI,Xj] = iE;jkXk' 

[H,X] = - iV, 

as discussed in Sec. 1. 

Equation (1. 3), 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1. 3) 

has justification in the classical canonical commutation 
relation between ql and Pj and in the uncertainty prin
ciple for measuring pOSition and momentum simul
taneously. However, it is not ruled out that such a term 
as iP,P/E2 could be added to the right side of Eq. (1. 3). 
In fact (see Refs. 7 and 8), if the pOSition operator is 
postulated to be a 4-vector instead of a 3-vector opera
tor (a possibility which is rejected here), then Eq. (1. 3) 
becomes 

[~, P.,] = - ig/l V ' 
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where gJiv = 0 for jJ. ;z< II and goo = - gil = 1. For the 3-
vectors X and P this reduces to Eq. (1. 3). But for IJ = 
i = 1, 2, 3 and 1/ = 0 this becomes 

[XI,H] = - iglo = 0, 

where Po is the operator H. This result has the physi
cal interpretation that the velocity is zero, which is not 
an interesting theory. Thus the term iPJiPv /E2 might be 
added to the right side of the 4-vector equation to give 
for IJ = i and II = 0 

This last equation gives a reasonable velocity, but it 
means that the canonical commutation relation of Eq. 
(1. 3) is replaced by 

[Xi,Pj ] = i()ij + iP/j/E2. 

This extra term is rejected here as being an unneces
sary complication in a 3-vector theory such as the one 
under construction. Along with the difficulty of inter
preting Xo as the time operator, the 4-vector formula
tion of the position operator leads to enough nonphYSi
cal results such as the problem of r~, Pv ] that it has 
been rejected in this paper. Zmuidzinas7 and JohnsonB 
have studied the 4-vector pOSition operator. JohnsonB 
discusses adding iPJiPjM2 to the right side of Eq. (1. 3) 
for 4-vectors and rejects the idea, thus leaving his 
algebra open to the criticism that it produces zero velo
city. 

Equation (1. 4), 

(1.4) 

has already been defended from a measurement theory 
point of view, namely that measuring the x component of 
position should not disturb the y component. This treats 
the position operator as behaving the same as the 
momentum operator, for which 

holds. Drawing an analogy between X and P, based part
lyon this similarity, can be quite misleading, particu
larly in the study of covariance properties of field 
operators, as will be noted in Paper n. The position 
operator is not necessarily like either the momentum 
operator or a classical coordinate, both of which have 
commuting components. The example of a spinning 
spherically symmetric particle was cited in the intro
duction as a case for which the center of relativistic 
mass is not quantum mechanically self-commuting. 
There are many more quantum examples. This condi
tion is one of the least justifiable. Because it is a 
simple requirement, and because there is no way to 
construct a nonzero right side for Eq. (1. 4) without 
knowing X explicitly, for example as a function of the 
spin operator S, it will be left as a constraint condition, 
which will be shown to hold for the field operator X in 
Paper II. 

Equation (1. 5), 

[Xt>Kj] = tiXi , [Xi,H]} 

= ~{Xj, Vi}' 

is justified physically purely by analogy to claSSical 
physics. 

(1.5) 
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Classically the Poisson bracket for the boost operator 
K acting on X is 

This is derived, following Pryce,3 by considering the 
trajectory of a point particle. Figure 1 illustrates the 
derivation. The particle traces out a world line XI'(T), 
where T is proper time. Any observer will measure a 
position X(t) where t is that observer's time parameter. 
The 4-vector XI'(T) is 

XI'(T) = (t(T),X(T». 

Let two observers, primed and unprimed, be related by 
an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation 

Both observers measure the position of the particle at 
time to' 

t = t' = to, 

where t = XO(T) and t' = X'O(T'). The usual coordinate 
covariance holds at any point T' on the worldline, 

XI'(T') = X'I' (T') + EI'"X'''(T'). 

But the variation of XI' along the worldline is given by 

XI'(T') =XI'(T) + dXI' (T) dT. 
dT 

These two equations for XI'(T') give, to first order, 

dXI' 
X'I'(T') -XI'(T) = --dT - EI'"X" 

dT • 

The Il = 0 component of this identity is just the relation
ship between t and t', both of which are measured at to' 
Thus 

EO X" dT = _v __ , 

dt/dT 

which can be substituted back into the identity for Il = i, 
.() .( ) 0 dXt j . . . 0 X" T' -X'T = E . --x - E'.X} - E'OX . 

} dt J 

The term with Elj is a rotation. For pure boosts 

X';(T') _Xi(T) = EOjVtXi - Eiot. 

This relates the position of the particle measured by 
two observers at t = t' = to. Now using the quantum 
mechanical definition 

X'i(t) = ei€OjKj xt(t) e-i€OjKi 

~ Xi(t) + iEOAKi,Xi(t)] 

to first order, the time-dependent result is Pryce's 
commutator 

Removing explicit time dependence leads to 
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FIG.1. The two coordinate systems x'" = (I', x') and x" = (I, xl 
are related by x" = N vx' v, where A" v = g" v + £" v is an 
infinitesimal Lorentz transformation. X" (T) traces out the 
worldline of a point particle. 

x' 

',I 
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SMEARED OUT 
WORLDTUBE 

t' 

l-=:===:::::1===-__ t 
FIG. 2. The slice of the worldtube at t = to is not the same as the 
slice at t' = 10 , Two observers will thus take constant-time averages 
over different slices of the distribution of the dynamical property and 
their average positions may not agree. 

The covariance which was used in this derivation was a 
coordinate covariance relating two observations of a 
single pOint. Throughout the derivation it was assumed 
that the particle position behaved as a coordinate point. 

The worldline of a point particle which obeys Eq. (1. 5) 
is called an invariant worldline by Pryce,3 Fleming,9 
and Currie, Jordan, and Sudarshan,lO because two 
observers agree on the uniqueness of the worldline. 
Fleming also called the property "pointiike" rather 
than covariant. Any position operator defined as a 
spatial average over a density such as the relativistic 
center of mass 

will not ~race out an invariant worldline. Figure 2 
illustrates the different slices through the smeared out 
density which two observers would use in their averag
ing process. 

In Paper II, Eq. (1. 5) will be derived for a field opera
tor density and for single particle matrix elements, 
but is found not to hold for the field operator X itself, 

X = f d 3x1/lt(x)x1/l(x). 

This does not imply that the operator X is not Lorentz 
covariant, only that it does not behave as a coordinate 
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point. Covariance is a property which must be exa
mined for each position operator individually. Further 
comments are deferred to Paper II, except to note one 
additional misconception about position operators, be
sides treating them as coordinate-like quantities. If 
the operator is written as a 4-vector X/l' as in Johnson,S 
and then treated the same as the 4-momentum P/l' one 
obtains the algebra 

[M/lII,Mpo ] = i(g/loMIlP + glipM/lO - g/lpMllo - gll.oM/lp), 

[M/lII'Pp] = i(gvpP/l - g/lPP) , 

[M/lv'Xp] = i(gIlPX/l - g/lpX ), 

Using 1\ = M iO, the last equation yields 

This is recognized as the explicitly time dependent part 
of Pryce's3 identity, but the iXil'; term is missing. Thus 
even for the simple pointlike position operators, it is a 
mistake to form a 4-vector operator which is treated 
like the 4-momentum under Lorentz transformations. 
Equation (1. 5) will be included in the operator algebra 
because it does hold for single particle matrix elements 
of some common position operators, such as the Dirac 1 

operator Xo' 

Equation (1. 6) is a new way of writing the condition 
which the relativistic velOCity should satisfy, 

VE = P (classical), 

HV,H} = P (quantum mechanical). (1.6) 

Equation (1. 6) has advantages over the usual condition 
V = PIE. First, there exist solutions to Eqs. (1.1) 
through (1. 6), but not to Eqs. (1.1) through (1. 5) plus 
V = PIE. Second, it is the expectation value of V which 
must be PIE. This can be true without the operator V 
being PIE. For example, it is true for the Dirac velo
city Vo = ex. Equation (1. 6) holds for the Dirac opera
tor while Vo = PiE does not hold. 

Equations (1. 7) and (1. 8), 

TABLE I. PhYSically motivated properties of the position operator 
X and velocity operator V 

Equations 
Property in Text Motivation 

[J"X;] = i€ij.X. (1.1), (2.17) x Is a polar 3-vector opera-
tor. 

[H,X] =-,V (1. 2), (2. 21) v is the time derivative of X. 

[Xt'~] = i6ij (1. 3), (2.16) Canonical commutation rela-
tion, uncertainty prinCiple. 

[Xi,X;] = 0 (1.4), (2.18) Simultaneous measurability 
of components of X. 

[Xi' IS] = f{Xj , V,} (1. 5), (2. 23) X is a coord ina te- or point-
like position operator under 
Lorentz boosts. 

HV,H} = P (1.6), (2. 38) V reduces to PiE classically, 
expectation value of V is 
PiE. 

[M2,X] = 0 (1. 7), (2. 26) Measuring X does not change 
M. 

[W2,X] = 0 (1.8), (2.43) Measuring X does not change 
S. 
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[M2,x] = ° (1.7) 

and 

[W2,X] = 0, (1.8) 

have the physical justification that a measurement of 
the pOSition of a particle should not change its mass or 
spin. The same equations should hold when V replaces 
X; that is, a measurement of velocity should also not 
alter the mass or the spin. The physically motivated 
properties of the pOSition operator are summarized in 
Table 1. 

We turn now to the mathematical approach of postulating 
as few identities for X and V as are necessary to derive 
all others. This will lead to interesting constraints on 
the allowable solutions for all the operators. The first 
set of equations is the Poincare algebra for H, P, J, 
andK, 

[H,H] = 0, (2.1) 

[H,P] = 0, (2.2) 

[H,J] = 0, (2.3) 

[H,K] = - iP, (2.4) 

[Pi>Pj ] = 0, (2.5) 

[Pi,Jj] = iEijk P k , (2.6) 

[Pi,IS] = - ioijH, (2.7) 

[Ji,Jj] = iEijkJk, (2.8) 

[Ji,IS] = iEijkKk , (2.9) 

[KilIS] = - iEijkJk • (2.10) 

The two Casimir operators of this algebra commute 
with all of the generators H, P, J, and K. They are 

and 
W2 = W/lW/l = W0 2 _W2, 

where 

and 

W = -HJ- P xK. 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Simpler forms for W 0 2 and W2 will be derived later. 

The set of identities chosen as fundamental to deriving 
the X and V algebra begins with explicit representations 
for J and K based on both analogies to claSSical physics 
and experience with workable solutions, 

J=XXP+S (2.14) 

and 
K=Hx,H}. (2.15) 

Two new operators have been introduced, the usual spin 
operator S and the position operator X. One can now de
rive constraints on X and S such that these representa
tions of J and K will satisfy the Poincare algebra. A 
minimal set of identities for X and S (but not the only 
possible such set) from which all other identities are 
economically derived is 

[Xi,Pj ] = iOij, 

[Xi,Jj] = iEijkXk , 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 
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[Xi,Xj] = 0, 

[Si'Pj ] = 0. 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

Again an appeal to experience (knowing S2 = - W21M2) 
leads to the requirement on S2 that it commute with any 
operator A, 

[A,82 ] = 0. (2.20) 

This is easily proven for A = P, J, K, or X, but not for 
A = H. It is asserted knowing that the spin operator S 
is an n(2s + 1) dimensional matriX, where n is an inte
ger, and that 82 = s(s + 1) is a multiple of the unit mat
rix and hence must commute with any other operator. 
The solution for J in Eq. (2.14) forces all operators in 
the set to be matrices of the same dimension as S. 

The two final equations essential for deriving the exten
ded algebra are the definition of V, 

V = i[H,X], (2.21) 

and the Jacobi identity for commutators, 

[A, [B,C]] + [B,[C,A]] + [C,[A,B]] = 0, (2.22) 

which holds for any three operatorsA,B,C. 

In the Appendix these 22 equations are used to derive 
in a logical sequence many identities for X, V, and S. 
In this section the most important identities are collec
ted and grouped without proofs. Identities involving X 
which can be derived from the first 22 equations are 

[Xi,Kj] = t~, [Xi,H]}, 

[Xi'Sj] = 0, 

[Xi,Vj] = [Xj' Vi]' 

[M2,X] = 0, 

[W2,Xi] = [W02- W2 ,X;] = - 2iSiSoP + t ViVop 

+ 2iP.82 - i P;V2 , 2 

Here W0 2 - W2 has been simplified to 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

W02 - W2 = Sop Sop - H282 - i[8,H]o[S,H]. (2.28) 

Identities involving V and S are 

[Si'~] = i€;jkSk' (2. 29) 

[l't, Vj] = 4i€;j~k' (2.30) 

[S;, Vj] = i€ijk v,. + €ikIPk[Xj, Vtl, (2.31) 

[S;,Jj] = i€ijkSk' (2.32) 

[V;, Jj] = i€ ijk Vk , (2.33) 

[V;,Pj ] = 0, (2.34) 

[M2, 8] = 0, (2.35) 

[M2, V] = 0, (2.36) 

[A, V2] = ° forA =H,P,J, (2.37) 

{H, V}= 2P. (2.38) 

There are many more identities for 8 and V collected 
in the Appendix, but Eqs. (2. 29) through (2.37) illustrate 
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the striking similarity in behavior between V and S. This 
Similarity, plus the condition that Eq. (2. 27) reduce to 

suggests an explicit solution for V which would allow 
it to satisfy all of its identities and cause the right side 
of Eq. (2. 27) to vanish. Note that Eqs. (1.1) through 
(1. 7) have all appeared already in the postulated or de
rived identities. The solution to the Poincare algebra 
and the constraints necessary for this to be a solution 
are summarized in Table n. 
No identities involving [H, V] or [X, V], and thus [K, V], 
could be derived because the forms of H,X, and V were 
not explicitly known. Equations (2.29) and (2.30) sug-

TABLE II. Extended algebra with constraints and solutions 

Property 

Poincare algebra for 
H,P,J,K 
M2 = H2 _ p2 

K = HX,H} 

[Xi,Pj) = iOij 

[X/,~) = i£ij'X, 

[Xi,Ai) = 0 

[SPPj) = 0 

V=i[H,X) 

[XpKj) = HAi,[Xi'HJ} 

[M2,X) = 0 

{H, v} = 2P 

[Xi,Sj) =0 

[si'S;) = i£/j.s. 

[V,, J,j) = 4i£ ij.s. 

lSi' J,j) = i£ij'V, 
+ £ ik/p.[Ai , VJ 

[W2,X) = 0 

v = 2P1 S 

X = iVp 

H = 2P 1 S'P + P#f 

Equations 
in Text Comments 

(2.1)-(2.10) Holds for all spin. 

(2.11) Casimir operator for Poin
care algebra. 

(2.12), (2.13) Casimir operator for 
Poincare algebra. 

(2.14) Standard solution for J; S is 
usual spin operator,X x P 
gives orbital angular momen
tum operator. 

(2.15) Standard classical solution 
for K, gives constraints on 
X. 

(2.16), (1. 3) 

(2.17), (1.1) 

(2.18), (1. 4) 

(2.19) 

(2.21), (1. 2) 

(2.23), (1. 5) 

(2.26), (1. 7) 

(2.38), (1. 6) 

(2.24) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.27), (2. 43), 
(1. 8) 

(2.39) 

Constraint on X for J and K 
to satisfy Poincare algebra. 

Constraint on X for J and K 
to satisfy Poincare algebra. 

Constraint on X for J and K 
to satisfy Poincare algebra. 

Constraint on S for J to 
satisfy Poincare algebra. 

Definition needed for working 
with X. 

Constraint on X follows from 
(2.15) and (2.18) or vice 
versa. 

Condition on X, derivable. 

Condition on V, derivable. 

Condition on X, derivable. 

Derivable condition on S, 
follows from (2.16) or (2.16) 
follows from (2.24) and 
(2.29). 

Derivable condition on V, 
suggests V = 2p 1 S as one 
solution. 

Derivable and suggests that 
Sand V!2 form 0(4) subalge
bra if [X;, V,] = O. 

All above equations are spin
independent. 

Imposes conditions on right 
side of Eq. (2. 27). Constraint 
condition which is satisfied 
if V = 2P 1S. 

Derived solution for half
integral spin. 

Deri ved solution for any 
spin. 

Holds if X = iVp and V = 
2P 1S, but gives H2 = £2 only 
for half- integral spin. 
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gest that V behaves as 2S, except that V is a polar vec
tor and S is an axial vector. There is no solution for 
V uSing the 2s + 1 dimensional representation of S. 
However, a solution is easily found using a 2(2s + 1) 
dimensional representation of S and V, 

(2.39) 

Here P:t is the 2(2s + 1) dimensional matrix (n) such 
that 

P1 2 :::: 1, 

[Pi'S]:::: 0, 

[h,P]:::: 0. 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

The solution V == 2P i S satisfies all V equations and 
leads to 

and 

[W02 - W2,X] :::: 0, 

[W02 - W2, V] :::: 0, 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

Note explicit forms for X and H have not yet been de
rived. 

Careful derivations of explicit forms for X, V, and H 
start from the point that S is represented by an at least 
2s + 1 dimensional matrix, so that all other operators 
in the set must likewise be represented by at least 
2s + 1 dimensional matrices. There are (2s + 1)2 
independent 2s + 1 dimensional matrices, and they can 
all be formed by taking tensor combinations of the 
operator S, up to tensors of rank 2s. Calling these ten
sors T kq(S), where k indicates the rank of the tensor and 
q ranges from - k to + k [for the tensor of rank k :::: 1, 
such as Xq , q :::: 0, ± corresponds to the z and'F 1/..fi 
(x ± iy) clioices for the three q values], the operators 
X, V,and H can be expanded in terms of the Tkq(S). For 
example, the unit matrix is a tensor of rank k == 0 and 
any vector is a tensor of rank k :::: 1. A complete re
presentation of X would be 

( 
1 k' k") X :::: ~ ak'k" ~ _ ,,, Tk,q,(P) Tk"q"(S), 

q k'k n q' q" q q q 

In the above expression k :::: 1; k' :::: 0,1,2, ..• ; k" :::: 0, 
1,2, .•. , 2s;q :::: z, 'F (x ± iy);q' :::: - k', ••• , + k';q" == 
- k", .•. ,+ k". The "3-j symbol" imposes rank k :::: 1 
on X. The tensors in P commute with the tensors in S 
and the a's are functions of scalars. The tensors Tkq(S) 
have commutation relations with ~ and S± given by 

[~, Tkq(S)] :::: qTkq(S), 

[S±, Tkq(S)] :::: [(k 'F q)(k ± q + 1)]1/2Tk ,q±1(S). 

From the above commutation relations, the identity 

(2.24) 

and the lack of a preferred direction one can immedi
ately conclude that the solution for X is a multiple of 
the unit matrix T oo(S) :::: 1. 

Completing the solution for X, one uses the identities 

(2.18) 
and 

(2.16) 
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The most general form in the 2s + 1 dimenSional re
presentation is found to be 

X:::: (iVp + iVp Inj) 1, 

wherej is a function of M2, W2, and P2. In a 2(2s + 1) 
dimensional space X can have the more general form 

In 2(2s + 1) dimensions three P matrices are introduced, 

which along with the unit matrix and the 2s + 1 T's give 
(2(2s + 1»2 independent matrices. The P3 part of the 
poSition operator is ruled out as unphysical because it 
gives a different operator for positive and negative 
energy states, hence for particles and antiparticles. The 
term iVp Inj cannot be ruled out because, as an example, 
a change from the weight d 3p in momentum space to the 
weight d 3p/PO introduces just such a term in the posi
tion operator iVp , wherej corresponds to 1/~. But as 
there is no physical motivation for including this extra 
term with a generalj, the solution 

X == iVp 

is taken as the simplest operator form, corresponding 
to the weight d 3p in momentum space. 

In solving for V one uses the identities 

(2.30) 

and 
(2.29) 

and the fact that V is a polar vector while S is an axial 
vector to rule out a 2s + 1 dimensional solution. Again 
there is no preferred direction so the most obvious solu
tion for V is that it be proportional to Tiq(S), which is 
just S itself. To obtain the correct parity either Pi or 
P2 must be introduced. Thus the most obvious solution 
for V is 

V :::: 2(aPi + bP2)S, 

where 

a2 + b 2 :::: 1. 

A simple rotation in the Pi' P2 space allows a or b to be 
eliminated, so that 

(2.39) 

is the simplest solution. Multiplication by P 3 gives V :::: 
2iP2S because of the property of the p matrlCes 

P;Pj :::: iE;jkPk' 

This simple and obvious solution for V is unfortunately 
not the general solution, as will be shown. 

It is now possible to further simplify the relations de
rived for X, V, and S. In particular,X and V commute, 
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which simplifies several identities. However, it is 
quickly seen that one of the implications of these par
ticular solutions is that H must be a Hamiltonian of the 
half-integral spin type. Because X = iVp , the position 
operator picks out the coefficient of P in any operator 
with which it is commuted. Thus if the commutator of 
X with an operator is independent of P, that operator 
must be linear in P. Using the definition of V and this 
solution for V 

[X,H] = iV = 2iP 1S 

leads to the result that H is linear in P, 

Note the solution 

is rejected for H because H is the zeroth component 
of a 4-vector, not a scalar. 

The flaw in this solution, which of course has the form 
of the Dirac Hamiltonian, is that 

reduces to 

only for spin i and carefully chosen combinations of 
other half-integral spin tensors which reduce to a "Spin 
i-like term s/·p in the Hamiltonian, where S' is not 
the usual spin operator S. This is a new approach to a 
result of Weinberg,12 discussed by Nelson and GOOd13 
and Hammer, McDonald, and Pursey,14 that only half
integral spin particles may have Hamiltonians linear 
in P. For integral spin, V cannot therefore be indepen
dent of P and a more general solution must be found 
for V and thus the whole algebra. This will be discuss
ed in Paper ITI of this series, where the general spin 
Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation (see Case,15 for 
example) and Weinberg's12 rules will be combined 
with the field theoretic results of Paper II. 

Even restricting the solution to half- integral spins, the 
extended algebra looks interesting. For example, if 
[Xi' Vj] = 0 then equations (2.29), (2. 30), and (2.31) be
come 

[s;,~] = iEijkSk' 

[Vi, Vj] = 4iE ijk Sk , 

[S;, Vj] = iE;jk Vk • 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

Then S and V /2 form an 0(4) subalgebra just as J and K 
form an 0(3, 1) subalgebra. Also M2 and W2 are Casi
mir operators for the whole set H, P, J, K, X, V, and S, 
although there might be additional Casimir operators. 
In Sec. 3 the mathematical structure of Eqs. (2.1) 
through (2.44) will be analyzed. 

The Dirac position operator Xo and velocity operator 
Vo are a solution to Eqs. (2.1) through (2.45). The com
plete Dirac solution is 

Ho = 2pl Sop + P3M, Xo = iVp , 

Ko = i {no, Xo}, Vo = 2pl S, 

.To = Xo x P + So, So2 = s(s + 1) = t. 
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The Foldy-Wouthuysen representation of this solution 
is also a solution, for spin i . 

In Paper IT the Dirac poSition operator is constructed 
as the field operator center of charge or number den
sity for a system of spin i particles. The algebraic 
properties of this field operator can then be derived 
directly. It obeys Eqs.(2.1) through (2.45) in its coor
dinate space representation and in its momentum space 
single particle matrix element representation, but not 
as a full field operator. 

3. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF THE EXTENDED 
SET 

As mentioned earlier, it is possible to study the posi
tion operator X in terms of its representations within 
the Poincare group. This approach has been fruitful 
for Giirsey and Orfanides.l1 Wightman,16 in a discus
sion in depth of the localization requirements of New
ton and Wigner, 5 successfully treated transformation 
properties of the position operator within the Poincare 
covering group framework (see Sec. 5, Theorem 6, of 
Ref.16). The alternative is to look for structure in 
Eqs. (2.1) through (2.45) which might reveal new phy
sics as the Poincare algebra has revealed new physics. 

There are four mathematical difficulties encountered in 
studying the extended algebra. 

A. The set does not close. 

B. The commutation and anticommutation relations are 
not all linear in the operators. 

C. There is a mixture of commutators and anticom
mutators. 

D. Representation theory for anticommutator product 
algebras is much more difficult than for commuta
tor product algebras. 

These difficulties will now be discussed individually. 

A. As observed early in Sec. 2 the commutator 
[H, X] introduces a new operator V to the set H, P, J, K, 
X. Similarly, [H, V] would introduce the "acceleration" 
operator A, etc. With no physical constraints on the 
number of nonzero time derivatives of X, successive 
commutations of H with X introduce new operators. 
This can be expressed as a sequence 

[H,XO] = - iX1 = - tV, 
1 

[H, [H,Xo]] = (- i)2X2 = - A, 
2 1 

[H, [ •• ·[H,Xo]· •• ]] = (- i)nxn• 
n n-l 1 

(3.1) 

Technically the lack of closure of the set of operators 
precludes calling their relationships an algebra.17 
However, there is the possibility that a sequence as 
suggested above could be handled mathematically by 
limiting processes. It is in particular difficult to ex
haust all Casimir operators for such a set, but if this 
were the only setback, the algebra could possibly be 
handled by a limiting process on the sequence (3.1). 

B. Another technical difficulty with this algebra is 
its unusual structure constants. If a Lie algebra, such 
as the Poincare algebra, has generators Ai' Bj , C k' then 
relationships such as 

(3.2) 
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define the algebraic structure. The coefficient Clijk is 
called a structure constant. A Jordan algebra is de
fined by relationships 

(3.3) 

For both kinds of algebras the structure constants have 
only enough indices to relate the product on the left side 
of the equation to one operator on the right side. That 
is, these algebras are linear. But the extended position 
operator algebra has such equations as 

[Xi,Kj] = t{Xj, VJ, 

the right side of which is not linear in the operators. 
This corresponds to structure constants y of the form 

(3.4) 

There are no algebras with such structure constants 
classified.17 Again, this would be a challenging mathe
matical problem. 

C. A Lie algebra is an algebra of operators with a 
product defined on them which has the properties of 
the commutator, 

[~,Bj] = ClijkC k • (3.2) 

The commutator product obeys the Jacobi identity 

[A,[B,C]] + [B,[C,A]] + [C,[A,B]] = O. (3.5) 

A Jordan algebra is an algebra of operators with a pro
duct which has the properties of the anticommutator, 

(3.3) 

The anticommutator product obeys the Jordan identity 

{{{A,D},B},C} + {{{C,D},B},A} + {{{C,A},B},D} 

= {{A,D},{B,C}} + {{C,D}, {B,A}} + {{C,A}, {B,D}}. 
(3.6) 

Sets of operators obeying a mixture of Eqs. (3. 2) and 
(3.3), even those which close on themselves, are not 
mathematically classified.17 This would be another 
interesting problem mathematically, but it does not lead 
to new information about the extended set of physical 
operators which obey both types of identities. 

D. Jordan algebras were first introduced in phy
sics by Jordan, Wigner, and Von Neumann.1S They prov
ed not to be useful because the ones of particular inter
est were "exceptional" Jordan algebras, for which there 
are not unique representations. It is possible that for 
low spin the position and velocity operators would not 
define an exceptional Jordan algebra if only their anti
commutators were to be conSidered. However for spin 
~ and greater, the difficulty could probably not be cir
cumvented. There is work in progress17 on represen
tations of exceptional (or nonassociative) algebras. 
Thus if problems A, B , and C were solyed, there might 
be some way of getting representations for the result
ing algebra. 

It is unfortunate that this interesting algebra (in the 
physical sense) is intractable and in fact not really an 
algebra in the mathematical sense. Zmuidzinas7 and 
JohnsonB have derived interesting representations using 
the 4-vector position operator XjJ mentioned in Sec. 2. 
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With the usual Poincare commutation relations between 
the generators MjJv and pp,x;, is treated identically to 
PI' and 

[x;"Pv] = - igl'v· 

However as noted in Sec. 2, the commutation relations 
for X in this case do not reduce to the correct quantum 
mechanical results, 

[H, X] = 0 '" - tY 

and 

[I\,Xj] = i6i l 
-=J i6i /- iViXj· 

Thus this approach is not as physically meaningful as 
the 3-vector poSition operator construction. 

Such facts as S and V forming an 0(4) subalgebra and 
M2 and W 2 being Casimir operators, together with know
ledge of the behavior of X under all Poincare transfor
mations, are of course useful tools in constructing re
presentations for X in the Poincarll group and solutions 
for all of the operators for any spin. 

4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The use of algebraic notation is a simple way to keep 
track of operator properties. Solutions to the operator 
algebra of Sec. 2 can be found for spin 0 or ! and should 
exist for higher spin, though they will in general in
volve spin tensors of ranks up to 2s. Some properties 
of the position operator might be sacrificed, such as 
self-commutativity or the "pointlike" condition, and 
the altered algebra solved for explicit representations 
of the operators. 

The velocity condition of Eq. (2. 38), 

{H, V} = 2P, 

has not been used before, nor have all of the properties 
of X and V been explicitly derived from a minimal set. 
These derivations are in the Appendix. It has not been 
generally observed that Eq. (2.15) for K is a valid solu
tion to the Poincare algebra, 

K= HH,X}. (2.15) 

The solution V = 2Pl S is a physically motivated solu
tion in that one believes [W2, X] should be zero. This 
solution leads naturally to the consideration that inte
gral spin Hamiltonians cannot be linear in the momen
tum, so that velocity operators for integral spin must 
be more complicated than for half-integral spin. How
ever, all equations through (2.38) should hold for any 
spin. The use of both Casimir operators M2 and W2 has 
not appeared before and leads to constraints on X and 
V. 
There are four interesting unsolved mathematical prob
lems outlined in Sec. 3. The solution to any of these 
four could lead to interesting results, particularly when 
applied to a physical theory which incorporates the poSi
tion operator. 

Until these problems are solved, the position operator 
has use within the Poincare framework (see Refs. 11 and 
16) and as a field operator, as will be shown in Paper 
II of this series. 
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APPENDIX: TABULATION OF RELATIONS AMONG 
H, P, J, K, X, S, AND V 

The purpose of this Appendix is to indicate how Eqs. 
(2.23) through (2.45) followed from Eqs. (2.1) through 
(2.22), as well as to list several further identities which 
do not belong in the baSic algebra. Some of these iden
tities are second order, such as [H,X2], some are tri
vial but useful for gaining inSight, and many have been 
derived exclusively for the purpose of comparing the 
behavior of V to the behavior of S. The S· and V identi
ties are separately collected after Eq. (A75). The first 
22 equations are the same as Eqs. (2.1) through (2.22). 
Starting with Eq. (A23), every identity can be derived 
solely from previous identities. This has the advantage 
of being logical and the disadvantage of mixing up iden
tities in X, V, and S. Thus the identities are always sub
grouped according to which operator they involve and 
whether they are first or second order identities. The 
notation is to 14bel the equations (A. 1), (A. 2), etc., but 
to refer to the equations necessary to a given proof by 
number only. Thus Eq. (A25) follows from Eqs. (A3), 
(A13), (AI4), and (A15) and is written 

W == - HH,S} (3,13,14,15). (A25) 

It was mentioned in Sec. 2 that different identities could 
be assumed from those listed in the first 22 equations. 
Examples of this are that Eq. (A15) implies Eqs. (A26) 
and (A36) or vice versa, and Eq. (A16) implies (A27) 
and (A32) or vice versa. The general order of the equa
tions is the most economical that could be found while 
avoiding any circular arguments. Identities for V were 
harder to prove than identities for S, but even the trivial 
S identities are included to show the plausibility of the 
solution V == 2P 1S. Much of the motivation behind these 
proofs was to prove that W2 is a Casimir operator for 
X and V. The first 22 equations are grouped below. 

[H,H] == 0, 

[H,P] == 0, 

[H,J]:= 0, 

[H,K] == - iP, 

[Pi,Pj] == 0, 

[Pi'''}] == iEij/lPk, 

[Pi>Kj ] == - iOijH, 

g,,,}] == iEijkJk , 

[J;,Kj] == iE;jkKk' 

[Ki,Kj] ==- iEijkJk , 

M2 ==PIIP,. =H2_p2, 

W2 == W,.~ := W02 _W2, 

Wo == JoP, 

W==-HJ-pxK, 
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(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(AI0) 

(All) 

(A12) 

(A13) 

[H or P or J or K,M2 or W2] == 0, 

J == X x P + S, 

K== HX,H}, 

[X;,Pj ] := iOij' 

[Xi'''}] := iEijkXk , 

[Xi'~]:= 0, 

[Si'Pi ] := 0, 

[A, S2] := 0 for any A, 
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(A14) 

(A15) 

(A16) 

(A17) 

(AI 8) 

(A19) 

(A20) 

V == i[H,X], (A21) 

[A, [B,G]] + [B, [G,A]] + [G, [A,B]] == O. (A22) 

The next 14 equations can be derived from the first 22 
equations. 

i 
K==HX +2V or 

i K==XH- 2 V 

Wo == Sop 

w ==-HH,S}, 

[~,Kj] == !~, [xt,H]} 

[Xi> 5j] == 0 

[Xi' lj] == [~, V;], 

[P2,X] == - 2iP, 

[H,X2] == - i(XoV + VoX) 

[S,H] == iP x V 

[S;, Sj] == iEijk Sk 

[P, S2] == 0 

[V;,Pj] == 0 

[V;,,,}] == iE/iky" 

{II, V} == i[H2,X] == 2P 

(15, 21) (A23) 

(5,12,14) (A24) 

(3,13,14,15), (A25) 

(15,18), (A26) 

(14,16,17,18), (A27) 

(18,21,22), (A28) 

(16), (A29) 

(21), (A30) 

(2,3,14,21), (A31) 

(5,6,8,14,16, 
17,18), (A32) 

(20 with A == P), (A33) 

(2,16,21,22) (A34) 

(3,17, 21, 22), (A35) 

(1,4,15,21). (A36) 

Equations (A37) through (A58) follow from the first 36 
equations. 

W02 - W2 == Sop Sop - H2S2 (20 with A == H, 

- t[S, H] 0 [S, H] 24,25), (A37) 

[M2,X] == 0 (11,29,36), (A38) 

[W02,X] == - i{SoP,S} (16,24,27), (A39) 

[X, S2] == 0 (20 or 27), (A40) 

[X, SoP] == is (16,27), (A41) 

[H2,X2] == [P2,X2] 

== - 2i(XoP + poX) (29,36), (A42) 

[Ji,5j] := iE;j"sk (14,19,27,32), (A43) 

[K;, Sj] == ~ ,{xi' (V X p~} (15,21,27,31), (A44) 

lSi' l-j] := [~, (P x V);] 

:= iEijky" + EiklPk[~' Vz] (21,22,27,31), (A45) 

[S,H2] = 0 (31,36), (A46) 

[S, S2] == 0 (32), (A47) 

iPo(V x S - S x V) := 0 (20 with A == H, 31), (A48) 
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[H, [X, S2]] = 0 (20 or 27), (A49) 

[H2, [X, S2]] = 0 (20 or 27), (A50) 

[P2,[X,S2]] = 0 (20 or 27), (A51) 

[M2, [X, S2]] = 0 (20 or 27), (A52) 

[V;, ~] = 4iE ijkSk (1,10,14,15, 

18,21,36), (A53) 

[P2, V] = 0 (34), (A54) 

[H,V2] = 0 (21,36), (A55) 

[P,V2] = 0 (34), (A56) 

[J, V2] = 0 (35), (A57) 

{V;,~} + i{H,[V;,Xj]} = 26ij (16,21,36). (A58) 

Equations (A59) through (A75) follow from the first 58 
equations and from each other. 

[W02 - W2 ,Xi ] = - 2iSt So P 

+ {V;vop + 2iPjS2 

- i p .V 2 
2 ' 

+ t(P2{~, [~,Xi]} 
-l}{Vop, [~,Xi]}) 

[M2,S] = 0 

[P2, S2] = 0 

[M2, V] = 0 

(32,37,39), (A 59) 

(14,38, and 

[M2, J or P],= 0) (A60) 

(A61) 

[J;, ~ or ~] = iE ijk (Vk or Sk) (35,43), 

[K;, ~] unknown 

[Kit~] = {{Xi' (V X P)j} (44), 

[Xi, Vj] = [Xj, Vi] (28), 

[Xi'~] = 0 (27), 

tWi' Vj] = [S;,~] = iEjjkSk (32,53), 

[Si' ~] = iEjjkVk + iE ikZPk[Xj' Vz] (45), 

[H or P or J, V2 or S2] = O· (20, 55, 56, 57), 

[K, V2] unknown, 

[K, S2] = 0 (20), 

[H2 or p2 or M2,[X,[V2 or S2]] = 0 (50,51,52, 
71,74,75), 

[H, [X, V2]] = 4(V x S - S x V) (66), 

[H,[X,S2]] =0 (49), 
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[H2 or p2 or M2, V or S] = 0 (46,54,60,61,62,69), 

[V, V2] = 4i(V x S - S x V) (64), 

[S, S2] = 0 (47), 

- iPo(V x S - S x V) = 0 (48). 

It can easily be seen that V behaves very similarly to 
S. All identities involving [H, V] or [Xi' ~] are unknown. 
The representation of V which was derived in Sec. 2, 
along with conditions on Pl and the remaining provable 
identities, follow. 

V = 2P1S, 

(19 or 20 or 33), 

(22, 38, and 

[M2,H] = 0), (A62) [Pl' P] = 0, 

(A76) 

(A77) 

(A78) 

(A79) 

[Xi, V2] = {~, [Xj, Vd} 

= 8i(X x S)j 

+ [XoV + VoX, Vi] (18, 21, 22, 28, 53), (A63) 

[V, V2] = 4i(V x S - S x V) (53), (A64) 

[P2, V2] = 0 (54), (A65) 

[H, [X, V2]] = 4(V x S - S x V) (21,22,53,55), (A66) 

[J,S2] = 0 (20 or 43), (A67) 

[M2,S2] = 0 (20 or 60), (A68) 

[H2, V] = 0 (54,62), (A69) 

[M2, V2] = 0 (62), (A70) 

[P2, [X, V2]] = 0 (22, 29,34,65), (A71) 

[H2,S2] = 0 (20, or 11,61,68), (A72) 

[H2, V2] = 0 (11,65,70), (A73) 

[M2, [X, V2]] = 0 (22,38,70), (A74) 

[H2, [X, V2]] = 0 (11,71,74). (A75) 

Before stating the explicit solution for V which allows 
W2 to be a Casimir operator for X [that is, Eq. (A59) to 
become [W02 - W2,X] = 0], most of the S and V identi
ties are collected for comparison. 

[H, V] unknown, 

[H,S]=iVxP (31), 

[Pi' ~ or ~] = 0 (19,34), 
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[Pl'S] = 0, 

P12 = 1, 

[Wo2 - W2,X] = 0 

V2 = 4S2 

[Xi, V2] = 0 

vxS-sxV=O 

[H, V] = 2[H,pdS + 4iS x P 

[Si' ~] = iE ijk Vk 

{~, [Xj, Vj]} = 0 

iEikZPk[Xi'VZ] = 0 

(22,27,40,41,59, 
76,77,78,79), (A80) 

(21,22,80, 
[W02 - W2,H] = 0), (A81) 

(14, [W02 - W 2 , 

P or J] = 0), (A82) 

(76,78,79), (A83) 

(40, 83), (A84) 

(76,78) (A85) 

(31,76, 79), (A86) 

(32,76,78), (A87) 

(63,84), (A88) 

(45,87). (A89) 

Note that both M2 and W2 are now Casimir operators 
for X, V, and S (Eqs. 38,60,62,80,81,82). The proof that 
W0 2 - W2 commutes with X could have been attacked 
by first showing that it commutes with S, but this leads 
to the same difficulties as what has been done here. 

Introducing the explicit form of X which was derived in 
Sec. 2, 

(A90) 
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leads to 

[X" Vj] = 0 (76,90) (A9l) 

and further restrictions on H which reduce the whole 
algebra to essentially a spin t algebra, as discussed in 
Sec. 2. 
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A correspondence is established between differential equations and equivalence classes of Lagrangians 
containing higher derivatives. This suggests that a disputed problem of quantization in generalized 
mechanics is due to an inconvenient choice of Lagrangians characterizing the variational problems. 
These general concepts are then applied to the set of Lagrangians bilinear in the field variable and 
its derivatives. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There have recently appeared several articles concern
ing the problem of quantization in generalized mec
hanics. 1 - 4 The aim has been to set up a Hamiltonian 
formalism for the case of a Lagrangian depending upon 
higher order derivatives of the generalized coordinate, 
and to develop a consistent quantization scheme. The 
gist of the problem is that it is necessary to find pairs of 
generalized canonical variables, whereas the Hamiltonian 
very well might be a function of an uneven number of 
variables. The problem has been discussed extensively 
by Hayes.1 ,2 His treatment has been criticized by Ryan,3 
who suggests that the proper way to treat this difficulty 
is to pass to a new equivalent Lagrangian, which avoids 
the problem. Further difficulties associated with Hayes 
quantization procedure are discussed by Tesser. 4 

In the present article we will show, that it is possible to 
place the method suggested by Ryan 3 within a more 
general framework. A one-to-one correspondence is 
established between variational equations and equivalence 
classes of Lagrangians. We make the plausible assump
tion that the physical content of the variational equation 
is a characteristic of the corresponding equivalence 
class. This subsequently leads to the conclusion that 
problems connected with one representative of the 
equivalence class, as opposed to another, implies that 
the former Lagrangian is an inconvenient choice and 
should be replaced by the latter. 

A specific application is made to the set of ordinary 
linear differential equations expressible by means of a 
variational principle. The corresponding equivalence 
classes of Lagrangians are shown to be characterized 
by uniquely determined Lagrangians of an especially 
simple form. The corresponding Hamiltonians are de
rived explicitly in terms of generalized canonical vari
ables. Finally some characteristic properties of the 
differential equations and the Lagrangians are derived. 

2. EQUIVALENT LAGRANGIANS 

For simplicity we consider systems described by Lag
rangians of the form 

L = L(t,x,Dx, ••• ,Dmx), (2.1) 

where D = d/ dt and x = x( t) is a generalized coordinate 
function. 

The Euler-Lagrange variational equation corresponding 
to Eq. (2.1) is 

6L = ~ (-D)k(~) = 0 
Ox k=O a(Dkx) 

(2.2) 

which constitutes a differential equation for x. We might 
say that the Lagrangian is mapped on the differential 
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equation by means of the variational procedure. How
ever, it is well known, that this mapping is not one-to
one, i.e., the differential equation does not uniquely de
termine the Lagrangian. 

A unique correspondence can be established as follows: 
Define an equivalence relation on the set of Lagrangians 
by saying that two Lagrangians L1 and L2 are equivalent 
(written L1 == L 2), if they yield the same differential 
equation. We then have a one-to-one correspondence 
between equivalence classes and differential equations 
admitting of a variational characterization. 

But is is evident that the physical content of a differen
tial equation is a characteristic of the corresponding 
equivalence class, i.e., it does not depend upon the speci
fic Lagrangian chosen to represent the class, cf. the 
notion of a function in the Lesbegue theory of integration. 
This implies that if we encounter problems when using 
a certain Lagrangian and these difficulties do not occur 
for another Lagrangian in the same class, then these 
problems have no implications of physical nature. They 
are only due to an inconvenient representation of the 
class. 

One question remains: Is it always possible to find in 
every equivalence class a Lagrangian, which avoids the 
difficulties mentioned above? The answer is yes, as is 
proved by the investigations made by Ryan.3 

3. APPLICATIONS 

In order to make the preceding discussion more explicit 
we shall apply it to a class of Lagrangians, which are 
somewhat restricted, but still sufficiently general to be 
of importance. Consider the set of all ordinary, linear 
and homogeneous differential equations with smooth co
efficient-functions and which, furthermore, are ex
pressible in terms of a variational principle. The cor
responding Lagrangians must be bilinear in the genera
lized coordinate x and its derivatives, i.e., 

L = Li a
J
. kDjxDkx, 

j,k ' 
(3.1) 

where aj,k= aj,k(t) are smooth functions for allj and k. 

According to our previous analYSiS, there are among the 
Lagrangians given by Eq.(3.1) many that will yield the 
same differential equations. These are grouped to
gether into equivalence classes. We will now shOW, that 
in every equivalence class there is a uniquely deter
mined representative which has an especially simple 
form. 

We note first that if j > k, then 

if j = k + 1, 

if j > k + 1. 
(3.2) 
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Repeated use of this formula yields 

{ 

0 
DixDkX == 

(_ 1)(j-k)/2 (D(j+k)/2x)2 

if j ~ k (mod 2), 

if j == k (mod 2), 
(3.3) 

where we have used the fact that a total derivative does 
not contribute to the variational equation. 

Equation (3.3) implies that 

N 

L = Ea. kDjxDkx == ~ L: ak(D kx)2. 
j,k 1, 2 k=O 

(3.4) 

ak = ak(t) are new coefficient functions determined by 
the aj,k:s, 

We conclude that every bilinear Lagrangian as given 
above has an equivalent uniquely determined "normal" 
form, which is quadratic in the generalized coordinate 
and its derivatives. Conversely, it will be shown below 
that the normal Lagrangian is uniquely determined by 
the equivalence class. 

Next we will establish the Hamiltonian formalism for the 
normal Lagrangians and show that the disputed problem 
does not occur for this case. The generalized momenta, 
Pn , and the Hamiltonian,H, are, e.g., Hayes, 1 

N-n .~ aL J P - -D1---
n - j~ ( ) a (Dn+ix) , 

(3.5) 
N 

H = E PnDnx -L. 
n=l 

Define new variables, Qn' as follows 

Qn+l=Dnx, n=O,l, ••• ,N-l. (3.6) 

N 
We want to show that {Qn'Pn} n=l act as conjugate vari
ables and that H can be expressed explicitly in these 
variables. 

Note first that 

(3.7) 

Then we get for H 

(3.8) 

(aN'" 0, see comment below). 

By means of the recurrence formulas 

D>D -_ ~ -P 1 2 N 1 T·n+l n' n = , , ... , - , 
a(Dnx) 

aL 
DP 1 = - , (3.9) 

ax 
Qn+l=DQn, n=1,2, ••• ,N-1 

it is easy to show that H as given by Eq. (3.8) yields the 
Hamiltonian equations, viz. 
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- =DQn' 
aPn 

n = 1,2, ••• ,N. 
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(3.10) 

Finally we will consider the example studied by 
Hayes. 1 ,2 The equation of motion of the harmonic oscil
lator is 

mD2 x + kx = O. 

The Lagrangian used by Hayes is 

L = - (m/2)xD2x - (k/2)x2• 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

This choice of Lagrangian leads to quantization dif
ficulties, cf. 1-4. However, it is easily seen that L be
longs to the equivalence class, whose normal form is 
the conventional Lagrangian of the problem, i.e., 

m 2 k 2- m 2 k 2 L=--xD x--x =-(Dx) --x =L2• 
2 2 2 2 

(3.13) 

The Hamiltonian formalism based on L2 represents no 
problems as is well known. 

4. FURTHER COMMENTS 

In this section we will point out some consequences of the 
normal form, Eq. (3. 4): It has a unique simplicity, be
cause the coefficient matrix A = (a.t. k ) which charac
terizes the Lagrangian of Eq. (3.1) becomes a diagonal 
matrix with aJ2 as the diagonal entries. Furthermore, 
define the order of a Lagrangian (ord L) to be the order 
of the highest appearing derivative, or which is equiva
lent, the dimension of the matrix A. Then we have the 
relation 

ord LN = min (ord L). 
LE{LN} 

(4.1) 

Here LN denotes the normal Lagrangian and {LN} the 
equivalence class-determined by LN' In this context we 
note that,cf.Eq.(3.4),if aN = 0 for same value of t,then 
ord LN < N at this point. Thus, the condition expressed 
in connection with Eq. (3. 8) is implied by the assumption 
that the normal Lagrangian LN does not degenerate at 
any point i.e., that ord LN = N for all t. 

We can also draw some conclusions about the corres
ponding differential equations. 

The variation equation of L N is 

(4.2) 

where we have put (- 1) kak = a~ 
The last expression of Eq. (4.2) implies that the equation 
is selfadjoint and of even order, cf.Darboux.5 {It can be 
regarded as a generalization of the Sturm-Liouville 
equation D[P(t)Dx(t)1 + q(t) x (t) = O.} Thus we have the 
result that every linear, ordinary differential equation 
obtainable from a variational principle must be of even 
order and selfadjoint. Furthermore, since the selfadjoint 
form of the differential equation is unique we conclude 
that the equivalence class uniquely determines the cor
responding normal Lagrangian. 
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APPENDIX 

It is well known, see, e.g., Ref. 6, that if we add a total de
rivative to a Lagrangian this does not affect the corres
ponding variational equation. This result is convention
ally established under the assumption that the function 
whose total derivative we add to the Lagrangian does not 
depend on derivatives of the generalized coordinate. 
However, in the context of generalized mechanics this 
restriction can be discarded since its only purpose is to 
ensure that the contribution to the Lagrangian does not 
contain derivatives of higher order than first. In this 
appendix we will give a simple direct proof of the invari
ance of the variational derivative under the so called 
divergence transformation of the Lagrangian without the 
functional restriction mentioned above, cf. Ref. 7. 

Thus suppose that F(t, x(t), ••• ,Dnx(t) = DiI>(t, x(t), ••• , 
Dn-1x(t». Then we assert that the variational derivative 
of F vanishes identically, i.e., 

OF == o. 
Ox 

Proof: For the total derivative of iI> we have 
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The variational derivative of F is 

OF = t (-D)m[~J. 
Ox m=O a(Dmx) 

(A2) 

With the use of (1) we obtain 

OF = ~ (_ D)m a iI> + ~ a iI> 
n-l (; 2 n 2 

Ox m=O ata(Dmx) k=l a(Dk-lx)a(Dmx) 

+ t(_D)m( ail> ). 
m=l a(Dm-1x) 

(A3) 

However, the first two terms can be grouped together 
into a total derivative as follows: 

OF =_ ~ (-D)m+l(~) + t (-D)m( ail> ) 
Ox m=O a(Dmx) m=l a(Dm-1x) 

(A4) 
and with a change of summation variable in the first sum 
the variational derivative of F vanishes identically. 
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Thermodynamics of an anisotropic boundary of a 
two-dimensional Ising model 

Helen Au-Yang· 
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(Received 15 December 1972) 

We consider a semi-infinite two-dimensional Ising model with its spins on the boundary row having 
a different interaction energy E', from the ferromagnetic bulk. We find that the boundary specific 
heat has two divergent terms: one of which diverges linearly at the bulk critical temperature Tc ' and 
the other. logaritmically. The linearly divergent term is independent of E' ,. and the coefficient of the 
logaritmically divergent term is a decreasing function of E',. There is a boundary latent heat at Te. 
which is identical to McCoy and Wu's result. The boundary spins. which can be either ferromagnetic 
or antiferromagnetic. are aligned for temperature lower than 7;,. The boundary spontaneous 
magnetization approaches zero in the form of A (E',)(I- T 17;,)1/2. and the boundary zero field 
magnetic susceptibility diverges at 7;, in the form -B(E',)lnll- T ITcl. where A (E',) and B(E') 
are increasing functions of E',. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1967, McCoy and Wu1 considered a semi-infinite rect
angular ISing lattice. They obtained a term, in the total 
free energy, which is proportional to the number of lat
tice sites on the boundary. This term is defined to be 
the boundary free energy, from which they obtained the 
expressions for the boundary specific heat and the boun
dary magnetization. They found that the critical tem
perature of the boundary is the same as the bulk's; the 
specific heat has two terms, one of which diverges 
logarithmically at Tc and the other diverges linearly at 
Tc ' and the spontaneous magnetization of the boundary 
spins approaches zero in the form of (1 - T /Tc)1/2 as 
T -7 Tc' 

More recently Hohenberg and collaborators2 have con
sidered boundary effects of a three-dimensional ISing 
model. They consider the situation where the inter
action within the surface (E') is different from the inter
action energy in the bulk. Their computation is done by 
means of series expansions. 

In this paper we consider the two-dimensional version 
of the problem of Hohenberg et al.; Le., we modify the 
half plane problem of McCoy and Wu by allowing the 
interaction energy in the boundary row E1 to be differ
ent from the interaction energy of E1 of the other rows. 

We find that the boundary specific heat has two diver
gent terms; one of which diverges linearly at the bulk 
critical temperatures Tc ' and the other, logarithmically. 
The linearly divergent term is identical to the linearly 
divergent term obtained by McCoy and Wu1 for the case 
E1 = E1 • The coefficient of the logarithmically diver
gent term is a decreasing function of E1. The fact that 
the Singularity which characterizes the boundary speci
fic heat remains the same for different values of E:" is 
indicated by Fisher and Ferdinand.3 Moreover, we find 
that there is a boundary latent heat at Tc which is inde
pendent of E1. 
We find that the spins on the boundary row are aligned 
at all temperature only for E1 = <1;). Otherwise, the spon
taneous magnetization of the boundary spins, which can 
be either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic, is nonzero 
for T < Tc; it vanishes at the bulk critical temperature 
Tc in the form of A(E1)(1 - T/Tc)1/2. The magnetic 
susceptibility is divergent only when the applied field h 
is zero. We find it diverges logarithmically with a coef
ficient that depends upon E1.. In other wordS, we find 
that the critical indices do not depend upon E1.. 
The evaluation of the boundary free energy, for the above 
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system with the field h applied only on the boundary 
layer, is carried out in Sec. 2. It is given as a contour 
integral. 

In Sec. 3, we describe in detail our method of finding the 
divergent terms in the specific heat, which is more sys
tematic than that of McCoy and Wu.1 We differentiate 
the integrand, and then convert the integral to complete 
elliptical integrals. 

In Sec. 4, by letting h -70, we calculate the boundary 
spontaneous magnetization and the boundary magnetic 
susceptibility using the method described in Sec. 3. 

Finally, we conclude with a qualitative discussion of 
the results and use our calculation to speculate about 
the problem of a two-dimensional layer on a three
dimensional bulk. 

2. PARTITION FUNCTION AND FREE ENERGY 

Consider a two-dimensional rectangular ISing lattice of 
2M rows and 2N columns, whose Hamiltonian is 

2M-1 
-E2 6 

j=1 
(2.1) 

where j, and k label, respectively, the rows and the 
columns of the lattice. Cyclic boundary conditions are 
imposed in the horizontal direction; therefore, the 
(N + l)th column is identified with the (- N + l)th 
column. The spin a on each lattice site can take two 
values: + 1 or - 1. E1 (E2) is the horizontal (vertical) 
interaction energy between spins in the bulk on neigh
boring sites. E:" is the horizontal interaction energy 
between the neighboring spins on the boundary row, 
that is, the first row. The magnetic field h is applied 
only on the first row, and a = E1 - E1. When E1 = E 1, 
£(0) = £ is the Hamiltonian considered by McCoy and 
Wu.1 

The partition function 

z(a) = 6 e-B<(A) 
o=±1 

can be written in terms of a Pfaffian of a 4(2M + 1) 
(2N) x 4(2M + 1)(2N) anti symmetric matrix A(a), 
corresponding to the dimer problem of the oriented 
half plane lattice given by Fig. 1, 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 
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2nd row 

1st row 

Oth row 

where 

Z = tanh,Bh, Z 1 = tanh,BE1 , 

zi = tantl'E 1 , Z2 = tanh,BE2• 

That is, 

FIG. L Oriented 
half-plane lattic e. 

(2.3) 

Z(~) = ~ (2 cosh,8E1)2N(2Jl-l> (2 cosh,8Ei)2N 

x (cosh,8E2)2N( 2M-l) (cosh,8h)2N PI A(~) (2.4) 

or, equivalently, 

Z2(~) = t (2 cosh,8E1)4N(2M-l) (2 cosh,8Ei)4N 

x (cosh,8E2)4N(2M-l> (cosh,8h)4N detA(~). (2.5) 

We have, in this paper, adapted the following notations: 
let Z, A, etc. be the symbols used by McCoy and Wu to 
describe some quantity for the case when El. = E1, then 
the corresponding quantity for El. ¢. El is denoted in 
this paper by Z(~),A(~), etc. 

Notice in Fig. 1, that only the first row is different from 
the dimer problem considered by McCoy and Wu1; 
therefore, the antisymmetric matrix A(~) differs from 
the antisymmetrix matrix A only by matrix elements 
associated with the first row, which is given by 

[

0 zl. 

A(~; 1,k; 1,k + 1) = 0 0 
o 0 

o 0 

o ~ o 0 = -A(~; 1, k + 1; 1, k), 
o 0 

o 

where C2Jl(~' 0) is the determinant of a matrix C(~, 0) 
which is different from C(O) only in the second 2 x 2 
diagonal block. By defining 

a' = 2i sinOzl.! 11 + zl ei6 1 2, 

b' = (1- z12)/ 11 + zl ei6 1 2 , 
(2.9) 

C(~, 0) is obtained from C(O) by putting a prime Sign on 
the elements of the second 2 x 2 diagonal block of C(O). 

The determinant Cn (0) of the first 2(n + 1) x 2(n + 1) 
diagonal block of C (~, 0), and the determinant D n (0) of 
the first (2n + 1) x (2n + 1) diagonal block of C(~, 0), 
satisfy the following recursion formula: 

where 

a = 2izl sinO 11 + z l e i6 1-2, 

b = (1- z~) 11 + z l ei6 1-2 , 

c = 2i sinO I 1 + e i6 1-2 , 

as defined in McCoy and Wu's paper. l 

However, the boundary condition becomes 

for n ~ 2, 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

= det ~J =_c2(_a'2 +b'2)-z2ca' 
b' 

a' (2. 12a) 

and 

[

-c 0 OJ 
Dl(~,O)=det 0 C z, =+c2a'-cz2• 

o -z-a 

(2. 12b) 

Again the hermitian matrix in (2.10) can be diagonalized 
by a unitary transformation, 

[- a2 + b
2 ~~ = r ~, - iVJ rAl 0 J r~, iV'] , 

- aZ2 z2 J L- tV V LO A2 ~v v 

(2. 13a) 
for - N + 1 ~ k ~ N (2.6) where Al and A2 are the two real eigenvalues given by 

To calculate the determinant of A(~), we shall use the 
method employed by McCoy and Wu.1 Avoiding repeti
tions, we shall only outline it here. 

We can write A(~) as a product of 2N determinants 

detA(~) = n detB(~, 0), 
6 

0= n(2k - 1)/2N, k = 1"" 2N, (2.7) 

where B (~, 0) is a 4(2M + 1) x 4(2M + 1) matrix, which 
can be obtained from B(O) by replacing zl in B l1 (O) by 
zl.. 
The determinant of B(~, 0) is found to be 

detB(~,O) = 11 + e i6 1211 + zl ei6 12 

x 11 + zl e i6 12(2M-l) C2M(~' 0), (2.8) 
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A2 = ~ (- a2 + b2 + z~) - H(a2 - b2 + z~)2 - 4a2z~]l/2. 

(2. 13b) 

Here the function f(x) = xl/2 is defined to be positive for 
all real and positive x, so Al> A2• Moreover, the compo
nents of the eigenvectors are given by 

(2. 13c) 
and 

(2. 13d) 

When the number of rows 2M becomes large we have 
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The partition function becomes 

Z2(.:l) "" (2 cosht3E1)4N(2M-1) (2 cosht3E1)4N(2M-1) 

x (cosht3h)4N(cosh,BE )4N (2M-1) n 11 + zl eia 12 
2 a 

xii + zl eia 12(2M-1) 112AfM-1[- a'2 + b'2 + (ill'/II)z2a] 

x (1 + z2/c(a' - (ill'/II)Z2»), (2.14) 
(- a'2 + b'2) + (ill' /II)z2a' 

where we have used the identity 

n 11 + eia 12 = 2 n (- c2) = n 4 sin2e/11 + eia 14 = 1. 
fj a a 

In the thermodynamic limit, when the number of columns 
2N also becomes large, one can convert the summation 
over e into an integration over e, that is,6fj = (2N /211) 
J" de. The free energy is then given by 
-" 

F(.:l) = i InZ(.:l) = 4MNF + 4NFo(.:l) + 2NF(.:l,h), 

where 

F = (- ~ ) (In(2 cosh,BE1)(2 cosh{3E2 ) 

+ ;7r L; de lnl1 +ZleiaI2A1(e~, (2.15) 

Fo(.:l) = Fo + F1(.:l) + F1, (2.16) 

with 

F 0 = t- ;~)(- In cosht3E2 + i11 L: de In 112) , (2.16') 

F1(.:l) = L .!..)(In cosh{3E1 + 41 1" de In I 1 + zl eia 12 
\ 2{3 11 -" 

X (- a'2 + b'2 + (ill' /II)Z2a»), (2.16") 

F1 = t- ;$) ( - In cosh{3E1 

- i7r L: de In 11 + Zl eia 12A1 (e~ , (2.16"') 

and 

F(.:l, h) = ( - i )[In cosht3h 

+.!.. L" de In (1 + z2jc(a' - (ill' jll)z2) I ~l. 
411 -" _ a'2 + b'2 + (ill' /II)z2a1J (2.17) 

~ (.BF1(.:l» = -.!.. [zl (1- zn/2z~] 
ilz 1 811 

Here 4MN F is the bulk free energy. As expected, it does 
not depend on E1 or on h. The term 2N(2F o(.:l) + F(.:l, h» 
is proportional to the number of lattice sites on the boun
dary, so it is called the boundary free energy of the sys
tem. The first part 4NF o(.:l) is the boundary free energy 
in the absence of the applied magnetic field and 2NF(.:l, h) 
is then the change in free energy due to the presence of 
an applied field. 

3. BOUNDARY SPECIFIC HEAT 

Before analyzing the singularity of the boundary specific 
heat, let us examine F o(.:l), which is the boundary free 
energy in the absence of the external field. Notice that 
F 0 given by (2.16') is identical to the boundary free 
energy McCoy and Wu1 obtained for the case E1 = E 1 , 
which gives rise to a linearly divergent term in the 
specific heat and a discontin~ity of the internal energy
the latent heat at Te' When E1 ". E1, the system gains 
additional free energy given by the sum of F1(.:l) and 
Fl. The integral in F1 is identical to the integral of 
the Onsager's solution for the bulk free energy, and the 
singularity of its specific heat is well known.4 We 
therefore only need to find the values of zl' Z 1 and Z 2 

for which F1(.:l) is·singular. 

It will be shown that F1(.:l) and F1 give rise only to the 
logarithmically divergent term in the specific heat. 
Hence the most singular behavior of the boundary speci
fic heat is independent of E1. 
To find the singularity of F1(.:l), we shall first differen
tiate F1(.:l) with respect to zl,z2' and z). to obtain its 
contribution to the boundary energy Ul(.:l). We then 
show these integrals are analytic except at T = Te' 
where Te is the bulk critical temperature. Expressions 
for these integrals for T near Te are easily obtainable. 
By differentiating them with respect to T, we obtain the 
divergent terms of the specific heat. 

Substituting the expression for a, b, a' , b' and ill' /11 
given by (2.11), (2.9), and (2.13) into (2.16"), we get 

(3F1(.:l) =- ~ In cosht3 E'l-.!.. L" de In{<l + Z'1 2 - 2z'1) 
811 -" 

x [(1 + z~)(z~ - 1) + 2z1(1 + z~) cose + (1- z~)X(e)J), 

where (3.1) 

x(e) = [(1- 2a1 cose + a~)(I- 2ai1 cose + a;2)]1/2 
(3.2) 

with 

1- IZ21 
a 1 = zl , 

1 + IZ21 
-1 1 + IZ21 

a 2 = Zl , 
l-lz21 

when a 2 :s 1, T:s Tc. 

It is easy to verify that 

(3.3) 

F1(zl,zlJ z2) = Fl(zl,zl'- z2) = F1(- zl'- zl,z2). 

Therefore, we can restrict ourself to the case of zl > 0, 
z 2> 0 without lOSing generality. Differentiate {3.Fl (.:l) 

with respect to Zt: 

" (1- z~)x(e)- [(1 + z~)(I-z~) - 2z1 (1 + z~) cose] 

x L" {(I +z12- 2z1 cose) + (z1l2z1)[(1 + z~)(z~-l) + 2z 1 (1 +z~) cose + (l-z~)x(e)]} 
de 

x(e) • 
(3.4) 
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Let w = 2i tan8/2, then define, 

a 1 z' 
- (,9Fl(A» = - - _1 (1 - z~)(1 - z~) 
oZ1 41Ti 2z~ 

Tj = (1- O!j)/(1 + O!i)' i = 1,2 

and (3.4) becomes 

(3.5) 

x too [T1T2 +w2 + (Tf-w2)1/2(T~-w2)1/2] 

-tOO (l-z])2-w2(1 + zi)2 + (Zl/2z1 )[(1 +z1)2-z~(I-z1)2](Tl T2 + w 2) + (T~_w2)1/2 (T~_w2)1/2] 

x aw 
[(T~ - w2)(T~ - w 2)]1/2 

Denote the integrand of (3.6) by R(w2). It has four 
branch pOints at ± I T 2 I and ± T l' Hence the branch cuts 
are the line from - T1 to - I T21, and the line from I T21 
to T l' Consider the contour integral 

10 = Ic R(w2)dw, 

where c is the contour shown in Fig. 2. 

One can verify easily that 

IR(w2) I ~ _1_ as Iwl ~ co. 
Iwl 2 

(3.7) 

As a result, the integration over the semicircle tends to 
zero as its radius tends to infinity. 

The integration over the imaginary axis can be written 
as a sum of the residues inside c and the integration 
above and below the cut from I T 2 I to T l' that is 

10 = too R(w2)dw 
-'00 

= - 1 R(w2)dw - 21Ti L; Co residues of R(w2 ) inside c, 
(3.8) 

where Co denote the two straight lines above and below 
the cut. The integrand R(w2 ) of (3.6) is finite at the ori
gin. This means zero is not a double pole of R(w 2 ). 

Therefore none of the residue of the integrand R(w 2 ) are 
divergent. The divergence of the specific heat would 
only come from the first term in (3.8). It is obvious 
that the integrand R(w2 ) can be written in the following 
form: 

R(w2) = P(w
2

) X 1 + Q(w
2

) (3.9) 
D(w2) [(T~ - w2)(T~ - w 2]1/2 D(w2)' 

where D(w2), Q(w2), and P(w2) are polynomials in w2• In 
fact, for the integrand R(w2) in (3.6), we have 

FIG. 2. The path of integration c consists of the imaginary axis, A large 
semicircle and Co which is the two straight lines just above and below 
the cut. 
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D(w2) = {(1- z])2 - w 2(1 + zl)2 + (z]/2z1) 

x [(1 + z~)(1- z~) + 2z1(1 + z~)] 

x (T1T2 + w2)}2 - (zl/2z1)2 

(3.6) 

x [(1 + z~)(I- z~) + 2z1 (1 + z~)]2(T~ - w2)(T~ - w2), 

(3.10) 

p(w2) = [(1- zl)2 - w 2(1 + zl)2](T1T2 + w2) + (zl.!2z 1) 

x [(1 + zV + 2z1 (1 + Z~)][(TI + T2)2w 2], (3.11) 

Q(w2) = (1- zl)2 - w 2(1 + zl)2. (3. 12) 

From (3.9), one finds 

reSidues, 

(3.13) 

where the sum of residues is an analytic function of T l' 
T2 and zl' 
The singularity and the most singular term of this integ
ral can be determined by the following rule. 

Rule: Let P(w2) and D(w2) be any polynomials in w 2, 
such that 

(1) P(TV/D(T~) and P(T~)/D(T~) are finite for some 
real number 0 < I T 2 I < T 1 < co; 

(2) D(0);1!0,forT2 =0; 

then the integral 

I = .!. J Tl dw P(w2) 
i I T21 [(T~ _ w2)(T~ _ w 2)]1/2 D(w2) 

(3.14) 

is singular only for T 2 = O. Its most singular term is 
given by 

(3.15) 

The derivation of this rule is given in the Appendix. 

It can be verified, for the two polynomials P(w 2 ) ana 
D(w2 ) given by (3.10) and (3.11), respectively, the two 
conditions necessary for the above rule to hold are 
satisfied •. Therefore, (%z;t)(,9F1(A» is analyt.ic e~cept 
T2 = O. Smce T2 = (1- 0!2)/(1 + 0!2)' T2 = Olmplles 
0!2 = 1. Note 0!2 is a function of Ev E 2 , and T. For 
given E1 and E 2 , the bulk critical temperature is defined 
by the equation 0!2 = 1. Hence (a/oz l )(,9Fl(A» is singu
lar for T = Tc; its most singular term is given by 
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We differentiate f3F1(A.) with respect to z2' and get 

a 1 z l z2 
- (f3F 1 (~» = - - ----,----;;-: 
oZ2 811" zl(l- z~) 

(3.16) 

IT d8{(1-z~)(1 + zf + 2z1 cos8)x(8)- (1-z~)x2(8) + 4z1[01 + °21 - (1 + 01 o';t) cos8]} 

x i IT x(8){(1+z12-2z1 COS8)+(zl/2z1)[(1+zn(z~-1)+2z1(1+z~) COS8+(1-z~)x(8)]}' 
(3.17) 

The denominator of the integrand in (3. 17) is the same 
as the denominator in (3.4), and one can verify that the 
integrand satisfies condition (3. 7), and the conditions 
necessary for the above rule to hold. The most singular 
term can be written out without difficulties, and is 

- 4z1 (T1 - T2)T2 4 
x In--. 

[(1 - zl)2 - T~(l + zl)2 + 4z1h T2] 1 T2 1 

Likewise, 

~ (f3F1(~» ~ 0 + Taylor series in 1 T2 1• oZl 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

As mentioned before, the term F1, given by (2.16"), is 
identical to the bulk free energy. Thus F1 is analytic 
except at T = Tc; the asymptotic expansion for the energy 
per site due to this term is given by 

(3.20) 

The term FO given by (2. 16m ) can be written as 

1 +joe dw 
f3F 0 = ~ In cosh{3E2 - - J --

211"i -joe 1 - w2 

x In r~(l ___ (T-=.1_-_w_)(-=T2=----_w_)_\1 
L (T~ - w2)1/2(T~ - W2)1/2}J • 

(3.21) 

[See (4.22) in McCoy and Wu's paper.1 ] 

For completeness, we shall convert the above integral to 
elliptical integrals, and we shall also calculate the latent 
heat at Tc' 

Differentiating the integrand f(T 1 T 2) in (3.21) with res
pect to T 2 , we get 

T1 - W) 1 
- T2 + W x 1- w2 • (3.22) 

The second term has only one pole, W = 1, on the rhs for 
T< Tc(T 2 >0);however,whenT> Tc (T2 < O),ithas 
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two poles on the rhs, namely, W = - T2 = 1 T2 1 and W = 1. 
Therefore, the integration of (3.31) gives for T> Tc 

a 1 T1-T2 4 1 1 
- (f3Fo)~- In-- - - x __ 
a T 2 211" T liT 2 1 2 1 - T~ 

and for T < Tc 

o 1 
- (f3F o) ~-
OT2 211" 

T1 -1 
+----==------

4(T1 + T2)(T2 + 1) 
(3. 23a) 

4 71-1 
In -- + --~----

1 T21 4(T1 + T2)(T2 + 1) 
(3. 23b) 

The differentiation of f3F 0 with respect to T 1 can be ob
tained from (3.22) simply by interchanging T1 and T2: 

o 1 ( T~ - w 2 

- f( T 1 T 2) = -- - :--::-----=----::-----:---:-:
OT1 1- w2 [(T~ - W2)(T~ _ w2)]1/2 

T2 - w) 1 
- T1 + W X 2(T1 + T2) • 

(3.24) 

It is obvious the second term in (3.25) has only one pole: 
W = 1, on the rhs for any temperature. For T2 small, 

Combining these results, we get the following asymptotic 
expressions: 

o (OT2)( 1 - (f3Fo) ~ - -
of3 of3 211" 

T1 - T2 4 1) --=----=- In -- - ----
T liT 2 1 2(1 - T~) , 

for T 2 < 0 (T > Tc ), (3. 25a) 

O~ (f3Fo)~(:~2)G1I" T1 ~T21n 1:
2
1)' 

for T2> 0 (T < Tc)' (3. 25b) 

As T2 is not a pole of the integrand given either by (3.6), 
(3.17), or (3.19), the discontinuity of the boundary energy 
comes only from (3.23), which is 

1 (OT2) 1 lim U(T + OT) - U(T - OT) = - - - = - - Sl 
oT-O 2 of3 T=T 2 

c 
(3.26) 
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This is identical to the latent heat obtained by McCoy and 
Wu.1 

Therefore from (3.16), (3.18), (3.19), and (3.26), we 
find the specific heat diverges at T = Tc as 

1 Sl 1 1 
Cv '" - - -- - -- S2 In 1 - T /Tc 1 

2lT T - Te 2lTTe 

1 1 4z' (1- Z ) 
_ - _ 1 1 S2 In 11- T/T 1 

2lT KT; (1- zl)2(1 + Zl) 1 e 

1 1 4z1 
+ - - S~ In 11- T/Te 1 

2lT KT; (1 - z~) 
for zl ;e 1, 

(3.27) 

where 

S2 =[(07"2\ 2/7"1 _ 0
2

7"21 KTe' 
0{37 / 0{32JT~Tc 

(3.28) 

It is obvious from (3. 39) that if the boundary spin coup
ling constant El becomes larger, the coefficient of the 
logarithmically divergent term becomes more negative. 
Therefore the specific heat is more divergent. It is also 
evident from (3.39) that for temperature slightly higher 
than Te, the boundary specific heat is negative. 

4. MAGNETIZATION AND SUSCEPTIBILITY 

The magnetization of the boundary row is defined to be 

. 1 < N ) M 1(h) = hm - L; u1 •K 
N.M-->oo 2N K~-N+1 

= (3-1 lim _1_ InZ = - ~ F(t!., h). 
N.M-->OC) 2N oh 

(4.1) 

By (2.17), this becomes 

1 
M 1(h)::;: Z + - (1- z2)z 

2lT 

x J" de l/c[a'- (ill' /II)z2] 

-" - a'2 +b'2 + (iV/II)z20' +z2/c[a'- (ill'/II)z2] 

(4.2) 
On substituting (ill' /11), a', b', and c as given by (2.11), 
(2.9), and (2.13) into the above equation, we get 

where 

p(w2) = 4z2{[(1 +zl)2y + zl] - w2[(I- zl)2y + zl]} 

- 16z1 yw 2 - ~ (1 _ w2) 

x [(1 + zl)2 - (1- zl)2z~][7"17"2 + w2], (4.6') 

d(w2) = 4z4{[(1 + zl)2y + zl] - w2[(I- zl)2y + zd} 

+ 2Z2 {- 16z1 yw 2 - t (1 - w2)[(1 + zl)2 - z~(1 - zl)2] 

x (7"17"2 + w 2)} + 4w2 {[zlZ~ - (1 - zl)2 y] 

(4.6") 
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M1 (h) = z + ;IT (1- z2)z X i: d8 {z2(2 + 2 cos8) 

x [(1 + z1.2 + 2zl. cos8}y + zd + 4 sin28zl.'Y + H(I- z~) 

x (1 + zV - 2z1 (1 + z~) cOS8] - ~ (1- Z~)x(8)} 

x {z4(2 + 2 cos8) [(1 + z12 + 2z1 cos8)y + zl] 

+ 8z2 sin28z1.'r + z2[(I- z~)(l + zV - 2z1 (1 + z~) cos8] 

- (2- 2 cos8)[zlz~ - (1 + z12 - 2z1 cos8)y]}-1, (4.3) 

where 

(1- z~)[z~(1 + zl)2 - zl(1 + z)2] 
y= 

(1 - Z'2)2 

Let us first consider the special case El ~ (X), so that 
z 1 ~ 1. In that case, y ~ (x). 

The integrand in (3.3) becomes: 

z2(2 + 2 COS8)2 + 4 sin28 
z4(2 + 2 COS8)2 + 2z2(4 sin28) + (2 - 2 COS8)2 

_ 1 + cos8 
- (1 + cos8) - (1- cos8) . 

The magnetization can be calculated exactly, and is 
given by 

2 
M 1 (h) = z + - (1- z2)z 

IT 

x Joo du = { + 1 
o (1 + u2}(z2 + u2) - 1 

The spontaneous magnetization is 

for z> 0 

for z < 0 

This means, when El ~ (X) , the boundary spins are 
aligned irrespective of the bulk spins. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

For the general case (zl '" 1), the magnetization can be 
calculated by converting the integral in (4. 3) to complete 
elliptical integrals; and it is for this purpose, we have 
written the integrand in such a way that the irrational 
function X(8) appears only in the numerator. We shall 
restrict ourself to the ferromagnetic bulk spins (zl > 0). 

Just as in the previous section, we change the variable 
of integration to w = i tan8/2, so that the path of integra
tion becomes the imaginary axis: 

(4.6) 

Again, we close the path of integration as shown in Fig. 2: 

1 
M 1(h) = z + --:- (1- z2)z 

lTZ 

x (- L; 2lTi residues - [(1 + zl)2 - z~(1 - zV] 

J Tl dw (7"~ - w2}(7"~ - W2») x , 
IT21 [(7"~-W}(7"~-w2)P/2 d(w2) 

where d(w2) is given by (4.6"). 
(4.7) 

We shall first compute the spontaneous magnetization 
for all temperatures, which is defined to be 
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M 1 (O+) = lim M 1 (h). 
"->0 

(4.8) 

Away from the critical temperature (T2 ;e 0), the integra
tion from IT 2 I to T l' which is the second term in (4.7), 
is finite. In the limit z ~ 0, it drops out. We only need 
to find the divergent residue of the integrand. 

It is evident from (4.6") that, in the limit z ~ 0, one of 
the roots, say ;\1' of the polynomial d(w2) in the denomi
nator, ~roaches zero. This implies, the two poles 
w == ±..fYll are pinching onto the origin. The residue of 
this pole w = + .fi:;. (and only of this pole) will not be 
finite. 

To calculate the residue at w = ~,we first expand 
;\1(z2) as a Taylor series in z2, 

(4.9) 

All higher terms can be neglected as we are interested 
in the limit z ~ O. The first derivative of ;\1 (z2) is easy 
to calculate from the well-known formula 

where d(;\, u) is a polynomial in ;\, with u as a parameter, 
and;\1 one of its roots. We find 

(4.10) 

When z = 0, the integrand of (4.6) becomes 

- 16w2z1y-t (1- w2)[(1 + zl)2 - z~(I- zl)2][T1T2 + w 2 + (T~_w2)1/2(T~_w2)1/2] 

4w2{[z 1z~ - (1 - zl)2y] - w2[zlz~- (1 + zi)2y)} (l-w2) 

Therefore, the residue at w = ~ is given by 

- t[(I- z1)2 - z~(I- z2)2][T1T2+IT1T2I] 
+ O(z). 

z{[(1 + z 1)2 - z~(1 - z 1)2]T 1 T 2/[zlz~ - (1 - zi)2 y ]}1/2 4[z 1z~ - (1 - zi)2 y ] 
(4.11) 

One can write T1T2 + IT1T21 = 2T1T20(T2), 

where 

{
I, 

O(x) = 
0, 

x>O 

x<O 

Hence the spontaneous magnetization is 

M 1 (0+) = lim ~ z(- 21Ti residue at w = ,n:;.) 
z-> 0 1Tl 

(4.12) 

[(1 + ~1)2 - z~(1 - z1)2)1/2 = (T 1 T 2)1/2 O(T2). 
2[Z1z~ - (1- ziJ2y)1/2 

(4.13) 

The graphs and discussion of the spontaneous magneti
zation are included in Sec. 5. 

To study the behavior of the boundary magnetization, 
we write 

(T~ - w2)(T~ - w2) {31 (32 
-------={30 + + , 

d(w2) w2 - ;\1 w2 - ;\2 

;\1';\2 are roots of d(w 2 ). 

Then the integral in (4.7) can be written as 

and again 

Vi = - (T~ - T~)/(T~ - ;\;). 

For I T2 I small, we get from (3.21), (A7), the magnetiza
tion 
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I' 

(4.14) 

When z ;e 0, the roots;\i of d(w2 ) are nonvanishing. 
Therefore, Vi ;e - 1, and the inverse tangent functions in 
(4.14) and its derivative are finite. This means the sus
ceptibility is finite for z ;e O. However, when z ~ 0 there 
is one, and only one, root ;\1 ~roaching zero. Thus one 
writes, for small z and T2, .Jv1 = i(l- T~/T~ + ;\l/T!). 
Since 

i tan ix = t In 11 + x I ~ + t In 11 - x I , for I x I ~ 1, 
1- x 

we find the magnetization for small z and small T2 is 

z 
M1 (h) ~ M1 (0+) + O(z) - -- [(1 + z1)2 - z~ (1- zl)2] 

21TT1 

{31 I 2 I x - In T2 -;\1' (4.15) 
T~ 

The coefficient {31 is again a function of z2, and we ex
pand it as a Taylor series of z2, so 

{31 (0) is given by the following formula: 

{31(0) = lim w2 lim (T¥ - w2)(T~ - w2) 
.,2->0 z->O d(w2) 

= T¥T~ 
22' 4[zlz 2 - (1 - zi) y] 

(4.16) 
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Notice the first derivative of ~l given by (4.10) is pro
portional 'T 1 'T 2' For 'T 2 small, the second derivative with 
respect to z2 need to be taken into consideration. It is, 

Therefore, 

~l ,.., {Z 2 'T 1 'T2 [(1 + zl)2 - z~(l- zl}2] 

- tz4[(1 + Z])2y + Zl]}/4[zlz~-(1-z])2y]. (4.17) 

Substituting (4.16) and (4.17) into (4.15), we find the 
most divergent term in the magnetization near Tc to be 

+++++++ 
+ + + + + + +~BOUNDARY ROW 

CONFIGURATION A 

+++++++ 
+ - + - + - +~BOUNDARY ROW 

CONFIGURATION B 

FIG. 3. Configurations. 

~~r-----------~--------------------~ 1.01-00000::::-----===----==---__ 
o. 

0.8 

0.7 

o. 

0.5 

0.4 

o. 

0.2 

0.1 

E'=-13/6E 

ru ~ M M M M m M M I 

\c 
FIG. 4. The boundary spontaneous magnetization versus temperature 
for different values of boundary interaction energy E1. 
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(4.18) 

Therefore, at T = Tc, 

(4.19) 

where zlc = tanhE1/KTc and zlc = tanhE1/KTc ' 

The magnetic susceptibility at zero field diverges at Tc 
in the following form: 

2 (1- zlc) x-
1T 1 + zlc 

x (1 + zlc)2 In 11- T/T
c 

I. (4.20) 
(1- z~c)2 

Clearly when E1 become larger, the coefficient of the 
susceptibility becomes more negative. Hence the sus
ceptibility becomes more divergent. 

The above results can also be obtained by the method 
used by McCoy and Wu. 

5. DISCUSSION 

In this section, we shall begin with the discussion of the 
boundary spontaneous magnetization, from which one can 
draw the conclusion of what seems to be happening be
tween the boundary and the bulk spins. Then we shall 
speculate about the three-dimensional Ising case. 

The terms inside the square root sign in (4.13) satisfy 

[z~(l + zl)2 - (1- zl)2] 2:: O} 
[zlz~- (1-z1)2y]>0 

for T::s Tc' 

Therefore, (4.13) is a valid expression for the real quan
tity M 1 (0+). When the temperature is at absolute zero, 
one finds from (4. 13}, 

M1(0+) = 1 at T = 0, if IE21 > - 2E1, 
and 

Ml (OJ = 0 at T = 0, if I E2 1< - 2E', (5.1) 

and 

M1(0+) = M at T = 0, if IE21 =- 2E1. 

To understand these results, let us consider the two 
configurations, given by Fig. 3, corresponding to the two 
possible ground states for the ferromagnetic bulk 
E1 = E2 > 0, and the antiferromagnetic boundary 
E1 = - I Ell. Configuration A has all bulk spins point
ing up, and all spins on the boundary pointing up also; 
and configuration B has all the bulk spins pointing up, 
but the spins on the boundary row are in the perfect 
alternating configuration. 

The energy difference between the energy E(A) and E(B) 
correspond to the two configurations A and B, respec
tively: 

A.E = E(A} - E(B) 

= (+ I E11- E 2 ) - (-IE11) = 21E11- E 2 • 
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Since at absolute zero, only the ground state is occupied, 
if 2 I Ell> E 2 , configuration B is the ground state. The 
magnetization of this configuration is zero. On the other 
hand, if 2 I El I < E 2, configuration A is the ground state, 
the magnetization of which is + 1. At the critical value 
I Ell = E 2/2, the ground state is highly degenerate, such 
that to flip one spin up will cause no change in energy. 

In Fig. 4, we plot the graphs of the spontaneous magne
tization M 1 (O+) versus temperature corresponding to 
different boundary coupling constants E1, but for fixed 
bulk coupling constant E1 = E2 = E. 

One finds from the graph that the spontaneous magnetiza
tion decreases as El decreases. [At least when El > 0, 
this is a consequence of the Griffith's theorem.] When 
the boundary becomes antiferromagnetic, the boundary 
spins are still aligned for T < Tc. For El> - E/2, 
M1 (O+) starts from 1 at T = 0; for El = - E/2, the mag
netization starts at /5/5 at T ::::: 0; and when El < -E/2, 
the spontaneous magnetization starts from 0 at the 
absolute zero, arises to a maximum, and then falls to 
zero again at T::::: Tc. 

One can interpret these graphs by considering the boun
dary as a one-dimensional ISing chain in the presence 
of a magnetic field produced by the bulk spontaneous 
magnetization. Let us consider the case of El ::::: - 1. 5, 
for example. At absolute zero, the ferromagnetic bulk 
spins are all aligned to produce a magnetic field. How
ever, the field is not strong enough to overcome the 
tendency of an antiferromagnetic boundary to be in a 
perfect alternating configuration. As the temperature 
rises, the bulk spontaneous magnetization decreases 
inappreciably, but the antiferromagnetic chain is less 
rigid. Hence, the magnetization of the boundary spins 
increases. When the temperature approaches the criti
cal temperature, the bulk spontaneous magnetization 
falls off rapidly to zero, which causes the magnetization 
of the boundary to fall to zero at the bulk critical tem
perature. 

The divergence of the boundary magnetic susceptibility 
is caused by the Singular behavior at Tc of the field pro
duced by the bulk spins. 

One can also think of the bulk as a heat reservoir. The 
singularity of the bulk specifiC heat at Tc will give rise 
to the singular behavior of the boundary specific heat 
at Te. 

Since the idea of treating the boundary as a one-dimen
sional chain and the two-dimensional bulk as an exter
nal field works so well qualitatively, the same way of 
treating the boundary of a three-dimensional ISing as 
a two-dimensional ISing system and the bulk as an ex
ternal field should also give a good qualitative descrip
tion. 

Let T ~ denote the critical temperature of a two-dimen
sional ISing model whose interaction energy is E'; and 
T~ denotes the critical temperature of a three-dimen
sional ISing model whose interaction energy is E. 

ConSider E and E' such that T2 < T3. At the critical 
temperature of surface, T = T~, the bulk spins are 
aligned and therefore the magnetic field produced by 
the bulk spins is not zero. The boundary magnetization 
is not zero at T = T~. Furthermore, as the magnetic 
susceptibility of a two-dimensional ISing model is diver
gent only when the external field is zero. One expects 
the boundary susceptibility is not divergent at T = T~. 
When the temperature is near the bulk critical tempera
ture T = T~, the bulk spontaneous magnetization drops 
to zero, with a discontinuous derivative at T = T~. We 
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conclude that the boundary (spontaneous) magnetization 
goes to zero at T ::::: T~ and the boundary magnetic sus
ceptibility has a singularity at T ::::: T~. 

Consider now the case T~ < T~. At the bulk critical 
temperature, T = T~, the boundary (spontaneous) magne
tization is not zero. As the bulk spontaneous magnetiza
tion goes to zero at T = T~ with a discontinuous deriva
tive, one expects the boundary susceptibility diverges at 
T = ~. When T > T~, the bulk spontaneous magnetiza
tion is identically zero. One can expect the-boundary 
spontaneous magnetization to go to zero at T = T~, and 
the boundary susceptibility diverges at T = T~ with the 
same critical indices as the two-dimensional ISing 
model. 

It is obvious from the above discussion that when the 
critical temperature of the surface is not very much 
higher than the critical temperature of the bulk, the 
boundary magnetic susceptibility cannot be determined 
accurately by series extrapolation method. 
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APPENDIX 

To derive the rule given in Sec. 3, we write 

where At are roots of the polynomial D{w 2 ). 

By partial fractions, we get5 

P{w
2

) = ~ (A + A1 + ... + A,. ) 
D{w2) Do 0 w2 - A1 w 2 - An • 

Substitute (A2) into (3. 14), we get5 

1= J Tl dw P{w 2 ) 

I T21 [(T~ - w2)(W2 - T~)]l/2 D{w2) 

= _1_ (Aof({K) + A1 w{vv K) + ... 
DOT1 T~-A1 

+ An n{v
n

, K)\, 
T~ - An '} 

where 

K2 = 1- TVT~. 

Thus K = 1, implies T2 = 0 and 

T~ - T~ 
v- = (i = 1, ..• ,n). 

• T~ - Ai 

(Al) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

K{K) is the complete elliptical integral of the first kind 
and n{v t ,K) is the complete elliptical integral of the 
third kind. K(K) has one and only one singularity at K = 1. 
By condition (1) of the Rule in Sec. 3, Ai W{V P K)/{T~ - Ai) 
can be shown to have singularity only at K = 1 also. 

When I T 21 is small, we can write 

(A6) 
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1 4 .rv; _c- 2 
w(vpk) =--In--+-- tan 1 "Vi + 0(T2 In T2). 

1 + Vi /T2/ 1 + Vi 
(A7) 

If v. ;" 1, the second term in (A7) is analytic. By condi
tion (2) of the Rule, we have in the limit T2 -> 0, 
Vi = - T~/T~ - Ai ;" - 1. Therefore, the singular term 
of the integral I is 

A" 1)~ 4 + --- --- In--
T~ - An 1 + v" / T 2 / 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 14, No.7, July 1973 

It is evident from (A2) that the term inside the bracket 
is just the function P(w2 )/D(w2 ) evaluated at w 2 = T~. 
This means 

·Supported in part by the National Science Foundation Grant No. 
GP-32998X. 
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2Private communications. 
3M. E. Fisher and A. E. Ferdinand, Phys. Rev. Lett. 19. 169 

(1967). 
4K. Huang, Statistical Mechanics (Wiley, New York, 1963). 
5This choice sign is necessary to ensure X(O);::: 0 [see (3.5)]. 



                                                                                                                                    

Scattering function of a two-component fully ionized gas 
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The effects of collisions on the scattering function of a two-component fully ionized gas are 
discussed. using an improved Brownian motion type collision model. In the collision model, the 
particle numbers as well as the energy and the linear momentum are conserved; and the electron-ion 
collisions are taken into account. The dispersion relations are discussed in detail. and explicit 
calculations are carried out for the scattering function and the energy-loss function in the long 
wavelength approximation when the wavelength is greater than the mean free path and the Debye 
length. The damped plasma oscillations dominate the energy-loss function; while for the scattering 
function thermal diffusions and sound propagations dominate the low frequency region and 
contribute most to the total scattering cross section. The contribution from the damped plasma 
oscillations to the scattering becomes important only for high frequencies near the plasma oscillation 
frequency. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The scattering function, or autocorrelation functions in 
general, of a collisionless plasma has been studied ex
tensively on the basis of the Vlasov equation. 1 Collision
al effects have been discussed for a partly ionized gas 
by Dougherty and Farley2 and recently by Williams and 
Chappell,3 describing collisions of charged particles 
with neutral molecules by a Krook model. For a fully 
ionized gas, Coulomb force collisions among the charged 
particles can be properly described by the Landau col
lision term, 4 also called the Fokker-Planck·collision 
term. Properties of the Fokker- Planck operator have 
been studied by SU,5 Lewis,6 and McLeod and Ong7; it 
is clear that this operator is too complex mathemati
cally to be used to describe collisional effects on the 
scattering function. 

A simplified model with the collision operator 

has been used by Lenard and Bernstein 8 to discuss the 
effects of collision on Landau damping of an electron 
gas. This Brownian motion type operator is much easier 
to handle, yet it preserves the most important feature of 
small angle collisions of the long-range Coulomb inter
actions, namely, a diffusion in velocity space. It con
serves particle number, though not momentum and 
energy. This collision operator has also been used by 
McLennan and the author 9 to describe both the electron
electron and the ion-ion collisions of a fully ionized gas, 
and to discuss the scattering function in the long wave
length approximation. 

The modified collision operator 

in which the local velocity v and the local temperature 
Tare functionals of the distribution function, has been 
used by DoughertyIO to describe the ion-ion collisions 
and their effects on the gyroresonance in the radio wave 
scattering in the ionosphere. It is a modification of the 
Lenard- Bernstein operator to conserve momentum and 
energy as well as the particle number. 

Here, this collision model is further modified to des
cribe collisions among the charged particles of a two
component fully ionized gas (Sec. III)_ The collision 
operator is represented by a 2 x 2 matrix with differen
tial and integral operators as its elements. It has a 
discrete spectrum including the six hydrodynamic 
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modes which correspond to the six conservation equations 
of particle numbers, momentum and energy of a two
component system. 

Section IT is devoted to a formal solution of the coupled 
(electron and ion) Boltzmann equations, including the 
Vlasov consistent field term. The effects of collisions 
are clearly indicated by the appearance of the collision 
operator in the electrical susceptibilities and the dielec
tric constant. The eigenvalue problem of the collision 
operator plus the streaming term is solved, in Sec. IV, by 
a perturbation method which is valid in the long wave
length apprOximation when the wavelength is greater 
than the mean free path. These solutions provide a 
basis for an expansion which is required in the evalua
tion of the dielectric constant. In Sec. V the dispersion 
relations are solved in the same long wavelength ap
proximation. The joint effect of colliSions and the 
Vlasov term produces a pair of damped plasma oscilla
tion poles. The sound damping constant is also changed, 
as compared to the case of a neutral system, by the 
Vlasov term. Finally, in the last section, explicit calcu
lations are carried out for the energy-loss function and 
the scattering function. 

II. GENERAL THEORY 

The scattering function, which is proportional to the 
cross section of electromagnetic waves scattered by a 
fully ionized gas, is related to the electron density auto
correlation functions. A correlation function, such as 
the number density-density correlation function 

is the equilibrium ensemble average, denoted by < > , 
of the fluctuations of microscopic quantities. Here, a and 
a' are particle type indices (e for electrons and i for 
ions), no is the equilibrium number density, and no(x, t) 
is the microscopic number density at point x and at 
time t. 

A correlation function can be evaluated by the kinetic 
method, discussed by Rostoker,l1 Weinstock,I2 and 
others. 13-16 We briefly summarize the connection be
tween the fluctuation and the kinetic theory. The corre
lation function can be written as 

Goo,(x,t) = J d3v J d 3 v'no,foa,(v')1/Ia(v',a'lv,x,t), (1) 

where 1/1 a( I v, x, t) behaves like a one particle distribu
tion function and satisfies a linearized kinetic equation. 
In Eq. (1) nafoa(v) is the Maxwellian 
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where mo is the mass of a a-type particle and T is the 
equilibrium Kelvin temperature expressed in units such 
that the Boltzmann constant is set equal to one. The 
linear equation for 1/1 0 can be obtained from the kinetic 
equation for the actual one-particle distribution function 
F o(v,x, f), 

by letting F 0 = nofoo + 1/1 0 and ignoring 0(1/12). Here 
E,,(x, t) is the Vlasov self-consistent electric field and 
Coo' are the collision terms. Let us introduce the 
linear collision operators 0

00
, in such a way that 

o Be 1/1 01 + 0 01 ,1/1, results from the linearized electron 
collision term C Ie + Col' and 0 ,ellt e + 0 ii 1/1 , from the 
linearized ion collision term C ie + Cij' More discus
sion on the collision operators will be given in the next 
section. The coupled linear equations are then, for a = e 
or i, 

(~ + V' ~)I/Io(v'a' Iv,x,t) 
at ax 

noe 0 a J 3 1 + --f (v)V' - d x" ----
T 00 ax Ix -x"l 

L J dv"eo" 1/10" (v', a' Iv",x",t) = 0oel/t,,(v'a' Iv,x,t) 
Oil 

+ 0 0 ,1/1, (v' a' Iv,x, t). (2) 

The initial condition is given by 

l/Io(v'a'lv,x,o) 

= 0oo'O(v - v')O(x) - nofoo(v)(eoeo'/Tx)e-ltoJr, (3) 

where ko = (~47Tnoe~/T)1/2 is the inverse Debye length, 
000' the Kronecker delta and ° ( ) is the Dirac delta 
function. At time t =,0, Eq. (1) reduces to the Debye
Hiickel formula 

Goo'(x,o) = noOoo'O(x) - (noeon o,eo./Tx)e-lIoJr. (4) 

The light scattering function is given by the Fourier
Laplace transform of the electron density fluctuation, 17 

S(k, w) = 2 Re Gee(k, w), 

where the transform of Goo'(x, t) is defined as 

Goo,(k,w) = f."" dte,wt J d3xeilt·JrGoo,(x,t). 
o 

(5) 

(6) 

Another quantity of interest is the energy-loss function 
E(k,w) which describes the energy loss of a charged 
particle passing through the plasma and is given in 
terms of the charge density fluctuation, 18 

E(k,w) = 2ReG(k,w) = 2Re!; !;eoeo,(k,w). (7) 
o 0' 

The electrical conductivity of the system in response to 
an external longitudinal electric field is given by19 

a(k,w) = (l/T)G(l)(k,u.')[l + (47T/iwT)G(l) (k,W»)-l 
(8) 
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where G(l)(k,w) is the longitudinal part of the electric 
current fluctuation, which is related to G(k, w) through 
the equation of charge conservation, 

G(z)(k, w) = - (iw/k 2)[g(k) + iwG(k, w»), (9) 

where g(k) =L;o L;o,eoeo,g~o,(k), andgoo,(k) is the 
Fourier transform of Eq. (4]. 

A formal solution of Eq. (2) with the initial condition (3) 
can be obtained in a straightforward manner using the 
standard Fourier- Laplace transform techniques. The 
use of matrix notations keep expressions compact. We 
have 

(lite) =!. (1/1 01(0») _ 47T~ 2 (nefoe ee~k'V), (10) 
1/1, R l/Ii(O) Tk R ndoieizk'v 

where 1/1 0(0) is the Fourier transform of Eq. (3),R is the 
operator-matrix 

(11) 

and A is the Vlasov integral term 

A(v'a'i kw) = J d 3v(ee ,e, )(1/1 e) = I d 3v(ee 1/1 e + e, 1/1 i)' 

1/1, (12) 

Equations (10) and (12) can be solved for A, 

A = - _1_ I d3v(e ,e.) 2 (1/1 01 (0»), 
€(k, w) 01' R 1/1 i (0) 

(13) 

in which € is the longitudinal part of the dielectric tensor 

€(k,w)=1+--Jd3v(ee,e j )- 01 001 e • (14) 41T 1 (n f e ik'V) 

Tk 2 R n, fo lei ilrv 

It is convenient to introduce the 1 x 2 matrices 

~l(k,w) = =d V - , (~le) J" 3 1 (foe (V») 
~li R 0 

(~2e) J 3 1 ( 0 ) ~2(k,w)= = d VIi ( )' 
~2' fol V 

and the electric susceptibilities 

X .. (k,u.') = (nee~/Tk2)[l - iW(~le- ~2e»)' 

XI (k, w) = (nie~/Tk2) [1 - iW(~2i - ~li »). 
In terms of (16), Eq. (14) becomes 

€(k, w) = 1 + 42rXe + 4TTX,' 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

In the calculation we have used the fact that the collision 
terms vanish for Maxwellian distributions, or equiva
lently, 

(
de n" foe (V») o = 0, 
d i n i fO i (V) 

for arbitrary constants de' do. 

A straightforward substitution of Eqs. (10) and (13) into 
Eq. (1) then gives the expression 
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iwGoo.(k,w) = - goo.(k) + [Tk2xo/e~E] 
X[6 00.E - (41Teo/eo')xo'] + iwGoo.(k,w), (18) 

where the term Goo'( k, w) is due to the nondiagonality of 
the operator n and is given by 

Goo·(k,w) =-Hoo' + (41Txo/eoE)l]eo"Ho"0" 
0" 

(19) 

The charge density-density correlation function follows 
immediately from Eq. (18), 

G(k, w) = l] l] eoeo.Goo' (k, w) 
o o' 

From the last equation and Eqs. (9) and (8) we obtain 

G(Z) (k, w) = (iwT/41T)[E- 1(k, w) - 1], 

a(k, w) = (iw/41T)[1 - dk, w)]. 

(21) 

(22) 

The formal expressions (18), (20), (21), and (22) in terms 
of XO and E agree with the general fluctuation theory. 1 

The effects of collisions are clearly indicated by the 
presence of the collision operator in the electrical sus
ceptibilities and the dielectric constant. 

The problem reduces to finding the quantities Al (k, w) 
and A 2(k,w) introduced in Eqs. (15). This can be accom
plished by solving the eigenvalue problem of the opera
tor n + ik'v, 

(n + ik'v)w = A'l!. (23) 

It is convenient to factor out the Maxwellians 

(24) 

and to introduce the 2 x 2 operator matrix ~ whose ele
ments ~oo' are defined by 

nee(nefoe(v)~e) = nefoe(v)~ee<1>e' 

nei(nifoi(v)~i) = nefoe(v)~ei<1>i' 

n i e(nefoe(v)<1>e) = nJoi (V)~i e<1>e' 

n i ;(n;!oi(v)<1» = n;!oi(vH ii <1>i' 

Then Eq. (23) is transformed to 

(~ + ik'v)<1> = A <1> , 

and Eqs. (15) become 

Let us introduce 
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(25) 

(26) 

(28) 

and the scalar product 

[A, B] = J d3V(A:,At/ne~oe 0 )(Be) 
\ n;fo; Bi 

(29) 

where * means complex conjugate. The collision opera
tor ~ is hermitian in a Hilbert space with this scalar 
product, as will be discussed in the next section. Then 
Eqs. (27) can be written as 

ne A 1e = [U l' (~ + ik' v + iw)-lU d, 
neAli = [U 2' (~ + ik' v + iw)-lU 1]' 

n;A2e = [U1'(~ + ik'v + iw)-lU 2], 

niA2i = [U2'(~ + ik'v + iu.,)-lU 2]· 

(30) 

In the next section we will consider a collision model in 
which the spectrum of ~ is discrete. The addition of the 
streaming term in Eq. (26) will be treated by the per
turbation method, regarding ik at first as a real quantity 
and then obtain the results of the correlation functions 
for real k by analytical continuation. Thus ~ + ik . v is 
regarded as hermitian and therefore its eigenfunctions 
form a complete orthonormal set. We then have the ex
pansions 

(31) 
n 

with 

(32) 

and the following expressions for the A I s: 

(33) 

We have used the fact that all the a's and b's are real so 
long as ik is regarded as real. This will be shown in 
Sec. IV. 

Because of the last equation of (33) and also the overall 
charge neutrali~ of the plasma, neee + n i ei = 0, the 
second term of Goo' in Eq. (19) vanishes. The electron 
density-density correlation function, given by Eq. (18) 
thus simplifies to 

G (k,w)=_nel] anb n _gee(k) + Tk2Xe{1 +41TXi~ 
ee n i n An + iw iw e; iwdkw) 

(34) 
Eqs. (33) can be substituted into Eqs. (16) to obtain 

Xe(k,w) 

= (n eee
2/Tk 2) l] Anan[(an/ne ) - (bn/n i )]/(An + iu.'), 

n 

Xi (k, w) 

= (nie~/Tk2) l] Anbn[(b n /n i) - (an/n e)]I(An + iw). 
n ~~ 

The facts that [U 1> U 1] = ne = ~ n anan, [U 2' U 2] = n i = 
l]n bnb n, and [U l' U 2] = 0 = l]n anb n have been used. 
The problem reduces to finding the coefficients a ' s and 
b's by solving the eigenvalue problem (26) with an ap
propriate collision model. 
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III. A COLLISION MODEL 

We start by considering the Landau collision terms 
given by4 

where 

and Ac is the Coulomb logarithm. To obtain the corres
ponding Landau ~ operator, we let the distribution func
tions be F 0 = nofoo(1 + cJ>o) and perform the lineariza
tion procedure as described in the previous section. We 
have 

21TAce t ~ a m i ) J o¢ e(v' ) 
t '" = - --- -- - - v d 3v 'E(e) (v, v') ---, 
"ie'l' e m m. OV T a aB ov' 

e' a B 

where 

E ioJ (v, v') = no e~foo(v')WaB' 

BaB(v) = J d 3v'[EieJ(v,v' ) +EiV(v,v' )]. 

Two important properties of the Landau ~ operator can 
be shown easily. First, ~ is hermitian in a Hilbert space 
whose scaler product is defined by Eq. (29). Specifically, 

J d3vnefoel/l:~eecJ>e = J d3vnefoecJ>e~eel/l:, 
J d3vnefoel/l:~eicJ>i = J d3vn;!oicJ>i~iel/l:, 
J d3vnifoil/lt~iecJ>e = J d3vnefoecte~ell/lt, 
J d 3vn;!OiI/lH ii cJ>i = J d3vn;!OicJ>i~iil/lt· 

(37) 

The second property is that ~ has a six-fold degenerate 
eigenvalue zero: 

(38) 
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which corresponds to the conservation of the particle 
numbers, linear momentum, and kinetic energy. 

The eigenvalue problem of the Landau ~ operator is very 
complex mathematically. There are indications that it 
may have a continuous spectrum extending down to the 
origin. Indeed, the operator 

for an electron gas system has been studied by Su,5 
Lewis,6 and McLeod and Ong,7 and is shown to have a 
continuous spectrum for the entire negative real axis. 
Furthermore, the streaming term in Eq. (26) can not be 
easily handled by a perturbation method if ~ has a con
tinuous spectrum extending to the origin. Because of 
these mathematical complexity, it is desirable to con
sider a collision model which retains as many important 
features of the Landau operator as possible, yet on the 
other hand is simple enough to be solved. 

In a previous paper McLennan and the author 9 have used 
the simplified collision model, 

n ei = 0, 
(39) 

to calculate the conductivity, energy-loss function, and 
scattering function. It was first suggested and used by 
Lenard and Berstein,8 for the case of a single compo
nent electron gas, to discuss the effects of collisions on 
Landau damping. This Brownian motion type collision 
operator describes a diffusion in velocity space, a very 
important character of the long-range Coulomb interac
tions. Yet it is so simple that even the eigenvalue pro
blem (26) with the streaming term included can be solved 
analytically. 20 

The simple collision operator (39) does not conserve 
momentum and energy, though it does conserve particle 
numbers. The effects of collisions between electrons 
and ions are also ignored. Here we consider an im
proved model which includes all the six hydrodynamic 
modes and also takes into account the interspecies col
lisions. 

For a one-component system, the Brownian motion type 
collision term 

has been used by DoughertylO to discuss the effect of 
ion-ion collisions on the gyroresonance in the iono
sphere radio wave scattering experiments. Here y is a 
constant and va(x, t) and T(x, t) are functionals of the 
distribution function F(v, x, t). In order to have conser
vations of momentum and energy, it requires va and T 
to be the local velocity and temperature, 

va = n(x,t)-l J d3vvaF, 

T = (2/3n(x, t)) J d 3v(m/2)(va - vcx.)2F, 

where n(x, t) = J d 3vF(x, v, t) is the local number den
sity. 

The linearization process described before can be car
ried out to find the corresponding ~ operator. Namely, 
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put F= no fo{v)(l + ¢), ignoring o{cp 2) and identify ~ 
from C = nofa~¢. We find 

where 

la = - vaa/ava + (T/m)a2/av~, 
E = (mv 2/2T) - (3/2), 

and the notation [ I ] is defined as 

[AlB] = J d 3vfa{v)A*B. 

(40) 

(41) 

We now consider a two-component system of electrons 
and ions. Suggested by the form of the Landau ~ opera
tor of Eq. (36) we assume the following for the ~ opera
tor, 

~ee¢e = YeloeCPe + aeeva[val¢e]e + {3ee{4/3)Ee[E eICPeL, 

~ei¢i = aeiva[val¢il; + {3ej{4/3)Ee[E j l¢j]p 

~ie¢e = aieva[valCPe]e + {3ie{4/3)E j [E eICPele' 

~jj¢i = Yj/Oi¢i + ajiva[val¢i]; + (3i;{4/3)E;[E i lcp;];. 
(42) 

Here 100 , E 0 and [ I ]0 are defined similar to 1
0

, E and 
[ I ] in Eqs. (40) and (41), except that the species 
characteristics are included; that is, m is replaced by 
mo andfo{v) by fao{v). The a's,fj's,y'S are constants to 
be adjusted to retain the two important properties of the 
Landau ~,namely, the hermitian property (37) and the 
conservation laws (38). The former results in the rela
tions nea ei = niO!ie' n'{{3ei = n i {3;e' and the latter in 
Ye = (T/me){a ee + a e;] = {3e; + f3 ee and Yi = (T/m;) 
(a; e + aii) = {3i e + {3ii· Introducing two new constants, 
a = ae;lni = a i e/ne and {3 = {3ei /n; = (3i e/ne' we can 
put Eqs. (42) in the form 

~ee¢e =YelaeCPe + [(me/T)Ye -nia]va[val¢e]e 

+ {4/3){Ye - nj(3)Ee[Eel¢e]e, 

~ei¢i = niav~[val¢i]; + {4/3)n i {3E e[E i l¢j]p 

~je¢e = neO!va[valCPe]e + {4/3)ne{3E i [E eICPe]e' 

~iiCPj = Yiloj¢i + [(mJT)Yj - nea]va[vaICPi]i 

+ {4/3){y; -ne(3)E i [E j l¢j]j. 

(43) 

There are still four free parameters a, (3, Ye' and Yi in 
the collision model. It will be shown later that a is 
related to the electrical conductivity; Ye and Y i are the 
collisional frequencies. In the sense that those parame
ters are adjustable to fit experimental results, the pre
sent theory, as in the case of the Krook model or the 
Lenard-Bernstein model, isnotapurely microscopic one, 
but must be rather regarded as a semiempirical theory. 

A few words remarking the notation [ I ]0 and the sca
lar product [, ] defined in Eq. (29): They are different, 
and are related, 

(44) 

For further discussion of the collision model, it is con
venient to introduce the dimensionless quantities 

loe = (1/2)(a2/au~) - ua(a/aua) 

lai = (1/2)(a2/au~2) - u~(a/au~), 

and the integral operators [ I ]e and [ I 1; become 

[AI B]e = 1T-3/ 2 J d3ue- u2 A * B, 

[AIB]i = 1T- S / 2 J d3u,'e- u ,2 A*B. 

Let us also introduce the complete orthonormal set 

(46) 

(47) 

pn1m(u) = [21T S/ 2n!/r(n + 1 + 3/2)3]L~+1/2(u2)uIYlm(e,cp), 
(48) 

where (u, e, ¢) is the spherical coordinates of the vector 
u, r is the gamma function, 21 L~ is the Laguerre poly
nomial,2l and Yl ", is the spherical harmonic. 2 1 The in-

dices n and 1 can take all nonnegative integers, and the 
value of m is restricted to - 1, - 1 + 1, ... + 1 for a 
given 1. It can be easily shown that (48) constitutes the 
complete set of the eigenfunctions of the operator 10 e' 
with the corresponding discrete eigenvalues - (2n + 1). 
In other words, 

(49) 

Similarly, 

(50) 

The orthonormality of Pn1m is refering to the integral 
products (47), 

[P n1m (u) I Pn'l'm,(u)]e = Iinn,1i ll'li mm " 

[Pn1m(u')1 Pn'l'm,(u')]i = 6 nn,611'li mm ,: 
(51) 

Noticing that from Eqs. (45) and (48), the velocity vector 
v and the dimensionless energy Eo can be written as 

VI = i(T/2m e)1I2[POll(u) + POl-l(U)] 

= i(T/2mi)1/2[POll(U') + POl-l(u')], 

v 2 = - (T/2m e)1/2[pOll(u) - POl-l(U)] 

= - (T/2m;)1I2[p Oll(u') - POl-l(U')], 

Vs = (T/me)1I2POlO(u) = (T/mi)POlO(u'), 

E e = u 2 - (3/2) = - (3/2) 112 P lOO(U)' 

Ei = U'2 - (3/2) = - (3/2)1I 2P lOO(U')' 

We can put Eq. (43) in the following form 

~eeCPe = YeloeCPe + [Ye - (T/me)nia]POlm(U)[POlm(u) ICPele 

+ 2(Ye - ni(3)PlOO(u)[PlOO(u) ICPeL, 

~e; ¢; = (T/m i )n;aPOlm(U')[POlm(U') I¢i]; 

+ 2n; (3 P lOO(U)[P lOO(U') I ¢;1; , 

~i e ¢ e = (T /m e) ne a POlm(U)[POlm(u) I ¢ e L 

+ 2ne{3PlOO(u')[PlOO(u)ICPe]e' 

(52) 

~i i CPi = Yi loi ¢i + [Yi - (T/mi ) nea]POlm(U')[POlm(U')I¢il; 

+ 2(Yi - ne(3)PlOO(U')[PlOO(u') ICPi]i· 

u a = (m .. /2T) 112 Va' u~ = (m i /2T)1/2 Va. (45) Here the summation over m = - 1,0,1 is implied. 

Now with the form of Eq. (52) for our collision model, the 
Then the differential operators 10 .. and 10 ; become eigenvalue problem, ~cP = /lCP, is almost trivial. We list 
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below all the possible eigenvalues and their correspond
ing degenerate eigenfunctions: 

j.L = 0, 

cpb1) = N-1/2G). cpb2 ) = N-1I2(- ~), 

cpb3) = N-1/iP100(U»), (53) 
\P100(U') 

(4,5,6) = (me/p)1I2 P 01m(u) ), 
CPo \(m;/p)1I2 P

01m
(u') m = 0,1,- 1, 

11 = - 112' 

_ ( (n;lne N )1I2 P100(u) ) 
cP 2 - _ (ne/n ;N)1I2 P 100(u') , 

11 = - 11 I ' (n, Z) '" (0,0), (0, 1), (1, 0), n ,0 

m = - 1, ••• , + 1 

(54) 

Here N= ne + n; is the total number density,p = neme + 
n;m; is the mass density and 

(55) 

The results (53) are expected; they are the conservation 
laws of Eqs. (38). The degenerate eigenfunctions listed 
above form a complete orthonormal set, also expected, 
since ~ is hermitian. 

Actually the only crucial point involved in the collision 
model (52), as compared to the Landau~, is the assumption 
that ~ has a purely discrete spectrum. It is likely that 
results obtained on the basis of this assumption are still 
approximately valid, perhaps in an asymptotic sense, if 
a continuous spectrum is involved. 

IV. TREATING THE STREAMING TERM BY 
PERTURBATION METHOD 

We now consider the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (26), 
with the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of ~ given by 
Eqs. (53) and (54). Introducing the quantity 

K = ik(2T/me)1I2, (56) 

we can write Eq. (26) as 

(57) 

Since our primary interest is to evaluate the correla
tion functions for small k, the streaming term K • u shall 
be treated as the perturbation. In order to make the 
operator ( + K • U a hermitian, and therefore to be able 
to apply the standard perturbation method, we first con
sider K as real, and later obtain results for imaginary K 

(i.e., real k) by analytic continuation. In order to avoid 
complication of algebraic nature we assume that the 
ions in the plasma are monovalent: e i = - ee = e = 
electronic charge, and ne = nj = n = N/2. We also 
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choose K to be along the direction of the polar axis of 
the spherical coordinates so that K'U = KU cose = 
2- 1I2KP OlO(u). The condition under which the streaming 
term can be treated as a perturbation to the collision 
operator will be discussed later. 

The perturbation calculation is complicated by the de
generacy but is otherwise straightforward. It is carried 
out to the second order of K for the eigenvalues and the 
first order for the eigenfunctions. We first list the re
sults of the calculation and then explain the notations: 

A~l) = CTK2, 

<JI~l) = cp~2) - K~2) + (M/me)1I2(t.m/M)CTKcp~5) 

A (2) - DK2 <JI (2) = (2/5)112[-+>(1) - K(1) o - '0 '1'0 0 

+ (3/2)1I2(cp~3) - K~3» + (M/me)1I2DKcp~5)], 

A.~3.4) = ± CK + rK 2 , 

<JI~3,4) = (3/10)1/2(1 'f q2K){CP~1) - K~l) 'f q1KCP~2) 

- (2/3)112[1 ± c(M/me)DK](cp~3) - K~3» 

+ (± c)(M/me ) 112[1 

± (r - (5/3)(t.m/M)2CT)K/C](cp~4) - K~4»}, 

A.b5 ) = 11K2, <JIb5 ) = cpb5) - Kb5), 

71.
0
(6) = 11K 2, ~ (S) = -+> (S) - K(s) 

o '1'0 0 ' 

A.~m) = - 111 + O(K 2), <JI~m) = ¢~m) - K~m), 

71.2 = - 112 + O(K2), ~2 = CP2 - K 2 , 

A. (m) = - /1 + O(K2) nl,e nl,e , 
~(m) - -+>(m) -K(m) 

nZ,e - 'fInl,e nl,e' 

~(m) - cp(m) -K(m) nl,i - nl,i nl,i' 

(58) 

The subscripts and superscripts on the A. I S and ~ I S are 
self-explanatory. The K's are first order in K and are 
solutions of the following equations, 

(~ + 111)K~m) = (K' u) ¢£ m) - ~ [cp ~m), K • ucp~m')]cp ~m') 
m 

= (K 'u)cp~m), 

(~ + /12)K2 = (K' u)CP2 - [¢2' K 'uCP2] = (K 'u)CP2' 

(~ + J1. )K(m) = (K 'u)cp(m) - 2; [cp(m) K 'u<p(m')]cp(m') 
1I.l,e nl,e nl.e m' nt-e' nI,e nl,e 

= (K 'u)CP~7'>e' 

(~ + /1nl,i)K~7,)i = (K 'u)CP~7'>i' 

together with the conditions 

[-+> (i) K(j)] = ° [-+> (m) K(m')] = ° 
'1'0' 0 ,'1'1' 1 ' 

[cp2,K2] = 0, [CP~7'>e,K~7:1] = 0, 

[ -+>(m) K(m')]-O 
'+'nl,i' nili - • 

(59) 

Explicit form of the K's can be obtained, if the proper
ties of ~ listed in Eqs. (53) and (54) are used, 

Kb1) = - (t.m/M)Kb2), K~2) = (K/2/11)(M/mi )1I2«PiO), 
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K(4) = - (2m /3M)1I2K[(cp(0) /J.i ) + (cp(O).IJ.i .)], ° e 02,. 02,. 02,. 02,' 

K(5) = - (m /2 M)1/2K[(cp (-1) /J.i ) + (cp (-lVJ.i .)], ° e 02,. 02,. 02,. 02,. 

K(S) = - (m /2M)1/2K[(cp(l) /J.i ) + (cp(l) ./J.i )] ° e 02,. 02,. 02,. 02,t 

K~O) = (M/mi)l/2(K/2J.i1)[<I>~1) +(~m/M)<I>~2)] 

- (M/6mi)1I2K[(~m/M)(<I>a3)/J.i1) + CP2/(J.i1 - 112)] 

+ (2/3)1/2K{[(m;!M)1/2/(J.i1 - 1102,.)]cpg~),e 

+ [(m~/miM)l/2/(J.i1 - 1102,i)]<I>~0;'i}' (60) 

The constants D, c, and r are found to be 

D = (3/5)[.\t - (l2/a)] = (3/5)'\t - (2/5)(~m/M)2a, 

C = (5m./3M) 112, 

r = (.\/5) + (271/3) + (7/1O)(~m/M)2a, 

and a, l,.\t, and 71 are defined as 

a = - [Ka2), ~K~2)]!K2 = M/4111mi 

1 = - [Ka2), ~K~3)]!K2 = (2/3)1I2(~m/M)a, 

.\t = - [K~3), ~K~3)]!K2 = (2/3)(~m/M)2a 
+ (5/12)[(1/J.ill,.) + (m./mil1ll,i)]' 

(61) 

(62) 

71 = - [K~4), ~K~4)]!K2 = (me/2M)[(l/1102,e) + (l/J.i02,i)]' 

Also, ~m = mi - me' and 

q1 = ca~m/me' 
q2 = (2c)-1[(3/5)'\t + (2/3)71 - (37/30)(~m/M)2a], 

(63) 

We are now ready for the calculation of the coefficients 
a's and b's given by Eqs, (32), Notice that Uland U2 
are orthogonal to all the ct,'s and K's except <l>al), ¢~2), 
and KiO). 

The results are: 

aal) = - (n/2) 112 + O(K2), 

aa2 ) = (n/5)1/2(1 + £lI2 K2), 

aa3 ) = (3n/20)1I2[1 + (q1 - q2)K + £lI3 K2], 

a~4) = (3n/20)1/2[1 - (q1 - q2)K + £lI4 K2], 

aiD) = - (nm;!2M)1I2(K/111) + O(K2), 

b~l) = (n/2)1I2 + O(K2), 

ba2) = (n/5)1/2(1 + f:J 2 K2), 

b~3) = (3n/20) 112[1 - (q1 + q2)K + f:J3K2], 

b~4) = (3n/20)1I2[1 + (q1 + q2)K + P4K2], 

biD) = (nm:/2miM)1/2(K/111) + O(K2). 

(64) 

All the other a's and b' s are at least second order in K. 

The second order terms £lI 2 K2, etc., can be determined 
only by going to the next higher order perturbation. 
They are indicated in Eqs. (64) for the purpose of later 
calculation of the scattering function. The detail forms 
of £lI 's and f3's are not needed. 
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Since K is still regarded as real, all the a's and b's are 
also real-a fact that has been used in the derivation of 
Eqs. (33). 

For monovalent ions, the electrical susceptibilities of 
Eqs. (35) become 

Xe(k, w) = (e 2/Tk2) L; [.\nan(a" - bn)/(.\n + iw)], 
n 

Xi (k, w) = (e 2/Tk2) L; [.\nbn(b n - an)/('\n + iw)], 
n 

and the dielectric constant of Eq. (17) becomes 

dk,w) = 1 + (41Te 2/Tk 2) 6.\n(an - b,,)2/(.\n + iw). 
n 

After the substitution of the a's and b' s, 

~
~1) [1 + O(K2)] 

Xe(k, w) = (ne 2/Tk 2 (). 
.\01 + lW 

.\ (0)(K2/2112) .\ (2)(£lI 2 - f3 2)K2/5 + 1 1 + --,,0_-=-_-=-__ 

.\iO) + iw .\~2) + iw 

.\~3)(3/10)q1K{1 + [q1 - q2 + (£lI 3 - f3 3)/2q1]K} 
+~------~~~-=---=--~~~~~~ 

.\~3) + iw 

.\~4)(_ 3/10)q1K{1 - [q1 - q2 + (£lI 4 - f3 4)/2q1]K} 
+~~--~~~~~~--~--~~~~~~ 

.\~4) + iw 

+ .. ), (65) 

( 
.\~1) [1 + O(K2)] 

Xi (k, w) = (ne 2/Tk 2) (1)' 
.\0 + zw 

.\ iO)(m,,/mi )(K2/2J.i~) .\~2)({32 - £lI2)/5 
+ + --"---=---=--.\ iO) + iw .\a2 ) + iw 

.\~3)(_ 3/10)q1K{1 - [q1 + q2 + ({33 - £lI 3)/2q1]K} 
+ -=-----------'-----~--~-----''-----'''-----'''--

.\~3) + iw 

+ .\b4)(3/1O)q1K{1 + [q1 + q2 + ({34 - £lI 4)/2q1]K} + ... ) 
.\b4 ) + iw ' 

(66) 

(
.\b1) [2 + O(K2)] .\~0)(2aK2/J.i1) 

e(k,w) = 1 + (41Tne2/Tk2) + -=----~ 
.\~/) + iw .\iO) + iw 

.\~2)(£lI2 - f3 2)2K4/5 .\b3)(3/5)q~K2[1 + K(£lI 3 - (33)/q1] 
+ + -'<.-------''----=------=----=-~ 

.\~2) + iw .\~3) + iw 

+ .\~4)(3/5)q~K2[1- K(£lI 4 - (34)/q1] + ... ). (67) 
.\~4) + iw 

From here on K can be replaced by the imaginary value 
of Eq. (56). But we will keep the notation whenever it is 
convenient. 

We now discuss the validity of the perturbation method. 
Let us first introduce the collision times T e = y;l, T i = 
Yi 1, the mean free path .\mJP = (T/m.)1/2 7 e = (T/miP/2 
7 i , and the conductivity relaxation time 7 c' The last 
quantity has the same order of magnitude as the electron 
collision time T. and is related to the constant ° of Eq. 
(62), T c = (4m;l M)a, as shall be shown in the next sec
tion. Let us investigate the perturbed eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of Eqs. (58). The terms aK2, DK2, r K2, and 
7j K 2, are all the same order of magnitude. The perturba-
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tion parameter is then (rK 2/CK) - (OK/C) - (m; /me) 1/2. 

(A mfP/A) == z, where A = k -1 is the wavelength. Further
more, all the first order perturbation quantities 
(M/me) 112(.0. m/M)OK, (M/me) 112 DK, q IK, q 2K, c(M/me)DK 
and all the K's given by Eqs. (60) have the same order 
of magnitude as the perturbation parameter z. The con
dition for the validity of the perturbation method is 
therefore 

z = (mi/me)1/2(Amfp/A) < 1; 

that is, when the wavelength is much larger than the 
mean free path. 

(68) 

Perturbation expansions have been done formally and 
will be done again later in term of k (or K)-instead of 
z-which is directly proportional to z. 

V. DISPERSION RELATIONS 

From Eqs. (20), (21), and (34), it is obvious that the Singu
larities of the correlation functions in the w plane are 
determined by the dispersion equation 

dk,w) = O. 

We first consider the long wavelength limit of the dielec
tric constant given by Eq. (67). For k -7 0, 

do, w) = 1 + w;/iw(iw - Ill), 

where 

wp = (41Tne2M/memi)1I2 

(69) 

(70) 

is the plasma oscillation frequency. The static conducti
vity can be obtained from Eqs. (69) and (22), 

0c = lim lim o(k, w) = W;/41T1l1' 
w .... o k .... O 

(71) 

The familiar formula 0c = WjT c/41T defines the conducti
vity relaxation time T c' We learn therefore the meaning 
of the constant III as the inverse of the conductivity re
laxation time, 

(72) 

The constant 0, which is related to III through the first 
equation of (62), is directly related to the static conduc
tivity 

(73) 

To solve the dispersion equation we put iw = - An + lin = 
lin in Eq. (67), expand lin in a power series of K (or k), 
and then determine the coefficients of the expansion. We 
find the following solutions, 

1I~2) = - A~2) + [(a 2 - {32)2D(D - 0)/100]K6, 

1I~3) = - A~3) + (5/6)(.o.m/M)20K2(1 + 'Y3K), 

1I~4) = - A~4) + (5/6)(.o.m/M)20K2(1 + 'Y4K), 

11(6) = - A (6) + 0(K6) 
o 0 ' 

lI{l) = - A (l) + 0(K4) II{-l) = - A (-l) + 0(K4) 
1 I 'I 1 ' 

112 = - A2 + 0(K2), IInl ,e = - Anl,e + 0(K2), 

IInl ,; = - Ani,; + 0(K2). 

The constant 1'3 is given by 
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(74) 

1'3 = - (mec/161Tne20) + [2r - 0 - (5/6)(.o.m/M)2u]/c 

+ (a 3 - {33)/q I + (C/IlI) + (3/20)(cq~/u), (75) 

and I' 4 is given by a similar equation. 

We pay special attentions to the cases IIbl ) =-Abl)+libl) 
and II~O) = - A ~O) + Ii ~o). They are not listed in Eqs. (74). 
Both /)~?) and /)~O) are nonzero for K = O. It is more in
structive to try solutions in the form 

iw =A + BK + ... 

for A i" 0, Ill' 1l2' #lnl,e or Ilnl,i' The dispersion equation 
becomes 

from which we obtain A 2 - ilIA + w; = 0 and B = O. The 
quadratic equation gives a pair of complex conjugate 
roots, because for almost all types of plasma the Debye 
length AD = ki:,I = (T/81Tne 2)1/2 is much less than the 
mean free path, 

(76) 

or, equivalently, w p T c - (.r,,'p T e - y-l» 1. 

Denoting this pair of solutions by h and ~ 2' we add to 
the list of Eq. (73) the damped plasma oscillation poles 

~l = (2Tc)-1 + iO p + 0(K2), 

~2 = (2Tc)-1 - iO p + 0(K2), 

where n p is the oscillation frequency 

n = (4W 2T2 - 1)1/2/2T ~ W P P c c p' 

The relations 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

are very useful for later calculations. The damped oscil
lation poles can also be obtained from Eq. (69) and 
do,w) = O. 

We have demonstrated here very clearly the combined 
effect of the Vlasov and the collision term. The charge 
relaxation pole OK2 and the collisional relaxation pole 
- ilIon one hand (pure collision), and the plasma oscil
lation poles ± iwp on the other hand (collisionless), 
merge into the damped plasma oscillation poles. The 
Vlasov term also has a very interesting effect on the 
damping constant of the sound poles, 

IIb3) = - ick + [r - (5/6)(.o.m/M)2u]k 2, 

IIb4) = + ick + [r - (5/6)(.o.m/M)2u]k 2, 

where 

c = cK/ik = (10T/3M)1/2, 

u = - UK 2/k 2 = (2T/me )u = (T/2ne 2)uc ' 

r = - rK 2/k 2 = (2T/m,,)r, 

(80) 

(81) 

and c is the sound propagation speed. The sound damp
ing constant is decreased by an amount of (5/6)(.0. m/M)2(j 
because of the collective effect of the Vlasov term, 
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VI. THE ENERGY-LOSS FUNCTION AND THE 
SCATTERING FUNCTION 

From the expression (67) and the dispersion relations 
(74) and (77), it suggests that E -1(k, w) can be put in the 
following forms: 

1 (iw + A (l)(iw + AIO»)(iw + A (2» ••• --_ ° - ° (82) 
dk,w) (iw - ~1)(iu.,' - ~2)(iw - 1l~2» ••. 

= 1 + [81/(iw - ~1)] + [8 2/(iw - ~2)] 

+ [r o2/(iw - 1l~2»] + •.. (83) 

The residues 81' 8 2 '" can be determined from Eq. (82) 
and 

8 1 = [(iw - ~1)/dk, w)J;w=t
1

' etc. (84) 

The calculation is straightforward, 

8 1 = w~/(~2 - ~1) + O(K2), 8 2 = w~/(~l - ~2) + O(K2), 

r 02 = [(D - a)2J.L1D(a 2 - i32)2/(lOw~a)]K8, 

r 03 = (J11c/w~)(5/6)(~m/M)2aK3(1 + c5 3K), (85) 

r 04 = - (J.Llc/wi)(5/6)(~m/M)2aK3(1 + c5 4K), 

r 05 ' r 06 = O(K8), r 11' r l ,-l = O(K6). 

All the other r's are at least 0 (K 2). Here 15 3 is given by 

15 3 =")'3 - (5/6)(~m/M)2a(2c)-1 

+ [r - a - (5/6)(~m/M)2a]c-l + (C/Ill) - (CJ.Ll/W~) 

and 15 4 is given by a similar equation. (86) 

We now substitute the expression (83) into Eqs. (20) and 
(7) to obtain the energy-loss function 

The terms denoted by ( .•. ) will not contribute to the 
scattering function in the lowest orders of k. The con
stant 

r\ = r - (5/6)(~m/M)2a (93) 

is the sound damping constant, and 

15 = -DK2/k 2 = (T/2me)[(3/5)A t - (2/5)(~m/M)2a] (94) 

is the thermal diffusion coefficient. In deriving Eq. (91) 
we have used the relation 

- [(8l/~1) + (8~;I~2) + ... ] = (41Te 2/Tk 2)gee(k) 

= n(21Te 2/Tk2)[1 + 2(k2/k~)]/[1 + (k2/k~)] (95) 

which follows from Eqs. (90) and (35). 
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To the lowest order of k, 

Tk2 w 2/T 
E(k,w) =_ p c 

21T (w 2 - w~)2 + w2/T~ 
(88) 

The damped plasma oscillations dominate the energy 
loss of a passing charged particle through a plasma. 
The domination of the plasma oscillation poles can also 
be demonstrated by calculating the total contribution. 
From Eqs. (87) and (83), 

+ (r02/1l~2» + ... ] 

= (Tk 2/4)[1 - dk, 0)-1] 

= (Tk2/4)[k~/(k~ + k 2)]. 

Since (81/~1) + (82/~2) = 1 + o(k 2 ), the plasma oscilla
tion poles give dominate contribution and the contribu
tions from all other poles are order of (k2/k~) = 
(AD/A)2 = (me/mi)y2z2« 1. In the above calculation we 
have used the fact that 

dk,O) = (k3 + k 2)/k 2 (89) 

which follows from Eqs. (17) and (35). 

The scattering function is given by Eqs. (5) and (34). It 
can be easily shown t.hat Gee(k,w) is analytic at iw = 0 
or - An; the singularities come only from dk, w) = O. 
Let 

[41TXe(l + 41TXi )/E] - (41Te 2/Tk2)iw 6 [anbn/(An + iw)] 
n 

= [8l/(iw - ~1)] + [8V(iw - ~2)] 

(90) 

We then have 

The residues s:", 8 2, r 02 ' •• can be obtained from 

8:" = {[(iw - ~1)/£(k,w)][41TXi(1 + 41TXe)]hw=t
1 
= 8151> etc. 

where 81> 82 ••• are given by Eqs. (85), and 

51 = [41TXi(l + 41TXe)]iw=t
1

' etc. 

can be calculated by using Eqs. (65) and (66). The calcu
lation is straightforward though tedious. We find 

8:" = (me/M)2[wJ/(~1 - ~2)], 

82 = - (me/M)2[w~/(~1 - ~2)]' 

r 02 = - (21Tne 2/T)(215/5), 

r03 = (31Tne 2/5T)(ic/k) + (211"ne 2/5T)15, 
(96) 
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r~4 = r~*3 = - (37Tne 2/5T)(ic/k) + (27Tne 2/5T)D, 

r~5' r~6 = O(K4) 

and all the other r's are at least O(K2). In the calculation 
for r~2 and r~3 the unknown constants a 2' f3 2' a 3' and f3 3 
introduced in Eqs. (64) do not appear in the final results. 

S (k w) = _, __ pc. 
(

m.)2 Tk2 w 2/T 
l' M 27Te2 (w2 - wi)2 + W 2/T/, 

Eqs. (75) and (86) have been used in the elimination of 
a3 and f33' The fact that r04 = ro~ follows from 110(4) = 
110(3)*. 

Finally, a straightforward substitution of Eqs. (96) into 
Eqs. (92) and (7) gives the scattering function S(k, w) = 
Sl(k,w) + S2(k,w), 

(97) 

nk 2( (4/5)D (3/5)[r\ + (1\ + 2D/3)(w + ck)/ck] (3/5)[f\ - (1\ + 2D/3)(w - Ck)/Ck]) 
S (k w) = - + + ----=~----=o---=-----~ 
2' 2 w 2 + (Dk2)2 (w + ck)2 + {1\k 2)2 (w - Ck)2 + {1\k2)2 

Aw 2 + B 

= [w 2 + (Dk 2)2][(w + Ck)2 + (r lk2)2][(w - ck)2 + (r lk2)2r 
(98) 

Here,A = (31'1 - D)c2k 4[1 + o(z2)] = 21)c2 k4[1 + o(z2)] 
and B = Dc4k 6[1 + o(z2)]. 

It is easy to show that Sl(k, w) has maxima a..! w = ± w P 
and S2( k, w) has maxima at w = 0 and w =- ± ck, and 
minima at w = ± hCk, where h = (1/2){[9(D/~1/)2 + 
8W/2Ti)]1/2 - 3W/2Ti)} 1/2 < 1. Their order of magni
tude values at these points are 

S2(k, ck) < S2(k, 0) ~ [nT c(mJme)]z -2, 

S2(k,hck) ~ [nTc(m;/me)], 

S2(k,w) ~ [nTc(mJme)](me/m;>4z4y4, 

Sl(k, 0) '" S2(k,ck) '" [nTc(mJme)](me/m;)2z2y4, 

Sl(k,wpl ~ [nTc (mJme)](me/m;}2z2y2. 

We recall that both z and y, given by Eqs. (68) and (76) 
respectively, are less than 1. It is clear that scatterings 
occur mostly in the low frequency region when w ~ ck « 
w P' and are dominated by the thermal diffusion pole and 
the sound poles. The damped plasma oscillation poles 
become relatively important, however, in the high fre
quency region when the frequencies are comparable to 
the plasma oscillation frequency. 

For an unpolarized incident wave the scattering cross 
section per unit solid angle per unit frequency is given 
by22 

d 2'L/dOdw = (l/47T)(e2/mec2)2(1 + cos2e)S(k, w), (99) 

if the frequencies of both the incident and scattered 
waves, w; and w s' are much larger than the plasma fre
quency-true in most experimental situations. In the 
last equation c is the speed of light, e is the scattered 
angle,w = Ws - wi' and k = Iks - k;1 = 2(w;/c) sin(e/2), 
where k i and k s are, respectively, the incident and the 
scattered wavenumber vectors. 

The total scattering cross section is related to 
Joo S(k, w)dw which can be obtained from Eqs. (91) and 
-00 

(95): 

Joo S(k, u!)dw = 27Tgee (k) = n7T[1 + 2(k2/k~)]/[1 + (k2/k~)]. 
-00 (100) 

This last result is independent of any collision model in
cluding collisionless model. 23 As a check to the scat
tering function we have obtained, let us intregrate Eqs. 
(97) and (98). We find 

Joo S2(k,w)dw = n7T + O(k2/k~), 
-00 

FO S1(k,w)dw = 4n7T(mi/M)2(k2/k~), 
-00 

(101) 
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which agree with Eq. (100) at least to the first order of 
(k/ko) = (me/m;)1/2zy. It is clear from Eqs. (101) that 
the hydrodynamic poles (thermal diffusion and sound 
poles) contribute most to the total scattering cross 
section. 
The total scattering cross section can be obtained by 
integrating Eq. (99) over the frequency and the solid 
angle. For (k2/k~)« 1, 

'L = (1/2)n [(87T/3)(e2/mec2)2], (102) 

which is one-half of the Thomson free electron scatter
ing cross section, in agreement with an earlier result. 23 
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Two-Hilbert space versions of the basic integral-representation formulas for wave and transition 
operators are derived within the framework of time-independent scattering theory. Multichannel 
scattering theory for state vectors as well as for statistical operators is presented in a two-Hilbert 
space formulation to which these formulas become applicable. This formulation stays valid when 
long-range interactions. for which renormalized wave operators exist. are present. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The customary1.2 formulations of multichannel scatter
ing theory do not bear a close formal resemblance to 
two-body scattering theory. This is primarily due to 
the absence3 of a single S matrix for N-body scatter-
ing if N 2" 3. It is instead necessary to introduce an 
array3 of 5 matrices, which can be grouped together in 
single operators S0.6 only for each given pair of arrange
mentl. 2 channels. corresponding to a given incoming 
clustering C\' and given outgoing clustering {3 of the basiC 
constituent particles into fragments. Hence, if more 
than one arrangement channel is nonempty then we are 
dealing with more than one scattering operator S 0.6' 
These operators are partial isometries with, in general, 
overlapping initial and final domains. Of course, des
pite the fact that these operators cannot be replaced by 
a single 5 operator in the Hilbert space Je in which the 
N-body Hamiltonian H acts, it is possible to construct4 

a new Hilbert space jC as a direct sum of the initial or 
the final domains of the operators 50.6' and combine 
these operators into a single operator S from jC to jC. 

One unsatisfactory feature of this ad hoc procedure is 
that it does not embody any of the other important ob
jects of scattering theory, such as the wave operators, 
the Lippmann- Schwinger equations for the distorted 
waves, etc. However, this objection can be circumvented 
by replacing.5 the free Hamiltonian H 0 with a physically 
equivalent Hamiltonian n acting in jC, then relating Je to 
jC by means of an identication operator6 •7 J, and after 
that resorting to two-Hilbert space scattering theory. 6,7 

In Sec. 2 of this paper we derive those formulas of sta
tionary two-Hilbert space scattering theory which are 
easily identifiable as generalizations of corresponding 
single-Hilbert space scattering theory formulas. All 
these formulas become automatically valid for multi
channel scattering theory recast in the two-Hilbert 
space formalism, as shown in Sec. 3. Moreover, these 
formulas stay valid when long-range interactions (such 
as asymptotically Coulombic interactions) are present. 

As first shown by F. Coester7 such a two-Hilbert space 
approach has the additional advantage of being equally 
well applicable to relativistic scattering and to scatter
ing involving identical particles. 

As a matter of fact, the two-Hilbert space formulation is 
convenient8 even in two-body scattering in long-range 
potentials, when the H strong" wave-operators 

Wi = s-lim exp(iHt) exp(-iH ot) (1. 1) 
t-±oo 

do not exist. It has been recently observed 9 that for 
spherically symmetric and twice continuously differen
tiable potentials q(r) for which there is a constant C 
such that 
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K = 0, 1,2 (1. 2) 

for some fixed p > 0, there is a densely defined opera
tor Z in terms of which the" renormalized" 10,11 wave 
operators W(~) for such potentials satisfy (throughout 
this paper :D(A) denotes the domain of definition of an 
operator A) 

W(~)\}I = s-lim exp(iHt)Z exp(- iHot)\}I, 
t~±oo 

\}I E :D (Z). 
(1. 3) 

A similar result is valid8 for the case of asymptotically 
Coulombic potentials (which are not necessarily spheri
cally symmetric), and probably extends to other classes 
of long-range potentials. By restricting Z to any sub
space Jell of Je corresponding to a finite range 6 of 
positive energies, we get a bounded operator Zll = 
E(0)(6)Z, where E(0)(6) is the projector onto Jell. Then 
we can take Jell to be jC and Z II to be the identification 
operator from jC to Je. Thus, we obtain a two-Hilbert 
space formulation of two-body scattering theory for 
long-range potentials. Since the procedure is valid for 
an arbitrarily large finite range of energies of the re
duced free particle (as long as it does not include the 
zero energy), this formulation is suitable for the des
cription of any realistic scattering experiment. The 
same idea can be used with slight modifications 8 in 
constructing the identification operator of multichannel 
scattering theory for long-range interactions. In that 
case, we have in general a different operator Zo. for 
each arrangement channel C\', which can be used (in the 
manner indicated in Sec. 3) in the construction of the 
identification operator J. 

In the last section we extend the formalism to the Liou
vill~ spaces (i.e:.! Hilbert-Schmidt classes) <B 2(Je) and 
<B 2(Je) of Je and Je, respectively. We show how a scat
tering theory for the statistical operator can be develop
ed directly in terms of transformers 12 on these spaces. 

2. STATIONARY SCATTERING IN THE TWO-HILBERT 
SPACE APPROACH 

In this section we demonstrate how the basic formulas 
of single-Hilbert space stationary scattering theory 
can be generalized to the two-Hilbert space theory. The 
more important features of the time-dependent counter
part of such two-Hilbert space theories have been de
rived in Ref. 6, while some of the properties of the sta
tionary two-Hilbert space theory for trace-class inter
actions have been studied in Ref. 13. In this section we 
restrict ourselves to deriving two-Hilbert space coun
terparts to the Lippmann-Schwinger equations for wave 
and transition operators. These results can be then 
easily specialized to the case of nonrelativistic multi
channel scattering. This is done in the next section. 

Copyright © 1973 by the American I nstitute of Physics 957 
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Let R and H be self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert 
spaces X and X, respectively. For any given bounded 
linear operator J (called the identification operator)6 
from X to JC we define the generalized wave operators 
corresponding to J by 

W~ = s-lim exp(iHt)J exp(- ilIt) (2.1) 
t-+±oo 

if the above strong limits exist. The case when the above 
limits exist only on some closed subspace X' of X 
which is left invariant by R can be easily incorporated 
in the present framework by simply restricting R to 
X I and then substituting in all the results 3<! I instead of 
3<!. 
In the following we use the notation in which (. I .) and 
('1') denote the inner products in X and :re, respectively; 
similarly, 11'11 and "1 denote the vector norm in X and 
operator bound in m(X), as opposed to the vector norm 
11'11 0 and operator bound 1'1 0 related to :re. The spectral 
functions of Hand n are E" and E ", respectively. 

Theorem 2.1: For any self-adjoint operators Hand 
R and any identification operator J from :re to X the 
following weak 2 • 14 Riemann-Stieltjes integrals 

(2.2) 

exist. Furthermore, rt~. can be represented by means oj 
the following Bochner 2 integrals: 

rt;. = ± £ 1'00 exp('f£t) exp(iHt)J exp(- iRt)dt. (2.3) o 

Proof: The existence of the Bochner integrals in 
(2.3) follows 2 from the fact that (~ I exp('f£t + iHt)J 
exp(- ilIt)+) is continuous in t for any ot E X, and that 

II exp('f£t + iHt)J exp(- iDt)~ II ~ exp('f£t) I J 111'1111 0' 

where the above majorizing functions are Lebesgue in
tegrable on the respective domains [0, + (0) and (- 00,0]. 
Since the integrand is weakly continuous, this integral 
exists also in the weak Riemann sense. By applying the 
spectral theorem twice and using theorems on cross
iterated Riemann-Stieltjes integrals, 2.14 we can justify 
(cf. Ref. 2, pp. 440-48) each interchange of the order of 
integration in the following derivation: 

±«> 1+00 
(~ I rt;. '11) = ± £ 10 dt exp('f£t) -GO exp(- i;>..t) 

xd,,(exp(- iHt)~ I JE,,+) 

+00 1 +00 = ± £ Loo d" _00 

x (10'00 exp('f £t - i;>..t + i;>"lt)dt) 

x d>,,/(~ I E",JE,,+) 
+00 'f£"E 

= 1_
00 

d,,(~ I l' £ _ i;>.. + iH J ,,'11). 

The equality of the first and last expressions in the 
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above chain of equations represents a statement equi
valent to the first relation in (2.2). Since the derivation 
of the second relation in (2.2) is quite analogous, the 
theorem is completely established. 

We note that from the definition of weak Riemann
Stieltjes integrals we can immediately infer that 

(rtJ )* = J +00 d E J * l' i£ 
H -00" >.. H _ ;>.. l' i£ 

= J+oo 'fiE J*d E" 
-00 ;>"-R'fi£ >.." 

where the adjoint J* of J maps X into X. 

Theorem 2.2: If the limits 

rt; = s - limrt;. 
£'-++0 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

exist, then they satisfy the following intertwining rela
tionships: 

exp(iHs)rt; = rt; exp(iRs), 

Hrt; = f2;R+, 

S E 1R1, (2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Moreover, the limits rt; exist if the limits W; in (2.1) 
exist, and in that case W; = rt;. 

Remark: Since we do not require that J is a partial 
isometry from X into X, the operators rt; are not6 in 
general partial isometries, as is the case in single
Hilbert space scattering theory. 

Proof: The relation (2.6) follows from the equation 

exp(iHs)rt;. = ± £ exp(±Es) 10'00 exp['fE(t + s)] 

x exp[iH(t + s»)J exp(- ilIt)dt 

= l' E exp(±£s) 10 S exp('fET + iH-r)-J 

x exp(- iD-r)d-r + exp(Hs)rt;. exp(iRs) 

by letting £ ~ + 0 on both sides (while keeping s E IR 1 

fixed). Then (2.7) follows from (2.6) by means of one of 
the standard constructions (cf. Ref. 2, pp. 241- 53) of the 
spectral function of the operator n from the family 
e iH s , s E R 1. Finally, (2. 8) can be deduced from (2. 7) 
by means of a standard corollary to Stone's theorem, 
involving formal differentiation of both sides of (2.8) 
(cf. Ref. 2, p. 288). 
We note that (2.6)-(2.8) are consequences of the time
independent definitions (2. 3) [or their equivalent forms 
(2.2)] of rtH and do not rely on the time-dependent de
rivation6 of these relations. However, if the operators 
W; in (2.1) exist, then we conclude that rtf exist and 
that W; = rt; by noting that for any given 0 > 0 

II W~+ - rt~. '1111 ~ ± J
o

tOO 

exp('f u) II W~+ - exp(m ~) 
x J exp(- iD ~)+lIdu ~ ± 1Q

±(6) ± 1'00 
£ 0 Q,(6) 

<~+~=o 
22' 

if a,(o) = ± (0/2){1I w~+11 + I Jill +1I 0}-1 and E is chosen 
so that 
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r a± (O)J [ a±(o)] 0 II wt>l1- exp rn-f- J exp - in -f- >1111 < 2' 

We can recast the integrals in (2.2) and (2.4) in forms 
which lead to relations which are easily recognizable 
as being generalizations of the single-Hilbert space 
versions2 of the Lippmann-Schwinger equations. For 
example, to get a generalization of 

(2.9) 

where >11 ± = o± >11 and o± are the wave-operators (2. 5) for 
the conventional case when Je = X, J = 1, and V = H -
0, we make use of the identity 

± if = 1- A - n 
A - n ± if A - 0 ± if 

in order to derive from (2.4) that 

(oJ)*=J*+j+oo 1 (A-B)J*d).E)... 
H -«> A - H 'f if 

(2. 10) 

Now, we observe that 

(2. 11) 

as a consequence of the following general lemma. 

Lemma 2. I: Suppose E).. is the spectral function of 
an operator H in Je and A(A) is a family of operators in 
jt such that I*A*(A)4> E '.D(H), A E 1R1,for a dense set 
'.Do of vectors 4> E Je. If there is a constant C such that 
IA(>.) l:s C for all A E R 1 and if I is a bounded linear 
mapping of Je into jt then 

>11 E '.D(H). 
(2. 12) 

Furthermore, if·one of the two integrals in (2.12) is 
known to exist and if either (a) '.Do = Je or (b) the vector 
norms of the Riemann-Stieltjes sums for the other inte
gral are uniformly bounded, then the other integral also 
exists. 

Remark: Strictly speaking, the Riemann-Stieltjes 
sums which in the limit converge to the integral on the 
right-hand side of (2.11) are operators with domain 
equal to '.D(H). However, since this integral is a bounded 
operator, we can extend it in a unique manner2 to a boun
ded operator defined on the entire JC. 

Proof: We show first that for arbitrary 4> E :.co, 
>11 E '.D(H) and a <- b 

by proving that the corresponding Riemann-Stieltjes 
sums converge weakly to zero in the limit of finer and 
finer subdivisions of [0, b]. In fact, for any subdivision 
A 0 = a < A 1 < A 2 < ... < An = b of [a, b] and any A;' E 

[Ak-l ,Ak], k = 1, ... , n, we get the following estimate by 
using the Schwarz-Cauchy inequalities in jt and in l2(n): 
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x(k II (E).." - E)..k-l)>I1II~r/2:s 11>11110 

x(t I(E).. - E).. )(A~_H)12II*A*(A~)12)1/2114>1I. 
"=1 " ,...1 

(2. 13) 

Since IA * (A;') I :s C and 

j(E)..k - E )..k-l)(A;' - H) l:s A" - Ak-l 

we conclude that the expression on the right-hand side 
of (2.12) can be made arbitrarily small by chOOSing 
maxIA,,-Ak- 1 1 suffiCiently close to zero. Since this 
conclusion is true for any q, from the dense set '.Do, we 
infer that 

(2.14) 

Moreover, we see that when '.Do = JC the existence of one 
of these integrals implies the existence of the other. In 
fact, weak convergence of one set of Riemann-Stieltjes 
sums implies. according to the above result, the conver
gence of (4) 1>11(1», (4) I >11{2», ••• for the corresponding 
vectors >11(1), >11(2), ••• of the Riemann-Stieltjes sums for 
the other integral. Since this is true for all 4> E JC if 
'.Do = Je, the desired weak convergence of >11(1), >11(2), ••• 

is established. On the other hand, if '.Do "" JC but condi
tion (b) stipulated in the statement of the lemma is satis
fied, i.e., 1I>I1(n)ll o :S C for all n := 1,2, ... , then conver
gence of (4) I >I1(n» for any 4> in the dense set '.Do implies 
convergence for arbitrary 4> E JC. 

Finally, (2. 13) follows from (2.14) and the definition of 
weak Stieltjes integrals, which implies that 

.£:,00 A (>.)1 (A - H)d).E )..>11 
+m n+l 

= w-lim L) J" A(A)I(A - H)d)..E)..>I1. 
m-aQ n ;:-m 

If we have that J'.D(B) c '.D(H) then '.Do := JC for the 
integrals appearing in the relation (2.11), and the above 
lemma can be applied to derive (2.11), since 
I(A - n ± if)-11 :s c 1• By combining (2.10) with (2.11), 
and then submitting the rest of the relations in (2.2) and 
(2.4) to the same type of procedure, we arrive at the 
following auxiliary result. 

Lemma 2.2: Suppose that the operators H,H and J 
are such that J'.D(D) c '.D(H) and J *'.D(H) c '.D(D). Then 
the operators ot defined by (2.2) or (2.3) and their 
adjoints have the follOWing representations: 

0t. := J -1 +00 (H - A ± if)-I(HJ - JB)d).2).. 
-«> 

:= J - 1~00 d).E)..(HJ - JO)(A - 0 ± if)-l, (2.15) 

(0[.)*:= J* - 1;'00 d).E).(J*H - OJ*)(H - A 'f if)-1 

:= J * - 1;,00 (A - n 'f if)-I(J *H - OJ *)d)..E).. 

(2.16) 

Remark: The two preconditions appearing in the pre
ceding Lemma 2. 2 (which therefore make their 
appearance also in Theorem 2. 3 and Theorem 2.4) are 
the result of using condition (a) in Lemma 2.1 in deriv
ing Lemma 2.2. Consequently, a different set of pre-
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conditions could be obtained by using condition (b) in 
Lemma 2.1. However, in practice H is relatively boun
ded with respect to JR, and both (a) and (b) are satisfied. 

As an immediate consequence of (2. 15) and (2. 16) we 
have 

Theorem 2.3: If \II ± == S - limO 1. \II exist for some 
\}I E SC and if J'J:>(R) c 'J)(H), J *'J:>(H) c 'J:>(R), then 

\}I = J\II- s-lim 1 +00 1 (HJ - JR)dAEA\II, 
± .-+0 -«J H - ,\ ± i€ 

(2. 17) 

J*\II± == \II + w-lim 1:00 
1 

..... +0 ,\ - R 'f i€ 

x (J*H-RJ*)d},E>,.\}I±. (2.18) 

If in addition (On*\II. == s-lim(01.)*\II., then the weak 
limit in (2.18) is also a strong limit. 

The above eqns. (2. 17) and (2.18) are the two-Hilbert 
space theory counterparts of the Lippmann-Schwinger 
equations relating distorted waves to the free waves. 
In fact, when X == SC and J == I Eq. (2. 18) assumes the 
form (2.9), which in turn leads2•I5 to the well-known 
equations (we denote by the same letter A the extension 
to bra-space l5 of any given closed Hilbert space opera
tor A) 

cP~ == CPA + lim 1 VCPt 
.... +0 ,\ - R 'f i€ 

(2.19) 

relating the eigenfunctions CPA of R to the eigenfunctions 
cP~ of H. We note that in the present case we can expect 
that (2.19) will be replaced byI5 

Jtcp\ == CPA + lim 1. (JtH - nJt)cp~ , 
..... +0 n - ,\ 'f t€ (2.20) 

where Jt denotes the. bra-adjointl5 of J. 

The results of Lemma 2. 2 can be also used to derive a 
two- Hilbert space generalization of the single-Hilbert 
space (X == X, J == I) representation2 of the T operator: 

T == S - I ==! s-lim 1 +00 dE V € 0 
211'i 11' ..... +0 -00 A (H _ ,\)2 + €2 -' 

(2.21) 

The above formula leads2. I5 to the well-known formulas 
for the T matrix \CPA IT ICPA') on the energy-shell, 

(2.22) 

and in case that X ~ X and/or J ~ I, it assumes the form 
presented in the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.4: If the limits 01 in (2.5) exist and 
J *'J:>(H) C 'J:>(1l) then 

1 1 (+00 TJ == - (OJ - O:!)*O:! == - w-lim 
211'i + 11' ..... +o·-«J 

The proof of the above statement is obtained by noting 
that the first set of Eqs. (2.16) imply that 
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(O~. - O:!.)* == J +00 d AE A(J *H - ilJ *) 2i€ . 
-00 (H _ ,\)2 + €2 

(2.24) 
From this (2.23) immediately follows. 

3. MULTICHANNEL SCATTERING THEORY FOR 
WAVE-PACKETS 

Let X be the Hilbert space in which a Hamiltonian H des
cribing an N-particle system acts, and let H a be the 
Hamiltonian of the arrangement channeIl·2 correspond
ing to a clustering O! of these N particles into fragments. 
We allow the possibility that the interactions among the 
particles have long ranges, but require that for each 
arrangement channel (or clustering) O! there is a bounded 
operator Z a such that the wave operators 

0(<;) == s-limO~~)Ja' (3. 1) 
'-+0 

o ~a) == J +00 ± if Z d E (a) 
• -00 H _ ,\ ± i€ a A A 

==J+OOdAEAZ ±if (3.2) 
-00 a ,\ _ H a ± if 

exist as partial isometries with initial domains X a == 
J aX, where J a is an orthogonal projection operator in 
X which commutes with H a and E A (a) is the spectral 
function of H a' The only additional assumption which 
we make is that 

(3.3) 

Usually these assumptions can be shown to be satisfied 
by resorting to time-dependent methods. 16 

Remark: A weaker version of these assumptions 
might be desirable when dealing with certain types of 
long-range interactions. Thus we could replace the re
quirement that O(~) are partial isometries from Xa to 
R~ == E(<;) by the weaker conditions that they are inver
tible bounded operators from X a onto R~. This would 
affect only Theorems 3.1 and Theorem 4.2 to the ex
tent that the partial isometry property derived in these 
theorems would not be retained under these weaker 
assumptions. Since we do not expect that Of are partial 
isometries for all two-Hilbert space scattering theories 
(cf. the remark following Theorem 2.2), this would not 
limit to any extent the applicability of the results in 
Sec.2 to the cases treated in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 under 
these weaker conditions in O(~). 

We can integrate the customary piecemeal description 
of each clustering and each rearrangement collision as 
a separate occurrence into a unified description of the 
scattering process by introducing 

il == ~ JaHaJa == ~HaJa (3.4) 

as a self-adjoint5 operator acting on the direct sum 

jC == EBH a , Xa == JaX. (3.5) 
a 

We denote by E A the spectral function of X. The spaces 
jC and X can be related by means of the identification 
operator J, where 

(3.6) 

As a matter of fact, J is a bounded operator from SC to 
X with adjoint 
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(3.7) 

This is due to the fact that there is only a finite number 
of clusterings of N particles, and for each clustering a 
the corresponding Z ex is bounded. 

Theorem 3.1: The operators 

(3.8) 

are partial isometries with initial domain X and final 
domains 

(3.9) 

in X. Both these operators satisfy (2.5),with Of. given 
by (2.2), (3. 4) ,and (3. 6) . 

Proof: The partial isometry properties of Of are 
immediate consequences of the following two relations, 
obtained by using the partial isometry properties of 
O(~) and (3.3): 

(Of)*Of = ~ JciO(~>*O(r)Js = ~ oexsJciE(c;>Jex= ~ JciJex, 
ex,B a,B ex 

(3.10) 

Of (Of)* = ~ 0 (r )JsJciO (c;>* = ~ 0 (~> 0 (~)*. (3. 11) 
B.a ex 

According to (3.1) 

Of = s-lim ~ OfJ ex' (3.12) 
E.-+O ex 

Since [J ex' E A(ex)] = 0 we have E A(ex)J ex = J exE A(ex)J a' Hence, 
by (3.2), 

'" nJ J = '" f +co ± i~ J'" u .... a U Za adAJ:!,A = 01., 
ex ex ..00 H - ;\. ± i~ 

(3. 13) 
where, in view of J a J~ = 0 exSJ a' 

E A = (jj J~E"f>J ex (3.14) 
a 

is the spectral function of II on the Hilbert space ~. 

Thus, (3.12) and (3.13) have the appearance of (2.5) and 
(2.2), respectively. Consequently, the last statement of 
Theorem 3.1 has been also established to be true. 
It easily follows from the definitions of J and Of that 
the following theorem is also true. 

Theorem 3.2: The operators Of have the intertwin
ing properties (2.6)-(2.8). Moreover, if 

W(C;) = s-lim exp(iHt)Z a exp(- iH a t)J a 
t -+:1; 00 

(3.15) 

exist, then 

Of = ~ W(c;)Jex = s-lim exp(iHt)J exp(- illt). (3.16) 
a t-+±oo 

All the other results of Sec. 2 can be immediately applied 
to the present case. In particular, (2. 17), (2.18), and 
(2.23) hold true. We note, however, that the weak limit 
in (2.18) cannot be replaced by a strong limit even in 
the case when long-range forces are absent-except 
when the free channel is the only nonempty arrange
ment channel (cf. Ref. 5, Proposition 3. 10). 

The scattering operator 

contains all the scattering operators SaS = 0 (';>*0 (S) 
for any rearrangement collision leading from an initial 
clustering ~ to the final clustering a. Since 01 are 
partial isometries, we get as a consequence of a standard 
theorem (cf. Ref. 2, p. 420) on partial isometries that S 
is a unitary operator on ~ if an only if R+ = R_. Thus, 
we see that the entire theory of multichannel scattering 
assumes on X and X a remarkable formal similarity 
to the short-range two-body scattering theory even when 
long-range forces [for which (3.1) and (3.2) hold true] 
are present. 

4. MULTICHANNEL SCATTERING THEORY FOR 
STATISTICAL OPERATORS 

The above formal analogy with ordinary two-body scat
tering theory can be pushed even further to include any 
statistical operator p by considering p as an object in 
Liouville space. Mathematically, the Liouville spaces of 
X and X are the Hilbert-Schmidt classes CB 2 (X) and 
CB 2 (X) of operators on X and X, respectively. Two
Liouville space scattering theory can be formulated 
directly in terms of transformers 12 . 17 acting from 
CB2(~) to CB 2(X). Thus, the arrangement channel wave 
operators 0 (C;) induce the wave transformers g (C;) , where 

(4.1) 

Naturally, (4.1) as well as all the later relahons holding 
on CB 2(X) or CB2(~) can be immediately applied to any 
statistical operator p, since the family of all such opera
tors belongs to the respective trace-classes CB 1 (X) or 
CB 1(X) and CB 1(X) c CB 2(X), CBl(~) c CB2(~)' 

Instead of (3.1), we expect to have 

g(c;>p = h-limg~~>{aP, 
t-++O 

(4.2) 

where "h-lim" denotes the limit in CB 2(X) taken in the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm, and for any A E CB 2 (X) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

We note that CB 2(X) and CB2(~) are Hilbert spaces with 
the respective inner products 

<A IB)2 = Tr[A*B], (A 1.8)2 = Tr[A*B]. 

It is then to be expected that formulas analogous to (3. 2) 
would hold for the transformer !!(f]. These formulas 
would enable the direct computation of g(ft without re
course to (3.2). 

In addition to the expected usefulness of such relations 
in problems related to quantum statistical mechanics, 18. 19 

these formulas for wave transformers have the advan
tage over the corresponding formulas for wave-opera
tors of being completely unaffected by shifts of the ener
gy spectrum. This makes them attractive in any re~ 
normalization program involving removals of cut-offs 
in which the ground state energy is cut-off dependent. 12 

Theorem 4.1: Thefamities Q(t) and Q(t), t E Rl, 

Q(t)A = exp(- iHt)A exp(iHt), 

Q(t)A = exp(- mt)A exp(iHt), (4.5) 

are additive strongly continuous groups of unitary trans-
S = (O~)*O: = ~ JciO(c;)*O(~)JB 

a,S 
(3.17) formers on the Hilbert spaces CB:>.(X) and CB 2 (X), res-
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pectively_ Their respective infinitesimal generators 
- iH and - iil are such that 

!J.A = (HA)** - (AH)**, DA = (liA)** - (Ail)** 
- (4_ 6) 

for any A E :D(![) and A E :D(jl), with both!i and f!. being 
self-adjoint transformers. The relationship (3.16) is 
valid if and only if 

fMp = ~ W(~)J ex P = h-limQ(t)~Q(- t)p 
a t-+±oo 

(4.7) 

for any statistical operator p E ffil(~)' 

Proof: The relations (4.6) are obtained by specializ
ing Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.2 in Ref. 18 to ffi2(JC) 
and ffi2(~)' respectively. The rest of the first two state
ments in Theorem 4.1 are equivalent to Theorem A1 in 
Ref. 12. 

Let us set U(t) = exp(- iHt) and iJ(t) = exp(- iRt). From 
the relation 

([g~ - Q(t):!. rl(- t)] I ~)(~ II [nf - Q(t){Q(- t)] I ~)(wl)2 

:::: I<[Uf - U(t)JiJ(- t)]~I[Uf - U(t)JU(- t)]~)12 

we infer that (3.16) holds true if (4.7) holds true. Con
versely, assume that (3.16) is true. Take any p Effil(~) 
with the canonical decomposition 

00 00 

A :::: ~ I ~ n) A" (w n I , 
n~1 

:0 IA"I < 00, 
n=1 

where the set {~n} is an orthonormal system of vectors 
in~. Since 

II U(t)JU(- t )~II :s I Jlllwilo 

for all t E R1 and all ~ E ~,we have the following esti
mate 

([Uf - U(t)J iJ(- t) Jp I [Uf - U( t)J iJ(- t) Jp)2 
- -- - --

T 

:s :0 AmAn I <[Uf - U(t)J iJ(- t)]\)1 m 
mln-::l 

x I [n~ - D(t)J U(- t)~ n]) 12 

00 

+ ~ {i!"~"I+IJJ)4AmAn· 
m+n:::;y+l 

Hence, for any fixed 0 > 0 we can make the second of 
the above sums smaller than 6 by choosing r suffiCiently 
large. Mter that, if (3. 16) holds, the first sum can also 
be made smaller than 6 by taking It I> t o(6) for some 
appropriate choice of t o(6). Thus, all the statements in 
Theorem 4. 1 have been verified. 

Theorem 4.2: The transformers 

~g = ~ g(~)~a' (4.8) 
ex 

are partial isometries with initial domain ffi2(~) and 
final domains 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 14, No.7, July 1973 

!i" = :0 ~(,:)ffi2(JC), (4.9) 
ex 

For any density operator p E ffi 1 (:iC). 

gfp = h-limgf.p , (4.10) 
t-++O 

if and only if (2.5) is true, where 

(4.11) 

Proof: The partial isometry properties of Uf are 
immediate consequences of the corresponding proper
ties of Uf. Furthermore, taking into consideration that 

we can derive that the last statement of Theorem 4.2 is 
true by using the method employed in establishing the 
last statement of Theorem 4.1. 

By stating and proving the preceding two theorems we 
have set the stage for applying the results of Sec. 2 to 
any statistical operator p in the same manner in which 
these results were applied to a state vector ~. The only 
distinction between the present case and the one treated 
in the preceding section is that we are now working on 
the Hilbert spaces ffi2(~) and ffi2(JC) instead of the Hil
bert spaces ~ and JC. Moreover, the present theory for 
the p matrix can be formulated without direct recourse 
to the theory for wave-packets by working directly with 
the spectral functions 12 E A and E A of the transformers 
Hand D, respectively. - -
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Calculation of reflection and transmission coefficients for 
a class of one-dimensional wave propagation problems 
in inhomogeneous media 
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Making use of an extension of Langer's method, we have solved the one-dimensional Helmholtz 
equation w" + k~g(z)w(z) = 0, ko = 21T/Ao, in which Ao is the free space wavelength and in 
which g(z) represents anyone of the three characteristic symmetric profiles. The main objective of 
this paper is the computation of the reflection and transmission coefficients for such a family of 
profiles making use of one and the same method throughout. First, we introduce our modification of 
Langer's method that reduces the problem to the solution of a comparison differential equation of 
the parabolic cylinder type, which we choose to solve in terms of confluent hypergeometric 
functions. Then, we set up a solution w + (z) valid for ° :s; z which, as z ..... 00, becomes the 
transmitted plane wave. At this juncture we apply the method of analytic continuation, as z is 
changed into - z, and we obtain a linear combination w _(z) = w ,(z) + w ,(z) valid for z :s; ° 
which, as z ..... - 00, yields the superposition of the incident and reflected waves. The reflection and 
transmission coefficients then ensue readily upon division by the coefficient of exp(i k oZ) in the 
incident wave. The body of the work is first carried out for symmetric profiles, which we then 
proceed to extend to nonsymmetric profiles. Because we are using Langer's method in lowest 
approximation, we examine in detail the conditions underlying the applicability of the method and 
compare our results with the exact results derived from symmetric Epstein profiles. Although this 
paper is concerned mainly with the solution of the reflection-transmission problems, we have in fact 
set up all the necessary mathematical machinery for the computation of the actual wavefunctions in 
the vicinity of the origin. We have undertaken to do so, for specific parameter values, in a 
companion paper to appear shortly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We are concerned here with the solution of the one
dimensional Helmholtz equation 

wI! + kgg{z)w{z) = 0 (1. 1) 

where k 0 = 271/AO is the free space wavenumber and 
where the function g(z) is characterized by the sym
metric curves shown in Fig. 1, all of which have the 
common properties that g'{O) = 0 and g(z) 4 1 as Izl4 
ex; , but are otherwise arbitrary. The method discussed 
here, as shown below, is readily extended to nonsym
metric profiles. The objective is to obtain (approximate) 
solutions of (1. 1) which are uniformly valid in the whole 
interval - 00 < z < ex;, whether we are dealing with curves 
of type (1), which exhibit no turning points, or curves of 
type (3), which exhibit two turning points that mayor 

ful limiting cases depending on the magnitude of g(O). 
Section 8 deals with the modifications that have to be 
introduced when the profiles of Fig. 1 are no longer 
symmetric. In Appendix A we discuss the conditions 
underlying the applicability of Langer's method to the 
problem at hand, and we show that the method provides 
essentially exact results for the transmission and re
flection coefficients when the parameter ratio A/AO ~ 1, 
where A is a proper characteristic scale length of the 
profiles of Fig. 1 and Ao is the free space wavelength. 
In Appendix B we confirm the above statements through 

may not be far apart, and maybe in fact coalesce at z = 0 
to yield curve (2) with a quadratic turning point. It is 
clear that curve (2), for which g(O) = 0, is the boundary 
curve that separates the curves of class (1) and class 
(3), for which g(O) is positive and negative respectively. 

In Sec. 2 we give a detailed account of our own modifica
tion of Langer's method,l which leads to a comparison 
differential equation of the parabolic cylinder type. In 
Sec. 3 we carry out the reduction of this equation to the 
canonical form of the confluent hypergeometric equation, 
on which our entire analysis is based. As shown below, 
the application of Langer's method introduces a new 
independent variable x = x(z) and, in Sec. 4, we examine 
in detail this functional relation, which in general is 
implicit and quite complicated, but which asymptotically 
leads to straightforward formulas. In Sec. 5 we take up 
the process of analytic continuation, as it applies to the 
problem at hand, followed in Sec. 6 by a study of the 
asymptotic limit of the wavefunctions, transmitted, re
flected and incident. In Sec. 7 we solve completely the 
reflection-transmission problem, and we examine use-

963 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 14, No.7, July 1973 

a comparison with exact results derived from symmetric 
Epstein contours. 

2. LANGER'S TRANSFORMATION 

Following Langer,l the first step consists of resolving 
the dependent variable w{z) in (1. 1) into the product 

w(z) = u(z)v(x(z», (2.1) 

where u(z) is a factor to be determined presently, vex) 
is a new dependent variable, and x(z) a new independent 

g(z) 
_Te ikz _ 

FIG. 1. Characteristics curves of g(z) arising 
from symmetric profiles, which give rise to 
(1) no turning points, (2) a quadratic turning 
point, or (3) two turning points. 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 963 
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variable that, henceforth, we shall refer to as Langer's 
variable. Introducing (2.1) into (1. 1), we obtain the 
differential equation 

2 d2v dv 
ux' -- + (ux" + 2u'x') - + (u" + k~gu)v(x) = O. 

dx 2 dx 
(2.2) 

Equating to zero the coefficient of dv/dx, we obtain at 
once 

ux" + 2u'x' =: 0, 

which, upon integration, yields the desired factor 

(2.3) 

where N is a dimensionless normalizing factor to be 
determined a posteriori. Next, we are to divide the re
maining terms of (2.2) by ux'2, the coefficient of d 2v/dx 2 

and, in the spirit of Langer's method, we put 

(2.4) 

where T/ is a convenient parameter characterizing the 
curves of Fig. 1 as we shall see, with T/ being positive, 
zero, or negative depending on whether g(O) is positive, 
zero, or negative. We now rewrite (2.4) as a differen
tial equation 

(2.5) 

from which, upon extracting the square root and inte
grating, we obtain the functional relation x = x(z) as the 
equality of two definite integrals, 

(2.6) 

in which we have arranged matters in such a way that 
x = 0 when z = 0, x > 0 when z > 0, and x < 0 when z < 0 
and in which it is understood that g(s) is an even func
tion of its argument,g(- s) = g(s). 

Combining (2.3) and (2.5) to eliminate x' and substitut
ing into (2.1), we obtain Langer's solution 

w(z) = N[(x 2 + 4T/)/g(z)]1I4v (x(z», (2.7) 

which is uniformly valid for - 00 < z < 00, and in which 
v(x) satisfies the differential equation 

- + -- + x 2 + 4T/ v(x) = 0, d
2
v (U" 1 

dx 2 UX'2 
(2.8) 

which is intractable as it stands. However, we show in 
Appendix A that the unwanted term U"/UX'2 is" small 
and slowly varying". Thus, in lowest order approxima
tion, we neglect the unwanted term outright, to obtain for 
v(x) the so-called comparison differential equation 

v" + (x 2 + 4T/)v(x) = 0, (2.9) 

which we know how to solve in terms of parabolic cylin
der functions or better still, in the present instance, in 
terms of solutions of the confluent hypergeometric equa
tion, as based on Ref. 2, Higher Transcendental Func
tions, hereinafter to be referred to as HTF for brevity. 
To conclude, it should be pointed out at this juncture 
that our proposed transformation (2.4) is, in fact, a 
special case (with m = 2) of the more general expression. 

(2. 10) 
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with m unrestricted. In this case we would have, instead 
of (2.9), the comparison differential equation 

v" + (x'" + 471)V(x) = 0, (2.11) 

which, for T/ = 0, is still solvable in terms of Bessel 
functions. However, in the present instance, we had very 
much in mind the possibility of comparing our approxi
mate results with the exact results derived from sym
metric Epstein profiles, as explained in Appendix B, 
which automatically restricts us to the case m == 2 in 
(2.10), because the Epstein profiles belong to this class. 

3. REDUCTION TO THE CONFLUENT 
HYPERGEOMETRIC EQUATION 

We see at once from (2.9) that, for finite values of the 
parameter T/, the WKB solutions for x --') 00 can be written 
as v(x) ~ x- 1/ 2 exp(± ~ ix 2). Hence, putting 

(3. 1) 

into (2.9), we ascertain that the new dependent variable 
cp(x) satisfies the differential equation 

cp" + 2ixcp' + (i + 4T/)cp(x) ::::: O. (3.2) 

Next, introducing the new independent variable 

w = - ix 2 , (3.3) 

which, of course, is not to be confused with the dependent 
variable w = w(z) in (1. 1), we obtain at once from (3.2) 
the canonical form of the confluent hypergeometric 
equation 

wcp" + (c - w)cp' - acp(w) ::::: 0, (3.4) 

with parameters 

and 1 • a::::: '4 - tT/. (3.5) 

We know that the confluent hypergeometric equation 
(3.4) always possesses the fundamental set of solutions 
F s(w) and F 7(w), which, according to HTF, Section 6.1, 
exhibit for I wi --') 00 the asymptotic leading terms 

Fs(w) ~ w-", F 7 (w) ~ wa-ce .... ilTt(a-c), (3.6) 

wherein E = sgn{Im w}. In the present instance w::::: - ix 2 

Imw < 0, and E ::::: - 1, provided x > 0 and x -4 00. Hence, 
in this case, making use of (3.1), the most general solu
tion of (2.9) can be written as the linear combination 

with arbitrary coefficients A and B. 

As an example, in the case of curve (2) of Fig. 1, T/::::: 0 
and the parameters become c ::::: 1/2 and a ::::: 1/4. In this 
case, making use of (3.6), we obtain from (3.7) the 
asymptotic form 

v(x) ~ (- ix2)-1/4(Ae ix2 / 2 + Be- i ,,2/2-i,,/4), (3.8) 

which we identify, for x -4 00, with the superposition of a 
progressive wave associated with F s (- ix 2) and a re
gressive wave associated withF 7 (- ix 2 ). Forx < 0 and 
x -4 - 00, we should need to use in (3.7) the analytic con
tinuation of the functions involved, subject to which we 
return in Sec. 5. Here, we merely wish to point out that 
the exponentials in (3.8), as pointed out by Weibel,3 ex-
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change roles as we change x into - x. This fact is rea
dily established by first writing the corresponding 
phases of the exponentials as cp = ± ~x2 - wt and then 
putting de/> = 0 = ± xdx - wdt, from which the phase velo
cities emerge as v = dx/dt = w/ (± x), which clearly de
pend on sgn{x}. 

4. FUNCTIONAL RELATION x = x(z) 

Let us consider first curves of class (1) for which 0 :S 

g(O) :S 1 and 17 ~ 0 but finite. In the sequel we shall en
deavor to determine 17 so as to characterize the curves 
of class (1), and we shall find out that only when g(z) in 
(1. 1) can be allowed to be expanded to second order 
(parabolic profile) are we able to give a precise pre
scription for the computation 17 ~ O. The functional re
lation x = x(z) is given implicitly by the equality of the 
two definite integrals in (2.6). First, let us examine the 
asymptotic limit of the integral on the right-hand side 
of (2.6), namely, 

l lZI ~ 
rhs = ko 'Ig(s) ds ~ ko(lzl- zo), ° 1 zl-+OO 

(4.1) 

where k oZ ° is a phase shift that we compute as follows. 
Consider z > 0 and z ~ ~. Figure 2 shows a graph of 

9 (5) 

0 Zf 

FIG.2. Graphical computation of the phase 
shift zo, for 7) > 0, as given by (4.2). 

g(5) 

Zf 

FIG. 3. Graphical computation of the phase 
shift zo, for 7) = 0, as given by (4.2). 

FIG.4. Graphical computation, for 7) < 0, of 
the phase shift Z 0 and the integral for y as 
given by (4.6). 
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s 

g(s) and ../g(s) for 17 > O. Then, choosing z' sufficiently 
large, we have 

z z' - z 1 /ifi) ds ----7 1 ../g(s) ds + J. 1 'ds o z-+oo 0 Z, 
Z, -

=z-z'+l "/g(s)ds=z-zo, 

° where 
2' z'-

Zo = z' - fa fiW ds = fa [1- ../g(s)]ds 

'" faoo [1-fiW]ds, (4.2) 

which is the value for z ° to be inserted into (4.1) and 
which is represented by the shaded area in Fig. 2. For 
17 = 0, corresponding to curve (2) of Fig. 1, the value of 
z ° is still given by (4.2) corresponding to the shaded 
area illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Next we examine the asymptotic limit of the integral on 
the left-hand side of (2.6), again confining our remarks 
to curves of class (1), 17 ~ O. The fact that the upper 
limit is written as Ixl tells us that the integral is an even 
function of x. Thus, confining our remarks to x ~ 0, we 
first have the elementary integral 

lhs = fo" (~2 + 417)1/2d~ = ~x(x2 + 417)1/2 

X + (x2 + 41) 1/2 
+ 217 In r.- , 

'141) 
(4.3) 

which remains unchanged,for x < 0, when we replacex by 
- x, indicating that the integral above, regarded as a 
function of x in the interval - co < x < co, exhibits a 
branch point at x = O. Proceeding to the asymptotic 
limit we have 

r" 1 1 x 2 
Jr (~2 + 417)1 2d~ ~ "2X2 + 1) + ... + 1) In-
o I" 1-+00 1) 

= ~ x 2 + 17 Inx 2 + 1)(1 - In17) + O(x- 2 ), 

where, it is recalled, 1) ~ 0 but finite. 

(4.4) 

We now proceed Similarly for curves of class (3), for 
which g(O) :S 0 and 1) :S 0 but finite. First we examine 
the asymptotic limit of the integral on the right-hand 
side of (2.6) for z > 0 and z ~ co. Thus we have (Fig. 1): 

rhs = ko 1 b .fi(S) ds + ko 1 Z fiW ds ----7 
o b Izl-+OO 

ikoY + ko(z - zo), (4.5) 

which should be contrasted with (4.1) and in which 

b 

Y = 10 ../- g(s) ds and z 0 = b + ~oo [1 - .yg(S) ]ds, 

(4.6) 
which we establish as follows with reference to Fig. 4. 
Thus, the first integral on the right of (4. 5) may be 
written 

b b 
10 >Iifi> ds = i 10 ../- g(s) ds = iy, 

where y is defined by the first of Eqs. (4.6) and is illus
trated graphically by the left hand cross-hatched area 
in Fig. 4. To establish the second integral in (4.6), we 
proceed in a manner completely analogous to (4.1) and 
(4.2). Thus, for suffiCiently large z', we write 

1 Z .fi(S) ds __ 1.., Ii(;) ds + LZ l' ds 
U z-+cO b Z 
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z, 

= z - z' + ~ ..Ji[S) ds = z - z 0' 

where, this time 

2' Z' 

Zo = Z' - ~ ,;g(i) ds = b + ~ [1- ...Jg(s)]ds 

'" b + ~oo [1 - vg(S)]ds, 

which should be contrasted with (4. 2) and wherein the 
last integral is represented graphically by the shaded 
area on the right of Fig. 4. 

Finally, we examine the asymptotic limit of the left
hand side of (2.6) for 1/ ~ O. First, we observe that the 
in~egrand in question vanishes when P + 41/ = 0 or ~ = 
± - 41/, and we note that, when 1/ < 0, we can write 1/ = 
e i1' (- 1/). Hence, making use of (4.3), we compute the 
integral 

and equating this result to the first integral in (4.5), 
that is, equating imaginary parts, we obtain finally 

- 1T1/ = koY, (4.7) 

an important equality which determines 1/ ~ 0 in terms 
of the original profile g(z) in Fig. 1. More importantly, 
we see that (4.7) guarantees that, in Langer's solution 
(2.7), the zeros in the numerator of the fourth root 
bracket coincide precisely with the zeroS of g(z) in the 
denominator, thus insuring the uniform validity of the 
solution for - 00 < z < 00. To complete the asymptotic 
analysis of the left-hand side of (2.6) for 1/ ~ 0, we re
turn to (4.4), and write, with 1/ = e i1'(_ 1/), 

f' (~2 + 41'/) 1/2d1'/ ) h2 + 1/ + ... 
o 1 %1-.00 

x 2e i1' 1 + 1'/ In-- = 2" x 2 + 1/[1 - In(- 1'/)] - i1T1/ + O(x-2), 

- 1'/ (4.8) 

which should be contrasted with (4.4). Equating the 
imaginary parts of (4.5) and (4.8) merely recovers 
(4.7), but in addition it tells us that the imaginary parts 
that accrue asymptotically on both sides of (2.6), when 
T/ < 0, simply cancel each other out. . 

Thus, finally, whether 1'/ ~ 0 or 1/ ~ 0, upon equating the 
corresponding forms for the lhs and rhs of (2.6), and 
then solving for ~ x 2 in each case, we obtain for the 
exponential e ix 2

/2 the asymptotic limit 

e i%2/2 ---)- Ix I -2i~e -i~(1-111 I~ I) e iko(1 Z 1-20), (4.9) 
1%1->00 

wherein 1'/ is given by (4.7) for 1'/ ~ 0 but remains still 
unspecified for 1/ ~ 0 (except as noted at the beginning 
of the present section), and in which Zo is given by (4.2) 
for 1'/ ~ 0 and by the second of (4.6) for 1'/ ~ O. We note 
from (4.9) that, to obtain the asymptotic form of the 
negative exponential e- ix2/2 , we need only take the com
plex conjugate of (4.9). 

5. THE PROCESS OF ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 

As shown in (3. 8), the function F 5 (w) = F 5 (- ix2), for 
x > 0 and x --+ cx;, is associated with a progressive tra
veling wave, which we shall eventually identify as the 
transmitted wave in our reflection-transmission prob-
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lem. Thus, we are led to examine the analytic continua
tion of F 5 (- ix 2 ) as x is changed into - x. For the pur
pose we note that, for x < 0, we can write x = ei1'(e-i1'x) = 
e i1'(_ x), whence x 2 = e 21'i(_ x)2 = x 2e 21'i • Thus, we must 
investigate the properties of the function F 5 (we 2lfi) re
calling that the functions F 5(w) and F 7(W) exhibit a 
branch pOint at w = O. Invoking the formulas HTF 6.8 
(17) with m = 1, combined with 6.7(10), we can write 
F 5 (we 2lfi) as the linear combination 

(5. 1) 

in which the coefficients A and B are given explicitly in 
terms of the parameters c· and a, which characterise the 
confluent hypergeometric equation (3.4). 

Thus, putting c = ~ and a = ~ - i1'/, in accordance with 
(3.5), and putting E = Imw = - 1, in accordance with 
(3.3), we obtain the coefficients 

A = - ie-21f~ __ - i, (5.2) 
~=o 

B = (i + e-2~)r[~ + i1'/vr[t - i1'/] __ 1 + i. (5.3) 
lj=O 

In the sequel, we will have occasion to examine the 
limiting form of the ratio of gamma functions in (5.3) 
for 411'/ I » 1. Thus, writing for brevity 

¢ = 1'/(1 - in 11'/ I ) (5.4) 

and making use of the leading term of Stirling's series, 
we obtain 

(5.5) 

which we have found very useful even when I T/ I = 1, when 
the error is less than 10°10. 

6. ASYMPTOTIC FORM OF THE WAVEFUNCTIONS 

We now proceed to set up the wavefunctions, in the man
ner of (2.7), which represent asymptotically the incident, 
reflected, and transmitted waves for the problem at hand 
(Fig. 1). For the purpose, we first set up, for z > 0 and 
z --+ 00, a solution of the form (2. 7) which we identify as 
the transmitted wave. Recalling from (4.9) that the ex
ponential e i%2/2 is associated, for x --+ 00, with such a 
progressive wave, we write down at once, for z ~ 0, the 
wavefunction 

w (z) = N F (- ix2)e ix 12 ~X2 + 4T/) 1/4 2 

+ g(z) 5 , 
(6.1) 

where x = x(z) in accordance with (2.6) and Sec. 4 and 
where.N is a normalizing factor still to be determined. 
For x < 0 and x--+ - 00, we must replace F 5(- iX2) in 
(6.1) by its analytic continuation (5.1), to obtain, for 
z ~. 0, the wavefunction 

~(X2 + 41'/))1/4 wjz) = N 
g(z) 

[AF 5(- ix 2 ) 

in which the coefficients A and B, in the present instance 
are given by (5.2) and (5.3), respectively. It can be 
shown that the postulated wavefunctions (6.1) and (6.2) 
satisfy, at z = 0, the continuity conditions 

(6.3) 
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First we examine the asymptotic behavior of (6.1) as 
Z -4 ex: and g(z) -4 1. To this end, making use of the first 
of (3.6), with a = t - i1), we deduce the asymptotic form 

eix2/2Fs(- ix2) ~ (_ ix2)-Qe iX2/2 

= (- i)-Qx-l/2+2i1JeiX2/2, (6.4) 

which is valid as X-4 00. Next, replacing e ix2/ 2 in (6.4) 
by its asymptotic limit (4.9) and substituting the com
bination into (6.1), we obtain the asymptotic form 

wJz) ~ N(- ifQe-i<l>'eiko(z-Zo), 
2-+00 

where ¢ has been defined by (5.4) and z 0 is given in 
Sec.4. If we now choose the normalizing factor N in 
such a way that 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

then, from (6.5), we obtain finally the asymptotic limit 

( ) iko(Z-20) 
w+z ~e , (6.7) 

• ....00 

which represents a progressive wave of unit amplitude 
that we identify as the transmitted wave. 

Proceeding similarly, we now examine the asymptotic 
behavior of the two terms contained in (6.2) as z -4 - 00. 

We note that the first term, involving Fs(- ix2) still 
satisfies the first form in (6.4) but with x < 0; hence, 
the factor e ix2/2 must now be replaced by the appropri
ate limiting form of (4.9) as z -4 - 00. Thus, we obtain 

(6.8) 

Next, making use of the second of (3.6), with c = ~, a = 
t - i1), and E = - 1, we deduce from the second term in 
(6. 2) the asymptotic form 

e ix2/2 F 7(- ix 2) ~ e- i :<2/2(_ ix2) ~c e i .. (~c) 

= (- i)-Q(- x)-(1/2)-2i ll e- i:<2/2- i .. /4, (6.9) 

which is valid for x -4 - 00 and which should be contras
ted with (6.4). Then, replaCing e ix2/2 by its asymptotic 
form, which is the complex conjugate of (4.9) for Z-4 
- 00, we obtain from (6.9) 

e i:<2/2 F (_ ix2) ~ (_ i)- a(_ xrl/2 e i<l>. e ikO(2+20)-i .. /4 
7 '(6.10) 

which should be contrasted with (6.8). 

Thus, finally, inserting (6.8) and (6.10) into (6.2) and 
making use of the normalization condition (6.6), we 
obtain, for z -4 - 00 and g(z) -4 1, the asymptotic form 

wjz) ---l>Ae-iko(Z+Zo) + Be2i</>-i1l/4eiko(2+zo), (6.11) 
z .... ...oo 

which we readily interpret as the superposition of a re
gressive (reflected) wave and a progressive (incident) 
wave and in which the coefficients A and B are given 
respectively by (5.2) and (5.3). 

7. COMPUTATION OF REFLECTION AND 
TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS 

The computation of the reflection and transmission co
efficients R and T (see Fig. 1) now follows immediately 
from the asymptotic leading terms for w +(z) and wjz) 
given above by (6.7) and (6.11), respectively. All we 
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need to do is to reduce the incident wave in (6.11) to 
a plane wave of unit amplitude, and this is accomplished 
by dividing the tran!3mitted and incident waves by the 
full coefficient of e'·oz in (6.11), namely,B exp(ikozo + 
2i¢ - i71/4). Below we consider in turn several cases: 
(1) the general formulas for arbitrary 11) I finite; (2) the 
important practical case of a quadratic turning point 
corresponding to 1) = 0, curve (2) of Fig. 1; (3) the case 
in which 11) I 2':: 1, which leads to a great simplification 
of the general formulas; (4) the case corresponding to 
a parabolic profile, which arises when conditions are 
such that g(z) in Fig. 1 can be expanded in Taylor's 
series retaining only second order terms in the analysis. 

A. General formulas 

Proceeding as indicated above, and making use of (5.2) 
and (5.3), we have at once 

T = (i + e- 2111J )-l[r(t - i1))/r(t + i1/)] 

x exp(- 2ikozo - 2i¢ + i1T/4), (7.1) 

and 

R = (- ie- 2111J )T, (7.2) 

in which 11) I is finite, k OZ 0 is a phase shift characteris
tic of the profile shape (Fig. 1), with Zo given by (4.2) 
for 1) 2: 0, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for 17 > 0 and in Fig. 3 
for 1) = 0, and in which z 0 is given by the second of (4.6) 
as illustrated in Fig.4. The phase shift ¢(1)) appearing 
in (7. 1) is defined by (5.4). We notice from (7.1) and 
(7.2) that 

ITI2 = 1/(1 + e-4" 1J ) and IRI2 = e-4W1J /(1 + e-4W1J ), 
(7.3) 

from which we deduce quite generally the principle of 
conservation of energy, 

(7.4) 

B. The case 1'/ = 0 

When 1) = 0, we are dealing with curve (2) of Fig. 1, which 
exhibits a quadratic turning point. This is a case of con
siderable practical importance and great simplicity. 
Thus, putting 1) = 0 in (7. 1) and (7. 2), we obtain the trans
mission and reflection coefficients 

T = [1/(1 + i)]e-2iko"o+i1l/4 = (1/.J2)e-2lkOZo , (7.5) 

R = [- i/(1 + i)]e-2ikoZo+ill/4 = _ (i/.J2)e-2iko20. 
(7.6) 

in which Zo Is given by (4.2) and illustrated in Fig. 3 and 
in which we readily have 

(7.7) 

indicating that in this case half of the incident energy 
is reflected and half is transmitted, a well-known fact 
that had previously been verified by Weibel,3 Phinney, 4 

and many other authors too numerous to mention. The 
novel feature of our results (7.5) and (7.6) resides in 
the fact that we have provided the means of computing 
the phase shifts 2k oz o for arbitrary contours in Fig. 1. 

C. The case 11'/1 ;;. 1 

A glance at the general formulas (7. 1) and (7.2) dis
closes the fact that the exponential e- 2111J becomes very 
large or very small depending on the sign of 1), which 
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leads to considerable simplification. Because of the 
double sign in the exponent of (5.5), we must treat se
parately the cases T} 2:: 1 and - T} 2:: 1. For curves of 
class (1), with no turning points and T} 2:: 1, we obtain 
from (7. 1) and (7.2), making use of (5.5), the simpler 
formulas 

T "" ie-2ikoZo/(i + e-"21Tij), ITI2 = 1/(1 + e- 41Tij
) "" 1, 

(7.8) 

R"" (- ie-
21Tij

)T, IRI2 = e-
41Tij

/(1 + e-
41Tij

) "" 0, 
(7.9) 

which state simply that, when T} 2:: 1, the disturbance 
caused by the plasma slab is essentially nil, meaning 
that the incident wave goes through without any mea
surable reflection. This is not to say that the wavefunc
tion itself is not modified in the vicinity of z = 0, but in 
this paper we are not concerned with the waveforms. 

The case corresponding to curves of class (3) in Fig. 1, 
with two turning points and - T} 2:: 1, where T} this time 
is given by (4.7) under all circumstances, likewise by 
making use of (5.5) inserted into (7. 1) and (7.2), yields 
the results 

T "" e-2ikoZo/(i + e- 211ij ), ITI2 = 1/(1 + e-411T1 ) "" 0, 
(7.10) 

R"" (- ie- 21TTI )T, IRI2 = e-41T1I/(1 + e-
41Tij

) "" 1, 
(7.11) 

which should be contrasted with (7. 8) and (7.9) and which 
state that, for - T} 2:: 1, corresponding to a very wide 
evanescent portion of the plasma profile, the transmis
sion is nil and all the incident power is reflected. Again, 
we remind the reader that the above statements do not 
imply that the incident and reflected waves are not modi
fied in the vicinity of the first turning pOints at z = - b 
in Fig. 1. In fact, we expect power amplification in this 
vicinity and some measure of penetration into the evane
scent region; but these are matters which we defer to 
another paper. 5 

D. The case of parabolic profiles 

In Appendix A we show that the conditions underlying the 
applicability of Langer's method demand that the para
meter ratio 

X/Xo 2:: 1, (7. 12) 

where Xo is the free space wavelength and i\ is some 
suitable scale length characterizing the curves of Fig. 1; 
for example, we might choose X to be the value of z cor
responding to the halfway mark in the profiles in Fig. 1. 
When (7.12) is satisfied and Ig(O)1 is sufficiently small, 
we may represent g(z) in (1. 1) by the parabolic profile 

g(z) = g(O) + ~g"(0)z2 + ... , (7. 13) 

upon retaining only second order terms. We see at once 
from (7.13) upon putting g(z) = 0, that the turning points 
in Fig. 1 are given by 

b 2 = - 2g(0)/ g"(O), (7. 14) 

which are real and occur at z = ± b when g(O) :5: O. We 
note, however, that when g(O) > 0, the roots of g(z) = 0 
in (7. 13) now constitute a pair of complex conjugate 
pure imaginary roots, still given correctly by (7. 14). 

Making use of (7. 13) to evaluate the first integral in 
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(4.6), we find, in conjunction with (4.7), that T} :5: 0 may 
be computed from the formula 

(7.15) 

which was derived for g(O) :5: 0 and the quadratic form 
(7.12) for g(z). However, when we apply the same tech
nique for the computation of T} ~ 0, that is, when we de
mand that the pair of complex conjugate imaginary 
roots of g(z), as given by (7. 14) for g(O) 2:: 0, be can
celled by the pair of imaginary roots in the numerator 
(x2 + 4T}) of the fourth root factor in Langer's solution 
(2.7), we find that the condition is exactly satisfied by 
(7. 15). Thus, this formula is valid for 17 :5: 0 or 17 2:: 0, 
provided only that we are dealing with the parabolic 
profile (7.13). In summary, we have in (4.7) a univer
sally valid formula to compute T} :5: 0, which reduces to 
(7.15) for parabolic profiles. On the other hand, for 
T} 2:: 0, we have no universally valid formula and can only 
resort to (7. 15) when applicable. Fortunately, the cases 
which occur in practice with T} > 0 are generally of little 
physical interest. 

To make the above considerations quantitative and to 
illustrate the domain of applicability of (7.14) and (7.15), 
we now adopt for g(z) the Epstein profile6 

g(z) = - h + (1 + h) tanh2(z/2x) 

= - h + (1 + h)(z/2x)2 + ... , (7.16) 

in which X is the scale length and from which, according 
to (7.13), we have 

g(O) = - h, ~g"(O) = (1 + h)/4x2, (7. 17) 

in which we shall assume that h « 1. Substituting the 
above values into (7.15), we obtain 

(7. 18) 

in terms of the parameter ratio X/Xo 2:: 1. We see at 
once that, even if h « 1, it does not necessarily follow 
that IT} I will also be small; in fact, it very much depends 
on the parameter ratio X/Xo, which in some problems 
(e.g. ionosphere) can be very large. If we put X/Xo = 1, 
the minimum tolerable value, we see from (7. 18) that 
- 17 is O(nh) for h « 1. Finally, substituting (7. 17) into 
(7. 14), we obtain for the location of the two turning 
points 

~ = ± [4h/(1 + h»)1/2 or b/Xo = ± [4h/(1 + h)P/2X/XO' 

(7. 19) 

the first one of which clearly indicates, for h « 1, that 
b/i\ is well within the parabolic region, and the latter 
states that the half-width of the evanescent region in 
Fig. 1 very much depends on the magnitude of the para
meter ratio i\/"-o 2:: 1. 

In conclusion, we have shown how to deal with parabolic 
profiles of the form (7. 13) when Ig(O)I« 1. We have 
shown how to compute T} and the location of the turning 
points, whether real (T} < 0) or imaginary (T} > 0). We 
have shown that IT} I can be large or small depending on 
the parameter ratio X/Xo ~ 1. When 1171 2:: 1, we can use 
the simpler formulas for the transmission and reflectiOI 
coefficients given in Sec. 7C. For other values of 17 we 
can always resort to the general formulas derived in 
Sec.7A. 
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8. NONSYMMETRIC PROFILES 

The extension of the preceding results to nonsymmetric 
profiles is quite straightforward. Consider first the 
case 1/ ~ 0 and 0 s g(O) < 1 and a nonsymmetric profile 
characterized by the curve of Fig. 5, which should be 
contrasted with curves of class (1) in Fig. 1 and which 
has been drawn in the manner of Fig. 2. We note that, 
for nonsymmetric profiles,g(- s) .. g(s) and we can no 
longer use the right-hand side of the functional relation 
(2.6) as written. For Z > 0 and Z ~ 00, we have, instead 
of (4.1) 

rhs = ko 1 Z Ii(s) ds ___ ko(z - Z 1)' 
o 0-000 

(8.1) 

where 

(8.2) 

which is formally identical to (4.2) and which is repre
sented graphically by the shaded area on the right-hand 
side of Fig. 5, 0 s s s 00. However, for Z < 0 and Z ~ 
- a::, we must now write, instead of (4.1), 

rhs = - ko 10· fi{S) ds 

= ko [Z .Jg (- s) ds ~ - ko(z + Z2)' (8.3) 
o z~ 

where now 

Z 2 = .C [1 - .Jg (- s)lds (8.4) 

and is represented by the shaded area on the left-hand 
side of Fig. 5. 

For TJ = 0, a nonsymmetric profile corresponding to 
curve (2) of Fig. 1 can still be handled, in a form com
pletely analogous to the above treatment, by making use 
of a nonsymmetric Fig.3. Thus, in brief, the formulas 
(8.2) and (8.4) are generally applicable to nonsymmetric 
profiles for which 1/ ~ 0 and 0 s g(O) s l. 

The case for TJ s 0 and g(O) s 0, when the profiles are 
nonsymmetric, is illustrated in Fig. 6 and requires a 
somewhat more complicated treatment. First we ad
dress ourselves to the question of computing the value 
of 1/ < 0 which, in the case of symmetric profiles is 
given by (4.7). Proceeding in complete analogy with 
the earlier treatment, we now write 

(8.5) 

or 

(8.6) 

which is formally identical to (4.7), but we now have 
that 2y represents the double cross-hatched area in the 
center of Fig. 6. Next, we determine the abscissa c 
which divides the area 2y into two equal parts, that is, 

Then, we rewrite the functional relation (2.6) in the 
form 

(8.7) 

Ixl • 
10 [~2 + 41/]1/2d~ = ± ko.~ .fi[i) ds, (8.8) 

which implies that x = 0 when Z = c as determined from 
(8.7) and in which we have x > 0 when Z > c and x < 0 
when Z < c. 
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g(5) 

o 
FIG. 5. Graphical computation of the phase 
shifts z 1 and z 2, for non symmetric profiles 
and 11 > 0, as given respectively by (8.2) and (8.4). 

g(5) 

FIG. 6. Graphical computation of the phase 
shifts z 1 and z 2' as well as for the integral 
for 'Y, for nonsymmetrlc profiles and 11 < O. 
as given respectively by (8.10), (8. 12), and (8.7). 

5 

Thus, proceeding as in Sec. 4, we now write for Z > c 
and Z ~ 00, instead of (4.5), 

rhs = k 0 .£ b) ..fi(S) ds + k 0 f" 00 ..fi(S) ds ___ 
1 z±oo 

ikoY + ko(z - Z 1)' (8.9) 

where y is given by (8.7) and where 

(8.10) 

where the integral is represented by the shaded area on 
the right-hand side of Fig.6. Proceeding similarly for 
Z < c and Z ~ - a::, we now write 

-b - • -
rhs = - ko 1 2 .Jg(s) ds - ko 1 .Jg(s) ds 

c -~ 

b -- -z --
= ko 1 2 .Jg(- s) ds + [ .Jg(- s) ds ---7 

c .~ 2-+-00 

ikOy-ko(Z +z2), (8. 11) 

where 

(8. 12) 

in which the integral is represented graphically by the 
shaded area on the left-hand side of Fig.6. 

The above analysiS shows that, in the case of nonsym
metric profiles, we now have two phase shifts, k OZ 1 and 
k OZ 2' instead of the single phase shift k OZ O. Here, Z 1 
and Z 2 are given respectively by (8.2) and (8.4) for 
1/ ~ 0 and by (8. 10) and (8. 12) for TJ S O. The value of 
1/ S 0 is determined by (8.6), as explained above, in 
terms of the geometry of the profile between the turning 
points at s = - b 2 and s = b 1 . The value of c, - b 2 < 
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c < b 1, exactly partitions the area 2')' as indicated by 
(8.6) and Fig.6. 

With these antecedents, our general formulas (7. 1) and 
(7. 2) for the transmission and reflection coefficients, as 
well as all the special cases discussed above, can now 
be readily extended to nonsymmetrical profiles by means 
of the following simple arguments. We merely observe 
that, for nonsymmetric profiles, the exponential corres
ponding to the transmitted wave (6.7) must now exhibit 
the phase shift - k oZ 1 instead of the previous - k OZ o. 
On the other hand, in (6.11), the exponential of the inci
dent wave must have the phase shift koz o replaced by 
k oZ 2' and the exponential of the reflected wave must 
have the phase shift - koz o replaced by - koZ 2. Taking 
these replacements into account, we see that, for non
symmetric profiles, we can use the formulas (7. 1) and 
(7. 2) as written, provided we replace 2z 0 in (7. 1), for 
the transmission coefficient T, by putting 

(8. 13) 

and provided that in (7. 2), for the reflection coefficient 
R, we merely write 

(8. 14) 

We conclude by remarking that if one is only interested 
in the absolute values of the reflection and transmission 
coefficients, then the formulas (7.3) for 1 TI2 and 1 R 12 
are universally valid, whether the profiles of Fig. 1 be 
symmetric or not; that is, the absolute values ITI2 and 
1 R 12 take no cognizance of the geometric details of the 
profiles, except insofar as the value of '17 which charac
terizes a given curve reflects the actual geometry of 
the situation. To conclude, we remind the reader that, 
for 1/ :s 0, we have provided a universally valid prescrip
tion for its computation in terms of the geometry of the 
profile. On the other hand, for 1/ ;?: 0, we are able to pro
vide a formula only for parabolic profiles, but, as stated 
before, the case 1/ > 0 is of considerable less physical 
interest than the case 1/ :s O. 
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APPENDIX A: CONDITIONS UNDERLYING THE 
APPLICABILITY OF LANGER'S 
METHOD 

In Sec. 2 we showed that the application of Langer's 
method, in the present instance, leads to the differential 
equation (2.8), which is intractable as written because of 
the presence of the complicated term u"/ux'2, which we 
alleged was small and slowly varying and, therefore, 
could altogether be ignored in lowest order approxima
tion, thus leading to the comparison differential equation 
(2.9), which we know how to solve. We shall now en
deavour to justify the omission of the unwanted term. 

From (2.3) we see that u(z) ex x'-l/2 whence, quite gener
ally, we have 

(Al) 

which we now proceed to examine asymptotically. From 
(2.5) we have, for finite 1/ and the fact that g(z) ~ 1 as 
z ~ <Xl, the asymptotic limit 

(A2) 

which, when substituted into (Al), leads to the result 

U"/UX'2 -----;. - 3/4x2 • (A3) 
%-000 

This important result is quite general, that. is, indepen
dent of 1/ and of the geometriC details of g(z) in (1. 1), 
and states simply that, asymptotically, the neglected 
term in (2.8) behaves as x-2 which, side by side with 
x 2 + 41/, soon enough becomes completely negligible. 
The consequence of this result is quite clear: The neg
lect of the unwanted term u"/ux'2 in (2.8) can have no 
effect in our asymptotic results, and hence on the com
putation of transmission and reflection coefficients. 

The behavior of the neglected term (Al) in the vicinity 
of the origin is quite a different story in the sense that 
it becomes very cumbersome to obtain quite generally 
a power series expansion valid in the vicinity of x = O. 
To simplify the presentation, we confine our attention 
here to the case 1/ = 0, a quadratic turning point, and we 
adopt for g(z) in Fig. 1 the Epstein profile (7.16) with 
h = 0, that is, 

g(z) = tanh2 (z/2;\.), (A4) 

which we illustrate in Fig. 7 and which forms the basis 
of our analysis in Appendix B. Making use of (2.6), we 
see that the functional relation x = x(z) now becomes 
explicit and may be written, for x ;?: 0, as 

from which we obtain, to lowest order, 

lTZ2 x 2 =- + ... 
;\.;\.0 ' 

where, it is recalled,;\.o is the free space wavelength 

(A6) 
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and i\. the scale length of the Epstein profile (A4). 

Differentiating both sides of the first equality in (A5) 
with respect to z yields 

xx' = ko tanh(z/2i\.) = Az + Bz3 + Cz 5 + .. " 

where the expansion coefficients are 

(A7) 

By successive differentiation with respect to z of both 
sides of (A7), followed at each step by evaluation at 
x = 0 and z = 0, we obtain the derivatives of x = x(z) 
evaluated at the origin: 

x'(O) = (11/i\.i\.0)1/2, x"(O) = 0, 

x'" = - (1/8i\.2)(11/i\.i\.0) 112, Xiv(O) = 0, (A8) 

xV(O) = (9/64i\.4)(11/i\.i\.0)1/2, 

in which derivation we have made use of the coefficients 
(A7). 

We now return to (Al) and expand each quantity therein 
contained, making use of (A8), to second order in z. 
Finally, expressing z 2 in terms of x 2 through (A6), we 
obtain the two-term expansion for the neglected term 
(Al) in the form 

~ _ _ 1_(i\.0) _ _ 3_(i\.0) 2x 2 + ... (A9) 
ux'2 1611 i\. 128112 i\. ' 

which is valid for x 2 sufficiently small and which we 
now proceed to analyze in detail. To simplify the dis
CUSSion, we rewrite (A9) in the form 

U"/UX'2 = a - f3x 2 + "', (Al0) 

with coefficients 

(All) 

We notice from (All) that if we put i\./i\.o = 1, the nume
rical coefficients become a = 2 x 10-2 and f3 = 2.37 x 
10-3 ; that, is, with this parameter ratio, we should add 
(Al0), with the numerical coefficients (All) to x 2 in 
(2.8) with 17 = 0 to obtain, at least in the vicinity of 
x = 0, the differential equation that we really ought to 
solve. But we see that this addition of the neglected 
term is tantamount to adding a constant term 417 = 
2 x 10-2 (or 17 = 0.005) and modifying the coefficient of 
x 2 in (2.8), which is unity, to read 1 - 2.37 X 10-3 = 
0.997 63 .,. 1. We therefore conclude that a sufficient 
and necessary criterion for the applicability of Langer's 
method is to impose the condition 

(A12) 

At the lowest permissible value of the parameter ratio 
(A12), namely i\./i\.o = 1, we see from Fig. 7 that this 
condition means that we should have at least one free 
space wavelength i\.o fit within one scale length i\., a con
dition not difficult to satisfy in the laboratory. For 
i\./i\.o » 1, say i\./i\.o = 100, the numerical coefficients in 
(All) become a = 2 x 10-4 and f3 = 2.37 X 10-7 , which 
state simply that the unwanted term is altogether negli
gible. The above analysis, albeit carried only for 1) = 0 
and for the Epstein contour (A4), gives us confidence 
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that the computation of the actual wave forms, which we 
undertake in our next paper,5 can be regarded as essen
tially exact so long as condition (A12) is satisfied. 

APPENDIX B: COMPARISON WITH EXACT RESULTS 
FROM SYMMETRIC EPSTEIN 
CONTOURS 

To simplify the presentation, once again we confine our 
attention to the tfase 17 = 0 and we adopt the symmetric 
Epstein contour (A4). In (7. 5) and (7.6) we have already 
given the transmission and reflection coefficients for 
17 = 0 and an arbitrary symmetric profile. To complete 
the computation, in the present instance, we need only 
compute zo, making use of (4.5). Thus we obtain 

zo";' 1000 

[1 + tanh(s/2i\.)]ds = 2i\. In2, (Bl) 

which, when inserted into the exponent of (7. 5) and (7. 6), 
yields 

2ikozo = 4ikoi\. In2 = 2ia In2, (B2) 

where we define, for convenience, 

(B3) 

noting at once that a» 1 even when i\./i\.o = 1, in accor
dance with (A12). By making use of (B2) and (7.5) and 
(7. 6), the transmission and reflection coefficients be
come, for the problem at hand, 

T = (1/v'2)e-2ia1n2 and R = - (i/v'2)e-2ialn2. (B4) 

It is well known that when the profiles of Fig. 1 can be 
represented as Epstein profiles, the solution of (1. 1) 
becomes exact and can be represented in terms of hy
pergeometric functions. It is not our intention here to 
give a detailed account of the Epstein theory. For bre
vity we rely here on the extremely readable account of 
the theory given by Phinney,4 who shows how to com
pute the parameters ~ 11 ~ 2' and ~ 3 which characterize 
the three-parameter family of Epstein contours and 
who gives the necessary formulas for the transmission 
and reflection coefficients. Thus, following Phinney, we 
ascertain that the parameters ~11 ~2' and ~3, which 
characterize the symmetric Epstein contour (A4), as 
depicted in Fig. 7, are given by 

~1 = 1 = - (c - 1)2/a 2, 

~2 = 1 = - (a - b)2/a2, 

~3 = - 4 = (a + b - c + l)(a + b - c - 1)/a2 , (B5) 

in which a, b, and c are familiar parameters of the 
hypergeometric functions and in which a is our para
meter as defined by (B3). Solving for the parameters 
a, b, and c from (B5), taking into account a 2 » 1, we 
obtain 

a = i + 2ia, b=i+ia, c=l+ia. 

Again following Phinney, making use of his equation 
(42), we have for the transmission coefficient 

r(l - a)r(l + b - c) 
T = = reb - a + l)r(l - c) 

r(ia) rWr(! - 2ia) 
= 

r(- ia) r(ia)r(l - ia) , 

r(! - 2ia)r(i) 

r(l - ia)r(- ia) 

(B6) 

(B7) 
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into which we have substituted our parameters (B6). 
Making use of the well-known formula to compute r(io) 
x r(l - io), and of Stirling's leading asymptotic term to 
compute the ratio r(io)/r(- io) as well as the leading 
term of r(~ - 2io), which appear in the last form of (B7), 
we obtain finally 

T = (1/../2) e-2ialn2, (B8) 

in complete accord with the first of (B4). The value of 
R follows at once from (7. 2) with T/ = 0 and, thus, again 
in complete agreement with the second of (B4). Hence, 
we have shown that, provided 0» 1 in (B3), which con
forms with our applicability criterion (A12), our results 
for the transmission and reflection coefficients agree 
completely with the exact results derived from the Ep
stein theory. This perfect agreement of course was to 
be expected, since we already showed in Appendix A 
that our asymptotic results could not possibly be affected 
by the neglect of the unwanted term in (2.8), and we have 
also shown that, provided the applicability criterion 
(A12) is satisfied, the computation of actual wave forms 
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in the vicinity of the origin can also be regarded as 
exact. 
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The disturbances of a field are determined for each kind of wave by the hyperbolic field equations. 
In a space-time formulation one may consider tensors which also depend on the 4-normal to the 
wavefront. It is shown that the disturbance of such a tensor has a definite covariant form only when 
the wave is exceptional. For the sake of illustration a perfect fluid is considered. It appears that the 
sound waves are exceptional not only when the fluid is incompressible but also when a special 
equation of state is used. This relation between pressure and density corresponds in the 
nonrelativistic limit to a usual approximation for subsonic flow. 

1_ INTRODUCTION 

Consider a field u{xex) (a column vector) that satisfies 
a hyperbolic quasilinear system of N first-order 
partial differential equations. l Let uo{x ex) be a solu
tion of class Ck (k '" 1) that is a solution with continu
ous derivatives of order k. Then in the neighborhood 
of the wavefront s: cp{xex) = 0, the perturbed state can 
be written as 

u = uo + CPOu + O{cp2). 

Introduce the normal velocity through 

6cpex = O. 

However, we shall see on an example that this pro
blem deserves a closer look. First we make an 
important remark. 

Remark: It is welllmown that at a given point 
(xex) it is always possible, either in special or in 
general relativity, to introduce a pseudo-Cartesian 
frame for which the metric tensor is 

gcxa = diag (1, - 1, - 1, - 1). 

(6) 

A=-cp/l\7cpl, n=\7cp/l\7cpl, (I) 

n 2 = 2]nr = 1, 0/ = 0, 1, 2, 3, i = 1,2,3 

Further, in special relativity,gexfl is assumed to have 
continuous derivatives (a property of the curvilinear 
coordinates which. are used) while in general relativity 
discontinuities of second-order derivatives only 

(XO = t is a time variable; the Xi are space variables). 
The normal speeds A (i), i = 1, 2, 3, ••• ,'" N, are 
determined by the field equations2 so that if one put3 

the wave surface propagating with the speed A = A<t,) 
into the unperturbed state uo satisfies the differential 
equation 

Now if / is some function continuously differentiable 
of the field, 

6/(u, Ii) = (V/)oOu = V%Ou (On = 0). (4) 

Here V note the gradient with respect to the compon
ents of u. Obviously 6n = 0 since cp E C2 [being 
solution of (3)]. This formula allows us to compute 
the disturbances of quantities / from their value on 
the wavefront. We shall often simply write, for short, 

6/= v/· 6u. 

2_ POSITION OF THE PROBLEM: THE PERFECT 
FLUID 

When the field equations are covariant the components 
of u are tensors, and one encounters quantities that 
depend on the 4-gradient % of cp (a tensor). If T(u) 
is some tensor, then 

6T{u) = VT • 6u. (5) 

In analogy with (4) take, more generally, a tensor 
T{u, cp ex); what is 6T then? A priori it seems that (5) 
still holds, for, in virtue of the above considerations, 
cp has continuous second-order derivatives 
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occur across a null surface4 : 9 =gexflcpexCPfl = O. Thus, 
in any case, cSgcxa = 0 (and also 62g fI = 0 whenever 
9 ;0' 0) and we can compute the disturbances of Tin 
any frame we like. 

As a simple example we consider a perfect fluidS: 

\7 Texfl= 0 
ex ' 

where ucx(uexuex = 1) is the four-dimensional velocity, 
r the matter density, S the specific entropy, per, S) 
the pressure, and / the index or relativistic enthalpy 
of the fluid, 

d/ = r-ldp + 6dS 

(6 is the temperature). Moreover, r/ = p + P and p is 
the energy density (Texfluexu fl = p), 

dp = /dr + r6dS. (7) 

The field equations become 

Making the replacement 

0ex' \7 ex --7 CPex6, 
we get 

rcpex{iuex + 'U6r = 0, 

'U6S = 0, rf'IWu fl - yexflcpexOP = O. 

We put 

As is welllmown, we have two types of waves: 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 

(8) 
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(a) a contact surface (or entropy wave) 

'U= 0, 

with the associated perturbations 

6S and two components of OU" being arbitrary; 

(b) the sound waves [easily obtained by contraction 
of (8) by 'Ps], 

'U2 + p'e = 0, 

with [see (7)] 

p' = (ap
) = f-1(a

p
) ap s 'Or s 

and the disturbances 

os = 0, op = P'op. 

For the sake of clarity we denote now by 6 the opera
tor applied to any quantity T(u, l,,) with the result 

au = au). 

Consider the invariant 

(9) 

(10) 

and the normal velocities ;\8>, i = 1,2, •• " p, satisfy 

tP(uo, - ;\, 0) = o. 

Equation (17) becomes an identity when;\ is replaced 
by any root of the polynomial. Therefore, making 
use of (4), one gets 1 

1'\7 'PI !\Lt 6;\(u,o) = 6 \Lt, 
u'Po 

where ;\ (for short) stands for any ;\(i>. 

When 

O;\(u,o) == V;\· ou == 0, 

the corresponding wave is called exceptional. 6 - 8 The 
covariant form of this criterion is, thus, 

fi\Lt = p-1'P" 'P" ••• 'P" OG"1 1X
2"'" P = O. 

1 2 P 

Let T l' T 2 be two tensors equal on S. Since one 
derives from the other by means of (16), we can write 

For instance, (11) and (13) are related by 

- S/'U2 = -1 + lip' - 2\LtI(p''U2), tP = t('U2 + p'e). 
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(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
T = - S/'U2• 

Taking account of the remark and of (6), (10), we 
immediately obtain 

(11) Further (aT la\LtXuo, 'P,,; 0) exists if we assume that 
T 1, T 2 are continuously differentiable with respect 
to 'P", 

oT(u, 'P,,) = 6T = 2S'U-3 'P"ou" = (2Tlrj)Op. (12) 

On the other hand, by (9), 

T = -1 + lip', (13) 

which yields 

oT = _ (P"lp'2)Op. (14) 

This result coincides with the above one only if 

(p + p)p" + 2p'(1 -P') = 0, (15) 

an equality never satisfied for a real fluid (see below). 

This situation is somewhat annoying. 'How can we, for 
instance, define the disturbance of the ray velocity 
since this velocity can be given different expressions 
all equivalent on the wave front? The next section is 
devoted to this problem. 

3. COVARIANT DISTURBANCES: EXCEPTIONAL 
WAVES 

The characteristic equation of S has the covariant 
form 1 

\Lt(uo, 'P,,) = 0, tP(u, 'P,,) = p-1G "1"2"'''P%1'P1X2 ••• 'P"p, 

0'1' 0'2' ••• , O'p = 0, 1, 2, 3, (16) 

where G(u) is a completely symmetric tensor. Insert
ing (1) into (16) yields 
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Consequently, we have 

- - aT -
oT1 = oT 2 + a\Lt (uo, %; 0) otP 

and OT 1 ;t. fiT 2 (though T 1 = T 2 on S) unless the wave 
is exceptional. [For the sound wave of the preceding 
section this will be the case if (15) is true.] 

In the same way we distinguished u and U o we intro
duce the 4-vector l" such that 

l" = 'P" 

on S. (In contradistinction to 'P", l" may have dis
continuities olcx') 
The problem is thus: Given T(u, l,,), is it possible to 
determine (in a unique way) its disturbance? To this 
aim we first note that (because the equation of the 
wavefront 'P = 0 is invariant through the change 
'P -7 k'P, k = const) all meaningful quantities are 
homogeneous functions of the C{J". The degree of 
homogeneity can always be assumed (multiplying by 
some power of - S or - e) to be zero.9 Hence, 

T(u, 1 IX) ° = T(uo, 'P IX) = T(uo, C{J 0' '\7 'P) 

= T(uo, - ;\(uo, 0), 0) = T(uo, n), 

(20) 

(21) 

where ;\ is a root of (17). Then we can apply (4) to get 

oT(u, 1 ) = 6T(u,o) = - 1'\7'P[ !T OA + OT(u, 'P,,), 
" v 'Po 

or, by virtue of (18), 
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011-'0 _ oTo -
-., - (oT - oT) + -0 - 01/1 = o. 
u% CPo 

If we consider this formula to be still valid for any 
degree of homogeneity, we obtain, taking T(u, La) 
= II-'(u, La)' 

Clearly from the very way it has been obtained oT 

(22) 

is perfectly determined. With this formula two ten
sors equal on S (T1 = T 2) have the same disturbances 
(oT 1 == oT 2)' a result which can also easily be check
ed by (20), (21). In particular the perturbation of (11) 
is given by (14), 

where it is understood that'll = 'U(l) = ual ; 'll(l) 
= 'll(cp) on S but-in general-o'll(l) "¢ o'll(cp) = 6'll(cp) 
= CPa oua and similarly for g. 
However it is obvious that oT(u, La) so defined is not 
a tensor under general space-time transformations 
unless (evidently) T does not depend on S on the CPa 
[as (11) equals to (13)] or unless the wave is excep
tional. In this important case, 

oT = OT, 

When applied to the ray velocity!, 

where A(i) isthe ray velocity of components A<0.j 
= ol/l(t)!oCPj' i.e. (see eq.3)3, 

a~(i) (a~ (i») 
A<i)(u, n) = ~ (On + an - n' an- n. 

Let us transcribe (25) with these notations. Consider 
the wave propagating with the speed ~(i) [a root of 
(17)]. Then (16) can be written 

11-'= wl/l(i), w = p-1GOO"'o n 1/I(j). 
(j) .. (i) 

By (23) and (26) one has, on S, 

and the first member of (25) becomes 

l\lcpl{-~(t)ovo + n'o(vOA(i»)}= l\lcplvo~(t), 

which is identical to the right member [see (27) or 
(18)]. 

As a consequency the jump (across S) of the velocity 
divergence vanishes for an exceptional wave, 

[\lava] = 0, [divA] = 0, 

and a similar result holds for a simple wave. 11 Also, 
if we have some (generalized) conservation law, 

where Q is continuous, then 
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(26) 

(27) 

(23) and in the exceptional case (where 0 = 6) the quantity 
laTa"." is not disturbed, 

(22) yields 10 

ova = - Jr. (0 o2t ! ;t/J ) (og - vave,)Ot/J + Ova, 
cP 0 cp" cP ° (24) 

Ov a = m.-1 (og -vav")CPa CPa ••• CPa OG"a2 a3 ···ap. 
2 3 P 

Although (24) has no tensorial character, it is not 
difficult to show that % ov a indeed is an invariant. 
Differentiating the Euler identity, 

01/1 
CPa o CPa = P1/l, 

gives 

a 21/1 a 1/1 
CPaO'PQOCPa! 0% = P - 1. 

On the other hand, 

CPa Ova = O(CPava) = (P!~Ot/J, 
so that 

When the wave is exceptional, the disturbance of the 
ray velocity is tangential. The same is true in three
dimensional formulation for 
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(25) 

Ot/J =0. 

4. INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID: EQUATIONS OF STATE 

Here we shall only be concerned with the sound 
waves since the contact surface uacpa = 0 is always 
exceptional: CPaOua = 0. 12 We have seen that (12) and 
(14) are equal only if (15) holds. From (21) we may 
therefore conclude that the sound waves are excep
tional provided that 

(p + P)P" + 2P' (1 - P') = o. (28) 

This equation has already been found. 13 We have [see 
(9), (20)] 

:ta = 'U(1 - P/)u a + p'ga"cp", m,2 = 'll2(1 - P') ~ 0 

(the relativistic limitation on magnitude of velocities 
implies that this vector must not be spacelike) so 
that 14 

o <p' ~ 1. 

The pressure of a real fluid satisfies 

P" ~ 0, 

and the only solution of (28) compatible with these 
conditions is 

P' == 1, P = P + funct(S). 

(29) 
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This is the equation of state of the incompressible 
relativistic perfect fluid. 13.15 Then the ray velocity 
is a null vector colinear to the normal of the wave
front. 

However, if we drop (29), the general solution of (28) 
reads 

P = b - a2 j(p + b), a = a(S), b = b(S). (30) 

In this case p' ,.. 1 and the normalized velocity can be 
written 

Hence, 

oV'" = u",o(1 - p')1/2 + (1 - p')1/2 ou", ± (lPj..J- S)r,.ipI. 

Taking account of (10) and 

'U(1 - p')1/2 = ± (_ p'g)1/2, 

results in 

The ray velocity is not disturbed. 16 

It is not difficult to see that for a nonrelativistic fluid 
all the waves are exceptional if17 

P = b - a2 jr. 

If we reintroduce the velocity of light (that had been 
chosen as unity), (30) takes the form 

P = b - a2 j(p + bc-2 ), 

since p has the same dimension as pc-2 , i.e., also 
b c-2 • In the limit of an infinite light velocity, p goes 
over to rand (32) to (31). 

Frequently, in particular in the theory of subsonic 
flow, the adiabatic equation P = p(r) is approximated 
by (31). Aside from an additive constant, this rela
tion corresponds to a polytropic gas with y = - 1.18 

It does not seem that (32) has ever been used in 
relativity. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Given a tensor T(u, lP"') on S, we have seen that its 
disturbance can be defined in different ways: 

(a) oT(u, lP"') = cST(u, CPa)' a tenso!,. with.!he counter
part that, generally, T 1 = T 2 ~ oT 1 = oT 2; 
(b) By 6T(u, la) [Eq. (22)]. Though no longer a tensor 
this expression has the great advantage to coincide 
with the result obtained in a pseudo-Cartesian frame 
when a three-dimensional formalism is used. More-
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(31) 

(32) 

over, it solves the previous indeterminacy. From 
Sec. 3 one has 

aTo 
oTl (0, la) = 6T2 (u, 1",) + alii 61/1(0, la) 
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and it suffices to choose la such that, 

61/1(0, la) = 51j1 + ;1jI 61a = 0, 
CPa 

(33) 

i.e., 

v a61a + ~-1{j1jl = O. 

In passing, remark that (34) is nothing but (25) since 
(33) and vala = (Pj~)1jI imply 1 ",6 v a + va(;la = O. 

(34) 

When the wave is exceptional the definitions (a) and 
(b) are one and the same thing and we may conclude 
that the disturbance of a tensor T(u, cpa) which depends 
on the 4-normal to the wavefront has a definite co
variant form only when the wave is exceptional. 
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'G. Boillat, La propagation des andes (Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1965). 
4A. Lichnerowicz, Theories relativistes de la gravitation et de 

l'electromagnetisme (Masson, Paris, 1955). Incidentally, this is also 
true for the discontinuities of the first-order derivatives (shocks); 
cf. A. Lichnerowicz, Compt. Rend. 273 A, 528 (1971); G. Boillat, 
Compt. Rend. 274A, 1018 (1972); 275A, 1255 (1972). 

'See fOf instance, Relativistic Fluid DynamiCS, 1st C.LM.E. session 
1970, edited C. Cattaneo (Cremonese, Rome, 1971). 

op. D. Lax, Ann. Math. Studies 33, 211 (1954); Commun. Pure Appl. 
Math. 10,537 (1957). 

7 A. Jeffrey and T. Taniuti, Non-linear Wave Propagatioll (Academic, 
New York, 1964). 

"G. Boillat, Ref. 3; Compt. Rend. 270A, 217, 1134 (1970). 
oS .;; 0, e < 0: in a pseudo-Cartesian frame S = i V <1'1' (X' - I)';; 0 

since the normal velocity must not exceed the speed of light (taken 
as unity); besides if this frame is a rest frame (u· = I, ui = 0), 
e = - I V <1'1' < O. 

'"The formula bva = /iv'" we gave in Ref. I is valid for an exceptional 
wave. 

"G. Boillat, J. Math. Phys. 11, 1482 (1970). 
"G. Boillat, J. Math. Phys. 11,941 (1970) Sec. I. 
"Y. Choquet-Bruhat, J. Math. Pures Appl. 48,117 (1969). See p. 149. 
'4From the thermodynamics it is known that p' < O. Note that Pava ;;. 0 

and Va<l'Q = 0 => S .;; 0, e < 0; cf.Ref. 9. In a pseudo-Cartesian 
rest frame X = ± Jp': 

I5G. Boillat, "Sur la propagation de la chaleur en relativite," in 
Ref. 5. The incompressible fluid can be considered polytropic with a 
constant '"1 = CplCv = 2. 

,oA similar result holds in nonlinear ele.ctrodynamics enabling us to 
show that whenever an exceptional Lagrangian (e.g., Born-Infeld's) 
is used only the magnetic field is perturbed in the rest frame. Cf. 
Ref. 12, Sec. 2.1. 

"Write f> X = O. In the case of magnetohydrodynamics this gives' 

r .~' f + sap = 0, i.e., p = - a' (S)r-4 + b(S). 
ar ar 

"We quote: R. Courant and K. O. Friedrichs, Superso1lic Flow and 
Shock Waves (\nterscience, New York, 1948), footnote on p. 10. 
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The Dirac Hamiltonian with an equivalent oscillator potential introduced by Swamy is discussed 
from the point of view of group theory. It is shown to possess an S 0(4) X S U(2) invariance group 
and an S 0(4,1) X S U(2) noninvariance group. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There has been a great deal of interest in recent years 
in the symmetries and dynamical groups of simple 
quantum mechanical Hamiltonians which possess exact 
solutions. 1 Study of these happens to be useful in the 
context of symmetries occurring in elementary particle 
physics. Several papers have appeared on the invariance 
and noninvariance groups of the nonrelativistic hydrogen 
atom, the approximately relativistic Symmetric Coulomb 
Hamiltonian,2 the exact Dirac Coulomb problem, and the 
nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator. 3-5 Of particular 
interest is the group SO(4, O. It has been shown that the 
V and the V 1/2 representations of the continuous 
c&s"s of irreducibi~ representations of this group are 
realized by the states of the nonrelativistic hydrogen 
atom and the exact Dirac Coulomb problem. It is the 
purpose of this paper to point out that the rri/2 1/2 
representation of the discrete class can be realized by 
the solutions of the relativistic equivalent oscillator 
Hamiltonian proposed by Swamy. 6 This latter Dirac 
Hamiltonian possesses exact solutions and reduces in the 
nonrelativistic limit to an isotropic harmonic oscillator 
with spin-orbit coupling. It is, therefore, likely to pro
vide an interesting alternative to the hydrogen atom for 
the study of symmetry groups. With this motivation, it is 
shown in this paper that this Hamiltonian belongs to the 
SO(4, 1) x 5U(2) dynamical symmetry group and that the 
solutions with fixed energy realize irreducible repre
sentations of the group SO(4) x SU(2). 

2. INVARIANCE GROUP 

In the notation of Ref. 6 and with the help of the "oscilla
tor helicity operator"7 a·b, the Hamiltonian can be 
written as 

H = PIu·b+ P3m, 

where 

u·b = u·p + H.2a ·r(a·L + 1)1 IU'L + 11. 

The normalized solutions are 

[

.J(E + m)/2ElvKIJ) ] 

cl>y M = 

K S(K).J(E _ m)/2E I v - KIJ) 

where 

E = .Jm2 + 4X2(v + IKI + -!), 

and F vi is the usual radial wavefunction for the non
relativistic harmonic oscillator. 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The number of states possessing a given energy is easily 
shown to be 
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d = 2(n + 1)(n + 2), where n = 0,1,2,3,···. (6) 

By comparing the above with the well-known formulas 
for the dimensionalities of the irreducible representa
tions of SO(4) and SU(3), one is led to suspect that the 
group of this Hamiltonian is SO(4) x SU(2) or SU(3) x 
SU(2) x SU(2). The irreduCible representations of the 
SU(2) groups occurring in the direct products are re
stricted to the two-dimensional ones. We will now show 
that the first of these two is applicable. 

The angular momentum operator 

J = L + -!a (7) 

commutes with the Hamiltonian. There is thus an SU(2) 
subgroup which accounts for 2j + 1 degenerate states. 

In addition, an operator aob analogous to the" helicity" 
operator of the free particle Dirac equation commutes 
with the Hamiltonian. This operator generates a Lie 
algebra isomorphic to that of the Pauli spin matrices 
[hence to the Lie algebra of SU(2)]. If we consider 

Xl = (a'b)/~H2 - m 2, X 2 = ip3Xk~/I!fI, 

X3=P3~/1~1, (8) 

where 'S = a' L + 1, these satisfy 

(9) 

The operator Xl transforms cI> v ,," into cl> v _",,' This 
accounts for the degeneracy with respect to the sign of K. 

If we now consider 'all the states of the invariance group, 
we need ladder operators which will change v and K, but 
keep the energy fixed. From the Lie algebra of the 
generators of the SO(4) group, 

[Jk,J I ] = iE,,'mJm' 

[Jk,M1] = iE/(lmMm' 

[Mk' M I] = iEk1mJm, 

we know that the operator which we seek should be a 
vector operator. The operator 

aX L 

(10) 

is a pseudovector operator which changes the value of 
kappa by one. However, it only changes the angular part 
of the wavefunction, and needs to be multiplied by an 
operator that changes the radial part. With the help of 
the recurrence relations 

(
d l+l) ~ - + --- X2r FVI = 2Xvv + 1 Fv+I 1-1' 

dr r ' 
(11) 

( .E...+.l-A2r\Fvl =-2A.fVFv_II+I' 
dr r ) ' 

(12) 
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we construct the operators 

0+ = (a x L)O'oa, 0 = aoa(a XL), (13) 

where 

aoa = aop - i A2 aor(aoL + 1)/ I aoL + 11. (14) 

These operators change the value of kappa by one, but 
do not form a closed Lie algebra. Making them Hermi
tian does not help. The difficulty can be traced to the 
fact that they do not have the same matrix elements as 
the M operators of the 80(4) group. In the basis of the 
physical angular momentum lil-'}, we haveS 

Motlil-') = ± .J(j'f I-')(j 'f 1-'-1) c;1 j -1,1-'± 1) 

- .J(j 'f J.I.)( j ± I-' - -1 )A j Ii, I-' ± I} 

± .J(j ± I-')(j ± I-' + 2)Cj +1 1 j + 1,J.I. ± I}, (15) 

M zli, J.I.} = .ffT+ jl)(j - /.L) Cj I j - 1, I-'} - I-'A; Ij, /.L) 

+ .J(j + I-' + 1)(j - /.L + l)cj +1 Ij + 1,1-'} 1 (16) 

where 

A = _ joit 
j j(j+l)' 

i jU2 - j~)(H - j~) 
C --

j - j 4j2 - 1 ' 

(17) 

Here jo is the lowest value of j within an irreducible 
representation, and j1 is one plus the highest value of j. 

By comparing these matrix elements with those of the 
omega operators, it is possible to see how to construct 
the operator M. For kappa greater than zero, we get 

1 H2 - m2 
(18) 

The operator for the other sign of kappa can be simi-
1arly obtained and with the help of the projection opera
tors 

we get M in the general form 

. .J[(H2 - m2)/4A2] + I K I -! -112 
M = - t ~------c---:---:..----

2A(21KI - 1) 

x [0 + Q+) + (K/IKI)(o+ -0)] 

+ d[o-o+)+ (K/IKI)(O-O+)] 

.J[(H2 - m2)/4A2] + K - ! 
x~.:..----,-:.-:---=.---

2A(21KI -1) 

1 H2 - m 2 
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(19) 

(20) 

It is a straightforward task to verify 

[Mi , M /) = i€klm J 7II' 

[Ji , M I) = i €klmMm' 
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(21 ) 

and M is Hermitian. We notice thus that the Lie Algebra 
of 80(4) x 8U(2) is realized and between the invariants 
M, J; and X the degeneracy is exhausted. 

3. NONINVARIANCE GROUP 

It now remains to establish the noninvariance group for 
this problem. Similar problems have been solved by 
Malkin and Man 'ko4 who discussed the symmetric 
Coulomb problem of Biedenharn and Swamy and by 
Kiefer and Fradkin,5 who treated the exact Dirac 
Coulomb problem. The approach of the latter is appli
cable here. 

We will first show that the states with fixed sign of K 

realize an irreducible representation of the group 
80(4,1) and then give the noninvariance operators 
appropriate to the Lie algebra of this group. Strom 9 

has given the irreducible representations of 80(4,1) in 
the basis applicable here. The states with fixed sign of 
kappa form a basis for the infinite-dimensional irredu
Cible representation 7Ti/2 112' in the notation of Strom. 
This representation belortgs to the discrete class, con
trary to the cases discussed by Fradkin Kiefer. To 
determine which irreducible representation the solu
tions of this Hamiltonian belong to, we proceed as 
follows. The Casimir operators of the 80(4) group are 

C(I) = !(M°M + JOJ) = H[(H2 - m2)2/16A4) - t]}, 
C(2) = JoM = H(H2 - m2)/4A2). (22) 

In the appropriate basis we get the eigenvalues of the 
above invariant operators as 

C(I) = H(v + IKI + !)2 - t), 
C(2) = !(v + IKI + !). 

Following Pauli, S we have 

](2 =HC(I) + C(2») = j2(j2 + 1), 

L2 = HC(I) - C(2») = j 1U 1 + 1). 

Hence, we find that 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

and the dimensionalities of the 80(4) irreducible repre
sentations realized are 

d' = (2j 1 + 1)(2j2 + 1) = (n + l)(n + 2), 

wheren=v+ IKI-l, n=0,1,2,3,···. (26) 

Comparing Eqs. (6) and (26) it is clear that the doubling 
of states in d is due to the degeneracy in the sign of 
kappa. The equivalence of this (j 1j 2) parametrization 
to the irreducible representation 7T; q of 80(4,1) of 
Strom is seen as follows. According to Strom, we have 

(27) 
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VVe,therefore, get 

r = n = q =~, 

1 = v + IKI + !. (28) 

The allowed values of j 1 and j 2 are shown in Fig. 1. 
This shows that the states (with sign of K fixed) span an 
irreducible representation of SO(4, 1). 

VVe now proceed with the explicit construction of the 
relevant operators. In addition to the SO(4) generators, 
there exist also a scalar operation T and a vector 
operation N. The Lie algebra of SO(4, 1) is 

[Jk,Nzl = iEkZmNm' [Jk,M z] = iEklmMm , 

[Mk,Mz] = iEk1mJm , [Nk,N 1] =- iEk1mJm , 

[Nk,M1] = i6k1 T, [Nk' T] = iMk' 

[Mk' T] = iNk' 

For the irreducible representations of interest, the 
scalar operator T has the matrix elements 

Tlv,j,/-I) = t.J(v + 2j + 2)(v + 1) Iv + 1,j,/-I) 

(29) 

+ t.J(v + 2j + l)v Iv-1,j,/-I). 

This operator is represented for positive kappa by 

(30) 

The operator for the other sign of kappa is given by 
interchanging the operators uo bj(H2 - m2 ) and aoa. The 
projection operators 

then enable us to construct T in general. The vector 
operator is then constructed by means of the relation 

N =- i[M, T]. 

(19) 

(31) 

This completes the set of SO(4, 1) operators. The SU(2) 
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2 

FIG. 1. The allowed values of j 1 and j 2 within the irreducible 
representation II,,! of SO(4, 1). 
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operators X in Eq. (8) are easily seen to commute with 
T, and hence with N. Hence all the operators of the 
SO(4,1) x SU(2) group have been realized. 
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The uniqueness of the quantization of a quantum mechanical system by Feynman's path integration 
method is discussed. 

The problem of the uniqueness of quantization by Feyn
man's path integration method was discussed by some 
authors.1 •2 They arrived at the conclusion that different 
approximations of the short time action A 

1 
t+E,q (t+ E) 

A = £dt' 
t,q (t) 

(1 ) 

give different kinds of quantum Hamiltonians. They 
concluded that, in order to get the supposedly well
lmown SchrOdinger equation, one has to add an effective 
potential to the action. This effective potential is differ
ent for the different approximations of the short time 
action A. 

In a previous paper,3 we said that Feynman's path inte
gration method gives a unique Schrodinger equation. 
That is a correct statement, but in that paper the argu
ment was not explicitly and fully presented. We shall 
present it here. 

(a) In the lattice definition of the functional integration, 
Feynman4 made it clear that we have to approximate 
the short time action A by the action AClassical' while 

I
t+EII(t+E) 

Aclassical = stationary value of £ dt'. 
til (t) 

Besides the intuitive reason that the biggest contribu
tion to the functional integral is the classical path, we 
have another mathematical reason to explain why the 
action along the classical path is necessary. Consider 
the functional integration B, 

B = N f [_6_ exp(i/b £dt\l n Dq(t). 
6q(t) ta }J t 

By any reasonable definition B should be zero. s Now 
turn to the lattice definition; let us devide the time 
interval as t1 = ta' t 2 , ••• , tn' tn+1' .•• , tn+m = t b , such 
that 

Then 

B = lim N f· .. f exp(i ~ S(q(tll ), q(tk+1)~ 
(max L>tk)-+O II ') 

X -- - - -- 11 Dq(t.) 
[

0£ d (o£)~ 
oq(t) dt oq(t) i ' 

is a function of q(tn) and q(tn+1), and depends on which 
path we approximate the action A. 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

If we approximate the short time action as the action 
along the classical path, then 

[~-~(~\J -0 oq(t) dt oq(t)} -, 

B is equal to zero. If we do not, then 

[
0£ d(O£\l 

oq(t) dt oq(t)}J 

is not necessary equal to zero and B would not necces
sarily vanish. 

(b) When we replace the short time action A by the 
action along the classical path, we have to count all pos
sible classical paths. For example, consider a unit 
mass particle moving in a unit cicle; the Lagrangian 
for this system is L = ~e2, the classical paths satisfy
ing the initial conditions 

8(t')l t ' ot = ii(t), 8(t')l t 'o t+E = 8(t + e) 

are 

ii(t') = ([2m +8(t +e)-8(t)]!e}t' + 8(t) 

with n an integer. The actions along these classical 
paths are 

A~laSSiCal = ~([2n7T + 8(t + e) - 8(t)]!e}2 e . 

The wave function 1/I(8(t + e), t + E) at time t + e is 
related to the wavefunction 1/I(8(t), t) at time t by the 
relation 

1 2" 00 

1/I(8(t + e), t + e) = - 1 ~ 
N 0 n=-OO 

exp (_i_ (2n7T + 8(t + e) - 8(e»2) 1/I(8(t), t)d8(t). 
21fe 

[Note that the summation over all classical paths is 
essential in Eq. (8).] It is evident from Eq. (8) that 

I/I(~(t + e), t + e) = 1/I(8(t + e) + m2rr, t + d. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Suppose we do not take the summation over all classi
cal paths; then we would not have the periodic condition. 
This fact strongly shows us that the replacement of A 
by Aclassical is necessary, since no other approxima
tion of the short time action A will give the same re
sults. [Note that without summing over all paths, one 
cannot obtain the Schrodinger equation 

. al/l 1f2 a2 1/1 
zli -=---

at 2 08 2 
(9) 

from Eq. (8). To see this, one remembers that if one 
includes only one path, the integration over intermediate 
x would not extend from -co to co. Now 
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1 Ib a '--- e ix /'dx ~ 1 +vEj(a,b) + .... -1m -a ..... 0 

The term IE j prevents one from obtaining the simple 
Eq. (9).] 

(c) From the above two sections, it is clear that we 
must insert Aclassical for A. For the sake of complete
ness, we like to write down the equation of motion of 
the wavefunction corresponding to different kinds of 
approximations of the ~hort time action A. If we re
place q by [q(t + E) - q(t)]!E in the calculation of A, we 
get the following equation of motion: 

... CJI/I IZ2 .. __ 0_2 _ ( Cg .,,). z,. - = - - g'} VJl .." 
CJt 2 CJqiCJqi 

(10) 

If we replace q by 

•. ( ) tJ.qi 1 { i } q' t + E = -E- - 2E mn (11) 

we get3 

. CJI/I IZ2 1 CJ (c 01/1 \ IZ2(R - A) 
zlZ at = - 2' .;g CJqm vg gmn CJqn} + 6 cp, (12) 

Finally if we calculate A along the classical path, as we 
did in Ref. 3, we get the following equation of motion: 

zlZ - = - - - -- .;g gmn _ + __ 1/1. • CJI/I 1t2 1 CJ ( CJI/I) IZ2R 
CJt 2 .;g oqm CJqn 6 

(14) 

Equations (10) and (12) are not covariant under general 
coordinate transformation and hence are not correct 
equations of motion. 
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(d) It seems to us from the above that the only possible 
meaningful definition of the path integral is to take the 
approximation of inserting Aclassical of Eq. (2) for A. 
But one may still raise the additional question: Agree
ing with that, why should one not add a term 1t2R/6 to 
the Lagrangian and obtain an equation of motion like 
(14) without the last term? 

The answer to this question, we believe, is yes, one 
could. Nevertheless, we are inclined to believe that the 
action principle is the more fundamental dynamical 
principle, since it is applicable with or without con
straints and since the action integral is the phase of a 
dynamical system times It in quantum mechanics. We 
are inclined to the view that adding the term IZ2R/6 to 
the integrand in the action integral is contradictory to 
the spirit of Feynman's formulation of quantum dynamics 
in terms of interfering contributions from different 
paths, each with its own phase. We are also inclined to 
the view that adding the term 1t2R/6 to the integrand in 
the action integral is contradictory to the original spirit 
of Schrodinger's formulation of quantum mechanics in 
itself. We see no advantage in forcing into an equation 
of motion like (14) but without the last term. 
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A relationship between the support property of a distribution and the analytic structure of its 
Laplace transform is obtained. This relationship is more general than the usual tube theorems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove two theorems concerning the re
lationship between the support property of a tempered 
distribution F and the analytic structure of its Laplace 
transform, £F(~ + in) = B'[e-ll, zF]W, where B' denotes 
Fourier transform.! These theorems are required to 
obtain certain results in another paper by the same 
authors.2 Because of their general nature we decided to 
publish them separately. It will be seen that our theo
rems include the tube theorems of quantum field theory3 

as a special case. The tube theorems deal with distri
butions whose supports are contained in the light cone. 
Our theorems are applicable to distributions whose 
supports are more general. 

Before stating Theorem 1 we define the set k associated 
with a set K in RN (real N space). k is the portion of 
the unit sphere given by 

k = {n: x. n ;" O! (n) > - co, "Ix E K}, (1) 

where x • n = "L-;=1 Xj nj and I n 12 = n' n = 1. The geo

metrical sigl!.!-ficance of O! (n) and the relationship be
tween K and K is illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. In Fig. 
2 we see that k is the whole of the unit sphere if and 

FIG. 1. Geometrical significance of O! (n). 

FIG.2. R, when K Is bounded. 
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only if K is bounded. Fig. 3 depicts the situation in 
which K is contained in a cone C and is asymptotic to C . 
In this case, k is the portion of the unit sphere bounded 
by the cone t. A change of origin 0 changes the value of 
O! (n) but does not alter K. 

Theorem I: If F E S' has support K and if n is an 
interior point of k, then the Laplace transform of F, 
£F(w),is analytic w = ~ + il17ln, 1171> O(~= (~l' h···, 
~N )real) with an S' boundary value. If further, nEB C 

A C K, where A is open and B is compact, 

I£F(w) I < Ce-I'l\Ct(n) (Iw IR + 1) (1171-5 + 1), (2) 

for some nonnegative integers R and S and some cons
tant C. 
To establish this result we require no continuity pro
perties of a (n) and assume only O! (n) is finite, n E k. 
The integers R and S do not depend on B. When O! (n) > 0 
the bound is better than a polynomial, I n 1 > a > 0, and 
when O! (n) < 0 worse. However, in view of the converse 
theorem (Theorem 2) this bound is the best possible. 
For the case ill¥strated in Fig. 2, £F(w) is entire and 
the bound (2) hoids for all n. For the case in Fig. 3, 
£F(w) is analytic for 17 interior to C and the bound holds 
in any interior cone. 

Theorem 2: If FH + i17) is analytic, 17 = 117 In (I n I = 1) 
and, either 

(i) 1171 > a 
(3) 

and p(~ + ilrJln) has an S' boundary value 1171 ~ OJ or 

(ii) IFa + il17ln)1 < Ce-jlljCt(n) (lwl
R + 1) (1171-

5 + 1), 
(4) 

where R and S are nonnegative integers and C a constant 
then P is the Laplace transform of a tempered distribu
tion with support in the region x·n ;" O! (n). 

If (x, n) is the Minkowski scalar product, (x, n) = x·Pn, 
where P denotes space inversion. Thus, if the Laplace 
transform is taken with the Minkowski scalar product, 
then K is replaced by P¥. In particular taking, K = V + , 
the forward light cone,K is given by the intersection of 
the unit sphere with V +' O! (n) = 0, n E k. Theorem 1 
gives the usual tube theorem and Theorem 2 its con
verse. 

II. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
To prove Theorem 1 we show that 

£F(w) = (F, eiw,"f>, (5) 

when w = ~ + il17ln, nEB cAe k, wherel E COO with 

I(x) = 1, x E K • 

I(x) = 0, x <f Ko , 
(6) 
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and 

Ko = {x: Ix-yl .,: 0, for somey E K}. (7) 

Then it will be deduced that (F, e tW·"f) is analytic in w 
and hence .cF(w) is analytic. Notice, if n is an interior 
point of K, the open set A and compact set B ~ with nEB 
cA c K, exist. Finally,! is chosen to yield the bound (2). 

To see that e iW·"f(x) is a test function we obtain two 
preliminary results-Lemmas 1 and 2. 

Lemma 1: There exists a constant otB , such that 

x·n;?:otB , nEB,xEK. (8) 

Proof: If ni E A,i = 1,2, ... , N, are linearly indepen
dent then 

N N 
T(n1, n 2, •. , n N ) = {n: n = ~ ~jni/I ~ ~inj I, ~i > o} 

i=1 i=1 (9) 

is an open set in K. For nET, X E K we have 

x·n ;?: Ipf f ~iot(ni)/I· f Aini I';;. Ipf oto t ~.;I f ~inil 
)..1>Oi=1 i=1 ~.J>0]=1 J }=1 . ' 

(10) 
whereoto = min(a(n1),a(n2), .. ,ot(nN ». 

A T can be found for each nEB such that nET. Thus, 
as B is compact, it can be covered by a finite number of 
such T's. From eq. (10) we deduce the existence of £lB. 

Lemma 2: There exist constants ot and k such that 

Ix-otnl<k(x.n-a); nEB,xEK. (11) 

Proof: An open set C and a compact set D exist with 
Be C CDC A. As B is compact we can find 0(0 < 0 < 
1T/2) so that, whenever nEB and m, I m I = 1, satisfies 
m· n ;?: cosO, then m E C. Taking ot = aD we have from 
Lemma 1, 

(x - ot n). m ;?: ot(1 - n· m) ;?: 0, nEB, m E D and x E K. 
(12) 

For each x E K write 

x - otn = Ix - otn I (sinq,n + coscpnJ.), n· nJ. = 0 (13) 

with 0 .,: cf> .,: 1T/2. Then, defining m by 

m = cosOn - sinOn .I., (14) 

m E C C D. Therefore, referring back to eq. (12), 

(x - otn)·m = Ix - otn I sin(q, - 0) ;?: O. (15) 

Hence, cf> ;?: 0 and from eqn. (13) 

(x - otn)·n = I x - otn I sinq, ;?: I x - otn I sinO, (16) 

which is the required result with k > cscO. 

We are now in a position to prove that" e tW·"f(x) E S. For 
x E Ko' choose y E K, such that I x - y I < 0 and apply 
Lemma 2 to give 

Ix}I": Ixl = Iy-an +x-y +otnl 

.,: k(y·n - ot) + 0 + loti. (17) 

Then,as Ix·n-y.nl <o,wehave 
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'" C 
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FIG. 3. k, when K lies in cone C. 

I Xi I .,: k(x·n - a(n» + k(ot(n) - a + 0) + 0 + 101 I. (18) 

If x is in the support of e iw·"f, then x E Ko and so X· n -
ot (n) ;?: - o. Thus, on observing 

and using the bound (18) we deduce 

II eiw·"f IIR,s < co, R, S = 0,1,2, ... , 

i.e., e iW·"f (x) E S, where 

S R 

IIhliRs = ~ ~ suplxODPh(x)l, 
• s=O r=O 

N ( 0 )Pi D P = n -
i= 1 OX i 

and (Top. are nonnegative integers with s = ~~=1 (Ti' 

r = ~~=1 Pi· 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

We now show that (F, e iw·"f) is the Laplace transform 
of F. Since the support of F is K, (F, eiw·"f) is a func
tion of w which is independent of the particular choice 
of f and o. As F is continuous on S, there exists a cons
tant C and nonnegative integers R, S such that 

I(F,h)1 < CllhIlR.s, hES. (23) 

Hence, (F, eiw."f) is polynomially bounded in ~ for fixed 
71. Furthermore S is dense in S', 4 and so there exists a 
sequence, {F rES: r = 1,2, ... }, which converges in S' 
to F. Thus, for h E S 

«F, eiw."j), h(~» = lim«Fr , eiw·"f), h) = lim(ff(e··n·"fFr), h) 

= lim(e-n·"fF r' ffh) = (e-n·"fF, ffh) 

= (e-n·q, ffh) = (ff (e-n .q), h). (24) 

This proves that (F, e iW·"f) is the Laplace transform of 
F. It also follows from eq. (24) that (F, e iW·"f) has an S' 
boundary value, ff F ,as 171 I ---7 O. 

In the topology of S, 

e iW·"f(x) (e H" i _ 1)/~ ---7 _0_ e iW·"f(x) 
oWi 

as ~ ---7 O. It follows that (F, eiw.xf) and, hence, .cF(w) is 
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a differentiable function of w', j = 1, 2, ... , N, and is, 
therefore, analytic in w, w =J ~ + i I TI In, I TI I > 0, nEB. 

We now choose I to establish the bounds in eqn. (2). Let 
g E Co be a function with 

J g(x)dNx = 1 

and 

g(x) = 0, Ixl> 1. 

Define g and u by 
lijl lijl 

and 

U
lij 

I (x) = 1, x E K lijr1, 

= 0, x ~ K lij !_I' 

Then 

is an infinitely differentiable function with 

I (x) = 1, 
lijl 

= 0, 

x EK, 

x ~ K -1' 
21ij I 

Consider the partial derivatives ofl . 
lijl 

DPI = (DPg )* u . 
lijl lijl lijl 

As 

IDPg I"'" I TlI,,+N supIDPg(x) I 
11)1 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

and as the support of g is contained in the closed ball 
11)1 

{x: Ix I "'" I TI I-I}, there exists a constant C independent 
of w such that 

(33) 

We also have 

(34) 

and Eqs. (5), (23), (36), and (37) together imply when 
nEB there exist constants C, R and S such that 

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 

III. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 

It can be shown that the Condition (li) in Theorem 2 
implies condition (i).5 We prove Theorem 2 under the 
assumption that condition (i) is satisfied. As P is poly
nomially bounded in ~, the inverse Fourier transform 
with respect to the variable ~ of P (~ + i 117 I n) is a tem
pered distribution which will depend on the variable 117 I, 

(39) 

As P is analytic and satisfies the bound (3), its deriva
tive is analytic and satisfies a similar bound. 6 Hence, 
P considered as a distribution in ~ is differentiable with 
respect to the parameter 117 I and 

This last equation can be rewritten in terms of F Cx, 117 I ) 
as 

il aGiT FCx, ITlI) =-n·xFCx, 1,,1). 

However, e ITl 1,,,xF Cx, 1171) E !D' and from Eq. (41) 

Hence, there exists F Cx) E !D' independent of I TIl such 
that 

(41) 

(42) 

In fact, F (x) is a tempered distribution because F has an 
S' boundary value as 117 I ~ 0. Thus, 

p(~ + ilTlln) = £F(E + il71ln), (44) 

where FE S'. 

It only remains for us to show that the support of F is 
and, for x E K _I> nEB, 1711(x·n - a(n» ~ - 2. contained in the set,{x:x.n ~ a(n)}. 

21TlI 
Therefore, there exists a constant C such that Suppose g E !D, then 

l(x.n_a(n»seiw'xl <CITlI-se-ITlla(n), XEK -1' (35) \F,g)=(eITlln'xF(x,ITli),g) = (5'(F(X, 1171»,W(eITlln,xg» 
21TlI =(P(~+il17ln),W(eITlln'xg». (45) 

Putting Ii = 21171- 1 in Eq. (18) and noticing that a(n) is Using the bound (3), we have 
bounded above (unless K is empty), we have with the use 
of the bounds (18), (33), and (35) the result I \F, g) I < C J dN ~I E IR + 1) I Wh I < c' II Wh IIN+ 1+ R,O 

lIeiw'Xflijl (x) "
R

,5 < e- 1Tl1a(n)p(I17I-l, Iwl), 

where P is a polynomial of degree R in I w I and S in 
117 1-1. 

A constant C can be found such that 

(36) 

where 

and the C are constants. 

(46) 

(47) 

P(I17I-l, Iwl) < C(lwiR + 1) (1171- 5 + 1) (37) If the support of g is contained in the set, {x: X· n < a(n)}, 
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then there exIsts € > 0 such that x· n - a(n) :!O - (, when
ever x E suppg. Therefore, IIhllN+l N+l+R ~ 0 as I '171 ~ 00. 
Hence from Eq. (46) we have . 

(F,g) = O. (48) 

This proves Theorem 2. 

With only a change of origin in '17 the theorems are ap
plicable to Schwarz distributions. Suppose F E :1)' with 
support K and there exists ~ such that e-A'''F E 3'. We 
have, on applying Theorem 1 to e-A'''F, J?,F (~ + i'l7) is 
analytic, w = ~ + i'l7, for all ~, '17 = ~ + 1'17 - ~ In, n an 
interior point of K and, when nEB, 

Conversely, arguing as in Theorem 2, if F(w) is analytic 
for all ~, '17 = ~ + 1'17 - ~ I n (I n I = 1) and 

IP(~ + i~ + il'17 - ~ln)1 < Ce-\ij I«(a) (lwl R + 1), 

1'17 - ~ I > a, (50) 

then F is the Laplace transform of a distribution F E :1)' 

whose support is in the regionx ·n ~ 0: (n). To see this, 
notice that in the proof of Theorem 2 the only use that 
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is made of the condition that F has an S' boundary value 
is to establish F E S'. Otherwise the proof can be taken 
over and gives in this case e-A'''F E :1)' with support 
x·n ~ a(n). Hence,F E 5)' with the same support pro
perty. 

·Present address: Department of Mathematics, Heriot-Watt University, 
Edinburgh, Scotland. 

lWe are using the convention g:f(~) = ff(x)eit-;" dN X. fES. A 
discussion of the Fourier and Laplace transforms of distributions can 
be found in R. F. Streater and A. S. Wightman, peT. Spin and 
Statistics, and All That (Benjamin, New York, 1'964); E. 1. Beltrami and 
M. R. Wohlers, Distribution and the Boundary Values of Analytic 
Functions (Academic, New York, 1966) and H. Bremermann, Distribu
tions, Complex Variables and Fourier Transforms (Addison-Wesley, 
Reading, Mass., 1965). 

2"Asymptotic causality in quantum field theory" (to be published). 
3For a brief account of tube theorems, see H. Bremermann in Ref. I, 

Sect. 15-2. For a more comprehensive account, see R. F. Streater and 
A. S. Wightman in Ref. I, Sec. 2-3. 

4See, for example, E. J. Beltrami and M. R. Wohlers in Ref. I, 
Theorem 1-31. 

SR. F. Streater and A. S. Wightman, Ref. I, Theorem 2-10. 
6See, for example, the discussion in R. F. Streater and A. S. Wightman, 

Ref. I, p. 57. 



                                                                                                                                    

Uniqueness of the time coordinate for certain singular 
space-times in general relativity 
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(Received 20 November 1972) 

Many singular space-times are described locally in geodesic normal coordinates with the singularity 
described by the time coordinate equal to zero. Under appropriate conditions the time coordinate in 
this description is uniquely determined. Furthermore, every timelike curve in the coordinate patch is 
inextendible and has the same limit point as exactly one time coordinate line. The proof of 
uniqueness of the time coordinate employs methods from the theory of first order partial differential 
equations in a new way. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many singular solutions to the Einstein equations are 
described locally in geodesic normal coordinates with 
the singularity described by the time coordinate equal 
to zero.1,2 We show that under appropriate conditions 
the time coordinate in this description is uniquely 
determined. Furthermore, every timelike curve in the 
coordinate patch is inextendible and has the same limit 
point as exatly one time coordinate line. 

2. UNIQUENESS OF THE TIME COORDINATE 

Consider a coordinate patch of a singular space-time 
in which the metric has the form 

t > 0 and the singularity is given by t = O. If 

(1) 

(2) 

for some E > 0 and for each component gab of the spatial 
metriC, then the time coordinate t has been uniquely 
determined. Note that if gab were C2 at t = 0, then this 
result would be immediate. 

To prove uniqueness, we consider another coordinatiza
tion of the patch. The metric has the form 

and the singularity is described by u = O. We shall 
show that the coordinate u considered as a function of 
t and x a satisfies u(t, xll} = t. First we show that each 
u coordinate line (Le.,;a = const) approaches a point 
of the singularity that is also approached by exactly 

(3) 

one t coordinate line (Le., x a = const). Hence, let xl' be 
a timelike or lightlike curve which passes through a 
point p = (to'x~) of the coordinate patch described by 
(1). Furthermore,assume to is so small that the region 
R given by 

r = (t Ix~ - xa 12\ 1/2 === 2ME-1(t6 - t£), 
a=l I 

O<t===to~ 

is covered by that patch and that in R Eq. (2) is satis
fied so that 

(4) 

(5) 

Notice that the surface r = 2ME-1(t6 - t£), 0 < t === to is 
the light cone from p toward t = 0 for the "bounding" 
diagonal metric g'tf = 4M 2t 2(£-1). 
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Now we shall show that as xl' continues past the point p 
toward the singularity (Le., its t coordinate decreases), 
it remains within the region R. The tangent vector to 
XU is given by 

where the parameter q measures proper time from p 
for a timelike curve and q measures the decrease in 
the time coordinate t from p for a lightlike geodesic. 
Nt is the component of TI' in the t direction andNJ. re
presents the components of TI' in the space directions. 
For a timelike curve and a likelike geodesic, respec
tively, 

(6) 

Hence 

liNt II 2 == (~)2~ 1jalso,IINJ.1I2 == ~ (tar. 

By the use of (5) and the positive definiteness of gab it 
follows (e.g., use an orthogonal transformation of space 
coordinates x a ~ i a such that iab is diagonal at p) that 

IINJ.112 === 3M 2t 2(£-1) liNt 112. (7) 

Therefore, at p if we follow Xl' in the decreasing t di
rection' we see by comparison of (4) and (7) that Xl' 

enters the interior of the region R. Furthermore, the 
preceeding argument is applicable at each point of R so 
that (7) holds in all of R and hence Xl' is contained in R. 

Next we show that Xl' approaches a definite point of the 
t = 0 boundary of R. First, since Idt/dq I ~ 1 by increas
ing q by no more than to' Xl' approaches the boundary. 
Finally, from (7) the total variation in r is bounded by 
2ME-1t6 and hence Xl' approaches exactly one limit 
point on t = O. 

Now consider the part of the singularity reached by all 
timelike curves originating in R when they are followed 
in the direction for which their time coordinate de
creases. We can conclude that that part of the singular
ity is completely specified as the limit set of the time 
coordinate lines in R. 

Now we are ready to show that the coordinate u in (3) 
satisfies u(t, x a) = t. Since the coordinate systems 
(t,xa) and (u,ill) are related by a coordinate transfor
mation, it follows that u satisfies the equation 
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(8) 

W t = IJw/IJt,wa = IJw/IJxa,a = 1,2,3. Certainly the func
tion w(t, x a) = t satisfies (8) and since u(t, x a) also satis
fies (8), their difference v = t - u satisfies the related 
equation 

(9) 

From the theory of first order linear partial differential 
equations,3 the characteristic curve C of (9) starting 
from the point (p, vol [where p = (to'x~) of the region 
R as defined previously and Vo = v(to'x~)] is deter
mined by the system 

dt 
dq = 1 + u t ' 

dv 
dq = O. (10) 

Note from (10) that v is constant along C,say v = c. If 
u t > 0 at p is assumed [therefore u t > 0 on C by (8)], 
then the characteristic base curve B in R is deter
mined by 

dx~ gab ub 

dt =-1 +u
t

' (11) 

Now the u coordinate line through p is determined by 

dx~ gab ub 
dt = - ----;;;- (12) 

and is a timelike geodesic. Hence, as we have shown, 
it is trapped in R and approaches a definite point of the 
boundary t = O. By comparison of (11) and (12), 

and therefore the same proof applies to show that B 
also approaches a definite point of the boundary t = O. 

Now let us follow B as it develops from p. First notice 
that at an arbitrary point P1 = (t1'x~) on B the value of 
u can be bounded by t l' This bound is obtained by follow
ing the u coordinate line U originating at P1 toward the 
singularity. From (3) we have ds 2 = du 2 for U and 
from (1) du 2 = dt2 - gabdxadxb S dt 2• Since U was 
shown to approach a definite point of the t = 0 boundary 
of R which is part of the singularity and u goes to zero 
at the singularity, we have 

(" (tl 
u(t,xn = Jou du s Jou dt = t 1 • 

Therefore, I v I = I t - u 1st on B. As we follow B to
ward the singularity, t approaches zero and since v is 
constant on B, v must be identically zero on B and there
fore u(t 0' x~) = to' The preceeding argument applied to 
an arbitrary point in R and therefore u(t, x a) = t in Rand 
(3) is equal to 

ds 2 = dt 2 - iab(t,xc)dxadxb. 

When the condition in Eq. (2) is not satisfied, then a 
counterexample is provided by the Kasner metric 

ds 2 = dt 2 - t 2dx 2 - dy2 - dz 2 

for which the Minkowski metric 
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ds 2 = du 2 - dx2 - dy2 - dz 2, 

u = t cosh x, x = t sinh x is a nonequivalentcoordina
tization. For other possibilities of the Kasner metric, 
as well as for the Friedman like metrics,l to mention 
a few examples, Eq, (2) is satisfied. Of particular in
terest is the application to the Schwarzschild metric 

ds 2 = (1 - 2m/r) dt2 _ 1 
(1 - 2m/r) 

xdr2 -r2 (d(J2 + sin2(Jdcf>2). (14) 

Near the r = 0 singularity, (14) is approximated by 

(3U)-2/3 
ds 2 = du 2 - \itm dt 2 - [! (2m)1/2u ]4/3 

with u = (2r 3 )1/2/3m1/ 2, Hence condition (2) is satis
fied and u is the unique time coordinate. 

3. FURTHER REMARKS 

1: Although condition (2) is sufficient, it is not neces
sary. In the proof we needed to show that any timelike 
goedesic approached a definite point of the t = 0 bound
ary of R. Given a Singular manifold, it is sufficient to 
show that for any timelike curve the total variation in r 
from (to,x~) to the singularity is bounded. 

2 More generally,2 we may have a singular space-
time described in geodesic normal coordinates for 
which the singularity is given by t = cf>(xa). For such 
cases, it is sufficient to prove that any timelike geodesic 
approaches a definite point of the singularity (t, x a) ::::: 

(cf>(xtz),xtz). Then uniqueness of the time coordinate holds 
within the class of possible time coordinates u(t, xtz) 
such that u(cf>(xtz),xtz) ::::: cf>(xa). 

3 Finally, if the time coordinate u in Eq. (3) is not re-
quired to describe the singularity t ::::: 0 by u ::::: 0, then 
it is possible to find time coordinates u(t, x a) different 
from t. First prescribe a function uo(xa) on ~he plane 
t ::::: O. Next employ a change of coordinates t ::::: t 2Ei(2+k) 

with k a positive integer. For certain smooth metrics, 
gab E Coo for t > 0, e.g., the Kasner m~trics, the result
ing Eq. (8) hlLs C k coefficients in the (t, xa) coordinate 
system for t 2! O. Hence we may use the equations for 
the characteristic strip from the theory of first order 
partial differential equations3 to extend the function 
u9,(xa) to a local function u(t, x a). The function u(t, x a) ::::: 
ulf(t), x<Z) is the sought after local function. [Note if 
uo(xa) == 0 then the characteristic curve can degenerate 
into the initial point and this method will not lift U o off 
t ::::: 0.] 
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A basis of products of one-particle vectors (symmetric or antisymmetric for bosons or fermions) is 
defined, and related to the occupation-number basis in an abstract Fock space, a generalization of 
the wave-mechanical configuration representation of the space of second quantization. Creation and 
destruction operators are simply defined in the product-vector basis and shown to have their usual 
properties in occupation-number representation. Algebraic properties of product vectors are 
developed and illustrated. The representation of operators in the product-vector basis is described, 
together with a brief discussion of the effects on these operators of transformations from one set of 
one-particle vectors to another. A simple treatment of density and reduced density operators for 
systems of bosons or fermions is given in the product-vector basis. The relationship between 
degeneracy in the Fock-space spectrum of an additive operator NAt and degeneracy in the spectrum 
of one-particle operator A I is obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the paper by Fockl in 1932, descriptions of the 
second-quantization formalism for systems of bosons 
and fermions have included the Fock configuration-space 
formulation. 2,3 As presented, the formulation is ex
pressed in wave mechanical, coordinate representation. 
The formulation can be generalized (and in the process, 
greatly simplified) if the wave-mechanical representa
tion is abandoned and the Fock space is considered as 
an abstract vector space. For this purpose we use the 
product-vector basis. 

The Fock space (grand space) is a direct sum over 
N = 0,1,2, ... ,00, of petit spaces for systems of N parti
cles. The product-vector basis in the petit space of N 
particles is the set of direct products !r1)!r2)" '!rN)' 
where each ! r) is a one-particle vector from the com
plete, orthonormal set of simultaneous eigenvectors for 
a complete set of commuting one-particle observables. 4 

The requisite symmetry (bosons) or antisymmetry 
(fermions) of the product vector !r1 >" '!rN> is ensured 
by an appropriate transposition relation for each case. 
The set of product vectors is complete in the petit 
space. The scalar product of two vectors is defined by 
a Slater determinant (fermions) or permanent (bosons). 

In the product-vector basis the creation and destruction 
operators have very simple forms: Apart from com
binatorial factors, the eigenket (bra) for a given one
particle state is the creation (destruction) operator for 
that state. The commutation relations for pairs of crea
tion operators are the same as for transposition of the 
eigenkets, and traces of products of creation and destruc
tion operators are replaced by scalar products of the 
product vectors. For many purposes the resulting alge
braic manipulations are simpler than for creation and 
destruction operators; the formalism is similar to that 
of ordinary, "first-quantization" quantum mechaniCS, 
where the identical nature of particles is ignored. 

In Sec. 2, the product-vector basis is introduced and its 
properties developed. Comparison is made with Fock's 
equations for the matrix elements of creation and de
struction operators. The definition of these operators 
in the product-vector basis is shown to yield the funda
mental commutation relations for these operators. In 
Sec. 3, the occupation-number basis is introduced as the 
set of simultaneous eigenvectors of the complete com
muting set of operators N(r) for the one-particle states 
! r). The occupation-number basis and the product
vector basis are alternative bases in the same abstract 
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Fock space, the space of second quantization. The vec
tors of the occupation-number basiS are given in terms 
of product vectors (taken in "natural" order, in the case 
of fermions),and it is shown that the creation and de
struction operators take their usual forms in the occu
pation-number basis. 

The power and simplicity of methods utilizing the 
product-vector basis in the abstract Fock space are 
illustrated in representing the operators of Fock space 
in Sec. 4; by a treatment of denSity and reduced density 
operators, greatly simplified compared to that of Bogo
liubov,5 in Sec. 5; and in consideration of the effects of 
degeneracy in the spectrum of a one-particle operator 
Al upon the spectrum of the additive,N-particle opera
tor,AJ1) = NA 1 ,in Sec. 6. Also included in Sec. 4 is a 
discussion of transformation theory for a change from 
one one-particle basis to another. 

2. THE PRODUCT-VECTOR BASIS 

To construct basis vectors in the space of N-particle 
state vectors, we start with an orthonormal set of one
particle kets I r>. Each ket is a simultaneous eigen
vector of a complete set of commuting observables in 
the vector space of a Single particle; the set of kets 
! r) is nondegenerate. 4 A ket I r> is labeled by the set of 
eigenvalues r = (r l' r 2' ... ) to which it belongs. 

The space of N-particle state vectors is spanned by the 
direct product of N one-particle states, Ir 1>lr2>" 'IrN >; 
the product must be symmetrized in the case of bosons, 
antisymmetrized for fermions. Let S represent the 
symmetrizing projector S+ for bosons, or the anti
symmetrizing projector S_ for fermions; if P is a per
mutation operator acting on the one-particle state 
labels r 1 , r 2, ... , r N' then 

S±(r1· .. r N) = (N! )-1 L;(± l).PP(r1· .. r N), (2.1) 
P 

where 1T P is the parity of the permutation and the sum is 
over all N! permutations. A set of basis vectors in the 
N -particle space is accordingly given by S(r l' .. r N) 
Ir1)·· ·lrN ). This is the product-vector basis. We re
quire that the one-particle states obey the transposition 
relations 

I r i) I r I == ± I r j) I r i) 

(upper sign, bosons; lower sign, fermions), so that 

S(r1 " 'rN)lr 1)" ·lrN) == Ir1 )" ·lrN)· 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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The space of N-particle state vectors is the Fock space. 
Following the terminology of statistical mechanics, we 
shall refer to the space for fixed N as the petit Fock 
space. The grand Fock space is the direct sum of petit 
spaces for N = 0,1,2, ... ,00. Keeping in mind the 
appropriate relation (2.2) for bosons or fermions, we 
can write the kets of the product-vector basis in the 
petit space, according to (2.3), simply as I r 1)' •• I r N)' 
These are complete, so that 

:6 ... :6 Ir1)"·lrN)(rNI·"(r l l =I N, (2.4) 
r 1 rN 

where IN is the unit operator of the petit space. The 
scalar product of two vectors Ix1)" ·lxN) and 
Ir1)" ·lrN) can be defined as 

(x N I ... (Xl I r 1) ... I r N) 

= (xN I ... (Xl I S(r 1 ... r N) I r I) ... I r N) 

= S(r l ' . 'rN)(x1 1 r1)(x2Ir2)'" (xN IrN) (2.5) 

= ~I I ~~lrl)'(Xllr2)" .. ,(xllrN) I 
. (xNlr1)'(xNlr2), .. · '(xNlrN) 

where I··· I represents a Slater determinant (fermions) 
or permanent (bosons). In particular, the scalar product 
of two vectors Iri)" ·lrN) and Irl')" ·lrN) from the 
same basis set is given by 

(r,vl" '(r1Iri)" ·lrN) 
= S(ri' .. r N)6(rl', ri)' . '6(r,v, r,v). (2.6) 

From (2.6) it follows that 

(2.7) 

for any quantity tJ; N (r I' .. r N) having the symmetry of 
the petit space: 

S(r I' .. r N)tJ; N (r I' .. r N) = tJ; N (r l' .. r N)' (2. 8) 

Using the product-vector basis Ir1)" ·lrN) we may 
readily discuss creation and destruction operators. The 
creation operator at(r) for the one-particle state I r), is 
defined by6 

(2.9) 

the destruction operator a(r), by 

a(r) I r 1)' .. I r N) = N1I2(r Ir l )' .. I r N ). (2.10) 

From (2.1) and (2.3), 

(rlr1)" ·lrN) = (rIS(r l " 'rN)lr1)" ·lrN) 

=N-l[1i(r,r1 )lr2)·· ·lrN) ± 6(r,r2)lr1)lrs)" ·lrN) 

+ ... (±)N-l1i(r, rN)lr 1 ) Ir2)'" IrN-I )], 

so that 
N 

a(r) I r 1 )' .. I r N) = N-l/2:6 (± 1)j-16(r, r j) 
jo 1 

xlrl)"'lrj_l)lrj+I)"'lrN)' (2.11) 

The matrix element obtained from (2.11) and (2.6), 
namely, 
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(xN-ll· .. (xli a(r) I r 1)' .. I r N ) 

N 

= N-1/2 ~ 6(r, r j)S(r l ' •. r j -1' r j+l' .. r N) 
)=1 

X li(xl>r 1)" '6(xj _ 1,r j _ I ) 
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X 6(xj ,rj+1)" '6(xN_1,rN), (2.12) 

can be compared with that obtained by Fock from an 
ansatzj Fock's equation7 omits the projector . 
S(r l' .. r j-I' r j-1' •• r N)· 

A modification of (2. 11) will be useful for describing 
creation and destruction operators in the occupation
number basis. Let N(r 0) deSignate the occupation num
ber for the one -particle state 1 r 0) in the ket 1 r 1) .. ·1 r N), 
i.e., the number of times 1 r 0) appears in the product 
vector. We start from the relation 

:6(± l)"PP(r l ' "rN)lr 1)" ·lrN) =:6(± 1)0-lN(ro )lro) 
P ro 

X :6(± l)"PP(r l " 'rN)'(lr1)" 'IrN»', (2.13) 
P 

where ( ... )' indicates that the state I r 0) appears only 
N(r 0) - 1 times among the N - lone-particle states 
remaining when one 1 r a> has been factored on the left. 
The summation on r 0 runs over all different values of 
r 0 in the original product I r 1 ) •.• I r N ), i.e., over those 
one-particle states for which N(r 0) ;" O. In the case of 
fermions, the transposition relation (2.2) ensures that 
N(r 0) can assume only the values 0 or 1. In this case 
N(r 0) = 1 for occupied states, all of which are different, 
so that (] can be identified with j = l···N as in (2.11). 
Equation (2.13) corresponds to an expansion in ele
ments of a rowB of the Slater determinant or permanent 
in (2.5). From (2.13), (2.1),and (2.3), 

Ir1)···lrN) =N-1:6(± 1)°-IN(ro)lr o )(lr 1)"'lrN»', 
ro (2.14) 

so that from the definition (2.10), as an alternative form 
of (2.11), we obtain 

a(r)lr 1)" ·lrN) 

= N-l/2 :6(± l)0-lN(r 0)6(r,r o)(lr 1)·· ·lrN»'. (2.15) 
ro 

To verify the suitability of the definitions (2.9), (2. 10) 
for creation and destruction operators, we now show that 
they imply the fundamental commutation relations for 
these operators. From (2.4) and (2.2), 

a(r)a(r')lN = [N(N-1)]I/2(rl<r'II N 
= ± (N(N -1))1/2(r'!(rI1 N = ± a(r')a(r)l N . 

(2.16) 
Accordingly, in the petit space, 

[a(r)a(r') 'F a(r')a(r)]1 N = 0, 

[at(r')at(r) 'F at(r)at(r')]IN = 0, 
(2.17) 

independently of the choice of N. Also, from (2. 11) and 
(2.9), 

a t (r')a(r)!r 1)" ·lrN) = a t (r')N-1I2:6 6(r,r.) 
j=I • 

and 

X (±l)j-llrl)·'·lrj_l)lrj+l)···lrN) -(2.18) 
N 

=:6 6(r,r j )(r I )" 'Ir j _1) Ir')lr j +1)·· ·lrN) 
j=l 
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= (N + 1)(rlr')lr1)'" IrN) 

= 6(r,r')lr1 )" 'Ir N ) ± L; 6(r,r) 
j=1 

X I r
1
) ••• I r j_1) I r') I r j+1 ) •.• I rN ) • 

(2.19) 
From (2.18) and (2.19), in the petit space, 

[a(r)at(r') 'f a t (r')a(r)]IN = 6(r, r')IN' (2.20) 

independently of the choice of N. Since the grand Fock 
space is the direct sum of the petit spaces for N ~ 0, 
the unit operator 1 in the grand space is therefore the 
direct sum 

00 

(2.21) 

so that the commutation relations (2.17) and (2.20) hold 
also in the grand space with 1 N replaced by 1. 

According to (2.4), we may write the definitions (2.9), 
(2.10) as 

(2.22) 

so that for 1 ~ n ~ N, 

a(r1)a(r2 )" 'a(rn)l N = [Nl/(N - n)I]1/2(r1 1·· ·(rn liN' 

I Na t (rn)" 'a t (r1) = [NIj(N - n)1]1/21N Irn)" ·lr1). 

(2.23) 
In particular, for n = N, 

IN IrN) .. · Ir1) = (N!)-1/21 Na t (rN )" ·a'(r1) 

= (N!)-1/2 a t(rN)" 'a t (r1 )10)(01, (2.24) 

which expresses the petit-space basis vector I r N) ••• 
Ir1 ) as resulting from the action of creation operators 
on the vacuum state 10). The unit operator 1 N to the 
left of a product of N creation operators, like the vacuum 
state 10) to the right, is not redundant; one implies the 
other. The petit space for N = 0 contains only one vec
tor 10), such that 

10= 10)(01, trace 10 =(010) =1, 

a(r)10 = 0, (rll0 = 0, 

a t (r)10 = Ir)1 0 = 11 Ir). 

3. OCCUPATION-NUMBER BASIS 

In the special case r' = r in (2.18), 
N 

(2.25) 

a"t(r)a(r)lr1) .. ·lrN) = L; 6(r,r j)lr 1)" ·lrN ). (3.1) 
j=1 

Accordingly, Ir1)' ··lrN ) is an eigenvector of the num
ber operator N(r) for state Ir), defined as the Hermitian 
operator 

N(r) = at(r)a(r), 

belonging to eigenvalue 

N 

N(r) = L;6(r,r j ). 
j=1 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

N(r) is the occupation number for the state I r) in the 
product I r 1)· .. IrN ), as introduced in (2.13). The total 
number operator N is defined as 
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N = L;N(r) 
r 

so that,for any vector of the petit space, 
N 

Nlr1)" . IrN) = L; L; 6(r, r j)(r1)· .. IrN) 
r j=1 

= Nlr1)··· IrN), 

or 
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(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The set of number operators {fi(r)} for all of the one
particle states Ir) is a complete commuting set of 
observables, whose simultaneous eigenvectors form a 
nondegenerate, orthonormal basis in Fock space. (The 
case of degeneracy is considered in Sec. 6.) The vectors 
in this basis can be labeled by the set of eigenvalues 
{N(r)} to which they belong. In the petit Fock space the 
total number of particles N must also be specified since 
the condition 

N = L;N(r) (3.7) 
r 

imposes a constraint on the allowed values of {N(r)}; in 
the grand Fock space,N is variable so that (3.7) is not 
a constraint, but merely determines the value of N in 
terms of {N(r)}. The basis IN{N(r)}) is the occupation
number basis for the petit space. 

A correspondence exists between vectors in the two 
bases. As seen in (3.1) and (3.5) every ket of the 
product-vector basis is an eigenket of {fi(r)} and N. But 
the correspondence is not one-to-one. We may write, 
according to (2.24), for a product-vector ket in the petit 
space, 

Iri)--·lrN) 

= (± 1)1T'(lr ct )· .. lrct»)(lr B)·· ·Ira»·· ·(lrJ· --Ir a»·-

= (NI)-1/2(± 1)1T'[a t (r ct )]N'(r"J .•. [at(ra)]N'(ro> .. '1
0 

(3.8) 
where r a' r a" .. ,r 0' • " are values (all different) of the 
Single-particle eigenvalue spectrum with occupation 
numbers N'(r a)" ·N'(r 0)'" satisfying the petit-space 
constraint (3.7), and 7T' is the parity of the permutation 
required to write Iri'> ... IrN) in this form. It is 
assumed that Ira) lies to the left of Ira), Ira) to the 
left of Ir ), etc., in accordance with some a priori, 
"natural"yordering of the Single-particle states I r). 
Similarly,if Ir;) .. ·lrN) is another ket of the same 
product-vector basiS, it can be written in the same 
ordered way, but with parity 7T" and occupation numbers 
N"(r a )" ·N"(r o )···. According to (2.6), 

(rN 1-- . (r]'lri)' -- I r N) 
= (± 1 )1T'+1T"{(N'(r ct)!' .. N'(r 0)1' .. ]lNI} 6({N"(r)}, {N'(r)}). 

(3.9) 

The occupation-number basis vector IN{N(r)}) can be 
identified as 

IN{N(rl}) = (± 1)1T(N!jON(r o )!)l/2Ir 1)" ·lrN ) 
ro 

= (N!jIIN(r 0) !)1/2( Ir ct) --' Ir a» 
ro 

X (Ira)' --Ira»'" (Ir 0)' -- Ir 0»'" 
= (II N(r o)! )-1/2[ a"t(r a )t(r a> ••• [at(r 0) t Cr 0> ... 10 , 

ra (3.10) 
where 7T is the parity of the permutation required to put 
Ir1)" ·lrN ) in "natural" order. According to (3.9), 
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(N{N"(r) IN{N'(r)}) = 6({N"(r)},{N'(r)}>, (3_ 11) 

and 
6 1 N{N(r)})(N{N(r)} 1 = IN' 

{N(r)} (N) 
(3.12) 

The summation over sets of values of the occupation 
numbers {N(r)}(N) is restricted by the constraint (3.7). 
If this constraint is removed by a further summation 
over N, we obtain 

6 1 {N(r)})({N(r)} 1 = 1, (3.13) 
{N(r)} 

the completeness relation for the grand Fock space. 

From (3.10) and the definition of the creation operator 
(2.9), 

x (N + 1)1/21r )Ir ) ... Ir ) ... jr ) ... Ir ) 
IJ a a a 0 

= (N(r) + 1]1/2(± l)~-lIN + 1,N(r,,) + 1,{N(r "'r
ll

)}), 

(3.14) 
And,from (3.10) and (2.15), 

a(r 11)IN{N(r)}) = (Nl/ll N(r 0) !)N-1I2 6(± 1)0-1 
ro ro 

X N(r o}/l(r ,,' r 0)( 1 r a) ... Ira) ... I r 0) ... 1 r 0) ... )' 
(3.15) 

= [N(rj.))1/2(± l),,-lIN -l,N(rl') -l,{N(r ",rl')})' 

In the fermion case, 

the number of occupied one-particle states up to the 
J.lth,arranged in the "natural" order as in (3.10). 
Equations (3.14) and (3.15) are the usual expressions 
for creation and destruction operators in the occupation
number basis.9 

4. REPRESENTATION OF OPERATORS 

An operator A N in the petit space of N particles can be 
written in the occupation-number r-representation, 
according to (3.12),as 

AN = 6 6 1 N{N(r)})A N ({N(r)}, {N'(r)}) 
{N(r)} (N) {N'(r)} (N) 

< N{N'(r)}1 (4.1) 
with 

AN({N(r)},{N'(r)}) = (N{N(r)} 1 AN IN{N'(r)}). 

In the product-vector r- representation, according to 
(2.4), 

AN = 6"'66"'6 Ir1)" ·lrN) 
r 1 rN r{ rA-

with 

AN(rN ··, r 1 ,ri'" r N) 
= trace (AN Iri)" ·lrN)(rN I·· '(r11) 

= (rNI .. '(r1 IANlr i)' .. lrN)· 

According to (2.24), 
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AN = (NI)-16 "'66" '6at(r1)" 'at(rN) 
r 1 rNr'l rill 

For example, the unit operator 1 N of the petit space in 
(2.4) is expressed in the form (4.2) or (4.4) with 

1N (rN ' •• r 1,ri" 'rN) ::= (rN I·· . (r11 ri)' .. Ir/v) 
N 

::= S(r 1 ·· 'rN ) II 6(rj'rj), (4.5) 
j=l 

according to (2.6) and (2.7). 

From (4.2) and (4. 3),for two operators AN and EN in 
the petit space, 

In a system of N particles the physical properties may 
depend on groups of one, two, or more particles. The 
operators describing these properties can be classified 
as one-particle, two-particle, etc., and deSignated by 
A N(1),AN(2),etc. An n-particle property has the form 

N 

AN(n)::= 6'''6 6 A,,(i1, i2'" i,,)1N' (4.7) 
i n <·n<i 2 <il =1 

But since the particles are indistinguishable, the n-parti
cle operator A,,(i1 ' .• i,,) is independent of the particle 
labels i1 ... i", so that 

= [Nl!(N-n)lnl]6"'66" ·61Nlr1)···lr,,) 
r 1 rN r { rJ 

XAn(rn"'r1,ri"'r~)(r~I"'(riI1N (4.8) 

= (1!n!)6" '66" '6at(r1)" 'at(rn) 
r 1 rnr{ rfz 

according to (2.23). As an operator in the petit space of 
N particles AN(n) appears in (4.9) as the product of an 
operator expressing a property of n particles, 

Ag" =2- 6 " '66 "'6at (r )"'at(r ) 
" , 1" n.r1 rnri r~ 

x A,,(r,,' .. r 1, ri' .. r~)a(r~) ... a(ri), (4.10) 

independent of N :::: n, and the unit operator 1 N of the 
petit space. Accordingly ,Af" is the operator represent
ing the n-particle property in the grand Fock space. 
For n = N we recover (4.4). According to (4.10), for 
example, the kinetic energy of a system of particles, 
which is a one-particle or additive property (n = 1), has 
the form 

T = 66 T(r,r')at(r)a(r'), 
r r' 

while the two-particle interaction potential energy 
(n = 2) becomes 

V ::= ~ 6 6 ~:B V(r2r1,rlr2)at(r1)at(r2)a(r2)a(ri)· 
r~r2 ri r2 

A change in basis from the product-vector r-basiS to a 
product-vector p-basis, where Ip) is a vector of an 
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orthonormal set of one-particle states different from the 
set Ir) used up to this point, is readily performed. In 
the new basis, with obvious notation, 

= N! ~"'~L>"~lp )".Ip) 
(N - n)!n! PI P n pi P~ 1 n 

Comparison with the form (4.8) gives 

An(p,," 'Pl,pi" 'P~) = ~ ... ~~ ... ~ 
r 1 rnri r~ 

(Pnl"'(Pllr1)' ··lrn)An(rn···r1,ri·· ·r~) 

x (r~I"'<rilpi)"'p~)=~···~~",~ 
r 1 rnr{ ria 

n 
An(rn" ·r1,ri·· ·r~) II (pj Irj)(rJlpj). 

j~l . 
(4.13) 

The last step of (4.13) uses (2.5) and the transposition 
symmetry of An (r n .. 'r l , ri ... r~) as defined in (4.3). 

The effect of a change in basis on the creation and de
struction operators follows from (2.23). We have the 
invariant, 

~ ... ~ 1Na't(r n)' .• a't(rl)(rll· .. (r" I 
r 1 rn 

= [N!/(N - n)!)1/21N 

= ~ ... ~ 1N a t (p,,)' - ·a't(Pl)(Pll·· '(Pn I. (4.14) 
PI P n 

In particular, for n = 1, 

~a't(r)(rl =~at(p)(pI, (4.15) 
r P 

for any value of N, so that 
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The expectation of an operator A N in the state specified 
by PN is, according to (4.6), 

(5.3) 

If A ~,. is a collective property depending on n particles 
(molecular complex) as in (4.10), then, for i ::5 n ::5 N, 
the expectation of A~" in state PN is 

(A!'")N = trace(A!"PN) 

N' = (N ')" ~ ... ~~ .. '~An(rn" ·rl> r i·· ·r~) 
-n .n. r 1 r,. r{ r~ 

(5.4) 

Define the reduced density operator for n particles, 

acting in the space of n particles, where 

PN(n)(r~' .. ri, r l ' .. r,.) 

= trace(l N I r l )' . 'Ir ,,)(r~ I· .. <ri IpN) (5.6) 

by definition,and also,from (5.5), 

PN(n)(r~· .. ri, r l ' .. r ,,) 

= trace[l n I r l ) ... I r ,,)(r~ I· .. <ri I PN(n)]. (5.7) 

According to the definitions (5.5), (5. 6), the reduced 
density P N (n) has the same normalization as P N' since 

= tracePN = 1. (5_ 8) 

at(p) = ~ at(r)(rlp), a(p) = ~ a(r)(pl r). (4.16) From (5.4), 
r r 

If the p vectors are taken to be coordinate-spin eigen
vectors, (4. 16) agrees with the definitions of field or 
quantized wavefunctions. l 0 

5. DENSITY AND REDUCED DENSITY OPERATORS 

These operators have been discussed by Bogoliubov. 5 

His treatment utilizes "double action" operators acting 
on the second-quantized wavefunction on the one hand. 
and on the ordinary wavefunction of the molecular 
complex on the other. A far simpler treatment can be 
given, utilizing the product-vector basis described here 
in Sec. 2. 

The density operator in the petit space of N particles 
has the form given in (4.2): 

PN = L) .. . ~~ ... ~ Ir 1)" ·lrN) 
r 1 rN r { rN 

x PN(r N" ·rl,ri·· ·rN)(rNI·· . (r;.1 , (5.1) 

with 
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(A!'">N = [N!/(N - n)!n!] trace[A"PN(n)]. (5.9) 

We may also define reduced distribution functions 

f N(n) = [N!/(N - n)ln !]PN(n), 

trace [fN(n)] = N!/(N - n)!n!, (5.10) 

whi'ch are normalized to the number of groups of n par
ticles in the system of N particles. Then from (5.9), 

(5.11) 

For example, the number operator for the state Ir) in 
the petit space is 

N(r) = a't(r)a(r)lN = Nlr)(rllN = N6(r,r)l N , (5.12) 

where t represents the complete commuting set of one
particle operators with simultaneous eigenvectors Ir), 
and 

o(t,r) = J du exp[21Tiu· (t - r)]. 
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In a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues r, the Dirac 
delta 6(f - r) replaces the Kronecker delta, so that 
N(r) becomes the number density operator. The expecta
tion of N(r) in the state PN is 

<N(r»N = N trace(PN Ir)(rl) = NpN(l)(r, r) = f N(I)(r, r). 
(5.13) 

Likewise a pair number operator N(rV r 2 ) can be de
fined as 

N(r l ,r2 ) = tat(rl)at(r2)a(r2)a(rl)IN 

= tN(N - 1) 1 r 1) Ir2)(r 21 (r l ll N, (5.14) 

with expectation 

<N(r1,r2»N = tN(N-l) trace(PNlr1)lr2)(r21(r11) 

=fN(2)(r1r2,r2r1)' (5.15) 

the number of pairs of particles: one in state Ir1), the 
other in state 1 r 2)' 

6. EFFECTS OF DEGENERACY IN THE BASIS OF 
ONE-PARTICLE STATES 

In the preceding sections we have required that the one
particle basis I r) consist of simultaneous eigenvectors 
of a complete set of commuting observables f, so that 
the basis Ir) is nondegenerate. In this section we wish 
to consider the effects of degeneracy. Let the one-parti
cle observable Al be an operator which commutes with 
the complete commuting set f. We write Al in diagonal 
form as 

(6.1) 

The set of eigenvectors 1 a) is complete and orthonormal 
in the one-particle space, 

L.; la)(al = 11, (a'la") = 6(a',a"). (6.2) 
a 

The basis vectors I r) are also eigenvectors of A l' They 
can be classified according to the value of a to which 
they belong. Let Ir(a» denote a vector Ir) belonging to 
the eigenvalue a. Then 

la)(al = L.; Ir(a»(r(a)I = 11 (a), 
r(a) 

and the trace of 11 (a) gives 

trace[1 1(a)] = L.; 1 =g(a), 
rIa) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

the degeneracy of the eigenvalue a, the number of one
particle states Ir(a». The operator Al'diagonal in the 
basis Ir),can also be written as in (4.2), 

A1 =L.; I r)A 1 (r,r)(rI =L.;al 1 (a), (6.5) 
r a 

with 

It follows that 

Unless A1 itself represents a complete commuting set 
of observables (which must therefore be identical with 
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the set f) the spectrum of A1 is degenerate;g(a) is not 
equal to 1 for all a. However,g(a) cannot equal zero 
for any value of a since the I r) baSis is complete. 
Accordingly, 

g(a) 2: 1. 

Now consider an additive N-particle property A N (I), 
from (4.8) for n = 1. We shall see how the degeneracy 
in the spectrum of A 1 , the operator of (6.1), is reflected 
in that of AN(I). Define creation and destruction opera
tors for the states I a) in the petit space of N particles 
according to (2.9) and (2.10), 

at(a) = N1/2Ia), a(a) = N1/2(a I, (6.8) 

with the number operator 

N(a) = at(a)a(a) = NI aXa I. (6.9) 

Then A N(I) can be written in the diagonal forms, corres
ponding to (6.5), 

AN(I) = L.;A1 (r, r)N(r) = L.; aNtal, (6.10) 
r a 

where N(r) was defined in (5.12), and from (6.3), 

N(a) = L.;N[r(a)]. 
rIa) 

(6.11) 

When the one-particle operator A 1 is diagonal in the 
basis I r), it follows from (6.10) that the additive opera
tor A N (I) is diagonal in the occupation-number basis 
IN{N(r)}), since 

N(r) = L.; I N{N(r»N(r)(N{N(r)} 1 , 
{N(J-)}(N) 

(6.12) 

in the notation (3.12). 

In the petit space of N particles the set of number 
operators N(r) for the one-particle states Ir) is a com
plete set of commuting observables, with simultaneous 
eigenvectors which are the non-degenerate basis vectors 
IN{N(r)}) in (3.10). The operators N(a) and A N (l) com
mute with this set, according to (6.10), (6.11) and (6.12). 
We may write A N (I) in its own representation as 

A N (l) = L.;I (1)<1( <11. 
a 

(6.13) 

The set of eigenvectors I (1) is complete and orthonormal 
in the petit space, 

(6. 14) 

If the basis vectors IN{N(r)}) are classified according 
to the value of <1 to which they belong, then 

I (1)(etl = L.; IN,<1,{N(r)})(N,G:,{N(r)}1 = I N(a), 
{N(r)}(N, (1) 

(6.15) 

where the summation runs over those sets of occupation 
numbers satisfying both the petit-space condition (3.7), 

N = L.;N(r) = L.; L.; N[r(a)] = L.;N(a), 
r a r(a) a 

and the "microensemble" condition, 

<1 = L.;A 1(r,r)N(r) 
r 

(6.16) 

= L.; L.;A1[r(a),r(a)]N[r(a)] = L.; aNtal, (6.17) 
a r(a) Ct 



                                                                                                                                    

994 Boris Leaf: Product-vector basis 

from (6.6). The degeneracy of the eigenvalue Cl is given 
by 

trace \ Cl)(Cl\ = L; trace[\N,Cl,{N(r)})(N,Cl,{N(r)}I] 
(N(r)} (N,(1) 

= L; 1 = g(Cl). 
{N(r)} (N, (1) 

(6.18) 

The degeneracy g(Cl) is the number of basis vectors 
\N{N(r)}) of the petit space belonging to the set 
\N, Cl, {N(r)}) consistent with a given eigenvalue Cl = 
L;cxaN(a). N(a) is the occupation number for the de
generate eigenstate a,withL;cxN(a) =N. Each different 
set of values {N(a)} will give some one of the eigen
values Cl. Therefore, the degeneracy g(Cl) is equal to the 
number of distributions of N particles, with N(a) parti
cle occupying the g(a) one-particle states belonging to 
eigenvalue a, consistent with the constraints (6.16) and 
(6.17). This is a well-known combinatorial problem. 11 

For bosons, the number of distributions with repetition 
of N(a) particles among g(a) states is 

(
N(a)) [N(a) + g(a) -1]1 

D t g(a) = N(a)l[g(a) -1]! . 
(6.19) 

For fermions, the number of distributions without re
petition is 

(
N(a)\ g(a)' 

D_ g(a)} = N(a)I[g(a)-N(a)]" 
(6,20) 

D ± are binomial coefficients given by the generating 
functions 
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(l-x)-g = L;xND+(:). 
N=O (6.21) 

The degeneracies g(Cl) in the spectrum of AN(l) are 
given accordingly as 

(6.22) 

In terms of the degeneracies g(a) in the spectrum of AI' 
Applications are familiar to the equilibrium ensembles 
in the statistical mechanics of an ideal system whose 
Hamiltonian is an additive,AN (l) property, 
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